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                        Expecting Rain
One of the first, best and most popular online Bob Dylan fan forums, providing
daily updated links to Dylan-related news and reviews from around the world,
access to Discussion Boards for fans to chew over All Things Bob and more.
harmonica albert
A New York based "poet, musician and wage slave" - also a "non-affiliated pacifist
communist, vegetarian spiritual anarchist, guitar-addicted progressive activist and
recovering catholic - that sort of thing". He admires Humphrey Bogart and Ida
Lupino. He keeps cats. He writes:
I've ... played guitar for about 30 years, and during most of that time it
was a hobby while I pursued a career as a poet, writer, editor and
teacher. After the attack on the World Trade Center, I felt I had to
pursue what I really loved in life, so I decided to see just what I could
do as a performing musician. Now I have a band, play in another band,
have composed and performed for theater and dance performances,
teach beginner guitar and own 22 stringed instruments, most of which
I play at least once a month. (And), in case you were wondering,
performing music for an audience is quite scary, but also the most fun
you can have fully clothed.
Albert likes John Wesley Harding, Blood On The Tracks, World Gone Wrong and
Love & Theft. I think it safe to say he doesn't like Street Legal or The Who. Since
becoming a member of Expecting Rain on 4 November 2004, albert has
contributed more than 5600 posts on a wide range of subjects. All are readable,
some indispensable. Below is a comprehensive selection. Enjoy.
On Chronicles (4 Nov 2004)
I'm quite amazed at the quality of writing, but the liner notes to World Gone
Wrong hinted that he could sling prose as well as lyrics.
The writing shows the influence of Kerouac, but overall it is tighter, less
indulgent, more sober.
I think it's the best rock autobiography I've ever seen, and will likely be viewed as
one of his enduring masterpieces, alongside Blonde On Blonde and the complete
Basement Tapes. Well worth the wait.
Thanks Bob.
I'm Not There (song) (10 Feb 2005)
This is one of my favorite Dylan recordings, but I don't think it's appropriate or
relevant to ask what the song lyric is "about" - it's an improvised vocal recorded
primarily to fix a chord progression and melody, and to set a tone perhaps for a
more formally realized lyric at some point.
The song is about Bob's musicality (and sharing it with the Band). A broken
romance seems to be emerging in the lyrics that make some kind of grammatical
sense. The tone of voice is nostalgic, wistful, tender, hints at regret perhaps. The
female figure is somehow elevated in the eyes of the male speaker. There is an
element of tragic resignation emerging - the inevitable absence of the speaker
indicated in the title and reiterated in the "I'm gone" refrain line. But there's no
story, no real characters, no clear conflict. It's an improvised sketch, unfinished
but lovely.
Dylan may have picked up this technique from Allen Ginsberg directly or
indirectly. First evidence of Dylan using it comes from the Highway 61 outtakes,
especially the Barbed Wire Fence takes that begin to move away from blues-based
lyric embellishment and improvisation into something wilder.
Last example I can think of would be the Hearts Of Fire takes, sometimes titled To
Fall In Love, that straddle improvised words / nonsense syllables. David Byrne did
something quite similar on the Speaking In Tongues album with Talking Heads.
I've found that this technique helps me write songs when I have a chord
progression but no lyric or melody.
John Wesley Harding, William Blake et al. (28 Feb 2005)
I've noted the link between the songs on Bob's greatest album and the Romantic
poet William Blake several times here and elsewhere, but this is not necessarily
my original perspective. I've been reading Blake closely (32 years) almost as long
as I've been listening to Bob (42 years), so spotting affinities between them has
been part of my appreciation of both artists.
However, in conversation with Allen Ginsberg, he told me that, around the time
of JWH (and like an idiot, I only notice now that the abbreviated title resembles
JahWeH - live and learn), Bob specifically spoke to him at length and with great
passion and curiosity about Blake, especially Songs of Innocence and Experience.
My recommendation would be to buy Blake's Complete Poems in either the
Penguin Classics or Oxford Classics edition - you will cherish the book the rest of
your life. Blake's poems are sometimes strange and obscure, other times almost
mindlessly simple - he boasted that children appreciated his poems best - but the
depth of vision and originality put him among the very greatest writers in English.
The places to start reading with Bob Dylan in mind would be Blake's prose poem
THE MARRIAGE OF HEAVEN AND HELL and SONGS OF INNOCENCE AND
EXPERIENCE.
MARRIAGE is a bold visionary statement, and the "Proverbs of Hell" section is
probably the most influential passage. The direct expression and concise imagery
were among the factors that caused Bob to simplify his own writing technique
post-1966.
In the SONGS, "London" is probably the greatest lyric, but "The Tyger" "The
Chimney Sweep" "Little Lamb" and many others show an economy of expression
and a lyric force that have influenced Dylan's songcraft. Many of these have been
put to music by Ginsberg, Vaughan Williams, William Bolcomb, and other
composers and musicians.
Blake is not the only influence on Dylan - Hank Williams is just as important to
JWH in many ways - but Blake / Dylan make a good comparative study, as the
former was the rebel supreme of his time, maybe of all time, and among the most
original artists who have ever lived. Most of the superlatives people throw around
about Bob Dylan overstate the case, but Blake really is that great and important,
and his influence has only grown since his relatively obscure life and death.
On JWH, the three verse structure to the songs, the concise character studies and
narratives in Drifter's Escape, Lonesome Hobo, Wicked Messenger and All Along
The Watchtower show Dylan at his most powerfully poetic level of songwriting.
Oh, help me in my weakness I heard the drifter say
As they carried him from the court room and were taking him away
My trip has been a pleasant one, and my time it isn't long
And I still do not know what it was that I've done wrong
These lines follow a basic seven beat poetic measure, with a rest in the first line
and some unstressed syllabic compression in the second. The third and fourth lines
follow the fourteen syllable, seven stress form most closely, but still vary from a
strict iambic rhythm.
Blake commonly used this poetic form in two ways - as a standard ballad lyric
form of four / three / four / three with shorter lines, and as the longer seven stress
line in his visionary poems like "Visions of the Daughters of Albion." Bob does the
same thing - Gates Of Eden is in the longer format, as is Tangled Up In Blue,
while JWH songs are often printed in the ballad lyric form.
Anyway, those are some of the affinities between Blake and Dylan. You'll find
many on your own, I'm sure. Some of the relationship comes through Bob's
relation to Ginsberg and the Beats, in addition to Bob's own study and interest.
Van Morrison is another big Blake fan.
Hope that helps.
(b) 4 May 2005
I think that, lyrically, John Wesley Harding is far and away the best Bob Dylan
album, and among the greatest song collections ever recorded.
As good as many of Bob's other albums are, a lot of the songs or parts of the songs
are more interesting as artifacts of an era rather than the strength of the writing.
This is especially true of the longer songs with the more extravagant lyric
techniques that stray into kitsch or self-parody, or just awkward excess, or that
use a casual lyric technique against fairly generic folk / blues harmonies.
Historically important as BIABH is, there are certainly minor songs on it that are
not particularly distinguished either in comparison to Bob's best work or that of
his peers.
John Wesley Harding does not waste a syllable or a note. The language is direct
and forceful. The characters are firmly defined but not without irony. The
narratives are masterpieces of compression and ambiguity. The lighter songs like
I'll Be Your Baby Tonight and Down Along The Cove work popular forms with a
deft touch and a simplicity of language akin to Hank Williams.
You don't have to sound like Bob Dylan to sing these songs well, which is another
strength in the lyric writing, as opposed to more stereotypical Dylan lyrics like
Foot Of Pride or Gates Of Eden or Chimes Of Freedom or do you see a pattern
here. A lot of the more characteristic Dylan lyrics verge on linguistic gimmickry
and are easily reproduced if you understand the techniques involved. That's one
reason why Bob sometimes seems to be on autopilot - because he is.
On JWH, nothing is taken for granted. Each word proves its worth to the whole
song and the whole album. The songs aren't personal confessions or psychedelic
excursions (in a superficial sense; in a deeper sense they are precisely that) or
imitations of his own style and tics. The ballad meter is handled with virtuosic
ease - O, help me in my weakness / I heard the drifter say and There must be
some way out of here / Said the Joker to the Thief and There was a Wicked
Messenger / From Eli he did come and Frankie Lee and Judas Priest / They were
the best of friends are all brilliant opening lines to tersely rendered narratives, and
I'm sure almost everyone reading this can recite the lines following those, in part
because the mnemonic purpose of the technique is being so well served by the
clarity of the introduction of the characters, situation and crisis in each instance.
JWH also lacks any of the signs of laziness and boredom and sentimentality that
occasionally mar even some of Bob's best albums like Love & Theft and Time Out
Of Mind. There are no silly jokes or throwaway love songs.
The organization of the album as a whole is also a view of its lyric strength. Dear
Landlord is pretty much the best "side 2, cut 1" song I've ever experienced. Side 1
has spun a series of parables and stories about characters, like a condensed
Canterbury Tales. Side 2 suddenly gets extremely intimate. Please don't put a price
on my soul / My burden is heavy / My dreams are beyond control is just terrifying
in its insight into imagination and the truth of human experience. Bob's aphoristic
writing style in this song is sharp and original but still tied to a kind of collective
knowledge of spirit, a musical Proverbs of Hell.
The connection to William Blake is not accidental, and the seriousness of the
album, the certainty of its reinvention of his own lyric voice, represents the
pinnacle of not just his own work up to that point, but of the entire generational
spiritual transformation that he represented and in many ways still represents.
Bob's Bad Albums (28 Feb 2005)
You may like them, because taste is subjective, and we all have some kind of bad
music we like. But I think some of Bob's work is objectively bad to dreadful - that
is, it suffers in comparison to his peers and influences and sources, as well in
comparison to his own best work, and it sounds badly recorded, performed,
conceived, etc.
1. Self Portrait - meant to be a bad album, and it succeeds by offering feeble covers
of genuine country / folk classics (Take A Message to Mary, Early Morning Rain,
Belle Isle, I Forgot More), authorship rip-offs (It Hurts Me, Too, Little Sadie, Days
of 49), sloppily played / overdubbed arrangements (In Search of Little Sadie - those
bongos just don't work), undignified live recordings of great songs (Like A Rolling
Stone, Love Minus Zero) and outright kitsch (Wigwam, The Boxer, many others).
The album doesn't gel into any coherent statement, despite a few bright spots here
and there. I liked it upon release, still listen to a few cuts now and then, but most
listeners will quickly graduate to real country and folk music and tire of this mess.
As Bob probably knew they would.
2. Street Legal - Bob's voice is pinched and without resonance or meaningful
nuance, his first really bad vocal record. It's not the production's fault, either. The
bloated band never sounds good, and didn't on tour (I've heard the major
recordings and saw them in Providence, RI). The saxophone always sounds like a
Springsteen rip-off, which it was. The writing is slap-dash and tends to self-parody
(Journey Through The Dark Heat or whatever it's called most egregiously with
those cheesy Motown lines). The female singers really intrude in unmusical and
tasteless ways. New Pony comes close but fails to find something new in this
traditional blues and is sung awkwardly. Baby Stop Crying is mawkish, narcissistic
songwriting that doesn't convince the listener that a real relationship is at stake. Is
Your Love In Vain desecrates one of Robert Johnson's greatest songs. No Time to
Think - any memorable lines or melodic fragments? Anyone can't stop humming
it? Didn't think so. True Love Tends To Forget might be a better song that it
sounds with this band.
The only bright moments on SL are We Better Talk This Over, which is not a
strong song but has a slightly unusual structure - when Bob played it in March
2000 it sounded fresh - and SeГ±or, which has sounded much, much better in live
versions for the last 10 years or so than it ever did back then - sometimes a song is
better than the artist, and the artist needs time to catch up.
3. Dylan & The Dead - a marriage made in musical hell. I can't think of a worse
group to back Bob. Some of the rehearsal recordings show promise, especially the
cover songs, but the Dead are the musical antithesis of Dylan's hits.
4. Knocked Out Loaded - so mediocre it hurts to listen. Too bad Bob never figured
out how to use Petty & Co. in the studio - some of their concerts are good,
although sometimes it sounds like "Bob Dylan". But any album with Brownsville
Girl on it will have to have mighty strong songs to make up for that aural
sinkhole. This one just doesn't.
5. Under The Red Sky - badly recorded vocals, Born In Time ruined by lyric
changes and pinched vocal, and if anyone can tell Slash from Stevie Ray Vaughan
or explain why either guitarist is on this album, you can have my copy. The title
song is one of Bob's very worst compositions, right up there with Man Gave
Names To All the Animals. Handy Dandy parodies "Like A Rolling Stone" in
sound, which ruins what might actually have been a decent oddball song. God
Knows needed its live renditions to become a strong song - here it just fizzles
along. TV TalkinвЂ™ Song teeters on self-parody, but was worth the risk, I think,
even if it fails to be more than minor. Is that Elton John on piano? THE Elton
John? Bring back Elston Gunn, puhleeze.
6. Down In The Groove - just not enough life on the disc, although better
renditions of these songs might have yielded an okay album of covers. The
originals aren't much - Silvio is the only one that rises to average, though it found
some life in live versions.
7. At Budokan - mush. So many excuses are offered - too early in the tour, you
had to be there, other nights were better, blah blah blah, but the album just
doesn't hold up, was painful to listen to on release. Bob strains to update songs
that don't need it, can't really sing the ballads with plain piano / guitar backing,
and the band sounds both bloated and thin, quite an achievement in live
recording. Again with the saxophone. When they try to rock, like on Maggie's
Farm, it's pathetic, like watching a fat man try to pole vault.
Most of Bob's other official releases I think can arguably be termed good to
excellent. I don't like all of them, but they each make some kind of coherent
statement of artistic interest and musicality, even the messes like Desire and
Infidels (which I grant its outtakes, otherwise it would have made the list above).
Bob has a few albums that are truly great works. Bob Dylan and Freewheelin'
from his folk period, the great folk / rock trilogy of Bringing It All through Blonde
on Blonde, John Wesley Harding, Blood On The Tracks, World Gone Wrong (I
give it the edge over Good As I Been To You), Time Out Of Mind, and Love &
Theft. All others I think fall short of greatness, although Oh Mercy comes close
enough that I could be swayed.
Still, this is so much better a track record than anyone of his generation. I'll take
his failures in stride, so long as he comes up with a Love & Theft every 10 years.
More On Street Legal ...
(a) 1 March 2005
... Is there something about Street Legal musically that redeems the awful lyric
writing in a song like Where Are You Tonight? Does the constant resorting to
other people's lyrics to finish a line or verse comprise something other than
laziness and lack of inspiration? When the background singers jump in on these
borrowings, does it simply amplify the laziness or something else? I cringe every
time Bob and those women sing those lines ... not because I hate the songs
referenced, but because reference in this context is a worn out device of postmodernism, a dead aesthetic, and Bob's attempt to borrow the "floating lines" of
traditional music in a non-traditional context serve to make the song less personal,
less detailed, more commonplace.
Just saying you like something is not interesting or meaningful. I like mayonnaise
on my turkey and mustard on my cheese. So what?
(b) 3 March 2005
You are right to note that my own views have subjective elements. That is why
I'm challenging myself, and anyone interested, to try to discuss this music in more
objective terms. It's not necessarily easy or neat or as absolute as the terms
subjective / objective imply. And I'm not trying to impress anyone or make
anyone think like me or be like me. I really want to know something here, and
I'm challenging my own biases most of all.
Anyway, I don't think my evaluation of the badly written lyrics on Street Legal
represents a subjective view. That's not to say one should not personally enjoy the
lyrics. And perhaps there is some irony I'm not realizing, that the bad writing
actually communicates something that better writing would miss.
Let's look at a concrete example representative of Bob's bad writing. I think
Where Are You Tonight will serve well, because it exemplifies the pitfall of selfparody in a lyricist as distinctive as Dylan at his best. The song attempts an epic
scope, but the writing lurches from unrealized narrative to surrealism to pastiche
to litany to just plain confusion without making the "you" of the title any more
real or substantial a character by the last line than she is in the first.
The internal rhymes of the lines are for the most part hackneyed and sonically
dull - train / rain, touch / much, tone / stone in the first stanza alone. These dull
rhymes are relieved now and then by something more sonically interesting like
dawn / St. John, or that provokes some idea that enlivens the ambiguous narrative
like obscure / pure (not a real strong rhetorical move but at least a variation on the
strategy).
The rhythm of the lines shows Bob's characteristic overpacking of syllables and
misplacement of stresses, and while this can charm in some of his earlier numbers,
by 1978 this was his own clichГ©, and his best songs from John Wesley Harding
onward have rarely exhibited this prolixity.
I COULDn't tell HER what my PRIvate thoughts WERE but she HAD some way
of FINDing them OUT
accents two particularly weak rhyme words to no good effect. Of the four
accented verbs, only one represents a concrete action, the others are auxiliary
verbs or passive.
The final word has some sonic punch with the end consonant, but doesn't extend
or amplify the literal meaning or poetic power, it simply finishes off the
colloquialism "finding out." This is weak writing, leading to weak singing, and has
been judged as such for hundreds of years in American music. Ben Franklin wrote
about misplaced accents in lyrics in American hymns around 1765. It's a common
enough practice in traditional lyrics arising from the unlettered masses, but in a
composer who is ostensibly the greatest songsmith of his generation, in this song it
is simply a weak and ineffective strategy leading to a harshly sung line that adds to
the confusion of the narrative in this verse below:
The truth was obscure, too profound and too pure, to live it you have to
explode
In that last hour of need, we entirely agreed, sacrifice was the code of the
road
I left town at dawn, with Marcel and St. John, strong men belittled by
doubt
I couldn't tell her what my private thoughts were but she had some way
of finding them out
He took dead-center aim but he missed just the same, she was waiting,
putting flowers on the shelf
She could feel my despair as I climbed up her hair and discovered her
invisible self
Line 1 is a philosophical aphorism. Line 2 is a narrative event, but too abstract to
be effective - need of what, sacrifice of what? Line 3 is a sharper event with two
specific characters, who are then compressed into a common characterization
employing two more abstractions. Line 4 disrupts the emerging narrative to return
to the unnamed woman and some vague conflict which must have preceded the
leaving of town. Line 5 swings back to either Marcel or St. John but just which
one is hard to tell, although technically it ought to be the last cited masculine
subject, St. John. This line is also narrative, but if you don't know what he aimed
at, whether or not he missed isn't all that compelling a revelation. Mid-line, the
narrator swings back to the woman waiting somewhere, presumably in the town
just left by the three men, but if they left town, how does the narrator know she
is waiting with those flowers on the shelf? This is just badly constructed narrative
writing, whether in prose, poem or song. Line 6 is the most exciting line, but in
context the surrealism of climbing her hair just confuses matters. Did he return to
town without Marcel & St. John? Where did those two guys go? They never
reappear in the song, though they were important enough to cite by name.
This is what I mean by bad writing, bad objectively. Now, if there is an effective
aesthetic use of bad writing - like in Jack Kerouac's better work, for instance - on
Street Legal in this song, I need that explained to me, because all I hear is selfparody and sloppy writing.
The song has a promising structure of six lines in ballad meter, then three
tetrameter and a trimeter line before the refrain line. The song is at odds with
itself, though, as the lines are sometimes litanies of images and ideas, other times
narrative. The litanies retard the narrative, and the narrative inhibits the power
that a good litany (like A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall) can achieve.
... It's interesting, at least to me, to compare a song like this to Frankie Lee and
Judas Priest, which is brilliant narrative lyric writing, or I Shall Be Released which
has aphorism and terse narrative mixed to profoundly moving effect.
Many thanks.
(c) 11 March 2005
Bob was a very wealthy international star and businessman by the time (Changing
Of The Guards) was written and released, complicit in his own crisis, writing
these "visionary epics" via formula, filling them with trite language and vaguely
portentous action to little effect. The nostalgia is self-serving and narcissistic, the
singer seems to portray himself as victim of commerce and women, and there's a
tone of self-righteous accusation that prefigures his impending conversion to
fundamentalist Christianity.
It's a weak, contrived song on a badly executed album of lesser songs.
It initiated a long period of mediocrity with only flashes of power in certain songs,
lasting from 1978 to 1989. There are some good shows and songs and outtakes
from that period, but none of the albums are among Bob's best, or even very good,
except maybe Empire Burlesque.
(d) 15 April 2005
Street Legal seems to be the litmus test for listeners, where they either admit their
hero makes really bad music on occasion or they abandon any semblance of critical
faculties in favor of subjective enthusiasm for every breath their hero takes.
Street Legal was widely dismissed as shallow, vain, dishonest music when it was
released, and while this may be too broad a condemnation, the only song on it that
has shown real staying power is SeГ±or. The rest of it is minor, with a few really
badly written songs and some so-so ones. Many of the lyrics are laughably bad,
sexist, condescending, confused and portentous. The arrangements and the
production are both terrible; the saxophone and women singers sit as easily on
Bob's music as the faux-Elvis outfit fits his body.
Bob performed We Better Talk This Over in March 2000 in Anaheim, and it
sounded okay. SeГ±or has sounded great in concert since he revived it. Both songs
benefited from the leaner country-rock sound of his recent touring bands, as
opposed to the bloated Lounge Rock sound of 1978.
The album is the nadir of his pre-Christian work. Bob was lost as an artist, looking
to Bruce Springsteen and Neil Diamond for models of performance. Big big
mistake on both counts, like (per Yeats) a dog imitating its fleas.
[Further to the previous paragraph], it's a matter of record that Bob saw Neil
Diamond perform (in Vegas I'm nearly certain) and was very impressed with the
show and sought to emulate the scale of spectacle and entertainment values. Bob
himself mentioned this in at least one interview.
Springsteen was the rising New Dylan, and especially with Born To Run and
Darkness At The Edge Of Town, he'd released two masterful albums and was
touring extensively with three hour plus shows. I saw Bruce in 1978 in Boston,
and it was quite amazing. Bruce clearly had Dylan on his mind - the two keyboard
band, two hot guitars with Little Steven and his own leads, plus Bruce was dressed
in a three piece suit more than faintly reminiscent of Bob in 1965-6.
So it's a no coincidence that in 1978, Bob started recording and touring with a sax
player, doing three hour shows, featuring a much slicker band sound, wearing
gaudy pseudo-Elvis outfits and chatting and shaking hands with the audiences.
And this is another reason why Street Legal is kind of pathetic, beyond the
awkward writing and pompous, inept arranging. It is perhaps Bob's most neurotic,
unbalanced work on record. There are far worse recordings of his, but those are
mostly because he wasn't really trying. On Street Legal, he tried and failed.
Another poster "100%" disagrees ...
You are obviously within your rights to love this album unabashedly. However, it
would be foolish in the extreme to disagree with me 100% because much of what
I wrote is in fact not a matter of personal taste but historical record e.g. the critical
disdain for this album is a fact, and disagreeing with this fact simply makes you
wrong.
Likewise, you can enjoy the bad writing on this album, but none of your
enjoyment will change the fact that the writing is in fact bad by any imaginable
reasonable standard of evaluation.
Similarly, the lack of originality in much of the writing is clearly demonstrable
and not simply a matter of taste. The songs are rife with clichГ©s, awkward
phrasing, inconsistent and contradictory points of view, and borrowed / stolen
lines. You are free to enjoy such writing, but claiming that it is "good" or "great" or
"genius" is just a foolish misjudgement.
Junk food remains junk no matter how much gusto the eater feels when
consuming it. Bad music is the same. How much we like or don't like the music is
subjective. The music itself is an objective phenomenon.
Boo! One-dimensional!
Actually, those who unthinkingly love everything Bob does are the onedimensional personalities. Even worse are those who can't distinguish between
their own subjective neurotic needs they project on to Dylan and his work, and
the actual objective phenomenon of a fallible artist and an erratic (but clearly
brilliant) body of work.
And your nonsense about criticism, parroting things you read that Bob said, shows
little knowledge of what critical analysis actually is, what it serves in the
imaginative process. And I'm not talking about decades old Rolling Stone reviews,
either. I quit rock journalism because the standards are so low.
So I'm guessing you've (a) never written a song and performed it in public (b)
never written criticism and had it published (c) don't play any instruments or sing
and (d) consequently don't recognize the differences between a truly brilliant song
like Blind Willie McTell and sadly self-parodic twaddle like Where Are You
Tonight; between a classic love song like Buckets Of Rain and a vile, narcissistic
ditty like Is Your Love In Vain.
If you'd rather not challenge yourself, it's the land of the free, after all. But if you
cut through the mystique and blather of uncritical fandom and really listen and
ask questions, you'll understand more about music, art, and life.
Moonshiner Blues (3 March 2005)
Bob's rendition is I think most likely based on Roscoe Holcomb's version of this
song. Roscoe was an amazing banjo / guitar player and singer from Appalachia
who recorded from the late 50s to the early 70s when he died. He was on the folk
festival circuit, toured with the Stanley Brothers and I think Bill Monroe. Bob
likely heard him at a folk festival, although perhaps there was a recording extant
at the time.
Roscoe's singing is harsh, nasal, modal, and altogether freakishly beautiful and
haunting. Much more extreme than Bob ever was. There is a recent CD collecting
20 or so recordings, and it is a treasure with great versions of traditional tunes like
Moonshiner, Little Birdie and many others.
Bob's version is a good example of how he used traditional songs and singers to
forge his own style and develop his command of a body of work. He had a
reputation in his younger days for leather-lunged belting, most notably in live
performances. His Moonshiner has a more introspective tone but rises to long
sustained notes to chilling effect. Check out how Roscoe works this device. Both
versions made me really think about my own choices in singing, but I'm still in
the thinking stage on this one.
Man Of Constant Sorrow / Stanley Brothers (3 March 2005)
Richard Burnett published Man Of Constant Sorrow in 1913 and may well be the
author. Emry Arthur's recording in 1928 sounds like the basis for most future
versions. Bob's version probably owes a lot to the Stanley Brothers recording from
the late 1940s. Arthur's recording is on the Anthology Of American Folk Music I
believe, and Joan Baez recorded it early on as Maid Of Constant Sorrow, so many
people were singing and recording the song by 1961.
If you don't have any Stanley Brothers, start listening today. Bob has covered
many of their tunes and recorded a duet [Lonesome River, in 1997] with Ralph
Stanley. The songs are just great - White Dove, Wandering Boy, Gathering
Flowers and many others.
A New Guitarist For Bob's Band ... (3 March 2005)
Interesting list of players in this thread, but I don't think many of them are
actually suited to the range of styles in Bob's music. Neil Young would be great in
some material and lost in other songs. Zappa has nothing in common with Bob
musically. That Wilco guy would probably do well in the electric tunes, but can
he play bluegrass? Same goes for Quine. Cooder doesn't really play rock and roll in
any contemporary sense.
A guitarist for Bob has to understand blues, have a feel for swing jazz, pop
standards and rockabilly material, be strong enough for acoustic folk / country /
bluegrass songs and arrangements and be able to rock hard. He or she would also
have to be a good lead and rhythm guitarist. In terms of both taste and chops, I
think Charlie Sexton is the model guitarist for Bob - can my fantasy be that he
returns?
A good Telecaster player - who plays like Robbie Robertson these days? Any kids?
Actually, the only younger guitarist I'd like to see with Bob would be Jack White,
not because I think it would be great, but it would be a real test of White's
musicianship. Plus he wouldn't get to sing in that awful voice, so that would be
good as well. But he'd have to get a Telecaster - those Supro / National things he
plays probably won't cut it.
Pro-Cooder comment is posted ...
I'm with you on Ry Cooder's amazing playing, except that I can't really recall any
hard rocking music he's made for the last 25 years or so. Early on he played with
Taj Mahal and Beefheart and those Stones sessions, but a lot of that was slide
guitar work (really great stuff, too) and there's not a lot of room in Bob's songs for
that style, although plenty of room for lap steel / pedal steel. I miss Bucky Baxter.
Although Larry was great, too.
... I've always felt that Cooder's strengths were fingerpicking acoustic and
bottleneck playing at slow to funky tempos, not a real lead player like what is
required on Summer Days or Country Pie or whatever. Not complicated changes,
so I'm sure he could play them, but would he want to?
Oh, and Jorma Kaukonen could definitely fill the guitar chair for Bob if he were so
inclined ... and David Bromberg could always come out of retirement and handle
Bob's set list no problem.
Dylan (CD), MTV Unplugged and More (4 March 2005)
Maybe I'm hallucinating but I seem to recall seeing a CD of Dylan, the final album
released by Columbia after he went with Asylum. Maybe it's out of print now?
You can make your own Dylan album by downloading karaoke versions of Big
Yellow Taxi, Mr. Bojangles etc. and then doing your best Bob Dylan imitation over
the backing tracks. It will be about as good.
MTV Unplugged is a superior live album. The complete recordings on bootleg are
worth finding.
Real Live is not a great record but is underrated, as was that '84 tour in general to
judge from the shows I have. You may not listen to it a lot but you'll find points of
interest and won't be sorry. Good lead guitar work and crisp band sound. Some
lyric rewrites of interest.
At Budokan isn't very compelling and hasn't stood up well, but it does document a
historical turn in Bob's touring career, and the list of songs is long enough to
include good ones. The music is sentimental and bloated. I recently heard a lot of
the 1978 Rundown Rehearsals (I think after the Japanese tour) and the best songs
are relatively casual takes involving not that many musicians, like Bob is teaching
the songs to them. There's no strain to connect to an audience, just musicians
practicing good songs. So I'd recommend these bootleg recordings over the
Budokan shows.
The Blackbushe show from later in 1978 in England has a fairly high critical
reputation, but it's a bit of a sprawling mess and not that well recorded from the
audience. If you really want a 1978 live document, settling for Budokan is not so
bad. At least you can hear the instruments balanced with the vocals.
BOTT / Desire - Blood Will Tell (7 March 2005)
I loved Hurricane when it came out, loved Desire, saw the Rolling Thunder
Review and loved that, but this album of songs just doesn't hold up over time.
Hurricane has some of Bob's very worst lyric writing - anyone who thinks this
song is some all-time great composition doesn't know anything about music. I
mean, do we really need Bob Dylan to tell us that in the jail house they try to turn
a man into a mouse? That's just bad songwriting* by any imaginable standard.
Oh Sister is a faux-ballad with an incest theme not easily reconciled with the
romance and spirituality also present. Mozambique is perfect fluff (by that I mean
it's good). Joey is a badman ballad updated but not improved by the mafia theme,
although there are some rousing live versions going around. Isis travels the same
territory as SeГ±or, rips off the storyline of Treasure Of The Sierra Madre, but it's
not bad, just not great or truly original. Black Diamond Bay tells its tale with some
wit and charm, but these semi-surreal tales with jokers, sinners, midgets, misers,
paupers and kings all doing and saying strange things get kind of tiresome over the
long haul, all sounding like one big lost outtake of Desolation Row but nowhere
near as good. One More Cup Of Coffee is minor exotica that traffics in stereotypes
instead of characters and hints at a tale it never really tells in any interesting terms
with such awful lines as He oversees his kingdom so no stranger does intrude / His
voice it trembles as he calls for another plate of food. Sara is just too naked and too
treacly at once, although I respect the risk. It sounds like sentimental delusion is
all the singer has left of the relationship. I'm not convinced this was the intent.
Romance In Durango is competent but not really inspired songwriting, on the
level of Mozambique.
I think people are more enraptured with the mystique of Desire and the resulting
tour than with the actual music. Can anyone name a single significant cover
version of any of these songs? Does anyone here sing them and perform them and
truly feel they are inside the song making it their own?
Blood On The Tracks is widely acknowledged as one of Bob's great masterpieces,
even by people who don't like much of what he's done since. Many divergent
artists have covered these songs including Freddie King, Madeleine Peyroux, Jerry
Garcia and Bette Midler. As a musician, these are among my favorite Dylan tunes
to play, with distinctive chord changes and melodies, and sharp-eyed lyrics with
real insight into life and love. The story of Tangled Up In Blue is one of Bob's best,
and it's interesting to hear the many lyric rewrites from session to session and tour
to tour, because almost all the variations are quite effective, and the song has
worked both as a solo acoustic ballad and an electric rocker. The imagery in You're
Gonna Make Me Lonesome and If You See Her is just exquisite - Purple clover,
Queen Anne's Lace / Crimson hair across your face - or this, worthy of Hank
Williams - Sundown, yellow moon / I replay the past / I know every scene by
heart / It all went by so fast. Even the simple blues Meet Me In The Morning
employs clear, concrete language and avoids blues clichГ©. Lily, Rosemary isn't as
strong as Frankie Lee but it's still a fun western tale with none of the cosmic
pretensions of Isis and a cast of well-drawn characters.
So in terms of greatness - impact on musical culture, originality of language and
insight, command of musical terms and technique - I don't think there's any way
to compare these two works. Blood On The Tracks is about as good a record of
songs as was recorded in the 20th century. Desire is a sloppily recorded and
unevenly written but interesting minor work by a major artist.
* Note: all of Desire except Sara co-written by Bob Dylan and Jacques Levy.
Sources / Influences (7 March 2005)
The resemblance of Like A Rolling Stone's to La Bamba by Ritchie Valens has
been widely noted, by Phil Spector, Al Kooper and Dylan himself, amongst others.
The most unique thing about the song - other than the general excellence and
emotional impact - is the length for a single of the era.
Dylan mines pop songwriters and singers for concert covers and inspiration.
Answer Me which he performed several times in 1991 is such a tune, an AABA
pop song which was a hit for Nat King Cole in the early 50s. I'll Remember You is
one of Bob's songs consciously modelled on this tradition, in contrast with his
more usual folk / blues / blues rock models. This kind of pop songwriting has
become more prominent in Bob's recent work, especially on Love & Theft's
Floater and Moonlight. I think of the latter as a stylistic descendant of songs like
Hoagy Carmichael's Stardust and Skylark. The songs also sound a little bit like
early Duke Ellington or maybe Fats Waller / Andy Razaff tunes. Bob has covered
Gershwin as well.
Some songs have a kind of gypsy / Semitic / Indian feel to them - someone
mentioned One More Cup Of Coffee as sounding "oriental." In that case, the
minor key and the violin, as well as the flatted six and seven chords, add to this
feel, but the song itself is a folk ballad in Tex / Mex costume. Sometimes it's just a
matter of Bob's nasal droning style of vocalizing, rather than the song itself, where
his drawn out notes sound almost flamenco-ish like on Oh Sister or maybe
Moonshiner Blues. In early interviews, he often mentions Egyptian singer Om
Kalsoum as among his favorite singers, but he also gets a lot of this from field
hollers and work songs.
I guess there's always the reggae influence, but that's mostly been negative I
think. I & I is the most obvious example; the only versions I can listen to are those
in which the rhythm has modulated into something more rock-oriented.
Corrina, Corrina (8 March 2005)
Corrine, Corrina - Big Joe TurnerвЂ™s 1956 r&b hit with this tune - is worth hearing.
See http://arts.ucsc.edu/gdead/agdl/cori.html for some interesting history [the
original Corinna was a Greek lyric poetess circa ... 500 BC ...] of song and name.
The song supposedly has roots in Scots ballads, but I can't find the particular ballad
or cycle.
A 1931 recording by Red Nichols was the first hit. Ray Peterson covered Joe
Turner's arrangement for a hit in 1960. There is a Mitchell / Parrish / Chapman
copyright on one set of lyrics, but those are mostly just traditional lines and verses
strung together one particular way.
I think Skip James recorded a version in the sixties and maybe John Hurt as well.
I'd be surprised if Hot Tuna didn't do it at some point, maybe on that early
acoustic duo album with the psychedelic cover in red and blue?
All-time Greats (8 March 2005)
I think it's a little premature to announce Bob is the best all-time anything, except
the best Bob Dylan ever.
Homer would have to be the greatest songwriter in history. His work has lasted
almost 3000 years, was so powerful that it was recalled and preserved in oral
tradition for hundreds of years, was influential (and remains so) in forging a
national and ethnic identity for Greeks, and has set the standard for narrative
poetry in many languages besides ancient Greek. He also worked in the most
difficult form, the epic. I'll be he played a kick-ass lyre, too. Pindar would be right
behind him.
Solomon, or whoever composed the Psalms, I'd rank behind Pindar, but some
would put him first, with good reason.
George & Ira Gershwin, Hoagy Carmichael, Irving Berlin, and Cole Porter could
all be ranked ahead of Dylan for song composition.
Duke Ellington also is a more important composer of songs than Bob.
Someone already mentioned Stephen Foster (1826-1864), who was the first person
to try (with mixed success) to live off songwriting, and was the first songwriter to
collect royalties. His songs have lasted 160 years. Bob has some ground to make up
there.
Bob is certainly the greatest folk-rock songwriter of his generation. I can't think of
anyone remotely close to him. But "all-time best" is meaningless hyperbole usually
coming from someone who has no competence to make such a judgement.
A lot of that going around.
Heart Or Head? (15 March 2005)
(The original poster) is right to address the listener's response (as opposed to the
writer's putative intent) when coming to terms with a song. But "How does it
make me feel?" (while) one element of the experience of the song itself (is) not the
sole one or even the most important one.
Songs are nearly meaningless in isolation from other songs. Dylan's work is
particularly interesting to experience in the context of various musical / poetic /
literary / visual art traditions, because these supply both the means of expression
and thematic material in so many of his songs. When Bob loses close contact with
this bedrock material and instead yields to some more autobiographical /
reportorial impulse, his songs often suffer.
So a song like Hurricane, however laudable the conscious intent, is a very mixed
success musically and lyrically, because the references are so overtly topical and
the language clumsily synopsizes complex details. (Here comes the story of the
Hurricane / The man the authorities came to blame is pretty bad writing, ditto
that bit about ... riding a horse along a trail.) The song is about Bob trying to call
attention to one injustice as a reflection of a larger problem, but it never really
transcends its intentions.
Blind Willie McTell, on the other hand, is rooted in so much tradition, beginning
with the melody of St. James Infirmary, and the language is visionary in a sure and
unforced manner, with a grander historical vision than the more personal
narrative of Hurricane and a much more powerful indictment of power itself.
We might feel many things about both songs, but Blind Willie McTell demands
knowledge as well as feeling - of St. James Infirmary, New Orleans and its place in
the slave trade, cotton culture and the Civil War - things not necessarily in the
song itself or there by implication.
Thus, facts - of music and history, among other things - are essential to an
appreciation of both songs, but while Hurricane presents facts from one man's
story and tells you how to feel in a fairly simplistic (and not altogether truthful)
way, Blind Willie McTell presents images and visions from America's story and
lets the power of those images create the feeling (along with the minor key blues
structure borrowed from St. James Infirmary).
Nearly every great, and many a lesser Dylan song has another song behind it Blowin' In The Wind built on No More Auction Block, or Like A Rolling Stone on
La Bamba, or Gates Of Eden on Visions of the Daughters of Albion or any number
of William Blake poems, or Clean Cut Kid on Uranium Rock and other rockabilly
classics, or John Wesley Harding on John Hardy and the Ballad of Jesse James and
other outlaw ballads.
So sometimes "Why does it make me feel?" or "What are the means the song
employs to evoke feeling?" are more important questions than the feelings
themselves a song evokes. Feelings, after all, will vary listener to listener, but St.
James Infirmary is a historical fact (itself drawn from prior facts) which itself has a
history.
Greatness And Taste (14 March 2005)
I actually don't think (that liking or not liking Changing Of The Guards) is just a
matter of taste. To elevate this minor and objectively flawed song to "greatness"
really devalues the truly great work Dylan has done. No matter how bad a Dylan
song is, someone thinks it is "great" and people bend over backwards with
rationales excusing shoddy work. This is the process of mythologizing that Dylan
himself resisted on Self Portrait, the uncritical adulation of all things Bob. He then
becomes flawless, and less human and real and intimate an artist as a result. We
need his really bad songs to understand just how great the good ones are. Blurring
the distinctions between those extremes serves no purpose except to relieve an
audience of the responsibility to think critically.
Whether or not you like it isn't the issue. Personal taste is not the only measure of
a song's worth nor the sole index of significance. The song itself, and its
relationship to other songs and traditions, are of more importance than what it
means to you personally or how you feel about it.
I'm an artist responding to art and thinking about my experience and the artifact
in question. "Face value" judgements are not sufficient measures of greatness.
Anyone is free to enjoy anything. That is not important to an understanding of art.
I have a lot of experience making art, teaching and critiquing art and publishing
and performing my arts. People pay me to do it now and then. I've been doing it
for 30 years. I'm not about to pretend I don't know what I'm talking about to
make it easier for other people to elevate their own facile "face value" judgements
into grand pronouncements of greatness.
A vague, disorganized and badly written song like Changing Of The Guards invites
analysis because at face value it says almost nothing and relies on a few
manipulative signifiers to appear to be meaningful - it's Bob lost in his own
clichГ©s. The persona that emerges is self-pitying and narcissistic. A listener can
gloss over this and not pay attention, and still find reasons to enjoy the song, but
that doesn't make the flaws go away. They are right there in the words and voice.
The song doesn't become good because you like it (or anyone). It just becomes
liked.
It won't lessen your appreciation of Dylan to think critically about his work. It
will in fact deepen your engagement with the art and move your relationship with
it from passive and obedient consumer to something more alive and dynamic and
less personal, more curious and active, closer to your own humanity and Bob's.
Mass media - and Bob is among other things a mass media artist - tend to cultivate
passivity and obedience and auto-erotic fantasy as a means of repressing critical
thinking and disempowering individuals. Much of Dylan's interesting art enacts an
ongoing struggle with this problem. His failure to transcend the struggle or
integrate it, and his willingness at key points to subvert his mass media iconic
status with poor or highly eccentric work, have made his successful work,
especially his post-1989 recordings and tours, a much more impressive
achievement.
So the issue really isn't whether you like something or not, but what is the
character of the thing being liked.
Good As I Been To You / World Gone Wrong #1 (14 March 2005)
I think these two albums are one of the best measures of Dylan's still vital genius.
The range of songs is impressive, the guitar playing quite good, the blues tunes are
done with casual authority, the ballads are stunning, even Froggie Went ACourtin' wins on charm and grace. I think his audience, and maybe he, went too
long taking his personal power as a performer for granted. These two albums reestablished that power publicly for his audience, and the choice of songs
established a kind of tone for his own work (TOOM and L&T - two of his greatest
albums) that followed. I think World Gone Wrong is one of the greatest
interpretive folk song collections ever recorded. On these songs, Dylan's just about
as good as any of his heroes - Doc Watson, Blind Lemon Jefferson, Hank Williams.
Hanks I & III (15 March 2005)
Hank Williams came perilously close to destroying several budding careers in
country music. He was touring with the Carter Family and had fallen in love / lust
/ whatever with June Carter, who was 17 at the time. Hank was married to
Audrey and drinking like he'd live forever. Maybelle Carter tolerated him and
eased him away from the bottle somewhat, but didn't really trust him around her
young ones. June had been in showbiz for a decade and was no fool, but they all
liked Hank and his music.
One drunken day, Hank drove up to the Carter house, jumped out of the car and
stormed up to the front door with a loaded gun, intent on killing June if he
couldn't have her. One of June's sisters tried to get between Hank on the porch
and June inside the screen door. Hank raised the pistol, the sister screamed and he
fired one round point blank at June, who fainted. The shot missed her completely,
thank the liquor and the Lord, but Hank thought he'd killed her. So of course, he
turned and ran to the car and drove away faster than he'd arrived.
Just think if he hadn't missed. Jail would have cut short his career. June would be
a footnote in country music history instead of an icon. Johnny Cash might never
have escaped his addictions and self-destructive behavior and the early death they
promised. Hank Jr. probably wouldn't have wanted to follow a murdering fool's
footsteps into music or name his child Hank III.
Speaking of whom, Hank Williams III's album is the real deal, better than anything Jr. has done. Check it out.
On Being Asked To Choose A "Best" From Blonde On Blonde, Highway 61,
Blood On The Tracks, Bringing It All Back Home, Freewheelin', Another Side,
John Wesley Harding And Nashville Skyline (21 Mar 2005)
I don't think it's fair to compare these albums to one another in some kind of
"best" competition. "Favorite" would be a better measure. JWH is a perfect album,
but so is Highway 61 and neither does what the other does. Freewheelin' is a
better folk music album than Another Side, but the latter is a better folk-rock
album than the former.
And Love & Theft is as good as any album on this list.
But I'd have to vote JWH, because it speaks clearest to me and has done since its
release. Dear Landlord is its keystone performance, and every piece holds some
essential place in the whole.
Hurricane Again (23 March 2005)
Here are the reasons why Bob does not play Hurricane in concert: he doesn't like
the song; he can't perform it well; he doesn't think anyone wants to hear it. You
can choose any or all of those reasons.
There was a lawsuit over the lyrics at one point, even after he changed them from
the initial recording, but the suit was thrown out.
The song does have some of Bob's worst writing. Musically, it relies on a not very
interesting violin part by a not very good violin player. As a topical song, it sounds
dated, with little to say beyond the facts of Ruben Carter's life.
Very few of Bob's protest / story songs taken from the headlines actually hold up
as songs over the years. The Ballad of Emmett Till, the Ballad of Donald White,
George Jackson, Hurricane, Joey - just not his strongest work musically, however
admirable or generous the original intent was. Hattie Carroll is a bit of an
exception, but even that can really grate on repeated listening. Joey almost works,
and sometimes a really bruising rendition can get over in concert.
By bad ("worst") writing, I mean lines like that bit about the "jailhouse where they
try to turn a man into a mouse" which is dumb by any conceivable standard of
evaluation.
Also "Here comes the story of the Hurricane" which is also bad writing absolutely no need to have that line, as the story actually began several lines
before, and it's a fundamental rule of good writing not to telegraph the fact that
you are about to tell a story. You just tell it, period.
Also "three bodies lying there does Patty see" is bad writing - that faux-ballad verb
form is simply the result of laziness and wanting to rhyme "does Patty see" with
"mysteriously" in the following line. This is one of Bob's worst habits as a lyricist.
When the lyrics aren't committing gaffes of grammar or taste or stupidity, they
are just factual and rhyming, with no particularly vivid or compelling passages. It's
more or less prose with little to recommend it musically.
Bob gets away with writing this inconsistent because his fans tend to accept
anything he does, but also because in this case he does sing the song rather well.
That doesn't make the writing any better. Try recording a version you sing to see
what I mean. I guarantee you will either sound like a Dylan clone or extremely
stupid when you sing
It's my work, he'd say, and I do it for pay
And when it's over I'd just as soon go on my way
Up to some paradise
Where the trout streams flow and the air is nice
And ride a horse along a trail.
But then they took him to the jailhouse
Where they try to turn a man into a mouse
I mean, if we need the poet laureate of rock and roll to tell us that the air is "nice"
in "paradise" that's a pretty pathetic commentary on the entire genre of music and
its audience. The song is full of facile rhymes of convenience, awkward phrasing,
and foolishness.
And that's what I mean about the lyrics.
Regarding the violin part and Scarlet Rivera's playing in general, it's not bad, but
not particularly good, either. She lucked out on that gig for sure.
On The Suggestion That "Dylan's Time Of Genius Has Passed" (24 March 2005)
Regarding the whole genius / time has passed thing, if a work of art is bound to a
certain era and cannot speak to future (and past) generations, then it's unlikely to
be a work of genius.
However, there are plenty of examples of artists who are underappreciated for
years / decades / centuries before their true genius is acknowledged. It took
Shakespeare several hundred years to establish his pre-eminence in literature.
Herman Melville was largely neglected until the 1930s.
Given the current state of general education, to say nothing of arts education, and
US popular culture, if Bob's greatest songs (up through Love & Theft) somehow
don't have a wide impact, that is not necessarily the fault of the songs themselves.
The rampant mediocrity bred by consumerism requires genius to work the
margins of culture.
... Also worth mentioning - the genius is in the songs, not in Bob himself. He
doesn't own it, it's not really part of his "personality" as such. The genius resides in
the work and the tradition. An individual will wither and die. Genius does not die,
it is eternal. It belongs to all of humanity, not just a single example.
The Band (14 April 2005)
... The Band is one of the most highly regarded rock bands from its era or any era.
They are not at all under-rated. In some respects, they are over-rated. Their
recorded output was modest, and their studio albums after the first two are very
uneven.
They were an amazing collection of musical talents. But their third album is a
mixed success, Moondog Matinee is just a well-played oldies album, Cahoots (I
misspoke about Stage Fright, the third album) pretty dreadful throughout and
Islands is tepid at best. The Last Waltz is both an amazing spectacle and a kind of
decadent ego trip for Robbie Robertson, painful to watch in part because guests
like Muddy Waters and Van Morrison seem like much more vital artists than the
Band itself at that point. Most of the other guests are nothing special. Clapton
breaks a string and Robbie isn't always in tune, there's a ghost drummer behind a
screen for Levon and the horns are a bit much (as they often were unless played
by Garth).
The Band official website is a good resource for fans.
Dylan And The Beatles (14 April 2005)
Bob loved the Beatles. They loved him back, especially Lennon. Bob may have
gotten a little prickly about their following his musical example, but Bob himself
has "ripped off" plenty of melodies and ideas from other musicians, so the whole
Norwegian Wood / 4th Time Around thing is just some good natured sharing of
material, more of a tribute than anything else.
Lennon was awed by Bob, but as anyone who has seen Eat The Document can
attest, Lennon also saw Bob's difficult side at the very least in the back of that
limousine where Bob is high, sick, saying outrageous stuff about Johnny Cash and
puking. This is from 1966, after the songs were written and while Bob was
performing 4th Time Around in every show.
I've heard from more than one intimate source that Bob both turned The Beatles
on to pot and to acid. For that alone, he deserves our thanks.
Ragman (14 April 2005)
Anyone who thinks Ballad In Plain D is a great song doesn't know very much
about music ... Dylan's greatest enemies are his fans.
In Response To A Request For Opinions On Bob Dylan's Influence On Modern
Music (14 April 2005)
I think you'd best conduct your research with the music itself. People's opinions
here vary widely in terms of trustworthiness. There's precious little evidence of
musical knowledge or familiarity with music by anyone other than Bob Dylan, a
few well-known sixties rock bands, and the usual singer-songwriter stuff.
So start listening to music and stop spending time on the internet. Try reading
books as well.
If you truly want to know how Bob influenced music and musicians, as opposed to
where he stands in the minds of his most rabid fans, few of whom actually make
music, then start listening first to Bob's close contemporary artists - Van Morrison,
The Beatles, Neil Young would be a good place to start. Also the people who sang
cover versions back then - Joan Baez, Judy Collins, Peter, Paul & Mary, The Byrds,
The Band.
In fact, you should probably listen closely to Bob's own music first, to determine
what the salient features are of his body of work, and not just the lyrics either, but
the music as well.
Here are a few things that you might consider:
Lyric influence - the protest lyric / the folk song / the psychedelic poetic lyric /
the "put down" lyric
Blues and folk tradition influence - how the forms of Delta Blues, Chicago Blues,
Appalachian Folk were exploited in sixties rock and afterwards (for example, folkrock and country-rock and Bob's key role in the emergence of both genres)
Musical influence - as solo voice and acoustic guitar, Bob's style has been
influential on two generations of singer songwriters, so your task would be first to
understand how Bob himself plays solo, then find other artists working in that
tradition
You might also find cover versions by unexpected artists like Stevie Wonder,
Frank Sinatra, Leonard Nimoy or whomever, to see if you can find his influence
extending into soul music, pop music and the culture of kitsch.
When you have made some kind of assessment of his influence on fellow music
makers, then perhaps a section of your paper might be devoted to the social
influence of obsessive fan followings, but I don't think that's easily put on Bob's
shoulders, it's really more a function of consumer capitalism and persistent
alienation, as people cling to fantasy relationships with a cultural icon instead of
creating culture on their own. For example, if everyone here played music and
wrote songs and practiced every day, they'd have less time and money to spend on
Bob Dylan records and Bob Dylan web sites trading essentially meaningless
opinions of what their favorite song is.
Bob's Voice #1 (15 April 2005)
Age and playing 100 shows a year will change anyone's voice, especially a smoker
/ drinker. This is not a mystery or unexpected. Bob is a grandfather and sounds
like one.
Bob's earliest known recordings, circa 1960 - Red Rosey Bush in particular - are in
his smooth ballad voice later to appear on Nashville Skyline. Quitting smoking
may have helped, but the voice, whether smooth or ragged, represents a choice
about how to sing the material at hand.
The songs on Nashville Skyline are quite distinct from any Bob wrote and
recorded prior to 1968.
The body being in a state of decline for most of its existence, voices do change
with age and use. I've heard several interviews in the last few years in which Bob
sounds relaxed, and his voice has a timbre and fullness that he could use in singing
if he wanted to do so.
Most of Bob's songs play with blues, folk and primitive country traditions, for
which a character voice, with rasp, nasality and throaty extremes, is best suited.
When he sings something of a pop song like Floater, he takes a smoother
approach. At his age, smooth is relative.
Paul Simon's Sins Against Music (15 April 2005)
Simon & Garfunkel displayed an uncomfortably narcissistic sentimentality in most
of their albums together, whether manifested in the preening prettiness of Art's
singing or the ultimately boring cleverness and / or preciousness of Paul's lyrics.
Their recordings sound like dated pop music with folk embellishments here and
there.
Simon's songwriting can be really annoying and cutesy in such ditties as Me &
Julio, and the whole Graceland album has an undertone of cultural imperialism no
matter how well-intended the idea was.
Bridge Over Troubled Water is about as bad as McArthur Park. Bombastic, hollow
pop product.
Paul Simon is more like a remnant of the Brill Building era of pop songwriter than
anything else. There's no sex in his music at all, and barely any love. Smarmy
narcissism and palpable envy toward his betters, like Dylan.
I don't call me Harmonica Albert for nothing.
My Top Five Albums (18 April 2005)
Would probably be drawn from this list:
Duke Ellington - Jumpin' Punkins'
Lester Young - Jazz Giants of 1956
Charlie Parker - The Complete Savoy Recordings
Robert Johnson - Complete Recordings
Miles Davis - Kind of Blue
Steve Reich - Music for 18 Musicians
John Adams - Shaker Loops
The Beatles - Rubber Soul
The Rolling Stones - Beggars Banquet
Derek & The Dominoes - Layla and Other Love Songs
Muddy Waters - The Real Folk Blues
Hank Williams - any acoustic demo recordings
Bob Dylan - Blonde On Blonde
Nick Drake - Pink Moon
John Cale - Paris 1919
Van Morrison - Astral Weeks
Townes Van Zandt - Flying Shoes
John Coltrane & Johnny Hartman - John Coltrane & Johnny Hartman
John Coltrane - A Love Supreme
Miles Davis - Bitches Brew
Louis Armstrong - Hot Five & Hot Seven recordings
Duke Ellington - New Orleans Suite
Charles Mingus - Tonight At Noon
Dolly Parton - The Grass Is Blue
Charlie Patton - Complete Recordings
Carter Family - anything, it's all good
Stanley Brothers - Columbia Recordings 1946-1953 (or so)
The Clash - London Calling
Nirvana - Incesticide
Joni Mitchell - Song To A Seagull
Debussy / Ravel - String Quartets
Arvo PГ¤rt - Te Deum or Fratres
Bob Dylan - John Wesley Harding
Hard to decide.
1966 And All That ... (20 April 2005)
... By all accounts, Dylan's drugs of choice in the sixties were pot, acid and speed.
There's a scene in Eat The Document where Rick Danko and I think Richard
Manuel snort a line in a cafe, coke most likely.
The quality of Dylan's voice is probably the result of pot, maybe a little wine,
amphetamine and lack of sleep. This combination of stimulants and depressants
sort of even him out. The acoustic 1966 songs are mostly exquisite, but the
harmonica playing is maybe where the drug impact is most audible. The guitar
playing is pretty simple, simpler than most of the studio recordings of the same
material. The vocals are mostly a matter of choice to my ears, maybe affected a
little by a more relaxed throat and some sinus irritation.
I think Bob was being sincere in his rap about not writing drug songs. Most of the
literary technique in the songs come from poetry and other songs, not drugs, and
his use of these techniques predates his heavy drug use. Blake, Rimbaud, Ginsberg
and Kerouac are more influential on the songs than any drug.
The capacity of drugs to enhance musical creativity is real but hard to control, and
most musicians are weaker than most drugs, including alcohol.
Still, I'm not anti-drug, just anti-drug abuse.
And let's not underestimate the psychedelic properties of music itself. Playing
music with others, or solo, can be an illuminating experience on the basis of sound
alone. Sometimes after a show, I feel like a completely different person than when
I started an hour or so prior, usually in a pretty good way.
On Popular Dylan Songs You Never Liked (22 April 2005)
Rainy Day Women is a joke song over a plodding blues-rock progression. How
many times can you stand to hear the same joke? It was pretty funny in 1966. I've
hated the song since about 1967.
However, I do like the audacity of the original version. And there is a lingering
deeper meaning in the joke about suffering in this life, and an available truth.
Sometimes in concert, the band manages to really wail on the changes, reminding
me that for all its subsequent clichГ©s, Bob was really one of the founding artists
playing blues-rock. He brings a certain authority, when he cares to do so.
Some songs I like on albums (or when I sing them) I dislike when I hear concert
recordings. I'll Be Your Baby Tonight rarely shines. Frankie Lee And Judas Priest
hasn't fared so well in concert.
On the other hand, I never liked the original If Dogs Run Free but the recent live
versions are quite fun.
A popular song I've never liked? At some point, I've liked them all. Many I've
grown to dislike, or at least not care about. Then sometimes they sneak up and hit
me upside the head and I like them more than ever.
Songs like Blowin' In The Wind or The Times They Are A-Changin' remain
significant to me, and I like them for that, despite the fact that I don't want to
hear them, or can't hear them with fresh perspectives. I like what they meant at
the time, what they did to music and my understanding.
Falling For Bob (22 April 2005)
I heard of Bob Dylan before I heard him. My older sister brought home a Peter
Paul & Mary album - their songs were all over the radio - and told me about this
guy who wrote some of their songs named Dylan. This must have been late 1962
or early 1963. I was already crazy for music, obsessed with AM radio (all there
really was at the time). I listened to the teen ballads, Beach Boys, Chuck Berry,
Drifters, whatever was on the radio. I remember Elvis going in the Army a few
years before, but his songs appeared now and then. Mostly it was r&b vocal
groups, a few rock & rollers, and Brill Building pop.
Joan Baez rose from the folk music boom into more popular consciousness, the
Kingston Trio were big (I loved Hang Down Your Head, Tom Dooley, although I
couldn't quite understand why he had to die, and why that was worth singing
about), and Peter, Paul & Mary wore suits, sang sweetly and smiled for the
cameras. My sister loved this song Blowin' In The Wind, and so did I. It was on
the radio. The nuns at her Catholic school liked it, too. Then Joan Baez must have
recorded a song or two, because her records started appearing, and I liked them.
Then in mid 1963 or so, my sister brought home Freewheelin'. I was eager to hear
it, and shocked when I did. My first "moment of clarity" with Bob was painful. It
sounded terrible, like he was just screeching to make intentionally bad music.
Now, when I listen to Girl From The North Country on that record, it sounds like
one of Bob's sweetest, gentlest vocals. Then, it sounded to me like he was horribly
constipated or something.
But the songs kept coming, and I mostly liked the songs, especially if Joan Baez or
Judy Collins or Peter, Paul & Mary sang them. Even the Beach Boys did a version
of The Times They Are A-Changin' that I liked (Having a Party with the Beach
Boys was the album, or some name close to that, a kind of faux-hootenanny live
record). I heard Bob's Times on the radio - abrasive, but I liked it okay.
Then came Another Side and It Ain't Me Babe, and I liked Bob's version best,
although I did like the Turtles, too. I also started to get into his humor on
Motorpscyho Nightmare and I Shall Be Free No. 10.
Then the Byrds hit, and a lot started changing. The Byrds challenged the British
Invasion groups that ruled top 40 radio (and my life, pretty much), and I was
floored by them - the sound of the Rickenbackers, their proto-hippie image, the
harmonies, and especially the songs. Chimes Of Freedom is still one of my favorite
tunes in their arrangement.
So this was 1964 into 1965, and Bob came out with Bringing It All Back Home. At
this point, I'd gotten used to his voice, and rock was giving a new context for that
primitive blues / country style singing. I loved Mr. Tambourine Man, even though
I'd heard the Byrds first. It was one of the first songs that made me really think
about words. The earlier protest songs made me think to a degree, but they are a
lot more immediate and obvious. At the time, I had a morning paper route, and I'd
walk or bike through my sleeping neighborhood thinking about what a jinglejangle morning might be, and how I might fade into my own parade, if things
should come to that. Things felt different at this point - Viet Nam was in the news
all the time, students were not just demonstrating for Civil Rights in the South but
protesting on their own campuses, Kennedy was dead, Martin Luther King seemed
like the only audible voice of hope, and my parents thought the Beatles and
Rolling Stones were filthy, primitive louts, except when Paul sang Till There Was
You from The Music Man.
Tambourine Man got a lot of airplay for Bob, and you'd hear Subterranean
Homesick Blues on occasion as well. I had the album, and spent a lot of time
laughing at Bob Dylan's 115th Dream, On The Road Again and other side one
songs, mostly avoiding the darker side 2 except for Tambourine Man. I must have
listened to the album 2-3 times a day, would sing it to myself on the paper route. I
was just turning 11 years old.
A few months after my birthday, in the early summer, my mother was driving a
car full of kids to the town beach. I was in the front seat. Since my dad wasn't in
the car, my mom let me tune to WMEX 1510 AM, with Arnie Woo-Woo Ginsberg,
my favorite dj. Within a minute or so, Arnie was announcing that he'd just gotten
his copy of the new Bob Dylan single just released that day, and was about to play
it. He warned listeners that it was a little longer than usual, then let it play.
It was the greatest thing I'd ever heard. No experience of art has hit me so deeply
and so immediately. I completely identified with the voice, the words, the brawny
majesty in the music. I thought Bob was asking me how I felt. I wondered how he
even knew to ask. I wanted someone to ask. He was the first. I already felt
somewhat alienated from my parents and peers (another tale), on my own,
completely unknown. I was on the cusp of rejecting Catholicism and the only
middle class life I knew, in favor of what I had little idea except that it would be
real and it would be me.
"Is that song that awful Bob Dylan?" my mom asked. She always made a little face
when she said his name, like she just smelled sour milk.
"Yeah, it's wicked," I said. There was no higher rating than wicked at the time.
"I don't know how you can stand to listen to that," she said but didn't change the
station. My younger siblings weren't paying much attention, but I was spellbound
until the last note. I could feel something changing right there, seeing the distance
between my mother and myself in the moment and far into the future, knowing
that I would follow the thing I heard in the song, and the opening it created in my
imagination, at any and every cost. It sounds kind of silly, I know, especially
because I was 11 years old, but this is the truest account I can give. I felt my
moment in history, and my experience of history, defined right there and then,
with a single hearing of this song.
Now I'm 51. I've done a lot of stuff, made a lot of art, experienced a lot more art,
read tons of philosophy and religion, done most of the drugs, and nothing has
surpassed that experience of Like A Rolling Stone in terms of transformative
power. I'm still trying to catch up with the impact, trying to understand how
imagination reaches into time and changes it.
Not sure if it's clarity, but it certainly was a moment.
Bob's Guitar Playing (29 April 2005)
Bob is a distinctive enough folk guitarist that it is understandable that he'd rank
among someone's favorite guitarists. He's certainly one of mine. But as far as some
kind of all-time ranking of guitar players, he's probably not even in the top 10,000.
His main accomplishment - somewhat taken for granted - as a guitarist was
further popularizing the instrument right at a time when a huge market opened
up for beginner guitars with the maturing of the first baby-boomers, a period
which was the peak of domestic guitar production and the beginning of the
transfer of the manufacturing technology base to Asia and computerized nonunion factories. So it was the image of him playing guitar, not the actual playing,
which had the greatest impact.
Bob has an expressive and adaptable technique on acoustic guitar. He's a good
country blues player, has adapted Carter-style picking to his own songs, has
clearly absorbed elements of Hank Snow and Lonnie Johnson and Blind Lemon
Jefferson, plays in open tunings to beautiful effect. He's a bit unorthodox and
primitive at times like Lightning Hopkins or Muddy Waters or John Lee Hooker,
especially when playing solo, or playing a solo with a band.
In my experience listening as well as playing, most people respond to the songs
themselves, not the guitar work, and when the songs get covered, the guitar is
usually just strummed in a simple rhythm pattern. This is the Woody Guthrie
stream of folk music, where the song and lyrics hold the attention and the guitar
plays a secondary role. In classic country blues, the guitar is an equal or nearly
equal voice with sometimes even greater articulation than the vocal. Country
musicians like the Carter Family, Hank Williams, Merle Travis, and Johnny Cash
preserve something of this relationship because they were part of the blues-based
folk music continuum, bringing it into an ensemble context and specialized
division of labor between singer and lead guitarist.
So Bob's guitar playing is like a miniature study of American musical history and
the birth of rock and roll.
On electric guitar Bob is good in his own music and a pretty good blues player but
he won't scare Joe Perry.
As a folk guitarist, Bob might be one of the 50 or 100 most essential artists, but for
his total artistry rather than simply on the basis of his guitar playing. Maybelle
Carter was a far more creative and influential guitarist, as was Merle Travis. And
Chet Atkins. And Charlie Patton. And Skip James. And Doc Watson. And you get
the picture.
People who go on and on about Clapton and Page as greatest guitar players are
generally speaking of favorite guitarists, which is something quite different, or are
really talking about mythology and not music. Clapton is a blues guitar player who
peaked way too early, and Page is a good rock and roll player but similar early
bloomer who hasn't showed a lot of maturity or ambition in his body of work.
Page in some respects managed to surpass some of his models, but in a fairly
limited context for only a few years. I don't think Clapton ever transcended his
models of Robert Johnson, Otis Rush, Buddy Guy, Freddie King, B. B. King, etc.
He loves them too well. One could also argue that both Led Zeppelin and Cream
have had far more negative influences on music than positive ones, leading
inevitably to the Spinal Tapization of rock music.
... ... What I meant by the negative influence of Cream and Zeppelin is that those
bands played immature, simplistic, plodding music for prolonged adolescence and
posed as much as played, creating a market for poseurs with even less musical
ability (if at times more technical chops) leading to a generic product easily
reproduced by the corporate manufacturing structure (which includes musicians
themselves), and that this process has led to a situation where bands like
Metallica, Motorhead (bless Lemme), Black Sabbath, or whoever, are almost
indistinguishable from parodies like Spinal Tap.
Anyone who is judging any all-time guitarist list in the realm of folk music, who
doesn't know who John Koerner is, lacks the knowledge to make the judgement.
Koerner, Ray and Glover were an important folk-boom group who were all about
the music. I used to see Spider John around Cambridge quite often, playing 12string with spoons player Mr. Bones. A very fine musician indeed.
It's really all about narcissism in the musician mirroring narcissism in the listener I look cool, therefore my music is cool translating into I like it, therefore it must
be great. This narcissism is easily cultivated and exploited by the corporate media
to flatter their market, but also to retard it creatively and intellectually. One
reason this is to the corporate advantage is because it is more profitable for you to
buy music than to make it yourself. That is, expertise becomes an impediment to
exploitation.
Now can you understand why claiming Bob Dylan is the all time great guitarist is
like claiming Madonna or Britney Spears is the all time great singer? It's just
foolish language, incompetent judgement and inept listening.
There are objective measures in art, because art is an objective phenomenon. The
experience of art is necessarily subjective.
So a musician like Jimi Hendrix has an enormous appeal based on image, and
somewhat on what he played, but if you talk to guitar players, especially those
who play something other than rock music, you will find his reputation far less
lofty. He played out of tune, he noodled on pentatonic scales in boring two and
three chord songs, and he overwhelmed almost every musician he ever took stage
with, not because he was a towering genius, but because he was a hammy
showman who pandered to the obvious.
Most people should stop making lists and just keep listening. It takes years and
years to develop a feel for an instrument and the music it might make in your
hands.
Bob And The Draft (4 May 2005)
Bob must have registered when he turned 18.
He may have qualified for a student deferment during his freshman year of
college. Bad eyesight and asthma may also have been factors. Luck certainly may
have been.
In the late 50s to about 1963, draft rates did not approach those during the Viet
Nam War. The manpower needs of the military just weren't that high. We had up
to 500,000 soldiers in Viet Nam. There was no comparable theater of action
between the Korean War and the build-up of 1965 in Viet Nam.
Student deferments were nearly automatic for a time. That's how Dick Cheney
avoided serving his country instead of himself.
Bob Dylan And Poetry (6 May 2005)
Dylan's writing is often held in disrepute by academics who don't understand
musical lyric writing and by those threatened by innovation, rebellion, and
individualism in art. In poetry for the last 100 years or so, there has been a
continual tension between writers who favor tight structures of rhyme and meter
combined with a refined and even specialized language easily identified with the
great poetry of the past, and those who look to experience itself (as opposed to
literature) for the necessary expression of poetic feeling. These latter types also
have a long and venerable tradition in poetry, often as outsiders, rebels, and
visionary prophets.
In the 17th & 18th centuries, many of the folks songs from oral tradition that we
know and love were being recorded by writers, partly out of curiosity, and partly
out of a growing sense that the oral tradition was in fact dying or at least subsiding
beneath growing literacy rates, improvements in publishing technology, and a
radical change in social circumstances i.e. the displacement of a working class
formerly tied to land and rural communities into urban areas and grim lives of
wage labor ... by the rise to power of a merchant / manufacturing class. So while
Shakespeare and Jonson and Milton and the King James Bible and other high
points of literature in English were being produced, there were also a number of
important anthologies published containing versions, sometimes "improved" by
the editor, of traditional ballads such as Tam Lin, the Robin Hood tales, Two
Corbies, Sir Patrick Spens, Froggie Went A-Courtin' and other traditional songs
dating between the 13th & 17th centuries. The popularity of these songs and the
ballad singers encouraged more original compositions in the ballad style, songs
such as Barbara Allen, The Roving Blade, Katie Bar The Door and The Golden
Vanity. These were the "broadside ballads" published one at a time on single
sheets and widely circulated.
So the poetic tradition even at the beginning of modern English had both high
poetry and folk poetry. Many of the best poets such as Sir Philip Sydney loved the
ballads, others such as Shakespeare occasionally mocked the ballad singers as
annoyances, but Shakespeare himself bridged the gap between high and low art in
most of his plays. During the 18th century, literary poetry tended to use Classical
models from Greek and Latin poetry, working traditionally poetic themes and
concentrating on a refined rhetoric as opposed to originality and individualism, as
most art sought to affirm the order of a class system, Christianity and monarchy.
The popular tradition of lyric and narrative poetry (as embedded in song as well as
recited verse) continued to thrive and be collected, and this writing was often in a
more vernacular or simplified language, or regional dialect. The content was often
harsh, unsentimental, and reflected that hard reality of daily life and death for the
vast majority of people. Mothers murder children, husbands abandon wives, wives
take lovers, robbers roam the countryside, and love somehow manages to find
death before it conquers all. During this period of social and political tensions and
eventual revolution, some poets found the lives of ordinary people full of
unexplored grace, dignity and drama - Gray's Elegy in a Country Churchyard is
one of the finest examples of this - and other poets began to explore what would
soon become known as individual psychology, i.e. the poet's own experience,
personality and feelings became the subject of the poem. This was truly
revolutionary and the Romantic movement in poetry was truly a rebellion against
an entire way of life, not just a way of writing. William Blake, Percy Shelley, Lord
Byron, early William Wordsworth, and S. T. Coleridge were political radicals
(though not without certain ironies or ambivalences) who favored democratic
reform and revolution if necessary.
In the Romantic period, the crucial poets influencing Dylan's development would
be William Blake, Robert Burns, and Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Blake remains
among the most radical artists who ever lived, and his use of extravagant imagery
and the ballad meter (and eventually free verse) is an important direct and indirect
influence on Dylan. Look at Visions of the Daughters of Albion for an example.
The poem is a parable about love and sex, and how authoritarian patriarchy
distorts and perverts something natural and holy into something shameful. It's an
argument for free love, and you can sing it to any number of Dylan melodies, as
the meter fits Gates Of Eden, Tangled Up In Blue, and other songs. Gates Of Eden
is the most obvious parallel (and takes its title from Blake's Gates of Paradise) as it
is one of Bob's great visionary lyrics.
Coleridge is one of our founding fathers of the modern drug-induced creative
process, and his Kubla Khan is a opiate dream poem of extraordinary beauty, in a
loose ballad style. An interesting comparison could be made with Mr. Tambourine
Man on many levels, beginning with the particular ways description is used to
bring out some unusual quality in some relatively ordinary object: Coleridge's
sunless sea, Dylan's jingle-jangle morning and so forth. But also in the figure of the
Tambourine Man as siren / muse, playing a role similar to the Abyssinian maid in
Coleridge's opium dream who sings a song so beautiful that the poet cannot bear
to recall it without an intense longing to be transported once again into a visionary
(psychedelic) state and a conviction that if he could survive this and render the
song well enough, the world or at least the listener would also be transformed.
The Romantic movement is still with us, but in the 19th century, more
establishment oriented arbiters of taste tried to tame Romanticism and reconcile it
with mild reform as opposed to revolution. I'm oversimplifying here, but
Romanticism in America began to take hold with our own political revolution and
early fiction writers. American poetry had to wait a bit for Walt Whitman in the
1850s (60 years after Wordsworth and Coleridge's Lyrical Ballads of 1798) for a
monumental voice of individual vision and poetry based in speech and experience
as opposed to literature.
Whitman's Leaves of Grass contains socially conscious poetry protesting slavery
and the degradation of ordinary people, a wondrous appreciation of daily life in
New York City, and a grand vision of America and humanity itself. The 2nd
edition, available from Penguin and edited by Malcolm Cowley, is the place to
start. In the "I sing the body electric" section, Whitman praises his own
experience of his physical self, notes that his atoms have no personality and
therefore at the most essential level we are all equal, ... goes on to tell a tale of a
man who lived a simple but loving life, then summons up a slave auction and uses
irony at first to praise the human body for sale (but finally summon) a curse upon
all those who defile it. There were many writers opposed to slavery, some of them
former slaves, and the inevitable rise of a politically radical art in America stems
from the unresolved contradictions of its founding, as did the Civil War. Whitman
and Emily Dickinson are the essential poets of 19th Century America, and useful
touchstones for listening to Dylan.
Dickinson is just as individual, maybe even stranger, than Whitman or Dylan, and
her tight ballad meter poems make good comparisons to Dylan's work on John
Wesley Harding, even though I don't think they are a direct influence. But
Dickinson's attachment to death, her appreciation of the infinite within the
minute, might be compared to Bob's best late work even when he is not writing in
strict ballad meter. His more overt hymns like Disease Of Conceit are even closer
to Dickinson's style which derives much of its character from hymns (even as she
veers from ordinary Christian theology into something more personal and
abstract).
The revolutionary aspects of Romanticism were tamed by Victorians. Byron and
Shelley were commonly printed and their less radical lyric poems were immensely
popular; both were titled aristocrats and acceptable rogues. Blake and Keats were
largely neglected until the 20th century. Wordsworth grew increasingly
conservative and stopped writing important poems after 1815 or so, though he
lived many years longer. Coleridge remained a charming drug addict, the Gregory
Corso of his generation, but his output was very inconsistent. In America,
Dickinson worked largely in private, publishing almost nothing and Whitman,
scandalously frank about sex, was not spoken of in polite company. By the late
19th / early 20th century, poetry was dominated by fairly traditional poets once
again, writing formal verses with moral uplift, commemorating historical events,
and using language derived from other poems and insulated from the passions and
quirks of ordinary life and language.
Modernism in England and the US sought to bring back the direct language of the
best Romantic writers, and looked anew to the poet's own life and psyche as the
crucible of the poem. Ezra Pound and T. S. Eliot eventually became the symbolic
avatars of this movement, which was to a large degree Pound's own creation as a
relentless critic and advocate for Modernism and poetry, as well as a prolific poet.
In Desolation Row - a direct literary descendant of Eliot's poem The Wasteland Dylan sees them "fighting in the captain's tower". While Eliot and Pound
eventually became icons of conservatism and even Fascism (mostly but not
entirely their own fault), their place in academic and literary culture was peaking
from 1950-1970, during the years Dylan became literate, went to school and
became an artist himself. In Eliot's relatively small body of work, the key poems
are Lovesong of J. Alfred Prufrock, The Wasteland, and The Four Quartets. Dylan
doesn't really have the command of English to write at this level technically, but
the panoramic vision of a world gone wrong in The Wasteland is also one of the
most startling elements in Dylan's songs throughout his career. Cold Irons Bound
might be compared to passages in The Wasteland & The Four Quartets, and Blind
Willie McTell presents a vision of America in some ways consistent with Pound's
view of his native land - hopelessly corrupted by history and ignorant of its own
artist / prophets like Blind Willie McTell, or Pound and Dylan for that matter.
Modernism produced a range of poets, some intent on producing extremely
complex personal visions and poems full of literary allusion and technique. Pound,
Eliot and Yeats are the obvious champions of this way of writing - all three tainted
by Fascism and anti-Semitism eventually. Other modernists like William Carlos
Williams sought a simpler, more direct approach to writing, based in common
speech and free verse and daily experience. Williams is like a Zen master without
the Zen, and the main influence he brings to bear on Dylan is through the Beat
poets, particularly Allen Ginsberg who was a great champion of Williams and
something of a protГ©gГ© (they were both from Paterson, New Jersey).
Beat poetry and literature is an extension of American romanticism, emphasising
individualism, vernacular speech, personal psychology and vision, and fairly
radical politics and theology. Key Beat writers influencing Dylan are Jack Kerouac,
Allen Ginsberg, Michael McClure, Gregory Corso, and Lawrence Ferlinghetti.
Kerouac's principles of Beat poetics were treated as gospel by Ginsberg, even
though Kerouac was a somewhat indifferent poet (his heart was in narrative
prose). But if you read more than a few pages of Chronicles against a similar
number of pages in On The Road, you will easily see the influence of Kerouac. It's
a bit early to judge, but to my eye, Chronicles is better than most of Kerouac's
output, with less sentimental extravagance and self-involvement, and
consequently a sharper eye toward the world. Kerouac's basic principal was to
know and trust yourself, that nothing else mattered. He was a free-lance Buddhist,
assembling a personal creed but a bit too undisciplined and psychologically
unintegrated to make it coherent in practice. He was one of the popularizers of the
notion of karma that we all throw around so glibly these days. The best place to
read Kerouac's poetry would be Mexico City Blues which is a book-length
improvisation in short segments, consciously modelled on what Kerouac
understood of jazz improvisation. Read this against Dylan's own early writings on
the back of albums like Another Side of Bob Dylan.
Ginsberg was an extravagant prophet of personal and social liberation, and he
sought to bring forward William Blake and Walt Whitman in particular. He
considered Dylan the greatest living poet (after himself, I suspect) because of his
worldwide popularity and the ease with which millions of people memorized his
greatest songs. Ginsberg loved folk songs, ballads, blues - he loved more poetry and
music than anyone I've ever met. He was friends with Harry Smith of the
American Anthology of Folk Music, loved Charlie Patton and Rabbit Brown. I
think it was to his everlasting torment that he had no singing ability whatsoever
and couldn't sing the blues to save his soul. I think he saw in Bob the completion
of his own revolution in literature.
Ginsberg's Howl, Kaddish and America are good places to start reading. In Howl,
you will see the dense adjective / noun combinations that will re-appear in Dylan's
work as early as A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall (based on the folk song Lord Randal)
before he was a user of psychedelics, as well as the later songs like Tombstone
Blues, Gates Of Eden, Where Are You Tonight, Sad Eyed Lady Of The Lowlands
(a very Kerouacian song also - sad was one of the key adjective for Kerouac, a
lifelong depressive), and Visions Of Johanna.
And that's all I have time for today. More than I'd planned, but much less than
there is to say.
To A Poster Intending To Write An Essay On Hurricane (23 May 2005)
Firstly, you would do well to clear your mind and paper of outdated and useless
critical jargon. There is no reason to write badly about Hurricane, even though the
song itself is pretty badly written. Screw semiotics. It's a scam, or a sign of a larger
scam if you will. I studied English in undergrad and graduate school, and I
guarantee that the best way to maintain your intellectual integrity is to avoid
imitating the jargon of your professors and the critical-flavor-of-the-month school
of faux-intellectual labor. Sowing confusion and emptiness with an unwieldy and
pointless writing style is not labor, it is indulgence.
... ... ... Most literary theorists are utter frauds. Don't fall into their lazy, indulgent
and useless mannerisms. Distinguish yourself with clarity, directness, economy of
expression and originality of thought. At his best, that is precisely what Dylan
does in his music. Use him as a model, not some verbally flatulent charlatan like
Althusser or Bloom or Lacan or Foucault. Their time is over. Post-modernism has
been dead for nearly 20 years now. Don't worship its corpse, burn it.
The previous post receives warm praise ...
Thanks for your kind words. Most of my views on writing come from Aristotle's
Poetics and Strunk & White's Elements of Style. I have a few ideas of my own
mixed in but can't recall what they are, except that the grammar of language
corresponds to a grammar of experience, and that good writing reconciles these
grammars in some way that enhances the expression of the whole. Even this I
kind of nicked from Noam Chomsky.
I think you might enjoy some of the Dylan songs from 1971-1991 if you give them
a chance on their own. Bob has struggled with BOB DYLAN from at least his third
album onward and a lot of his work between 1977-1989 is self-parody, but there
are remarkable songs as well (sometimes lingering unreleased). I'd include these
among his enduring masterpieces:
Blood On The Tracks
SeГ±or
I Believe In You (always better live, and getting better with every year)
Every Grain Of Sand (Bootleg Series outtake, not the 3/4 time version)
Blind Willie McTell
Jokerman (didn't get great until the live versions of 1994)
Dark Eyes
Most Of The Time
Born In Time (live or outtakes, not the Under The Red Sky desecration)
Man In The Long Black Coat
Many other songs show his distinctive gifts as songwriter even if they are not
truly great songs, like Black Diamond Bay or Political World or Shooting Star
(outtakes, but the official release is still pretty good).
One of Bob's problems as an artist is his own towering achievements. Songs that
from almost anyone else would be their greatest work are often for him merely
another okay cut on a slightly to very disappointing album. And thoroughly
enjoyable work like Planet Waves and Nashville Skyline sometimes gets
undervalued because it is simply good music and not THE VOICE OF A
GENERATION BLAH BLAH BLAH.
In general, I think the best response to art is more art. Critics, Best Of lists,
reviewers, hero-worship are kind of parasitic poses. If Shakespeare hadn't inspired
Ben Jonson or John Webster to write, we'd be worse off. If (American literary
critic) Harold Bloom had never been born, would any one really notice?
Now I gotta go write that post-rockabilly thing that's been bugging me for the last
few days. I think I have all the chords in place, just have to steal me some lyrics.
Another poster comments on Hurricane and rap ...
Those are some interesting insights into the workings of Hurricane and on rap
music as well. I think of rap as a form of folk music, and of course much of it will
be mediocre. That's a signal that anyone can give it a shot.
The problem is the commodification of mediocrity by corporate culture, and the
transformation of ordinary people from music makers to music consumers. This is
a part of a more general crisis in corporate culture, the education / indoctrination
system, and a kind of social psychosis that shows little sign of abating.
I actually think on political terms that Hurricane is a brave and forthright stand
against injustice. Rubin Carter was falsely tried. Dylan did a good thing calling
attention to this. He just didn't write a really good song in the process.
In the beginning of the rock era - say 1955-70 - a lot of the great traditional
musicians were still alive and performing in relatively intimate settings, clubs, folk
festival workshops, small theaters, even high school auditoriums. Popular music
still had a lot of blues values, and the rise of rock and roll emphasized this. Young
performers studied the old music and proved themselves competent by performing
it. The folk music boom of 1955-65 was immensely important in educating both
musicians and listeners. Dylan's personality and art were formed in this cultural
dynamic. He's spoken about this in numerous interviews.
As far as I can tell, that simply doesn't exist anymore. Young musicians are more
likely to have thousands of dollars worth of gear - laptops / pedals / guitars / amps
/ effects / digital records / etc - than the ability to play and sing a worthy version
of Handsome Molly or See That My Grave Is Kept Clean. They have a hard time
distinguishing the production of art from being a consumer. They fail to recognize
the inherent alienation of machine driven music and content themselves with the
delusion that a pastiche of samples of other people's music is enough. At the same
time, there is currently a renewed interest in acoustic and traditional music, in
part because people recognize that corporate popular music leaves them hungry
for something more substantial.
People tell me the computer is just another instrument, that sampling is just
another compositional device, that canned beats are just as good as a real drummer
or even better because you can't really program a drummer. If any of these people
could point to a single example of meaningful music that expresses something
essential about human experience available nowhere else that eases the pains of
existence in a lasting way, I might agree. It never happens, except among some of
the more visionary hip-hop types I meet now and then who know that dancing
and thinking aren't mutually exclusive activities. Most people are blind to the
inherent social values of technology, to the fact that the social values are the
reason these technologies exist at all. I can make music all day with a $30 guitar
and never run out of ideas, notes, songs. I'm quite happy to have thousands of
records / tapes / CDs at my fingertips, to enjoy and find inspiration from and learn
by them. Technology can enhance musicality, it need not simply enforce an
internal alienation of the user (the real "program"). But a certain critical
consciousness, a determination to experience humanity directly, unmediated by
consumerism, is rapidly declining, and it's not accidental that democracy and
simple decency are also declining and murderers run our government.
I guess that's a tangent. Oh well. I just finished a draft of my rockabilly raver.
Working title is Too Many Women (and not enough of me to go around).
Joey Gallo (23 May 2005)
Joey Gallo was a lying murdering lunatic without scruples or conscience. He
personally dispatched at least 10 people and ordered the murders of many others.
He read a few more books in jail than most gangsters, but he also buggerred more
than his share of black convicts. He broke many of the Mafia's so-called rules by
working with black criminals, selling heroin, and having non-Sicilians, even nonItalians, in positions of power within his gang. He tried to carve out his own
family turf, betraying oaths to his own bosses, hence his dessert of lead at
Umberto's Clam House.
The Sixth Family by his former associate turned government witness Pete
Diapoulos details his sordid career. Diapoulos considered him something of a
friend and mentor, but did not trust him either.
Dylan's song was generally reviled upon release, as it came only 3 years after
Gallo's death in 1973, and the memory of his cruelty and blood-letting was fresh
enough so that the portrait in the song rang false (and still does for anyone who
knows the facts of Gallo's life). Gallo had a brief moment as a celebrity mobster
upon his release from a long prison term, during the short time he tried to make
his crew a full-fledged mob family. He attended art openings and swank parties
and actor Jerry Orbach hung out with him. He had a certain charm, but he was a
vicious killer who loved money and power and little else. I believe he was one of
the hit men who shot Albert Anastasia in a barber chair and he ordered the hit on
his own boss Joe Columbo (which left Columbo wounded, as I recall) ... It was his
betrayal of Columbo that sealed Gallo's fate.
Of course, Billy the Kid was also a depraved murderer. Jesse James was no saint,
and Pretty Boy Floyd was pretty only facially.
"Joey" is a pretty effective outlaw ballad by standards of the genre, but it is a
distortion of the reality of Joey Gallo. The original studio version is kitsch in
rather bad taste - the widows and orphans Gallo left in his wake were still alive
(and may yet live). However, Dylan has performed it quite well since starting the
Never Ending Tour, and his New York City shows often feature rousing versions
of the tune. Toad's Place in CT also has a key live version from 1990. The song
benefits from the bashing guitars and shouted chorus. The violin / acoustic guitar /
accordion-tinged original is pretty lame.
Favorite Bob Cover? (23 May 2005)
It's hard to choose. The complete Basement Tapes sessions include some incredible
covers of Johnny Cash, Hank Snow, Jerry Lee Lewis, Bobby Bare. All American
Boy (Bare) and You Gotta Quit Kicking My Dog Around (James Bland) are
personal favorites in part because they are so raucously semi-improvised with help
from The Band.
Man of Constant Sorrow is close to the top of my list, both for the first album and
the exquisite performances on tours in this century.
Of his blues covers, personal favorites are the 1978 Little Queen Of Spades (Robert
Johnson) and the 1976 rehearsal take of The Sun Is Shining (Elmore James).
The two solo albums from the 90s have some stunning covers, my two favorites
being on World Gone Wrong - Lone Pilgrim and Ragged & Dirty. I saw Bob play
Ragged & Dirty at the Supper Club in '93 with his band in a more aggressive
rendition, but I think the album version is meaner and sexier with great guitar
work.
Of his bluegrass covers, I like White Dove (Stanley Brothers) the best, and I sing
this often in jam sessions. I'll do so tomorrow night maybe.
Bob turns in a surprisingly good Dolly Dagger in 1992 in Australia. Another odd
cover from around that time is Paul Simon's Hazy Shade Of Winter.
There are strange covers, too - Moon River, I'll Be Around, Mr. Bojangles from
that dreadful Columbia travesty (and Big Yellow Taxi!).
He's done some great rockabilly covers over the years like Uranium Rock.
You Belong to Me from the Natural Born Killers Soundtrack is superb - my band
used this version for a model when we were performing it. In my top 5 for sure.
His latest tour has included some gems, especially Merle Haggard's Sing Me Back
Home (which I sing with my band from time to time and play on slide guitar).
See, I told you it was hard to choose. But if I must choose a single cover
performance above all others, today I'll go with Spanish Is The Loving Tongue
from I think 1975 live, mostly a duet between Bob and his acoustic guitar with
violin by Scarlet Rivera. It beats the Basement Tapes version and the B-side piano
version by far. It's not as great a song as some of the others, but it is a truly scary
performance.
... ... ...
I think Bob's role as "keeper of the flame" in American music is sometimes
overlooked and undervalued. He's really one of the finest interpretive musicians
I've ever heard. He can sing those Civil War songs like he was there, cowboy
songs like he just got off the Chisholm Trail, the blues like he was born in
Tutwiler, MS.
I'm Not There - Who Should Play Bob? (25 May 2005)
As long as Dylan is alive, I think making any movie about his life is a really bad
idea. The temptation to flattery, as well as the generally dismal state of
moviemaking, will be far too much to overcome.
Having a group of wildly diverse actors "play" Bob also strikes me as nothing short
of idiotic. I've seen this sort of thing from time to time in performance art and it's
always a tedious gimmick.
Dylan had a really difficult, even ugly, aspect to his personality in his younger
days. Do you want to watch him stealing records from friends, stealing songs from
friends, telling one lie after another about his life, doing drugs and humiliating
people who thought he was a friend, womanizing, cheating on his wife, drinking
himself into a stupor and trying to perform, passing off traditional songs and songs
written by others as his own? Didn't think so.
Do you really want to watch him get caught up in fundamentalist Christianity and
start preaching about Satan as ruler of this world? That women should know their
place and stop trying to be like men?
Or maybe a movie could be made about the bad movies he's been in over the
years: the best of them - Pat Garrett & Billy The Kid - is a mediocre western
marred by Kristofferson and Dylan's "acting" and the worst, like Masked &
Anonymous, are unwatchable vanity projects.
Who would you want to lip-synch the songs? Ben Stiller?
The only biopic I've ever seen of a pop star that had any merit was The Buddy
Holly Story with Gary Busey, in part because Busey actually sang and played the
songs, but also because the story had such a brief arc and realistically tragic end,
plus Busey's physical transformation into the role. That Doors movie was a total
embarrassment (as were The Doors, so maybe that's appropriate).
Clint Eastwood's movie Bird was okay, but Clint is a very good director and decent
musician and had Forrest Whitaker as star. And Charlie Parker's story had enough
drama without resorting to melodrama or hagiography.
I think Don't Look Back and Eat The Document are plenty. A decent tour / in
concert film of the current Dylan would be welcome. These three items would
compensate for Renaldo & Clara. But spare us a biopic until Bob is mouldering in
his grave. Chronicles Vol. II would be a better deal in every way.
Response To A Posted Analysis Of Stuck Inside Of Mobile ... (7 June 2005)
Take the nouns, especially the characters, literally - don't worry about who or
what they might symbolize. They are obvious types and don't need a whole lot of
interpretation - a ragman is selling rags, a debutante is wealthy (a wealthy young
women being presented to proper society - making her "debut" as marriage
material), a trainman runs and / or rides a railroad, etc.
Dylan uses the poetic technique of the disjunct modifier - "honkytonk lagoon" is
an obvious example, a honkytonk being a kind of saloon, a lagoon being a body of
water. In this case, it's pretty clever what with the rhyme of the expected unused
word with the unexpected but used word, and the liquidity of saloons and lagoons.
The actions in this song are crucial. What characters do amplifies their characters
outside of the stereotypical norm for such stock figures. For example, a ragman
would ordinarily buy and sell rags from a wagon, and the clothing industry is
sometimes called the rag trade, and rags themselves have particular qualities discarded but perhaps useful, partial pieces of a whole, something worn out (this
last has a lot to do with Beat poetry and Dylan's poetic stance in general as a kind
of spiritually curious pessimist or tragic poet). So while it is not possible to say
precisely who the ragman is, a general quality of character is created simply by
linking rag and man. His obsessive / compulsive graffiti is hermetic and simple but
mysterious. There is no way the subject would automatically suggest the
predicate, but the brief scene illuminates itself with its own imaginative logic - the
singer knows he doesn't know something, or at least can't speak of matters best
left to mystery. Circles have a range of symbolic meanings and associations, and
blocks are almost certainly square, so the covering of square things with circular
things is a kind of alchemical attempt at transformation of world by will.
Tape might be recording tape (there were no cassette tapes when this song was
written, only reel-to-reel machines), scotch tape, duct tape, red tape, or tape
worm. Without a modifier, it's simply ambiguous, the only hint being that the
tape comes from ladies and is a gesture consistent with their kindness. However,
the singer is suspicious or at least skeptical regarding the gesture; he feels trapped,
by what is unclear but it seems to be time and life itself, the situation he is in, the
place he is in at least physically - Mobile - while being somewhere else - Memphis
- emotionally.
Mobile is in Alabama, on the Gulf Coast. Memphis is in Tennessee, up the
Mississippi River and probably 900 or so miles away. Memphis is a significant city
in the history of the blues, Mobile much less so. Dylan is among the greatest blues
artists, and already was as a young man, so the blue condition is an essential
element to the unfolding of this song. It's kind of a meditation on the blues
imagination in a world of contradictions.
This song is kind of cinematic, even cartoonish. It used to be among my favorite
Dylan songs, but I think it's just a touch too long and repetitive, and it hasn't fared
that well in concert.
Try singing it rather slowly, like a guy down to his last dollar and drunk in Mobile
with nowhere to go but full of longing to get anywhere but where he is, but this
guy has been around enough to know that he'll feel that way no matter what. Sing
it at a slow ballad tempo, like Not Dark Yet or Lovesick, and in a natural voice like
every character was fresh in your memory and you can smell the salt waters of the
Gulf of Mexico and see the ships in Mobile Bay. That's what I'm gonna do tonight,
I think, if I have time.
Best regards.
On The Band / Robbie Robertson (8 June 2005)
You can hear the creeping egotism in The Band's work, and the increasing sterility
of their output album to album, as Robertson came to dominate the songwriting
and producing process for The Band. Most of their reputation rests on the first two
albums and their work with Dylan. If they'd started with Stage Fright and not
toured with Bob, they'd be a minor footnote in rock history.
The Last Waltz is in many ways Robbie's movie about himself and four guys he
happened to tour with. But he couldn't have done it without Scorsese, who must
have known at least intuitively that Robbie was the strongest screen presence in
The Band.
Robbie was pretty good in the movie Carny with Gary Busey and Jodie Foster.
And, in all fairness, he is maybe the best rock and roll guitar player who ever
lived.
[Another poster disagrees ...] I agree with you not agreeing with me. I don't think
Robbie is a great solo artist, and his recorded output in terms of overall artistry is
so mixed that ambivalence in you (and me) must at least be partly the result of
Robbie's own ambivalence.
However, in terms of pure guitar playing in the rock and roll genre (as opposed to
blues or "rock" or whatever), I can't think of another player with as fine a sense of
dynamics, as clear a command of the instrument, and as strong a sense of song and
ensemble dynamics. Robbie's playing shows none of the excesses of Hendrix and
Page, avoids Clapton's clichГ©s and repetitiveness, has stronger leads than Keith
Richards, and he has taste and confidence on the level of James Burton, Cliff
Gallup or any of the originators of rock and roll guitar, with more originality. He
was one of the first guitarists to really take rock and roll beyond T-Bone Walker's
model to exploit the electronic capability of the solid-body guitar. And he did a lot
of this before The Band released a record.
Making music is a really mysterious thing.
On Christopher Ricks (8 June 2005)
The best way to read Ricks is to assume he is writing about himself and his
personal responses to listening to Dylan.
Ricks doesn't show more than average insight into Dylan's work on its own terms.
He misses a lot simply because he doesn't speak or read American fluently. And
while his attempt to place Dylan in the context of visionary poetry is valid, his
reliance on models from English romanticism and a critical rhetoric of
deconstructive tendencies limits his understanding of the subject.
So I'd say Ricks is the song and dance man. Bob's the visionary poet, he just
happens to also sing and dance better than most people, including Ricks.
On The Byrds / Roger McGuinn (15 June 2005)
The Byrds used an acetate demo of (Mr. Tambourine Man) as guide, not the album
version. I believe it was recorded in the office of Bob's music publisher at the time.
It may even have been the piano version. The publisher would circulate demos of
unreleased songs to artists who might cover those songs ...
The Byrds were one of the very best groups of the era, and much of their music
stands up quite well today. The CD reissues of their early albums are well worth
having. My personal favorite is Notorious Byrd Brothers. They are perhaps the
best interpreters of Dylan's songs of the sixties. Roger McGuinn has seemingly
remained on good terms with Bob, touring or doing guest spots on his shows in
the 70s & 80s, and Bob returned the favor at the Roy Orbison Tribute show in the
early 90s.
Lately, MgGuinn has returned to his own folk music roots, distributing folk songs
on 12-string and banjo via his website ... ... My general impression is that
McGuinn is a kind and generous man who survived being a rock star but stayed a
musician.
In Response To The Suggestion That "Mr. Tambourine Man By The Byrds
Sucks On All Kinds Of Levels" (12 July 2005)
I love the Byrds. David Crosby contributed some harmony on Tambourine Man,
but if you can pick it out from the mix, I'll eat my copy. McGuinn sings lead, and
Gene Clark and Crosby harmonize, maybe with Chris Hillman in there as well.
McGuinn played 12 string backed by studio musicians.
They were aiming at the Beatles, not trying to reproduce Dylan's sound of the
time. No one was going to record the full song as a single. It just wasn't done in
those days. Like A Rolling Stone was the first single over 3 minutes long to get
serious airplay, and that, too, was often played in an edit version. I'm fairly sure
that Dylan's own single release of the song was edited to two or three verses. I
seem to recall being surprised when I bought the album and heard the full version,
as I'd memorized it from radio play.
The Byrds remain probably the best interpreters of Bob's songs. They have a clear
sound of their own creation, plenty of musical chops, a deep understanding of folk
music (McGuinn was playing folk music professionally before Dylan) and a
willingness to experiment with rock and roll by incorporating jazz, electronic
music and psychedelia. A lot of their music stands up very well, especially in the
remastered CD series with bonus cuts. They were a good live band as well,
although the last few years got a little stale. Peak live years are 1969-70 with
Clarence White on guitar.
Bob entirely approved of their work, which is why he kept sending them songs.
I'm sure he cashed the royalty checks. They probably outsold him with their
singles of his songs.
Don't hate them because the music is beautiful. Mr. Tambourine Man is a nearly
perfect creation in their version and captures the blossoming of the pschedelic
awakening better than Bob's version (which was doing something different
anyway).
For bad covers of Dylan, a special award should go to The Rolling Stones for
butchering Like A Rolling Stone while Bob sat in with them a few years ago in
South America. Bob sounded awful, too.
All Along The Watchtower Live (21 June 2005)
This is a tune that has suffered from being played too much without enough care.
The original is brilliantly understated. The Hendrix cover is not really a guitar
workout, but a studio-based arrangement. I love Jimi's beer-can slide solo, the
wah-wah pedal, the prominent acoustic rhythm guitar, the orchestration of the
tracks around the vocal.
I used to have a live version from one of Jimi's final shows, and it was not very
good. He sounded like he was going through the motions without knowing why,
like he was covering his own recording but didn't remember it was his in the first
place. This was in the same show where he spits Killing Floor at the audience and
was loudly booed at various points by riotous bikers.
The 1974 version sounds a bit stiff and thinly recorded. The Band doesn't find the
dynamics in the song (kind of like Bob's singing on the whole tour), Robbie's solo
is okay but the song really needs something else. As much as I love Levon Helm,
big-beat rock is not his strength as a drummer. It's like they are trying to play in a
style that their best songs subvert.
Bob's live versions may be a sincere tribute to Hendrix, but he's at the mercy of
his guitarists in these situations. G. E. Smith can play with amazing facility but not
a whole lot of originality.
When Bob had both Bucky Baxter and John Jackson in the game, some pretty
strong Watchtowers ensued. His 1993 Hammersmith shows have some very good
ones, especially on the Fifth Time Around bootleg CD where Bob's acoustic guitar
is very prominent and he takes a solo himself. Good versions from the 1995 tour as
well. Bucky's lap steel adds a lot, and John Jackson was always solid in the
ensemble.
Bob's version at Woodstock (1994), where he's playing electric guitar, is also quite
strong, and two electrics plus lap steel almost equal one Hendrix. It's Telecaster
(Jackson), Stratocaster (Bob) and lap steel, so the guitar lines remain fairly
distinctive, and Bob gets some good licks in.
But as an encore, especially since 1998 or so, it just seems like a sop to the crowd.
The song is not easy to sing - you get three short verses, and if you blow one, you
blow the whole song. I read that he had slowed it down considerably on a recent
tour to good effect, but I haven't heard any such versions.
The song is a fable and it requires a lot of vocal authority to sing well. Dave Mason
used to feature it in his shows, and he is a very good guitarist (he may be playing
the acoustic rhythm guitar on Hendrix's version) and singer, but the song resisted
him, made him sound like a cover band in a bar in Buttwipe, OH.
Eric Clapton used the chord changes for a song on Money & Cigarettes, can't recall
which one, but his guitar solo makes the source clear.
Like the rest of the album, I never tire of the original.
Dylan As Gateway Artist (23 June 2005)
Bob's music is plenty interesting on its own terms, but one of the big roles it has
played in my listening life is to point me to other artists, through the music or
sometimes mysterious names in liner notes (like the influences cited in the
Freewheelin' notes).
I sang This Land Is Your Land in elementary school before I knew who Dylan
was, but through Bob I found out who Woody Guthrie was.
Dylan was the first person I ever heard singing acoustic country blues; this genre
is a major artistic pursuit for me as musician and band leader as well as listener.
Nashville Skyline helped me appreciate country music and Johnny Cash in
particular, who I did not like until I heard the duet with Dylan and read Cash's
liner notes.
Bob's acoustic sets of the last 15 years have provided great cues for further
listening, especially to the Stanley Brothers.
He's also been very helpful in my pursuit of 19th century music via his versions of
Rosin le Beau, Two Soldiers, Shenandoah, The Roving Blade and other great songs.
And beyond music, I first read Rimbaud in reaction to something I read in an early
bio or interview with Dylan, to long lasting effect on my development as a poet.
So I'm wondering who / what you might have discovered via Dylan?
Fly On The Wall (23 June 2005)
I'm glad Bob let his face and music be used in a Victoria's Secret commercial. It's
one of the funniest ads I've ever seen. Even with the edits, the vocal is so weird in
relation to the pitch that I wish I was fly on the wall in the creative team meeting
that came up with the idea ...
"We need some kind of celebrity on this TV spot, someone with enormous sex
appeal for women, but masculine enough so that men with too much credit and
too little imagination will feel great about buying sexy underwear for their
mistresses / wives / lap dancers - ideally all three."
"How about Dylan?"
"Dylan McDermott is over."
"Not that Dylan, the other one."
"Yeah, we'll use Dylan, the poet laureate of the baby boomers, to
sell underwear for their gangly anorexic daughters!"
"How about Blowin' In The Wind? 'How many thongs must a man
pull down, before you call him a man?'"
"No, wrong message for women worried about Seven Year Itch
moments over subway grates."
"What about Rainy Day Women? Giselle Bundchen walking in the
rain in her teddy and V-string!"
"No, the Everybody Must Get Stoned thing won't work on network
TV - maybe cable."
"How about Lay, Lady, Lay, with Heidi Klum stretched out on a big
brass bed?"
"She'll only work with Seal songs."
"You guys have your heads in the past. Dylan is now. Dylan is
timeless."
"Dylan is also old enough to be the models' grandfather."
"Okay, something from a recent album then - what about that one
that goes 'I see lovers in the meadow / I see silhouettes in the
window'?"
"Kinda pervy if you get the visuals wrong, especially at his age, but
it might work. What the song's name again?"
"Love Sick."
"Victoria's Angels Will Make You Love Sick, Too! I can see the
catalogue spread!"
"We can have the runway done up to look like streets that are
dead!"
"Ladies and gentlemen, I think we have an ad campaign!"
The Five Best Songs Not Written By Bob (27 June 2005)
Hard Times - Stephen Foster
Stardust - Hoagy Carmichael
I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry - Hank Williams
Come Into My Kitchen - Robert Johnson
Lush Life - Billy Strayhorn
Five is a really short list, but I can't think of any songs remotely as good as these
five at the moment. I'm probably missing some obvious Cole Porter tune.
Gershwin's Summertime would be number 6.
... If you have some kind of familiarity with music beyond the most immediate
and youth-oriented music, the (above) choices are kind of obvious Hank is nearly
always cited as the most important country songwriter, and I'm So Lonesome is
one of his signature tunes (You Win Again the other). Stardust is often at the top
of the pop / jazz standard heap ... I always loved HoagyвЂ™s role of Cricket, the piano
player in To Have And Have Not. Foster looms larger in recent years, especially
Hard Times which is usually judged his greatest song and benefits from a slew of
recent covers.
It was hard to choose a blues due to the ambiguous nature of blues composition (another poster) gave Muddy Waters credit for Catfish Blues which is almost
certainly a paraphrase of Robert Petway's version, whereas I would consider
Muddy's real compositions to be in the vein of I Can't Be Satisfied or maybe She's
19 Years Old. Robert Johnson uses a lot of floating lines and traditional verses in
his work, but his best songs show amazing compositional technique in organizing
and varying traditional elements. Come On In My Kitchen is a personal favorite,
but quite a few of his songs are on that level - Hellhound On My Trail is maybe
even better and more original.
Lush Life has an astounding lyric and melody, and might be a good song for Dylan
if he had more chops as a singer - he could probably talk his way through it okay.
The persona is a little bit sophisticated for his voice. He's done okay on some other
pop standard songs, especially Answer Me which he covered at several shows in
1991.
Abandoned Love (28 June 2005)
In 1974-75, Dylan recorded 3 albums showing some kind of relationship to his
emotional life, but his music is rarely strict autobiography, so I don't think
Abandoned Love is necessarily about one person in his life, nor is it sung from a
"personal" point of view.
On Planet Waves, Forever Young and Wedding Song seem to arise from Bob's
domestic life in relatively blissful terms, but the delivery of the latter is not
without irony. However, I think Dirge is the most powerful song on the album
and a precursor to the more complex tales of romantic entanglement on Blood On
The Tracks. Most people seem to think this album is about the break-up of Dylan's
marriage in some way, and not the gloss on Chekhov's stories that Dylan claims it
to be. It doesn't really matter either way. The songs don't depend on knowledge of
his personal life or of Chekhov to have emotional and aesthetic power.
Abandoned Love was written presumably just before the writing and recording of
Desire, and it shows a transition from the stark and intimate terms of BOTT to the
less personal, more mythic and surreal handling of lyric and narrative detail in
Desire's songs. Abandoned Love is not the naked confessionalism of Wedding Song
or Sara (a song I've never liked for that reason). It's a more poetic examination of
seduction and anxiety and ambivalence about commitment. It's not as dire a song
as Idiot Wind or Dirge, and it's not a mythic / surreal narrative like Isis or Black
Diamond Bay. In Abandoned Love, the singer is recalling the seductive qualities of
a woman he appears to be trying to seduce "one more time." But I don't think it's a
tale of break-up sex with Sara Dylan, who after all stuck around a few more years
before giving up on Bob.
In many ways it's another love song about leaving, like It Ain't Me Babe or
Buckets Of Rain or countless other Dylan songs throughout his career. It's a genre
pose, not a personal accounting.
Looking at the song now, I can see why it was never officially released. It's only
half finished. Some verses are spectacularly good, others seem contrived and
marred by silly lines, and the overall point of view is kind of narcissistic and
maybe too unguarded a glimpse of Dylan's psyche.
The bad lines are these:
I've been deceived by the clown inside of me
I thought that he was righteous but he's vain
Oh, something's a-telling me I wear the ball and chain
But me, I can't cover what I am
Wherever the children go I'll follow them
How long must I suffer such abuse?
The pot of gold is only make believe
These lines are sentimental (the inner clown thing), painfully obvious (pots of gold
are always make believe), or self-centered (there's no clear abuse being suffered,
and ball and chain is unredeemably clichГ©d). Some of these lines are immediately
surrounded by some of the song's best lines, and I can't believe Dylan would not
recognize this.
Still, it's also one of my favorite songs, and the (Other End) live performance is
witty and tender and self-effacing. I'd like to cover it one day with my band if I
can figure out how to sing it.
BobвЂ™s Singing And Musical Talents (28 June 2005)
Bob's singing is no more limited and no less artful than Hank Williams, Ralph
Stanley, Willie McTell or Dock Boggs. At this point in his career and our musical
history, to criticize his singing is just silly on anything other than personal taste.
No one has to like Hank or Ralph or Bob, but their reputations and influence as
artists are indisputable. Bob is one of the essential voices in American music.
Bob's guitar playing is not virtuosic, but I've heard plenty of guitarists with far
better chops and no idea what to do with them. Folk music sounds kind of silly
when too much technique is applied. Listen to Leo Kottke some time at length the guy is astounding on guitar, a pretty good singer, too. But on some songs,
especially early in his career, he is hiding behind the showcase of physical
dexterity without really expressing anything other than his own technique.
Same with blues music. It's a form built on limitations by mostly illiterate selftaught geniuses. Saying Bob is a mediocre guitarist misses the point - folk music is
the music of the mediocre masses. Anybody can play it and make it. That's not to
say the music itself is mediocre, or that one should not strive for excellence.
Empire Burlesque (29 June 2005)
I've always liked this album. It's his best between Desire and Oh Mercy, and I
think it is superior to Desire in many ways, including production.
The production is not as bad as its detractors claim, in part because the songs and
basic tracks are not as good as these same people imagine without Baker's mix. The
only really stunning song is Dark Eyes, and that's a solo performance so
production isn't an issue there. Bob was truly committed to the female chorus, so
that's not a production issue. Nearly every other song on the album needs some
extra punch that the basic tracks on my bootlegs simply don't have. Unlike
Infidels, there are no out-takes from the sessions that should have been on the
album.
The album was released about two years after Born In The USA, and the big
Spectorish sound of Empire Burlesque is not the first time Springsteen seems to
have influenced Bob's sound. The expanded band including sax on Street Legal and
the marathon 3 hour shows of the 1978 tour also followed a major album / tour by
Bruce (whose 1978 tour seemed sometimes to be a Bob Dylan / The Hawks
tribute). So the bigger sound of Empire Burlesque is probably Dylan's doing as
much as Arthur Baker's. And it's a pretty good sound overall.
The biggest weakness of the album is the presence of reggae-tinged ballads like
Trust Yourself, Something's Burning and Never Gonna Be The Same Again. The
latter is a pretty good song but not delivered well; some recent concert versions
show the song in much better form. Trust Yourself is just a bad song period.
Something's Burning has some okay lines, some hilariously bad lines, and not
much melodic appeal.
I like Emotionally Yours as a gospel ballad - good job by the O'Jays on their cover
- and it has a very satisfying rising melody in the chorus, a nice verse / chorus
structure, and simple, direct lyrics.
Clean Cut Kid is a strong rocker, funny lyrics, and the female voices work best on
songs like this. Seeing The Real You At Last is even better, and I wish this was
performed now and then with his current band. I prefer the earlier versions of
Tight Connection, but the album version is reasonably good and lyrically superior
in many regards, except for the chorus Has anybody seen my love? which just
sounds impossible to sing well since the entire song is presumably sung to this
very same love. Someone's Got A Hold Of My Heart is better, and Bob sings it
better. The final verse of the song is Bob at his best - funny, strange, haunted by
visions of mortality.
When The Night Comes Falling is the weakest of the up-tempo songs, with a
overcooked lyric of love gone bad phrased portentously - the apocalyptic imagery
just clashes with the scale of personal conflict in the song and the pettiness of the
grievances, and maybe it's just the editor at bobdylan.com but the official lyric is a
grammatical junkyard of bad writing. However, without Baker's production, this
song would be even slighter.
I'll Remember You is maybe the best song and best performance on the album
after Dark Eyes. Good AABA structure, the lyric is direct and clear, the melody is
modest but lovely, especially in the bridge. When the roses fade / and I'm in the
shade / I'll remember you is worthy of Hank Williams.
Imagine a pithy concluding sentence right here.
Slow Train Coming / 1978 (29 June 2005)
... Slow Train Coming is a great production job, really one of the best in the
catalogue. I just don't think it's a very good album - a few good songs to be sure,
but most of it just rides a wave of religious fervor. The tours of 1980-81 sounded
better in terms of generosity of performance.
I saw Bob in 1978, have boots from Australia, Europe and the 1978 show in the
UK [i.e. Blackbushe] that everyone seems to love, and the music and performances
just don't impress me. Bob gets an A for effort but the band wasn't that good, nor
were the arrangements. Bob's best music is folk music, folk rock, rock and roll and
gospel. He's not a good pop musician, lacking the chops and temperament. Some of
the musicians in the band are really great musicians, like Alan Pasqua and Allan
Holdsworth and David Mansfield, but it was too big an ensemble for Bob to lead
with any musical authority, at least at that point in his career.
Should Bob Try To Court Youth? Record With Coldplay? (29 June 2005)
Having Dylan record with Coldplay is like serving filet mignon with Kool Whip.
They aren't good enough musicians to play Bob's music. That awful singer can't
sing in tune live, the guitarist is a third-rate Edge imitator, the bass and drums are
generic time keepers, and their music is derivative and sentimentally selfcentered. They have nothing to offer a musician of Dylan's caliber. They are the
decadent spawn of U2, nothing more. A brainless Radiohead. Pure product, and
their claims to the contrary are even more an indictment of their pretensions than
their empty music.
Besides, aren't they British? You aren't going to find any British band capable of
playing a set with Dylan. They just don't understand enough of American music to
pull it off. They'll hit the notes but not the feeling.
There might be individual British musicians with the requisite knowledge. Most
will be geezers of Dylan's age who don't need the work.
[Concerning "appealing to Youth"] Bob should let youth grow up and come to
him. The whole point of his career has been to make music for adults, songs with
the depth of traditional songs. When he was a youth himself, naturally he had a
certain appeal to his contemporaries, but on his first album he was already striving
to sing with an authority far beyond his years. He was the youngest old man in
folk music.
He should let young people do whatever they do on their own terms. They need
him far more than he does them. His constant touring and his showmanship were
meant to build a lasting audience and bring in new listeners, but I don't think he
ought to tailor his image or his material to any kind of younger audience.
And here's why (don't hate me for this) young people today are by and large
narcissistic obedient consumers bred by international fascist consumerism and
living lives of soulless delusion, concerned mostly with acquiring the required
number of products and carrying the mandatory debt of supply-side fascism and
swallowing all the sound bites of propaganda ladled into their mediated senses.
Why on earth would anyone want to go to them for anything?
Any young people capable of questioning the path prescribed for them by 21st
century fascism ought to be capable of coming to Dylan's music on his terms. It
might take some work, but isn't that the point of art?
Gaslight At Starbucks (29 June 2005)
I like Starbucks, although I'm not sure we need that much coffee. Better than
alcohol or cocaine I guess. I don't understand the problem people have with the
chain. It's not deadly junk food like McDonalds or Pizza Hut. It's not vulgar
marketing like Budweiser.
Sony / Columbia isn't exactly a bastion of alternative music and counterculture.
Distributing music via coffeehouses seems a lot less pernicious a corporate
sponsorship than touring on Michelob's dime or shilling for American Express.
Plus millions of people will now have superior quality versions of some beautiful
performances of great songs.
What is the issue with this? Would any of us turn down a similar opportunity to
have our art heard? Not me.
If Dylan Had Joined The Dead ... (6-15 July 2005)
Joining the Grateful Dead would have been the death of Bob Dylan. The Dead
were mummified sometime around 1974 and were their own "tribute" band for
most of their career. Garcia was a lazy drug addict and mediocre noodler as a
guitarist with occasional flashes of coherence every few years. He was an average
banjo player, an inoffensive pedal steel player, and on electric guitar he could play
country rock okay and had his own way of working a mixolydian scale* to death in
psychedelic folk-rock, but he is vastly overrated by his fans. Bob Weir made a
career of his mediocrity in the only band that would have tolerated him. The Dead
were a dreadful blues band and couldn't play real rock and roll to save their lives it was painful to listen to them play Chuck Berry, like watching your senile
Grandpa choking on mashed potatoes.
The Dead "jams" were wankfests of noodling that would have distracted Bob from
what his songs require. Anytime a Dylan song stretches beyond 7 minutes or so
(except those with many well crafted verses) it tends to become pointless.
Garcia's only decent music after 1974 was with Dave Grisman. This style covers
about 1/3 of a typical Dylan set on most tours, and it's not a style for which the
rest of the Dead would have any vital contribution. Garcia lacked the discipline
and curiosity and dedication to be a good artist, and the Dead lacked the group
strength to fire him or create some kind of alternative to indulgence. I have no
doubt this would have either overwhelmed Dylan and dragged him down to their
level, effectively ending his career, or he would have quit after it became apparent
just how dysfunctional the Dead were and how incapable of meeting Dylan's
musical interests.
* the major diatonic scale with a lowered or minor seventh
A poster "couldn't disagree ... more" ...
If Bob wanted to join the Dead in the mid 80s, that's just another sign of his own
creative crisis - he had no regular band, was only writing the occasional song,
touring off his most familiar hits with pickup bands or fronting the Dead and
Petty. I kind of like the Petty shows because the Heartbreakers were much more
attuned to Dylan's style of rock.
Bob has made plenty of questionable artistic decisions and joining the Dead would
have been one of them. I think he was swayed by a sense of friendship with
Garcia, which I respect because just the two of them might have been the right
transformative equation for both men. Garcia was the source of several songs in
Bob's late repertoire including the marvellous Two Soldiers.
Bob's albums of the 80s are probably his worst, with the exception of 1989's Oh
Mercy, and Empire Burlesque. I know Infidels might have been a good album, but
it wasn't. In a big way, he just stopped caring enough and forgot something
important that he'd taught everyone else about being a vital and original voice.
I used to be a big fan of the Grateful Dead when I was in college. I saw them
several times, including the 1973 Watkins Glen show (big disappointment) and in
1974 off the Mars Hotel album (not a good album, but the show was okay when
Weir or Donna Godchaux weren't singing). But I grew up and learned a lot more
about music and improvisation. I've never heard anything recorded or performed
by the Dead after American Beauty that I would consider essential listening either
for an understanding of American music or even of the Dead themselves. They
coasted for most of their career. The songs are occasionally entertaining but not
irreplaceable. Robert Hunter is not a great lyricist - sometimes quite good, rarely
really bad, often pretty boring. I have his book of lyrics and two books of poems. I
also have about 75 Dead albums and tapes from 1965-81 plus some Garcia band
shows (so tedious), Old & In The Way tapes (fun but nothing original) and the
final Grisman sessions (good but Jerry plays from the grave).
I was recently let go from a band (much to my relief) filled with Deadheads who
had pretty lame ideas of what to play and how to play it, no originality, no
ambition other than to cover songs the Dead covered and play them in that style.
They claimed they wanted to be a Roots band, which is why I signed up in the
first place, but they had a really shallow notion of where Roots music roots.
I think the big appeal of the Grateful Dead and the bond it had with its audience
was based on mediocrity and complacency. They sold their audience an adolescent
fantasy of itself.
There was enough musical ability in the band that they might have an occasional
thrilling show, and a decent song might turn up on any album if Garcia was
healthy enough to sing on key. This is hardly the stuff of superior artistry.
There's no point comparing them to the Who or Rolling Stones either, except that
they have all been nostalgia acts for most of their careers. It's sad, somewhat
embarrassing even, that these rock "gods" had so little to say after all. Even their
peak years don't sound that good now. I'd trade the entire Who catalogue for a
single Echo and The Bunnymen album. The Rolling Stones have been a largely
negative influence on rock music, even though their own music from 1967-72
remains fairly powerful.
Further disagreement ...
Garcia was an okay bluegrass player but no Ricky Skaggs. No one else in the band
had any business playing bluegrass, even Lesh.
No one in the band showed anything remotely resembling fluency in jazz. As a
band, they couldn't swing from a gallows. Garcia was okay in a Django Reinhardt
mode. He was completely overwhelmed when he played with Ornette Coleman.
If he had the chops for a tune like Koko or Donna Lee, he hid them very well.
Lesh could improvise on bass in psychedelic folk-rock better than most. It's not a
harmonically or rhythmically demanding form and has almost nothing to do with
jazz. Kreutzman is a pretty good rock and country drummer, but not strong
enough to carry the band through its many sluggish moments. Hart is a
moderately interesting jazzy drummer but nothing special. Their "drums" features
are an acquired taste at best. The piano players always got in the way. Weir just
isn't very good at anything. (And) their popularity - no indication of artistic
excellence - is completely irrelevant. Many top grossing acts are dreadful. Look at
the Rolling Stones or Madonna or Michael Jackson - I'm sure each must have
posted impressive tour grosses over the years.
Garcia showed little curiosity or creativity as an artist and almost no innovation or
originality beyond his psychedelic excesses (of which I approve when the music is
truly psychedelic). He wasn't a great songwriter or arranger. He didn't really
define songs with memorable riffs. His solos rarely have the quality of composition
one finds in Charlie Parker, Lester Young, or other great jazz improvisers. Garcia
stuck to a few things, did them reasonably well when his health was good enough.
It's not a very high standard overall, just in a few areas.
I don't think a Deadhead magazine is the most reliable perspective on the Grateful
Dead. I do respect Dylan's friendship with Jerry and think they might have made
more good music together were it not for the drugs and the rest of the band. But it
didn't augur well that the rehearsals for the tour produced more interesting music
than the tour itself, and even most of that is only average to lackluster.
"You're too hard on them ..."
I agree ... I am too hard on them. They were an important band for more than
musical reasons. They did invite better musicians to play with them and Branford
Marsalis enjoyed it enough to record an entire album of Dead tunes, I seem to
recall.
I still cringe when I hear them play Around and Around. Weir still can't sing.
Nobody's perfect.
"Every word of (your first post is) total bogus pomposity and you should be
embarrassed!"
If I were a rock star from the sixties who spent 35 years playing the same clichГ©s
to drug-addled fans over and over again, then I'd have cause for embarrassment.
I rather enjoyed the Grateful Dead when I was in college, smoking a lot of pot and
not yet knowing much about music. This was in the early 1970s. I still love
Workingman's Dead and most of American Beauty. I have maybe 100 Dead shows
from 1965-80 or so and listen to most of them now and then ... The uncritical and
uninformed opinions of Deadheads are of no interest to me. Critical thinking,
intellectual curiosity, and listening / playing experience that is both broad and
deep are intensely interesting to me, no matter what the perspective.
If any of you can demonstrate that your opinion of Jerry Garcia's guitar playing is
something more than the most obvious reflection of the popular music
establishment press, feel free to do so. You might convince me of something. But
simply listing Garcia alongside Clapton, Santana, Richards etc. means nothing
other than you haven't really listened to much or understand much about guitar
playing. Those four players have almost nothing in common, except that Santana
can probably imitate all of them for a few bars at least.
The fact that you try to justify or apologize for the Dead by pointing to the social
phenomenon instead of a continually developing body of songs well-written and
well-performed is just another glaring sign of artistic failure.
... If you want an example of a major artist and band with a long career that shows
continual renewal, start with Duke Ellington. His last records are among his best. I
know it's also an unfair comparison, because Ellington and his musicians were far
superior to the Dead in almost every imaginable way, but it should give you some
kind of perspective when you start going on about "all time greats".
Garcia and his fans were in a kind of sick, co-dependent relationship. Most junkies
need this to maintain a habit and a social facade. Don't be embarrassed for me. At
51, most rock music isn't good enough to address my life experience, and I only
feel slightly sad and disappointed over that. I have plenty of music that does so
brilliantly. Some of it I wrote myself ... ...
Any attempt to make music will yield some frustrations, especially if you set high
standards for yourself, but I'm probably the happiest and humblest and most
grateful musician you know. I never thought it would be possible to live out my
dreams of making music for other people and for my personal creative fulfilment
and yet I do so several times a month, after spending most of my adult life as poet,
editor and teacher ... ...
I don't think it's too much to expect people to develop some kind of critical
consciousness about art or even life itself. So much of what is sold as music gets
tainted by idolization and corporate consumerism, and while the Dead admirably
at times went their own path in business matters, I think their fans, at least the
ones I've known and sometimes even played music with, are wrapped up in a
juvenile hero-worship that is far too subjective to be the basis for an
understanding about artistry, music, or human experience overall. Questioning
one's own bias is an important part of this process, as is discussing different views
and comparing facts and tastes.
Ultimately, all we can do is listen, respond, share. For me, the best response to
music is more music. I learned guitar partly by figuring out how to play the scale /
theme of LIVE DEAD's Dark Star. I have a lot of Dark Stars - it's one of the songs I
concentrated on as a collector. But for every great Dark Star there's an awful
Lovelight, a mediocre Here Comes The Sunshine, an inept Around and Around, a
feeble Eyes Of The World.
So what is the basis for "greatness" in art? Many artists are neglected for decades
only to be seen subsequently as essential geniuses, other reputations plummet
from heights never to recover. In music, to my way of thinking, greatness involves
a command of the means of expression sufficient to produce an original and
emotionally compelling body of work over a sustained period. Hank Williams was
not a great guitar player, but he was surely a great artist. Robert Quine was an
amazing guitar player and in terms of instrumental artistry is among my favorite
rock players, but I'd hesitate to call him a great artist. But maybe if Lou Reed told
me I was mistaken, that Quine was as deep an artist as they come, I'd no longer
hesitate.
I hope that clarifies matters.
Eat The Document (6 July 2005)
It is a good avant-garde documentary. It will seem almost incoherent next to Don't
Look Back, but in some ways I prefer Eat The Document. It's one of the best
artifacts of the mid-sixties cultural upheaval Dylan worked in and in some ways
caused.
The music is brilliant but edited into scraps. It's the cinematic equivalent of a song
like Hard Rain or Chimes Of Freedom. Some of it is quite funny. Try to get a copy
with the outtakes of Dylan puking in the limo with John Lennon looking aghast.
Dylan's illness is not funny, though Lennon's reactions are. His hero melts before
his eyes. He sees the real Bob at last.
Least Favorite Dylan Songs (7 July 2005)
Ballad In Plain D
Hurricane (admire the intention, detest the song itself)
Is Your Love In Vain? (and all of Street Legal save SeГ±or)
Man Gave Names To All The Animals / Covenant Woman
Brownsville Girl (good idea, dreadful execution)
Neighborhood Bully / Union Sundown
To Make You Feel My Love
I'm sure there are more lurking.
Ian & Sylvia (8 July 2005)
Basement song The French Girl is by Canadian folk duo Ian & Sylvia ...
Ian Tyson is also the author of Four Strong Winds, also on the Basement Tapes,
and the Basement Tapes song One Single River is actually Tyson's Song For
Canada. Ian & Sylvia are also probably the source for several other Basement Tape
songs (but maybe The Band brought some of those songs to the sessions) such as
Banks Of The Royal Canal, Poor Lazarus, Spanish Is The Loving Tongue, Come All
Ye Fair And Tender Ladies among them. Bob has sung in concert from his earliest
shows to the Never Ending Tour many of the songs that Ian & Sylvia released on
their records in the early 60s including Lady Of Carlisle, Handsome Molly, Rocks
& Gravel. They love (Tyson) up there in Canada almost as much as Joni and Neil,
maybe because he wrote Song For Canada. They were early interpreters of Gordon
Lightfoot and Joni Mitchell as well and released Early Morning Rain and Urge For
Going in 1966. Ian has been concentrating on Cowboy music for quite a few years
now and occasionally teaches cowboy song at Cowboy Poetry festivals in the US
and Canada.
One of their albums is on the cover of Bringing It All Back Home. I think Albert
Grossman managed them at one point. They were a very big name in folk music,
recording on Vanguard and hitting the pop charts. You Were On My Mind made a
big impression on my ears in 1963. Most of their recordings are now available on
CD.
Sylvia had a good way with Appalachian ballads and traditional songs. Ian was
ultimately more interested in country / western type music and songwriting ...
He's still a handsome geezer with his cowboy hat and boots: www.iantyson.com
for proof.
They recorded a number of Dylan covers in their prime years. Tomorrow Is A
Long Time is on their 1963 debut album. They were one of the recipients of the
Basement Tapes acetate disk that Dylan's music publisher circulated, and they
recorded The Mighty Quinn and This Wheel's On Fire in 1968. http://www.bob
dylanroots.com/song.html has more.
Is Dylan's Work "Literature"? (8 July 2005)
Art is the vehicle of spirit and essential to a full experience of one's humanity.
Artists are "technicians of the sacred" in Jerome Rothenberg's phrase and bring a
degree of study, sacrifice and expertise to human expression that non-artists lack
or do not develop, but really anyone can make art or at least try.
Literary art is that which employs words. Dylan does so with powerful effect in
song, poetry, avant-garde fiction, autobiographical non-fiction, informal music
criticism and eulogy. Try naming a single musician who has written as good an
autobiography (as Chronicles) without a ghost writer.
Bob's best poems are decent contributions to the form. Tarantula is not a success,
but few such efforts are. It's a lot easier going than Finnegan's Wake, funnier than
(French surrealist) Andre Breton.
Of course his work is literature. So is Robert Johnson's. Cole Porter as well. Song is
a literary form. All poems used to be sung, some while the singers danced.
And "The Literary Canon" is the preserve of boring pedants. Let them have it.
Wallace Stevens doesn't need Harold Bloom's canonization even if he has it, and
Bob Dylan doesn't need it regardless of any academic disapproval. I taught Dylan
in a course on Beat Poetry and Prose at Brooklyn College, right alongside Jack
Kerouac, William Burroughs, Allen Ginsberg and Amiri Baraka. Dylan's work fit
in just dandy.
Oh Sister (12 July 2005)
The song is overtly incestuous as well as spiritual, and it's not a happy blending of
themes. Spirituality as pretext to seduction is bad enough without incest.
If the brother / sister / father relationships are figurative instead of literal, the song
is still not very attractive on either spiritual or romantic terms. The contradictions
in the song are pretty ugly.
The melody is a bit precious but in line with the chosen genre of country / gospel,
Bob and Emmylou sound just fine together. But the song itself is unlistenable
unless you don't listen to the words at all. Kind of like a shorter Ballad In Plain D.
I think this is the song that Bob made Rob Stoner sing the Emmylou chorus part
on the spot without rehearsing during the taping of the John Hammond special in
1975.
Aids To Understanding? (12 July 2005)
Just sing the songs. Or listen if you can't sing. That's enough. The emotional
significance will become apparent through the song itself, not some elaborate
critical apparatus. Most such "interpretation" is blathering balderdash. If in fact
balderdash can be worked into a blather.
Avoid the overly Freudian, the overly biographical, the overly political types of
interpretive styles, most of which are more about the listener than the song.
Ignore anything you read by Paul Williams, Clinton Heylin, Michael Gray and
A.J. Weberman. They are not all equally insane, but none of them displays
adequate musical knowledge or taste, good enough writing, or critical skills to be a
reliable critic of Dylan's work. Heylin is good for trivia. Williams recycles Ralph
Gleason ad nauseam and writes like a teenage girl mooning in her diary about her
latest crush. Gray just doesn't know music period, bad case of tin ear.
On Bono (12 July 2005)
I wish Bono would stick to politics and leave the music alone. I'd vote him
Philosopher-King before I bought another U2 album. The last one I got was that
one with the white cover with Wild Honey on it, and it is just terrible. Was there
ever a less gifted singer in such a popular band? Or one so obviously clueless about
the limits of his own talents? It's almost endearing, except when he "raps" and
then it is grounds for mercy killing.
Politically, I support him all the way. I don't care how much money he has. I wish
more millionaires would speak up.
Is Your Love In Vain? (13 July 2005)
The melody plods and lurches, but the lyrics are Bob at his self-parodic worst. The
song is series of questions, much like Blowin' In The Wind, What Was It You
Wanted, Like A Rolling Stone and other far superior lyrics. The lyrics are
extraordinarily self-centered (note the intrusive presence of "I" throughout a song
addressed to a "you") and even auto-erotic; much of the language is mere
psychobabble with no contextual or individuating detail. The first verse's So you
won't hear me complain is a bald-faced lie because the entire song is a complaint.
Among the very worst things about the song is how it cops the title / refrain line
from one of the greatest love songs ever written - Love In Vain by Robert Johnson
- but utterly fails to present a single memorable image or original insight or precise
characterization. The lyric is a string of awkward phrases and clichГ©s betraying a
lack of imagination in the writer, lack of personality in the narrator, and lack of
existence for the supposed female subject. The only love expressed is for the
narrator himself, his "solitude" and "darkness" and his dining companions and their
failure to impress him. It is maybe Dylan's most narcissistic song.
The song evokes neurosis, personal crisis, and creative doldrums. It appears almost
intentionally badly written. You have to go to Where Teardrops Fall's Roses are
red, violets are blue to find a lyric with such casual contempt of lyric writing. The
narrator gives no indication of a deep understanding of his own pain, so the
question at the end of the song is extremely hypocritical.
Every time I look closely at the material on Street Legal, I feel like I'm witnessing
a particularly unproductive therapy session, or some kind of public nervous
breakdown. It's just embarrassing work for the most part, SeГ±or excluded which I
think is very strong but badly played on that album, and We'd Better Talk This
Over which is only a so-so lyric but has an interesting chord structure and verse
form.
So if you want to defend the integrity of the work (as opposed to your personal
taste which needs no defence), you really should point out the original language,
the deep insight into human experience, the deft portrait of a relationship in
concrete terms, and / or some other substantive reading of the lyric. Because all I
see (in it) is solipsistic banality.
A Poster Lists " The Duff Tracks" On A Long Series Of Dylan Albums ... (13
July 2005)
Liking or disliking a song doesn't equal having a critical view of the song, it's mere
personal preference. Clinton Heylin is a collector of trivia with a terrible ear for
music. Michael Gray wrote a pretty boring book in Song and Dance Man. Both
remind me why I stopped being a music journalist years ago - the standards are so
low as to be non-existent.
Here's what I think of this list.
BOB DYLAN
Pretty Peggy O - Classic folk song performed well enough by the standards of the
day.
She's No Good - Jesse Fuller cover song; Dylan loves Fuller and does an adequate
cover.
THE FREEWHEELIN' BOB DYLAN
Corrina Corrina - One of Dylan's best vocals on a lovely blues standard done in an
arrangement that revises the Joe Turner R&B version with good effect.
Bob Dylan's Blues - Songs like this were like some kind of rite of passage for young
white folksingers trying to perform blues material. There's a element of self-
conscious parody of the whole folk singer stance. Many albums of the era contain
at least one novelty song in an attempt to entertain.
THE TIMES THEY ARE A-CHANGIN'
Restless Farewell - One of the best songs on the album, with an inventive lyric
well-sung to a pleasant melody taken from the Clancy Brothers' Parting Glass
which Bob most likely heard them sing hanging out at the White Horse Tavern.
It's a highlight of the album and stood up very well when Bob performed it at the
Sinatra concert in 1995.
ANOTHER SIDE OF BOB DYLAN
Ballad In Plain D - Really bad song on a fairly slipshod album, but it does show
another side of Bob, so there's some truth in advertising.
BRINGING IT ALL BACK HOME
No duff tracks - Depends on what you mean by duff. 115th Dream gets kind of
tiresome after the 110th listen. A lot of side one is fairly generic blues rock with
clever but not clever enough lyrics. It's still a lot better than most stuff of its era.
HIGHWAY 61 REVISITED
From A Buick 6 - Played as well as anything else on the album, and the lyric has
some funny lines. Not every song needs to be Desolation Row, or can be.
BLONDE ON BLONDE
4th Time Around - One of the better songs on an album of very good songs, and
I've never read any critic saying otherwise. He got laughs performing it in 1966.
He's turned in some stunning performances in the last 5 years or so. There is a
well-depicted story, sort of a Baby Blue Part II kind of tale, and the relation to
Norwegian Wood is interesting, in that both songs sound better for the existence
of the other. Bob's tale has a romantic triangle or at least an emotional triangle
with some quite striking details, like the "picture of you in your wheelchair"
appearing almost accidentally mid-song, building to the finale of "I never asked for
your crutch, now don't ask for mine" which seems inexplicably cruel in a way that
completes the subversion of Lennon's melody. This is really a very good song, and
I wouldn't trust a "critic" who maintained otherwise.
JOHN WESLEY HARDING
Down Along The Cove - They don't all have to be All Along The Watchtower.
This is an effective blues tune with good pedal steel and it provides a needed
change of pace to the album with more lasting value and musicality than Rainy
Day Women did for Blonde On Blonde. A lot of sex in the vocal, too.
NASHVILLE SKYLINE
The whole album, but especially Peggy Day - possibly the worst song Dylan has
ever recorded. I would sing Peggy Day every day for the rest of my life before
Ballad In Plain D or Man Gave Names To All The Animals or quite a few other
lesser Dylan songs. The album achieves its obvious intentions of paying homage to
a certain style of songwriting and making country music. Hank Snow and Hank
Williams were early and profound influences on Dylan, and Country Pie, Peggy
Day, and Living the Blues are reasonably good tributes to classic country music,
with characteristic Dylan word play (some of it characteristically groaningly bad,
like "Love to spend the night with Peggy Day" but delivered with the requisite
irony and humor). The album also has several very strong and original songs,
relatively simple and beautiful compared to his prior work, but that was the whole
point of the album.
SELF PORTRAIT
The whole album bar Early Morning Rain, Days Of 49 and The Boxer. Three of
the lamest performances on a pretty dismal album, and Days Of 49 is incorrectly
credited to Dylan - it's an old folk song.
NEW MORNING
Way overrated at the time, mostly due to Ralph Gleason's gushing review. It's
nowhere near as good as Nashville Skyline, no matter what Bob thinks about the
latter.
The Man In Me - ClichГ©d lyric lugubriously sung
Three Angels - Good idea badly done
Father Of Night - I kind of like this minor prayer-song
Winterlude - A certain charm, but it's no If Dogs Run Free
PLANET WAVES
On A Night Like This - It's good enough, just not the best song on the LP, with
some good phrases and vocal turns in the lyric, and better chord changes than
many Dylan tunes.
Wedding Song - Seemed like a good song at the time, but doesn't hold up all that
well. Points for sincerity and risk-taking vulnerability.
BLOOD ON THE TRACKS
No duff tracks (poster and HA agree)
DESIRE
Joey (hideous) - No escaping the obvious problems with this tune, and yet he has
performed it quite well since 1990's Toads Place show.
STREET LEGAL
Baby Stop Crying - SeГ±or is the only song on this album of any worth or
importance in the Dylan catalogue. The remainder are weak to middling. This one
is weak and really annoying, like a crying baby.
SLOW TRAIN COMING
Man Gave Names To All The Animals - But why oh why did Man think this was
worth detailing in a song? For the children, he did it for the children. Doesn't
anyone care about the children?
SAVED
The whole album - This is maybe Bob's most tragic album. It could have been a
work of genius. Many of these songs were very impressive in concerts of the era.
Some of the versions of Pressing On give me chills, and I'm not easily chilled. And
I'm not a Christian, so the songs have a certain bias they must overcome for me to
listen. But I go to the concert tapes, not the studio album. Many of the songs are
better composed than Slow Train's better received songs, avoiding the blues-rock
templates Dylan uses in less inspired moments.
SHOT OF LOVE
The whole album bar Every Grain Of Sand but especially the ghastly Trouble. I far
prefer the Bootleg Series rehearsal of Grain, and never enjoy hearing the song in
3/4 time, which distorts the melody. Shot Of Love is an okay song, sometimes very
well played. I'd pick Lenny Bruce as the "duffest" of this LP and maybe in the top
five all time worst Dylan songs.
INFIDELS
Sweetheart Like You - Plenty of weak spots on this album, and this is one of
them. What's a song like Jokerman doing in a dump like this?
EMPIRE BURLESQUE
Emotionally Yours and I'll Remember You. Two very well composed pop songs,
the former brilliantly covered by the O'Jays, the latter using the AABA structure
very well and having a simple and elegant lyric. Nice melody, too, and it has been
well performed periodically in the 90s.
KNOCKED OUT LOADED
The entire album bar Brownsville Girl. This song is so excessively Dylanesque that
I can understand someone growing fond of it, but it's pretty indefensible as music
apart from the chorus which seems to have little to do with the pointless story
told. It's nowhere near as poetic as Frankie Lee & Judas Priest, not as funny or
dark as Highlands. Precious Memories is a pleasant enough cover, performed
pretty well in concert. Drifting Too Far is a decent rock song but only average
Dylan, or slightly below average.
DOWN IN THE GROOVE
The whole album - There are some sleepers here in the three covers Ninety Miles
An Hour (great Hank Snow song done okay), Shenandoah (great folk song done
with obvious love, wish it was a touch better) and Rank Strangers (Stanley
Brothers song performed quite well). Dismissing the whole album "critically"
means you either aren't listening or don't know enough to judge. Bob performed
Rank Strangers beautifully in 1988-90.
OH MERCY
Disease Of Conceit - Riskiest song on the album, better than Where Teardrops
Fall, and I heard him do an amazing version at The Supper Club in 1993, much to
everyone's surprise. It needs a theatrical performance, like Sign On The Cross, in
order to work.
UNDER THE RED SKY
Badly sung and recorded album with a few okay songs but many annoying ones
like the title song, Wiggle Wiggle, 2 X 2, 10,000 Men. Even Born In Time is
mangled.
God Knows - A good song that fared better in concert
Wiggle Wiggle - A bad song unless it is perhaps another one for the children.
Doesn't anyone care about the children?
GOOD AS I BEEN TO YOU
Tomorrow Night - Performed with obvious love. Maybe the best song on one of
Bob's best albums.
WORLD GONE WRONG
The whole album - I consider this one of the very best folk music albums ever
made, without a false note or badly sung or ill-chosen song on it. The blues songs
alone are astounding performances. Lone Pilgrim is maybe Bob's best vocal of his
career. An album like this is the fruit of a long and difficult career as an artist who,
whatever mistakes he might have made, has shown an outstanding dedication to
beauty and truth. Thinking this album is "duff" pretty much eliminates you from
serious discourse about Dylan's work and American music.
TIME OUT OF MIND
The whole album bar Love Sick, Not Dark Yet and Standing In The Doorway.
Musically superior to most Dylan albums, good songs throughout except for Make
You Feel My Love, which stinks. The blues grooves are varied and well-played.
LOVE & THEFT
Tweedle Dum & Tweedle Dee - A vocal delivery that would enliven even a much
lesser lyric, but this lyric is fairly strong, clever turns of phrase and slippery wit,
and the guitar lines are energetic, the drum part very strong.
Moonlight - One of Dylan's most deft and witty lyrics, with an ambitious chord
structure and arrangement, well crooned for an old geezer.
Songs can be liked or disliked for any reason or no reason at all. Judgements about
the worth of a song ought to be supported by some evaluation of the song itself,
the context of creation / performance, apparent intentions, place in tradition,
something to help us understand the song as an objective phenomenon in the
history of the art form, with some kind of acknowledgement of the critical bias
employed.
Support for Where Are You Tonight, Brownsville Girl and The Man In Me ...
I used to feel the same way about Where Are You Tonight - Bob certainly makes a
major effort with the song. I just think the lyrics are too confused to bear close
attention, with too many copped phrases from unintegrated sources, e.g.
referencing Marvin Gaye with "too proud to beg" seems like an evasion of the
responsibility for originality. Bob's best songs have a lot more poetic integrity.
I could change my mind about Brownsville Girl - I really admired it when I first
heard it. But again, repeated listenings didn't help, whereas I've never tired of
Frankie Lee, and Highlands, which I did not like much on first listening, has
managed to convince me it is one of Bob's better talking blues songs.
I think The Man In Me and much of New Morning depend on vocal delivery.
Bob's vocals on the album are pretty strong overall, and the songs are well-played
and recorded. I'm listening to it in my head now, and it sounds good. The song is
eminently coverable, doesn't depend on Dylanesque delivery, could be slowed
down or sped up, played as a waltz. That's a good idea. I'm gonna try it tonight,
see if my band might give it a shot.
Overrated Albums (20 July 2005)
I'd say Desire is typically overrated as good to great when it is maybe below
average for Bob (above average for most others perhaps). The singing is somewhat
harsh, the material is erratic. It's the first Dylan album that shows serious creative
problems.
I tend to think of Nashville Skyline as underrated. Personal taste aside, Blonde On
Blonde shows a great range of songwriting and solid playing throughout. Its iconic
status may be impossible to fulfil by actual listening, but it is one of the greatest
rock albums by any measure I can imagine.
I think it is too soon to decide about Love & Theft, but I'm constantly impressed
by the material and the playing. The singing is probably the biggest challenge for
listeners. It was likely the biggest challenge for Bob as well - he's writing material
a bit beyond his apparent remaining vocal chops.
Of the early albums, I think Another Side is maybe overrated (despite being a
personal favorite) and marred by some very weak songs and rushed production /
performances. The novelty songs don't hold up so well. Chimes Of Freedom is a
heroic writing effort but I'm not sure the performance is adequate for the song.
My Back Pages has some seriously awkward lyrics that the performance manages
partly to obscure. All I Really Want To Do sounded better from Sonny & Cher.
Spanish Harlem Incident never really transcends the alliterative form. Still, I think
To Ramona and It Ain't Me Babe are among his best ballads, Black Crow Blues is
not a brilliant song but it is an energetic and entertaining performance, and I
Don't Believe You is a good rock song. This was another one of those albums in his
career that he seems to have made for purposes of creative liberation from his own
public image, and as such shares some of the flaws of Self Portrait, Street Legal and
Infidels.
New Morning was overrated upon its release, but not now.
Bob And Bruce (22 July 2005)
... just about everything Bruce Springsteen ever did can be traced back to either
Queen Jane (for Bruce songs with that bigger rock sound) or North Country Blues
(for Bruce songs with that raw folk sound) ...
The influence of Bob on Bruce is obvious and I think the Queen Jane / North
Country Blues key to this influence is a little simplistic but not wrong. There are
many other musical influences in Bruce Springsteen's work - Phil Spector & The
Ronettes, 60s garage rock, Van Morrison, Stephen Foster (don't make me explain
right now) and James Brown among them.
The Queen Jane thing - majestic rock that occupies an imaginative panorama both
lyrically and sonically - is fundamental to Springsteen's 1973-79 work, Greetings
From Asbury Park through The River. Woven into that band sound is the acoustic
strummer of ballads and up-tempo tunes, harmonica in the rack. A song like
Blinded By The Light has almost no precedent in music outside of Dylan's work,
specifically on Another Side Of Bob Dylan and Bringing It All Back Home.
Bruce is much more of a storyteller than Bob - Springsteen's writing is prose to
Dylan's poetry. Bruce's acoustic songs on Nebraska, Tom Joad and cuts on other
albums have a superficial resemblance to the spare sound of North Country Blues,
and in general the simple chords and strums required to play these songs are kind
of base line folk music which Bob now and then played along with his more
distinctive blues and open tunings.
I do think there are other influences on Springsteen, but I'm hard-pressed to name
them partly because Bruce seems mostly to play his own songs, whereas over the
years Dylan has managed to cover many of his most significant influences in
concert and on record. I would guess that Merle Travis, Roy Acuff and other older
country greats have overtly influenced Springsteen's songwriting - the former
wrote Dark As A Dungeon, the latter Wreck On The Highway - and it's helpful to
know that when country music first started to gain a national audience in the
forties, it was called Folk Music. Hank Williams called his songs Folk Music.
Bruce is by far a better electric guitarist than Bob, but I'd give Bob the nod on
acoustic guitar. They sound about equal on harmonica, but Bob gets the additional
charisma factor on harp.
I saw both artists in 1978, Bob in Providence early in the year, Bruce in Boston
later. Both carried relatively large bands with a sax player and two keyboards (Bob
had singers, percussionist, two guitars besides his own, maybe even two trap
drummers). It was like they were shadow boxing or something. The both played
3-hour shows divided into two 90 minute sets. It was clear to me that Bob
expanded his sound partly because of Springsteen's success with a Dylan / Spector
sound perfected on Born To Run, just as it was obvious that Bruce in his tight 3
piece black suit and Telecaster and organ / piano sound was living out his Bob
Dylan dream and having a blast doing so.
Bruce's songs can be dull or self-conscious or contrived or awkward. They are
rarely if ever dishonest, and some of them are continually moving to me as listener
and player. Keith Richards once called him a lightweight who didn't really dig
into the blues essence of rock but was more of a dutiful show band musician. I
think that's a bit harsh in retrospect, but Bruce did play the Fillmore as a teenager
and was schooled and seasoned by a full-blown rock music and culture that Dylan
helped create.
Bruce rocks harder than Bob, not sure why either. It's not simply Max Weinberg's
doing, good as he is. Bob is a more quirky musician with a more individual feeling
for time and the beat, and he truly is a blues man and has been from a very early
age - check out Wade In The Water from 1961 before the first album. Bruce has
been far more theatrical in his presentation of his music as well, with a more open
and joyous stage persona. Bob's own sense of theater is subtler, more focused, at its
best more serious.
I don't listen to Bruce much these days, but I don't listen to many living artists,
Bob excepted, or music recorded after 1970. I'm too busy learning old songs and
stealing from them, but I'll catch up sooner or later. I think Bruce's truly great
albums, good as anything rock has produced, are Born To Run, Darkness At The
Edge Of Town, Nebraska and Tunnel Of Love. Maybe Ghost Of Tom Joad. Haven't
heard enough of his newest. I heard an interview with him a few weeks ago that
was quite inspiring. I respect his artistry. He seems like a really good guy.
Bruce is just a few years older than I am, and I identify with him in ways I do not
with Dylan. Bruce and I both looked up to Bob early and often in our creative
lives. Bob looked up to Woody, Hank Williams, Delta Bluesmen, Kerouac and
Dave Van Ronk, but he didn't have to look to them through the misty lens of pop
music culture and mythology because it didn't play such a big role in the
experience of music until Bob himself rose to stardom.
What was the question?
Things Dylan Made Cool (22 July 2005)
Well, for starters, Dylan made me cool. I'm the coolest dude I ever met, I just hide
it well.
Bob made double albums cool.
He made singles longer that 3 minutes cool.
He made side-long songs cool.
He made recording an album of original songs cool - he was one of the first artists
to do so in popular vocal music. Hank Williams is probably the only artist before
him to do this in a big way.
He made the 3% royalty cool.
He made youthful alienation cool, or certainly cooler than it was already.
He made psychedelia cool, but he had some significant help.
He made Arlo Guthrie cool. Arlo is more than that, fortunately.
He made Joan Baez as cool as possible for her.
He elevated rock and roll to rock almost by himself, giving it a poetic depth of
unprecedented proportion. Was that cool?
He made the Beatles cool by turning them on to pot and LSD, and by challenging
them to deepen their own songwriting, especially Lennon. Lennon was pretty cool
all by himself, but got more cool from Bob for sure.
He made the Byrds about the coolest American rock band of its time.
Through no fault of his own, he made Woodstock cool.
He made bootleg recordings cool or certainly cooler than jazz and opera bootlegs
were.
He made home-made recordings cool - how many of us have our own "basement
tapes" squirreled away?
He made "Bob Dylan" cool - how many songwriters have strange, ironic, funny
songs ostensibly about themselves, like Bob Dylan's Dream, Bob Dylan's Blues, I
Shall Be Free, Motorpsycho Nightmare, Highlands?
Rolling Thunder Memories (25 July 2005)
I saw the Rolling Thunder Review in Rochester NY in December 1975, just before
the end of the fall semester of my senior year in college. I was about 10 rows out,
center, in the Rochester War Memorial which sat about 8000 or so. Joan Baez
joked about the "tour of small auditoriums" - this was a hockey arena with
booming sound, but we were close enough to hear it all.
You'll have to go online somewhere to find a set list. I've never seen a bootleg of
the show, but I expect someone somewhere has a tape. He opened the show with
a stunning When I Paint My Masterpiece. Absolute highlight was the solo
Tangled Up In Blue that began the second half of the show. Bob played 4-5 songs
solo that night including I Don't Believe You, and I think Simple Twist Of Fate.
Hard Rain, Romance In Durango, Hurricane, This Land Is Your Land, Railroad
Boy, It Ain't Me Babe, It Takes A Lot To Laugh and Idiot Wind all were played as
I recall*. Joan did Diamonds And Rust and a god-awful a capella Amazing Grace,
maybe 3 other tunes. Her duets with Bob were quite good.
* Faulty recall - neither Idiot Wind nor Railroad Boy were played until the
Tour's 1976 second leg (both were captured on the Hard Rain TV special).
No Hard Rain, Simple Twist or I Don't Believe You either. But still the
memories remain as sweet.
Joni Mitchell played 3-4 songs including Cold Blue Steel & Sweet Fire. Ronee
Blakly played a couple tunes, good enough. Jack Elliot played Pretty Boy Floyd
and a few other Woody tunes. Rob Neuwirth had a song. Roger McGuinn played 8
Miles High and Chestnut Mare.
The Review had been on the road several months at this point, and their act was
pretty tight. Dylan was amazingly charismatic in the floppy feathered hat and
eyeliner, said very little but seemed relaxed and happy to be playing, very focused.
T-Bone Burnette seemed kind of goofy. Mick Ronson looked out of place like he
wandered into the wrong band, but he rocked out whenever called on. David
Mansfield was the most inspiring musician of the night, along with the Rob Stoner
/ Howie Wyeth rhythm section. Scarlet Rivera had long hair and was up in the
mix, but aside from Hurricane she didn't make much of a musical impression.
Allen Ginsberg played finger cymbals on the sidelines. 25 years later I'd get to
know Allen quite well studying poetry with him in grad school. Oddly enough, I'd
also met Howie Wyeth a few years earlier at a restaurant in Cambridge where he
was playing barrelhouse piano. He was a great drummer.
The whole show lasted over 3 hours. After This Land Is Your Land, Joan Baez
announced that they had played all the songs they knew and would not give an
encore. We clapped anyway.
Bob's Worst Song? (29 July 2005)
The faux-Sonny Terry "Long John" I have on one of my old bootlegs is not a
pleasant listen.
For original material, the early "funny" songs don't hold up so well after one or
two plays, like I Shall Be Free.
Some of the protest songs have outlived their powers to entertain and instruct,
like Ballad Of Emmett Till, but I still find Masters Of War compelling.
I naturally think of Man Gave Name To All The Animals as high on the all-time
dreadful list, but a song like that seems to have no ambition beyond its obvious
childish intention which it fulfils. On the other hand, Under The Red Sky takes a
similar tack and utterly fails, even though superficially it is more charming with
half a decent melody and a bridge that interrupts a story never quite told.
Mr. Bojangles (10 Aug 2005)
I recently was shocked to hear Dylan's version of Mr. Bojangles on the radio, on a
show that usually features cabaret and jazz standard type music.
It wasn't nearly as bad as some reviewers claimed, nor was it particularly good or
inspired, just a competent reading of the song to an inoffensive Nashville
arrangement.
That is what makes it truly terrible - the blandness and mediocrity and
sentimentality.
I've never liked the song in anyone's hands. It has always seemed like a racist
caricature no matter who sang it, Jerry Jeff Walker, Sammy Davis Jr., Nina Simone
or whoever.
Bill Bojangles Robinson was an international star of stage and screen, not some
broken down old negro shuffling along. The narrative of the song in fact replicates
the historical circumstances of the birth of Jim Crow as a racist stereotype - a
white man sees an old black man in rags doing a little dance and memorializes the
character in his own song, essentially stealing an identity. I don't think Jerry Jeff
Walker intended the song to be racist, but I also don't think any of the
interpreters have transcended the irony in the song either.
Self Portrait (30 Aug 2005)
This looks like another case of no one wanting to admit Bob can make bad music,
which to my mind devalues his truly great music. Self Portrait simply isn't great or
even very good, no matter how much one might enjoy listening to it. The songs
are not well played or well-arranged. The country covers and arrangements show
too clearly the limits of Bob's talents at the time. The originals are mighty thin
material.
Copper Kettle is probably the best of the over-arranged covers. Belle Isle and I
Forgot More are sappy trifles, although the latter fared much better live with Tom
Petty. Take A Message To Mary and Take Me As I Am, however ironic they might
be, just aren't sung with the requisite authority. No doubt Bob loved these songs
and artists like Hank Snow and The Everly Brothers and Merle Travis and other
country greats, but putting on his Nashville Skyline crooner voice just isn't enough
to bring these songs to life; it was only useful on his own fairly derivative country
originals.
The live cuts with the Band are badly recorded and weakly performed; Isle of
White was not a very good show, just an historic one. This is maybe the very
worst recording of Like A Rolling Stone in Bob's career. For comparison, the
Woody Guthrie tribute concert is a far more successful outing.
Bob's indifference to the recording process sealed this album's fate. Even when he
threatens to kick a song into shape like Days Of 49, he fails to stick with it until a
good take is in the can. Some of the songs were overdubbed on basic acoustic
guitar / vocal tracks whose tempos and pitch were extremely erratic. The repeated
tunes Little Sadie / In Search of Little Sadie and Albertas 1 & 2 only serve to show
how minor the songs are.
The instrumentals, including All The Tired Horses, are at best competent
exercises. The folkie covers of Gordon Lightfoot and Paul Simon are nowhere near
as good as the originals, however bizarre The Boxer might sound as an overdubbed
duet. The Simon song isn't very good in the first place; the Lightfoot song is a
classic that deserves much better than Bob's jaunty shallow treatment.
Bob Dylan can make bad albums. This is proof. He may have wanted to make an
idol-killing album filled with mediocre music. Succeeding in that aim doesn't
make the album good, just successful in its ambitions to frustrate. There is
probably a decent half-album strewn across four sides and padded with
unnecessary and indulgent material.
She's Your Lover Now (30 Aug 2005)
The song isn't "about" anybody, it's more about Bob concocting another ornery
complex love song while satisfying his curiosity of the time for the impact of
surreal "chains of flashing images" in his lyric technique. In some ways it is the
most effective follow-up to Like A Rolling Stone.
The lyrics are complex enough to suggest many meanings and emotional
possibilities. I don't have time to indicate some of that right now. Maybe later in
the week. But I think it is crucial that one resist the temptation to think of Bob's
songs as some kind of diary of his love life. Even Visions Of Johanna or Sad Eyed
Lady, whether about Joan Baez or Sara Lownds Dylan or whomever, are somehow
cheapened when reduced to autobiography.
I love this song in both versions, but I think the solo piano version is one of the
great performances we have of Bob at the edge or just beyond the edge. It's also a
complete take of the tune, at a much slower pace allowing the lyrics their full
weight.
Maybe the song never felt complete enough, or strong enough to displace or stand
beside Visions Of Johanna or Sad Eyed Lady or some of the other somewhat
similar songs on Blonde On Blonde.
I thought the slow solo piano version was on Bootleg Series 1-3 [it's not] but I
don't own that set and have my recording on tape from a friend and I think on
Thin Wild Mercury Music. I've had the Band take for years on a bootleg LP. It's
good, not great. Bob flubs the lyric, and it distracts him enough to stop the take,
although he could have kept on given the slippery quality of the lyrics
throughout. The intended lyric was I believe Now your eyes cry wolf / while your
mouth says I'm not afraid of animals like you but he starts to sing Now your
mouth cries wolf but maybe it's the other way around. Anyway, either phrasing
works well enough in context.
The Best-written Dylan Album? (30 Aug 2005)
I go with John Wesley Harding as the best written Dylan album, meaning the best
collection of songs by anyone after 1960. There are no wasted words on the album.
The spirit of visionary poetry illuminates the songs more modestly perhaps than
some of his earlier songs, but also more consistently, with a restraint which
signaled a new maturity of craft. I don't think he's written a better song than Dear
Landlord. Wicked Messenger, All Along The Watchtower, I Pity The Poor
Immigrant, I Dreamed I Saw Saint Augustine and The Drifter's Escape are as good
as anything Hank Williams ever wrote - Watchtower is pretty much Dylan's I'm
So Lonesome I Could Cry in terms of lyric perfection. Even minor songs like I'll Be
Your Baby and Down Along The Cove are well-crafted for the performances both
instrumentally and vocally. The sole disappointment is the title song, which really
does sound like the abandoned outlaw ballad Dylan says it is. The songs avoid the
excesses and inconsistent writing of his more easily characterized songs like Gates
Of Eden and Idiot Wind and Where Are You Tonight.
In that more psychedelic associative style of writing, I think of Highway 61 as his
most consistently excellent effort. Bringing It All Back Home has some songs that
start to grate and / or sound a bit dated on the electric side. Blonde On Blonde also
has a few that sound a bit weak (for Bob, that is), although I also think Sad Eyed
Lady and Visions Of Johanna have to be counted among his best lyrics.
Of his later work (which I hope will one day be heard as his very best), I think
Love & Theft is pretty brilliant songwriting throughout. Playful, ironic, terrifying,
stunningly beautiful, weirdly prophetic, the album incorporates and synthesizes
much of what he has accomplished as a writer since he started out but doesn't
really sound like any of his past albums.
I've been trying to think of some artist who has approached the level of John
Wesley Harding. Nick Drake is the only songwriter I can think of, on Pink Moon
or maybe Five Leaves Left. Lou Reed has some good project every few years, but
he sounds self-consciously literary sometimes, whereas Dylan's best writing
sounds both very natural and like he is channeling the VOICE OF ALL VOICES.
Tom Waits is brilliant, but in a more prosaic style, not quite the visionary poet.
Neil Young's gift is more of a total rock and roller spirit; his songs as a rule are of
limited lyric interest, but they are great vehicles for his transcendent performing
abilities with Crazy Horse. I haven't heard his latest two projects, which sound
like they could be his late masterpieces. I did recently see Year Of The Horse and
I'm a believer once again in Neil's stubborn genius. In some ways, he seems closest
to Dylan in terms of attitude toward rock and roll performance as a leap into the
void of the moment. But that's another kind of discussion.
Too Old To Rock 'N' Roll? (9 Sept 2005)
Firstly, Bob is way too old to rock and roll. The bumblebee should not be flying,
either. However, the bee keeps on flying, and Bob keeps on rocking. With the
right band (not his current one), he's about the most authoritative rock and roll
artist alive, whether on his own songs or classic rock songs like Not Fade Away.
Muddy Waters is a profound influence on Bob, not just a casual one. There are
numerous examples of this influence throughout Bob's career in terms of songs
(both originals and covers) and musical arrangements (Bob's first electric bands
were Chicago blues bands on the Muddy model).
But the Rolling Stones should have retired in 1972. It's been all down hill since
Exile On Main St.
Hendrix Bob-covers (14 Sept 2005)
Hendrix covers of Dylan include All Along The Watchtower, Drifter's Escape,
Please Crawl Out Your Window, and Like A Rolling Stone. I know of no other
covers either officially released or on bootlegs and find no reference to any
Basement Tapes songs on the Internet.
There are several versions of Watchtower available on boots and the Isle of Wight
show, and Like A Rolling Stone was a feature on his first few tours of the US so
any boots from 1967-68 may have a version. Please Crawl Out Your Window is
from a BBC session and is relatively straightforward and maybe the best of the
covers for it. I always think Drifter's Escape sounds over-arranged and bombastic.
I'm pretty sick of Watchtower at this point. The Monterey Pop Rolling Stone isn't
much musically but was great theater. A stronger musical version (in great sound
quality) from 6/20/69 is on several bootlegs ... recorded in California at the
Newport Pop Festival at Devonshire Downs.
No Direction Home (27 Sept 2005)
I bought the DVD on Saturday and watched it. Here are a few reactions /
observations.
Much of the material is fascinating, but a lot of it is also overly-familiar - Allen
Ginsberg recited the same lines about passing the torch to Dylan for 35 years. So
the whole thing felt long and somewhat boring, which is quite an achievement
given the subject.
Van Ronk and Baez were pretty generous in their comments, and I felt like a lot of
old buddies were burying the hatchet on film, letting the grudges fade and
focusing on the creativity as a kind of elegy to their own youth. The enshrinement
of nostalgia seemed one of the big themes of the film, and contrary to the other
major theme of restless and continual self-creation.
Dylan emerges as an existential icon, and this puts him in conflict with his
audience, many of whom always want him to be who he was rather than who he
is. Dylan's experience of time as an element of creative imagination seems to be
crucial in his process of individuating his voice from his context. He isn't the
"conscience of his generation" - he removes himself from his generation as quickly
as possible.
Bob's own comments and narration throughout the film are charming and
interesting for the most part - he seems to avoid the familiar riffs others repeat. I
liked best the intimate details of his childhood - what he heard on the radio and
what record was on the record player, what Hibbing was like, the history of the
north country. The more he spoke, the more his regional accent registered. He
unspooled long clauses which followed his thought momentum, much like
Ginsberg would in conversation and Kerouac would on the page. Through his
mastery of language he transformed himself into the carrier of an American
identity, the huckster / shaman / trickster. It's a very seductive identity, promising
much but moving on before delivering becomes an issue.
There were some very good musicians interviewed - people who have had long
and honorable careers in music - and they all seemed to hold Bob apart as someone
working on a completely different level of creativity and originality. All of them
could have said he was just like everyone else but a little more ruthless and lucky.
Baez and Van Ronk were very intelligent in their remarks, the old wounds mostly
healed over.
The clips from the Village folk scene were fascinating to me, in part because I've
been playing music in NYC in a similar context. There is a folk revival going on
right now, only it is called roots music or Americana or alt. country or something.
There are jug bands and bluegrass bands playing all over the city, and some of us
are playing blues as well. Seeing fresh young faces playing the same songs 40 years
ago was immediately sobering - if that's all music offered me, I'd quit yesterday. I
suddenly saw more than a few of my peers in a very different and unflattering
light. I never much liked jug band and hokum type music much anyway, and
while I love country and delta blues, I'm a city person happy to be from the
Northeast. So if I'm going to make serious music, it must be of my own creation
and not just knocking out another version of Pretty Polly or You Ain't Going
Nowhere.
It was interesting but not that surprising to see Bob play electric guitar with the
Hawks. He was pretty casual about it, and the capo kept the chord voicings high
but the guitar was mostly inaudible or not a significant part of the music. Maybe it
was just theater, but Robbie Robertson seemed to be leading the ensemble and
Dylan appeared to be singing and listening rather than leading. When Bob moved
to piano, he was much more forceful and confident. There was a great shot over
the piano of Rick Danko bent over his bass while Dylan played Ballad Of A Thin
Man, a perfect moment of concentration - Danko was one of my favorite bassists.
At one point during a Dylan interview I had the most intense sense of loss over
my own youth and how distant those dreams now seemed, how much of the glow
of the world had worn off, and I almost had to stop watching as I was afraid seeing
any more would kill me with terminal nostalgia (I'm serious here), but I just kept
breathing and pulled myself back into the present more or less, which is were I
want to live.
A lot of the film confirmed Dylan's creative identity as existential hero of his own
myth. His success in creating a personal mythology marks him as one of the great
artists of the 20th century. His myth encompasses his music and his life-as-workin-progress, but neither are the "real" him at last. The myth exists apart from the
man.
The richness of the material in the film at almost every point (even the familiar
bits had some kind of substance) is a challenge to Dylan's audience just as many of
his songs are. I have a lot less patience (not that I ever had a surplus) for the
trivialities of this forum and a renewed curiosity about making music.
Dylan / Joni / Lennon - Who Writes Best? (3 Oct 2005)
Without putting forth a standard of measure, such comparative questions are
meaningless and would be better rephrased, "Which do you like more?"
Joni Mitchell is a very accomplished musician and songwriter. The only album of
hers I would consider essential is Song To A Seagull, her first. Everything else is
expendable. Everything worthwhile that she's done as an artist, she did on her
first album. Her forays into jazz and rock-ish music have not yielded anything
more than curiosities. She often labors under a confessional burden that keeps her
music too personal to be enjoyable. Her more narrative songs are an acquired taste
at best. She's a better painter than Bob, for sure. I like some of her albums enough,
but never listen voluntarily except to Song To A Seagull.
I really can't figure out the unhealthy obsession with John Lennon, except maybe
it's the UK residents here. I love the Beatles, still listen to my favorite songs, but
none of the solo work of any Beatle measures up. Lennon was equal parts sullen
genius and lazy wanker, and those parts cancelled each other out for most of his
solo career, with a few exceptional songs and a lot of filler. People tend to think of
McCartney as the sentimental Beatle, but Lennon produced more than his share of
treacle.
Pro-Mitchell comments ...
I think Joni Mitchell has a fine catalogue overall, with some beautiful late work as
well as the early hits. She's a very good lyricist. Her voice is wearing down some,
but she can still sing. She's an effective guitar player.
I know she loves jazz music, but she's not a jazz singer, and the addition of jazz
and studio musicians to her music has tended to dilute her gifts as a musician.
Sonically, her voice is not well served by electric instruments, especially electric
keyboards and guitars. Spare acoustic arrangements put her in the best context.
Mingus and Miles Of Aisles aren't bad records, just not as good as For The Roses,
Ladies Of The Canyon, Song To A Seagull, Clouds. Hejira is a good pop album, but
those first four are far more individual and well-written and arranged throughout.
Hearing Joni with the drums of Burundi is like cappuccino and chitlins - just
doesn't mix that well.
Blue is a beautifully played and sung album, but I find some of the songs kind of
embarrassing lyrically - the bathos is almost comical.
Song To A Seagull is pretty much a perfect record, and Joni labors in its shadow
much the way Van Morrison does with Astral Weeks. Part of this is I think a
function of the era, when artists commanded more respect and interest on the
basis of their songs and musicianship, and producers were less influential on the
product and labels had lower profit expectations.
I'm an acknowledged authority on my own opinions. If Joni has great songs and
albums after Hejira, I'd like to know what they are.
Please! ...
If you re-read my initial post, you will see the words "I would consider" preceding
all my judgements about what is essential and what is expendable. You are free to
make your own judgements regarding the music. To my ears, the tender, moving,
heartbreaking qualities are all present on the first album and are rarely if ever
surpassed by any other song of Joni's, nor do any of the other albums possess the
consistent strengths of the first album in such quantity.
As I noted, I find Blue an artifact of an era and not of lasting interest. I don't care
about Joni's travels and love life and the songs they yielded. Blue sounds
insufferably self-centered if I listen too closely to the lyrics. Musically it is mostly
lovely and well played and sung.
Ladies Of The Canyon is marred by the song Woodstock and doesn't make any
significant advance on the prior albums. For The Roses is far better, and I might be
convinced of its greatness with some re-listening.
Joni has a tendency to produce folk kitsch from time to time, like "Raised on
Robbery," "Big Yellow Taxi," "Twisted" and most of her "jazz" recordings.
There are many good pop albums and few great ones, and the good ones are
expendable. No one can have them all, so one simply picks and chooses. The great
ones really ought to be familiar to fans of popular music, even if they don't
actually like them, as they tend to set tacit standards of excellence. Blood On The
Tracks is such an album. Hejira is not, not even in Joni's own catalogue. The main
flaw with that album is the lyric writing, which is dutiful but not very
imaginative and often pretty boring. Do we really need to be told in Coyote that a
"burning desert" is a "bleak terrain"? Two hackneyed phrases for the same thing is
too typical of Joni's self-absorption. The song Hejira is stuffed with ambiguous
language, sentimentality and abstractions. That might be a sign of serious
ambitions, but it is not evidence of realizing those ambitions.
I'll try to find Cherokee Louise. Thanks for the rec.
Bill Monroe (4 Oct 2005)
I just finished a fascinating biography of Bill Monroe. Bill was by all accounts a
difficult man and a good man at heart. When you put the songs up against the
biography, you gain certain insights into his craft - his loneliness and isolation was
real, if partly of his own creation, so his "true songs" were documents of his inner
life as well as an innovative synthesis of musical traditions. Monroe apparently
cheated on every woman he ever loved or even liked a lot, well into his seventies.
Muddy Waters kept several families going, sometimes in the same house, and was
occasionally violent with his women. Charles Mingus was a functional lunatic for
a lot of his career. If you try to get to the music through the personality, you will
miss a lot of the genius.
When an artist's work commands great attention, there is a tendency to want to
know more about the person than one might know about one's own friends. The
result is the artist's warts seem larger than life, but they really are warts after all.
Music is full of great artists who were very imperfect humans. We all are. I
shudder to imagine my own unexpurgated biography. Nevertheless, I'm proud of
my art to the extent I find it stands apart from me. It's the one thing I might be
good at doing. I'm hoping against all odds that it replaces me in the world. That
would be a life well-lived.
Which Dylan Song Does George W. Bush Need To Hear Most? (6 Oct 2005)
John Brown
The thing that scared me most
When my enemy drew close
I could see that his face looked just like mine
That murdering hypocrite needs to hear the whole song over and over while
buzzards gnaw at his innards ... ... If George Bush is the best this country has, the
terrorists have already won, so you can relax and go shopping.
His speech today is a frightening vision of permanent war of his own creation. If I
had him in the crosshairs, it would be very difficult to let him live another second.
Boo!!! ...
I recognize that killing Bush is not a viable plan - and my post did not say I would
pull the trigger.
But by Bush's own doctrine of pre-emptive war, one might cite the greater good
and fire away.
You are advocating the assassination of the President of the United States. Are you
nuts????????????????
If you understand English grammar and read my posts carefully, you will see that
I'm not advocating anything of the sort. Bush will pay for his crimes against
humanity without my intervention. Besides, I would not violate my personal
commitment to non-violence and risk creating a martyr out of the most
incompetent and hypocritical sack of protoplasm ever to steal the title "President
of the United States." I'd much rather let the indictments and scandals pile up.
I hope that clarifies matters.
Artists I Like More Than Dylan (6 Oct 2005)
William Blake - probably the deepest impact on me as an artist.
Lester Young - I never get tired of his tenor sax, even the recordings where he is
ailing. Definitely influenced both my guitar playing and singing, as well as my
poetry.
Robert Johnson - I'm working my way through Woody Mann's transcriptions.
Only guitar player I've ever tried this with (although I use other transcriptions
from various guitarists).
Hank Williams - I listen more to Hank than Bob these days. He's more useful to
my own songwriting. The appeal of tragedy is awfully strong.
Muddy Waters - having listened obsessively and seen him up close numerous
times, I'm still under the spell of his mojo.
Humphrey Bogart - probably my favorite actor, with In A Lonely Place my
favorite role of his.
Diego Velazquez / Francisco de Goya - tied for first place as favorite painter.
Highway 51 (6 Oct 2005)
When I was 24, just before I met my wife, I had the good fortune to have a
romance with a 35 year old woman. It was doomed from the get-go, but I could
not believe the sex - not even Penthouse Letters prepared me for it.
All subsequent experience (most with the gal I've been with for 25 years) has
affirmed the discovery - older is better if you take care getting there. I love being
51, partly for having made it this far. I'm better at everything I care about, happier
than I ever thought I'd be and also stranger than I'd imagined I was.
The thing I miss most about my youth is ... uh ... maybe the ... hmmm. My knees.
I wish I had my youthful knees. I'm cool with everything else.
What Is Visions Of Johanna About? (7 Oct 2005)
I've always thought this song was about a particular moment in time, late at night,
while Dylan sat at a typewriter, maybe in a hotel room on tour, letting the
shadows and sounds suggest a vision. The particular vision is not "personal" i.e.
Louise, Johanna, Little Boy Lost, etc. are not codes for actual people in his life but
characters in the vision who define a collective poetic. I'd guess that the country
music station was really playing, suggesting this is not New York City but
somewhere in the heartland.
The vision is very complex and I don't have time to explore every nuance, but
lines like Jewels and binoculars hang from the head of the mule keep it firmly
surreal and psychological, rather than allegorical or literal or autobiographical.
It's poetry. Regard it as such.
Dylan / Milton? (11 Oct 2005)
Paradise Lost is a wonderful poem to lose yourself in, but I don't see it as a
primary influence on Dylan's self-invention, even if he claims it is. In order to
pursue this line of research, you'd best find the exact reference Dylan makes to
Milton, if he did so at all. Do not trust a secondary source.
The biggest literary influences on Bob Zimmerman's creation of "Bob Dylan"
would be Woody Guthrie's autobiography BOUND FOR GLORY, Jack Kerouac's
novel ON THE ROAD and the poems of Allen Ginsberg, Lawrence Ferlinghetti,
and Gregory Corso which date to the 1950s.
Unfortunately, the primary source material for this period of his life - 1957-60 - is
scant and mostly retrospective (interviews with Bob and his associates conducted
years after the fact). His recordings from this period are hard to come by and of
dismal quality, and are almost entirely versions of songs he did not write himself.
You can take a psychological approach to this material by asking why he chose
these particular songs - what do they suggest about his state of mind? If you have
a good enough ear to analyze vocal qualities of accent and phrasing, you might also
find links between Bob and his influences / heroes.
In his 1965 song Desolation Row Bob mentions Ezra Pound and T. S. Eliot, who at
the time were probably at the peak of their poetic reputations and influence; it is
quite likely that Dylan read both, but the influence is not readily apparent in
Dylan's language, except for those instances where Pound affects a pseudo-rustic
American tone. However, Pound was insistent that poets understand their
tradition through the centuries and train themselves by writing in as many
traditional poetic forms as possible, and Dylan more or less applied himself to the
folk song tradition just that way.
If you have any questions, ideas or frustrations to share, feel free to do so here or
in a private message. Good luck with your research.
BD: A "Classic American Country Artist" ... (11 Oct 2005)
Johnny Cash would second that emotion, and he ought to know. He often said in
interviews that upon first hearing Dylan - might have even been his first album,
but certainly by Freewheelin' - he immediately thought of him as a country artist.
This was years before they met, and Cash put in a good word for Bob at Columbia
when they were considering dropping him after the modest sales of his debut.
Cash then copped the changes and melody to Don't Think Twice and rewrote it as
Understand Your Man. Karma at work.
Good As I Been ... / World Gone Wrong #2 (12 Oct 2005)
I'm coming to the view that World Gone Wrong is Dylan's best album. It's more
consistent and focused than Good As I Been to You, with no weak songs that mar
his albums of original tunes, no blues-rock clichГ©s or lazy lyrics, no novelty songs
to wear thin after repeated listenings. It is also unencumbered by any iconic,
nostalgic BOB DYLANISMS. Just a great guitarist and singer performing great
songs. I rank it with Robert Johnson and Son House and Doc Watson.
Good As I Been To You feels like a warm-up for the later album, just a little too
varied. The blues songs are good but not as strong as those on World Gone Wrong.
Arthur McBride is okay but not great. Froggie Went A-Courtin' is well done but
doesn't command my attention every time through. It is still a great folk music
album. I'd rank it just behind John Wesley Harding. It has better guitar work than
JWH but nothing as good as Dear Landlord, Wicked Messenger, Drifter's Escape,
All Along The Watchtower.
Absolutely Sweet Marie (12 Oct 2005)
This song from Blonde On Blonde has been a favorite of mine since its release in
1966. It has been such a deeply intuitive component of my musical orientation
that I only recently began looking at it in a critical manner. For decades my
experience of the song was dominated by the tone of the vocal, the I / you
juxtapositions and the rollicking arrangement with its carnival keyboards and
biting guitar. The lyrics are charming to be sure, and To live outside the law you
must be honest is one of Dylan's most quoted lines. Its aphoristic quality is
immediately apparent in context. Just google it to see how often it has served as
title or subtitle to books, articles, essays, often but not always concerning legal
matters.
The line came to me again while I was reading Christopher Hill's LIBERTY
AGAINST THE LAW, a study of the tensions between property and freedom in
17th century England. Hill examines plays, ballads, pirate codes and other
critiques of power and social order in defense of personal freedom, a sort of preMarxist primitive communism. Outlaws, beggars, vagabonds, pirates and other
marginal types are embodiments of true liberty; medieval social hierarchies and
the emerging bourgeoisie are forms of enslavement. It occurred to me that Dylan's
line so casually slipped into a great but truly strange rock song is one of the key
themes in his work and life. So I'd like to explore this theme in a number of ways,
starting with the song where the line appears.
From the title, Absolutely Sweet Marie seems to promise to be a love song or
praise song, with an odd adverb that undermines the promise from the start.
Something absolutely sweet threatens to be saccharine and distasteful. Marie is
neither. In fact, she is completely absent from the song and merely a sign of
obsessive longing. The song is composed of negations, violations, abandonments
and auto-erotic stasis. Nothing functions as needed; no question raised is
answered. It is in some respects a blueprint of the post-modern imagination,
fragmentary impulses united by a beat and a recurring question: Where are you
tonight? Dylan used the same technique in a far less interesting song, Where Are
You Tonight? (Journey Through Dark Heat) on STREET LEGAL, and he has often
used the recurring question as a compositional device. In Absolutely Sweet Marie
the persona recounts an ordeal of futility, frustration and anxieties in which the
ordinary world and its lines of authority break down. What remains is a kind of
existential hero clinging to his moment and little else.
The song begins with a paradoxical image of the railroad gate, something that both
impedes and facilitates traffic, but the first claim of the persona is negative, an
admission of failure - I can't jump it - and this condition dominates the song. I
can't jump it / I don't know how it happened / I can't unlock it / a man can't give
his address out are confessions of powerlessness in the persona's present condition.
Nothing seems possible but waiting, waiting, waiting, through sickness, in frozen
traffic - that damn railroad gate never swings open. He is reduced to trumpet
beating. It gets so hard when all he has are broken promises. His alternatives are
not pleasant - a commonplace identity like anybody else, which is to say be no one
at all, or an impossible to hold individuality like the forever absent Marie. The
waiting turns feverish, unhealthy. Omar Khayam stumbles into the scene, but the
pair fail to find shelter, a failure blamed on Marie's negligence. The song ends
nearly where it begins, in a ruined world where the missing are not found and
questions have no answer. The yellow of the railroad connotes a sickly, jaundiced,
even cowardly condition.
Images of power and authority appear in this world, but they do not offer refuge.
Railroads are icons of earthly power, the domination of nature by technology, the
iron track of wealth, mobility, expansion. A gift of horses is more a promise of
death sent to those confined by power. At this point the key line occurs, almost a
throwaway line used to taunt the one whose promises are unfulfilled (except for
the promise of death, delayed but delivered after all) despite her professions of
honesty above obligation. The river-boat is another deathly transport, the
Chironesque captain standing in the bridge of the song with his special foresight
shared by no one. The whole world is waiting to die, oblivious to its own futility.
The locked door is a icon of property rights, the keeper of the key an emblem of
privilege and power that cannot be trusted. The imprisonment gets more personal
- he is both locked out and locked in, surrounded by bad company in a world gone
wrong. He can only stand and look at the ruins, a witness to his own alienation
and abandonment.
All this grim stasis is recounted in a voice quite adapted to his condition, even
celebrating it. The ironic tension between the ecstatic musicality and the thwarted
lyrics is crucial to the fundamental honesty of the song. The embrace of the
moment relieves the regrets for the past and anxiety for the future. Rock and roll
has proven an effective vehicle for this sort of affirmation, and few have been
better at this than Dylan. The recently released performance clips of Dylan and
the Hawks in NO DIRECTION HOME are the visual correlative, as the musicians
and the music matter so much more than the fans' scorn or adulation or whatever
bitterness and accusations haunt the lyrics of the songs performed. The sound
itself, beyond human meaning, is the revelation, the song of the bronze bird in the
palm at the end of the mind channeled through its visionaries.
As Dylan remarked in the NDH interviews, this sort of songwriting is
unprecedented. The artist is reaching outside the norms and laws of his craft,
breaking and recombining the forms, an alchemist in a relativistic universe relying
on himself alone because he sees his isolation clearly and absolutely. In this
imaginative state, the images of transportation in the external world become
vehicles of internal transformation; the punishing confinements become
opportunities for contemplation and enlightenment. The worst case scenario
would be finding Marie and letting the continuities of the mundane world reassert
the lie of its palpable truths. To be or not to be are essentially mirror states. To act
would be the alternative of to be. The persona waits, stands, looks, takes a passive
role in his own destiny. He is becoming enlightened as he sings. He is inventing
Bob Dylan as we listen.
Thus ends the introduction. I managed to avoid my obligatory T.S. Eliot reference.
I'll read some more of Hill's book, and look at outlaw ballads including Dylan's
choice of covers and his originals in that genre. I saw Bob perform Sweet Marie at
The Supper Club in 1993, to the utter amazement of the 400 people in attendance.
His lead guitar work was stunning, worthy of Hank Snow.
She's Your Lover Now (13 Oct 2005)
Whether or not this song is about a failed effort to write a hit single, the language
is striking in its obsessive bitterness. The song is clearly describing a romantic
triangle; the rhetoric alternates between fairly straightforward colloquial language
most often in an accusatory question or ironic statement and almost surreal
descriptive passages. It is less purely associative than some other lyrics of 1965-66,
no "chains of flashing images" or echoes of other songs. If it was intended for a
single, it seems remarkably inept, even in the up-tempo version with the Hawks
backing Dylan. But if Eve Of Destruction could be a hit, then maybe all it needed
was the right beat and guitar / keyboard hook.
The song seems addressed to a man but concerned about the woman referenced in
the title. In the piano version, which sounds partially improvised, Dylan's vocal
and the lyrics seem to conflate the you / she; many of the speaker's claims seem
better aimed at the former lover than her new consort. There's a faint
Shakespearean echo in the situation. The tone of many of the questions suggests
the "you" is or was on intimate terms with the speaker who though he shared
many an afternoon with his romantic successor is now bidding farewell to both
him and the old lover.
The key line for me is "the scene was so crazy, wasn't it?" It seems to point outside
the song, toward other Dylan songs with much more fanciful language. The few
crazy moments in this song happen at the end of each verse where the former
lover is portrayed in unflattering terms: "she's got her iron chain", "with her
picture book of the pyramids and her post card of Billy the Kid", "she'll be standing
on the bar soon with her fish head and harpoon and fake beard plastered on her
brow". Most everything else in the song is not crazy but either accusatory or
expressing bitter relief.
In the first verse the speaker is licking his recent wounds after enduring a period
of nihilistic excess. He is attempting to separate himself from the ongoing
emotional conflicts, feeling manipulated and exploited and abused. The roaring
pawnbroker and landlord are signs of a bourgeois world in dislocation, their
parasitic / sadistic tendencies revealed all to clearly to the speaker via his own
suffering. Bathos is the leading rhetorical strategy as the speaker's own feelings
motivate indictments of both himself and others. "She's all yours, I'm outta here"
seems to be the predominant sentiment.
The second verse acknowledges a collective guilt for the mess the characters have
created of their lives. I like the line "I ain't a judge, you don't have to be nice to
me" for several reasons. First, the speaker clearly is judging others as well as
himself. He is also not being nice to anyone including himself. For all the self-pity,
it is not a flattering self-portrait, he allows himself no rationalizing or excuse
making. Dylan's verbal technique sustains the music in the language - nice to me /
twice to me most prominently, but the accentual scheme of the first six lines is a
superb example of how he manages conversational language into music. Lines 1
and 4 are dimeter, lines 2 and 5 are trimeter, lines 3 and six hexameter. Nice 2x3=6
numerology lurking in there. A litany follows, the speaker reminding or accusing
the addressee of things that, as they accumulate, seem to confuse just who is being
accused of what. The break in the line "that you could, you didn't have to stay"
might be an improvisatory ellipsis or emotional short circuit. One would think
that "stay or go" dichotomies would more concern the former lover than the
former friend / rival, likewise the ironic "Honey". The ashtray lines - another
favorite moment in my experience of the song - sound suspiciously self-indicting,
and Dylan himself was surrounded by fawners and scene-making attendants.
Another quick portrait of a gone world, and he tries again to exit.
The third verse continues to eroticize the relationship to the rival whose seductive
gestures seem to confuse and anger the speaker. It's an extended taunt and a
ceding of caretaking responsibility for the unmanageable irrational exhibitionist
woman. Here and in the song overall, Jack Kerouac's "I don't know, I don't care,
and it doesn't matter" style of contemptuous shrug is combined with Oliver
Hardy's "Here's another fine mess you've gotten us into". The dramatic drunken
barroom image is where the official lyric ends. The band take breaks down in the
middle of the fourth verse, but the piano take goes all the way through to the
bitter end.
In the fourth verse, the language becomes more colloquial and austere, no surreal
or crazy images or actions. It opens with a reversion to self-pity in extremis. It is
also disorganized enough to appear almost completely improvised. Charles Atlas
has no obvious connection to sadness except the near-rhyme of his last name.
Weakness and strength would be the ordinary associations with his name. The
third line has no clear connection with either preceding line, with provocatively
ambiguous meaning as if the bitterness and negativity were a communicable
disease. The process of dying physically and emotionally is summoned by "My
voice is really warm / It's just that it ain't got any form / It's like a dead man's last
pistol shot, baby" in a cinematic moment, and the "still got, baby / -stol shot, baby"
rhyme again sustains the music of plain talk. Mouths, eyes, tears, pain, nakedness /
namelessness dominate the finale. The speaker doesn't bring the former lover back
as in prior verses. He has one final salvo at the rival, but his own condition
concerns him foremost. "My innocence is lost, I'm outta here" is his final claim.
"Make it" was a pretty common phrase for having sex in those days, but "I couldn't
make that scene" would also be relevant - his tolerance is shot, his ability to keep
up with the madness is gone.
It's easy to see how this song grew out of two trends in Dylan's songwriting - the
series of questions and the sneering second-person accusations. More importantly,
the song is an extended farewell, one of many Dylan composed starting at a very
early age as he left family, friends, lovers, musical styles and public expectations
behind. I could also hear this song as part of his "honestly living outside the law"
creative path, as he violates songwriting conventions and decorum, even the
speaker's own dignity, to deliver raw emotion buffered only by irony.
The exhausted and nearly incoherent piano take embodies poetic values derived
mostly from Beat poetry and prose, particularly Allen Ginsberg and William
Burroughs in this instance. Burroughs and his comrade in junk Herbert Huncke
made a virtue of life in the breakdown lane, corrupting good boys like Kerouac
and Ginsberg with the romance of the demi-monde. No idealism, no better self,
just acceptance of things as they are and tend to be and a willingness to unleash
unconscious and untempered feeling into the creative moment. "Mind is shapely"
was Kerouac's advice on form - let the feeling express itself without aesthetic
ornament. She's Your Lover, Now in its piano take is maybe Dylan's most Beat
performance and song.
Townes Van Zandt (17 Oct 2005)
Apparently there has been some legal issues with the rights to Townes' work, and
his posthumous releases have not pleased his surviving family, or maybe the issue
is between a widow and an ex-wife. I don't quite recall, but there are a lot of CDs
out now of live shows and a lot of repetition of songs from disc to disc.
I have one live CD, maybe from before he died or just after, with about 20 songs,
each one a gem. It's two acoustic guitars and violin.
My band rehearsed Pancho And Lefty and To Live Is To Fly (good tune for
mandolin), but they never made it to a set list. I love playing and singing Tower
Song and Tecumseh Valley as well - the latter was covered by Steve Earle on Train
A Coming (great album also).
First time I heard Townes Van Zandt I thought he was a morose whining singersongwriter. Now I'm almost in agreement with Steve Earle.
Better Live Than Studio? (17 Oct 2005)
Between official live releases and bootlegs, I think there are very few Dylan songs
which do not have a live version superior to the studio version.
There's a bootleg CD of downloads from bobdylan.com [From The Vaults Volumes
1 and 2] with stunning versions of Visions Of Johanna (Minneapolis 1992), SeГ±or
(Lucca, Italy, 1998), I And I (Dijon, France, 1998) and others. Jokerman from
Vienna 1994 (The Wiener Club of Spalding boot CD) is quite awesome with a
great Dylan electric guitar solo.
The list is long. Gets longer every year it seems.
Can Bob Read Music? (17 Oct 2005)
It would be odd for anyone with Dylan's keyboard and guitar skills to be
completely unable to decipher standard music notation, but for all practical
purposes I think it is safe to say he does not read music.
He plays folk music. Sight reading is not a requirement for greatness in that genre.
Having a good ear and good taste are far more crucial. He's got both.
Dylan / Cash Sessions 1969 (21 Oct 2005)
They are not very good and sound like a couple of friends who love Johnny Cash
songs and country music just jamming on tunes they know. They are charming
but not essential, nowhere near as good as either artist alone on the same material.
The best cut is probably the duet released on Nashville Skyline. Bob is in his
country-crooner voice, no rough edges. Carl Perkins supposedly is playing guitar,
but everything is very laid back - I think Carl had a serious alcohol problem
around this time and was basically being carried by Cash as a personal favor.
Nothing on the session matches the energy of the Cash / Perkins / Derek and the
Dominos version of Matchbox Blues from Cash's TV show a few years later.
Reasons to own it: you are a Cash and / or Dylan fanatic; you need some pleasant
background music; you want to practice playing country lead guitar by playing
along on these songs.
Allen Ginsberg (21 Oct 2005)
In No Direction Home, Ginsberg states that a student must excel the teacher to be
a success ...
I recall the Ginsberg quote as following his oft-told anecdote of crying upon
hearing Hard Rain on FreewheelinвЂ™ after returning from a trip overseas (Paris I
think). Ginsberg said he felt the torch of visionary poetry had been passed to a
new generation.
Allen thought of himself as the greatest poet of his generation (not necessarily the
best - he considered Gregory Corso a better poet but without the greatness of
impact). In some ways Ginsberg was seduced by his own fame and controversial
renown and equated that with greatness. He saw Dylan (and other popular
musicians such as John Lennon) as carriers of the bardic tradition of poetry, and
envied their international audience which dwarfed his own. He considered Dylan
a greater poet than himself.
Thus, I think in context, there are two possible explanations for Ginsberg's
remark. One is that Dylan surpassed Woody Guthrie's teachings. The other is that
Dylan surpassed Ginsberg's own example - Allen nominates himself as Dylan's
teacher. There is truth in both possibilities.
Ginsberg's poetry was a clear influence on Dylan's writing style - Gates Of Eden is
maybe the best example. Allen was also a big fan of Anglo-American ballads and
the blues tradition, so the relationship of Hard Rain to Lord Randal was
immediately obvious to him. Allen also loved Rabbit Brown and Charlie Patton
and was very familiar with The Anthology Of American Folk Music as well as a
friend of its compiler Harry Smith.
I knew Allen quite well and studied closely with him. He was among the kindest
and most generous human beings I've ever known. He took egotism to sublime
extremes yet still had a genuine crush as well as admiration for Dylan.
There was a story I read somewhere. Right after Bob's motorcylce accident, Bob
was laid up and Ginsberg showed up at Woodstock with a box full of poetry books
to give him ...
That would be typical of Allen. Believe the story.
But who has surpassed the teaching of Dylan? Two ways to go with this question:
who is an artist with a more original voice and wider appeal; who has left behind
the teachings to develop a personal voice and vision of depth and integrity?
I can't think of anyone surpassing the public achievement or anyone even close.
Bob Marley has certainly survived his own demise and become an international
voice, but he was not prolific or long-lived enough to develop the breadth and
depth of Dylan's work.
But Bob must have inspired many artists to seek their own visionary truths in art.
So on a more intimate scale, the teacher becomes the sacrifice of the student if the
teaching is strong enough. [ER member] Queenjane would be the most obvious
example familiar to posters here. You just need to trust me on this one.
National Or Universal? (22 Oct 2005)
While America is varied enough not to require or fit any "quintessential" voice, I
hear Dylan's work as one of the essential American voices, in concert with Hank
Williams, Robert Johnson, Robert Frost, Bill Monroe, Billie Holiday and many
others.
The strengths in this voice are the reason for his international appeal. He is not
homogenized or synthesized into product nor is he reduced to a consumer icon
like Madonna or The Rolling Stones.
For me, his body of work provides a model of intense devotion to and respect for
American traditions without any traces of xenophobia or jingoism. The exceptions
to this are striking but few - Sundown On The Union and Neighborhood Bully
perhaps.
I'll never forget hearing Robert Frost reading The Road Not Taken ...
I got the chills hearing his rendition of The Birches - it's on a CD-set of poetry
recordings released a few years ago which includes purported recordings of both
Tennyson (sounding like Pound) and Whitman (sounding like Tennyson).
I keep asking for this for Christmas, but so far Santa has not obliged.
Bob's Wisest Words (21 Oct 2005)
Gotta go with "He not busy being born is busy dying." That's as profound as "Free
your mind and your ass will follow / The kingdom of heaven is within."
Remastered Street Legal (24-31 Oct 2005)
Mostly on the basis of vigorous defenses of this album on this site, I bought the
remastered Street Legal, an album I'd not listened to since I sold my LP in 1981. I
liked the album well enough when I bought it upon release and saw Dylan on tour
in 1978, a show I somewhat enjoyed at the time. But the album quickly grew
tedious, the arrangements lost any charm from the novelty of singers and
saxophone, and my memories of the 1978 show dimmed in the constant delight of
having seen Rolling Thunder 1975. I have a few bootlegs from the 1978 tour
including Blackbushe, and I don't enjoy them and have them for historical
purposes only. However, recordings of SeГ±or and We'd Better Talk This Over
from the last 5 years have shown the strength of these songs from Street Legal, so
I thought to give the album another go.
I must say that listening to the remastered version only confirms what a terrible
album it is. There isn't a single song I'd care to hear again. Even the two songs
above are ruined by bloated arrangements and weak vocals. Most of the songs are
dreadfully over-written parodies of "Dylanesque" style or tossed-off nothings like
New Pony. The background singers sound utterly lost, even embarrassed on
Changing Of The Guards. The saxophone sounds lifted from a third rate Steely
Dan session.
Worst of all is Dylan's singing. This is the worst vocal performance of his career,
with whining egotism and self-pity infecting nearly every song, and even a decent
song like SeГ±or is sung badly with many rushed and awkwardly accented lines.
There is no nuance to the vocals, no convincing theatrics, just aimless empty
adenoidal bickering. Leading the sins against music is Baby Stop Crying which
really should be titled Bobby Stop Singing. The chorus is more torturous with
every repetition, and it gets repeated a lot. No Time To Think more than lives up
to its title - it's one of the dumbest songs of his career with pointless abstractions
paraded forth for purposes of facile rhyme and little else. Is Your Love In Vain is
ugly narcissism masked as inept sexist character assassination and its somewhat
enjoyable melody is shackled by a plodding performance.
We Better Talk This Over is the best of the lot, with little or no sax and a decent
tempo; the chords are a bit odd and avoid any country-rock-folk clichГ©s, and the
lyric is competent. The background singers are less of a problem, and the song is
actually quite good in performances from 2000 with Charlie Sexton and Larry
Campbell and no singers.
Far from being an underrated album, I think it is the litmus test of a Dylan fan's
ability to listen critically. It's not an issue of enjoyment - we all enjoy bad music
now and then. But I can think of no standard by which this album might be
judged even mediocre or average, for Dylan or anyone else. It's far worse than Self
Portrait or Down In The Groove.
Street Legal shows Dylan attempting to reinvent himself and failing badly. His
decision to expand his band results in bland studio rock for the first time in his
career. The writing reveals him far past his wit's end as he resorts to clichГ©s, stolen
lines and phrases, and awkwardly delivered narratives. Listeners sometimes defend
or explain the work as a psychological self-portrait of a man in crisis and on the
verge of conversion, but that is not enough to redeem the work aesthetically. The
artist sounds utterly lost in "Bob Dylan" the rock star and completely out of touch
with rock and roll itself. He had quite a bit of time to rest between the final
Rolling Thunder shows and this session, but his voice seems never to have
recovered from the bellowing of the 1974-76 shows. I'd guess that substance abuse
is behind some of this.
I'll content myself with my bootlegs of SeГ±or and We Better Talk This Over. Good
thing I only paid $8 for this piece of crap.
Ouch! I really like Street Legal ...
No harm in enjoying a listen. I very much enjoy Empire Burlesque, but it isn't a
great Dylan album. It is better than Street Legal but has some of the same
problems of overdone arrangements.
I like to like music. I'm open to being convinced of the worth of anything - that's
why I plunked down my $8. But I have to believe my own ears.
Now I'm going to invest in Down In The Groove and Knocked Out Loaded. It's
only fair. I have outtakes from the former, and some are quite good, especially
Shenandoah.
The thing that disturbs most about Street Legal is that he seems to be trying. His
other lesser product sounds a bit more casual with limited ambitions.
I think Street Legal is a great album ...
A close examination of the writing on Street Legal will show many awkward
phrases and bad choices. Where Are You Tonight is badly written and in no way
can be defended as a great song by Dylan or anyone else. It is full of other people's
lines and badly organized, contradictory narrative detail. It is sloppy and inept,
especially coming from the typewriter of the greatest songwriter of his generation.
When it gets past listeners' discernment, it is either because they have suspended
(or never had) any critical judgement in favor of an erotic / nostaligic attachment
to self-parodying Dylanisms of voice and keyboards in the arrangement, or they
are actually seduced by the manipulations of the plagiarized lyric lines like "too
proud to beg" and the lulling two-chord Van Morrisonish vamp that comprises
much of the song.
Changing Of The Guards is very weak from the opening Sixteen years repeated
absurdly by the women singers, inviting a confessional reading of the song and the
album that contributes to the vanity of the overall enterprise. The song goes on far
too long with a diction more contrived than authentic, derived from ballads but
not rendered into any convincing narrative or interesting emotional dynamic. It's
fake apocalypse and could have been written by a computer program.
It is also a good example of badly constructed narrative. The song begins with a
first person narrator who is also a character in a vague, portentous drama. The
narrator "steps forth" and follows the ordeal of a woman whose head his shaved
and veil is lifted - but grammatically, it is the messenger with the nightingale
whose progress he follows and whose veil is lifted. This woman may or may not be
the "beloved maid" of the "captain" and the fact that is not possible to tell only
adds to the confusion of the song and subverts any potential power of these
shopworn ballad stereotypes. The narrator mid-way through the song "stumbles to
[his] feet" but his only prior actions were stepping forth and following so the
action is incongruous to the narrative. He rides past the banal rhyme of ditches /
stitches / witches emblazoned with a sentimental "heart-shaped tattoo." Suddenly
a second person addressee appears - "flowers I'd given to you." Who is this? It is
nobody, just an empty rhyme for "tattoo" - and at this point, both "I" and "you"
disappear completely and the song proceeds in third person narrative, no less
awkwardly.
"She wakes him up" - who wakes who? Technically, the messenger wakes the
captain who has waited all this time above the celebration. Is the messenger also
the shaved woman and the beloved maid? Maybe yes, maybe no, but this is simply
evasion of narrative responsibility for clarity by the writer, not "poetry" - poetry
isn't sloppy writing, it is the most excellent writing possible. Speaking of which
"clutching on to his golden locks" inserts two completely unnecessary prepositions
simply to fill out the line with meaningless sound - "clutching his golden locks"
says every necessary thing about the action.
Every verse of this song betrays lack of attention to craft and a reliance on stock
images and contrived diction. In my view, it also betrays cocaine abuse both in the
rush of facile, unreflective language and the thin tone of the delivery - he's singing
like a cokehead. There were massive amounts of the drug available on the Rolling
Thunder tour and the decadence of Street Legal more than hints that Dylan
continued to dip into his stash.
This doesn't make him a bad person or a bad artist, just a good artist who is
misjudging his gifts and overextending himself. You might think I'm being too
judgemental, but great art can sustain the closest examination and analysis and
maintain its integrity and coherence and answer any critical inquiry. Nothing on
this album, even SeГ±or, can do so.
Compare the writing here with any truly great song:
I came to the place where the lone pilgrim lay
And pensively stood by his tomb
Where in a low whisper I heard someone say
How sweetly I sleep here alone
or Dylan's own:
There was a wicked messenger, from Eli he did come
With a mind that multiplied the smallest matter
When questioned who had sent for him, he answered with his thumb
For his tongue it could not speak but only flatter
or Ginsberg's favorite line:
The motorcycle black madonna two-wheeled gypsy queen
And her silver studded phantom cause the grey flannel dwarf to scream
As he weeps to wicked birds of prey who pick up on his breadcrumb sins
And there are no sins inside the gates of Eden
All of these three examples of superior song craft employ stock images, some of
the very same in Changing Of The Guard, but they are delivered with clarity and
authority and purpose. Even the Blakean / beatnik lyric of Gates Of Eden shows
clarity of image and necessity of diction, as each word contributes something
essential and unique to the whole.
Which is more likely, that Dylan is perfect and always in peak form, or he is
human and capable of failure? It is fine to enjoy Street Legal, but to claim it is in
any way excellent or even good art devalues Dylan's truly great work like Gates Of
Eden or Dear Landlord.
I've read Steven Scobie and consider him an authority on his own opinions and
nothing else. Michael Gray doesn't really like Dylan so far as I can tell. In general,
I find most writing about Dylan to be incompetent in musical and literary matters.
Most Dylan biographers / critics are collectors of trivia and purveyors of their own
sentimental attachments to the cultural icon or their envy of a creative talent
superior to their own - they are cultural parasites, like most critics. Many like Paul
Williams are dreadful writers as well. I enjoyed Howard Sounes' bio, and John
Bauldie can be fun reading. Bob Spitz's bio was okay but weak on some facts as I
recall. Bob Shelton was a good writer. Greil Marcus is maybe the only critical
writer on Dylan who interests me.
But narrative wasn't his goal ...
I don't think you can claim to know Dylan's "goal" - the fact is, the song is a
narrative and not a well-executed one. Nor is linearity or logic the only measure of
coherence or cohesiveness, but you'd have to demonstrate just how such tired and
confused language coheres into anything other than portentous self-parody.
If you know only a small sample of Dylan's work, or his traditions, or popular
music in general, than judging "greatness" will simply be a measure of your
personal bias, not of any inherent quality in the music.
There's nothing wrong with liking or loving the song. I love Sunday Will Never
Be The Same by Spanky and Our Gang.
Love things for what they are, not for what you want them to be.
Rolling Stone can't be wrong all the time. I think Abraham Lincoln said that.
It's all a question of people's own taste ...
My entire point is to avoid personal taste - I don't care what you like, and there is
no need to defend loving any of these songs. My point is that the songs themselves
are not well written, well arranged or well sung, whether or not you like them.
Their flaws are glaringly apparent to anyone with eyes, ears and a desire to
understand how music and language work in art.
I'm by no means alone in this assessment, and over the years I've consistently
found that people who claim Street Legal is some neglected masterpiece can never
say why other than various versions of "I like it a lot, so it must be great." People
like bad art all the time. They also misunderstand and neglect great art.
Take New Pony, a galumphing clichГ© of a blues rock song with awkwardly
disjunct lyrics, tasteless background vocals and not much else going for it. It
utterly pales in comparison to Charlie Patton or Son House performing Pony
Blues. People who like it seem to feel Dylan's vocal has some kind of sexy leer, and
as the only blues on the album it does stand out. But at almost every point, it runs
in overdrive - it's a hysterical white imitation of the blues. It's one of Bob's very
worst blues songs and performances. His best are among the best in existence.
That doesn't excuse the female chorus in this one.
Verse one:
I had a pony, her name was Lucifer
I had a pony, her name was Lucifer
She broke a leg and needed shooting
I swear it hurt me more than it could have hurted her
Bob's lyric is completely bloated with syllables, the very model of self-parody, and
the sentiment is unredeemably clichГ©d. I suppose it's ironic that Lucifer is a male
and not female name, but in context it just sounds like sloppy writing.
Verse three:
I got a new pony, she knows how to foxtrot, lope and pace
Well, I got a new pony, she knows how to foxtrot, lope and pace
She got great big hind legs
Long black shaggy hair hanging in her face
Traditionally, the blues lyric operates by using a standard or floating line as the
opening lyric, repeated, giving the performer time to improvise or compose a more
original and important third line. Here, Dylan uses a line from Charlie Patton as
the floating line, then delivers a banal description of a horse or woman or both.
The other verses are not as bad, and with a little editing the song might have
worked much better and not needed such an hysterical arrangement to
compensate for the flaws. But short of Ray Charles and his band, I don't think
anyone could have made this arrangement work.
So like it or love it or hate it, the song is simply not a great or even good blues
song. Hellhound On My Trail is a great blues song. Blind Willie McTell is a great
blues song. Fine And Mellow is a great blues song. New Pony is a wretchedly
excessive and sloppy blues song, no matter if you enjoy it or not.
Much argument back and forth ...
I just want to make two brief remarks:
(First), excellence is not simply a matter of personal preference. I don't care if
anyone likes this album or not. I do care whether or not it is deemed "great" art,
because it is demonstrably not great. Track by track, detail by detail, a close
analysis will show its many flaws lyrically and musically, both in comparison to
Dylan's own work and other great works of art. Music is an objective phenomenon
with real history and artifacts. Understanding how music (including in this case
musical language) works or does not work to produce pleasures and insights into
human experience is my goal in undertaking this discussion. Like what you want;
that's what I do.
Secondly, I've been preoccupied by non-dylanesque matters the last week or so
and have not caught up with reading remarks on this thread. I do want to thank
all for sharing views whatever they might be. I will catch up soon.
Some Bad Dylan Covers (24 Oct 2005)
Like A Rolling Stone by The Rolling Stones. Unforgivable incompetence.
Knockin' On Heaven's Door by Eric Clapton and by Guns N' Roses. It wasn't a
very good song in the first place, but Eric just deflates it completely, and Axl
butchered nearly everything he touched.
Mighty Quinn by Manfred Mann. They just didn't get it.
Does Dylan Play Better Shows Outside The USA? (24 Oct 2005)
(An ER member) posted remarks a few weeks back regarding the apparent
superiority of Dylan's shows on foreign shores, the prime example being the 1966
tour of England.
That set me thinking about the CDs / tapes I play over and over. Many are from
various European tours of the last 15 years. I used to think it was just because
these shows were better documented due to lax admission policies and copyright
rules.
Then another post about whether or not Dylan's work is truly in an American
voice or a universal one got me thinking further. Firstly, I must say that I think
this is a false dichotomy. Mathematics would be a universal voice, but language is
a product of culture, and language arts must be located in a culture. That is not to
deny the appeal across cultures or the depth of inspiration felt by non-Americans.
After reviewing various set lists and thinking about what I value in Dylan shows,
it seems to me that in terms of his own catalogue, Dylan may present superior
performances to foreign audiences for a number of reasons. One is that I'm
guessing foreign audiences do not take Bob for granted, so the enthusiasm of the
audience may more consistently inspire him and his band. Another is Dylan's
obvious affection for certain lands like Ireland, England, Spain and his inclusion of
numbers meant to signify this, like Boots Of Spanish Leather in Spanish shows,
the odd Van Morrison cover or traditional ballad when in Ireland, etc. Still, his set
lists for foreign shows seem fairly conservative and almost exclusively his own
songs.
In the US, his set lists seem to vary far more and include covers of other artists and
traditional folk, country and blues songs. This may make for more spontaneous
and perhaps slightly less polished sets, or maybe a set that opens with 3-4 covers
of blue grass hymns and country standards might elicit a different sort of audience
response and rapport. On the 2005 US shows, his band was playing Merle
Haggard, Johnny Cash and other cover songs. I've seen none in the European set
lists thus far.
Brixton often sees fabulous shows. I hope anyone going will let me / us know how
this tour fares.
Thank you.
Dylan's Voice #2 (26 Oct 2005)
Billy Joel's voice has changed from the 70s to now, but he still sounds good and
you can still understand him ...
Comparing Dylan's singing to Billy Joel's is like comparing Abraham Lincoln to
George W. Bush.
Dylan's true peers are Willie Nelson, Merle Haggard, Ralph Stanley, Lou Reed. He
was never a "good" singer, just a great one.
Bob Dylan, Lyricist - Who's Next? (26 Oct 2005)
In the long run I don't think Lennon, Lennon / McCartney, Springsteen or Van
Morrison are nearly as original as Dylan. Maybe Van at his best, but his output for
the last 15 years has not been very strong except in spots. They are all good, have
written some great songs for sure. Springsteen in his own style is closest to Dylan I
think, especially lately.
Townes Van Zandt was an amazing songwriter, superior to Dylan in some
respects.
Merle Haggard is at least as weird as Dylan. Same with Willie Nelson.
Not too many others come to mind. Dylan has the advantage of age, having
written great tunes for almost 50 years running. I wouldn't bother comparing him
to anyone under 40.
Neil Young? Paul Simon? Leonard Cohen?
Agree about Neil Young, gotta respect him for ambition, guitar playing, rock and
roll values, original vocal style, honesty of songs.
I don't agree about Paul Simon. He's more like a Brill Building pop songwriter, all
competent technique with little inspiration and some really annoying ditties. His
Afro-Latin ambitions do not sit well with his voice. I like Art Garfunkel singing
his songs better.
I don't think Leonard Cohen is prolific enough, but he certainly is good and got
better with age. Add in his poetry, too, not just his songs.
(Bruce) Cockburn is the Canadian Springsteen to my ears.
What To Sing To Your Mom On Her 50th Birthday (31 Oct 2005)
It might be advisable to sing only one song, Forever Young. With the other (To
Make You Feel My Love) you risk certain Oedipal intrusions into the moment,
however unintended. Forever Young is the far superior song, and the reversal of
the occasion of composition - Dylan's song to his child becomes your song to your
mother - is a lovely touch.
Take it slow and stately, and remember to breathe when you aren't singing. You'll
be wonderful, I'm sure.
If you need another song, try Mama You Been On My Mind. If your family has a
good sense of humor, try It's All Right, Ma.
Little Sadie (26 Oct 2005)
I always liked Little Sadie. I don't really recall the difference between the two
versions. The one I've listened to most recently was almost certainly recorded as a
guitar solo with vocal, then had percussion and other instruments overdubbed.
Some pretty good flatpicking I assume is Dylan. The bongos are a bit weird, but
not in a bad way. It also may have been recorded with Dave Bromberg, but still
overdubbed.
And I believe it was another case of Dylan wrongly getting a writing credit for a
clearly traditional tune.
If you aren't familiar with great bluegrass performers like Doc Watson, Bill
Monroe, The Stanley Brothers, Jimmy Martin, etc. then Dylan's Little Sadie and
other such songs on Self Portrait sound a little better than they actually are. But
Bob does come to country / bluegrass music with authority, maybe even more so
than the folk song type stuff like Early Morning Rain (still an okay cut on Self
Portrait, but better by author Gordon Lightfoot).
Upsinging (2 Nov 2005)
When the upsinging happens in nearly every line of every song, it seems to signify
a laziness in the performer or the death of vocal technique. Given the singing on
Love & Theft, I hope it is the former, but that album is now 4 years old and 400
shows ago.
Reviews of the current tour seem to indicate that there was little upsinging as the
tour began. When Bob was in better vocal shape, he would often rework familiar
melodies by rising to a third or fifth above the expected note, or reversing the up /
down direction of the melody (Woody Guthrie's technique of adapting folk
material to his own lyrics). When this works, it has produced some wonderful live
versions of songs like It Ain't Me, Babe (1993-5 in particular), Boots Of Spanish
Leather and It's All Over Now, Baby Blue.
I sometimes wonder if Bob intentionally sabotages some shows so that bootleggers
don't get his best work, or maybe out of frustration with certain band members.
Man In The Long Black Coat (31 Oct 2005)
I always associated this song with Robert Bly's great book of poems from 1981,
THE MAN IN THE BLACK COAT TURNS. The title is a line from Snow banks
North of the House. I heard Bly read the poem and others from this book around
that time. He said he associated the figure with Abraham Lincoln. I also think of a
famous image by William Blake of himself dressed in black, standing by a doorway
with a lantern in hand and turning slightly toward the reader.
In Dylan's song, the figure of the man in the long black coat seems to be the
mythic presence among us, the one whose appearance signifies our destiny beyond
any choice in the matter. The terse, unsentimental lyric is among Dylan's finest,
with clear images and actions and no easy comforts or banal conclusions, just the
facts of abandonment and isolation in a world gone wrong. It also reminds me
visually of John Ford's MY DARLING CLEMENTINE with Henry Fonda as Wyatt
Earp. The image of someone beating on a dead horse is the only point where
clichГ© threatens the power of the song, but it also calls to mind a vivid episode in
Dostoevsky, I think in Crime And Punishment, where the protagonist sees a man
mercilessly beating a horse in the street.
Robert Mitchum in Night Of The Hunter would be another man in a black coat
whose mythic nature overwhelms ordinary mortals.
Bly is also from Minnesota. I would be surprised if Dylan did not know his work
and this book in particular.
Bob Dylan And Pablo Picasso (8 Nov 2005)
I have long been of the opinion that there is a great similarity between the music
of Bob Dylan and the paintings of Pablo Picasso ...
The comparison of some famous musical artist to Picasso is based largely on fame
and not artistic merit. This seems to have begun with Ralph Gleason's not-toodeep comparison of Miles Davis to Picasso, in a newspaper article and / or liner
notes (perhaps Bitches Brew ?). I suppose Paul Williams meant well, but he is best
at documenting his own enthusiasms in meandering, graceless sentences. He has
little original insight into music or anything else. His books on Dylan are almost
unreadably juvenile at times. I know Dylan likes him, but given his fawning over
Dylan, that's not so surprising.
Picasso's greatest work is highly regarded, but much of his output is seen as
second-rate self-parody by artists, art critics and curators and collectors. Pablo
Picasso the brilliant painter too quickly became "Picasso" and relied on personality
and a certain facility to maintain his fame if not artistic reputation. His technique
was astounding, though. I like some of his later paintings, particularly the series
based on Las Meninas.
Dylan is similar perhaps in the lyrical transfer of cubism noted by others, as well
as a long career, but Dylan's work is very highly regarded by his fellow musicians
as well as critics. Late Picasso has few champions, whereas Dylan's late work is
often described as among his best efforts, and until (and even after) the rapid
deterioration of his voice in performance, his concerts for the last 5-6 years have
been widely hailed as consistently excellent. Maybe make that 12-15 years. Given
Dylan's relatively limited technical facility, his claim to genius would be based on
lyric / poetic inspiration as well as a certain shrewd exploitation (in a good way) of
musical traditions. Picasso has been nowhere near as influential, and his truly
great work occupied a relatively small portion of his life as an artist.
The only basis I can think of for comparing Miles Davis and Bob Dylan would be
they both continually satisfied their own curiosity and musicality in whatever
direction seemed possible. That's probably enough.
Anyone Who Doesn't Like Dylan Doesn't Like Music ... (8 Nov 2005)
I met this woman at work who loved Dylan. I was amazed ...
I've known plenty of women who love Dylan and men who don't. Many of the
women have been my guitar students or bandmates or fellow musicians and I
think, in general, among those who play music (for others or just for themselves)
there is a wide appreciation of Dylan's art.
One of my grad school professors once noted that "everyone's cup of tea is
nobody's favorite." Universal appeal is overrated and rarely an indication of the
level of inspiration and originality an artist has achieved.
Dylan is a flawed and erratic artist with an uneven body of work and a fairly
unique (if often imitated) vocal style. It would be rather odd if everyone who
claimed to like music also liked his music. But I've found that even those who
don't like his music will if given the time and right material recognize his
achievements to some degree.
Stephen Foster's "Hard Times" (8 Nov 2005)
Hard Times is generally acknowledged as Stephen Foster's greatest song. It is an
example of how he turned from minstrelsy to something less stereotypically racist
in his compositions. It is also one of the few songs for which he wrote both words
and music, and one of the few he could play from memory.
There is a great story of Foster - a notorious drunk - attending a temperance
society meeting and while almost incoherently inebriated playing a tender
rendition of the song for the assembled throng, after which they were so moved
they hoisted him on their shoulders and paraded him around the meeting hall and
toasted him with lemonade.
Dylan's version leaves off the last verse:
'Tis the sigh that is lofted above the crashing wave
'Tis the wail that is heard upon the shore
'Tis the hymn that is murmured above the lowly grave
O, hard times, come again no more
There is a manuscript of the lyric in Foster's hand. The above incident is
recounted in a wonderful biography DOO-DAH: THE LIFE OF STEPHEN
FOSTER.
I've performed the song many times with my band, and my first real public
performance of music was a solo rendition of this song at a Red Cross benefit show
I produced in October 2001. I never tire of playing and singing it. I rank it right up
there with I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry, Stardust, Can The Circle Be Unbroken
and other essential American songs.
Who Invented "Country Rock"? (8 Nov 2005)
There's a good history of country rock, ARE YOU READY FOR THE COUNTRY,
which details the country credentials of Chris Hillman before he was a Byrd, and
Roger McGuinn had a substantial folk music career with its inevitable tinges of
country music before the Byrds were even an idea, as did Bob Dylan himself, so I
think it is more myth than fact that Gram Parsons originated the genre or even
was a particularly original exponent of the music. Parsons was a notorious user of
other people's talents and careers to amplify his own modest gifts. Without the
Byrds / Burritos / EmmyLou / Rolling Stones connections, he'd be somewhere
between James Taylor and Cat Stevens. It would be perhaps more accurate to
credit country musicians like Carl Perkins and Johnny Cash for inventing the
genre.
But ultimately, no one "invented" country-rock, except maybe some record label
marketers. I think the attempt to make country music more "sophisticated" by
Chet Atkins and mainstream Nashville producers created a vacuum for a more
basic sound, and the folk-music movement kept alive the bluegrass / old timey
traditions of banjo / mandolin / fiddle music and educated a wider and younger
audience. Many of the original rockers like Buddy Holly, Elvis Presley, Gene
Vincent and even Chuck Berry had deep backgrounds in hillbilly / country music,
so it was never that submerged in the rock music of the 1960-66 years, especially
in American bands like the Grateful Dead, the Byrds, Quicksilver, the Charlatans.
And let's give big credit to George Harrison's guitar playing and Ringo Starr's Act
Naturally.
Hang on ... the book's subtitle is Dylan, Parsons and the Roots of Country Rock, so
I'm not convinced ...
Well, I agree with everything you've said from a factual point of view, including
that author's emphasis on Gram Parsons. It is true that GP did bring his love of
country music into his musical associations. But who had ever heard of the
International Submarine Band while it was in existence?
I rate James Taylor pretty highly as pop singer / writer / guitarist. Not so Cat
Stevens.
My point about GP is that to my ears he just isn't that good or original. His songs
to me sound like imitations of country music rather than actual country music,
and I don't think he lived long enough to solve this creative problem. Had he lived
longer and healthier, he certainly might have done so. Take away the Byrds /
Burritos / Emmylou and what is left? Maybe two albums worth of sweetly sung
songs, some kind of maudlin, others a bit morbid in a good way, and a few
sounding like novelty songs or parodies that wear thin pretty quickly. It's a very
modest achievement.
His most outstanding song for me is Hickory Wind. He'd need 20-30 more of that
caliber to qualify as a musical great. If he has them, let me know, because I'd be
glad to know I've underestimated him.
As far as the Byrds go, I don't think there is anything inherently wrong with the
circumstances of their origins. Most groups were formed in imitation of other
groups in order to exploit an established audience for a particular sound or genre.
That still holds true in the music business. If you reject their music wholesale, you
are missing some of the best America music of the sixties. While I like some of
their Dylan covers, those are not their best work. Gene Parsons and David Crosby
were vital contributors to many of their best songs. The remastered CDs with
bonus tracks and booklets are full of gems.
But if you don't care for them, that's fine. Your views are much appreciated by
yours truly.
For ages, Gram Parsons meant nothing to me. But his stuff grew on me to such a
degree that I now place him not that far below Hank Williams ...
Well, you got me cornered with the Hank comparison. I promise to purchase some
GP and give a good close listen once more. Thanks for the nudge.
Blind Willie McTell (song) (8 Nov 2005)
I think this will stand as one of Dylan's greatest songs, perhaps his greatest. It is a
chilling vision of America as unable and unwilling to repent for its numerous sins
against humanity, but still capable of providing the locale and traditions necessary
for redemptive art. The writing is both conversational and tersely imagistic, and
the progression stanza to stanza follows an imaginative rumination on history and
human frailty.
Given the strength of the lyrics, Dylan often delivers an amazing performance in
concert, and the two studio versions are both powerful. My favorite is the slower
version with just the piano / guitar - I think that's the Mark Knopfler take? - but
the one with the bass / drums and Mick Taylor on slide guitar is fine.
I think it is a brilliant example of Dylan's ability to synthesize traditional elements
and references into a coherent and profoundly original work. The piano is a
slightly odd choice as Willie McTell was a guitar player (and a wonderful one),
and the melody of St. James Infirmary is associated with New Orleans jazz and not
McTell or other country blues artists. The song accommodates these disparities in
the depth of its vision of history and the circumstances that gave rise to blues as a
distinct genre of music in the post-Civil War period. It's as if by meditating on
how America found its musical voice, Dylan achieves his own vocal apotheosis.
Power and greed and corruptible seed / Seem to be all there is is about as accurate
a summation of America as I can bear to hear these days. And the song is 20 years
old. That is prophecy in the Blakean mold.
Planet Waves : The Perfect Dylan Album? (9 Nov 2005)
This got me to thinking about perfection, how it might actually limit a work of art
from reaching necessary imperfections and a more human and humane
manifestation. Perfect things tend to be abstractions or inhuman. A circle might
be perfect, or a mountain, or a frog. The human perception or representation of
these things will necessarily be imperfect or incomplete, which opens the
experience to subjective pleasures.
When art approaches mathematical perfection, it tends to leave me cold. I have a
hard time enjoying Bach for this reason.
I don't listen to Planet Waves that much, but always enjoy it when I do, and some
songs are among my favorites to play and sing, like Hazel, Going, Going, Gone,
and Something There Is About You. I love banging out Dirge on piano, also
Forever Young. I wish the mix on the album were slightly different, but the Band
sounds as good to me here as on The Band, even if the instrumentation is less
varied. There is great variety in the structure of the songs, few folk-rock-blues
clichГ©s.
The album seems to realize its ambitions - is that perfection? Maybe. Is this
completely satisfying to me as listener? Not quite. I wish the lyrics were just
slightly sharper at points in Tough Mama and Dirge in particular. I don't need two
versions of Forever Young on an album that clocks at about 40 minutes. Over the
years, I've found Wedding Song almost unlistenable - when Bob lets his guard
down, his songs suffer considerably as in Ballad In Plain D and Sara (the latter far
better than the former or Wedding Song, but still more sentimental and less
interesting than other love songs).
To my ears, the perfect Dylan albums, to the degree than any human endeavor
achieves perfection, are Highway 61, John Wesley Harding, and Love & Theft. Oh
Mercy and Planet Waves are very close to that level, as is Time Out Of Mind.
Oops, forgot World Gone Wrong. That is my favorite alongside JWH.
I'm surprised you don't cite Blood On The Tracks ...
I would usually rate BOTT as high as the others, but as I get older and listen more,
these things fluctuate. I do think it is one of his masterworks. And I tend to hear
the Minnesota tracks as more finished, so I don't think the official release was a
step backward. I do love the NY session versions, though, as more spare and
introspective.
Maybe it's the consistently romantic themes of BOTT that slightly disappoint, as
poignant as particular songs are. A little more variation of subject matter might
have toughened up the album. I do think that the NY Idiot Wind is a betterrealized love song, even if the official release is a better rock song, and the Hard
Rain version even better.
Sounds like Froggie needs to go a-courtin' again. I always ran away when the boys
started torturing our amphibious cousins. Bad karma all around. Never mess with
green animals.
John Brown (10 Nov 2005)
John Brown dates from 1962-3, maybe an outtake from Freewheelin'. It was
published in songbooks, might have been on the unreleased live album. I have it
on a bootleg LP from a concert in I think early 1964. bobdylan.com gives
copyright dates for his original tunes; this one is 1963.
It's a one-chord song I love to use in guitar lessons just to get students playing
songs immediately. I've read that it is a genre piece based on English / Irish folk
material, but I'm not familiar with the supposed models other than American Civil
War songs about sons gone off to war. Musically, it sounds a bit like a modal banjo
tune, sort of a descending pentatonic scale in the melody.
The early versions are okay but sound a little forced, and I think Bob was smart to
leave it off any album. He grew into the song, and I find the Unplugged version
chilling - seems like the more wars we fight, the more we need songs like this.
Queenjane: Brings to mind a lyric fragment from an Irish folksong I heard on the
radio way back when:
My Johnny joined the army / And they sent him Over There / He got blown to
ribbons / So now I wear him in my hair ...
Now that's an Irish sense of humor.
Idiot Wind (10 Nov 2005)
Idiot Wind' has always been one of my favorite Dylan songs. I love the way he
rhymes the last line of consecutive verses:
After losin' every battle / Blood on your saddle
You're on the bottom / Slowly into autumn
And all your ragin' glory / And it makes me feel so sorry
This style seems very unique to me ...
A lot of songwriters are clever with rhyme - Cole Porter, Robbie Robertson, even
me! But yes, Idiot Wind is quite wonderful in those lines and elsewhere.
Dylan going from "You're an idiot, babe" to "We're idiots, babe" blows me away ...
Yes, that turn from "you" to "we" seals it as a masterpiece in my book. So easy to
call someone else an idiot, not so easy to join them in idiocy and mourn / celebrate
it in song. Allen Ginsberg just loved this lyric for this kind of rhetoric.
By "clever" with rhyme, I didn't mean to say that is always a good thing, nor did I
propose that Robertson and I are Porter's equals - think of it as a list in descending
order.
Cole Porter!
I get no kick / from cocaine
I think that IF / I took even one SNIFF
It would bore me terrIF / ically too
But I get a kick out of you
That rhyme just about does me in! "If", "sniff" and "terrIF" Man!
Yes, and it is the sound one makes doing line after line of coke as well as singing
line after line of the song itself.
The song, though, is better than the drug. Just trust me on that one, kids.
Country Pie (10 Nov 2005)
Now many of his songs are highly rated by one person or another, so I'll begin
with a few remarks on a song I underrated for years on an album I sold long ago
and have yet to replace, Nashville Skyline's Country Pie.
Just like old Saxophone Joe
When he's got the hogshead up on his toe
Oh me, oh my
Love that country pie
Listen to the fiddler play
When he's playin' 'til the break of day
Oh me, oh my
Love that country pie
Raspberry, strawberry, lemon and lime
What do I care?
Blueberry, apple, cherry, pumpkin and plum
Call me for dinner, honey, I'll be there
Saddle me up my big white goose
Tie me on 'er and turn her loose
Oh me, oh my
Love that country pie
I don't need much and that ain't no lie
Ain't runnin' any race
Give to me my country pie
I won't throw it up in anybody's face
Shake me up that old peach tree
Little Jack Horner's got nothin' on me
Oh me, oh my
Love that country pie
Now you might think the song is just country fluff, but since he started playing it
with Charlie Sexton in the band in 2001 I think, I just fell in love with the
whimsy and wordplay and rhythmic perfection of the lyric and delivery. It's the
only song I know aside from Rosin Le Beau with the word hogshead in it, with
the added benefit of the image of Bob riding a wild goose. Never mind the pun in
"country pie" oh me oh my!
Then there's the bridge - both times the lyric takes a noticeable turn, but it's
different each time. First time through his vocal dexterity piles on the fruits, next
time he backs away from gluttony clearly knowing the consequences. Was barfing
ever so wittily employed in a country song?
When I start gigging again (soon I hope), this will be on the set list.
Trifles can be delicious.
I'm wondering what constitutes an underrated song. That might be an interesting
discussion?
By "underrated" I meant to focus on Dylan songs that get overlooked in general
discussions or are often cited as weaker songs or are rarely if ever played in
concert. So on Nashville Skyline, the duet with Cash and Lay Lady Lay and
Tonight I'll Be Staying Here With You would be probably the most familiar songs,
while Country Pie or Tell Me That It Isn't True (which I also love) would be
perhaps underrated.
On John Wesley Harding, Down Along The Cove and I'll Be Your Baby Tonight
would commonly be cited as the weakest songs on the album. I actually think they
are crucial to the album's success and overall strength, as each song sets out a
classic form - blues and country ballad - in modest terms acting as a bit of relief
from the grim and prophetic terms of The Wicked Messenger, All Along The
Watchtower, Dear Landlord and I Dreamed I Saw St. Augustine.
And thanks for the remarks on Angelina which took me by surprise on first
hearing - how this went unreleased is a mystery to me. It was from the Shot Of
Love sessions I think, and would have vastly improved that album.
Dylan And Irony (10 Nov 2005)
Rilke makes some very useful distinctions regarding irony in Letters To A Young
Poet. He criticizes the rhetorical irony of saying the opposite of the intended
meaning as too easy and fundamentally weak. An example of this from Dylan's
work might be his capper "sweet lady" to the line in Idiot Wind, "I couldn't
believe after all these years, you didn't know me any better than that." Although I
do think Bob's use is pretty effective, especially in the live Hard Rain version.
Rilke proposed a deeper irony, wherein an image or statement contains or
necessitates its own opposite or negation. That's a lot of conjunctions for one
sentence. Forgive me.
An example of this more essential irony might be the terrible opening of
Desolation Row: "They're selling postcards of the hanging ..." The single line
contains the awful and ongoing sin of America, its casual institutional violence and
sadistic obliviousness. People really did make and sell postcards of lynchings, even
posed for the photos. Sometimes I think of Blind Willie McTell as springing from
that one line alone, 20 years later. Postcards as a vacation memento, a quick note
to a friend, and the picture is of a lynching.
Herman Melville's great poem The Portent about a photograph of John Brown's
execution, written in 1858 but seeing clearly the coming Civil War, is another
great example of this kind of irony:
Hanging from the beam,
Slowing swaying (such the law),
Gaunt the shadow on your green,
Shenandoah!
The cut is on the crown
(Lo, John Brown),
And the stabs shall heal no more.
Hidden in the cap
Is the anguish none can draw;
So your future veils its face,
Shenandoah!
But the streaming beard is shown
(Weird John Brown),
The meteor of the war.
The third line of the second verse, by portraying a hidden face, reveals a greater
future the living must face but the dead will be spared.
All The Best Albums have One Duff Track (14 Nov 2005)
I often find that the "weak" track on a great album sometimes forces me to
reconsider my own listening. I used to wonder about Lily, Rosemary, thinking it
too long and too country. Now I think of it as one of the standout tracks, more
interesting for it's cinematic qualities than some of the other more "poignant"
songs on the album.
But as I get older, I find that only a few of the "classic" albums of my youth carry
any meaning at all for me. I still like The Rolling Stones but don't care if I ever
hear any of their albums again. I never really liked Abbey Road and think of it as a
sad end to the Beatles - Come Together would be the only track I'd keep from it.
But I do think Music From Big Pink and Astral Weeks are as close to perfect as
pop music gets. Rubber Soul right up there as well. Any perceived "weakness" I'd
attribute to the listener's limitations more than the music itself.
The New York outtake of Lily, Rosemary fits the mood and sound of the album
much better ...
Lily, Rosemary is a country song, so I think the more energetic version on the
album is better overall. But those NYC sessions have a certain mood that is almost
hypnotic, kind of like a more acoustic Time Out Of Mind. The NY songs have
more Bob Dylan in the overall song, just acoustic guitar / bass as I recall, maybe
two guitars in some places. On the official release, you get more song-centered
arrangements, and more enlivened singing - they are less personal in some ways.
It would be interesting to hear that spare acoustic group sound again, on new
songs, just Dylan, Tony Garnier on upright bass, maybe one other player. Another
John Wesley Harding-esque record. I get a bit tired of the whole electric guitar
combo thing.
Sugar Baby (14 Nov 2005)
[I think he's talking about someone that hurt him in love a lot ...]
I think it is far more likely that Dylan just makes songs up because he thinks the
lines sound good than writing them as quasi-confessional diaries.
In the case of Sugar Baby he is just working off a traditional folk / blues nickname.
Other traditional elements in the lyric are the reference to "Darktown Strutter's
Ball," "get on down the road," the reference to Gabriel's trumpet, and "love is
pleasing, love is teasing." Mixed in with this are several turns of phrase that are
commonplace to hackneyed or reworkings of a clichГ© or aphorism - "No good deed
goes unpunished" underneath "Try to make things better for someone, sometimes,
you just end up making it a thousand times worse" for instance.
It's not that promising a lyric, but the vocal is rather amazing - an old man almost
out of steam looks back at a failed relationship, offers a few insights from hardlearned lessons. The verse / refrain relationship allows the bitterness and regret to
rise up after every verse, with the final refrain releasing "Sugar Baby" to her fate.
It is a strange and intensely moving love song, a more mournful and fatalistic Idiot
Wind.
But I doubt it is addressed to a real person. "Sugar Babe" appears in songs recorded
by Tom Rush, Johnny Cash, Steve Miller, Stephen Stills, Mance Lipscomb, the
Youngbloods, Sonic Youth, and many others. Bob could simply have been
thinking about Mance Lipscomb, not some old girlfriend, and thought to himself,
"Hmmm, maybe it's my turn to write a 'Sugar Baby' song."
Infidels (14 Nov 2005)
There are only two reasonably good songs on Infidels, I & I and License To Kill.
Both have awkward moments later excised from performed versions. I & I
achieved greatness in some amazing performances from the late 90s.
Most of the rest of the songs are cluttered, mannered and confused, with some
kind of political / social ambitions but not very convincing in their arguments.
Sweetheart Like You attempts to redeem the clichГ© of the title and fails miserably.
Don't Fall Apart On Me Tonight is narcissistic whining worthy of Street Legal.
It's a moderately well-produced album with amazing musicians contributing to a
weak collection of songs. Too bad about the outtakes - they reveal Dylan had a lot
more going on than Infidels would indicate.
Ooops. Forgot Jokerman, another decent song improved by later edits and great
concert performances. My favorite is from Austria, 1994, on The Wiener Club Of
Spalding bootleg. This song was also the vehicle for some of Bob's better electric
guitar solos.
License To Kill has the single worst line I've ever heard in a Dylan song: Man has
invented his doom / First step was touching the moon ...
Yes, that is an unfortunate line, but it does hold a certain truth, that by
demystifying our existence we take a step toward self-destruction.
Sometimes the confusion and awkwardness of a Dylan line or lyric has to be taken
as the banality of lyrics in a Billie Holiday performance, something the artist
transcends on the path to truth. There are some very strong performances of
License to Kill by Dylan and others, despite the moon / doom line.
The Next Dylan? (14 Nov 2005)
I don't think popular music can carry significant artistic integrity any longer.
Every time I hear a young songwriter touted as the next genius or something, all I
hear is simple harmless imitative music, whether it's Ryan Adams, Jack White,
Beck (although he's getting old now) or fill in the blank. Hank Williams III was
the last time I got excited about new songwriting. Of course I'm overstating this,
but not by much.
Young people today seem to be completely overwhelmed and alienated by
consumer culture and material identity, obedient to the gods of capital, fearful of
imagination, seduced by cartoonish violence and technology, vain, narcissistic,
heartless. I guess we taught them too well and not nearly well enough.
The whole "voice of a generation" thing (which Dylan rightly rejected) came at a
time of social calamity where young people felt utterly betrayed by those in
power, where people of conscience dared to question the myths of American
superiority and the privileges of property. The true voice of that generation was
Martin Luther King, and for a few months Robert F. Kennedy.
If some new voice arises to challenge power, I doubt it will come from anyone
with a recording contract with Sony or Bertelsmann or Warner Brothers. I think
it is more likely that a less capitalized art like poetry will produce such a voice. But
of course few people will hear it, and fewer still believe it. And if too many people
listen and believe, that voice will be silenced by those who love power more than
humanity.
So if by "voice of a generation" you mean someone with massive popular appeal,
I'd say Eminem and Britney Spears or her latest clone are as good candidates as
any.
But if you mean someone with the conscience and courage to demand power be
accountable for its crimes - if Leadbelly could sing his way out of prison, might
someone sing the Bush junta into prison? Don't hold your breath. I'd love to be
wrong about this.
Treating A Song Lyric Like A Poem Is A Bit Like Treating A Sculpture Like A
Photograph ... (15 Nov 2005)
Part of the problem with these discussions is a matter of expertise - deep
knowledge of poetry and poetics from practice vs. practical songcraft. Most poets I
know like Bob Dylan. Few can play an instrument adequately let alone write a
good song. Some don't like Dylan because "he isn't writing poetry" despite the
claims of some of his fans.
Most songwriters I know like poetry but few write it well. They would have
trouble telling a troche from a spondee or writing a pantoum on command.
Songs are a literary form and don't need to be validated by claims to being
"poetry." Dylan deserves the Nobel Prize in literature because his songs are so
good, not because they are poetry.
However, poems and songs do share common features, and the analytic and
compositional techniques useful in one form might help the other. This is why
Lucinda Williams lets her father, poet Miller Williams, review her song lyrics
when she is preparing to record.
Allen Ginsberg cited Dylan as perhaps the last and greatest troubadour poet. Van
Morrison has said pretty much the same thing. From a practical point of view that is, a view from someone practicing the crafts - it's hard to argue their point.
Critics rarely have a practical view of their subject. When was the last time a
music critic released a great collection of songs? Or a literary critic published an
astounding poem? Critics envy artists their intuitive connection to their audiences.
I love literary criticism and have written many papers and published a few reviews
and essays, and I've worked as a music journalist. Neither comes even remotely
close to the sublime experience of performing poetry or music before an
appreciative audience (which I've also done and continue to do).
So this issue of the poetic quality of great songwriting is maybe the most
interesting part of my experience of Dylan's work. It's not an easily reduced issue.
Dylan is not technically good enough a writer to be considered a good poet. He is a
brilliant songwriter who has written some good poems. His best songs are more
powerful than most poems or songs, and are so unprecedented in popular music
that listeners are forced to consider factors far beyond the ordinary when coming
to an understanding or deep experience of his work.
In my experience, visionary poetry is one of the crucial resources in understanding
Dylan's songs, as important as the music of Robert Johnson or Hank Williams or
any of his other models and influences.
Thanks to Long John et al for raising the subject and posting many interesting
views.
99.99% of "poetry" is pure shit. It's fake and weak and that's why people avoid it
like the plague ...
Well put - I could have used a colleague like you in grad school. But in every art
form, the mediocre can perform a valuable function by giving minor pleasures and
instruction and putting great works in context.
I agree that "critic as failed artist" is a bit clichГ©, and that criticism itself is a
legitimate literary genre. The point I was ambiguously striving to make is that the
critic has one kind of relationship to the artifact and the author another, and that
one is reactive and the other creative.
Clearly there are lines that get blurred, and great works of art sometimes (or
always depending on which critic you believe) are acts of critical inquiry upon
other works of art. In Dylan's case, his rummaging around the Child ballad book
or other traditional sources, or his looting of cinema or even that recent Japanese
novel in the case of Love & Theft, might function as his own critique of literature.
A song like Trying To Get To Heaven approaches the substance of a critical essay
if not the form.
Greil Marcus wrote an entire book length treatment of The Basement Tapes and
pretty much argued they were a reaction to the Harry Smith Anthology box ...
Good citation of Greil Marcus, as he's about the only music critic I can stand to
read at length, precisely because he writes with such creative energy.
This is much more fun than my job. Too bad I need the money.
Foreign Window (16 Nov 2005)
The clip (of Bob) with Van is from a fairly good documentary One Irish Rover. In
an interview, Van notes that while performing the song Foreign Window with
Bob, he realized that the song was in some respects actually about Bob.
Never Ending Tour Covers (9CD Boot) (14 Nov 2005)
... a sing-song sameness ... that's just annoying as all get out ...
A set of that size will obviously include lesser material. The curse of the completist
I suppose.
I have a CD Golden Vanity that includes some lovely covers from the early NET
tours. The best tend to be old folk songs Dylan has known for years, like Golden
Vanity, Eileen Aroon, Rank Strangers. Less successful are some of the more
haphazard rock covers like Hazy Shade Of Winter or Hey Joe (which I have on
tape).
After 1992, things picked up considerably, and often I find the covers in the
acoustic sets are among the best songs he's performed. Especially in the late 90s to
about 2001, the country / bluegrass tunes like Searching For A Soldier's Grave,
White Dove, Man Of Constant Sorrow, Hallelujah I'm Ready To Go and others are
quite good to excellent.
On other songs like Real Real Gone, Willin' or New Minglewood Blues, you get
Bob doing a pretty good bar-band cover version, better than karaoke but not so
much to make you forget the original. There are some versions of Friend Of The
Devil I prefer to the Dead's original.
Now and then Bob turns in a terrific blues cover, like I Can't Be Satisified. Hank
Snow / Hank Williams / Johnny Cash songs are usually played okay.
But as I wasn't going to buy a box set of songs I have spread out over many CDs
and tapes, I'm can't comment on the specific songs on the 9 CDs.
Concert performances of the songs on Good As I Been To You and World Gone
Wrong have also been mostly good, at least that I've heard.
Favorite Boots (8 Feb 2006)
My favorite bootlegs are not easy to assess, as I have LPs, CDs and cassette tapes,
many of which are compilations of one sort or another assembled by the person
with whom I traded. Plus in terms of listening pleasures, at a certain point
comparisons and rankings are meaningless. But these bootlegs have profoundly
affected how I listen to and play music.
1. Best Of Bob's Bootlegs - a relatively rare LP, my first Dylan bootleg received as
a Christmas present in I think 1971. It had selections from four of the earliest
bootlegs, with some Basement tunes, some Minnesota tunes, some short
interviews with Pete Seeger, and some Highway 61 outtakes including Killing Me
Alive.
2. Golden Vanity - a CD of acoustic folksongs from the NET, approximate years
1988-93 maybe, and a great companion to World Gone Wrong and Good As I
Been To You. I learned a lot of songs off this CD, still perform some of them now
and then with my band. Roving Blade is among my favorites on this, as well as the
title song.
3. Fifth Time Around - from Hammersmith Odeon Feb 93, a pretty amazing show
with great acoustic guitar from Bob, and one of the very best versions of It Ain't
Me Babe of his career.
4. Genuine Basement Tapes 1-5 Volume 3 has awful sound in this edition, but I'm
still stealing songs from these sessions for performing - next up will be Quit
Kicking My Dog Around with the original lyrics but with my bandmates barking
and yapping like Rick Danko and Richard Manuel.
5. The Wiener Club Of Spalding - I think this dates from 94, recorded in Vienna. I
taped the CD and then sold it, but the tape has gotten heavy play. Bob plays some
good electric guitar on Jokerman, and the band is very tight through a strong set
list.
Cash / Waits / Dylan / Morrison - Who's Cool? (9 Feb 2006)
It would help if you defined "cool" as something specific. This would help
distinguish cool from "I like this guy a lot" which in fact is not very cool.
Cool is ironic, understated, self-aware, self-contained, skeptical, controlled,
independent, muted. Miles Davis pretty much epitomized cool for most of his
career.
Jim Morrison was a singer in a pop band, not a very good one, and a pretentious
narcissistic drunkard. Very very uncool.
Johnny Cash was a hard-living, sincere, Christian singer who took his own rough
path to redemption. Great artist, but not cool.
Tom Waits is a prodigiously talented composer / arranger / singer, and a good
actor, whose work is witty, ironic, often driven by narrative, bluesy, boozy (in
character - I have no idea if he drinks and don't care) and influenced by the
marginal Beat culture of the 40s-50s, jazz and blues of that era. He maintains
fastidious control over his work and public persona. He's cool.
Bob Dylan likewise qualifies as cool on a number of criteria, but it doesn't
characterize the broad range of his body of work. He's cool, but that's not enough
to understand the power of his art.
Funniest Lines And Song ... (9 Feb 2006)
I'm just average, common too
I'm just like him, the same as you
I'm everybody's brother and son
I ain't different from anyone
It ain't no use a-talking to me
It's just the same as talking to you.
From I Shall Be Free #10 which is to my ears Bob's funniest song, and also one of
the truest. I wish more of his fans would take the above verse to heart.
Anybody See Sly Stone? (9 Feb 2006)
The Sly Stone "tribute" was a disaster and a disgrace. Pointless "all star"
who the fock is "maroon 5" and why were they allowed to desecrate Sly's
The idiot rapper going on about his own moves during the "dance to the
riff played lamely by far too many musicians doing far too little? They
every song they tried to play.
band music?
music"
ruined
Sly himself reminded me of some senile ex-president trotted out by his party to
wave to the crowd on the 4th of July. When he was a functional musician (pre1974), he was a bandleader and arranger and composer and sometimes singer,
never did much with the keys or guitar. Having him come out and stab at some
keys and mumble a few lyrics was nothing short of pathetic. And the costume
granted him no dignity at all, just presented him as a weirdo, which is what
decades of drug abuse and psychiatric problems will do I suppose.
I saw Sly in 1973, when his band was still hot, but he was already acting like he
was just playing for white folks and cashing the check. It was a decent but not
great 50 minute show including a rote encore ... ... I think Buzzy Feiten had the
awful task of opening for him, or was it the Climax Blues Band? All that hashish
makes the moments sort of blend together. But I do remember Sly's set vividly,
how tight the band was and how Sly conducted matters with minimal keyboards
and some guitar.
Sly's Greatest Hits was a big part of the soundtrack of my youth. I still have the
LP, and also the LP of There's A Riot Going On. They still sound strong, much
better than most of that era's music. Riot was way ahead of its time, kind of like
Captain Beefheart.
The only good thing about the Grammy train wreck was when Sly hobbled away
leaving everyone on stage looking like the fools they are. A good cap to a night of
dreadful music.
Dylan & The Dead Again (9 Feb 2006)
The Dylan / Dead rehearsals are much better than the concerts, but only about
half the material is worth listening to more than once, and not much more.
So little time in life, so much music out there. Every artist produces work that
deserves to die or at least linger in the background. Dylan / Dead is just such work.
The whole is way less than the sum of the parts.
Bob's "Method" (10 Feb 2006)
(i.e. guitar playing based on the number three, as described in Chronicles ...)
I don't recall the passage exactly, but he credits Lonnie Johnson as showing him
something about finding new melodic possibilities within chord changes. Since
Lonnie played mostly blues and classic jazz type tunes, and Bob plays mostly blues
and folk chord changes, I think if you listen closely to Bob's live singing on songs
you know well from studio sessions, and to some of his electric guitar work on
blues-type songs done live (covers or his own), you might start to hear his
"method" in practice.
From what I remember, part of the method is the juxtaposition of four and three playing triplets in 4/4, or at least using theoretical triplets to form the template for
melodic variations. This opens up the possibilities of phrasing a little more than
sticking with quarter note / eighth note phrasing. The triplet subdivision is basic
to blues and jazz and most African and Afro-American musics.
Melodically, Bob's singing often goes to the 3rd or 5th interval of the chord in
question if the melody is in the root, or at least it did when his voice still had some
flexibility and range. Take a listen to half a dozen performances of It Ain't Me
Babe from 1989-1996 and compare the melodies to the original.
The Woodstock 1994 show has some good electric guitar work from Bob on
Watchtower, Jokerman and several other songs, and the video is widely available,
so that might be a place to study his method in action, to see and hear how the
melodic and rhythmic elements fit together (or don't, not that they must). I think
Jokerman is played in A major, and it's basically a 3 chord tune with A, D, and E
chords. From what I remember - I haven't looked at my video in at least a year Bob plays mostly out of the F chord shape, using the 3rd above the root to initiate
phrases or the 5th below the root. So on the A chord he'll start a phrase with E or
C#, work his way up or down the chord intervals.
So it's a matter of triplets and triads and mixing it up. At least that's how I
understand it. I read an interview in ISIS a few years ago, I think with Winston
Watson, who spoke about Bob's guitar work and his use of triplets and how he
thought Bob's playing was simple but effective and under-appreciated.
I'm not sure any of this applies to Bob's solo acoustic guitar work, but on some
acoustic sets with his band he'll take a jittery solo (jittery in a good way) that
sounds like he is doing his Lonnie Johnson thing.
I have a late solo recording of Lonnie singing and playing It's Too Late To Cry
where the guitar playing is largely in triplets and sounds something like Dylan's
"lead" guitar on Leopard-skin Pillbox Hat. Lonnie is also the source of the
wonderful song Tomorrow Night on Good As I Been To You, and an historically
important blues / jazz guitarist, one of the first to assert guitar as a lead and solo
voice.
To a non-musician such as myself it all sounds very complicated ...
Well then, isn't it about time you bought a $100 guitar and started doing what
comes naturally? They call it folk music for a reason, you know.
You might not even need to spend that much. Two of my most played guitars cost
me $30 each. One had about $100 of repairs needed, but it plays like a $800
Martin, has a better neck for me than a Martin.
You might as well play music.
BOB (12 Feb 2006)
Blonde On Blonde is actually better than most people think, even those who put it
at the top of Dylan's output. It's one of those mid-sixties albums that defined
much of what preceded and followed it, by Dylan and everyone else. The
production and arrangements are brilliantly realised, the playing is immaculate,
and Dylan is in a zone of creativity he rarely reached. It's a more seamless
collection of work than Bringing It All Back Home and Highway 61.
The only thing it lacks is the maturity that experience eventually brought the
artist. Otherwise, it's a fantastic collection of rock and roll songs and psychedelic
ballads delivered with wit, irony, and a lot of feeling for the blues even when the
song isn't a blues. I still love Rainy Day Women for it's silliness and historical
audacity, plus the still relevant message - we're all going to suffer, and most of us
could use a good stoning now and then. I have mine planned for later today when
I can tune up my guitars and look out the window at all the snow.
The only original Dylan albums ahead of Blonde On Blonde are John Wesley
Harding and Love & Theft, with Blood On The Tracks maybe tied. If you don't
appreciate it yet, that's nothing a few decades of life can't cure.
Did Dylan Sell His Soul To The Devil? (12 Feb 2006)
I love Bob, but sometimes I wonder if he's good or evil ...
There is no evil in this world that cannot be rightly attributed to the human
capacity for stupidity, greed and violence.
Literal belief in mythological figures like Satan, Santa, angels or whatever is just
childish.
People just aren't smart enough to know if there is a God of any kind available to
us or not.
Love is real. That's enough for me.
365 Reasons Why I Love Him (12 Feb 2006)
... This thread is way beyond the pale.
Dylan does not have the best rock and roll band in the world, not even close these
days. They aren't the best at anything they do, and run through his songs like a
competent bar band. It's been a slide downhill since Charlie Sexton left and Bob
stopped playing guitar. The individual musicians are good, but the whole just ain't
poppin.
Dylan is sweet only in the saccharine imaginations of his most fawning fans.
If I had such fans, I'd be a recluse, too.
Still Not A Fan ... (13 Feb 2006)
Street Legal - dreadful. Far and away his worst album, because he tried and failed ...
You couldn't keep your filthy tongue away from Street Legal ...
I steal candy from babies, also.
My issue with Street Legal is that it is poorly written, badly arranged, and
irritatingly sung. Very simple.
I'm hardly alone in this view of the album.
It's okay that you like bad art, no need to be defensive about it. But worshipping
the farts Bob emits after a big burrito, which is about as good as Street Legal, is
just silly. As I've noted before, it's a litmus test for Dylanoids.
Kill your idols, son. Your life will be a lot more interesting if you do.
You hate it because Dylan made an effort????
I didn't say I hated it. It's an ugly, incompetent work of art, but it's not something
to hate.
I've learned much from the informed, even misinformed, opinions of others, and
feel no need to shield delicate minds from my own passions and observations.
The narcissism and alienation so abundant in the songs of Street Legal may
resonate with certain listeners, but some people love donuts also. That doesn't
make donuts good food.
That's all I have time for at the moment.
Happy trails to all.
On The Road (14 Feb 2006)
On The Road is an essential American novel, and for Bob's generation it was a
manual toward self-determination in an era that emphasized middle-class
conformity.
I taught the novel for several semesters at CUNY, and my students had a hard
time relating to Sal and Dean, finding them irresponsible and sexist. Most of my
students were from modest backgrounds, many of them immigrants seeking entry
into the middle class way of life. But most of them eventually came to appreciate
the historical significance of the novel if not the appeal of the main characters.
Kerouac was a sad case, an enormously talented writer who sabotaged his own
gifts with alcohol and neurotic attachment to his mother. His later novels are selfparody. Mexico City Blues is pretty good. But his writing can be extremely
mannered and sloppy. His confessional, quasi-autobiographical approach to
writing has been a negative influence on a lot of writers and readers.
I see parallels between Kerouac and Dylan ... ... Jack became KEROUAC!!!!, Bobby
became DYLAN!!!!
Kerouac's mind was the source of a lot of the ideas and values that became the
"counter-culture" as well as the aesthetic principles of Beat and post-modern
poetry and prose. It's doubtful that Dylan would have written Gates Of Eden if
Kerouac hadn't tutored Allen Ginsberg on "bop prosody" - Ginsberg was still using
Kerouac's notes 40 years after the fact.
So I would say there is a lot of common ground in the writing of Dylan and
Kerouac. Fortunately, Bob seems to have transcended or transformed most of his
demons, while Kerouac died a defeated man.
But as LJ notes, it's an ebay world out there.
Robert Christgau (14 Feb 2006)
... I've long loved reading Christgau ... He is FUNNY ...
I agree about Christgau at his best, but his best was 30 years ago. I think his
embrace of punk rock unhinged him aesthetically, and as a critic he tries to cover
way too much ground. He's also blind to his own investment in music as
consumerism.
On the Dylan catalogue, I think he overrates a few like Under The Red Sky, Street
Legal and Knocked Out Loaded, underrates Oh Mercy and Good As I Been To
You, but in general his assessments are sound.
... I began to wonder if Bob might ... occupy a place in our times ... like Twain did
in his ... Twain wrote plenty of crap, but his good stuff was REALLY good. Unlike
Whitman ... Twain reached huge audiences at time of publication and had impact
both sudden and lasting. Though none of us can ever know that aspect of him,
Twain was a superb performing artist - lifelong he toured, packing houses on the
lecture circuit. Both Twain and Bob were formed in America's heartland. Both
used as raw material the common speech, events and mindsets of their actual,
living, society and culture ...
Mark Twain also played guitar. His guitar is in a museum somewhere - I've seen it
on the internet, so it must be true.
To clarify, I really like good punk rock. I just think RC went a little overboard
with it (as well as with rap / hip-hop) to the detriment of his authority as critic,
though I do trust he was being honest about his personal taste.
All (critics) are pompous, arrogant, self important jerks ... All we need to do is look
at Christgau's review of Hard Rain (below) to know that he isn't the be-all and
end-all he takes on the pretensions of being ...
Bob Dylan: Hard Rain (Columbia, 1976) The only reason people are disgusted with this
record is that they're sick of Dylan - which is understandable, but unfair to the record. The
palookas who backed him on this tour sure ain't the Band, and the music and arrangements
suffer accordingly - these guys are folkies whose idea of rock and roll is rock and roll clichГ©s.
But the material is excellent, and on a few occasions - I gravitate to Oh Sister and Shelter From
The Storm - Dylan sings very well indeed. B minus.
Actually, I would not call HARD RAIN a masterpiece, although it is a good live
album with some great cuts. Some of the songs like Oh Sister and Lay Lady Lay
aren't good enough songs in the first place to qualify as masterwork, and the live
versions aren't any better than the studio originals. They aren't bad songs, just
minor ones. Stuck Inside Of Mobile can wear pretty thin after 20 years or so. Some
of the songs are not well-served by the Rolling Thunder band, like One Too Many
Mornings and I Threw It All Away. Bob bellows many of the songs with equal
disregard for lyric nuances. These are not major impediments to enjoyment,
though - the singing is good enough throughout, the playing has its charms even
when sloppy. HARD RAIN is one of Bob's better live albums, essential if only for
Idiot Wind.
Oh Albert, we just disagree ...
Let me revise my opinion of Hard Rain, or at least how I expressed it. Overall, as
the best live single disc release of Dylan's career, one would have to consider it an
essential document.
However, within its grooves, I think only the live version of Idiot Wind
transcends the studio original. The other cuts, as good as they might be, do not do
so, and the material is not consistently excellent to start. One Too Many Mornings
was way better live in 1966. Maggie's Farm is better than it became in 1978, but
it's not a great song in the first place. Shelter From The Storm is not served well
by Bob's mediocre slide guitar and vocal delivery - this just isn't a rock song, and
both Blood On The Tracks versions are far better. Lay Lady Lay is not the best
song on Nashville Skyline, but it's a personal favorite, and I don't enjoy hearing
Steve Soles and Rob Stoner joining in the vocal - something a little tawdry about 3
male voices together on this lyric. Oh Sister is not a strong song, here or on
Desire. Stuck Inside Of Mobile is a bit boring here and in the original, but at least
it moves along as best as this somewhat sluggish ensemble could manage. I Threw
It All Away and You're A Big Girl Now are flattened musically and emotionally by
the arrangements and Bob's insensitive singing. In both instances, the originals are
far superior.
I know Bob was into his gypsy caravan thing, but it would have been a better
album and tour with less guitars cluttering up the mix. Steve Soles could have
stayed home, and T-bone Burnette should have stayed on piano and left guitar
work to Ronson, Mansfield and Dylan. Or Ronson should have stayed home and
let Burnette play the leads. Howie Wyeth - good piano player as he was - then
could have stuck to drums, and the second drummer could have watched from the
wings.
I'd also have preferred more David Mansfield and less to none of Scarlet Rivera in
the arrangements. She was always about the hair. Mansfield could have played a
fiddle where needed.
I'm going to listen to it tonight for sure. We need flaws in art. Perfection is kind of
boring and inhuman.
I am really flabbergasted ...
Well, your gast seems easily flabbered. If you think these live versions surpass the
studio originals, note why. If you think Oh Sister is a great and essential Bob
Dylan song, say why. To my ears it's a derivative minor folk song with an
uncomfortable incestuous tone at odds with the quasi-religious elements, and one
of the weaker songs on Desire as a result. That's observation, not opinion. I'm
pointing out actual content taken at face value. It uses standard folk chords, says
"Oh sister, when I come to lie in your arms."
But I still like this album. People ought to hear it.
The White Stripes (9-14 Feb 2006)
Whenever I read something about the White Stripes and Jack White, I like him.
Whenever I listen to a White Stripes song, I have to wonder what the fuss is
about ... I'm just not hearing any well played or composed music - it's riffing on
basic chords and screeching / nasally vocals on undistinguished lyrics.
My ears tell me the drums are unimaginatively played, the singing is more a
sneering display of attitude with a fairly narrow emotional range, the subject
matter is sometimes clever but often boring, and the guitar work recycles bluesrock fundamentals / clichГ©s with a certain gusto but not much more. Basically,
electric folk music for a generation with a remarkably thin grasp of anything
outside of itself.
It's a more stylish and pretentious Shaggs. Better than Coldplay, but Leslie West
would crush Jack to a bloody pulp and not even notice the stain.
Maybe he just needs time. Or maybe I should give up on what passes for rock and
roll these days. I'm okay with either one.
Sad Eyed Lady Should be Cut ... (14 Feb 2006)
It would pain me beyond Dick Cheney's wildest wet dreams to lose any verses of
Sad Eyed Lady. It's one of the examples of the "more is more" principle in Dylan's
work, like Gates Of Eden, It's All Right, Ma, Highlands, etc.
The monotony is also consistent with some other aesthetic values and themes in
Dylan's work. It's functional to the overall intended impact - the song is supposed
to be longer than one might reasonably expect.
It probably would have benefited from a key change or some kind of bridge, but it
needs to be an ordeal. Otherwise, the lady just doesn't get sad enough.
John Wesley Harding (14 Feb 2006)
John Wesley Harding is probably Dylan's best album of original songs, but it is
radically different from most of his other albums and much of pop music of the
time and the two decades following, so it's not surprising that it would present
difficulties for you. This isn't your "fault" nor is it a shortcoming of the album
itself, just one of those juxtapositions we often find ourselves in. Your soul needs
some education, and JWH can provide some of that.
Give up the whole idea of electric guitars, for one thing. They aren't needed and
few people say anything with them anyway. Pete Drake gives a little steel to the
album, and there's a Fender bass, but JWH is about poetic electricity channeled
through the simplest available means - voice, folk guitar, harmonica.
Also, apply yourself to the art that helped bring JWH into being - the Carter
Family, Hank Williams (acoustic demos foremost, also the Luke the Drifter
recordings), Stanley Brothers, Woody Guthrie, John Hurt, Skip James, Robert
Johnson, Charley Patton, Vernon Dalhart, Cisco Houston.
Dylan was reading William Blake around this time, and Blake's Songs of
Innocence and Experience are good vehicles for tuning your imagination to the
kinds of power in the songs of JWH. The Marriage of Heaven and Hell would also
be helpful, especially the Proverbs from Hell section.
Aristotle's Poetics can also help, particularly his passages on metaphor and
economy of style and directness of presentation.
Most of what enables people to appreciate the genius that inhabits Dylan's work
exists outside of his body of work - quite far outside sometimes. This is why many
of his younger or less curious devotees misunderstand and misjudge his work they just don't have the ears and imagination needed to experience the work
critically. I think of it as the Street Legal syndrome.
I have played my JWH LP since the month it was released. I have not yet
exhausted its riches. Give it and yourself time.
Why I Play Guitar (15 Feb 2006)
One interesting way to think about the satanic archetype is in the work of
William Blake. Blake considered all religions as versions of the same metaphysical
guide to understanding imagination, with none privileged over the other. "God
becomes as we are, so that we may be as he is" was one of his koans.
In Blake's view, Satan is a heroic presence, not an evil one as such. The division
between God and Satan is a reflection of God's flaws and weakness, not Satan's
inherent evil. Blake was the first reader to note that Satan is the hero of Milton's
epic Paradise Lost, now a commonplace interpretation. The material world is
Satan's precisely because he was cast out of eternity, and God envies this. "Eternity
is in love with the productions of time" is another of Blake's little gems.
The task of creative imagination is to reconcile God's error and reunite Heaven
and Hell, good and evil, eternity and time. Blake understood the flaws in the
Christian myth and how they led to the exploitation of humanity and the
degradation of the natural world and the alienation of the psyche. "Prisons are
built with stones of law, brothels with bricks of religion."
To counter this alienation and hypocrisy, Blake advocated equality of the sexes
and universal suffrage, abolition of slavery, and free love. "Everything that lives is
holy," he wrote. That doesn't mean that every action of every living thing is holy,
nor does it mean we can't eat fish or chop down trees. He sought to re-sanctify
daily life, in which each breath is a prayer of thanksgiving for the last and the
next.
And that's why I play guitar.
Clothes Line Saga - Wild Shirts (17 Feb 2006)
16 Feb: I've never come across the expression "wild" before when used in a
laundry-related sense. What does it mean?
17 Feb: No response. Not one iota of interest in laundry-related issues from users
of this forum. Well, so be it ...
Sometimes you need to let the implications of a post sink into the minds of readers
to get a worthy response. I do think laundry is a wonderful theme capable of
encompassing nearly all of human existence - are we not souls dressed in fleshly
garments we soil daily with our peccadilloes?
Man In The Long Black Coat is another example of the laundry theme in Dylan's
oeuvre, with that "soft cotton dress on the line hanging dry." The coat itself could
probably use a good dry cleaning.
And what about High Water and the classic "throw your panties overboard" line?
Used panties are the very epitome of laundry.
But to return to your original query, I think "wild shirts" is just an
extemporaneous variation of "white shirts" - Bob was doing a lot of vocal
improvisations during the Basement sessions. I don't think there is any intended
symbolism, but there is a pleasant poetic quality to the image - shirts pinned to a
line but, whipped by the breeze, they look like they are struggling to free
themselves.
I once wrote a double-sestina about doing laundry. If you are so inclined, you can
read it here: http://www.corpse.org/issue_10/poesy/gkeenan.html
Many thanks, Albert. The Victoria's Secret aspect of this theme had actually never
struck me.
Do you recall the old Pink Floyd song Arnold Layne? It's all about one of those
odd men - absolutely NO personal reflection intended - who take an unusual
interest in the contents of ladies' washing-lines ... (quotes from the song) ... Even
beat-cool Mr Waits is not immune:
The only thing I'm taking is / The scarf off of your clothes line ...
I never liked Pink Floyd, but this would indicate I ought to give them another
spin.
Not surprised that Waits is hip to the theme, though - anyone whose piano drinks
that much will inevitably need some extra strength Tide for the white loads.
Bob's Black Audience (17 Feb 2006)
In my experience, especially among musicians of any ethnicity, Dylan's work gets
a lot of respect and interest. A review of the African-American singers who have
covered Dylan's songs will show that his songs have an impact and appeal that
transcends his own particular - Stevie Wonder, Mavis Staples, Freddy King, The
O'Jays. Bob really understands black music and has from a very early age - his
early blues covers are kind of scary at times, and not just because he was a good
mimic. Even when his chops fell a little short, he was aiming at the real item.
The rock concert ritual is another thing entirely, not of Dylan's making at all.
Rock concerts function as a quasi-spiritual rite for white people - we might expand
that category to say middle-class people - but I think in African-American culture
the group identity-affirming ritual is still centered in church and in family. In
terms of concert music, or even dance-oriented live music, the bar, the small club,
the juke joint, even the mid-size auditorium (the dimensions of a medium size
church) are the locales where the ritual elements of group activity are most
effective, where the performer-audience connections can be most vividly
summoned and experienced. In African and African diaspora settings, the
performer and audience are much closer, more intimately engaged in the mutual
creation of the rite / performance, functioning in dialogue.
So while the segregated character of US culture and the biases creating that
character are factors in the complexion of a typical Bob Dylan concert, they may
not be the decisive factors. Black folks like to talk back to their preachers, not
worship them from afar. They want to testify, not consume.
Who Do You Love? (17 Feb 2006)
Anyone know any women he's been linked to?
Bob had a transvestite lover in his early Greenwich Village days who used to
perform in a cabaret act under the name Summer Rain. He was so convincing that
few people realized she was a he, and the few that were hip are now dead or
otherwise incommunicado on the matter. However, if you look at the use of the
word "rain" in various songs from 1962-1966, the truth becomes obvious - "Hard
Rain", "Rainy Day Women", "the harmonica [Bob] is playing the skeleton [boning]
key in the Rain" etc.
I guess when you are rich and famous, your right to a private life evaporates
before the pointless curiosity of shallow "fans" and their appetite for celebrity
gossip.
The original poster responds angrily to robust criticism ...
There are plenty of bios out now with details of Bob's romantic liaisons, and many
of us have read them. You can do so as well. That wasn't what your question
seemed to ask. You were asking if we had "stories" to tell about women we knew
were objects of Dylan's attentions.
I once had a lovely chat with Marianne Faithful at a party at Allen Ginsberg's
home. We talked about "I'll Keep It With Mine" and various other matters. She
said Bob was lousy in the sack - ooops, no she didn't, she said she went to Ireland
to hear Bob and to hang with Bob and Van for the crack (meaning conversation,
not smokeable cocaine).
Bob's fame doesn't mean he should not have the same right to a private life all of
us take for granted. You wanted gossip. It's unseemly. If you want to do research,
read the extant literature on the subject.
And if the adults point out that gossip is boring, don't complain like a petulant
twit. That, too, is unseemly.
Buy Any Of Them Used ... (21 Feb 2006)
I own every Dylan album except Saved, Shot Of Love, Knocked Out Loaded,
Down In The Groove and Under The Red Sky. Which of these is best?
Saved is weakly recorded and not well performed. The songs are okay but Bob
really only had one decent gospel album in him - you could cull the best, meaning
most tuneful and least fundamentalist, material from Slow Train, Saved (but from
the road) and Shot Of Love for a good but not great Dylan album. Most people
who rate these albums highly do so for sentimental attachments to the Christian
content, or for sentimental attachments to Dylan's persona. Or else they just listen
to the band and forget the lyrics.
Shot Of Love is well produced with some good musical moments but fairly
inconsistent material - Lenny Bruce is very weak, one of Bob's worst songs, and I
never liked the 3/4 tempo for Every Grain Of Sand. I much prefer the Bootleg
Series version. The title song is emblematic - hot groove, good guitar work, pretty
good singing, dumb lyrics.
Down In The Groove is a bit underrated due to the lack of strong original material,
but if you can accept the informal aspect of the album - Bob plays covers with
friends - it's worth having. Shenandoah is the best cut, I think. Silvio is on the
album, which I like well enough. Ugliest Girl In The World is a bit grating, but no
more so than many of Bob's weaker songs.
Knocked Out Loaded is I think only about 34 minutes long. I think Brownsville
Girl is overrated by its fans - too bloody boring a tale in a voice verging on selfparody, with a somewhat charming chorus. The outtake New Danville Girl is a
little fresher, but it's nowhere near as good as Frankie Lee & Judas Priest or even
Highlands. If you like the song, buy the album. If not, save your money.
Bob's voice is in awful shape (or just badly recorded) on Under The Red Sky, and
while some songs are okay, others wear thin very quickly. The title song is dismal.
Born In Time is not improved by the lyric changes and weak vocal. Unbelievable
is good as is God Knows - the two best songs on the album for my money. Handy
Dandy recycles a Highway 61 Revisited sound to little effect, but is pleasant in a
nostalgic manner. TV Talkin' Song is okay to hear a few times. 10,000 Men, 2 x 2
are not much better than the title song. This is Bob's weakest album since Oh
Mercy. I never pull my copy out. All the good songs are on superior bootlegs, the
bad songs irritate before they end.
Buy any of them used. None are worth buying new unless you have unlimited
funds.
Who? (21 Feb 2006)
Pete Townsend (in Mojo magazine) Dylan's rock & roll isn't real rock & roll ... it's
joke rock & roll ...
LJ: Flog him for what he said, sure. But don't rewrite history ... The Who easily
stand up with any band of the era ...
I tend to agree with LJ, even though I loved The Yardbirds far more than The
Who back when we were all young or unborn.
But I must say, as much as I can recognize the historical place of The Who and
why some of their work is called great, I cannot stand to listen to them anymore.
Moon always sounds bombastic - he was in many ways the center of their sound,
but I never enjoy his drum work. Entwistle is good enough, but other than an
occasional acoustic guitar line, I find Townsend an unbearable guitarist. Daltrey
has an influential wail in his vocals, but it's not a very interesting or expressive
style, the amount of lungpower expended often seems disproportionate to
anything the words need, and the dynamics peak early in a lot of songs, leaving
him little else to do but scream.
All this was jolly fun at 16, but does nothing for me today and hasn't for years. It
was music made for CSI, just a little ahead of its time.
And whenever Townsend gets a "concept" in his head, the result is willed,
uninspired lyric writing. Tommy and Quadrophenia are really boring if you listen
to the words, although the latter is so well recorded and played that I found it fun
for maybe 2-3 years upon its release. His great gift seems to be for novelty songs
like Boris The Spider (or did Entwistle write that one?) or Happy Jack or off-thecuff rockers like My Generation or Magic Bus, but that is music for kids. I haven't
needed to listen to stuff like that for two decades.
"Off-the-cuff rockers" ... you mean like Honest With Me? "Novelty songs" ... like
Wiggle Waggle? I'm gonna bust a gut laffffing at these ... err, posts ...
No, I mean that an album like Moondance is far better than My Generation or The
Who Sell Out, because it continues to sound contemporary and addresses feelings
and concerns of adults with something more in their lives than teenage angst and
rockstar narcissism.
He really should have died before he got old, or certainly before the "farewell /
reunion" tours kicked in.
What Good Am I? (21 Feb 2006)
I love this tune both on the album and the bootleg. Convincing self-reflection in
the vocal. It's slow, a bit somber. Like me.
Ballad In Plain D (21 Feb 2006)
Why did Bobby say he regretted writing Ballad In Plain D?
A lugubrious emotionally dishonest confessional character assassination sung with
equal parts self-pity and maudlin self-regard? Even in the early days of near
universal acclaim for the rising star, the song stood out as a stinker.
She broke up with him, and he took it out on her and sis in a song. Very juvenile.
That's why.
Ballad In Plain D is ... an absolute balls-on-the-line confession of feelings, regrets
and, above all, pain (done) with Dylan's usual poetic brilliance ...
I guess I'd agree about the confessional approach, but that is what makes it a weak
song, the utter lack of imagination and the reliance on confessional material better
suited to therapy than to art.
Plus it's self-serving, self-pitying manipulation masquerading as confession. "Bob
Dylan" is a mask - he tells his audience so at the Halloween concert in 1964. This
irony - the essential artifice of confessionalism in poetry and prose - quickly
reduced Kerouac himself to self-parody (although his drinking certainly helped).
Confessionalism quickly became a ruling orthodoxy in creative writing, and its
influence has been mostly negative. Most people lack the honesty and verbal
facility to bring such material into literary completion. What's left is a
reinforcement of narcissism and a neglect of imagination. "Write what you know"
is only good advice to people who know that what they know is only an indicator
of imagination and not imagination itself.
I think the best test of this song is to try to cover it. When I was learning guitar
by playing my way through my Dylan songbooks, I gave this one a shot.
Once was enough. Lesson over.
Fruits In Dylan's Songs (21 Feb 2006)
Mr. Tangerine Man / Grapes Of Eatin' / Just Like Tom Thumb's Blueberries / Like
A Raisin Scone / Limes Of Freedom
Those early years were very fruitful.
Why Did They Paint The Passports Brown? (21 Feb 2006)
thickboy: The passport was a British idea first used in 1723 and the original colour
was actually brown ... the reason that brown was chosen was out of respect for the
person who first suggested the idea of carrying passports ... his name was Sir
Reginald Varney-Browne, a popular and famous politician of his day ... Sir
Reginald is also noted for being the first person ever to swim the Atlantic in a still
record-breaking 2 days, 4 hours, 31 minutes.
Another interesting bit of info: Sir Reginald's abode in London was 106 Desolation
Row ... coincidence? ... or was Dylan's song inspired by Sir Reg?
I've discovered that I lead a much more placid and sensible existence when I
believe everything thickboy says. This is another such case.
Love & Theft Inspirations? (22 Feb 2006)
He loves what he steals, he steals what he loves ... It's the folk tradition ...
I have not read the book on Minstrelsy that is behind some of L&T, nor the
Japanese yakuza book Dylan apparently "plagiarized" to the delight of its author.
The folk sources to the lyrics, such as that cuckoo reference, are clear enough I
think, and part of Dylan's long-standing writing style.
Musically, I hear 20s-30s pop song craft with maybe some older styles like Stephen
Foster and 1890s parlor songs synthesized rather well. Hoagy Carmichael looms
large in some of the songs, directly or indirectly, such as Moonlight and its tone
and diction:
Stardust (Hoagy's best song)
And now the purple dusk of twilight time
Steals across the meadows of my heart
High up in the sky the little stars climb
Always reminding me that we're apart
And Bob:
The boulevards of cypress trees
The masquerades of birds and bees
The petals, pink and white, the wind has blown
Won't you meet me out in the moonlight alone?
Fats Waller / Andy Razaff could have written or Fats performed Bye & Bye with
its light mid-tempo swing and romantic / comic tone. Here's the beginning of Fats'
best known song:
Every honey bee fills with jealousy,
when they see you out with me.
Goodness knows
You're my honeysuckle rose
When you're passin' by flowers droop and sigh,
and I know the reason why.
Goodness knows
You're my honeysuckle rose
And Bob:
Bye and bye, I'm breathin' a lover's sigh
I'm sittin' on my watch so I can be on time
I'm singin' love's praises with sugar-coated rhyme
Bye and bye, on you I'm casting my eye
Waller was an astounding piano player, prolific songwriter and a great singer, well
worth adding to your music collection if you have none of his work.
Floater is I think the strangest song on the album, and I need to listen to it again
to get a read on it. The bluesier songs have obvious antecedents in Delta blues,
rockabilly, and Texas / Chicago blues. Mississippi apparently borrows its refrain
line but that tune and Sugar Baby (based loosely on the "Sugar Baby It's All Over
Now" folk / blues song group) seem like Bob doing his thing and not intentionally
based on or summoning other styles and songs.
Very very few composers come up with new ways to write songs (I tend to think
of Bob as one who has, but that might be worth a separate thread). One song
summons another - they just use us to get out into the open air. Whenever I write
a song, I'm thinking about structures - ballad meter, blues, 32-bar pop songs,
minor / major juxtapositions, verse / chorus forms - that can serve to distinguish
the verbal content from poetry or prose and anchor the melody. The whole
influence thing is very mysterious (not the whole theft / appropriation thing,
which is more intentional and obvious) and can work very unconsciously. Some of
the influence is in the chords and chord progressions themselves.
I think the range of stylistic material on Love & Theft is not an accident. I admire
this album more and more with each listen. You could eliminate 75% of his prior
work and not hurt his reputation one iota - maybe even improve it.
But that would be wrong, of course.
Most Underrated Dylan Song? (22 Feb 2006)
Disease Of Conceit on Oh Mercy is generally reviled as the worst song on the
album.
However, when I saw Dylan perform it at The Supper Club in '93, it was a
wonderful change of pace, much better performed and sung. The song requires a
theatrical virtuoso and is kin to Hank Williams' Luke the Drifter songs and other
musical sermonettes, moreso than Dylan's talking narratives like Brownsville Girl
and Highlands. So I would say it is underrated.
Rainy Day Women #12 & 35 is often cited as being the least favorite song on
Blonde On Blonde and least favorite of the concert warhorses. However, in the
studio version it provides a wickedly comic blues march in an otherwise somber
soundscape, and when played well in concert it reminds us, or me at least, that
Bob was one of the innovative founders of the whole blues-rock style. That makes
this song very underrated.
I like most of the other songs people are citing, but most of them also get their
share of praise. Some might escape attention because they don't get played much
on recent tours. But to take one example, Went To See The Gypsy was widely
praised upon release as one of the best songs on New Morning, most everyone
seems to love Buckets Of Rain as an album closer, In Search Of Little Sadie isn't
really a Dylan song but a folk song and Dear Landlord has gotten a lot of attention
and praise over the years, beginning with the glowing reviews of the album upon
its release.
However, I do agree that Dear Landlord has yet to receive the recognition it
deserves, in part due to a dearth of public performances. (Are there any at all?) It
would be a natural to bring into a set list, since Bob is always playing piano. He'd
have to really play it on this tune, too.
Tryin' To Get To Heaven - Ripped Off? (22 Feb 2006)
I read in Isis at the time of release that the source material was all in a single
collection of folk songs, in the exact order that Bob utilized the lines - apparently
he just sat down with the book, went through it front to back copying lines he
liked, and turned that into a song.
If he was using copyrighted material, that would qualify as more theft than love.
But I think these are all public domain folksongs, so his method is pretty much
that of a old-time songster stringing bits of "floating lines" and verses together to
make his song.
It works much better with this fairly obscure material than some of his other
appropriations from Motown and better known blues ("juice running down my leg
/ too proud to beg"). He's done this from his very first songs, with both lyrics and
melodies.
Does Bob Steal Half His Stuff? (24 Feb 2006)
It's not theft, it's love. Bob is famous enough that if he were stealing copyrighted
material the lawyers would have a feeding frenzy. Bob's original lyrics are in his
copyright; one cannot really copyright a completely traditional tune like Pretty
Polly.
Bob does quote and appropriate from other sources, quite often when the language
has already established itself in the vernacular independent of its use in song, and
none of the "found" material is of sufficient length to undermine him taking
composer credit.
You don't have to make up everything in order to be original - if you did so, few
people would understand. Bob's a folk musician. He uses common language in an
original manner.
Gates Of Eden (24 Feb 2006)
Gates Of Eden is about many things. Primarily it concerns the position of the
visionary poet in this world, and it reflects serious study of poetic technique,
specifically the poetics developed by Jack Kerouac and Allen Ginsburg, which has
its most significant antecedent in the visionary poems of William Blake.
The motorcycle black madonna
Two-wheeled gypsy queen
And her silver-studded phantom cause
The gray flannel dwarf to scream
As he weeps to wicked birds of prey
Who pick up on his bread crumb sins
And there are no sins inside the Gates of Eden
This passage is ballad meter with a pentameter finale.
Compare this to the opening of Blake's Thel below, which can easily be sung to
the tune of Dylan's song, excepting the absence of a pentameter line.
The daughters of Mne Seraphim led round their sunny flocks,
All but the youngest: she in paleness sought the secret air.
To fade away like morning beauty from her mortal day:
Down by the river of Adona her soft voice is heard;
And thus her gentle lamentation falls like morning dew.
The ballad meter is of course one of the most ancient songmaking structures, and
Dylan employs ballad meter in many songs. Gates Of Eden is distinguished by its
visionary diction and compressed syntax. The compressed syntax is a technique
developed in prose by Kerouac (and to some degree in poetry) and carried forward
by Ginsberg, but both were students of Blake's work and understood the
possibilities presented in lines such as the following from the Four Zoas. Note the
sixth line below in particular.
Infected Mad he dancd on his mountains high & dark as heaven
Now fixd into one stedfast bulk his features stonify
From his mouth curses & from his eyes sparks of blighting
Beside the anvil cold he dancd with the hammer of Urthona
Terrific pale. Enitharmon stretchd on the dreary Earth
Felt her immortal limbs freeze stiffning pale inflexible
His feet shrink withring from the deep shrinking & withering
And Enitharmon shrunk up all their fibres withring beneath
As plants witherd by winter leaves & stems & roots decaying
Interestingly enough, the ballad meter (or heptameter - combining the 4 & 3
stressed lines into one 7 stressed line), begins to break down under visionary
pressure. This was an unfinished epic, but one of the projects that led Blake to
invent free verse for his finished epic Jerusalem.
As for the complex of meanings summoned by the visionary technique in Gates Of
Eden, one might also read Blake for insights, particularly his late poem Gates of
Paradise, whose epilogue states:
Truly, my Satan, thou art but a dunce,
And dost not know the garment from the man;
Every harlot was a virgin once,
Nor canst thou ever change Kate into Nan.
Tho' thou art worship'd by the names divine
Of Jesus and Jehovah, thou art still
The Son of Morn in weary Night's decline,
The lost traveller's dream under the hill.
Blake was not a Christian in any fundamentalist sense, and his poems represent a
major revision / revisioning of Christian myth. The above lines are an expression
of his mystical embrace of opposing tendencies Г la The Marriage of Heaven and
Hell. Satan, Jesus and Jehovah are all human expressions of the divine, each
equally important to embrace in some manner. The five sense only show us the
garments of existence; imagination is the vehicle for the experience of truth.
Dylan's song does not quite repeat Blake's message. Every verse employs an
essentially negative rhetoric - things are defined in terms of what they are not.
Eden is defined by what does not take place there - no sounds, no trials, no sins,
the human measures of "reality" don't matter. This more or less is an extension of
Kerouac's zen / nihilist koan "I don't know, I don't care, it doesn't matter." But
Dylan does craftily summon the alchemical marriage of opposites in the lines
quoted above: the sacred Madonna and the profane motorcycle gypsy rolled into
one image.
The technique employed does not require an intentional, predetermined set of
meanings, only a general willingness to trust the momentum of imagination and
the structure of language to yield a complex of meanings.
Any attempt to fix and limit a meaning to any of the images corresponding to
some Biblical imperative is naive and not relevant to what the song actually
accomplishes or why it is truly one of Bob's most original and profound works of
art.
Blake ... also influenced and inspired Albion's greatest painter, Joseph Mallord
William Turner and whenever I recall Chimes Of Freedom's wonderful phrase
hypnotic splattered mist, I think of him ...
Thanks for bringing Turner into the discussion - I've always loved his work but
never realized Blake might be a direct influence. There are some great Turners at
the Met in NYC that I return to every few years.
Is Dylan Still Worth Seeing Live? (24 Feb 2006)
I haven't seen Dylan since 1993, when his voice was considerably more nimble
and he was really playing his guitar. Songs from concerts since 2004 or so seem to
show real deterioration in his vocal range, and his band is not quite on par with
those he took on tour from 1992 to 2003. But there are also very strong
performances coming out of his two or three most recent tours.
So see him if you can, leave your expectations at home, and I'm willing to bet you
will have at least one moment in the show where you are amazed by the music.
Very few of his shows are rote. He does have excellent taste in music and sidemen
who don't measure up to his standard don't last long.
Dylan / Steinbeck (27 Feb 2006)
LJ suggests, tongue in cheek, that Dylan changed Cannery (Row) to Desolation
and took it from there ...
While I think LJ notes a real relationship between Steinbeck and Dylan, I'm not so
sure it is one of direct borrowing or inspiration. Desolation Row owes a lot to
Ginsberg's Howl and Bob's own experiences both growing up fascinated by
carnivals and living the psychedelic troubadour life in NYC.
Sometimes works of art establish their own relations independent of the
experiences of the creators. And the "panorama of the luckless" motif did not
begin with Steinbeck. I don't hear Desolation Row as having the unity of narrative
fiction. It's another one of Bob's "chains of flashing images" songs that is the verbal
equivalent of Coltrane's "sheets of sound" period. Each verse is a mini-narrative
and relatively self-contained, like an arpeggiated chord, but they could be sung in
almost any order (except "I received your letter yesterday" belongs at the end).
Bob may have patterned the title after Steinbeck's, but "Row" as part of a locale
name has other obvious precedents: skid row, Striver's Row, to name two. The
Monterey visit may be as close as Dylan came to reading Cannery Row.
If there were outright theft involved, Bob would have heard from the Steinbeck
estate already. I used to work for Steinbeck's publisher. The rights are zealously
guarded by his widow.
LJ (after a raft of earnest responses) I WAS JOKING OK?!?!?! ...
As much as I like LJ's sense of humor and his views on everything, I think it is
more interesting to compare Dylan to Steinbeck sincerely than to use them this
way.
But then it is well established that I have no sense of humor, and I'm completely
comfortable with that. Comedy is a blight on our culture. I blame Hogan's Heroes.
Discussion turns to Da Vinci Code author Dan BrownвЂ™s alleged infringement of
copyright concerning 1982's Holy Blood, Holy Grail ...
The thing I really love about this whole fiasco is that Holy Blood, Holy Grail
(which I read and loved for its conspiratorial lunacy) was based mostly on a
forgery contrived by two Frenchmen in the 1960s, which they later
acknowledged.
More recently, some "genealogist" has written Bloodline Of The Holy Grail
purporting to show the succession of the line of Jesus through the House of
Stewart, the kings of Scotland. My favorite part of this book is where the author
notes that the Celtic chieftain / king who may be the source of my family name,
one Cyan or Cynan, was a blood descendent of Jesus.
So Dan Brown is accused of plagiarizing a book based on a forgery by an author
who treats every legend, ballad, and myth he encounters as based on fact if not
wholly factual.
It's comical because Brown's real crime is against fiction, not fact. Umberto Eco's
Foucault's Pendulum is a much more entertaining look at some of the same
conspiratorial fringes of literature.
Most Likely ... / Big Girl (27 Feb 2006)
I don't think the original of Big Girl has been surpassed. A lot of those Rolling
Thunder numbers sounded better then than now.
However, I've rarely if ever heard a bad version of Most Likely You Go Your Way.
Some great ones were offered in the mid-late 90s.
Maybe the Buttrey-drummed version is such a strong model that it keeps the
successors honest.
A band is only as good as its drummer. That's partly why I don't work with
drummers.
Singer / songwriters (27 Feb 2006)
Dylan to a fellow musician: Be careful, don't let people call you a songwriter.
You're a song performer. You don't write them so they sit there, you write them
to sing to somebody.
QJ: YEAH! when did all this 'singer-songwriter' crap start?
LJ: I think Dylan started the "Singer / Songwriter" movement in '63 with Freewheelin' ...
It's also the result of Hank Williams composing many of his own songs himself. In
commercial music, professional song writers wrote songs for professional singers to
sing. Few did both until Hank. One bio of Hank I recently finished said he was the
first major star to write his own songs and front his own band with guitar in hand,
the proto-rock star but also proto-singer / songwriter.
Dylan kind of sealed the deal, put an end to Brill Building pop, or at least one era
of it. But he was strongly identified with folk, then folk / rock, then country rock.
Simon & Garfunkel were slotted into folk music, same with Joni. The category
singer / songwriter seems to have been created for more pop-oriented acts like
Carole King, James Taylor, Jackson Browne. Eric Anderson and Gordon Lightfoot
survived the folk boom to enter the singer / songwriter boom. Phil Ochs did not
quite get there. And PJ Proby? Tom Rapp? David Peel? We shall not hear their
like again. Or maybe I will at the open mike tonight.
I still use the term now and then to refer to this more pop, less folk / blues
orientation. But it is a perhaps unfortunate coinage.
A Use For Kindling And Lighter Fluid (27 Feb 2006)
Expecting Rain's front page carries a link to Scarlet Rivera's website ...
A very unfortunate update. Do not go there if you have any feelings at all about
her work with Dylan. Desire always had a kitsch element in the grooves. Now it's
clear why.
All I saw is that she's in a Celtic phase right now ... Is that what you're referring
to?
The lame, faux-Celtic, new age, easy listening muzak no-calorie comfort food
mac'n'cheezy crap was what I was referring to. She should have cut her hair,
taken more lessons, and played with better musicians. The picture of her with the
big cat is truly a sign that something is missing from the music. "Scarlet Rivera's
violin sings the animal spirits" - and mice wear three fingered gloves, too. I'm all
for protecting wildlife, but these "animal spirits" would drag Scarlet up a tree and
feast on her flesh and bones if they only had the chance. It's pretentious to think
that co-opting Andean flutes and percussion somehow allows her access to the
"spirit" of the jaguar - one of the least observed and least understood of the big
cats. The "Celtic" album samples are treacle, not even good enough for that godawful Riverdance and its spinoffs, rhythmically feeble and offensively stereotypical. The description of the "instrumental" music is hilarious - "a sonic cocktail
that will relax and soothe your senses." Soma, anyone?
Pretty much true for ALL Celtic music, no?
No way. Derrick Bell playing O'Carolan, John McCormack singing anything, the
Chieftains at their best, Boys of the Lough, Cape Breton fiddling - there is plenty
of great Celtic music. I'd even include U2 on a good song, and Van Morrison.
There's good music coming from Scotland and Wales, too. And I like a lot of Alan
Stivell's music from Brittany. Galicia in Spain has wonderful bagpipe music. Even
the Clancy Brothers have an edge in their best music.
A great Celtic ballad can be sad and evoke sentiment without falling into easy
sentimentality and washes of synthesizer. Scarlet Rivera's music is about as Celtic
as a box of Lucky Charms. The real thing is a lot more nutritious.
I believe the whole hornpipes, jigs, and reels thing is ... all the same x tune played
at slightly different speeds ...
The earliest Chieftains LPs are the best. Fame dimmed their lustre.
McCormack is a 19th century style artist who requires some adjustment of our
jaded ears. He's far better than the current crop of opera-lite tenors and
"crossover" classical artists. He's good on English folk songs as well as arias.
Ferry did a great job with Carrickfergus. That whole album is very strong. I was
never a big Roxy Music fan - more a matter of time management than distaste but I usually give his solo work a listen.
A drum in the wrong hands is not an instrument but a torture device. Conversely,
almost any object in the right hands can be musical.
I can't say for certain that if we kill (Dead drummer) Mickey Hart all the drum
circles will collapse and stupid white kids in natty dreads will return to the
Episcopalian Church where they belong, but I say we kill him and find out!
You are one of the first people I've encountered who agrees with me about
Mickey Hart. The Dead were so much better with Kreutzman as the sole
drummer.
The thing is, I kind of like Hart's playing and his ideas. Just not in relation to what
else is going on, or the effect on the direction (generously defined) it sends the
Dead.
Give a listen to Max Roach's ensemble M'Boom - great stuff, all percussion, played
by masters. I like Steve Reich's percussion music, too.
All a good drum circle needs is enough kindling and some lighter fluid!
Another Side (28 Feb 2006)
This is a personal favorite, probably the first Dylan album I memorized. On purely
critical terms, it has some serious flaws like Ballad In Plain D, and some of the
writing in Chimes Of Freedom and especially My Back Pages doesn't sustain
interest in the long run even though they were very impressive at the time, both
as signs of his development and in relation to the music around him. Motorpsycho
Nightmare and I Shall Be Free #10 were funny then but who needs to hear a joke
over and over?
The album also was not an advance in terms of the guitar work, which retreated to
simple strumming while the songwriting and vocals took the forefront. Good
piano work on Black Crow Blues, though.
The good material sounds fantastic to my ears even today. These would be Black
Crow Blues, Spanish Harlem Incident, To Ramona, I Don't Believe You, and It
Ain't Me, Babe. These are as close to perfect as Dylan tends to get.
I still love Chimes Of Freedom, and much of it is stunning writing, but some of it
is overwritten. Still, a risk isn't really a risk unless you fail at least some of the
time. Some the issue here is illustrative of the difference between poetry and song
- these lyrics are poetically powerful but challenge Dylan's singing abilities (or
anyone's I think). I love the unfolding compassion in the song, reminds me of
Gregory Corso's great poem Bomb.
My Back Pages has some ludicrously ornate and misshapen writing, starting with
the opening verse, partly redeemed by the refrain line. It's not a great song, but it
has gotten some great performances - I saw Bob give a classic rendition in 1993.
4 of the 11 songs are minor to annoying - All I Really Wanna Do, Ballad In Plain
D, Motorpsycho Nightmare and I Shall Be Free #10. This makes the LP tough to
listen to all the way through.
When I first started playing guitar, the songs on this album were the ones I tried
to learn. I still play the good ones now and then, especially It Ain't Me, Babe. I
once made a 90 minute compilation of versions of that one song through the years.
All good, few alike.
Bringing It All Back Home (1 March 2006)
Side 2 is one of the greatest musical moments of the last century. Visionary poetic
genius in full bloom.
Side 1 is almost as good in terms of music, as the songs lay down a challenge to
anyone making or listening to rock and roll, but I think it is not as unified or
powerful as the album that followed. The lyrics are effective and original but lack
the depth of side 2.
I do still enjoy every song, even 115th Dream. The wacky blues-rock numbers still
make me tap my foot.
I don't think this is his "greatest" album, but at a certain point these judgements
are extremely subjective. I would not disagree with anyone on the matter. Bob has
4-5 album masterpieces to his credit, and this is one.
LJ: I count seven: Freewheelin', BIABH, Highway 61, BOB, JWH, BOTT and Love
& Theft. Museum quality, all of 'em.
I should have counted more carefully. 7 is right, at least in terms of original songs.
However, I do consider Bob Dylan, Good As I Been To You, and World Gone
Wrong as 3 of the very best folk music albums ever made. All masterpieces, even
the debut. It's odd to think of a 20 year old kid making a masterpiece. Very
mysterious fellow.
Street Legal (1 March 2006)
"... is a much better album than I expected it to be ..." After the usual arguments
back and forth, someone posts Greil Marcus's Rolling Stone review (below) from
24 August 1978 ...
It saddens me that I can't find it in my heart to agree with my colleague Dave
Marsh that Bob Dylan's new record is a joke, or anyway a good one. Most of the
stuff here is dead air, or close to it. The novelty of the music - soul chorus backup
(modeled on Bob Marley's I-Threes), funk riffs from the band, lots of laconic sax
work - quickly fades as one realizes how indifferent the playing is: SeГ±or (Tales Of
Yankee Power), the most musically striking number here, is really just a pastiche
of the best moments of the Eagles' Hotel California. Still, I believe some of the
songs on Street Legal: those that are too bad to have been intended with anything
but complete seriousness. Dylan may have once needed a dump truck to unload
his head, but you'd need a Geiger counter to find irony in Is Your Love In Vain?
or affection in Baby Stop Crying.
Both are wretched performances, but the former is particularly cruel: compared to
Dylan's posture here, Mick Jagger in Under My Thumb is exploring the outer
reaches of humility. Not that there's any bite in the song, as there is in On The
Road Again or Don't Think Twice, It's All Right, two other Dylan numbers in
which a woman gets what the singer thinks she has coming to her. There's too
much distance here for that - distance between an ego and its object. The man
speaks to the woman like a sultan checking out a promising servant girl for VD,
and his tone is enough to make her fake the pox if that's what it takes to get away
clean. When, after a string of gulf-between-the sexes insults (which pretty much
come down to Are you good enough for me? / I'm hot stuff, you know), the singer
finally makes the big concession ("Alright, I'll take a chance, I will fall in love
with you" - odd notion of how falling in love works), you can almost see the poor
girl heading for the exit. "Can you cook and sew, make flowers grow?" the man
mouths, apparently making a dumb leap from housewife to earth mother, but in
truth just rhyming. Then comes the kicker: "Can you understand my pain?"
Women all over America must be saying what a friend of mine said: "Sure, Bob,
give me a call sometime. If I'm not home, leave a message on the answer-phone."
As it happens, Is Your Love in Vain? is a high point on Street Legal - or, at least,
the most emotionally convincing track on the album. No joke.
Ah, but the singing! The singing, which on other records has redeemed lines
nearly as terrible as those I've quoted - what about the singing? Well, Bob Dylan
has sounded sillier than he does on Street Legal (who could forget Big Yellow
Taxi), more uncomfortable (The Boxer) and as disinterested (Let It Be Me), but
he's never sounded so utterly fake. Though this quality is sometimes cut with
playfulness (Changing Of The Guards), in Baby Stop Crying, the vocal is so fey, so
intolerably smug, that the only reference point is one of those endless spoken
intros Barry White was using a few years ago: an imitation of caring that couldn't
fool a stuffed dog. Dave Marsh is right when he says there are echoes of Elvis on
Street Legal - Is Your Love in Vain? plays with the melody of Can't Help Falling
In Love before it turns into Here Comes The Bride - but not even There's No
Room To Rhumba In A Sports Car was quite this creepy.
While most of the singing on Street Legal (the pronunciamentos of No Time To
Think, for example: "Loyalty, unity / Epitome, rigidity") falls short of creepiness,
it's simply impossible to pay attention to it for more than a couple of minutes at a
time. Why should this be, when again and again - especially during those times,
such as before the release of Blood On The Tracks, when both his fans and
detractors had written him off - Dylan has proved himself as expressive and
inventive as any singer in American music? I don't know the answer, but merely
not giving a damn whether a record is good enough for his audience might be a
big part of the problem. But I also think that the near-constant touring Dylan has
done since 1974 (all that raw chanting in big halls, all that gruff railing over the
band) has at once produced a new vocal style, and destroyed Dylan's timing and
his ability to bring emotional precision to a lyric. In the singing style Dylan is
using now, emotion has been replaced by mannerism, subtlety by a straining to be
heard.
His word-to-word emphasis, when it isn't pure hokum, is patently random; thus,
the good lines come off no better than the bad. Dylan has always written
throwaway lines as a necessary means to setting up the line he's put his heart into,
but when he sang, he'd toss off the throwaways, bury them, and then rush back
with everything he had. What he was really setting up was an ambush for the
listener - that's a lot of what Like A Rolling Stone is about. There are no such
dynamics here. With little or no sense of rhythm in the singing, you can't stay
with the music; either it becomes an irritant (and the stiff female choruses Dylan
uses all over Street Legal only compound the irritation), or you just stop hearing
anything.
There have been bad Dylan albums before, of course; but Self Portrait had Copper
Kettle, New Morning Sign On The Window and Went To See The Gypsy, Planet
Waves Wedding Song and Desire Sara. The collapse of Dylan's timing insures that
there are no such odd gems on Street Legal. Timing can spark an ordinary lyric
with genius or a pedestrian arrangement with magic; no one who has heard Dylan
mutter "All right!" in Sitting On A Barbed Wire Fence or push the Hawks through
the 1966 Albert Hall version of Baby Let Me Follow You Down can doubt his flair
for devastatingly idiosyncratic rhythm. On Get Your Rocks Off!, one of the
unreleased Basement Tapes performances, he even laughs in time - or makes the
rhythm re-create itself around his laugh. On the new record, the only hint of
decent singing comes in the first four verses of New Pony - and it's the sort of
blues Dylan can sing in his sleep, and probably does.
The most interesting - if that's the word - aspect of Street Legal is its lyrics, which
often pretend to the supposed impenetrability of Dylan's mid-sixties albums, the
albums on which his reputation still rests. But the return is false; you may not
have known why Dylan was singing about a "Panamanian moon" in Memphis
Blues Again (or, for that matter, have had any idea why the blues were Memphian
rather than Bostonian), but you knew what "Your debutante just knows what you
need / But I know what you want" meant, and it meant a lot. In Street Legal's
SeГ±or (Tales Of Yankee Power) - the parenthetical part of the title is the most
inspired thing on the record - the lines, "Well, the last thing I remember before I
stripped and kneeled / Was that trainload of fools bogged down in a magnetic
field," are just a gesture, just a wave at the fans. Not that the effect of the lines
can't hurt: it's hard not to hear the older songs now in terms of the new numbers
that appear to resemble them, and then conclude that at bottom Absolutely Sweet
Marie and Highway 61 Revisited are as empty as Where Are You Tonight?
(Journey Through Dark Heat), even though that isn't remotely true.
I mean, if I want a joke, I'll listen to Steve Martin sing King Tut. That line, "He
gave his life for tourism," is really funny.
Actually, Marcus is the best informed and most astute critic of Dylan's work, and
this review saves me the trouble of explaining the fundamental weaknesses of
Street Legal. Marcus simply holds Dylan to the artist's own high standards.
But I still have not had the time to sit down for a close listen again. I do find it
interesting, though, that many people in this thread who say how much they like
the album - and there's really no harm in liking it, no matter how weak a work of
art it might be - actually describe in their own words why the album fails but
don't realize they are doing so. Things like, "I don't see why only hard-core Dylan
fans love this album."
The explanation is simple and obvious - only hard core fans suspend any critical
standards and accept inferior work as signs of Dylan's genius instead of his
fallibility. The album fails to overcome the skepticism or indifference of the casual
listener because the songs are weak, the arrangements bloated, the singing limited
by the creative ambivalence.
No Direction Home Part Two? (2 March 2006)
Just like NDH focused on his public life up to '66, a second film might do the same
for the next period of 1967-1980, up to where all the really bad records start ...
I don't think his post 1966 music merits a documentary film. His position in the
sixties counter-culture (or plain old culture), and his shift from folk to rock, gave
No Direction Home some narrative substance beyond mere biography. What most
people seem to make of him afterwards - family man, divorced rock star, born
again Jew, or whatever - are mostly projections into or fantasies about his nonmusical existence.
I just don't see any visual drama in the career after 1966. Plenty of great music,
fascinating musical meditations on various traditions, great original songs. But
another series of talking heads going on about how brilliant Bob is, or how weird
some scene on tour was - I just can't imagine sitting through that.
The drama in NDH was the unprecedented sound and scale of the 1966 music and
tour, and the rapid development from baby-faced folk to amphetamine rock, from
musical sponge to rock god. Once he became BOB DYLAN, the drama is over. He
had a 10 year reign, until about 1976, then pop music pretty much moved on
without him. His personal failings and quirks aren't interesting, much of the music
between 1977 and 1989 is second rate, and his recovery of footing and artistic
renewal, while admirable, hasn't stood for anything outside of his own career. The
Never Ending Tour is a successful business built around variable public
performances, but the only drama has been on those tours where he drank too
much and couldn't remember the words.
Creating a film commemorating his increasing world-wide adulation would be a
vanity project. A bit like The Last Waltz, in fact. I hope it doesn't happen.
I've watched a number of musical documentaries lately - one on Radiohead, one
on Wilco, one on Tom Dowd the sound engineer, one on Bob Marley - and the
best was on Dowd. The Marley one was on the making of Catch A Fire, also quite
good. I stopped watching the first two before they were over. I like both bands
enough, but in each one the bandleader had a hissy fit, and all the non-musical
segments were extremely tedious.
I have some inside info on Dylan's medicine mixing, but it would be inappropriate
to share here. No harm in asking, though.
Really? Inappropriate on a Dylan forum? How bout we meet up in a Monkees chat
group and you tell me there ...
The info was shared by someone who knew Dylan well, but was told to me in
private circumstances, and is not verifiable, so my sharing it here would be just a
bit beyond my own standards for gossip.
However, there are plenty of public accounts of high-jinks for the curious to
peruse. So while the subject is a matter of public record, my little tidbit is not.
So I don't think your curiosity is inappropriate. I love a good drug story almost as
much as good drugs.
Now I have to get back to my moderation of that Monkees forum. Those dudes
could party hardy!
Discussion moves to the Dylan / Cash clip in Don't Look Back ...
In the Eat The Document footage of Dylan and Lennon riding in a taxicab, Bob
goes on about having Cash in his movie, says he is so weird and makes a grimace,
then immediately backpedals and says something like, "but he's great." Bob
himself is obviously wired but apparently also ill with some kind of stomach virus
or something. He eventually barfs in the car while Lennon shrinks into the corner
of the cab and mutters "Well put, Bobby" or some thing to that effect.
In some ways, these escapades are also part of their contributions to culture.
Seeing artists I admire messing themselves up on whatever has helped me find my
own balance of inspirational sources.
The US Supreme Court unanimously supported the legal use of ayahuasca for
religious purposes. There is hope for our country after all. Slim, but still hope.
Now if I could only slip into the White House pantry ...
Who's Producing Bob's New Album? (3 March 2006)
I think it's time Bob worked with Phil Spector, but only if guns are checked at the
door. And Bob gets to carry that knife he used so well in Pat Garrett & Billy The
Kid.
Isn't Spector in jail?
Jail didn't stop Leadbelly.
Lanois is the stepchild of Spector. It's not that big a stretch for Dylan to get
produced by Spector (theoretically) if the songs are in the right style. The results
would certainly sound no worse than Empire Burlesque or Street Legal. Spector is
particularly good at keyboard-centered arrangements.
But he is also crazy in a way that might not mix too well with Dylan's methods.
Steve Lillywhite?
Eno?
Kanye West?
Nope, gotta be Phil Spector. Duet with Ronnie Spector on a remake of To Make
You Feel My Love perhaps.
Maybe not a whole album but I'm serious that Dre or even better Roots Manuva
could set shit on fire with a Dylan collaboration. Nothing too clever, just some
straight up vibes, rhymes and beats. Boundaries are for prisoners.
How about something completely different? Like "Bob Dylan & Strings" with lush
orchestrations. Or an album with a choir, not the gospel-type thing he apparently
tried some years ago, but the Swingle Singers or the Jordanaires backing him.
My vote would be Dylan teamed up with the Academy of St. Martin in the Fields,
conducted by Neville Mariner.
Or else a collaboration with Ryuchi Sakamoto. That would shake up some ears.
Country Van (4 March 2006)
Van Morrison has had a longstanding interest in country music and has recorded
country songs, both covers and originals in the style, since he beginning of his solo
career. He has covered Hank Williams in concert since at least the early 70s. I'm
sure his childhood listening included country music as well as blues and R&B.
His albums in the last 15 years have been inconsistent, but there are usually at
least one or two beautiful songs on every release. His concerts are probably the
best way to experience his music these days.
Lenny Bruce (song) - A Joke? (5 March 2006)
Jokes usually include humor. This song is particularly humorless. Lenny never did
cut off any babies' heads, but it doesn't make the line funny, just stupid.
Lack of wit and humor was one of the biggest sins of Bob's sanctified period,
fundamentally false to his better nature.
Neighborhood Bully (14 Feb - 6 March 2006)
Bob's expertise lies in music. I don't think it's worth the trouble to discuss his
supposed political views via his song lyrics, particularly from one of his weaker
albums like Infidels. The actual situation is far more complex than his lyrics or the
likely interpretations from his fans can accommodate.
And for the love of Christ on a crutch, spare us the superstitious puerile drivel
about religion. There's more than enough blood on everyone's hands at this point
to make such stupidity akin to a culture crime. Enough.
Apart from superfluous things like music, art and human relationships, what does
an anarchistic atheist such as yourself find to keep the fire stoked?
I'm flattered you'd think of me as an anarchistic atheist, but I'm not quite sure
that describes my spiritual practice. I stoke my fires pretty much like everyone
else - hot chocolate on cold nights, lemonade on warm ones, and the best drugs I
can find. Plus all that superfluous stuff you mentioned. Breathing and listening
seem to be important. Ego-shattering sex is also helpful.
And just to keep this Dylan-related, I credit nearly all of my spiritual development
to the early infection of my psyche by Mr. Tambourine Man and Like A Rolling
Stone. Once I heard those songs, there wasn't any going back.
Why Did Dylan Change His Name? (6 March 2006)
To get to "Another Side."
Any Better Lyricist In The Last 50 Years? (7 March 2006)
I'd rate Townes Van Zandt higher than Dylan as a lyricist.
50 years goes back to 1956. A lot of great songwriters in the popular song tradition
were still alive then, including:
Dorothy Fields - composer of I Can't Give You Anything But Love / Don't Blame
Me / On The Sunny Side Of The Street / A Fine Romance / I'm In The Mood For
Love / The Way You Look Tonight / Big Spender / If My Friends Could See Me
Now
and Hoagy Carmichael, and Bill Monroe, and Doc Pomus and many others.
The problem with many Dylanoids is they view all music through the lens of
Dylan's work. Bob is a great artist, but there is huge amount of music outside of
his folk-rock oeuvre that is quite amazing, profound, influential and original.
WHAT?!? If there were a Dylan LP cover on which someone could be seen, in the
background, holding a candle, it wouldn't be Townes Van Zandt ...
I'd rate Dylan higher as a poet and overall artist, but Van Zandt's best lyrics are
about as perfect as lyric writing can get.
So close and yet so far away
and all the things I tried to say
will have to go unsaid today
leaving only sorrow
Your fears have built a wall between
our lives and all that loving means
will have to go unsaid it seems
perhaps until tomorrow
or
Goodbye to all my friends
It's time to go again
Here's to all the poetry and picking that's gone by
I'll miss the system here
The bottom's low and the treble's clear
But it don't pay to think to much on the things you leave behind
I may be wrong, but it won't be long
I'll be bringing back the melody and rhythms that I find
or
She took to whoring out on the streets
With all the lust inside her
And many's the man who returned again
to lay himself beside her
They found her down beneath the stairs
that lead to Gypsy Sally's
In her hand when she died was a note that cried
Fare thee well, Tecumseh Valley
or
Living on the road my friend
Was gonna keep you free and clean
Now you wear your skin like iron
Your breath's as hard as kerosene
You weren't your mama's only boy
But her favorite one it seems
She began to cry when you said goodbye
And sank into your dreams
Townes' lyrics are direct, elegant, perfectly fit to the melodies. I'm not alone in
my assessment of his songcraft.
Dylan is a little lazy as a songwriter at times, relying on blues changes a little too
much, content with banality or Dylanisms in the lyrics.
But Bob is also a transcendent visionary poet of the highest caliber whose greatest
songs trump any "standard" of judgement and become their own standard and
change how we hear songs. And when he cares about songcraft, like on Love &
Theft, he's the tops, he's the Tower of Pisa, he's the Mona Lisa.
I hope that clarifies.
If it's true that Bob is a master of communication, why do people so often ask
What does it mean?
Communication and expression are two different activities. I find telephones the
best way to communicate. I find songs very interesting forms of expression.
Each activity requires a different sort of mastery of language, clearly with some
overlap.
Who Is Ramon? (7 March 2006)
It could very well be Ramona after the sex-change operation in Tijuana.
But I prefer to think of him as Ramon Fernandez, who Wallace Stevens addresses
in The Idea of Order at Key West :
Ramon Fernandez, tell me, if you know,
Why, when the singing ended and we turned
Toward the town, tell why the glassy lights,
The lights in the fishing boats at anchor there,
As the night descended, tilting in the air,
Mastered the night and portioned out the sea,
Fixing emblazoned zones and fiery poles,
Arranging, deepening, enchanting night.
Oh! Blessed rage for order, pale Ramon,
The maker's rage to order words of the sea,
Words of the fragrant portals, dimly-starred,
And of ourselves and of our origins,
In ghostlier demarcations, keener sounds.
L&T Again (9 March 2006)
Gotta agree about L&T not being just blues changes. If anything, key songs are the
most harmonically adventurous of Dylan's career. The outright I / IV / V songs are
also appropriately so given the nature of the songs - Summer Days is an uptempo
jump blues, Cry A While is a witty revision of the jazz standard I Cried For You
recast as blues, Lonesome Day is bone-crushing blues rock. Each is a distinctive
look at a traditional form. Bob was one of the prime originators of blues-rock, so as
long as the band cooks and the lyrics are solid, I stay interested in his exploration
of the form.
Also, Time Out Of Mind actually has a larger share of blues-based harmonies - it
initially disappointed me on that score, but after a few listens I felt and continue
to feel that the variations within the form and the playing and singing keep these
songs alive. That album's Charlie Patton tribute Dirt Road Blues and the
supposedly Patton-riff-inspired Highlands are my current favorites on the album.
I like it when old guys lay it down plain and true. And it's always encouraging
when younger fans get hooked on real blues - gives me glimmers of hope for the
future of American music.
... Imagination Talking Through Bob (9 March 2006)
I think you are seriously overrating New Morning, not that you shouldn't enjoy it.
JWH is about as good as folk music ever gets. Right up there with Dust Bowl
Ballads, King Of The Delta Blues Singers, nearly as good as Songs of Innocence and
Experience.
New Morning is charming but has some sentimental moments like Winterlude
and Three Angels, If Not For You, even the title cut, and If Dogs Run Free is not a
commanding composition or performance - I think the live renditions from a few
years ago were better. New Morning also is a little less distinctive musically in
terms of the collection of studio musicians contributing.
But I don't think New Morning is weak or inferior to most of Bob's work, just kind
of in the middle, which is a lot higher than many artists ever get.
Nashville Skyline to my ears is a stronger album, more unified and better played,
even though as a collection of songs it might not take the risks of New Morning. It
is intentionally country and not "Dylan / poetic" and fulfils those intentions well
even on the near-silly songs. There is some great dobro work, and the songs bring
Hank Snow (Living The Blues in particular) to mind in a very good way. The songs
have weathered well, also - some great live recordings from various tours exist for
To Be Alone With You, I Threw It All Away, Country Pie (Charlie Sexton used to
tear this up on tour).
But JWH is supreme. One of those works of art that transcends the maker. "There
must be some way out of here" is Imagination talking through Bob.
Who Invented Rap? (9 March 2006)
If by rapping you mean fairly monotonous vocalizing of rhymed couplets over an
r&b rhythm, you must go back at least as far as Louis Jordan. Choo-choo ch'Boogie
for example.
If you mean chanted couplets, African American preachers and poets have been
rapping for over 200 years.
The vocal style and its emphasis on rhythm derive directly from West African
song traditions carried into the New World by slaves and nurtured in slave
culture.
Some of Charlie Patton's sanctified songs sound like proto-rapping. Son House's a
capella versions of John The Revelator - almost certainly a song dating to slavery
times - would also qualify as rapping.
This is a folk form, invented more or less collectively. To credit Dylan or Berry or
The Last Poets or even Louis Jordan is just a matter of noting who first exploited a
folk style for commercial music. The basic rhyming boast / toast style is centuries
old.
And none of this excuses how lame so much of contemporary rap music is. How
pointless, how easily transformed into a strategy of consumer indoctrination and
class alienation.
Now THAT'S the answer I was looking for. There are some constants in life ...
Gee, and there I was thinking I was a walking contradiction, partly truth and
partly fiction. But I do have a swell sister named Constance, so I'll take this as a
compliment.
Should Bob Write An Anti-Bush Song? (9 March 2006)
No way ... Mississippi is one of his best ever songs - without politics.
Anyone staying in Mississippi too long inevitably runs into politics. The song is
just subtle about the nature of the politics. Few songs escape being about power
relationships of one sort or another.
Bob should write what he wants. Masters Of War is about George Bush, covers
the subject with more grace than deserved.
Live 66 - Sublime Or What? (9 March 2006)
I vividly remember the first time I heard this material on WBCN-FM, very late at
night, around 1970 or so when the bootleg tape was first circulating. I was already
obsessed with Dylan, loved the Band, and just could not believe my ears. I only
heard most of the electric set, but that was enough. When I got to college, I
mentioned Dylan and bootlegs to a new friend (I'd been given The Best Of Bob's
Bootlegs the year before by my older sister, had read about boots in Rolling Stone).
He said, "Oh, I know this guy who sells bootlegs out of his apartment." I promptly
spent most of my paltry monthly allowance on Zimmerman which was a two disc
bootleg containing the 8 electric tunes and four of the acoustic songs plus some
earlier acoustic material. Sound quality was good enough that I never bothered to
upgrade the LP, just began taping it and trading for other stuff and quickly built
up my collection. I still don't own the official CD, but I do have a superior cassette
of it taped by a friend. Only so much money in the till.
P14 is right about the other acoustic stuff from this tour - get the Dublin acoustic
set if you can. The entire Edinburgh show and Bristol show are musically
astounding but the sound quality is not good.
In terms of both performance and mystique, Live 66 is tops from rock and roll of
all eras. I was a little sad when NDH came out and I had the visual correlative to
some of this music. No reality was going to measure up to my internalized image.
Still glad to have the footage, though.
Is It Rolling, Bob? (10 March 2006)
A remark in another thread on Lanois' touch with Dylan's sound got me thinking
about the influence of the producer on the product.
Who is your favorite Dylan producer and why?
This is a little different than what is your favorite Dylan record, perhaps. Perhaps
not.
My favorite is still Bob Johnston. He helped define Bob's classic folk-blues-rock
sound in a style that still influences music, how it is made and heard. The
production values never take the foreground, they simply deliver the music with
care and respect. I guess the impact of digital recording might make some of the
analog original mixes sound less than adequate to modern ears, but I still listen to
my LPs with great joy. The range of sound across the various sessions is also
impressive, from the raucous Highway 61 hard edge blues band to the lush rock of
Blonde On Blonde to the spare classicism of John Wesley Harding to the good
time country of Nashville Skyline. Given the accounts of Bob's methods in the
studio, Johnston makes the end result sound remarkably natural and easy.
I do love Lanois' two records with Bob. I like Mr. Jack Frost, too. But I hear both
as revising Johnston's original achievement.
Van The Man At The Ryman (9 March 2006)
Wow, what a special night that must have been ...
I saw the review as well, was very encouraged. Van can coast, can be contrarian,
but on a good night he is utterly awesome. I saw him in 1984 and 1986 with his
great band of that era, the latter concert with a string section, and in 1991 with
the Danish Radio Big Band.
If he didn't deliver the goods on country songs at Ryman, the critic would have so
noted for sure. Now I guess I have to buy the new CD.
A few New Years ago my wife and I were sitting around drinking champagne and
listening to Van when she said, "You know, he's our Sinatra."
There was a time when nearly everyone would have considered the comparison to
Sinatra a terrible insult. I recall reading some Rolling Stone critic dissing the song
Moondance precisely because Van mentioned in an interview that Sinatra could
sing it.
That Hardnose The Highway album is very uneven, but the highpoints are
fantastic, especially Snow In San Anselmo.
Eternal Kansas City is on that "comeback" album with Dr. John's band, kind of a
holding pattern with some catchy tunes and some lesser ones. I love Flamingos Fly
on it, but the live version from a few years before is a far superior arrangement
and vocal.
Van is an extremely frustrating artist to love. He is wilfully bad at times, terribly
sentimental about his own best work and prone to repeat himself, and no longer
seems interested in producing an album's worth of gems at a time. But every
album of his I own, nearly all of them and many bootleg tapes, LPs and CDs, has
at least one or two magic moments, often quite a few more even if they are hidden
behind trite, indifferent or just plain weird lyrics. I kind of respect the weirdness
of songs like Underlying Depression and Melancholia. Van seems to be one of the
few artists of his generation to reach a visionary plane of creativity without
significant drug use. He's a man apart.
Gonna get that new CD this weekend.
Help? (10 March 2006)
I work for a Welsh based TV company and from today we've got a week filming in
the USA. Who would you recommend as a TV friendly authority on Dylan?
Liam Clancy - I believe he resides in NYC.
WNYC-FM dj Jonathan Schwarz knows an incredible amount on American song
traditions. He often mixes in Dylan and Dylan covers into his Saturday and Sunday
shows, can offer a perspective on the songs themselves not often voice by people
limited to folk and rock music alone.
Lou Reed lives in NYC - I see him walking his little dog all the time. He
understands Dylan, probably good for some quotable remarks.
As Janis Used To Say ... (10 March 2006)
You're 20?
Get it while you can, as Janis used to say.
Figure on 10 more good years.
Then it's all downhill after that.
One nice thing though.
You can focus on other things.
I'm having a better time in my 50s than any other part of my life. As an artist, in
my professional life, and dare I say as a lover of women, one sizzling hot 49 yearold in particular I "hooked up with" 26 years ago and can't seem to get out of my
system or bed.
This goes for my appreciation of art and all things Dylan as well. When I was a
pup, and Bob was so much younger then, the immediacy of his music, the
existential angst and passion, fascinated me and I completely missed most of the
deeper, more traditional aspects of his work. I thought he practically invented
playing harmonica in front of a rock and roll band, knew nothing of Muddy
Waters and Little Walter for example. I'd never heard the Carter Family, knew
exactly one Hank Williams song from the cover by B.J. Thomas of "I'm So
Lonesome I Could Cry."
But Bob left a lot of trail markers leading into the past, and I followed as many as I
could discern, still doing so. I like getting old. Only way I could ever hope to
improve my circumstances.
Bob's Most Beautiful Song? (10 March 2006)
QJ: Lay Down Your Weary Tune?
I'm with QJ on this one. Hope to perform Lay Down Your Weary Tune in
upcoming shows. Good banjo tune for me.
Sad Eyed Lady close second. Someday I'll memorize all the words and perform it,
once I figure out an arrangement.
"Beauty" is not and never has been what Bob's music is about ...
I agree about Bob not being a pretty songsmith. I think you misread Lay Down
Your Weary Tune, which does have some natural imagery, most of which is
presented in imaginative and not natural terms. The song is about death and the
consolation of song.
Dylan is not cynical. Skeptical, aware of tragic contradictions, contrarian, but not a
cynic. Poetically, I see him as a late American Romantic, like the Beat poets.
The question of beauty is not easily reduced to which song is prettiest. Lay Down
Your Weary Tune is too long, kind of monotonous, repetitive, and harmonically
timid - not a pretty listen. Its unprettified elements are part of its beauty.
However, the question of which song is most beautiful is more a matter of which
song we as listeners can best use to reach a state of informed pleasures. The
divergent answers show our different needs for and uses of beauty, as well as
display the powers of the artist.
Always glad to read your thoughts here and elsewhere.
Jokerman (10 March 2006)
... means utterly nothing, like a good Kandinsky ...
The song is about the trickster archetype of the title, and most of the verses are
descriptions of various attributes or habitual forms of the archetype in action. One
such action is experience by the listener - forms read into imagination stay active
creating meanings, not easily reduced to a single decisive form. This shape-shifting
quality of the trickster is the concern of the last couplet in particular. The snake is
one of the fundamental archetypes, and Dylan's final line sees deeply into the
emotional conflict that drives an archetype into consciousness.
The opening lines set up a perspective on time that is closer to the eternal but still
living in the mundane world. The acceleration of time toward darkness signifies
the entry into the collective unconscious. The joker obeys his own imperative doesn't say goodbye because the movement is spiritual, not physical.
The fools line is just a clichГ©, but the following line redeems the clichГ© by noting
what fools and angels share. The joker's future is not revealed, hinting that he has
no future and exist in perpetual now.
I think the later live versions of this song are the most powerful both for the
music and Dylan's edited lyric. Never saw the video but hear it's good.
So swiftly the sun sets in the sky,
You rise up and say goodbye to no one.
Fools rush in where angels fear to tread,
Both of their futures, so full of dread, you don't show one.
Shedding off one more layer of skin,
Keeping one step ahead of the persecutor within.
You Belong To Me (10 March 2006)
Per wikipedia, Chilton Price wrote the song but gave rights to Pee Wee King and
Redd Stewart.
Jo Stafford's hit version is very much worth owning. In fact, anything Jo Stafford
sings is worth owning. She did some wonderful interpretations of American folk
songs including Red River Valley and That Old Rugged Cross (revised by Dylan /
Band as Sign On The Cross).
Bob's version is wonderful, too. My tape is marred by the voices of Juliette Lewis
and Woody Harrelson intruding.
It's an easy song to play, too. Stafford sings it in 3 / 4, but I prefer Dylan's slow 4 / 4
tempo.
Who Is The Most Talented Musician Dylan Has Played With? (13 March 2006)
Gotta go with Garth Hudson on this one, in terms of knowledge of music theory,
chops on several instruments, taste, and compatibility with Dylan's work.
"Talent" is a fairly ambiguous term, but on purely musical standards of playing
abilities, the jazz players like Taylor, Higgins, Marsalis et al are light years ahead
of Clapton, The Rolling Stones or almost any rock / country / folk musician Dylan
has employed or stumbled across. That would include geniuses like Bill Monroe,
whose music I admire and enjoy far more than anything by Wynton Marsalis.
Those Tokyo symphonic players would have to show serious jazz abilities to beat
Marsalis in this contest. They did sound lovely backing Bob, for sure.
Many of the musicians noted I would consider "once talented" or "failed talents" as
their periods of real creativity and originality are sometimes shockingly brief in
relation to years of treading water and playing second-rate music and doing drugs
or whatever. Bloomfield would lead this list, sadly.
Diaz / Sexton (13 March 2006)
Any thoughts on what each of these guys brought to Bob's shows?
I've read interviews with Diaz - he sounded like a nice guy and very
knowledgeable about music and gear. I have a few tapes of shows he plays on, but
it's hard to judge his contribution other than to say he seemed to fit in well.
Sexton was a gem in Bob's band, just about the perfect guitar player for him. The
Sexton / Campbell combination produced classic performances and seemed to bring
out the best in Bob's singing and his own guitar playing.
A friend of mine claims to have seen Sexton playing in Austin aged 12 ...
Charlie Sexton was a boy wonder on guitar. I think he made his first LP under his
own name at age 16. So he might have played out at 12.
I've always liked Jimmy Vaughan better that Stevie. Except for his last album,
Stevie always seemed too intent on proving something not needing any proof. The
Hendrix thing in his playing is pretty boring. The Buddy Guy thing in his playing
is also pretty boring. On the last album, he was far more tasteful and original.
I saw the Fabulous Thunderbirds a few times way back when in blues bars around
Boston - great blues / r&b bar band. Ditto the Nighthawks. And Roomful of Blues
with Duke Robillard fronting. John Nicholas and the Rhythm Rockers.
Powerhouse with Tommy Principato - first guitar player I ever stole an actual lick
from simply by watching him in a show. Only part of my late teens / twenties I
miss.
A Little Story (Not) About East Orange, New Jersey ... (13 March 2006)
The Almanac Singers (Woody Guthrie, Pete Seeger, Lee Hays, Pete Hawes, and
Millard Lampell) recorded a song in the late 40s, State Of Arkansas, during which
the same joke is told only by a farm hand trying to pay for his drink with fur
instead of chess pieces.
SPOKEN: Then I got me a job on a farm. But I didn't like the work, nor
the food, nor the farmer, nor his wife, nor none of his children. So I
went up to him one day and I told him, "Mister, I'm quittin' this job,
and you can just pay me off right now."
He says to me, "OK, son, if that's the way you feel about it." And he
handed me a mink skin. I told him, I said, "Hell, brother, I don't want
this thing, I want my money."
He says to me, says, "Son, that's what we use for currency down here in
Arkansas." So I took it and I headed for a saloon to see if I could get me
a pint of drinkin' whisky. Put my mink skin on the bar, and durned if
the bartender didn't throw me a pint. An' he picked up my mink skin,
and he blowed the hair back on it, and he handed me three 'possum
hides and fourteen rabbit skins for change...
The Complete General Recordings CD includes a number of songs covered by
Dylan including Golden Vanity, House Of The Rising Sun, and Greenland Fishing,
which is related to Bonnie Ship The Diamond.
Another case of "love & theft" I guess.
A Monkey Gargling With Kerosene (13 March 2006)
My older sister liked Joan Baez and Peter, Paul & Mary, had some of their records.
I really liked Blowin' In The Wind. Then sis brought home a copy of Freewheelin',
must have been early 1963? I thought it sounded like a monkey gargling with
kerosene. I was 9 years old. Took me a few weeks to understand why sis liked it.
Hooked ever since more or less.
Bottom Ten Dylan Songs (13 March 2006)
I'm skipping Street Legal, some will be thankful to know.
1. Man Gave Names To All The Animals
2. Ballad In Plain D
3. Joey (some later live versions excepted)
4. Trust Yourself
5. Wiggle Wiggle
6. Under The Red Sky
7. 2 x 2
8. Make You Feel My Love
9. Union Sundown
10. Ballad Of Emmett Till
I was going to say why, but I think the list is self-explanatory. I'd be interested to
know 10 Dylan songs you'd give the old Monty Python "not that record!"
treatment.
[After several replies] What is people's problem with Desire? Hurricane, Oh Sister
and Joey have all been mentioned here ...
I loved Desire upon its release and after seeing the tour, but to my ears it has not
aged well. The songs I can still listen to and enjoy are Mozambique (pleasant
inoffensive pop), Black Diamond Bay (clever narrative, good arrangement), Isis
(very strong, maybe the best song even if it has a somewhat boring chord
progression), and Romance In Durango (kind of a TexMex Mozambique). I have
good live versions of One More Cup Of Coffee from the RTR tour and The Supper
Club that I enjoy, but the original just doesn't make it anymore.
Hurricane has dumb, pedantic lyrics, no matter how well intentioned a song it
might be.
Joey is sometimes defended as an outlaw ballad, but recasting a psychotic killer as
a family man of honor is pretty stupid, and the arrangement is kitschy, with the
accordion, the grating chorus with its dumb rhetorical question - anyone familiar
with the real Joey Gallo knows exactly why he was killed.
Oh Sister has a plodding, derivative folk melody and an uncomfortably
unintegrated theme of incest masked as religious fervor. I don't mind it as much as
some other listeners, but I never want to hear it or play it.
Sara is just too naked and sentimental for me to be enjoyable. I find it
embarrassing to listen to. I just don't care about an artist's personal life enough to
want to hear about it in a song. I do understand why some people like the song.
Then there's the Scarlet Rivera factor - she just isn't that good a musician. A better
violin player would have helped a lot. She's the instrumental equivalent of the
costumes in the tour itself. They looked kind of cool at the time, but now just
seem silly and superficial.
These are my personal views, but they are not uncommon, which is why Desire is
rarely ranked among Dylan's best work. I do think much of the album has fared
better on tour over the years than in the studio.
Concerning Joey: what you say is "kitschy" is what I like about the song ...
I can understand your enjoyment of Joey's kitschiness, and certainly your point
about the difference between fictional myth and historical characters. John
Wesley Hardin and Billy the Kid were ruthless killers, and I'm sure Odysseus was
more pirate than king. Bob has rocked Joey in performance, especially in some
NYC shows. His transcendent performing capabilities can carry far slighter songs
into the sublime, and I respect his willingness to risk this kind of controversy or
even simple tastelessness.
And I also would agree about the cohesiveness and accessibility of Desire. I guess I
don't value accessibility so much.
Someone covered Mozambique decently at an open mike I was at last week. The
melody and guitar line sounded sweet.
Dylan never sang about John Wesley Hardin (but) about John Wesley Harding ...
who "was never known to hurt an honest man."
John Wesley Hardin is the historical figure Dylan started to write his song about he has admitted in interviews he simply didn't know how to spell Hardin's name.
He cut the song off after beginning to tell a longer, more standard outlaw
narrative.
Your view of Ballad In Plain D as "pure emotion" doesn't justify its awfulness as a
work of art. Many things are pure emotion. To think that makes something artistic
is a naive conflation of psychological and aesthetic concerns, although a common
one.
"Pedantic" means that the song tells you what to think rather than presenting
images and letting you make up your own mind. Hurricane is a very poorly
written song, although it is a catchy tune in some regards.
I think it was PJ Harvey ... who pointed out how wonderfully Hurricane begins ...
That great opening is followed by the completely unnecessary "Here comes the
story of the Hurricane" which simply points out the obvious, and "The man the
authorities came to blame" which ruins the narrative by revealing the outcome
well before the narrative proper can do so.
And this is just one example of sloppy, inept storytelling in the song.
It has some good lines and some absolute howlers. To call it "perfectly written"
doesn't show a very detailed or deep critique of the song itself, and usually merely
signifies the fact the listener really likes the song and either doesn't understand
the difference between strong writing and weak writing, or is willing to overlook
the latter.
I love the way Dylan delivers Just like the time before and the time before that.
The victimisation and injustice that the song concerns itself with, captured right
there. Having said that, wasn't Carter later proven to be a nasty SOB who may
well have been guilty?
After being tried twice and convicted twice, Carter finally won his appeal years
later. He is now a free man. That amount of prison time might turn anyone a bit
nasty, but much evidence indicates he brought a disturbed psyche into the ring
and into prison.
http://www.graphicwitness.com/carter/ will show the prosecution's side of the
case, but from an independent perspective. By itself it is fairly convincing that
Carter could in fact be guilty. At the very least, it seems to show that both Dylan's
song and the later film distorted and falsified the story. Dylan's song was changed
at Columbia's insistence before the album hit the stores to avoid possible libel
charges.
In appeals of each conviction, verdicts were set aside due to the appeals court view
that the trials were not fair. "Innocence" was not proved. The state of NJ chose not
to try him a third time. Of course, given these events, "guilt" was not proved,
either. It may have been strongly suggested, but in our legal system, the
presumption of innocence and the requirements of due process must be
maintained.
http://members.shaw.ca/cartermyths/ gives a neat summary of the problems in the
song and movie.
There seems to be a lack of exculpatory evidence concerning Carter and codefendant Artis - no clear alibi, no other likely suspects, no convincing character
witnesses, no lie detector test suggesting innocence. Carter was a "number one
contender" only briefly, and on an obvious downslide in his boxing career prior to
the murder. He had a history of violent behavior, some involving gunplay.
http://www.martinlutherking.org/hurricane1.html tells the tale of Carter's assault
on a woman who at one time worked for his freedom but now has little doubt of
his capacity to kill.
So in legal terms, Rubin Carter may in fact have been "falsely tried" due to certain
prosecutorial missteps. I can't find any web-based material suggesting he did not
kill 3 people on that "hot New Jersey night" aside from his own book, the
subsequent movie, and those who think Dylan was singing about a real injustice.
All claims of innocence seem to be based on accusations of racism on the part of
the prosecutors and / or police.
So I guess Hurricane becomes more and more like Joey or John Wesley Harding or
Billy - fictionalized outlaw balladry.
Dylan didn't know how to spell Hardin? Of course not, 'cause you said so ...
Thanks for your clarification. I didn't attach any importance to the Harding /
Hardin spellings, just noted something I read in an interview with Dylan.
Yes, I do have critical views of art. I don't know any artists who don't have such
views. Many of my views are pretty common and taken from other artists. You are
free to disagree and support your own standards of artistic excellent with
whatever arguments you might muster. I'm always interested in such discussions,
but not about my own art or worth as an artist in this context. I might make
reference to being an artist, but I have plenty of opportunities for feedback on art
in my daily life.
Alas, pedantry is a personal shortcoming I keep working on. Thanks for your
somewhat witty reminder.
Best regards
Do I ever post when under the hmmm influence? Sorry, there, Albert. All is past.
Glad to hear it. If I ever need to remind you of my imperfections, just ask. Feel
free to correct any mistakes I might make. I'm not going to learn any other way.
Miss X Hasn't Been Around Lately ... (14 March 2006)
It's hardly sporting to bad mouth an absentee. We all have our peculiar charms.
She's no different in that regard. A good circus has all sorts of clowns.
Every Grain Of Sand (14 March 2006)
I love the rehearsal outtake of this tune in 4 / 4, complete with dog barking, and I
don't really enjoy the official release or the live versions - the 3 / 4 time puts an
odd emphasis to the vocal that undermines the lyric.
The song also contains a grammatical gaffe that Dylan usually replicates in
concert:
When the pool of tears beneath my feet / flood every new born seed
Noun / verb agreement ought to be mastered by 6th grade. Pool is the subject of
this subordinate clause, so the predicate should be the singular form, pools. Part of
the problem is the ornate grammar of the opening: "At the time of my confession,
in the hour of my deepest need, when the pool of tears beneath my feet flood(s)
every newborn seed, there's a dying voice within me reaching out somewhere,
toiling in the dangers and in the morals of despair."
The string of subordinate clauses is followed by a main clause in passive voice that
weakens the lyric, and if the voice is within him, then the "somewhere" just takes
up unnecessary space, as there is no ambiguity about the location of the voice - it
is within him. Also within him are "the dangers" and "the morals of despair"
which also further specify the place within.
The third verse has another agreement error:
The sun beat down upon the steps of time to light the way
To ease the pain of idleness and the memory of decay.
I seem to recall that he actually sings this correctly in the outtake - "The sun
beats...." but I'm taking the lyric from bobdylan.com.
The site also shows a weak edit on the outtake's penultimate line:
I am hanging in the balance of the reality of man
This is nowhere near as good as "the balance of a perfect finished plan."
The lyric also suffers from a series of portentous phrases sprinkled throughout the
verses - deepest need, chain of events, flowers of indulgence, pain of idleness,
memory of decay, temptation's angry flame, etc.
This kind of writing belies any claim to "mastery of language" made by his
devotees.
That is not to say Bob is not a masterful artist, despite his erratic command of his
native tongue.
For once, I think the first official release is 'the one' ...
I do think the official release is the high point of Shot Of Love.
I also agree ... about the edited line in some ways. I just think that if the song were
strong enough, it would establish its manly (mannish?) reality via the clarity and
poetic power of the images and not simply by stringing together abstractions. Of
course, "perfect, finished plan" is also fairly abstract. I guess my preferred line
points to a reality beyond man's and amplifies the song's connection to William
Blake.
There were also a few such grammar problems in Chronicles. The editor should
have caught them. Bob has enough on his mind just keeping his music together
and vital.
Your Dylan Tune For St. Patrick's Day (15 March 2006)
I tend to avoid drunken rabble, green beer, and god-awful Irish-American pride
parades, but I do like being aware of my Celtic heritage.
I'm playing a gig the day before St. Patrick's Day, thinking of maybe performing
Restless Farewell, as it cops the melody and rhetorical structure of the Clancy
Brothers' Parting Glass. Bob does the Irish thing pretty well - I have a swell Eileen
Aroon from the NET, and I think The Roving Blade has some connection to
Ireland but I haven't researched that one yet. And there's always his love and
theft of the melody to The Patriot Game for With God On Our Side.
Anyway, if you could sing one Dylan song on St. Patrick's Day, which would it
be?
When The Ship Comes In? Arthur McBride? Rambling Gambling Willie? Or how
about ...
Bingo! Royal Canal it is. Thanks so much. I learned this tune off of a cassette tape
right around the time the "lost" basement tapes started circulating.
Bob must have learned it I think off of Liam Clancy's album or maybe right from
the Clancys sitting around the White Horse Tavern. The chords to Love Minus
Zero are almost identical but for the tempo, and the melody is close as well.
Plus I'll remember the words, whereas I would not be able to play Restless Farwell
without a cheat sheet, at least by tomorrow.
Great suggestions by all. Thanks.
(17 March 2006)
Just want to report back. We did Banks Of The Royal Canal, in C instead of D like
the Basement Tapes recording, and I played my 12-string guitar. I showed my
second guitar player the changes during a break between sets, and my singer
Emily just played it cold. They both joined on the refrain lines by the fourth verse.
It closed the set very well indeed after some less felicitous moments on other
tunes.
The other great suggestions will have to wait until next March. I'm laying low
tonight after rehearsing with another artist. As one fellow Celt in the audience
said, in certain quarters St. Patrick's Day is better called "amateur night."
Thanks all.
Hard Rain (album) (15 March 2006)
It is I think from Colorado Springs 1976 Rolling Thunder, shot for the hour long
TV special (very good as I remember). Performances are energetic. Might be the
strongest performance of Idiot Wind on any official album. Some of the other cuts
are not as strong as their studio originals or prior live renditions, but they are all
worthy performances. Not a great deal of nuance in Bob's vocals, as he took to
bellowing his songs or at least those performed with the big ensemble on this
album. He plays some sloppy slide guitar on Shelter From The Storm that was
more fun to watch on TV than to listen to, but the drumming carries the tune
(Howie was a wonderful drummer).
It's the best live album Bob ever released as a "here's my latest stuff" album as
opposed to the retrospective Live 1966, the Halloween show from 1964, the RTR
1975 CD, etc. It feels a little short, but that's the LP era for you.
Buy it. You'll probably love it.
What Next For The Bootleg Series ? (15 March 2006)
... and why all the fuss about The Supper Club?
One Supper Club show is already available in a reasonable soundboard bootleg,
and they are all available in at least good audience quality. I'm a huge fan of these
shows, having attended the first, but my bootlegs are good enough and I doubt I'd
buy an official release, unless they release the film they shot.
Similarly, the complete Basement Tapes are now widely available in good enough
bootleg discs, so I'd be reluctant to plunk down any more dollars for an official
release unless it held a significant amount of unheard material. Per Garth Hudson,
the bootleggers "got it all."
What I would much rather hear are decent quality recordings of the really rare
stuff - teenage Bobby Zimmerman goofing with John Bucklein, the Karen Wallace
tapes, unreleased live cuts from the Pennebaker archives if they exist, the "gospel
choir" recordings supposedly done with Dave Bromberg, or a good quality
compilation of songs done only once live from any tour. This would feed my
personal fascination, but I'm not sure it would significantly increase the number of
great recordings.
As a matter of fact, I would rather have Bob increase his output of new material to
an album every other year. I don't think I need any more old stuff. But I've had
time to build my collection, and younger / newer fans are the market force
Columbia and Bob are following.
Under The Influence (16 March 2006)
I did all my heavy drinking in high school. That was enough for me. I like the
taste of some beers, I like the taste of dark rum or cognac or single malt scotch but
only need one, and champagne of course for a festive toast, but I do not enjoy
inebriation. It certainly doesn't help me as a musician. The only part of performing
music I don't like is playing in so many bars.
Now if we just had pot cafes like the Netherlands, that would be most excellent - I
would play for free! Bud jar instead of tip jar.
Music under the influence can sound mighty fine, but whatever you learn has to
carry over into your sober moments, at least for me. Same deal with psychedelics they are a learning experience, not just a hedonistic one. And not just with music,
either.
It's really fun to play guitar while high, and as long as I remember to wear my
glasses, mandolin as well. Just about every musician I know or have known
smokes pot. But performing, as opposed to playing, is a different matter. The
anxiety hair trigger effect that pot carries can spoil a gig, so you need to be really
emotionally and musically together to play a gig stoned. But if you can get it
together, the fun factor is as big a high as the THC.
Same general issues apply to playing / performing on LSD, mushrooms, peyote. If
you can sanctify your mind and make music an offering and a rite, it tends to go
pretty well. You need to drop any expectation of the music being "good" and just
stay interested in how it becomes. Clearly, one can't get away with this in a rowdy
bar with drinkers expecting classic covers etc. At least I can't.
MDMA is a bit more manageable because it tends to be less hallucinogenic, and
the relaxation can bring out unexpected fluidity and nuance in playing.
Harder narcotics like cocaine or heroin tend to harm musical abilities, and I don't
enjoy the effects anyway and have seen some really sad cases destroy themselves
and their art via one or the other or both.
I've also found that singing ability, as opposed to playing ability, tends to be
negatively affected by almost every drug, even caffeine.
All this is shared in strictest confidence.
A Bit More Supper (17 March 2006)
The Supper Club set lists were much better than the MTV Unplugged set. The
latter played it safe, brought in organ to beef up the sound and reproduce some
historical dimension to the arrangements. I like Unplugged enough; it was a wellplayed set of hits.
I was at the first set of the first night at The Supper Club and it was quite amazing.
I don't think John Jackson played a single solo, just rhythm 6 & 12 string. Dylan's
guitar playing was stunning, Bucky Baxter was equally incredible, and Winston
Watson's drumming also. A few months later I managed to get tapes of all 4
shows, and some time ago got the circulating soundboard CD of one show. They
remain among my favorite unreleased recordings.
How many people were there? How on earth did you get tickets?
The Supper Club is a small venue. The main floor had fairly large round tables
with seats arranged around them, and I think tables and chairs along the sides.
There is also a balcony that looked like it extended to all 4 sides. I understand
these were invitation only VIP seats, maybe 150 or so. The main floor might have
held 350. But this was 13 years ago, so I could be off by 50 or so. The website says
it holds from 100 to 1000. Given the needs of the film crew and what I recall
about number of ticket giveaways, I'm thinking there were only about 500 people
including VIPs per show.
I ran into a fellow Dylan collector who told me they were giving away 1600
tickets at Tower Records in Greenwich Village on a Sunday in I think September I was playing basketball in Tompkins Square Park that day, so I stopped by on my
way home at around 3PM, and counted the line - there were only about 100
people lined up. 2 tickets per person limit, so it was clear if I hurried home, packed
wisely and returned within an hour or so, I'd get tickets. I did just that, got in line
by 4:30PM with a knapsack full of water, reading material, cassettes and walkman,
and some food. I was still in the top 200. The line grew steadily - I saw people
hiring the homeless to wait in line for them. It was a friendly crowd overall.
Tickets went on sale the next morning - I don't remember now if it was noon or
10AM. And now that I write about it, it could have been a Sunday line for a
Monday giveaway. At any rate, I got two tickets for the first set and went with
my wife.
We sat toward the back of the room, which was still pretty close, but the boom
camera and film crews occasionally got in the way. I didn't mind. The set was
almost exactly 50 minutes. Very good sound, clear vocals, good mix on the guitars.
I was a good deal closer when I saw the Rolling Thunder Review, but this was
much more satisfying.
You really enjoyed Supper Club more than RTR? I believe you, but to have seen
RTR seems almost as good as being in Britain in May 1966 ...
The 1993 band Dylan had was one of his very best units, and the material on the
Supper Club gigs was outstanding. Bob played a lot of lead acoustic, sang superbly,
and the songs were tight.
On the Rolling Thunder show I saw from 10 rows out, Bob played rhythm
acoustic strums only and was surrounded by a kind of slap-dash band with too
many guitar players, of whom only David Mansfield really filled his role well.
Ronee Blakly and Joan Baez were okay but not great. Scarlet Rivera was about the
hair mostly, although I liked her playing at the time. I do think Wyeth / Stoner
were a great combo, but not as good as Garnier / Watson. The whole carnival / allstar thing was fun at the time, but when each guest got a number or two, really
most everyone was just waiting politely until Dylan returned. It was a spectacle
somewhat diffused by being in a hockey arena, and the sound wasn't all that good
(although at 10 rows out, it was good enough).
Maybe it's because I'm older now, but I think Bob peaked as a musician in the
years 1993-2002, both as performer and songwriter. Of course, the new album
may alter my view. I still think he's riding high. Maybe he'll catch up with Ralph
Stanley one of these days.
Bob Live In Stuttgart 1991 - Funny? (21 March 2006)
It's only funny if you like to laugh at a once great artist embarrassing himself with
public intoxication and crimes against the harmonica. Otherwise, it's kind of a sad,
especially due to the fact he was often in such a state on that tour.
Suze Or Joanie? (21 March 2006)
Gotta go with Suze, for having the moxie to break up with Bob.
Joan has amazing beauty and musical talent, but her infatuation with Dylan
compromised her better judgement.
They were and are both beautiful women. Joan might be hard to take sometimes,
but she's stood her ground over the years. If only more had done so.
True Love Lasts A Lifetime (22 March 2006)
Dylan was the first artist with whom I became deeply fascinated and engaged,
around age 10 or 11 when Mr. Tambourine Man was on the radio. But I would say
that more importantly, getting involved with his music allowed me to get more
deeply into other great artists who I hold in equal or higher regard. So by the time
I was 18 or so, I was focusing more on Robert Johnson and to a degree Muddy
Waters, at 19 I discovered jazz, particularly Miles Davis, Charlie Parker, Lester
Young, and Duke Ellington.
I think exclusive or obsessive focus on Dylan's work actually reduces appreciation
of his artistry by obscuring the great predecessors in the traditions he works and
those giants in other American music traditions or poetic traditions. Bob's own
heroes include Johnson, Charley Patton, Hank Williams, etc. I don't think he
makes himself his own hero, and I would expect him to have a more realistic
assessment of his own contributions to music than many of his fans.
I like reading about Dylan and his music every day here, but I can go months
without listening to a single note from him. There's too much great music out
there, and after 40 plus years of hearing Bob, I know his thing pretty well and
don't need daily or weekly reminders.
I strongly agree that the best songs point us backwards ...
Dylan's a vital and fascinating artist in part because in his art and interviews he so
clearly points to other great art and artists. He nudged me toward Hank Williams
and the Stanley Brothers, as well as Delta and country blues in general, and via
Bloomfield's bridge to Butterfield, toward Chicago blues also, although I also owe
a lot to Clapton and The Rolling Stones and other 60s blues-rockers for my
curiosity about why so many songs were written by some guys named Chester
Burnett and McKinley Morganfield.
Bob's also interesting because his own music in a variety of genres is so
authoritative, especially as he ages. Love & Theft alone contains valuable lessons
about blues, rockabilly, country and pop song traditions. I guess what I'm trying to
distinguish is the obsessive uncritical worship of the fan from a more measured
and curious approach to experiencing art, Dylan's included. But everyone's
experience goes through various phases of growth and self-education appropriate
to each individuals needs.
Very well put, HA. By the way, I'd be curious to learn why you find Greil Marcus
the strongest writer on Dylan. If folks think this is leading this thread too far
astray, maybe you'd be willing to start another thread entirely. But my question,
as someone who enjoys Gray and Ricks on Dylan: What makes Marcus so much
more compelling for you?
Well, I'm all for tangled threads - kind of like my apartment in that regard.
Invisible Republic is my favorite Dylan inspired book, because it intelligently
delves into the various sources and influences on a group of extremely peculiar
recordings by a group of unusual musicians making music for themselves alone.
Marcus is a thorough researcher and has a good ear for music. This lifts him above
many Dylan writers. He can be a little opaque or indirect at times, but in general I
find his writing lucid and his arguments compelling. I've been reading Marcus for
years, since his early writing in Rolling Stone and not just on Bob Dylan. His
penchant for digression troubles some readers, but not me. I like Melville, too. I'm
a digressive kind of fellow. America is a digressive land, part of its maddening
charm.
I'm less familiar with Ricks, although from what I've read I would probably agree
with him on most Dylanesque matters. His style of criticism I find a little too
academic and just a bit outdated, not all that useful or appropriate to Dylan as a
musical artist. The songs aren't poems, they are songs and don't need poetic
critiques to justify their greatness, although they certainly do possess many of the
qualities of great visionary poems. Still, Ricks is interesting to me. Most of my
artistic career has been spent reading, writing and teaching poetry, so I follow his
arguments. I don't think he's as well informed as Marcus about American musical
or even literary culture, but he is an outstanding academic advocate for Dylan's
lasting value.
Michael Gray just did not impress me with Song & Dance Man when I read it,
either as a prose stylist or judge of music. I didn't feel I was learning anything
about his subject but was learning more than I cared to about the author himself.
Maybe I'm not remembering the right book, but I recall that he's the guy who
followed Dylan around for show after show on one of the European tours several
years ago and seemed bitterly disappointed in Bob, in the fans, and generally
having a sour time. Maybe I'll stop by Barnes & Noble tonight on the way home to
refresh my memory.
ALBERT, BLOW IT OUT YOUR HARMONICA!! I have adored your contributions
here at ER, but this one kinda cuts to the quick. You demean us all for doing
exactly the same thing Bob himself did. Although you mentioned some of his
inspirations, you left out the hero he adored, Woody Guthrie. He was soooooooo
fanatical about Woody that he sort of "stalked" him and went to him even though
he was in the hospital. How is that for hero worship?
Don't sweat the passions, I don't take it as hate. Alas, I have no harmonica to
blow, so I'll have to use some other hole.
I think Dylan's Guthrie interest was important to his development, but not
enough to make him great in his own right. And as much as I like Woody myself,
he's never particularly influenced what I do in art (except indirectly of course).
And as I tried to explain, people develop their imaginations on their own peculiar
schedules. I don't take issue with that.
I come here daily to relieve tedium at work, plus I like almost everyone, even
those who might imagine I don't like them at all.
Now I'm going to look for a hole to blow, if you'll excuse me.
A One-gal Guy? (23 March 2006)
My wife considers fidelity an emotional matter not simply defined by monogamy.
Per her definition, we are most certainly faithful to each other. It's pretty easy for
me, as I don't need or have a compelling interest in purely sexual adventures.
Never been that kind of guy. We recently celebrated our 26th anniversary. The
next 26 ought to be even better.
What Are You Listening To Right Now? (23 March 2006)
This morning it's the Complete Robert Johnson double CD. "If I Had Possession
Over Judgement Day" is invaluable instruction on how to vary accompaniment.
Three chords, but every verse has a different guitar line, and the tension builds to
nearly intolerable emotion until the final line. I just wish my book of
transcriptions had every note instead of the first chorus.
Curtis Mayfield / People Get Ready (23 March 2006)
I recently saw a clip of Mayfield from the BBC, circa 1972 (on a great compilation
from the show's archives, although I'm not recalling the name of the DVD), and it
was just incredible music - great guitar / bass / percussion groove, similar to Miles
Davis of the era as well as Sly Stone. I don't remember the name of the song, but I
think it was from his album after the Superfly soundtrack. His vocal was heartwrenching. I just don't understand why hip-hop replaced real r&b. Guess I'm
getting old.
Is there an Impressions album on the cover of Bringing It All Back Home ?
Dylan's later studio version of People Get Ready is also quite strong, but I prefer
the Basement Tapes version.
Mayfield / Impressions are a big gap in my collection. I must do something about
this and soon. Thanks for the reminder. I'm hoping to perform Gypsy Woman
someday soon on a gig.
Ten Dylan Tunes That Employ Litany Or Listing (23 March 2006)
1. A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall
2. Everything Is Broken
3. 2 x 2
4. Blowin' In The Wind
5. 10,000 Men
6. Father Of Night
7. Gotta Serve Somebody
8. Who Killed Davey Moore?
9. Political World
10.Watcha Gonna Do?
Just compiling this list of listing songs threw me into another dimension. Not sure
how to get back. Maybe it's better this way.
Merle Haggard (23 March 2006)
Haggard is a great songwriter, singer and guitarist. Start with his early albums and
work your way forward. I highly recommend 1968's SING ME BACK HOME,
about as perfect as country music gets.
His catalogue has many compilations, greatest hits, etc. As a rule I prefer original
releases.
He has a great reputation as a live performer as well. He is also a fiercely
independent thinker politically, and has been giving the Bush junta a lot of lip in
song and on stage recently.
Is Planet Waves The Last Great Band Album? (24 March 2006)
Good lord no - Northern Lights, Southern Cross was out in 1975 and ... surely The
Last Waltz soundtrack?
I mean really great, not just good. I like Northern Lights, Southern Cross, but the
material is not consistently great. I tend to think of Rock Of Ages as superior to
Last Waltz. For me, the great Band albums are Big Pink, The Band, and Rock Of
Ages. The others are very good to disappointing. Robbie just wasn't a strong
enough songwriter to carry the group, and they seem to have gotten bored with
each other around 1972-73. I picked up the bootleg double CD of the Rock Of
Ages shows and rehearsals, as well as the remastered double CD with bonus cuts.
Tremendous performing all around, but interestingly enough, the songs with Bob
are a little slap-dash.
Still, in rock music, the Band is my favorite band. Of the reunion albums, I only
have Jericho, which is very enjoyable and among their better works.
While some might take issue with Dylan's material on Planet Waves, to my ears
the Band sounds pretty much perfect on every cut. And I love the songs, only
wish there were one or two more. Hence my question.
No-one can call Moondog Matinee a write-off. Rick Danko singing A Change Is
Gonna Come is his best vocal ...
Otis Redding did A Change Is Gonna Come very well indeed, but I can't dispute
Sam Cooke's ownership of his own song.
I've always thought Moondog Matinee was a pleasant enough listen, but
pleasantries are not what I like about The Band.
The Band website is extremely well put together, has a lot of information on
recordings, solo efforts, supporting personnel, as well as great critical writing on
the strengths and weaknesses of the discography.
I like the Band's version of Atlantic City, for the vocals and the mandolin part.
Move To Japan and Amazon River Of Dreams are the only Jericho songs I don't
enjoy very much. The others range from fun to a little more fun to good, at least
in my ears. I don't mind Robbie's absence, as it's a net gain overall, and allows me
to hear 3 of my favorite singers (albeit one posthumously) together again.
Even the Band website describes Northern Lights as a "comeback" so I guess they'd
have to be coming back from some watery death of some sort to justify the term.
The keyboard work is adroit as always but also makes the album sound a little
dated to me in ways the first two never sound. Forbidden Fruit, Ophelia, Hobo
Jungle are not great songs, but the first two are somewhat fun (better on the live
tapes I have). There are some lovely moments on Acadian Driftwood, but at this
point most of Robbie's songs sounded forced and at least a little pretentious. Same
with Rags & Bones and It Makes No Difference. Helm, Manuel and Danko just
deserved something better lyrically. I never feel the same way about Lonesome
Susie, Whispering Pines, Jawbone, or anything else on the first two albums.
Pity the Live At Watkins Glen disc was a botch job. I remember their set being
the highlight of the day.
I don't know if there is such a thing as a perfect Dylan album, but I will say that
Love & Theft is just about as good if not better than anything he has ever done ...
I really like Planet Waves, as I've said previously.
It did occur to me that none of Dylan's greatest albums are "perfect" in the sense of
being without flaw or weakness, fully original and expressed. This doesn't make
them any less great.
But some Dylan albums are perfectly awful. Most artists settle for mediocrity and
self-parody once they run out of inspiration and / or good drugs. Not Bob. Some of
his work, from the cover art to the last note, are much closer to perfectly awful
than are his nearly perfectly good albums. I respect these albums. Sometimes there
are moments I like. Now and then a song survives the awfulness to be redeemed in
concert years or decades later.
I think this is the key to Street Legal' s appeal, for instance. It stands as a shining
beacon of how bad Dylan might have been his entire career. Also Empire
Burlesque, although Dark Eyes ruins the perfection of the album's negative
achievement (but also adds to it by showing how good it might have been). Down
In The Groove and Knocked Out Loaded I think of as merely mediocre and
careless. The Dylan & The Dead live album is right up there with Empire and
Street. I might make the same argument for Slow Train Coming, but would not do
so without listening to it again, and don't have the stomach for it right now.
I have very much enjoyed reading the various responses to Planet Waves. Many
thanks.
Must Be Love (24 March 2006)
Live 1966 - I'm in love all over again. Oh wow ...
Welcome to the asylum. Abandon all hope. There is no cure. Trust me. I entered
in 1965, and aside from short supervised visits to the outside world, have been
mostly comfortable. The drugs help, even though of course [Tambourine Man,
Visions, Desolation Row] are not "drug songs" per se.
Dixie (27 March 2006)
In Masked & Anonymous Dylan plays the song Dixie. My brother thinks he
shouldn't have done that, because it's offensive to African-Americans ...
First and perhaps foremost, I trust Dylan's view of history and music, including
complicated matters of race and culture.
I do not enjoy the tune Dixie, however. Nostalgia for a sanitized, morally suspect
past has a long tradition in America, not just the South. I don't mind if others
enjoy the song so long as they keep some reasonable historical consciousness
intact. The Confederacy was probably the very worst political entity ever brought
forth on American soil. Sadly enough, their inheritors have largely taken over the
Republican party and the federal government, so these issues are not merely views
of history but vital to understanding and correcting the disastrous turn our
country has taken.
I find the melody of Dixie somewhat annoying at almost any tempo, and the
words moreso. It was written by Dan Emmett, a Northern star of blackface
minstrel shows, so its origins are inherently and ineradicably racist - it was
composed to entertain white audiences with a caricature of singing dancing
darkies who, escaping to the North, pine for the good old days of slavery. This is
completely ahistorical - contemporary accounts and the slaves' own voluminous
testimony before and after emancipation plainly show the cruel realities of slavery
and the bitter resentments toward bondage and the longing for freedom in nearly
every musical expression of black slaves. That does not mean Dixie cannot be
performed with redeeming irony. But simply claiming the song as a legitimate
expression of "Southern culture" would be like claiming that Deutschland Гњber
Alles was just a simple German folk song.
I also don't like The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down although I do think it is
an honest attempt and performance. I think it's the weakest song on an otherwise
perfect album.
I have not seen Masked & Anonymous yet, will do so when it becomes available at
my local movie rental store. I do have a tape somewhere of a Dylan show with a
Dixie intro, not sure which tour. Sounds like someone on a Telecaster twanging
out the theme, as I recall.
Do you seriously believe the minstrels were depicting escapees pining for slavery?
I think your responses on this topic are showing some signs of knee-jerkiness ...
Actually, I'm basing my response on research in primary and secondary sources.
The circumstance of the composition of the tune - explicitly for blackface
performance in stereotypical dialect - can be read at http://www.fortunecity.com/
tinpan/parton/2/dixie.html
The complete lyrics, including an excised opening verse, clearly indicate that the
character singing the song is a former slave pining to be back down south. I
suppose the character might still be a slave, as there were many in New York City
where the song was written, but in either case, the longing and nostalgia in the
song are inauthentic.
Foster's songs were unusually humane for the genre - he was one of the few
composers of minstrel songs to give the subjects a degree of dignity and humanity,
and he seems to have preferred to write non-minstrel music but continued to do
so for financial reasons. I don't think his work is a good indicator of the character
of Emmett's own work, or anyone else's for that matter. Foster stood out among
his contemporaries and still does.
The "greatness" of the song seems too often to rely on its fans glossing over its
origins and the actual history of our country and adopting the myth of Southern
nobility and gentility, to legitimize and de-stigmatize treason and dehumanizing
hypocrisy.
However, I'm not saying Dylan did not use the song well, nor am I saying the song
cannot be interpreted and enjoyed in a humane manner. I don't claim the North
was or is free of racism and hypocrisy, or that Southerners then or now were / are
of one mind about such matters. I am saying I don't like the tune and have no use
for the "rebel" pose as such, partly because it is such a clichГ©.
I knew about the original lyrics, and I don't see anything in them to suggest that
our hero wants to give up his freedom ...
I find it difficult to hear the words "Wish I was in Dixie" sung in antebellum
minstrel shows in blackface as being anything other than white people wishing
away their own sins. The pose inherently dehumanizes and misunderstands /
misrepresents the situation of the source material. This is a common problem in
the white adaptation of black source material, but it certainly has been
transcended often enough to demonstrate it is not inevitably so. Dylan's own
music is a great example of this process. That's one reason why I trust him on such
matters.
The contemporary "appreciation" by whites for the musical abilities and
inclinations of slaves was rife with misunderstanding and condescension, and I
don't think one can easily project a more egalitarian if distant admiration on
minstrelsy without de-historicizing the entire phenomenon of black / white
cultural relations. I'm sure Handy and Blake loved whatever music they chose to
perform in whatever circumstances rewarded them, but that's not really the issue.
They were 20th century personalities. Dixie is the creation of 19th century
antebellum America. That something might be "standard practice" doesn't
exonerate it from critical evaluation. Slavery was also standard practice. That
blacks spoke and wrote in dialectical forms of English is not by itself a justification
for any and every use of it by whites.
Slaves sang and danced for a lot of reasons. Making white people feel good about
the South and comfortable with the position of black people was rarely if ever
cited by them. They sang to ease suffering, get through tedious labor, mock their
masters, and because in some cases they were whipped if they did not join in
singing. Many were sufficiently good that they avoided physical labor by playing
for white audiences whenever allowed to do so by their masters. Many also
escaped from slavery with their instruments. Most white observers simply thought
they were happy, childlike, and relatively content with their lot. Slaves found and
created causes for joy within slavery, but not as slaves, and their testimony makes
this clear.
Minstrelsy may have served as an important cultural transition, wherein even
through the process of parody and stereotyping, blacks became more human in the
eyes of whites - and I think the example of Foster demonstrates this positive
aspect of the cultural process. But it also served to cement stereotypes into popular
consciousness that have yet to loosen.
I know I don't have to remind you of a lot of this, and I always value your views
on such matters. I'm in the midst of clarifying my own thinking, doing a lot of
research and preparing performance material directly relating to this time period.
Just last night I performed Melville's poem The Portent in medley with the
folksong Shenandoah and have begun rehearsing Foster songs with my new
fiddler. I recently came across a transcription of a slave melody I may ask her to
play, as my own sight-reading skills are very limited, and I want to know how this
music sounded.
I know that the ills of American society were reflected in those songs ...but what
troubles me more is the possibility that feeding the stereotypes back to the
audience can serve to reinforce those stereotypes. I'd hate to think that was the
dominant effect, because I see minstrel music as such an important factor in the
development of American music ...
I'm completely with you on the importance of the minstrel tradition in the
development of American music and American identity, and I know we both
understand that as a positive thing whatever the contradictions and ironies might
be. And the fact that I can't appreciate Dixie the song is in some regards my
problem. I have biases just like anyone does; re-examining them with your kind
assistance (and many others) is much of why I come here in the first place.
And thanks for citing the McGarrigles' song [Work Song], which I haven't heard. I
always like their music. One time I was in a restaurant in Northampton, MA, and
the sisters came in with some musicianly-looking chap and sat in the booth
behind us. This was around 1981, and they were playing a local concert. They
were very low-key, unselfconscious, cool, utterly beautiful. I was too shy to
stammer how much I loved their singing. Oh well, next time. Didn't one of them
marry Nick Cave? Or Loudon Wainwright? Or both?
Paul Williams On Dylan (27 March 2006)
I read the first two volumes of the Performing Artist books. Vol. 1 is better, as the
period covered features better music.
Williams obviously loves the music and has listened seemingly to every example of
Dylan's recorded work. His main thesis - that Dylan must be understood and
appreciated as a dynamic and ever-changing performer rather that the producer of
static artifacts - seems valid but maybe also completely obvious, and I read it as a
validation of his own obsession as much or maybe more than an original view of
the artist and work.
Williams displays a lot of enthusiasm, but I don't find his writing about the music
particularly original or insightful. I'm not learning much about Dylan's work or
even his musical performing through Williams, who concentrates mostly on
impressionistic responses to musical moments he likes - "the way his harmonica
lingers on the melody like cigarette smoke around a rejected suitor's melancholy"
etc. His comparison of Dylan to Picasso sounds suspiciously copped from Ralph
Gleason's comparison of Miles Davis to Picasso.
Worst of all is Williams prose "style," if the run-on sentence can be the basis of a
style. The annoyance factor from the prose often outweighs any particular
observation of the music. I don't recall Williams as having any deep grasp of
musical technique or musical or cultural history either, which is peculiar in
someone who has written about music as much as he has, let alone someone who
has listened to as much Dylan.
I remember finding the second volume especially annoying in its attempts to
rationalize second-rate Dylan songs and tours, although I also recall some negative
judgements along the way. It's been some years since I finished the second
volume. Nothing in my experience made me look forward to a third volume, but I
suppose I'll browse it at some point just to keep up with the field of inquiry.
Sugar Baby (27 March 2006)
Dylan often writes songs based on a traditional body of work, and this is one. Take
Texas bluesman Mance Lipscomb's version, which he says is the first song he
learned:
Sugar babe, I'm tired of you,
Ain't your honey but the way you do
Sugar babe, it's all over now
All I want my babe to do,
Make five dollars and give me two
Sugar babe, it's all over now
Went downtown and bought me a rope
Whupped my baby till she Buzzard Lope
Sugar babe, it's all over now
Sugar babe, what's the matter with you?
You don't treat me like you used to do
Sugar babe, it's all over now
Went to town and bought me a line
Whupped my baby till she changed her mind
Sugar babe, sugar babe, it's all over now
Sugar babe, I'm tired of you
Ain't your honey but the way you do
Sugar babe, it's all over now
The great Appalachian guitarist / banjoist / singer Roscoe Holcomb recorded an
amazing Sugar Babe with some of the same lyrics.
Here's a fairly different set of traditional lyrics, more or less what Dock Boggs sang
in his essential version included in the Anthology Of American Folk Music :
Ain't got no use.
Ain't got no use for that red rocking chair.
I got no sugar baby now.
I got no sugar honey baby now.
I laid her in the shade.
Laid her in the shade, gave her every dime I made.
What else could a poor boy do?
What else could a poor boy do?
Some rounder come along.
Rounder come along with his mouth full of gold.
Rounder stole my greenback roll.
And I got no sugar honey baby now.
Who'll call me honey?
Who'll call me honey and who'll sing this song.
Who'll rock the cradle when you're gone.
Who'll rock the cradle when you're gone.
I'll rock that cradle.
I'll rock that cradle and I'll sing that song.
I'll rock the cradle when you're gone.
I'll rock the cradle when you're gone.
Ain't got no use.
Ain't got no use for that red rocking chair.
I got no sugar baby now.
Got no sugar honey baby now.
As a banjo tune, the song is often sang with a forceful picking pattern at a mid- to
up-tempo pace. Dylan slows the tempo down considerably, comes up with a fresh
lyric variation of the traditional themes, and sings it with withering power. Not an
easy tune to "like" but certainly one of Dylan's best lyrics. It's about as close to
poetry as his songs get.
Thanks for the Sugar Babe reference. Where can I find the Roscoe track? I love
that guy, although he's like rot-gut whiskey - I can only handle him in measured
doses!
I need to review my collection at home for the Sugar Baby track - it may not be
Roscoe Holcomb, could be Hobart Smith. I thought it was on the High Lonesome
CD but I checked the track listing on line and it doesn't seem to be. But I clearly
hear the version in my head, well recorded with a distinctive guitar part, so I'm
sure I can find it at home.
I know what you mean about Holcomb in small doses, but stick with him. He can
change how you hear music and how you play and sing it if you give him the
chance. I think his overt influence on Dylan is underestimated. Just compare both
their versions of Moonshiner Blues - I suspect Bob took up the tune after hearing
Holcomb sing it, maybe at a folk festival.
Tom Rush recorded a Sugar Baby back in the folk-boom era. I love Rush's folk
recordings - I learned The Cuckoo from his rendition, although I now play it in an
arrangement adapted from Clarence Ashley's banjo recording. Stephen Stills and
Steve Miller also composed Sugar Baby songs - I'm sure I had the Stills at one
point, but you can only have and remember so much music, and his is a long time
gone from my brain. One of my favorite uses of "Sugar Baby" as a name is by Van
Morrison on Sweet Thing during the coda "Sugar baby, sugar baby / with your
champagne eyes / and saint-like smile" - I do something similar in a song of mine I
perform in duet with one of my female singers, partly just to call her "Sugar Baby"
on stage because she's so sweet.
Please do not reveal this last tidbit to her.
Dylan's Worst Line (29 March 2006)
I'd nominate Oh Mercy's Where Teardrops Fall with its all time lazy line: "Roses
are red, violets are blue, time is beginning to stall" which is mildly interesting
because the clichГ© is a stall on actually writing a good line, thereby indicting the
writer for his own lack of imaginative discipline, but it still is dreadful songwriting.
Bob uses the n-word in Hurricane, which is expressly forbidden (and) the whole
song is forced ...
Hurricane is chock-full of bad writing, like:
And when it's over I'd just as soon go on my way
Up to some paradise
Where the trout streams flow and the air is nice
And ride a horse along a trail.
But then they put him in the jailhouse
Where they try to turn a man into a mouse
maybe the dumbest and most contrived lines in the song - the vision of Rubin
Carter as peace-loving urban cowpoke is ludicrous, especially given the story that
Carter in a rage actually punched a horse and knocked it out. The "paradise / air is
nice" rhyme is only half-clever and fails to redeem the use of "nice". "House" is not
needed, "jail" would have expressed every necessary meaning, and then rhyming
to it with the clichГ© is awful beyond measure.
"Him and Arthur Dexter Bradley were just out prowlin' around" - using "him" as
subject instead of "he" is something humans usually stop doing around age 3.
Anomalous Corrina? (29 March 2006)
I was driving and heard Corrina, Corrina on the radio. It hit me, and I wondered,
what is this song doing on Freewheelin' ? If my memory serves, it's the only
electric song on the album and also the only cover ...
It's a little strange that Dylan would start his group recordings with musicians of
such a high caliber. He rarely worked again with a group this consistently
excellent, at least in terms of command of instruments.
I have takes of Mixed Up Confusion and That's All Right, Mama on tapes or
bootleg albums - some sound like they have tape-speed issues or else Dylan was
experimenting with nitrous oxide in the sessions. I'd be very interested to hear
band-takes of Hollis Brown (didn't realize it had been written during the
Freewheelin' sessions), Rocks And Gravel, Kingsport Town, and Don't Think
Twice - are these available on bootleg CD?
Will There Be Any New Dylan Songs On The Forthcoming Tour? (29 March
2006)
I don't believe that has happened in years. I think some Oh Mercy songs got
previews either in the UK or at The Beacon in NYC a few months before release.
If the pattern holds true for Love & Theft and I think Time Out Of Mind, the
album will release in the fall to capitalize on holiday sales, and Bob's Fall 2006 tour
will be where new songs debut.
It seems there have been rumors of recording sessions but I haven't heard
anything substantial about an actual album in the making. Bob's gone into the
studio plenty of times and produced nothing for the public.
Are there any authoritative sources for information of new recordings for a new
album? Has Columbia announced anything?
I think it is far more likely that the treats on the upcoming tour will be cover
songs, maybe some of his own back-catalogue obscurities.
Where Will Bob Dylan Be Placed In History? (30 March 2006);
He will be very much like Shakespeare is today - everyone will have heard of him,
but few will know his work ...
He's lived long enough and produced enough good work to be considered a master
of American popular song, so if you want historical indications of his ongoing
importance, look to Stephen Foster, Jimmy Rodgers, Robert Johnson, Leadbelly.
There's no sense comparing him to European classical musicians like Mozart. Bob's
never created anything remotely as grand as Don Giovanni or shown as much
virtuosity and would suffer by any such comparison. In terms of sustained
achievement and influence in his chosen genre, one might compare him to Duke
Ellington also.
I tend to think of Bob as a visionary poet with guitar, in league with Whitman and
Dickinson, but I'm not confident his reputation will rest on such a view.
Hurricane - Too Much Hate (30 March 2006)
Okay, so maybe not his greatest lyrics (but) the energy Dylan puts into this song is
amazing ...
If you have low enough critical standards, or none at all, any Dylan album can be
perfect - perfectly Dylan.
He's human, he's written a lot of songs, some great, some pretty dismal. Desire has
both. Discussion about its strengths and weaknesses isn't about hating Dylan or
Desire, but understanding his creative process, and one would hope our own as
well. The more human Dylan becomes, the greater his achievement becomes, at
least in my experience.
You might think Hurricane is "catchy propaganda" but that's a completely
subjective response, not a critical one. "Catchiest propaganda you've ever heard" is
similarly subjective - how on earth would you know what kind of propaganda I've
heard? And if propaganda can't sustain a close examination of its relationship to
truth, wouldn't that make it particularly weak as propaganda? For catchy
propaganda, it's nowhere near as effective as Brecht's Song For The United Front
or even Battle Hymn Of The Republic. Both these songs have had truly inspiring
renditions over the years. Dylan himself abandoned Hurricane in 1976. I'm sure
he meant well writing and performing the song, but he and his audience (myself
among them) appear to have been hoodwinked by a con artist.
Even weak songs can give insight into an artist or provide subjective pleasures to
listeners. If you enjoy Oh Sister or Hurricane, there's nothing wrong with that. If
you try to defend them as great works of art, you need to do so with a little more
rigor than simply saying a song helps you ponder the imponderable. Any little
ditty might allow you to do that.
What do you mean 'con-artist'?
I mean that there doesn't appear to be any evidence exonerating Hurricane Carter
from being the murderer of 3 innocent people, whereas there seems to be a lot of
evidence pointing to his guilt and his propensity to violence.
All defenses of his innocence appear to take his autobiography and even Dylan's
song and the recent film at face value without any critical evaluation or
independent evidence.
On the other hand, those saying he got away with murder appear to support their
arguments with physical evidence and testimony giving Carter the motive, means
and opportunity to commit the crime. Some of these people were initially
sympathetic to his plight. His successful appeal of his conviction was based on
procedural issues, not evidentiary ones. He was not tried a third time because the
prosecutors felt that due to the deaths of various witnesses, they could not
successfully prosecute.
So the facts do not indicate Carter was an "innocent man in a living hell" but a
murderer in a hell largely of his own making.
He did serve a long prison sentence, and may have transformed his personality, so
I'm not going to claim justice was or was not served or that he should not be a free
man now. You can do a web search as I did and read a lot of this for yourself. If
you find any site that has concrete evidence of his innocence, including an alibi, I
would be very interested to know, because I couldn't find anything. All his
defenders seem to have is general claims of racism (which may be true but are not
an alibi), and prosecutorial missteps (again, arguably true but not quite proof of
innocence). Guilty men can also be "falsely tried." This is no less unjust than
innocent men being falsely tried.
The publicity generated by Dylan and others helped Carter eventually get a new
trial in which he was exonerated and released. If you want to talk about "facts"
that's the big kahuna of facts, isn't it?
In fact, Carter was found guilty in his retrial, after Dylan's song and tour.
In his appeal - not a retrial - the verdict was voided on procedural grounds. The
state of NJ could have retried him but chose not to for the reasons I cited.
You can easily find this out, as I did, via the magic of google. I'd pretty much
believed Carter innocent until I did the research. Now, like many people, I have
my doubts.
I can't resist sticking up for Hurricane the man, although he may or may not be
innocent. I don't care about that so much as wondering, thru all this evidence,
what was the motive?
The motive for the crime was supposed to be revenge for the killing of the
stepfather of Carter's friend Ed Rawls by a white man.
The following is from the site http://www.graphicwitness.com/carter/topfacts.
html which gives a summary of the case:
Earlier that night, a white man killed the stepfather of Carter's friend Eddie
Rawls. It was a business dispute, not a racial matter. THIS MURDER IS THE
MOTIVE FOR THE LAFAYETTE GRILL TRIPLE MURDER, according to the
prosecutor.
- The killing angered Paterson's black community and there was talk of revenge.
- Rawls was upset. "If you don't take care of it, I will," he told police.
- Eddie Rawls and Carter were seen together that night at the Nite Spot bar - just
1,320 feet from the Lafayette Grill, where the triple murder would later take
place.
- The Lafayette Grill didn't serve blacks but was on the edge of a black neighborhood.
- All of the Lafayette Grill victims were white. The first to die: the racist white
bartender.
- There were no other acts that could be construed as "revenge" that night.
I don't quite understand why one would not care about whether or not Carter
killed three people for no reason other than hatred. What is more important,
tapping your foot to some lame-ass folk-rock caterwauling or upholding the rule of
law?
Four of Carter's alibi witnesses later admitted they perjured themselves. Carter
failed the lie detector test taken after the crime, and refused to take another even
though the prosecutor offered to release him and drop all charges if he passed.
Carter attempted to coach alibi witnesses from jail. The second jury voted
unanimously to convict him a second time, and it was not "all white" either. All of
them believed the eyewitness testimony identifying Carter as the man who used a
shotgun to kill three people.
Just think for a minute if the story told in Hurricane was actually about the
murderers of Emmett Till and claimed they were unjustly tried in a pig circus and
obviously framed, with exactly the same cheezola violin and hectoring refrain and
headlong drumming. Or if it were The Ballad Of Jeffrey Dahmer, a misunderstood
and persecuted vegan hermit?
Dylan is supposedly the greatest songwriter of his generation. If he cannot be held
to the highest standards of truth and beauty with some kind of intellectual rigor
and integrity, then what forms the basis of his reputation? The uncritical
adulation of his cult followers? His record sales?
Hurricane manipulates its audience by appealing biases about racism and
oppression in America and offering easy clichГ©s about the police and the justice
system that gratify those uninterested in facts and the difficulties of arriving at
just and truthful outcomes. In many ways, it is a fraudulent work of propaganda
with only a casual relationship to art, in that it uses music to defraud.
Unfortunately, I don't think Dylan intended this at all. He was sincere, and at the
time of writing the song, the truth of the matter may have been too complicated
and obscure to assess. He was caught up in a cultural moment and swayed by
biases not entirely of his own making.
On the other hand, the song exploited a cultural position he had consciously
created for himself as "protest" singer (if later wisely abandoned) - he struck a
prophet's pose with "Hurricane" but in this case it was all pose, without the
prophetic power of truth. It's not the only time he's done this, but he more often
does speak nearly unbearable truths with poetic power. He has many other far
superior songs, some on overtly political matters, some focusing on other aspects
of human experiences, that define him as a kind of visionary prophet, including
songs in which he denies he is a prophet at all.
If you think it is somehow "great" as opposed to being merely a favorite song of
yours, you need to come up with positive reasons, not excuses like "the
truthfulness doesn't matter to me" or "the lyrics don't need to be coherent or wellcrafted writing" or "it may be propaganda but it totally rocks out."
Beauty is truth, truth beauty - that is all Ye know on earth, and all
ye need to know.
John Keats, Ode on a Grecian Urn , 1819.
Best Bob Book? (30 March 2006)
Down The Highway (Sounes), No Direction Home (Shelton), Chronicles ...
Agreed, start with those three. Add Invisible Republic.
Find and read good bios of Hank Williams, Muddy Waters, Bill Monroe, maybe
Alan Lomax's Land Where Blues Began, Pete Guralnick's Feel Like Going Home,
Robert Palmer's Deep Blues. All these books are about Bob Dylan as well,
although he might not be mentioned in their pages.
If you like the oral history approach, Heylin's Behind The Shades is okay. If you
crave trivia, his Recording Sessions is useful. If you are a fan of overwrought
gushing, Paul Williams' Performing Artist trilogy can't be beat.
Positively 4th St. is a good account of Dylan in the context of the Village folk
scene, the Baez sisters and Dick Farina.
Chronicles is essential, but don't go to it for biography.
It's About The Music, Isn't It? (31 March 2006)
I have lots of books about Dylan and magazines with articles about Dylan BUT in
the first place it's about his music, not about what people write about him ...
I like books more than recorded music. Reading is more meaningful to me than
making music. Limited space is the only reason why I don't own way more books
than recordings. As long as I had a guitar or ten, I could easily live without
hearing another note from Dylan or almost any other musician. I could not bear to
live without reading and books, even stuff I've read more than once.
Yes, but that was not the question ...
Would you accept "I don't anticipate spending more than maybe $30-40 for Bob
Dylan music in the next 30 years, whereas I will be more likely to buy well
written accounts of his music and life, because Dylan will probably only release 23 more albums before dying or retiring given his age and current rate of
production, while at the same time there is much to be explored via intelligent
criticism of his work."
He's almost 65. We're getting an album every five years or so. He smokes. I'd give
him 10 or so more years of productivity, if he doesn't completely wear out his
vocal chords and arthritic limbs on tour. For me, it's not "about" his music
anymore. His music is mostly history, good history in his case.
Eileen Aroon (31 March 2006)
I think this is yet another tune Dylan learned from the Clancy Brothers. His Jones
Beach version is great - that's a very strong show overall. Bob's Irish ballads are
nearly always stunning - Roving Blade is another favorite, on the GOLDEN
VANITY bootleg CD.
Bob's own early song Long Time Coming works a similar motif in its last verse as
Eileen Aroon:
You can have your youth, it'll rot before your eyes
You can have your beauty, it's skin deep and only lies
Just give to me my grave with it clearly marked upon
'He's a long time comin' and he'll be a long time gone'
Why "Reindeer Armies"? (3 April 2006)
Reindeer have a taste for psychedelic mushrooms - a very big taste - which
endows their flesh with a peculiar succulence. A reindeer army would be one
tripped out militia. But of course, this is not a drug song.
Restless Farewell (4 April 2006)
What do you think? Poetry? One of his best album closers?
It's a nice enough song but not all that different from the Clancy Brother's
traditional show-closer, The Parting Glass, from which Bob took the melody and
rhetoric:
The Parting Glass
Oh, all the money e'er I had, I spent it in good company
And all the harm that ever I've done, alas it was to none but me
And all I've done for want of wit to mem'ry now I can't recall
So fill to me the parting glass, Good night and joy be with you all
If I had money enough to spend, and leisure time to sit awhile
There is a fair maid in this town, that sorely has my heart beguiled
Her rosy cheeks and ruby lips, I own, she has my heart in thrall
Then fill to me the parting glass, Good night and joy be with you all
Oh, all the comrades e'er I had, they're sorry for my going away
And all the sweethearts e'er I had, they'd wished me one more day to stay
But since it falls unto my lot, that I should rise and you should not
I gently rise and softly call, Goodnight and joy be with you all.
Things Have Changed (5 April 2006)
... kick-ass nihilism with a driving beat - one of the very few songs I've ever loved
from the first listen ...
I must confess Things Have Changed never entertained me - it just sounds like
contract work. I don't have time for sneering nihilism in my life, from Dylan or
anyone else. If the sneer is ironic and the singer does really care but can't admit it,
the song takes an awfully long time to say so.
Mississippi I like more for the performance and melody than the lyrics.
Robertson Or Bloomfield? (6 April 2006)
The bias of this thread - that either Bloomfield or Robertson must be the greatest
guitarist to play with Dylan - seems narrowly contrived. Bloomfield didn't spend
all that much time playing with Bob either in the studio or in concert. Robertson
played on two tours, one studio album and some home recordings. Both players
were original and historically important guitar players, and at their level of
playing, comparisons are more about personal tastes of the listeners rather than a
measure of the players' gifts. Bloomfield was subverted by his drug use and
emotional problems, and rarely played with musicians up to his potential.
Robertson's big limits seem to have been personality-based. I don't think you can
sell him short on guitar technique or creativity. Bloomfield gave Dylan a a bigger
sound but didn't stick around long enough to develop it. The Newport 65 electric
set isn't that good, as big a surprise as it must have been. It's an historical
landmark but somewhat sloppy. Robertson did ultimately add more to Dylan's
music, overall sound, and legend, and he was a more responsive guitar player
toward Dylan's singing and guitar and piano playing. Robertson's own band and
songwriting abilities far exceeded anything Bloomfield accomplished. Even in film,
Robertson scored more important films than Bloomfield.
I love Bloomfield's guitar playing, but more with the Butterfield Blues Band than
with Dylan. The question of whether he or Robertson was the greatest seems to
assume Dylan's greatest music was made from 1965-1974, and takes for granted
what might comprise greatness in guitar playing. I think Dylan's greatest music is
mostly from the last 15 years, and in earlier years is mostly played on acoustic
guitar(s).
First Album (7 April 2006)
I think of this as one of the greatest albums of the folk-boom era, and an amazing
achievement given Dylan's youth and relatively recent interest in making folk
music.
It's more passionate and audacious than anything else by his near-contemporaries
mining the same ore. The guitar playing hits much harder and gets a lot closer to
blues feeling than more reverent and "accurate" playing. The singing is so extreme
that it transcends affectation and reaches a harsh musicality much closer to
Guthrie, Leadbelly, Joe Williams and earlier folk / blues music than the prettier
singing of Joan Baez or Carolyn Hester or even Pete Seeger and Cisco Houston.
The album also has a theatrical character - "Bob Dylan" is an invented persona,
from the phony accent to the autobiographical fictions to the costume - that
serves as a ironic commentary on the folk-boom era and in many ways signals its
end. This is maybe the album's most brilliant achievement. There were better
guitar players, more pleasant singers, but hardly anyone with the intuitive
creativity and nerve to make as serious an appeal for complete attention. The
album itself can't represent the physical performer - his comic moves and patter,
his knowing exploitation of his baby-face charms - but the emotional range of the
material - the humor, the morbid fascinations - and the headlong dive into artistry
remain very impressive.
I think one of the key strengths of the album is that it is "not for everyone." It
took me a long time to appreciate it, and I love Dylan more than anyone I know
(excepting ER peoples).
Excellent summary of the album. Problem is, you put it right after mine, making
me look like a dope! Please do not post right after me again. Thank you.
We all share the same genius, so feel free to claim anything I say as yours, or at
the very least inspired by you. It seems to have worked for Bob, so there's no
reason it can't work for us.
Where Are The Street Performers? (10 April 2006)
Does music shape culture or does culture shape music? The village scene Dylan
describes in Chronicles is non-existent anywhere in New York now. Back then
music was about "What do people have to say?" Is this just because the city has
changed so much? In rural areas open mics still fill coffee houses. Is the folk art of
live, outdoor music a part of American culture associated with struggle and hard
times and therefore hard to find in big, regulated, mall-like metropolises? Have
you visited Washington Square Park lately? It's strange ...
As a New York City musician, I find no shortage of places to play or hear
interesting music any day of the week. Just yesterday I sat on a bench in Union
Square and played guitar for 3 hours. It was a little cold but still very pleasant.
There are numerous open mikes around the city every night. Most are pretty
dismal in my experience, but that's because there too many guitarists and not
enough artists. I'm selective about where I perform and never do an open mike as
an "audition" for a future gig. I find low-key, musician run evenings and perform
to work on my guitar playing and test out songs among fellow musicians, and
sometimes jam with others.
I have no trouble booking 2-3 shows a month for my band in various venues,
mostly in Brooklyn these days but that's partly my choice. There are some good
venues in the East Village and the Lower East Side in Manhattan also. My band is
a folk music band - we play originals but also a lot of blues / country / old time /
Appalachian songs, and instruments include guitars, mandolin, mandola, banjo,
violin, bass. We have plenty of colleagues / competition, as there is a fairly big
"folk revival" going on right now. You can hear a pretty hot NYC bluegrass band
just about any night of the week somewhere, and "Americana" type solo
performers and duos / trios are very common.
There's really no point going to the West Village for anything except nostalgia or a
happy hour. There has been no significant music or art scene there for almost 30
years, outside of the fairly expensive jazz clubs like the Blue Note or the Village
Vanguard. There's a bluegrass jam at the Baggot Inn I think once a month, but not
much else happening. Much of the West Village is dominated by NYU real estate
and students. They are a particularly uninspiring group of young people.
In Union Square, as long as you don't try to sell things or collect money, you can
play acoustic music. Unfortunately, there are numerous losers hovering around in
the park looking for drugs or nodding off or panhandling for their next bottle, but
overall this has diminished in the last few years.
I haven't bothered to go to Washington Square in a few years, but in the past it
has been flooded with drug dealers and burnouts. I have gone there in years past
to practice guitar, but always in a quiet corner. The middle of the park seems to
attract groups of guitar players banging away on Neil Young songs or whatever,
not my thing. The bocce ball courts look like more fun.
I don't know what the story is on subway performers, but I see them all the time.
I think you may need a special permit to perform in the subway.
"There are some good venues in the East Village and the Lower East Side in
Manhattan also ..." Where? I am desperate for some good music in the city ...
On the Lower East Side, Rockwell Music Hall, Pianos (both downstairs and
upstairs), Arlene Grocery, the Parkside Lounge, Sine, and the Living Room have
decent music (not all the time, though, so check their websites). My friends have
all played these rooms, and I've played Arlene Grocery, the Parkside and Pianos.
In the East Village, the Sidewalk Cafe is an okay room. The 11th St. Bar has some
good performers, also a poetry reading series. Lakeside Lounge is all right. I played
the Sidewalk Cafe as a sideman last week - small audience but good sound system.
The Knitting Factory and the Pussycat Lounge in Tribeca also have country music
events my friends have played and / or organized.
Don't be afraid to go to Brooklyn for music. In Dumbo, there's a country music
brunch every Sunday at Superfine Restaurant. In Park Slope, Buttermilk Bar, Cafe
Steinhoff, Bar 4, and Freddy's Back Room are all fun. In Williamsburg, try Pete's
Candy Store (I'm there next Wed. at 10PM), Stain Bar (I play there once a month),
M Shanghai Bistro (a great string band plays there on the first Saturday of every
month).
EB Sleeve (11 April 2006)
I don't think Empire Burlesque is such a bad cover. It's less tedious than some of
the needlessly iconic head shots gracing too many Dylan albums like Budokan or
Dylan, and nowhere near as outright ugly as Dylan & The Dead, Knocked Out
Loaded, Shot Of Love, Saved, Slow Train Coming.
And Bob looks a hell of a lot better in the jacket than he did as gay biker gypsy a
few years later with that leather vest and pants outfit.
Blues Heroes - Who Profited? (11 April 2006)
Did the old blues masters ever made any profits when their songs were covered by
the folkies and rock 'n' rollers?
I read that Skip James songs were copyrighted, and that Eric Clapton gladly wrote
a sizeable check to cover royalties on his performance of the songs with Cream.
Clapton also ponied up when Robert Johnson's songs were copyrighted by his heir
through King of Spades Music. The Rolling Stones also have made the appropriate
payments. I'd be surprised if Bonnie Raitt hasn't also done so. But some material
just isn't in copyright.
Authorship and copyright are delicate issues with regard to old blues songs and
lyrics. Singers tended to extemporize from stock phrases and verses, combine
verses from disparate sources, or add a few new lines to someone else's song and
call it theirs.
John and Alan Lomax have a very mixed legacy regarding the blues they recorded.
Their claims to co-authorship are somewhat dubious, their payouts rarely
indicated the value of the material they were collecting, and to his death Alan
Lomax did not properly honor the contributions of his black colleague John Work.
There is an element of condescension in the Lomax view of folk music as the
collective product of a community, as if they just can't stand to see Charley Patton
or Robert Johnson or Muddy Waters as innovative geniuses.
Skip James, John Hurt, Joe Williams, Son House, Fred McDowell all managed to
make a little money from the folk revival before they died. Dick Waterman was
particularly helpful toward some of the older blues men. But I imagine most of the
money came from playing concerts and record sales on newly recorded material.
Willie Dixon sued Led Zeppelin for ripping him off. And won ...
One important difference with regard to the Led Zeppelin / Willie Dixon tiff is
that Dixon was a professional songwriter and musician with existing copyrights on
his material. He was not a "folk" musician at all, any more than Jimmy Page was.
Recordings and testimony of those that knew him show Robert Johnson to be a
composer of originals songs with borrowed lines or verses from traditional songs or
popular recordings of the 20s and 30s. His use of double-entendre, voodoo folk
culture, and African-American vernacular are all standard songcraft, but his
mastery of orchestrating these elements into coherent wholes sets his songs apart
lyrically just as his guitar motifs do musically. His originality lies in the brilliance
of his synthesis of antecedents. It would appear that his way with words was not
just clever borrowings, either, but actual poetic originality in songs like Love In
Vain and Come In My Kitchen and Hellhound On My Trail.
Charley Patton probably has more original words in his songs, Son House probably
far fewer. Some of Patton's songs like Pea Vine Blues, High Sheriff Blues, and Tom
Rushen Blues draw on the circumstances of his life. Patton also had the advantage
of being one of the originators of the blues style - he was playing blues as early as
1910 or so and would have been recasting folk and pre-blues material into the
emerging Delta blues style.
House worked autobiographically now and then like on his Preachin' The Blues,
but more often he drew on Patton or common folk culture motifs. A comparison
of Johnson's Preachin The Blues to the earlier House song shows how Johnson's
poetic genius works. In 1930, House recorded his first version, which Johnson
would have known through most likely both the record and live performance.
House did in fact preach, and the details of the song correspond to black Baptist
practice - shouting, jumping up and down, testifying, etc. He's also exploiting the
mixed reputation of preachers in Southern black culture.
Oh, I'm gonna get me a religion, I'm gonna join the Baptist Church
Oh, I'm gonna get me a religion, I'm gonna join the Baptist Church
I'm gonna be a Baptist preacher, and I sure won't have to work
Oh, I'm a-preach these blues, and I, I want everybody to shout
I want everybody to shout
I'm gonna do like a prisoner, I'm gonna roll my time on out
Oh, I went in my room, I bowed down to pray
Oh, I went in my room, I bowed down to pray
Till the blues come along, and they blowed my spirit away
Oh, I'd-a had religion, Lord, this every day
Oh, I'd-a had religion, Lord, this every day
But the womens and whiskey, well, they would not set me free
Oh, I wish I had me a heaven of my own
(spoken: Great God almighty!)
Hey, a heaven of my own
Till I'd give all my women a long, long, happy home
Hey, I love my baby, just like I love myself
Oh, just like I love myself
Well, if she don't have me, she won't have nobody else
Johnson took almost nothing from this song for his own Preachin' The Blues
except the emotional intensity and the descending pentatonic guitar riff. The first
verse paraphrases Leadbelly's Good Morning Blues which Johnson probably did
not know. Thereafter, the metaphors build in intensity from blues being first a
chill, then heart disease, then the dreaded killer consumption (TB) - the blues
preach death and drive the bluesman to his grave. The metaphors are mostly
traditional - Skip James used some of the same metaphors - but the phrasings and
presentation are Johnson's. The last verse is often misconstrued as "I been studying
rain" which makes no sense at all, and I had to correct the lyric from the site
where I copied it. I'm certain my version is correct, and it is thus on the Columbia
box set. Johnson not only portrays himself as stuttering - caught up in such an
intense emotion that speech becomes more difficult - he then stutters on the very
word "stutter" in the second line, increasing the musicality of the delivery and
intensifying the emotions. I don't know where Steeray might be, and some think
this is actually a corruption of "distillery" but it's not easy to discern.
Mmmmm mmmmm
I's up this mornin', ah, blues walkin' like a man
I's up this mornin', ah, blues walkin' like a man
Worried blues, give me your right hand
And the blues fell mama's child, tore me all upside down
Blues fell mama's child, and it tore me all upside down
Travel on, poor Bob, just can't turn you 'round
The blues, is a low-down shakin' chill
(spoken: Yes, preach 'em now)
Mmmmm mmmmm
Is a low-down shakin' chill
You ain't never had 'em I, hope you never will
Well, the blues, is a achin' old heart disease
(spoken: Do it now, you gon' do it? Tell me all about it)
The blues, is a low-down achin' heart disease
Like consumption, killing me by degrees
I been stuttering, oh oh drive, oh oh drive my blues
I been stut-uttering-ing, I'm 'on drive my blues away
Goin' down to Steeray, stay out there all day
This is my favorite Johnson lyric and performance. Both songs are rightly
considered original compositions by their authors.
Days Of '49 (11 April 2006)
I love this song and don't think it would be out of place on John Wesley Harding ...
What would make it seem out of place on JWH is the fact that Dylan did not
write the song. The arrangement is also not consistent with the unified sound of
JWH.
It really belongs on an album like Down In The Groove, one more pleasant cover
of an old folk song, if it must be moved from Self Portrait where it fits best.
Dylan did a much better job on a similar song, Farewell To The Gold, which he
was covering in the early 90s. I think this is an Australian folk song [it's NZ] or
maybe an original by a guy named Nic Jones.
Did Dylan Really Write ... (12 April 2006)
One of the wonderful aspects of Dylan's body of work is that he points you to
great songs and artists in various traditions.
Check out versions of House Carpenter by Joan Baez, Jean Ritchie, and Clarence
Ashley. The song is also sometimes called The Daemon Lover in its British
versions. I have the latter recited by an actor from the Royal Shakespeare
Company on Penguin's Anthology Of English Poetry (1500-1930 - it starts with
Wyatt and ends with Yeats) on 14 cassettes, which also has great readings of Tam
Lin and other ballads.
Froggie Went A-Courtin' is cited as early as the mid-16th century, and was
recorded by Woody Guthrie, Leadbelly, and Leon Redbone.
"In 1580 "A Moste Strange Weddinge of the Ffrogge and the Mowse" was entered
in the Stationers Hall Register, but not until 1611 do we find an extant version:
among the "Country Pastimes" of Ravenscroft's Melismata, after which "there is
increasing printed evidence of the song's popularity." From http://cjtm.icaap.org/
content/18/v18art6.html where you can read some of the history of Canadian
variants.
Google can help you find available versions by these and many other artists.
Under The Red Sky (album) (14 April 2006)
Far more than any Dylan album since 1989, this one is undermined by the
production and the deterioration of Dylan's voice. The songs range from okay to
banal - those are clichГ©s in Under The Red Sky, one of Bob's least imaginative and
most inconsequential efforts at songwriting. He only wrote half a song, then
repeated every line, and ended up with something significantly less than a whole
song. This version of Born In Time is croaked more than sung, the tempo is a bit
rushed, and the lyrics were better in the earlier version. Some of the songs work
far better on the page than in the grooves, like 2 X 2 and 10,000 Men. It's hard for
any album by any artist to carry three novelty songs like Cat's In The Well, TV
Talkin' Song and Wiggle Wiggle - how often can you stand to hear any of them?
Handy Dandy has some wit in the lyrics but on the whole the sound is self-parody
Like A Roller Rink organ.
The best tunes are Unbelievable and God Knows, and both were well-played on
tour. I think of this record as the most overrated of the underrated albums.
Nothing as dreadful as Street Legal, but only a few songs that sustain repeated
listening. Some people compare it to The Basement Tapes for its odd sense of
whimsy, but on the earlier songs the whimsy was backed up by morbid dread and
irony and casually delivered. On Under The Red Sky, the sound is labored and
close to sterile, kind of Bob Dylan Paint By Numbers.
Which Poets Have Influenced Dylan? (14 April 2006)
William Blake's poems have been the source of many Dylan lines and directly or
indirectly much of the visionary aesthetic of his greatest songs. Compare Blake's
Songs of Innocence and Experience to John Wesley Harding or Blake's Visions of
the Daughters of Albion to Gates Of Eden or Blake's Auguries of Innocence to
Every Grain Of Sand.
Some of Blake's influence is channeled through Allen Ginsberg. Dylan in turn
influenced Ginsberg's later poetry (to good effect) and songs (the less said the
better). The poetics of On The Road and Bound For Glory are also certainly
influential on Dylan's development, and again Ginsberg would be carrying
Kerouac's bop prosody into Dylan's creative consciousness.
I also think fellow Minnesotan Robert Bly has had an impact on Dylan's work Bly published a great collection titled The Man In The Black Coat Turns in the
mid-eighties.
The poems of Stephen Crane might also be working on Dylan's later style, but
they might just share a similar feeling for death and revelation.
I don't see much direct relationship between Keats and Dylan. Dylan's caustic wit
is closer to Byron's, his plain ballad style closer to Wordsworth, his visionary
language closer to Coleridge. But Dylan is a romantic artist, so his songs share
many themes and motifs with English and American romantic poems.
Emily Dickinson is also a profound influence on Dylan - his stubborn spirituality
and most direct lyrics owe a lot to her work, even if he's never read her, but I'd be
surprise if he hadn't. He's closer to her than to Whitman though the latter is a
more profound influence on Ginsberg.
Frankie Lee And Judas Priest (17 April 2006)
To me, the vocals on this one stand out from the rest of JWH, with much more of
a Basement Tapes feel to them ...
Check out Hank Williams' Men With Broken Hearts for the musical source of
Frankie Lee And Judas Priest. It's one of Hank's Luke the Drifter recordings, and
the cadence of his vocal is quite close to Dylan's.
Dylan recorded Williams' Be Careful Of Stones That You Throw in the Basement
sessions, and Sign On The Cross is very Luke the Drifter-ish.
I tend to think of "talking blues" as a distinctly different genre than these songs,
more modeled on Woody Guthrie than Hank Williams, with a more whimsical
narrative technique and a I / IV / V chord progression.
Frankie Lee is much longer than the other songs on JWH . It doesn't integrate ...
The album's consistency is about more than just the number of verses in the songs.
Frankie Lee and Judas Priest is in ballad meter, as most of JWH is, and it tells a
story about strangely desperate characters caught up in fates they don't really
understand, in the same world inhabited by the Lonesome Hobo, the Drifter, and
the Joker and Thief. The sound and delivery are akin to all the other songs, even
those with piano or steel guitar. One of the songs had to be the longest one. That
doesn't mean it doesn't fit into the whole. It's one more marker of the albums
unique and unified character.
Watchtower - Hendrix Or Dylan? (17 April 2006)
I prefer Bob's version on JWH to all others. Between radio overplay of the
Hendrix version and too many concert recordings of Bob's Jimified versions, the
rock versions just don't carry any charm for me. Guitar solos are overrated. And
the part that allows Jimi's version to succeed is the rhythm guitar track anyway.
Although playing a slide solo with a beer can adds a nice sound.
But I never tire of Dylan's restrained acoustic version, just as I never get sick of
Robert Johnson or the Carter Family or the Stanley Brothers, or the whole of
JWH. Plus Dylan sings it far better than Hendrix. Jimi's exaggerated vocal pushes
the song into cartoon melodrama, kind of like his guitar playing does. I own a lot
of Hendrix recordings, and most of it is pretty boring. Can't say the same about
Bob's work.
On An Invitation to Speculate On Dylan's "Life, Thinking, Politics" (18 April
2006)
Bob Dylan's expertise lies in music and songwriting. I don't think it is wise or
useful to speculate on his philosophy or politics. He isn't particularly coherent in
either area, at least publicly. He's an artist and a show-business celebrity.
However, I'm not saying this to try to invalidate this discussion. Dylan's work is
provocative on many levels for many reasons. It is far more important that
listeners contemplate and refine their own politics and philosophy than try to
fantasize about Dylan's. Some of his work offers broad ideas about the dignity of
the individual and the independence of spirit, but other songs evoke narrowminded egotism, sexism, and anti-intellectualism when they manage to cohere at
all. Dylan himself is the only person who can gauge the distance between his
personal beliefs and what his art seems to say. The best songs and poems say
things the artist has no business claiming as his or her own.
It almost goes without saying, but I guess I can't resist saying, that the endless
speculations on "what Bob thinks" flies in the face of his own advice: "Don't follow
leaders ...I ain't no prophet ... I'm just average ... There's no message..." etc.
So use his art to figure out what you believe, and leave him out of it. You'll be
doing yourself and Dylan a favor.
I specifically requested that people not comment about the inherent worth of this
topic ...
I don't really care for discussions that have pre-determined limits on who may or
may not post or what view may or may not be expressed. That is not what I
consider an open inquiry among civil and free-thinking adults.
I stand by my original post as pertinent to the question of speculating on Dylan's
personal philosophy or politics. If you simply want your own bias confirmed, I
would advise you to avoid discussion fora altogether. But of course, that would be
wrong. Do whatever you want. That's what I do.
Pat Garrett And Billy The Kid (19 April 2006)
I like the bootleg of the recording sessions well enough, but curse the day that Old
Crow Medicine Show ripped off a minor improvisation Rock Me, Baby, grafted it
to the verse melody of Caribbean Wind, and got Wagon Wheel. I hate that song
and every lame faux-country / Americanausea band that covers it.
I never thought Knockin' On Heaven's Door was anything more than a tedious
chorus in search of a real song. It's pretty but awfully slight. Two and a half
chords, ad infinitum. It does work very well as a soundtrack moment. I much
prefer Billy, at least the version on the bootleg. Bob comes close to Vernon
Dalhart's Ballad Of Billy The Kid, but Dalhart uses a diminished chord so he wins.
Ry Cooder rearranged Dalhart's version okay on Into The Purple Valley.
There are many things to admire about the film, mostly visual. Dylan acts like a
marionette more than a human being. Or doesn't act at all, which puts him quite
out of step with the real actors all around him. I think Kristofferson is very strong
as Billy, sexy and narcissistic in the right way. Coburn is always good. Slim
Pickens is of course the finest actor in the film.
Peckinpah made superior films to this one, but it is still an interesting western.
Not as good as McCabe & Mrs. Miller, or The Searchers, or My Darling
Clementine, or Ride The High Country, or The Plainsman, or High Noon, or She
Wore A Yellow Ribbon, or even Tombstone, but not bad. About as good as The
Left-Handed Gun. I'm not a big fan of The Wild Bunch, either - great cast, silly
bloodbath.
Come to think of it, I'd love to see a marionette film about the making of The
Basement Tapes. All those guys would make superb marionettes, bopping around
on strings. Or maybe a Punch & Judy-esque recreation of the Manchester Free
Trade Hall show. Spinal Tap could open.
Doing Drugs In Row F (19 April 2006)
At my age, I can't think of a bigger waste of good drugs than to do them at a rock
concert of any kind. Or a waste of good music, either. I like to do my drugs at
home, or on the beach or in the woods, or at the Metropolitan Museum of Art or
the Prado. Crowds bigger than a few hundred tend to ruin my experience of
music.
On stage, I feel somewhat different about the matter. I'll do manageable drugs
when performing, as long as I can still see the strings and frets okay. Never played
any house bigger than 350 or so. A larger room might be enough of a high, or low
depending.
But as to the specifics of seeing Dylan high or not, I think I've lost my desire to see
him ever again in concert, straight, stoned or in between. The recent live
recordings just aren't good enough to interest me. My memories are fine as they
are. I will smoke a reefer 'bout 5 feet long if a new CD comes out, though. Not too
tall, not too strong.
Sad Eyed Lady - Best Love Song Ever? (20 April 2006)
Not as long as Nat Cole singing Hoagy Carmichael's Stardust is in human memory.
Or Pavorotti singing Puccini's Nessun Dorma.
Or Billie Holiday singing These Foolish Things.
Or Sinatra singing When Your Lover Has Gone or so many other songs too
numerous to list.
However, Sad Eyed Lady Of The Lowlands is Dylan's longest love song ever. It's
almost like he had to write a song to fulfil the prophecy of Eternal Circle.
Quite possibly Bob's most BEAUTIFUL song. For a less romantic, more realistic
love song, though, my favourite is [Planet Waves outtake] Nobody 'Cept You. As
for Wedding Song - forget it!
I agree. Wedding song is almost unlistenable - an ironic virtue in this case. Sara is
far too sentimental for my taste. I just don't care about Bob & Sara and the kids or
where they went on vacation. I can get that from my own family any time.
Sad Eyed Lady is the epitome of Bob's "This is not a drug song" style.
Bob's Playmate Calendar (20 April 2006)
As the saucy old goat's 65th birthday approaches, which 12 lovely lasses would
you stick on his calendar? How about:
J: Anita Ekberg / F: Sophia Loren / M: Marion Morrison / A: April Stevens / M: Isis
/ J: Jayne Mansfield / J: Marlon Brando / A: Emmanuelle Beart / S: Betty Page / O:
Sabrina / N: Sara Lownds / D: Charles Hawtrey
While I commend your intentions here, I think you've missed one important
theme in the calendar - Dylan's attraction to African-American women. They
ought to comprise half the line up, if you go by his marriages, or 16% if you go by
his progeny. Even Ma Rainey gets a prominent enough mention in a famous
enough song to be at least as appropriate, if not more so, than Sophia Loren.
I also think there is no shortage of actual babes referenced in his songs or in his
verified escapades - I'd vote for Bridget Bardot dressed as Isis, for example, or
Loretta Young. And I question Marlon Brando - this just seems like rumor,
although I confess I haven't been curious enough to read about it. If you need men
on such a calendar, you might start with Allen Ginsberg, who publicly proclaimed
his desire for Bob even before they were friends, and who has numerous nudie
pics that might be featured.
But in general, a superb item for holiday giving. Get photo rights, and start selling
it over the web in downloadable form.
Let's Discuss New Morning (21 April 2006)
I think the most remarkable thing about New Morning is that Bob Dylan made it.
It would be long forgotten if done by almost any other artist of the era. It stood
out from the prior Self Portrait and the subsequent silence until Blood On The
Tracks, was hailed as a comeback from Self Portrait' s hodge-podge at the time, but
from this distance it doesn't sound all that different or better.
The songs range from interesting to less interesting. Domestic bliss certainly
tended to dull Dylan's creative instincts - happy songs are all alike. I always liked
Day Of The Locusts and Went To See The Gypsy and One More Weekend. None
of the other songs have any staying power for me. New Morning comes close for
the music, but the lyric ultimately bores because it doesn't hold any irony, it's just
happy with its own trite celebration. I don't enjoy If Not For You in any version dull rhymes and sentiment, too satisfied with its lack of ambition or risk. Almost
the exact opposite of a great Bob Dylan song. I'm all for changes of pace, but not if
it produces sentimental pap. It's really a George Harrison song in the worst way
that phrase implies.
Almost anyone could have written Winterlude or Time Passes Slowly. They aren't
bad but not particularly good, just generic lyrics in waltz time. Okay bridge on the
latter. The Man In Me is even slighter. None of these show the humor or charm of
the Nashville Skyline songs.
Father Of Night is a good little hymn. Three Angels is dreck, completely sunk by
the bathetic conclusion - reminds me of the hysterical woman who periodically
appears in Simpsons episodes crying, "The children! Doesn't anyone care about the
children!" If Dogs Run Free didn't sound so good at the time, but the recent
concert performances sounded very good and managed to rehabilitate the song as a
fond beatnik satire that might have made a good Basement Tapes song with
enough hashish in the pipe.
The album is well-produced and well-played. In general, it deserves to be
overlooked. It doesn't demand much, and doesn't offer much in return for close
attention. It doesn't offend, either, unlike lesser Dylan efforts. For the most part,
it's the sound of a semi-retired rock star amusing himself and sketching out some
songs that refer to emotions and situations without embodying them.
Bob's Guitar Solos (24 April 2006)
Bob could play lead guitar, both acoustic and electric. He was a decent flatpicker
acoustic lead player in a kind of Hank Snow style. When I saw him at The Supper
Club, he played all the solos and quite well.
He would take solos on Jokerman in the mid-nineties that were often good with
effective dynamics and note choices, not just hammering away at two or three
notes. He could also bang away at his own blues-rock type songs with gusto maybe not as smooth as Bruce Springsteen, but more original that Jack White.
He's really not as bad as Long John thinks - that kind of heaped abuse is just
another form of apologism. But acoustic guitar has always been his best
instrument. He was also a more effective band leader with a guitar in hand,
acoustic or electric.
In the specific period I'm referring to (the live shows starting in the mid-eighties
or so), yes, he's every bit as bad as I'm claiming, perhaps more. You can like the
"not in time hammering away at 2 and 3 note patterns with a flat and miserable
tone" all you want, but to say that it is, in any sense "good" stretches the meaning
of the word "good" to include "really really bad" ...
I didn't say I enjoyed the 3 note solos (although there might be some good ones,
we'd just have to discuss a specific song and solo), just that Bob was capable of
more and played more from time to time. Reducing his guitar work to its weakest
moments is hardly a reasoned analysis - who would survive such a perspective?
Clapton recycles blues clichГ©s, Page substitutes bombast for taste, Beck plays like
no one else is on stage, Hendrix relied on out of tune pentatonic scales, Keith
Richards did Chuck Berry imitations, etc. None of these guys are as good a
guitarist (except maybe Jimi) as Adrian Belew - how many of his records have you
listened to lately?
The tone thing is a matter of personal taste. Dylan seems to like an unadorned
Stratocaster tone. Finding an individual and original tone on a Strat in a rock song
is not all that easy at this point. And sometimes banging away is really what the
song requires - a virtuosic blues solo on Rainy Day Women wouldn't make a
whole lot of sense.
I think you want this to be some sort of argument against a position that whoever
plays better "technically" is best and the problem is that nobody is arguing that.
No, my argument is not that technique is all that matters, but simply that Dylan
has been an effective and expressive guitarist for his own music on his own terms
from time to time. Hyperbole in either direction simply isn't supported by the
recorded evidence. I don't think anyone (ER forum posters excluded), including
Dylan, has ever claimed he was a great guitarist. Winston Watson in an interview
said more or less the same thing some years ago, and that Bob effectively defined
the songs with his triplet-based guitar playing in a unique way. He had a better
seat than most.
For effective and expressive guitar playing, I'd cite Bob's Jokerman solo on The
Wiener Club Of Spalding bootleg recorded in Austria in I think '94. The solo
moves in varied phrases through the chords, with a solid tone up through the high
notes at the chorus's crescendo where he works his way back to the melody, and
wins enthusiastic applause from the audience (maybe I'm imagining that they also
sound surprised at the solo). Bob takes a similar solo on the Jokerman that opens
the Woodstock '94 set. The Blue-Eyed Boston Boy bootleg also has some decent
guitar work from Bob, both in the show proper and the bonus tracks. He plays
well on To Be Alone With You which kicks off a show I think in Marseille in 96 can't quite recall the title of the bootleg, definitely a French locale.
I think you are mistaking your personal taste for some kind of objective standard
for what a guitar should sound like. I also question whether a concert in front of
several thousand fans or a bootleg recording are the best samples by which to
judge tone. Unless you have a soundboard show, a studio album, or a seat next to a
stage monitor, there are just too many variables. The three shows cited above are
extremely good audience recordings, but still less than ideal documents. I have
numerous soundboard boots, but I'm not recalling any of them having
distinguished electric solos from Bob. Have to review them when I'm home.
Finally, I would note that your colorful turns of phrase are more expressive of
your own temperament than anything Dylan does or does not do on guitar. Not
that there's anything wrong with your temperament - it's one of the reasons why
I so enjoy your posts.
Is there some sort of "objective scientific" measure for what constitutes a "good"
guitar tone? No.
BUT, does answering that question "no" mean that all opinions are equal? No ...
You realize that ... you are addressing the King of Pedants. Of course there are
objectively good and bad elements of art, clear markers of competence and
incompetence, and more and less informed experiences of art. I would never
disagree with your general point, and am more likely to agree with you on most
musical matters (as well as political matters). Are all tones on guitar equal? Equally
what? Equally "good"? That would depend on how the tone was used, the context
of its delivery. I have some exquisitely cheap instruments, including a tenor banjo
that sounds a bit like rubber bands stretched across a cigar box. For Dixieland jazz
or old-time music, it just will not produce a good sound, not in my hands. It is in
that context objectively bad. However, in certain arrangements of my own songs,
it is perfect for what I want, a sort of West African / pygmy lute sound. I used in
on a Brecht song to very good effect.
Similarly, by almost any standard, Dylan's voice is not good, although it may once
have been good enough. Does he sing well? Often enough to keep me interested,
but not often enough for me to want to hear him all the time, every show. He can
be as bad as his worst imitators at any moment in any song. I don't even like his
singing on some of his better regarded work like Things Have Changed. But I
would not edit a note of Love & Theft or World Gone Wrong or Time Out Of
Mind.
Discussion of his electric guitar playing is pretty much nostalgia at this point. I
don't expect to hear him play it ever again. I hope he surprises me. Was he as bad
as you claim? Sometimes, but not all the time. Do I enjoy solos you would dismiss?
Maybe, if you would point particular ones out. The ones I know I enjoy simply
don't meet your negative standards of feeble tone and lack of development. I have
to believe my ears. I'm not an uncritical listener. Dylan isn't my favorite anything
at this point. Except maybe my favorite artist to discuss, because of his
inconsistencies as much as his achievements of excellence.
Who Does Dylan Best? (24 April 2006)
I enjoy playing and singing Dylan songs more than listening to anyone else do so,
except Dylan.
I know Bob liked Garcia a lot, but I really do not like his singing or his guitar
playing except in very limited contexts for certain years. I'd rather hear Dylan
cover Garcia than vice-versa.
I'm just tired of and bored with Jimi Hendrix at this point in my life. He didn't live
long enough to do enough. Great guitarist, underrated singer, etc.
Cash was good - am I the only person who thinks Understand Your Man is a
rewrite of Don't Think Twice? I'd buy a Willie Nelson album of judiciously chosen
Dylan covers, but only if there are no reggae arrangements.
Flatt & Scruggs did all right also. A lot of Dylan songs make superb bluegrass /
string band material.
I might get flogged for this, but I've always loved the Guns 'N Roses cover of
Knockin' On Heaven's Door ...
I'm cutting the switch right now. I'd rather listen to Sebastian Cabot or William
Shatner recite Who Killed Davey Moore. Or Tony Bennet swing on Don't Think
Twice.
How Do You Organize? (24 April 2006)
Albums are organized in genre - rock, blues, r&b, jazz, classical - then alphabetical
by artist, chronological within the artist. Cassettes and CDs are just alpha order,
then chronological. Total inventory is around 2500, and I need to be able to find
things.
Entertainment Weekly's Five Worst Dylan CDs (24 April 2006)
Self Portrait, Street Legal, Dylan & The Dead, Down In The Groove and Under
The Red Sky are named ...
The only problem is that five is not an adequate number of entries. Quite a few of
Dylan's albums fall well-short of his own high standards and sound lazy, selfconscious, trivial, and / or poorly rendered. People sometimes claim Self Portrait
would have made a decent single album, but the left-overs would surely be one of
his very weakest efforts (if "effort" is the right word).
One thing is for certain, though - someone on this site will claim than any of his
albums, no matter how bad, is a work of sheer genius and vastly underrated.
Because if they like it, it must be good! Because they would never like bad music!
Because even Bob's worst music provides "insights" into his "state of mind" and his
mind is sheer genius!
Personally, I like a lot of bad music, Dylan's included. Take "Take A Message To
Mary" - please. It's about as good as "Brandy" and I like it in the same way. No
genius involved, just an overload of sentimentality producing kitsch.
I've Noticed That Bob Uses The Question "Is Your Love In Vain?" In A Very
Novel Way ... (26 April 2006)
As one of the most annoying songs on one of Bob's worst albums, this inept ode to
narcissism actually manages to misuse the question. To love in vain is to love with
sincerity but in a futile effort. That is not what all the other lines in the song say.
The speaker is questioning the sincerity of the woman in question, when in fact
his own unworthiness would be cause for the love to be in vain. He even blows
the chance to use the phrase correctly, when he pretends he's going to risk falling
in love with this woman who may or may not deserve his unguarded affections "or is my love in vain?" would have been proper, not enough to redeem the song,
but at least a twist into coherence.
So one would hope that no other writer so tangled a fairly common phrase into
something so self-centered and ungenerous. It's maybe the dumbest song in his
body of work. At least Wiggle Wiggle is intentionally silly and Man Gave Names
intentionally childish. This song is just ugly.
Hamlet's "Get thee to a nunnery" scene with Ophelia (Act III, scene i) seems to
have a touch of the quality you describe. I agree, it's unusual.
I'd get me to a nunnery, too - wimples are hot!
Hottest Ophelia was Marianne Faithful, opposite Nicol Williamson's burly
Hamlet. I met her once in '92 - still smoking hot, charismatic, charming.
But I'm straying from the topic, except that my love for her was indeed in vain,
even though I can cook and sew.
(1) And yet, while HA paints the entire record with the dismissive "Is Your Love
In Vain" brush, I think what's wrong with this song is what's right with all the
others on the album, and this helps me make sense of why I love it so much ...
(2) Hmm. It really seems that you like to discuss things you dislike about Dylan
more than you like to discuss what you DO like. How come? Are you here only to
spam? Real annoying for open-minded readers ...
I don't hear any indication that Dylan is aware of the misuse of the phrase, or any
irony in the lyric writing or the delivery. This lack of irony is among the more
damning features of the song.
Countering orthodoxy is something I learned in part from Dylan's own best work,
so if I take exception to the orthodoxy of hero-worship and rationalizing every bad
Dylan song as somehow revealing yet another level of his creative genius, and
someone thinks that is mere spam, I really don't care. Anyone with a reasonable
amount of curiosity and intelligence will understand my point of view, whether or
not they agree. Many of my very favorite posters here disagree with me all the
time, and I just hope they learn as much from this as I do.
Regarding Street Legal, I've never read a convincing defense of the album, just
rationales for liking it despite the overwhelming evidence of its many flaws.
Liking it doesn't mean it is good. It's a bloated, self-centered, aimless, misguided
album. The two decent songs on it, SeГ±or and We Better Talk This Over, were
much better in concert 25 years later. Some months ago I bought the remastered
CD, hoping that a close listen would rehabilitate the album for me, but I found it
even more dreadful than I remembered. I don't want to regurgitate the analysis of
the problems I wrote at that time, would prefer to listen to it again when I have
the time and stomach for it.
Now I'm having a wicked dГ©jГ vu that I wrote this all before. Too much of
nothing, or not enough coffee.
A comparison to a truly well-written and expertly sung song on the theme of
loving in vain might be worthwhile. It is almost certainly the source of Dylan's
song. Johnson speaks in clear, concise images that give place to the song and
support the meaning of love as a futile, empty gesture. The "train left the station"
verse is just crushing heavy-hearted sadness - "the red light was my mind" so
much more evocative of real feeling in a real relationship than anything in Dylan's
facile and heartless language - "Can you cook and sew? / Make flowers grow? / Do
you understand my pain?" What possible incentive would there be to try to
understand the pain of someone who would ask the first two questions? What real
woman would even be standing there to hear the third?
Love in Vain (take 1)
В©(1978) 1990, 1991 Lehsem II, LLC / Claud L. Johnson
Administered by Music & Media International, Inc.
Spoken: "I wanna go with our next one myself."
And I followed her to the station
with a suitcase in my hand
And I followed her to the station
with a suitcase in my hand
Well, it's hard to tell, it's hard to tell
when all your love's in vain
All my love's in vain
When the train rolled up to the station
I looked her in the eye
When the train rolled up to the station
and I looked her in the eye
Well, I was lonesome, I felt so lonesome
and I could not help but cry
All my love's in vain
When the train, it left the station
with two lights on behind
When the train, it left the station
with two lights on behind
Well, the blue light was my blues
and the red light was my mind
All my love's in vain
Ou hou ou ou ou
hoo, Willie Mae
Oh oh oh oh oh hey
hoo, Willie Mae
Ou ou ou ou ou ou hee vee oh woe All my love's in vain
I don't think it is wise or fair to take Dylan's songs as his autobiography in the
same sense that Allen Ginsberg's poems are his autobiography. The work defines
the dynamics of Dylan's creative consciousness, but not his personality. Sometimes
the songs present material that seems to invite a biographical or psychological
interpretation, but often that bias resides in the listener and not the song.
Much of Dylan's career has been the construction and presentation of a persona
named Bob Dylan, as well as the many personae embodied in his songs. Any work
of art, like our dreams, our common speech, our behavior, will express our
personal conflicts and desires, but ultimately it is the artist who determines the
truth and takes responsibility for this expression, not the audience, just as the
patient does and not the therapist. Conflation of psychological and aesthetic
concerns often yields mediocre art and amplifies the narcissism of the audience.
Emphasis on feeling over form relieves the creative experience of the pressure of
containment, judgement and choice. This is one of the great flaws in Kerouac's
poetics as championed by Ginsberg: Mind is shapely; first thought, best thought;
etc.
Must be Friday.
Chimes Of Freedom (28 April 2006)
Synaesthesia. Sometimes spelled Synesthesia. Google the word - it's a fascinating
condition. It sounds very probable that Bob was experiencing such a state of
perception when he wrote Chimes Of Freedom. Essentially, the term means a
state of mind in which ordinary sensory perceptions becomes confused. You see
sounds. You smell sights. You hear colours ...
I believe this song was written during a road trip Bob took with Victor Maimudes
and two other friends (maybe Bob Neuwirth and one other guy), with a supply of
marijuana in a shoebox. Ginsberg was in Paris at the time, I'm almost certain. His
first encounter with Dylan's work was hearing Freewheelin', and he developed a
crush on Bob (as he tended to do with most talented handsome young men), but I
don't think they met until Another Side was already recorded if not released.
Allen claimed to have first given Bob LSD, not sure if that's verifiable. But all the
linguistic elements of Chimes Of Freedom have poetic precedent in writing and
songs Dylan would have known (or written himself), with or without drug use or
psychological abnormalities. Some of the writing, such as Ginsberg's own work,
was influenced by and even written under the influence of drugs, such as Kaddish
and Howl, Corso's Bomb and Kerouac's On The Road.
True synaesthesia is a very intense experience and not that common. I think it is
more probable that the language in Chimes Of Freedom represents a rhetorical
experiment rather than merely an account of a drug experience. I've read, I think
first in Scaduto's biography, that the thunderstorm was real. Good pot and a
thunderstorm could get the creative juices flowing, but the lines you quote are
actually literal renderings of ordinary experience acutely observed - lightning does
strike shadows, as it momentarily illuminates things while the thunderclap hits.
Sounds really do "dissolve" into each other. "Chimes of freedom" is a metaphor of
imaginative empathy, the subject of the song, as well as of a thunderstorm itself,
which really can be watched and heard. A synaesthetic experience would involve
tasting lightning or smelling thunder. Ordinary mind sees and hears such things.
There are very few lines or phrases in the song that truly alter the literal sense
experience, as vivid as many of them are. For example, a "wild cathedral evening"
has a close literal relationship between the experience of space in a cathedral and
out doors, where in both circumstances the eye follows soaring visual stimuli that
disorient or re-orient the mind toward an experience of the sacred. A synaesthetic
line about evening would be more like "the chocolate icing evening" or "the salty
studded evening" etc.
The song is visionary for sure. Bob's done plenty of drugs. I just don't think drugs
are the point - these really aren't drug songs, as he famously announced. The
language indicates a supremely focused and curious and open consciousness, but
not a deranged one.
But some synaesthetic touches are there, for what else is "majestic bells of bolts"?
It's not a literal description, is it? It's a confusion of auditory and visual stimuli.
Thunder and lightning are simultaneous events, one solely auditory, one largely
visual. The diction of "bells of bolts" is consistent with these senses - it's common
to refer to thunderbolts, yes? Majestic is a qualitative rather than sensory
adjective. The line might be rephrased "grand ringing thunder and lightning lit the
scene and caused flickering shadows, a music unto itself" without appealing to the
senses of taste / touch / smell. Of course, my rendering is not nearly as poetic. The
compression of Dylan's language through inventive diction in this case is not
synaesthetic.
But I know I'm quibbling a bit on this point, because I think you and I both agree
about the power of this song, and its effect on our own imaginations- like a drug,
but better! Unless said drug was really really good quality.
I was always taught to treat the number of seconds between the visual recognition
of the lightning flash and the auditory recognition of the thunderclap as the
number of miles distant that the lightning was occurring i.e. they were only ever
simultaneous when you were in the frame to be struck ...
That's the difference between the events themselves and the measure of the
events. But I'm pretty sure that sound travels at about 1100 feet per second at sea
level, not one mile per second. So you count the seconds between the lightning
and thunder, and if they are less than 5 seconds apart, you are less than a mile
from the events. If only a second, you are dangerously close, not a mile off.
(1) Rimbaud's Illuminations ? The little bugger was clearly a synaesthete! In his
sonnet Vowels he colour-codes vowel sounds ...
(2) I think that Dylan's use of language here is, among other things, a very
deliberate tip of the hat to Rimbaud, who, I believe, dabbled in the occasional
recreational stimulant too, for those that like to give weight to such things ...
Agreed about Rimbaud, especially in this period of Dylan's writing. Although I'd
guess Rimbaud's drugs of choice were hashish and absinthe and wine.
Why Blind Willie McTell? (17 May 2006)
McTell was a good lyricist who knew how to work a traditional theme with clear
images and direct expression:
Wake up mama, don't you sleep so hard
Got these blues walkin' around the yard
Got the blues and I'm not satisfied
That's the reason why I crawl away and cry
Blues grabbed me at midnight, wouldn't turn me loose 'fore day
Didn't have no woman to take my blues away
Big star fallin', mama, t'ain't long 'fore day
Maybe the sunshine will drive my blues way
In addition to his driving 12-string guitar playing, he was adept at slide guitar (the
above tune is a slide song).
McTell's singing actually maintains African style markers - high-pitched, plaintive
male voices are prominent in West African music. House and Waters had deeper
voices, but McTell's is no less a part of the tradition.
Dylan likes a lot of music, but he may have used McTell for the convenient
musicality of the sound of "Blind Willie McTell" and the ease of rhyming the last
syllable. The name itself has 3 stressed syllables - BLIND wiLLIE mcTELL - so it is
easily incorporated into the ballad meter of the song.
Blues singing is an assertion of the individual voice, so "no one sings the blues like
Blind Willie McTell" is not necessarily a claim no one sings them as well. And the
song is not about McTell, it's about America and the singer's feeling for history
and his own imaginative voice. The bluesman serves as an emblem of authenticity
and artistry, which the singer doubts in himself - his visions are afflictions of a
sort; he indicts himself in the last verse's "God is in His heaven / and we all want
what's His ..."
Dylan sits at the piano, tinkling out the chords to St. James Infirmary and
wondering if anything worthwhile can arise in the fallen world he sees all around
him and feels within himself. Like a good bluesman, he finds his own voice, his
own blues, while at the same time despairing that this just is not possible any
longer. It's one of his great ironies as a visionary artist.
Why Has Dylan Never Covered The Doors? (19 May 2006)
The Doors definitely sucked big time, although I had a weakness for Morrison
Hotel - Lonnie Mack played guitar, and they brought in a bass player. Densmore,
Krieger and Manzarek had their charms as musicians, but the whole was definitely
far less than the sum of the parts. I liked their debut album when it came out for
about 6 months, then one day something just switched in my brain and I found
them laughable, outside of Morrison Hotel and a few songs on LA Woman. And
that stuff isn't great, just moderately enjoyable in the right mood.
Nostalgia and bad taste can keep any music alive.
... ...
I was at a blues club in NYC 10 years ago, waiting for Otis Rush to play. A group
of burly biker types sat next to me and started discussing an event earlier that day
at some music symposium. [Doors drummer] John Densmore was going to give
some kind of lecture / demonstration about rock drumming, but before he could
start, Doors fans rushed the stage and stole as much of the drum kit as they could
before security stopped them. Densmore didn't get to play a note.
I looked over at the bikers. "John Denmsore?" I said. "Why?"
"Yeah," one of the bikers deadpanned. "I mean, he's no [ELP's] Carl Palmer."
There was a brief moment of silence, then we all burst out laughing.
WHAAT? (19 May 2006)
The king of the Philistines his soldiers to save
Puts jawbones on their tombstones and flatters their graves
Puts the pied pipers in prison and fattens the slaves
Then sends them out to the jungle
What the hell are we talking about here, people, first line in particular?
The song is about alienation in a hypocritical world of absurd and surreal
dimensions, and about witnessing power from a psychedelic view point (by
definition alienated from alienation itself). It's also about a verbally clever young
man teasing the entire world while he plays loud-ass rock and roll. I don't think it
is necessary to substitute a particular real-life character for any of the many stock
figures parading through Dylan's cartoon lyrics. The dynamics of the song's
characters expresses something directly without such substitutions.
(1) I'm not sure what you mean by this, but if you mean ...
(2) Bob just had the cocky confidence to distort time and mix up the ages. Ma
Rainey and Beethoven once unwrapped a bedroll - in BobWorld, Machiavelli and
Karl Rove could've done the same ...
We are in complete agreement per your statements and quotes from yours truly.
Some of Bob's songs are almost like the I Ching or Lao Tse or Emily Dickinson they chart human conditions in archetypal forms the listener can then apply to
particular circumstances.
P14 also makes a very good point about the use of time and historical reference as
a way of trumping history, at least for the duration of the song itself. Dylan's song
is the only place where Ma Rainey and Beethoven unwrap a bedroll. Love &
Theft' s High Water holds some of the same mojo. I love that about Bob.
Eminem (19 May 2006)
Eminem is a pretty good rock singer on his 8 Mile CD. Nothing on his last CD
impressed me.
As far as Eminem's "writing" talents go, he's so tedious and juvenile that I can only
tolerate his music if I ignore the words completely. He has nothing to say as an
adult artist in an adult world, just cranks out kiddie product for white kids who
don't know any better. He's a cow-dung artist in a genre that requires cow-dung
in the product manufacturing process.
Remind you of anyone we know, Albert?
Not sure who you mean, but he reminds me of every other mediocrity peddling
egotistical crapola, regardless of genre. I just hope he keeps his pledge of
"retirement" and goes into production. It's gotta be embarrassing to keep up the
pose after 25 or so.
As far as rappers go, I think the closest comparison to Dylan, meaning the best
wordsmith, would be Kanye West ...
Kanye West is a businessman. The most convincing performance of his I've seen is
on a cell-phone commercial. I saw him perform Jesus Walks on TV at some
disaster benefit thing or award show, and it was completely lame. His acceptance
speech at the Grammies was embarrassing. The guy is a dork. Many dorks are
successful in business. Nothing wrong with that. But I have yet to see or hear any
evidence of his artistry.
Reams of rap lyrics are posted ...
Those rap lyrics are just awful, juvenile dreck. But that's what defines the genre, I
think. People with too many rhymes and nothing to say, but saying it over and
over again. Keepin' it real. Keepin' it stupid.
While there may never be anyone with Dylan's artistic skill, is it possible that
someone like Eminem is voicing the frustration that youth feel in today's sorry
social context?
While it is entirely possible Eminem is "voicing the frustration of today's youth,"
that's no excuse for doing it in such tedious terms. But let's not forget Eminem is a
multi-millionaire entertainer, whatever his oh so humble origins might be. He is
an emblem of capitalism and not much else. He is an exploiter of social tensions he
gives little indication of understanding.
But he is a pretty good rock singer. At least as good as Axl Rose.
Maybe it's tedious, but if it gets youth thinking - the ones who ordinarily
wouldn't - it's a good thing. Doesn't matter how authentic he is or not.
I'd like to see an example of "youth thinking" that was inspired by any rap or hip
hop artist, that does not involve shopping.
Where are these thoughtful youths? What are their thoughts exactly? Because all
I see is a generation that mistakes attitude for feeling, lifestyle for living, and
commodities for soul.
I'm a social worker and I used to work with runaway and homeless teens in New
York ... Youth give out what we give to them. If they feel hopeless and depressed,
or happy and optimistic, or overly concerned with brand names, it's because of us,
not them.
Sorry, but I don't buy the youth as victim of adults excuse. Of course they inherit
the world of their elders. That is youth's eternal condition. Their brains and souls
are their own, though, and it's up to them to do something about the world they
find, regardless of their circumstances.
And let's face reality - most American youth live lives of pointless privilege and
material surplus taken for granted. Just like their parents. Your sampling as a social
worker will select a small part of a very large group, those who somehow fail to be
indoctrinated effectively into their social roles as obedient consumers and voiceless
workers. Who among them does not own a cell phone or an iPod because they
could not afford one? Or more alarmingly, feels that carrying around 30,000 songs
and listening to them constantly was just another form of alienation and a badge
of submission?
The Times They Are A-Changin' (22 May 2006)
This is one of Dylan's most perfectly realized albums. The songs have clear
purposes and fulfil them directly. The singing is very strong, the guitar playing
simple and clean. The cover image promises what the songs deliver.
The songs all sounded strong at the time, but some have not aged as well as others.
The "protest" songs deal with ongoing situations - the times are always a-changin',
as change is how time operates - so they can sound okay in concert when Bob can
muster the vocal authority. Hattie Carroll is very long, takes some commitment on
both singer and listener's part to endure and enjoy. The title tune and With God
On Our Side leave me sympathetic to the message but not the songs themselves at
this point. Same with Only A Pawn, only more so in not wanting to hear the song
again.
A lot of folks like Boots Of Spanish Leather, but I don't like it all that much. It's
too long and gets monotonous, has a certain quality of self-pity that compromises a
lot of Dylan's weaker songs. The faux-ballad thing doesn't do it for me when done
so reverently. I much prefer Lily, Rosemary And The Jack Of Hearts for Bob's
balladry.
The songs I still enjoy are Restless Farewell, despite its lack of originality, Hollis
Brown (Pretty Polly with different lyrics but done well), One Too Many Mornings
(most perfect song on the album, could almost fit on John Wesley Harding), North
Country Blues and When The Ship Comes In (weakest of these but still good).
I think the album's issues spring from Dylan's strategy of self-invention, of being
"Bob Dylan." His whole folk / protest singer career was a bit contrived as public
performance (behind which his identity as an artist was cultivated toward other
ends), so at this point the songwriting is a bit obvious, dutiful, getting formulaic.
In some ways it is similar to Street Legal (though not nearly as dreadful), as Dylan
runs into a bit of a dead end and risks self-parody. The Times They Are A-Changin'
points toward Another Side Of Bob Dylan and the necessity to break the very
identity he created. Another Side does so, albeit in somewhat messy and
inconsistent terms.
I think Moonshiner Blues and Worried Blues were outtakes from these sessions.
Both songs would have improved the album immensely for the long run, but
didn't fit the marketing plan at the time.
Joanie (22 May 2006)
When she is a singer and guitarist performing a great song suited to her range,
Joan is tops.
When she is "Joan Baez" she's insufferable - as in her a capella Amazing Grace and
her mauling of The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down.
I don't think she ever quite transcended the incongruity of being a beautiful and
privileged young woman sweetly singing peasant songs. I'd much rather hear Jean
Ritchie or Sara Carter sing Matty Groves or House Carpenter or Geordie.
Although her House Carpenter is okay.
I like her politics overall, always have.
Faves Beside Bob (23 May 2006)
Herman Melville / Ida Lupino / Vladimir Nabokov / Duke Ellington / Pedro
Almodovar / El Camaron / Buell Kazee / Samuel Taylor Coleridge / Joe Morris /
Wallace Stevens / Dirk Bogarde / John Ford
How Are You Celebrating Bob's Birthday? (24 May 2006)
Tonight I'll sing at least 2 Dylan songs at a jam session in Brooklyn, Wanted Man
and Girl From The North Country. Dylan songs aren't usually performed at the
jam, but Johnny Cash covered both tunes so they get played. I'll play guitar on
Wanted Man and mandolin or mandola on Girl.
Dylan's work inspired me to be a poet, and I learned to play guitar on his songs.
Thanks a bunch, Mr. Dylan!
Bop, Hip-hop And Rap (30 May 2006)
A recent complaint against rap calls to mind a 1918 article from the TimesPicayune quoted by Thomas Brothers in his book Louis Armstrong's New Orleans
... In the "mansion of the muses" Melody is said to occupy the great assembly hall,
harmony the sacred inner court and rhythm the basement - the servant's hall
where one hears the Negro banjo, ragtime and jazz ... Its musical value is nil and
its possibilities of harm are great ...
A few examples of rap music, good or bad or in-between, would substantiate my
remarks. Because I don't collect or listen to rap music, there is very little I know
from memory. So I resort to googling.
Here's an excerpt from Afrika Bambatta, an early rap star who I actually enjoyed
from time to time, for the beats, not the lyrics.
Album: Looking for the Perfect Beat 1980-1985
Song: Zulu Nation Throwdown
Say what's the name of this Nation?
Zulus
Zulus
And who's gonna get on down?
The Cosmic Force
The Cosmic Force
Chitty-chitty-bang-bang, we are your main thing
You listen to the song that she is gonna sing-sing
We party all night to the people's delight
Cause everybody knows that we rock out of sight
Say we are the best in the creation
We go by the name of the Mighty Zulu Nation
We're the Mighty Zulus, we're one of a crew
We're comin by, we're comin through
We're worldwide and we're citywide
Cause we shock the house, we shock it right
We'll say a little somethin to let you know
That my mellow Smitty D is on the echo
We do a routine and put on a show
And we dedicate it to the people we know
We're one of a kind, we're easin the mind
The Zulu Nation say time after time
[Money For Sex by Del the Funky Homosapien, Crazy by Gnarls Barkley and What
More Can I Say by Jay-Z omitted]
These are relatively random samples from a very large archive of rap lyrics. One
can see attempts at wit, social commentary, boasting, put-downs, and cheerleading
partygoers. The social commentary is not particularly vivid or perceptive. The wit
is haphazard and not sophisticated.
The basic pose is of an individual ego confronting a hostile world - an essentially
adolescent identity crisis extended into young adulthood. The trials and rewards of
family, the irony of spiritual consciousness in a material world, the difficulty of
birth and death as a shared transformation, or any adult themes whatsoever are
almost entirely absent from the music. It is more or less formulaic word-stringing
along the lines of "I'm good, you bite, let's party."
This is how corporations sell gullible young people representations of their own
alienation as a way to integrate them into proper modes of consumption while
flattering their confused sense of self. This was not Afrika Bambatta's plan, but 20
years ago rap music was more of a folk form and less commercialized, more open
to ideas about social cohesion, community politics and spiritual purpose.
Unfortunately, these are fairly complex ideas not easily assimilated into simplistic
dance music, and the sloganeering on whatever theme tended to drive all lyrics
into a pathetically narrow / shallow range of content. Subliterate posturing is far
more easily incorporated into sales, marketing and production processes of the
media corporations driving rap / hip-hop culture.
It seems to me entirely possible that the genre is without serious merit, and that
millions upon millions of consumers could just have no taste or intelligence or
sensitivity to the nuances of human experience.
I also find it fascinating, in a terrifying way, that this is the lingua franca of our
Imperial decline, in which the few remaining symbolic vestiges of democracy
crumble before the greed of our corporate oligarchs. If they can keep as many
people as possible plugged into iPods, no one will give a hoot about the latest
preemptive war. Shop until we all drop. Or until the Chinese stop loaning us
money for our wars.
It would be very nice if we could take a more reasoned approach, and say that this
genre, too, has its geniuses amid the riff-raff, that it's just a new generation finding
its own voice, etc. Sadly, these de rigueur efforts at fairness are never supported by
actual examples of great lyrics touching on human experience in essential and
compelling terms.
I've been having this discussion for over a decade, initially via poetry fora. It
always follows the same path, and someone always brings up Tupac Shakur as an
exemplar of powerful rap lyrics, but I rarely find his words good for more than a
few lines, and his basic pose is as clichГ©d as ever - angry black man spouting off to
dance beats.
All I can say to this culture is: stop dancing and get to work building a better
world. And don't give me that Emma Goldman crap about dancing in the
revolution, either. The party is over.
The best political rap is as far past "being poor and feeling sorry for yourself" as the
best blues is. Take PE's "911 Is a Joke" about the very real problem of one to four
hour response time to 911 calls in the inner city. This is a specific poetic
expression of anger toward a governmental system that ignores you to the point of
costing lives. It is as or more powerful than the best Vietnam era anti-war songs ...
I don't think having some kind of worthy political values excuses inept writing,
and I find Public Enemy only slightly better for their attempt at social
commentary, but the lyric posted is rhythmic sloganeering with little depth or
insight, a lot of anger, hyperbole, and demagoguery. Chuck D risks very little and
mainly expresses his own resentment and not the problem itself. I think I still own
Fear Of A Black Planet somewhere. I must have listened to it 4-5 times before it
became insufferably tedious.
Rap music is 30 years old and has been thoroughly incorporated into consumer
culture. It's a business. Who gets out the most product year after year. Who
controls the market. It doesn't really stand up to aesthetic inquiry. It's rhythm and
business.
It's also so ever-present in contemporary media that if there are great aesthetic
values being expressed and explored, I would think those should be quite apparent
and easily explained in positive terms. Something that goes beyond quoting
someone you personally enjoy and saying it's great; some demonstration or
explanation of its greatness would be welcome.
The parallel to the birth of rock and roll or bebop is not valid. Most rock and roll
of the 1950s was pretty dumb and open to criticism; most early bebop is rightly
regarded as a continuation of jazz traditions with innovative rhythmic and
harmonic advances that were misunderstood by some older jazz fans / players at
the time. Within 20 years, both genres had produced truly great works (much
sooner, really).
I think rap music is fundamentally dance music, and the lyrics are subservient to
the beat. So it's probably wrong to ask rappers to write intelligent and insightful
lyrics that command serious attention, are full of irony, commanding metaphors,
and verbal creativity. Swing music was made for dancers, and there were many
songs that just kept the feet moving without a lot of thought involved. Most of the
great songs of the swing era were ballads, a more thoughtful form.
"Rap music is 30 years old and has been thoroughly incorporated into consumer
culture ... ... It doesn't really stand up to aesthetic inquiry."
No kidding, this is the single most unabashedly arrogant and gut wrenchingly
stupid thing I've seen posted on ER since I joined.
You beat out Miss X! Your mom should be proud.
Long John, if you could somehow articulate a positive defense of rap music in
thoughtful adult terms, your insults might carry more weight. As it stands, you
come across as just an ill-mannered know it all.
Please present at least one example of rap lyrics that shows some serious adult
concern explored with some complexity.
I've spent a lot of time researching African-American literature and music,
teaching it in college courses, and just plain enjoying it, and examining my own
biases as part of the process. Even if I write something that is too general or
mistaken, I would very much appreciate that in the future you simply do not
respond to any of my posts if you can't take exception to my views as a civil adult.
Thank you.
That's incredible ... You come off with the most arrogant dismissal of an entire art
form that dominates 21st century pop music and then call me a "know it all". I'm
sure you know more about African American culture, women's softball semi-pro
leagues, Lithuanian cooking, Baltimore traffic patterns than anyone else too ...
There are many forces at work in American culture worth exploring, and this is
one, but that does not make it worth exploring as a form of artistic expression. It's
more akin to television, product by corporate design, and would be better
understood as a series of disposable commodities with little if any intrinsic
meaning or aesthetic significance. Any "personal expression" pales before the units
shipped.
It's also possible that a culture might become decadent and produce weak and
insignificant arts whose main appeal and purpose are to keep alienated masses
satisfied with their own alienation and obedient to the patterns of consumption
preferred by the supply-side masters.
Again, a staggeringly arrogant statement ...
Long John, you consistently misunderstand and misrepresent what I'm writing.
I'm no longer interested in carrying on any kind of discourse with you because of
your rudeness, which saddens me because I've enjoyed many of your posts, but I
can think of no reason I should endure your ad hominem attacks. Please honor my
request to refrain from insulting me on the pretext of responding to my ideas,
however fallible and tentative they might be.
QJ: Maybe I just missed your intent, but why are literary merits debatable while
musical merit aren't?
Musical merits are debatable of course, but in this case, I'm focusing on the form
as literary because the genre of "rap" appears to invite attention to the rapper and
the rhymes. I do take issue with the whole cut and paste laptop thing, but I think
in general rap needs no defense as music. As I said, it's dance music, and people
dance to it. That's enough for me at this point.
I once attended a poetry panel on which Sonia Sanchez and Sekou Sundiata both
read poems and spoke. They were both magnificent. Sundiata is I guess a "hip hop
poet" with a chanting, rhyming style, and he as recorded with musical backing,
but in response to a question about improvised rapping, he said he writes and
revises relentlessly and only improvises the musicality of the line in delivery, not
the words themselves. Sanchez said that whenever a young rapper comes to her
university class, she ends up telling them their rhymes stink - her word - and
throws a rhyming dictionary at them. She also delivered one of the most chilling
and inspiring moments of artistic truth I've ever encountered as she spoke about
following one's own sense of necessity, one's own emerging voice, no matter
where it leads or how difficult it might appear or how contrary to the voices
surrounding.
Gotta go to rehearsal. Thanks for your kind words.
Does Dylan Sing In Iambic Pentameter? (30 May 2006)
Many of Bob's songs, including many of his greatest, are in ballad meter, like
Tangled Up In Blue, Gates Of Eden, Mr. Tambourine Man. However, because of
his penchant for dense wordplay and his singing style, the basic unit of the meter
is rarely iambic all the way through.
There is one song with many iambic pentameter lines - Foot Of Pride (nice
accidental pun in the title).
He feeds off of everyone that he can touch
He's not somebody that you play around with much
Well they'll choose a man for you to meet tonight
You'll play the fool and learn how to walk through doors
How to enter into the gates of paradise
No, how to carry a burden too heavy to be yours
Yeah, from the stage they'll be tryin' to get water outta rocks
A whore will pass the hat, collect a hundred grand and say thanks
The lines above and many other in the song are built on five beats (with 3 beats of
vocal rest between lines, so every line occupies two measures of 4 / 4 music). To
keep things musically lively, iambs are augmented by troches, anapests and dactyls
and other metrical units. These metrical variants are established by the vocal
technique, not the words themselves. One might argue that on the page, the final
line above is not pentameter but heptameter. However, it occupies the same two
measures of 4 / 4, and the meter plays out thusly over 5 beats:
A whore will pass / the hat, / collect a hund /red grand and / say thanks
I'm not aware of any other Dylan song with so much pentameter involved.
Why Can't My Ears Adjust? (31 May 2006)
I own a few Dylan albums (Highway 61, Blood On The tracks, Bringing It All
Back Home) but it seems like none of them are really sticking. I listen to them, but
they don't sink in. Most of the other music I've listened to doesn't really reward
deep listening. I almost feel like my ears have been tainted ...
Are you a 15-year old NYC drummer? [Site name inference.] If so, the fact that
you own 3 great Dylan albums already is good. I think you have all the Dylan you
need to make the breakthrough as a listener, although the other suggestions are
obviously worth hearing at some point.
You mention contemporary rock and electronic music as your own base listening.
Contemporary rock covers a lot of territory, but I'm guessing you mean post-punk
rock and guitar-driven pop music, songs that float in a relatively small zone of
historical consciousness of the last 10-20 years. So Dylan's work, which is quite
deep in its grasp of history, musical and otherwise, might sound strange because it
offers different signs of its own history.
For example, the harmonica. Who among your contemporary rock bands includes
harmonica? I'm guessing almost no one. So one entry into Dylan's work would be
to undertake a study of harmonica music, mainly in country and blues.
Even though there are signs of renewed interest in blues music, a lot of
contemporary commercial music has no blues content whatsoever. Highway 61
and Bringing It All Back Home cannot be understood without a grasp of blues
music, and it's one of the keys to understanding America itself, so digging into
blues history and development should also enhance your Dylan ears.
Whatever you might know or think about contemporary country music, you
would also do well to listen to pre-1960 country and bluegrass music, especially
Hank Williams and the Stanley Brothers, for insights into Dylan's craft. Blood On
The Tracks is a string band sound for the most part.
Much of the music contemporary to those 3 albums can sound pretty dated, so I'm
not sure that some kind of 60s revival marathon listening session will help you feel
the urgency of the music today. But if you don't already own them, The Rolling
Stones' Beggars Banquet, the Beatles' Rubber Soul, The Band's Music From Big
Pink (this could sound really strange at first, but stick with it for the rest of your
life), Van Morrison's Moondance, the Velvet Underground's Loaded, Traffic's John
Barleycorn Must Die, Joe Cocker's With A Little Help From My Friends, and the
Paul Butterfield Blues Band's East-West might help your ears grow. Several of
these include great covers of Dylan songs and / or musicians who played with
Dylan at some point.
To my way of thinking and listening, Delta blues is the single most important
influence on Dylan's work as a whole, so Charley Patton, Son House, Robert
Johnson, Johnny Shines, Willie Brown, Tommy Johnson are all worth study, and
there are many others. Yazoo has a tremendous series of compilation CDs, some
with the series title Before The Blues, documenting white and black rural music in
the 20s and 30s of the 20th century. These rough and rowdy string bands and solo
performers are the real roots of contemporary rock, deep in the soil but still vitally
connected to almost anyone holding a guitar today.
Reading can also help your listening, but I'd avoid the many Dylan bios and
Dylan-related books for now. Find bios of Hank Williams, Robert Johnson, Bill
Monroe, Stephen Foster, The Carter Family, etc.
This should be fun for you. If it isn't, you may want to make some other artist the
object of your interest, someone in jazz or blues. There's no reason why you must
like Dylan now. He'll still be there when you are ready.
Hey! We've Covered "With God On Our Side"! (31 May 2006)
Us The Band have recorded With God On Our Side with 3 added verses to bring it
up to date. Visit our website, give the song a listen and tell Us what you think ...
I did not listen to any song samples, but I did look at the lyrics and was not
encouraged to listen by them. I also found the general tone of the website offputting. You don't seem to be interested in changing anyone's mind. You seem to
take your own righteousness for granted, and adopt the banalities of contemporary
political discourse like "red state / blue state" with little critical thinking.
The song lyrics are pretty terrible. The message is unmistakeable, which is I guess
important for propaganda, but simplistic and dull as well. Too many parodies,
which is jolly fun in Mad Magazine but I question the efficacy as an agent of
change.
I'm as anti-Bush as anyone I know, think he should be tried as a war criminal, and
I would not shed a tear if he were tortured and lynched although that would be
wrong. I'm supportive of the attempt to make political art in a time of crisis, and
I'm happy to see musicians with such impressive credentials taking a stand.
I don't yet see the necessity of these new songs, when there are so many songs
that address the kinds of crisis the country is now in that are worthy vehicles for
protest. I also question the overly-determined lyrics - it's hard to imagine wanting
to hear or play any of these songs twice, and what sort of social movement would
they inspire if they can't sustain interest? When I was a hippie in suburban
disguise, I liked 60s protest songs like With God On Our Side, but such music did
not compel me to change my life as much as Like A Rolling Stone or Mr.
Tambourine Man or Gates Of Eden.
So I suppose the emphasis on party-based electoral politics in your material limits
the impact and content of the music in ways that fall short of recognizing the
deeper nature of our crisis. Everyone in America, whether we like it or not,
derives benefits from our empire's hold on the world, and to lay all the blame on
Bush or Republicans is extremely short-sighted. Some deeper critique of our
culture is necessary, and some new ideology will be needed to change the course
of our history. I see this as a fundamentally spiritual matter, moreso than political,
although clearly all things political have their spiritual character and vice versa.
This change, or shall I say whatever change of course occurs, will almost certainly
be violent, whether we export the violence as we now do or undertake it against
our fellow citizens. Giving the Democrats command of our government is better
than allowing the accelerated slide into fascism continue, but they don't show any
interest or even understanding regarding lasting social and economic reforms that
might restrain, let alone dismantle, our imperial oligarchy. They are part of that
oligarchy, just a less vicious and because of that slightly more inept part.
It might be worth asking why democracy is faltering around the world and in the
US before undertaking an essentially democratic strategy of political reform. At
least that's what I'm asking myself.
Good luck with all your efforts.
Favorite Short? (2 June 2006)
I'd be interested to know your favorite short Bob Dylan song and why you like it.
I'd also be interested to know what you consider to be Bob's greatest short song,
whether or not it's your favorite, and why you think (or why you think others
think) it's great.
Dylan is rightly famous for long songs with a lot of words like Gates Of Eden and
Sad Eyed Lady, and short songs crammed full of words like Subterranean
Homesick Blues or From A Buick 6. In a short, succinct song, the challenge to the
writer is considerable - each word and line must contribute something essential,
any wrong choice will stand out more. Simple can be much more difficult to pull
off than complex.
With regard to the "favorite vs. great" distinction, that should be easy enough.
You might love a song like Down Along The Cove for very personal reasons (as I
do) and yet recognize that One Too Many Mornings or Wicked Messenger are far
greater achievements in songcraft.
At the moment, I'd say the short song I hold in highest regard is The Drifter's
Escape. It is masterful ballad composition with a swift narrative and no extraneous
detail. The plot is brilliantly conceived, with every significant action both
unpredictable and essential. Nearly every line works a twist on the preceding line,
from the very start. "Oh help me in my weakness" is delivered so plaintively that
one might quickly imagine the singer speaking for himself, but no, he's quoting
the drifter, who in fact is not drifting as one might suppose during line 2, but
caught up in some kind of rough justice and is being carried off to his fate. The
judge, who presumably presided over the drifter's sentencing, leaves aside his robe
to shed a tear of compassion, but also sounds a note of condescension. Clamor
outside from the crowd, clamor inside from the jury, evoking legal order spinning
out of control in just four lines. Enter the scolding nurse - nothing in the song
hints at such a turn - and her comment amplifies the chaos impending. Just as
suddenly as the nurse intervened, so does nature / Thor with a lightning bolt that
allows the drifter to return to drifting. Then the song is over, the final word
"escape" about as perfect a conclusion as a song lyric can have.
Much of John Wesley Harding is just as terse and strong, but tonight when I go
home and pick up my cheap Chinese mandola, Drifter's Escape is the song I'll play
to my Dylan-loving cats.
As a sentimental favorite short song, I'd go with Nashville Skyline's Tell Me That
It Isn't True which I've always loved for its rhetoric of denial and Bob's delivery of
same. It was one of the first Dylan songs I learned to play and sing at the same
time.
(1) Lay Down Your Weary Tune!
(2) Hard Rain!
Lay Down Your Weary Tune and Hard Rain are both quite long, with many
words and verses. And I dearly love both, but what I'm asking for is your favorite
song with few words and verses. Hard Rain is the longest song on Freewheelin'
I'm pretty sure.
Short with many words, like Subterranean Homesick Blues, still has the advantage
of prolixity. Think terse. I was reluctant to include She Belongs To Me, because it
has 5 verses, but since many of the words are the same due to repetition of lines,
and the verses are relatively short, it seemed to qualify.
What Are You Listening To Right Now? (6 June 2006)
Penthouse Serenade by Nat King Cole - mostly instrumental featuring his great
piano playing.
Jay Geils / Jerry Beaudoin and the Kings of Strings - Jay Geils was guitarist for J
Geils, of course, the hard-rocking Boston band fronted by Peter Wolf. This recent
CD features him playing an acoustic archtop with another guitarist, a swinging
teenage fiddler, and rhythm section, very Hot Club / Charlie Christian / Stuff
Smith type material.
Southern Journey Vols. 1 & 3 - more Smithsonian Lomax-recorded material, blues,
work songs, spirituals & sermons, recorded around 1960 so the sound quality is
very good, but in general I prefer these songs in older and / or more professional
recordings.
Classic African-American Ballads - another Smithsonian / Folkways CD, mostly
recorded since 1970 but a few older artists like Bill Broonzy & Leadbelly. Memphis
Slim sings Stewball, Warner Williams does an alternate version of Froggie Went
A-Courtin' called Mouse On The Hill, Leadbelly sings Old Riley.
Chronicles #2 (6 June 2006)
I've seen numerous posts in which people want / hope for a second volume to
Dylan's autobiography. I just want to give you an idea of how this looks from
inside publishing.
Since the first volume was both long-anticipated and highly regarded upon
publication, Volume II will be treated as a major book-publishing event. It will be
scheduled about a year prior to its release, as any major hardcover book is. If it
requires a new contract, the signing of the contract will be in the industry press
and be noted in mainstream press. If Bob has a multi-book contract, the
announced publication date will be in the press well ahead of time.
It's likely Vol. II is unwritten. Vol. I was published at least a year, maybe as long
as two years, after its original publication date was announced. Delays in busy
celebrity-written books are very common. When a manuscript is completed and
submitted to the publisher, a 6-9 month wait for publication is not unusual.
At this point, most publishers already know what they plan to publish in 2007,
certainly with regard to signed authors of major titles. If Bob surprises his
publisher and drops off a completed manuscript tomorrow, it would be physically
and commercially possible to publish it before Christmas. But realistically, Fall
2007 would be the earliest a new volume might be expected, and I think 2008 is
more likely. It's also likely to be delayed once publication is announced, just like
Volume I.
News will spread fast. You won't miss it. Don't worry.
Anyone Have A Dylan Tattoo? (6 June 2006)
(1) I have all the words to Desolation Row tattooed on my penis ...
(2) And, after they end, you have the lyrics to Highlands, right?
And old nurse and a young nurse were comparing notes on a patient.
"Did you see the word 'Swan' tattooed on his penis?" asked the old nurse.
"Actually, it's Saskatchewan," said the young nurse.
Most Haunting Lyric (8 June 2006)
The ghost of electricity howls in the bones of her face
Most Carelessly Obvious Lines (8 June 2006)
Roses are red, violets are blue, time is beginning to stall (Where Teardrops Fall)
The pool of tears beneath my feet flood every new born seed (Grain Of Sand)
Baby, please stop crying, stop crying, stop crying
Baby, please stop crying, stop crying, stop crying
Baby, please stop crying.
You know, I know, the sun will always shine
So baby, please stop crying 'cause it's tearing up my mind (Baby Stop Crying)
Conceit is a disease
That the doctors got no cure
They've done a lot of research on it
But what it is they're still not sure (Disease Of Conceit which I actually quite like.
I take it as a alter-ego song like Luke the Drifter's monologues.)
The joint is jumpin'
It's really somethin'
The beat is pumpin'
My heart is thumpin'
Spent my money on you, honey
My limbs are shakin'
My heart is breakin' (Had A Dream About You, Baby)
Nearly all his albums have at least one howler of a line. Sometimes he pulls it off,
sometimes he's just dozing at the wheel.
... ...
It occurred to me that some of Dylan's apparent lapses of attention might be the
result of his adapting his language to a folk idiom that often shows stilted or
repetitive language, partly to support the melodic components of the song in
question, but also perhaps because as folk songs became common place in
whatever century, the contemporary vernacular entered the song and held to an
independent course of evolution from common speech.
So in Wagoner's Lad, which probably dates from the 19th century, the language is
relatively close to ours, but often the phrases are composed of two sub-units
expressing more or less the same image or idea:
Hard is the fortune of all womankind
It's always controlled, always confined
Controlled by her parents 'til she is a wife,
And slave to her husband the rest of her life.
She is a poor girl, her fortune is sad,
She's always been courted by the wagoner's lad
He courted her daily, by night and by day
But now he is leaving, and going away
There's this verse from Summer Days, which I find intriguing:
I got eight carburetors, boys I'm using 'em all
Well, I got eight carburetors and boys I'm using 'em all
I'm short on gas, my motor's starting to stall
Unless I'm mistaken, he means "engine" not "motor" and what an engine might
have eight of is not carburetors but cylinders - and you always use them all ...
Trip deuces or three dual carburetors is the max I've ever seen. A high school
friend had a white GTO with trip deuces - burned so much gas that you could
watch the gas gauge needle go down. Good thing gas was 25 cents a gallon back
then. More money for beer, which was $1.50 a six pack.
It maybe be possible for an 8 cylinder engine to carry four dual carburetors.
Ol' Black Bascom ... (8 June 2006)
I always loved Tell Me Momma ever since I got the Albert Hall bootleg LP in
1973. Around 1976 I got it in the 1966-1975 songbook, and the words were
slightly different. Then when I got the Tales Of A Mexican Painter bootleg of the
Sydney 1966 show, it became clear that many of the lines were semi-improvised,
and not necessarily the same lines night to night. I don't think it was the drugs or
a faulty memory. Maybe he felt the song was somewhat unfinished, or maybe he
just wanted to push himself.
I could be wrong because sound quality isn't so good on some of my recordings,
but I must have 6-10 recordings of this song from 1966, and I don't think any of
them are sung with the words as rendered on bobdylan.com.
I think it's highly unlikely that the song refers to Bascom Lamar Lunsford and
much more probable Bob just pulled the name out of his noggin. Lunsford was
white, not black. He was a collector of folk music as well as a recording artist, and
made hundreds of recordings for the Library of Congress. He also wrote the song
Old Mountain Dew which became a standard in country / bluegrass jams.
Knocked Out And Loaded ... On? (9 June 2006)
WTF was Dylan on between '64 and '66?
Bob was on the same things everyone else was on at the time, and if you have to
ask about it, you'll never understand it. So just fill in the blanks yourself.
I think it is very unlikely he dabbled in heroin - no accounts of him falling asleep
or puking on stage, and no accounts of him in withdrawal and sweating for a fix.
No one around him was a known junkie - Bloomfield's drug problems hit during
the Electric Flag period, for instance. If someone sold or shot up junk with Bob,
we'd know about it by now.
Favorite Chord Progressions (12 June 2006)
Dear Landlord, Just Like Tom Thumb's Blues, Dirge, You're Gonna Make Me
Lonesome, Cold Irons Bound, High Water are among my favorite chord
progressions to play.
The first three are piano songs. I also like to play Hard Times, Forever Young,
Every Grain Of Sand (in 4 / 4), and Born In Time on piano.
High Water is great fun on banjo.
Don't Think Twice is a fun set of chords for mandolin, in the key of G.
Most Of The Time (12 June 2006)
The outtakes have some lyric variations that are as good as the final take, just
different, such as "Most of the time / I'm cool underneath / Most of the time / I
keep it right between my teeth" etc. They sound less finished in terms of the mix,
but the song itself sounds coherent and complete each time through.
This is one of my favorite Dylan songs from his later years. Denial as a form of
devotion.
Here's The Thing ... (13 June 2006)
A poster proposes that, around the time of JWH, after concluding that life was no
longer a joke, Dylan "lost his sight" and with it, "his magic" ...
You are confusing what matters to you with what matters to others, and from
your dismissive tone regarding 40 years worth of music, it would appear your
expertise lies solely with what matters to you. So stick with that.
We don't really know how good most of Dylan's work is, and won't until he's
dead, and most of us along with him. But it is clear that he has been very good for
much of his career, whatever twists and turns it may have taken, mostly because
he has remained true to his own feeling of necessity in song even when that risked
alienating his established audience or failing to measure up to his own high
standards. The critical praise and album sales he has earned since Oh Mercy show
that he clearly "matters" to a lot of people. But the only important issue is if the
music matters to him. The frequency of his tours, quality of performances and the
care with which he has produced his albums of the last 15 years seem to show the
music matters to him quite a bit.
Precious Angel (13 June 2006)
I love this song - it's so catchy and it's got some great lyrics.
I'm not even a Christian and I love the song (and the album, for that matter) ...
The song has a catchy chorus, but other than that, the lyrics seem confused and
awkward, with fundamentalist finger-pointing and professions of faith competing
for attention in language Dylan fails to make his own. What is "great" about
Now there's spiritual warfare and flesh and blood breaking down.
Ya either got faith or ya got unbelief and there ain't no neutral ground.
The enemy is subtle, how be it we are so deceived
When the truth's in our hearts and we still don't believe?
My so-called friends have fallen under a spell.
They look me squarely in the eye and they say, "All is well."
Can they imagine the darkness that will fall from on high
When men will beg God to kill them and they won't be able to die?
Why isn't this just mean-spirited, superstitious self-righteousness, expressed in
terms that are mostly received rather than lived?
Bob has written many songs with spiritual depth, but I find his overtly religious
songs very weak and mostly relying on a groove, a chorus and a desperate and
unconvincing fervor, as if to display faith were to have faith. It's also interesting to
me that the gospel songs he has regularly performed in the last 20 years, from Go
Down, Moses, to Waiting For The Light To Shine to Hallelujah, I'm Ready, are
much simpler, humbler and altogether more effectively sung. The only song on
Slow Train that I would want to hear again is I Believe In You.
A comparison to another song of the same title puts the ambiguity of Dylan's lyric
into an even more ambiguous light:
You have the cool, clear
Eyes of a seeker of wisdom and truth;
Yet there's that upturned chin
And that grin of impetuous youth.
Oh, I believe in you.
I believe in you.
I hear the sound of good, solid judgment
Whenever you talk;
Yet there's the bold, brave spring of the tiger
That quickens your walk.
Oh, I believe in you.
I believe in you.
And when my faith in my fellow man
All but falls apart,
I've but to feel your hand grasping mine
And I take heart; I take heart
To see the cool, clear
Eyes of a seeker of wisdom and truth;
Yet, with the slam-bang tang
Reminiscent of gin and vermouth.
Oh, I believe in you.
I believe in you.
Why apologize for liking this song? Let's face it, if you're looking for a relationship,
this is the kind of person, male or female, that you're looking for. I think sometimes people are afraid of admitting that music that has its roots in the gospel is
really attractive. The whole idea, that is ...
No one needs to apologize for liking any song, but calling the lyrics "great" seems
to require a reason beyond merely liking them. Also, the issue is not gospel music
in general, but Dylan's in particular. I perform gospel songs, have even written a
Jesus song or two, and I gave up on Christianity decades ago.
If you really think everyone wants a "precious angel" of the sort described in this
song for a romantic partner, you must have very limited experience in romantic
relationships directly or indirectly. People are a lot more complicated than this
simplistic song pretends.
Bob could be honest and sincere and still be writing mediocre songs. He could be
devious and faithless yet write great songs. A critique of the work is not a
psychological profile of the artist.
'66 - Acoustic Or Electric? (15 June 2006)
A tough comparison. I think the acoustic sets are more impressive, as Dylan relies
solely on himself for the range and depth of expression, and the songs themselves
are superior and among his greatest works. On the electric sets, the Hawks narrow
the range of expression (with purpose, so this isn't a flaw per se), and Dylan's
singing is less supple (but great in its choices) and intimate. None of the songs are
weak, but Baby Let Me Follow You Down, Leopard Skin Pill Box Hat and I Don't
Believe You are not as strong as the acoustic songs.
For me, all of the acoustic set leads to the line "The ghost of electricity howls in
the bones of her face" - all the songs have this haunted and haunting quality. It
cuts deeper than the rock and roll juggernaut of the electric set, at least in my
psyche.
Down In The Groove Era (20 June 2006)
The only decent outtakes from Hearts Of Fire are an exquisite solo cover of Billy
Joe Shaver's Old Five & Dimer and a lovely but very unfinished Dylan tune To Fall
In Love.
Some people like Dylan's cover of Hank Snow's 90 Miles An Hour (Down A Dead
End Street). I think it was a mistake to take the whole song at such a crawl, but
it's not bad.
I used to have a CD with Important Words, In The Summertime (Mungo Jerry's
hit) When Did You Leave Heaven, and a few other curiosities. I sold it and don't
miss it at all.
Alliteration (20 June 2006)
When you were faked out an' fooled while facing a four flush ...
Alliterative verse is among the oldest song-making techniques in English, and
Dylan went through a period of using alliteration as a unifying structure around
the time of Another Side Of Bob Dylan - Spanish Harlem Incident, Eternal Circle,
To Ramona the most obvious examples.
Assonance is the internal repetition of vowel sounds preceded by varying
consonants.
Beowulf is the most famous alliterative poem, followed by Gawain and the Green
Knight. W. H. Auden wrote alliterative verse, but as a compositional technique it
has long been out of favor. As a rhetorical device, it has taken a licking but keeps
on kicking.
Is Desire A Grower? (21 June 2006)
I can't imagine wanting or needing two versions of Hurricane. I guess I must own
more than that - original LP, Hammond special, MSG and various other RTR live
versions. I never listen to them without cringing.
Rita May was ripped off from an older rockabilly song. Rob Stoner once asked
Dylan about this, and the question was not kindly received. The one take I have is
plenty.
Sign Language is a melody in search of real lyrics.
Never heard of the Reggie Jackson song, but if it is anywhere near as good as
Catfish, it would only mar Dylan's reputation with an official release. Dylan wrote
a lot of crap in this period, coasting on the artistic reputation he earned with far
superior songs.
The only songs from these sessions I would want to hear or play would be
Abandoned Love, Black Diamond Bay, an instrumental version of Mozambique,
maybe Isis which I used to love but at last listen just sounded like turgid
melodramatic kitsch. I would like to hear Golden Loom. I do not need to hear
Jacques Levy sing a song called Money Blues, don't care how good the piano might
be.
I've come to see Desire as a crucial turning point in Dylan's path, a downward turn
leading to ever more mediocre albums full of uninspired self-parody and aimless
desperation. He spent 15 years under-achieving, releasing albums with only one or
two decent songs if that, noodling around with session players and buddies,
holding back truly wonderful songs for no discernable reason other than lack of
judgement and / or interest. He almost revived himself as a gospel artist, but
something in these records sounds false, even dishonest - listen to any of them
back to back with Al Green's Belle Album. I think he hated being a star, hated
himself for needing star status and exploiting it. The only points where he seemed
to muster any conviction and artistic integrity were on some of the early 80s
shows when he kept his fundamentalism in check. Much of his actions and his
work during this period seemed designed to undermine his iconic status and did so
all too well. By 1989, Dylan really did not have much going for himself as an
artist. He was through, enduring a pretty humiliating middle age fronting for
pickup bands stumbling through his long ago hits. He only had himself to blame
for this.
The only response I have to Desire is as a document of this crisis, not as music,
unlike any of the albums prior to it, even Self Portrait, or any of the albums since
Oh Mercy (which, Under The Red Sky apart, I love).
Regarding Isis, Biograph's live RTR version - Bob spitting out the words with
controlled ferocity as the band rock out - is much better than the Desire take ...
I agree about Isis live being far better, and really most of the Desire album was
much better in concert. Even Joey has been redeemed on occasion.
Under The Red Sky - Not As Bad As You Think? (29 June 2006)
I find this album unlistenable for the most part. Bob is not in good voice, and the
production seems satisfied to imitate his classic sound (Handy Dandy in
particular). Some songs are quite good in concert - I have numerous rocking
versions of Unbelievable and God Knows from tours after the album. 10,000 Men
and 2 x 2 are minor oddities that might have been better arranged and performed
but don't yield any pleasures for me on the album. The title cut is one of Bob's
most annoying songs since 1989, a half-hearted nursery rhyme in a half-composed
setting. I'll take TV Talkin' Song, but not on the same album with Wiggle Wiggle.
Born In Time sounds awful, and it's one of my favorite songs when sung well. I
don't think Don Was and the list of big name guest players do anything for the
material or Bob's way with it. All of the decent songs, even the bad ones, sounded
better in concert with his own band.
This was the last Bob Dylan LP I bought, and my least played.
What Will The Cover Of Modern Times Be Like? (29 June 2006)
Chances are very good that it will be a flattering head shot of Bob that hides his
jowls and wrinkles and receding hairline. He has released at least 24 such album
covers to date.
Chances are slightly less good that the cover will be a shot of Bob posing with a
musical instrument. 7 previous albums were so covered.
If neither design prevails, expect something curiously ugly, garish, and painfully
obvious in its symbolic import, just like the modern world itself.
But maybe we will be lucky, and QJ will design the cover. Hope so.
San Francisco (29 June 2006)
I'll soon be spending a week in the Golden Gate city and I'm wondering if any of
you know any cool Dylan-related places to see ...
Visit Big Sur and be reminded there are more important things in this world than
a song and dance man.
Recommend Some Movies ... (30 June 2006)
Treasure Of The Sierra Madre - the movie behind Isis
Two Lane Blacktop - might be more of a Springsteen flick
Bob Roberts - pretty funny parody of the Dylan myth from a right wing perspective
My Darling Clementine - maybe my favorite western
McCabe & Mrs. Miller - 2nd favorite western, cool Leonard Cohen soundtrack
Badlands - despite the Bruce connection, it's Bob's territory
Night Of The Hunter - Robert Mitchum. A more sinister and compelling Man In
The Long Black Coat
Who Is Harry Kellerman and Why Is He Saying Those Terrible Things About Me?
- Dustin Hoffman plays a Dylanesque songsmith
Bound For Glory - extraordinarily beautiful rendering of Woody's story
The Subterraneans - beatniks do their thing, man
Duel In The Sun - Gregory Peck and Jane Russell, possibly the film referenced in
Brownsville Girl
The Gunfighter - an even better Gregory Peck role as Johnny Ringo, reluctant
gunslinger, perhaps the Brownsville Girl film
Carny - Robbie Robertson had one role in him, this was it. Good Gary Busey and
Jodie Foster, too.
A Mighty Wind - what Dylan avoided becoming, but many others did not.
Weakest Song (11 July 2006)
If Desire didn't start with Hurricane and end with Sara, I'd probably still listen to
it now and then. They sandwich some decent songs between a lead pipe and a
sucrose overdose.
In a similar yet different vein, Dark Eyes is the only really listenable track on
Empire Burlesque. I actually like many of the songs in concert or to play and sing
on my own, but the album tracks are mostly painful until the final number.
Memphis Blues again is the only track on Blonde On Blonde that has completely
lost its charm for me - too long, sung in an irritating manner, lyrics too facile. Bob
could write this way in his sleep. So could most English majors with a few Dylan
albums and enough pot. It's by far the weakest song on a great album. I know this
honorific is usually reserved for Rainy Day Women, but I'm liking that song more
every time I hear it and every time I hear it slagged.
An Invitation To Play God (11 July 2006)
You can either allow 65 year old Bob to keep touring and making music till the
end of his days or resurrect a 25 year old Dylan who would tour and make new
music for five years and then magically disappear. Now choose ...
Only a human being would think it desirable or even divinely possible to reanimate
the 40 year old memory and have that produce something worthwhile.
We age and wrinkle and die as part of a natural and perhaps even wisely imagined
process. Geezer Bob is as good as it gets. It is quite possible that Bob's final decade
or so will produce his greatest art. I do think he needs to lose the current band and
rest his voice.
Ten Albums (11 July 2006)
King Of The Delta Blues Singers Vols 1 & 2 - Robert Johnson
Alone & Forsaken - Hank Williams
Will The Circle Be Unbroken - Carter Family
Greatest Hits (Sun Sessions) - Johnny Cash
Greatest Hits (Sun Sessions) - Roy Orbison
Founder Of The Delta Blues - Charley Patton
Complete Recordings (Columbia) - The Stanley Brothers
Armed Forces - Elvis Costello
Buffalo Skinners - Woody Guthrie
Loaded - Velvet Underground
Not listening to much Bob these days, just too bored with it all.
Indications That Modern Times Might Be A Dud (11 July 2006)
I think the inclusion of two cover songs is a positive sign. Over the years, Bob has
done many great covers in concert and not nearly enough on official albums.
My causes for concern are that he recorded with his road band, which seem kind
of faceless if disciplined at producing a generic Dylan sound, that there are few
songs on the album, which I hope doesn't mean every one is dragged out past 5
minutes in length, and that the quoted lyrics thus far don't seem particularly
inspired or clever but more or less Dylan's version of moon/june songwriting.
However, any inflated expectations are Dylan's own fault for releasing such a great
album five years ago.
Did Bob Like Len? (12 July 2006)
He liked him enough to cover Hallelujah early in the NET.
He also had sex with him the Chelsea Hotel, but they both were drunk - Dylan
thought Cohen was Joan Baez, Cohen thought Dylan was Bette Midler. They
woke up surprised, but remain friends to this day.
Black Cross (12 July 2006)
This was on the first bootleg LP I owned, a Christmas present 35 years ago or so.
It's the sort of thing you can like a lot if you listen to it infrequently. Bob has a
very theatrical voice, always has been good at affecting accents and characters.
"Bob Dylan" is his greatest act in this regard.
But the cut is pretty much verbatim from Lord Buckley (of whom Dylan writes in
Chronicles) and not original material. A cover monologue. In a similar vein is his
monologue about East Orange, New Jersey and getting paid in chess men, which is
a variant on the spoken interlude in State Of Arkansas by the Almanac Singers.
Was Chronicles A Disappointment? (13 July 2006)
The revelation was that Bob could finish a long project and not end up with a
mess like Tarantula or Renaldo & Clara.
Also that, for all his slipshod lyric writing, he is a fantastic prose writer.
Nottamun / Masters (13 July 2006)
Nottamun Town is an English ballad, centuries old. Jean Ritchie did not write it,
just sang it the way her mama taught her. The Ritchie clan served as an important
source for folk song collectors.
It has been common knowledge that Bob used this melody for Masters Of War
since the release of the song in 1963. It might even be mentioned on the liner
notes to the LP. Most of Bob's early acoustic songs exploit melodies and chord
progressions from other songs or standard genre structures of ballads and blues.
He's not a musical genius, just a clever manipulator of materials at hand.
Of course, he is an artistic genius. And it's great you are listening to all these
artists. Fairport Convention recorded a great version of Nottamun town with
Sandy Denny singing, I think on The BBC Sessions.
Do You Like Nashville Skyline? (14 July 2006)
I do like it, but mostly as songs to play and sing myself. I heard the LP playing in a
bookstore last month, and it sounded superbly played and sung. I do think the
weakest cut is the duet with Cash, and none of the songs have the majesty and
mystery of John Wesley Harding, but they are well-crafted country songs rooted
in Hank Snow, Roy Acuff and other country greats. The album is free of many of
the anxieties that mar Dylan's lesser work, except maybe the anxiety to live up to
his musical models as well as his crew of session players, which motivates him to
get these songs right, and the joy of the music is genuine. Tell Me That It Isn't
True, Country Pie, and To Be Alone With You have been performed very well in
recent shows. Hank Snow's direct influence can be heard on One More Night, To
Be Alone With You, and Peggy Day, as well as in Dylan's country flatpicking. The
musical details reward the attentive listener - the dobro work (I think Norman
Blake, but maybe Pete Drake), the clarity and simplicity of the lyrics, Charlie
Daniel's bass lines.
I've been meaning to get this on CD for some time. I haven't owned the LP for
quite a few years, but I have many of the songs on live recordings and never tire of
them.
Favorite Dylan Gospel Album? (19 July 2006)
Choose from Slow Train, Saved, Shot Of Love ...
The mediocrity of the songs on all these albums prevents me from getting any
pleasure from listening. I don't care how good the production is - I'd rather listen
to scratchy old recordings of good songs than pristine quality humorless
fundamentalist clichГ©s. Now and then a song can entertain me, but listening to
any of these albums start to finish bores me silly.
I've read the excuses people make up for this period of work. None has ever
convinced me that this is great music, or even good music. I'd rather hear Bob
cover old bluegrass and gospel hymns. I don't think the girl singer thing ever
worked for Bob on any kind of song.
Come on - Oh Sister (the Desire version) sounds perfect ...
Actually, Oh Sister gives me the creeps. But I don't think of Emmy Lou as filling
in the "girl singer" role - she more or less plays the Joan Baez duet role.
Her songs with Steve Earle on Train A Comin' are far better than anything she did
on Desire.
Where Are You Tonight - An Astute Observation (20 July 2006)
I was just wondering if anyone else has noticed that Where Are You Tonight and
Like A Rolling Stone are musically very similar ...
I've often noted the self-parodic nature of the song, but I'm hardly the first to do
so. Another illustration of the principle that everything in history happens twice,
first as tragedy, then as farce.
You are listening more closely than most fans of this album.
Protest Songs - Good Music? (20 July 2006)
Most of Dylan's "protest songs" from '62-3 I've always found difficult to listen to ...
In principle I love the use of song to protest injustice. When I was younger and
the issues were very much alive, Dylan's various protest songs had a huge impact
on my life, mostly for the better I think.
His best protest songs depend on evocative lyrics delivered with sensitivity to the
passions of the moment. Many of them have simple chords and monotonous singsong melodies, so when the lyrics are too obvious or manipulative, the songs don't
wear so well. I really can't listen to With God On Our Side or Who Killed Davey
Moore or Only A Pawn In Their Game or the Ballad Of Donald White any more.
Masters Of War still interests me, but I apply a veneer of irony, and I prefer
electric versions to the original recording. I liked when Dylan revived John Brown
and began performing it again, but a one-chord story song is hard to enjoy once
you know the story.
Hattie Carroll takes a long time to tell its tale, and Bob took certain liberties with
the facts of the situation, but when the song works in performance I think the
refrain lines and their sequence of descending melodic phrases carry it.
There is another class of song I think of as prophetic more than mere protest, with
more ambiguous or open language, more vivid metaphors and less determined
meanings, that represent one of the pinnacles of Dylan's achievement as
songwriter. A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall, Gates Of Eden, Dear Landlord (maybe,
gotta think about this one more), It's All Right Ma, all point toward the difficulties
of living in the world but represent imagination in conflict rather than narrate a
particular story or issue. In some ways they argue for redemption through song through the very song being sung, if only for the moment of its singing. Thus they
feel eternally relevant to the human condition, always inspiring and challenging.
How Do You Listen? (20 July 2006)
I'm still listening to all my Dylan LPs (including bootleg LPs) bought with lawn
mowing / paper route money starting in 1964. Oh Mercy was the last release I
bought as an LP. I bought a CD player specifically to get Good As I Been To You
on CD. I don't believe I've bought any official CD for which I have an LP.
I probably have 200 or so cassette tapes of bootleg material (some since released
officially). I used to get a lot of use from them with my walkman, but I've more or
less moved to CDs for everyday listening.
I have maybe 150 or so bootleg CDs, with very little repetition from the cassettes.
I stopped buying them a few years ago after I felt I reached the saturation point,
had all the important songs and shows I needed. Since then, I've occasionally
downloaded cuts and burned CDs from them. I never use my computer to listen to
music if I can help it. I have no desire to buy an mp3 player, download 30,000
songs or carry around more music than I could possibly listen to in any one day.
I like albums as aesthetic and literary artifacts. Album covers can be beautiful and
full of easily read information. CD booklets just don't have the same impact, and I
often find the print (on the back of the case at least) completely illegible even
with my reading glasses. I don't mind that vinyl degrades - life is full of scratchy
moments.
Do You Smoke Cigarettes? (24 July 2006)
Never smoked cigarettes. And in other inhalant news, a recent study concluded
that marijuana smoking did not increase the risk of lung cancer.
Whew!
# 2 to 5 (21-5 July 2006)
2. Cole Porter
3. Hank Williams
4. Robert Johnson
5. Charley Patton
Robert Johnson? Really? There's no denying he was one of the greatest musicians
ever, but I've always thought his skill came in interpreting and performing the
songs rather than the actual writing of them ...
Regarding Johnson as a songwriter, there is considerable testimony of his writing
abilities, especially by Johnny Shines. Johnson worked in a genre that contains a
lot of common phrases and even verses, but nearly every song he recorded
contains some unusual phrasing or verse apparently of his own devising.
Every writer exploits pre-existing forms within language, and blues composition is
a good example of how this works. Sometimes the form is grammatical - If x, then
y type lyrics:
If I should stay, I would only be in the way (Dolly Parton)
If I give my heart to you, I must be sure (Lennon / McCartney)
Other forms are more rhetorical - the negative claim, for instance:
Ain't no use to sit and wonder why, babe (Bob Dylan)
Won't say I love you, babe, won't say I need you (Townes Van Zandt)
Johnson's songwriting resembles A.P. Carter's in many respects, stringing together
phrases and images and sometimes verses from other songs and sources, finding a
peculiar and original turn within a series of traditional verses. Johnson's most
original songs appear to be Hellhound On My Trail, Preachin' The Blues, Kindhearted Woman, Me And The Devil, Terraplane Blues, Come On In My Kitchen
and maybe Honeymoon Blues, but even when he worked very close to the
received material, such as on If I Had Possession Over Judgement Day (his take on
Rolling and Tumbling), he manages to make it unmistakeably his.
Studio Versions That Will Never Be Topped (27 July 2006)
Highway 61 live is just your run of the mill 12 bar workout, nothing special.
Besides, without the police siren, it just doesn't cut it ...
Highway 61 is not a 12 bar song. It is an 18 bar song, goes a full 8 bars on the 1
chord before hitting the 4. Ordinarily this would make for a 16 bar blues form, but
there are an extra two bars of the 1 chord before the 5 chord hits.
I have numerous live recordings that do the song justice. Whether they equal the
studio take is pretty subjective. The siren is charming at first, but risks reducing
the song to a novelty number.
I think few great Dylan studio recordings have ever been "equaled" partly due to
his recording methods and the fact that in the studio, most of the material will be
new to the players, including Dylan, so the greatness arises from some mysterious
combination of compositional inspiration and performing skill on Dylan's part and
empathic skills in the musicians. On stage, usually with very different musicians,
the songs are better known quantities - and better and better known with every
tour and performance - and Dylan plays to the audience. I think in the studio, he
plays to himself and eternity on his best stuff.
So I'm not sure this comparison is anything more than a matter of taste - for the
control of the studio version or the spontaneity of a live one. But it is a lot of fun
to listen very closely to both, on Highway 61 or any song.
On A YouTube Live (July '06) Times They Are A-Changin' (24 July 2006)
So sad. I regret watching it. Dylan reduced to doing a bad cover of himself. A
mediocre song revived in a way way way beyond mediocre. Dreadful performance.
He might still be able to sing some songs, but not this one. The band sounds
unforgivably cheesy.
I haven't been very impressed with concert material for several years now. I know
there are always fans who will claim a show or a song was incredible, but people
seem to be accepting mere shadows of performances or worse. The set lists from
the current tour are among the most boring I've seen.
I'm hoping the new album might revive his interest in performing. It's hard to
believe he thought this performance was anything other than a sop to fans who
will accept everything he does without question.
What Do You Play When You're Lovesick? (25 July)
I don't experience love sickness as such, have a really great thing going with a
married woman and no end in sight.
If I want to hear / play / sing a really great love song, I tend to choose Stardust,
There Will Never Be Another You, When Your Lover Has Gone, These Foolish
Things, Lush Life, sung by Sinatra, Nat Cole, Johnny Hartman.
Blood On The Tracks contains most of my favorite Dylan love songs.
Is Bob Giving You What You Want? (28 July 2006)
I really want a Gibson Les Paul, my knees from my twenties, and world peace. So
far, Bob has failed to fulfil any of these desires. I'm getting a little pissed, will give
him another month or so.
What Happens When Bob Dies? (28 July 2006)
It will be a great relief knowing he's finished his journey, or at least this part of it.
Then his songs will have to stand on their own, unencumbered by his mortality.
Categorize The Albums (1 Aug 2006)
There are only 3 categories of Dylan albums for me: those I still listen to in their
entirety, start to finish; those I only like for certain songs; and those I never listen
to at all. Leaving out the Bootleg Series - I only have the first release, not inclined
to buy the others as I have actual bootlegs covering that material.
Still Listen to all of it:
Bob Dylan
Freewheelin' Bob Dylan
Bringing It All Back Home
Highway 61 Revisited
Blonde On Blonde
John Wesley Harding
Blood On The Tracks
Planet Waves
Oh Mercy
Good As I Been To You
World Gone Wrong
Time Out Of Mind
Love & Theft
Certain songs only (as few as one song in some cases)
The Times They Are A-Changin'
Another Side Of Bob Dylan
Nashville Skyline
Empire Burlesque
Before The Flood
Don't bother anymore: Everything else
Robertson's Guitar Style (1 Aug 2006)
Robertson's "heavy" style of overdrive playing can be heard on Hawks live
bootlegs from 1964-65. Roy Buchanan was apparently also working in this style,
may have directly influenced Robertson even though he did not record until the
70s. Lonnie Mack was another early guitar pioneer in this general style. And don't
forget Link Wray. Pushing for a louder, wilder style was all over early rock and
roll, didn't just start with Robertson.
Guitar Slim, Freddie King, and Otis Rush were also playing with loud volume /
overtones / harmonics in the 50s and early 60s. I've only read about Slim, am
looking for recordings to check him out. King had incredible facility on guitar, but
some of his best solos, like Robbie's, are built on the pentatonic scale in one
position. Rush is the greatest blues guitarist who ever lived in my ears' opinions.
He had some slack years and fronted some lame bands, but remains an outstanding
guitarist and his recent albums are very strong. He is a lefty, but unlike Hendrix
he kept the strings in place and really does play upside down guitar. Great singer
also.
Poet's Corner (1 Aug 2006)
NO ONE writes rhyming poetry anymore. It's dead. The literary magazines won't
even CONSIDER rhyming poetry ...
Someone who knows nothing about poetry claimed above that no one rhymes
anymore and that editors won't even consider poems that rhyme. While I've often
heard this statement, I can find no period in poetry in English where it was true.
There are journals that exclusively publish formal verse and rhymed poems, and
many poets from obscure to world-famous write poems that rhyme. William
Logan and Alicia Stallings are two of the better known formal poets now writing.
Rhyme and meter are natural to speech and song. Like any poetic device, they can
be used badly or well.
I've had no trouble getting my poems published in literary journals whether or not
they are free verse, blank verse, sonnets, sestinas, or chaotic assaults on the very
notion of possibility in poetry. You just need to know where to send the poems,
and to write them well in whatever form you choose. Derek Walcott was editor of
the first journal to publish my work; the poem he chose rhymed. It had formal
elements similar to his own work, and I sent it to him at the suggestion of a fellow
writer who saw this resemblance.
I wrote it in my head while tripping on LSD on July 4 two decades ago. Best acid
ever.
Well, I've published hundreds and hundreds of poems in many, many countries, so
I do know a little about what's out there and my experience is that only bullshit
academic journals accept rhyming poetry ...
Publishing "hundreds and hundreds" of poems is most likely a dubious
achievement, unless you are in your 70s. Anyone can get any poem "published" if
they find an editor with low enough standards, and in the e-zine age, standards
have pretty much disappeared. Wallace Stevens' Collected Poems only has about
300 poems in it.
The slam against "academic" poetry is just silly, and all too commonplace among
mediocre writers. I've heard it countless times from invariably inept writers.
Poems don't need to rhyme. They don't need not to rhyme. They just have to
present language in a compelling and original way. If you can't appreciate rhyme
or lack the writing skill to rhyme well, that's hardly cause to dismiss formal verse.
Formalists can be a really annoying crowd, dismissive of free verse and most art
after 1900, especially the so-called Neo-Formalists. But some of them do write
good poems, and other poets employ rhyme and poetic forms with great
originality and have no need to associate themselves with reactionary aesthetic
movements.
If you don't want to be "attacked" then stop writing silly generalizations about
poetry. Rhyming well is among the most difficult technical challenges a poet can
choose. Many under-exposed amateur writers equate poetry and rhyme, dash off
doggerel about love or some other "poetic" subject and send their tender verse to
editors who get thousands of submissions a year. The warning about "no rhyming
poetry" is generally intended to scare off such amateurs. It is not intended to scare
away Derek Walcott, Joseph Brodsky, Rhina Espilliat, Richard Howard, or any
other of the major poets writing in rhyme and meter.
Now go write a sonnet, a good one. It will really help you with your delusions.
(Second poster) Who you 're talking to now?
I believe I was addressing (poster #1) with my prior post.
You presented a pretty big challenge for yourself with that poem Rainy Weather,
working with general nouns, abstractions, ambiguous sentence structures that
break up into mere lists of phrases, and no punctuation. Many of the images are so
general and common that they are incapable of carrying intense feeling which is
the blood of poetic life. The piece is more or less intellectualized, not experienced.
The suffering is referred to without being expressed, has no apparent cause or
particularity. The speaker is almost without personality or character.
Poems benefit from specifics, just like life itself. They also benefit from clear and
varied grammar, like any other form of speech. Big "poetic" words like eternal,
souls, etc., sink a work with melodrama in almost every case. Similarly, the lurid
appeal of "naked covered in blood / screaming" etc. has no dramatic or even
geographic grounding - it's disembodied bathos and not believable or sympathetic,
just sentimental.
Portray real people in exact circumstances through language that can easily be
spoken in natural rhythms (even if doing so take careful practice), in the most
direct terms, using metaphor only when literal terms will not suffice. It's okay if
you make the real people up - I am not asking that you be a confessional poet or a
"realist", just that what you portray is believable and fits with (even as it may
expand) our notion of the world we build and share.
I like German poems in German, even though I understand very little. I love to
hear Rilke and Heine and Goethe read aloud. I had my mother in law read a Rilke
poem in German at my wedding.
Hope that helps.
Ohwowowwowowo ... Okay. My poem is that general because I don't know other
words in English, okay?!
I appreciate that English is not your native language.
Universals are achieved through specifics, not through abstractions, especially in
poetry. I love Heine and Romantic poetry in general - it's my favorite period of
poetry - but we can't simply reproduce their diction and sentiments.
Every reader will "think for him / herself" in every poem. To read is to interpret.
This doesn't relieve the poet of the responsibility for presenting coherent
substantive language (even if incoherence is the subject or the temperament of the
speaker of the poem).
I don't have the German skills to "critique" a poem in German, but it would be
interesting to see how you write in your native language.
In my practice of poetry (and now songwriting), I continually return to the image
- the palpably experienced moment sensuously expressed - as the fundamental
element. Things in action and in relation to other things. Concrete nouns, vivid
and necessary modifiers, active verbs.
Rambler, Gambler (BS7, Disk 1, Track 2) (3 Aug 2006)
This is a variant of Wagoner's Lad, an old folk song and one of my favorites. A
number of recordings of it existed in the 1950s. Buell Kazee does a splendid banjo
version on the Anthology Of American Folk Music. Cisco Houston recorded it in
the late 50s. Joan Baez recorded in on one of her earliest albums in 1961. I think
Dylan recorded it as Wagoner's Lad on one of the Minnesota Tapes sessions, have
to check my archive at home. He began performing it in concert in 1988 and has
done several fine live versions since then.
Here are the lyrics Dylan used in 1988:
Oh hard is the fortune of all womankind
It's always controlled, it's always confined
Controlled by her parents until she's a wife
Then slave to her husband for the rest of her life
She is a poor girl, and her fortune is sad
Always been courted by the wagoner's lad
He courted her truly both night and by day
But now he is a-loaded and a-going away
Your parents don't like me they say I'm too poor
They say I'm not worthy to enter your door
But I work for a living, my money's my own
And them that don't like it can leave me alone
My horses ain't hungry, and they don't need your hay
Come sit down beside me for as long as you stay
I'd go to Montana if the moon showed any light,
But my pony can't travel this dark road tonight.
I once had a sweetheart and her age was sixteen
She's the flower of Belton and the rose of Seline.
But her parents was against me, now she is the same,
If I'd writ on your book, love, you just blot out my name.
Hard is the fortune of all womankind
It's always controlled, and it's always confined
Controlled by her parents until she's a wife
Then slave to her husband for the rest of her life.
Favorite Books? (3 Aug 2006)
The Palm At the End of the Mind by Wallace Stevens
Complete Poems by William Blake
Complete Poems by John Keats
Odes of Pindar
Reliques of Antique English Poetry ed. by Thomas Percy
Moby Dick by Herman Melville
Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson
Leaves of Grass (2nd Edition) by Walt Whitman
Palgrave's Golden Treasury
Complete Works of Shakespeare, Riverside edition
King James Bible
Sumerian Vistas, Lake Effect Country and Corson's Inlet all by A. R. Ammons
Self-portrait In A Convex Mirror by John Ashbery
New Poems and Duino Elegies by R. M. Rilke
Origin and History of Consciousness and The Great Mother, both by Erich
Neumann
The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire by Edward Gibbon - slowly reading it,
so much fun
Pnin and Pale Fire both by Vladimir Nabokov
Middlemarch by George Eliot
Favorite Freewheelin' Song? (4 Aug 2006)
A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall was a real advance in songcraft, both for Dylan
himself and as an example to everyone else. I love this album and many individual
songs on it, but Hard Rain is the one I keep thinking about, hearing in my head,
and it seems to summon truly great performances from Bob periodically. It's the
kind of song that writes you.
Political Stance? (5 Aug 2006)
Choose from Left, Right or Centre ...
I would describe my political outlook as "under" rather than left or right. I do
dearly love democracy.
Interpreting Dylan (5 Aug 2006)
The single biggest mistake people make is claiming that Dylan's work doesn't
mean anything. The truth is, it doesn't mean any ONE thing. If you're looking for
codes to crack and rational narratives to reveal, you're barking up the wrong tree ...
Another way to think about this interpretive issue is in terms of bias. Some people
expect art to confirm their biases, and some artists oblige them and build careers
on presenting what is already known to the people who imagine they know it.
Other artists challenge biases in the audience and even in themselves - they dare
contradict themselves, even dare failure. This is the sort of artist Dylan presents, at
least to my senses. He does confound me at times. I wouldn't have it any other
way.
Album Highspots (7 Aug 2006)
I'm leaving out albums I feel have no truly great songs and / or performances
Bob Dylan - Song to Woody
Freewheelin' - A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall
Another Side - It Ain't Me Babe
Bringing It All Back Home - all of side 2
Highway 61 - too many great things to single one out
Blonde On Blonde - Visions Of Johanna tied with Sad Eyed Lady
John Wesley Harding - whole damn thing
Oh Mercy - Man In The Long Black Coat
Good As I Been To You - whole thing is a great idea, but I don't think any one
song is a really great performance
World Gone Wrong - the John Wesley Harding of cover albums, one of the
greatest folk music albums ever recorded, mostly because of the singing
Time Out Of Mind - Cold Irons Bound
Love & Theft - too many great moments to single out one
Some other albums had songs that found their greatness in concert. Of the official
live albums, I think only Live 1966 has truly great performances. The Halloween
concert is entertaining enough. I'm tired of the Rolling Thunder material. Real
Live has some good moments, but I don't hear any greatness. Dylan & The Dead great waste of time.
What's The Worst You've Heard Bob Perform? (7 Aug 2006)
I have a slew of tapes from the Hammersmith '91 run. They and the European
tour that followed I always thought of as the low points on the NET. But I must
say, some recent shows with Bob's very slick and tight band where he sounds like
he is gargling the lyrics surpass anything I've heard from '91 for awfulness.
Gates Of Eden Again (8 Aug 2006)
Coulda sworn this thread was about listening closely to music. Don't have time to
read more than the last few missives. Joyce can be joyless for some, but full of
juice for others. I loved Ulysses. I admire Finnegan's Wake, I just can't read it.
But back to music, and specifically to Gates Of Eden, which QJ began dissecting /
deconstructing. It's among my favorite Dylan songs, a startling and monumental
infusion of visionary poetry into folk music, completely unprecedented in popular
music except in Dylan's own prior recordings.
The lyrics are unusual for a popular song, but they are not so unusual for a poem.
The song has clear antecedents in poetry of the English Romantics and American
Modernists and Beats; the form is a rough iambic heptameter, sometimes called a
"fourteener" line for the number of syllables. It is an extension of the ballad lyric
form, as it combines the alternating four stress / three stress lines into a single line
of seven stressed syllables. Dylan has often used this form - angled Up In Blue is
an obvious example - but rarely in such a charged and image-laden manner. In the
case of Gates Of Eden, 3 heptameter lines are followed by a line in pentameter in
each 4 line verse. It's interesting, at least to mystical nutjobs like yours truly, that
this means each line's rhythm is defined by a prime number. Tap your foot on that
for a while.
The approach to diction and syntax shows a clear debt to Ginsberg, Kerouac, and
their "spontaneous bop prosody" principles of lively adjective / noun combinations
and simultaneously compressed and meandering syntax and clauses. Rimbaud's
approach to imagery is also an influence - the calculated visceral shocks and
ugliness-as-a-form-of-beauty one can see in A Season In Hell - but some of this
might travel through the example of Ginsberg's Howl, Kaddish, Supermarket In
California and other long-lined early poems.
Through Ginsberg (but not exclusively through him), the influence of William
Blake can also be felt, but at this point, I'm fairly sure Dylan had been reading
Blake directly. Blake's language is the most powerful precedent for Gates Of Eden.
Here is Dylan's second verse:
The lamppost stands with folded arms its iron claws attached
To curbs 'neath holes where babies wail though it shadows metal badge
All and all can only fall with a crashing but meaningless blow
No sound ever comes from the gGates of Eden
Here are some lines excerpted from Blake's Four Zoas :
What is the price of experience? Do men buy it for a song?
Or wisdom for a dance in the street? No, it is bought with the price
Of all a man hath, his house, his wife, his children.
Wisdom is sold in the desolate market where none come to buy,
And in the wither'd field where the farmer plows for bread in vain.
You can clearly sing most of Blake's lines to Dylan's melody, but Blake is more free
with the form and does not end-rhyme. Note the visionary tone of each excerpt.
Blake achieves his tone mostly with noun / verb choices, his rhetorical questions,
and the grand sweep of his focus. His only two adjectives are telling: desolate and
wither'd.
Dylan's diction and syntax deliver a vision that threatens to descend into mere
hallucination - this is the exact subject of the verse quoted above. The violence
and technological momentum of human culture impinge on the meaning-making
capacities of human spirit. It's a cartoon apocalypse, no less apocalyptic for that,
maybe more so.
Now I have to get ready to prepare my own apocalyptic visions for a show on
Thursday.
Do You Care More What Bob's Songs Mean To Him Or To You? (9 Aug 2006)
This depends on what you mean when you say mean. But in general, I don't care
what the songs mean to me. I would hope Bob would never write or perform any
song that didn't mean something to him.
As a musician, I'm only going to play and sing songs I like, material that expresses
something I feel to be essential to my moment. I really don't care about your
moment - that is your responsibility, not mine.
I do think Dylan struggles with this issue. Many of his set lists feature songs I can't
imagine anyone including Dylan should want to hear again, ever. Maggie's Farm?
Subterranean Homesick Blues? Blowin' In The Wind? How often do you need to
hear him flub the lyrics or mangle the melody? If he does a really great version of
All Along The Watchtower, so what? Just how much more meaning can those
lyrics and an indulgent guitar solo create?
Since he stopped playing guitar on stage, maybe even slightly before, more and
more set lists and shows (I admit I've only heard highlights from 20-30 shows
since 2002, much less than that of complete shows) seem to present THE BOB
DYLAN EXPERIENCE featuring the husk of Bob Dylan. Could be his rope-a-dope
strategy, saving the real McCoy for the post-Modern Times fall tour. Hope so.
As for not wanting to hear Blowin' In The Wind ... To me, it's like not ever
wanting to hear Amazing Grace or This Land Is Your Land again. I can't imagine
NOT wanting to ...
I can easily imagine not ever wanting to hear Joan Baez sing Amazing Grace, but
I'd always be interested to hear Ralph Stanley sing it. But I don't rank Blowin' In
The Wind as highly, or This Land Is Your Land for that matter. I can't really
imagine wanting to hear anyone sing either. And I've heard both performed often
by singers famous and obscure, including me. In both cases, I think the songs are
defined by their original performances or recordings, and subsequent performances
become exercises in nostalgia and sentimentality. And this is because, in some
sense, the songs aren't that good and rely on the mystique of the originator and
the context more than lyrics or melody. It would be great if some singer could
deliver those lyrics and make them fresh. I have yet to hear that singer.
Watchtower is from my favorite Dylan album, but it's not my favorite song on the
album, as good as it is. I have not tired of hearing it in that context. I'm bored
with the Hendrix cover, and I think Bob makes a big mistake in continuing to
treat that as the defining version. Maybe that's what the song means to him now.
But I can't help but feel like he's pandering to what he thinks the song means to
his audience, like they won't be satisfied with his show unless they hear it
jammed to jelly.
I stayed up too late, didn't drink enough coffee today, so I'm sorry if this doesn't
make enough sense.
The Cover Of Bringing It All Back Home (9 Aug 2006)
There are some very obvious things going on in this album cover. One is the
relation of the title Bringing It All Back Home to the picture. Dylan is obviously in
a home. He is surrounded by things brought to that home, including the woman
behind him, and perhaps even himself if this is not his home.
The title has 3 elements, a verb in present participle form, 3 nouns and a
preposition. The third noun is the object of the preposition, giving the clause
location. Home is a concrete term but also a general one. The other nouns are
pronouns - it and all - with no specific referent and so juxtaposed to refer to
everything one might possibly bring. Bring is also an interesting verb in context,
with a more than voluntary connotative meaning, as if some things brought home
might be hidden, or inexplicable, or sinister. The process is bigger than the
individual intention.
This dynamic is reflected in the orderly disorder of the objects in the picture - the
strewn magazines and albums, the posture of the woman, the magazine Dylan
holds but is not reading (it's face down in his lap). The theatrical effect seems to be
"we're just hanging out on a lazy day, listening to cool albums, smoking cigarettes
and browsing periodicals, and hey look at this cool fallout shelter sign I stole from
the church basement when I was a kid." And maybe that's what was going on, but
somehow I think the albums were carefully chosen - an LP by an old folkie friend,
the greatest folk blues album ever released up to that point, what looks like a Lotte
Lenya album between them, and a fourth I can't quite make out.
That could be Time Magazine's Man of the Year issue with LBJ on the cover, but
even if not, the photo proposes a relationship between its central subject and
Time's. Dylan is pictured as superior to Time. LBJ is just someone whose picture
will eventually be discarded - he's not on the mantle with the other human
pictures, he's not on the cover of an album that will be played again and again.
He's just a guy passing through Time, examined for a week and tossed aside. Dylan
is Lotte Lenya, Eric Von Schmidt, Robert Johnson. You know this, because you
brought this album home, and now Dylan is ready to be strewn around your home
among your favorite albums. Your possession of the album completes the picture.
The lens of the camera is smeared with Vaseline, creating a halo effect that
reinforces and alters the framing of the photo itself. This is a circle within a
square, a kind of alchemical framing with its sense of both containment and
irreconcilability. Usually, the halo effect denotes a kind of sanctity, both on the
halo'd object and the viewer - to see the halo is to be witness to sacred light.
Yet the sacred light is illuminating a glum young man holding a cat and a
magazine, and a smoking odalisque (in posture at least) or clothed maja. This is a
thoroughly mundane, even profane, moment. He's not holding the tablets of the
law - he's not even reading what he's holding. Yet the light holds sway, the scene
is made holy in spite of itself and because of itself. It creates a desire for meaning,
just like life itself does. We want this picture to embody our deep feeling for the
connections between things - the poetics of things - including our own connection
to the people in the photo, the photo itself, and the album it covers.
Yet all that we really see are things Albert Grossman brought home.
Two "alternate BIABH " pictures are posted of Bob and Sara (?) in front of a shed ...
Imagine the statement the cover would have made if one of the shed pictures had
been used - just who would want to bring anything back to such a home?
The cover itself is so haute bourgeois that the irony didn't register at first. Albert
Grossman's trophy wife and trophy client in his country home. Were Dylan more
literal-minded, a photo in Hibbing would have been called for. For Bob, home is
where the myth is.
Bob's Golden Age (11 Aug 2006)
Gee, I loved John Wesley Harding from the first listen very soon upon its release.
It got some great reviews including a classic review in Rolling Stone. Some folks
were surprised, but I don't recall any sense of disappointment.
I don't see any reason to exclude any of his recorded work. He's a folksinger. He
makes folk music. His performances of traditional songs are some of the very best
of his career. And many of the songs are much better than his own. People have
been singing Froggie Went A-Courtin' for 500 years. You think anyone will be
singing Man Gave Name To All The Animals in 50 years?
I'd say we've seen his best music in the years 1989-2006 (seems like Modern Times
will be at least as good as Time Out Of Mind). His music of 1961-1969 had bigger
impact and influence, at least on contemporary music of the time. But back then,
Bob was selling an image, a mythic package, not just the music (and selling it
rather well). In terms of his musical artistry, I think he's never been stronger
(vocal chords excepted) for such a sustained period.
Make Your Own Supergroup (11 Aug 2006)
Elvin Jones (drums), Dave Holland (bass), John Coltrane (tenor sax), Cecil Taylor
(piano), Joe Morris (guitar)
Mediocre And Annoying (14 Aug 2006)
I finally saw Masked and Anonymous over the weekend. It took two days, as I
gave up about 3/4 of the way through the first night, forced myself to view the
rest before returning the DVD to the store two days later.
Overall, I'd say the film was a colossal failure, a monument to bad acting, stilted
dialogue, and painfully obvious allusions. The skilled actors who played beside
Dylan were reduced to scenery-chewing histrionics. No one looked comfortable in
their roles or delivered their lines with anything approaching believable
conviction. Most of the scenes were static set-pieces arranged to give the actor in
that scene a dramatic platform to deliver some contrived monologue about
grandiose subjects with all the resonance of a wet fart. John Goodman and Jeff
Bridges were awful caricatures of previous roles, Penelope Cruz has been down
that shtick before, and Jessica Lange's most convincing moment was when she was
masturbating in the trailer while some Dylan song wafted through the window.
Dylan could have been played by a bobble-head mannikin. I thought he looked
awful, sickly, and not always completely focused. He sucked the life out of almost
every scene he was in. Even most of his voice-overs were awkwardly delivered. In
several scenes he seemed to have the half-frozen features and vaguely involuntary
movements of someone with Parkinson's or early Alzheimer's. He doesn't seem
capable of acting, just kind of posing and looking inscrutable or walking through a
set, but even his walking was unconvincing.
The script sounded like it was written by Dylan with a little connective dialogue
contributed by someone else or improvised by the actors. So all the weird
characters essentially spoke in the same voice - Dylan's - which robbed all of them
of the means to establish themselves as actual people in a world where something
mattered to them. The references to rock stars were heavy-handed as well as
boring, and the plotline concerning the concert and Jack Fate's performance was
not exactly compelling. Would he give an interview? What songs would he play?
Did you care for even a microsecond? Jeff Bridges seemed content to play some
revenge fantasy of Dylan's against all the dumb rock journalists who ever lived,
and some of his "interview" was mildly amusing, but the fight with John Goodman
and him being killed with Blind Lemon's guitar was just lame. Anyone believe
Jack Fate could lay him out with just one punch? I was afraid Jack would collapse
under the weight of his cowboy hat.
The movie had the pace of a Coen Brothers film (whose work I generally don't
enjoy, except for Blood Simple and Oh Brother ), very static with a lot of attention
to the inner detail of a scene but a weak sense of dramatic momentum or
continuity between scenes. I guess it was a colorful, one might say garish, film,
but the sets looked distinctly under-budgeted and makeshift. The script and
performances gave the film a cartoonish feel, in some ways the cinematic
correlative of Dylan's surreal narrative style in Bob Dylan's 115th Dream or
Desolation Row, but while Bob can sustain such narratives all by himself for 10
minutes or so at a time, he seemed completely out of his element in a film of two
hours that felt like four.
The whole future dystopia / dying President who is Jack's estranged father / Jack's
journey from and back to jail rang false, like some badly drawn comic book by a
nerdy but clever high school student. Like most other aspects of the film, these
were contrived to allow Dylan his aphoristic musings on humanity, but what
might be charming in liner notes was mostly deadly boring on film. The heavyhanded plot and characters undermined any seriousness of thought. The entire
enterprise had a kind of heterosexual campiness - I could imagine midnight
showings where people dressed as characters and howled continuously at the bad
acting and stilted dialogue.
The only really good scenes were of Dylan and his touring band in performance. I
think with a little more effort (or maybe a lot) and imagination, the entire film
could have been expressed through song from the stage. As it is, the movie really
looked like a vanity project by an aging superstar surrounded by yes-men and
fellow celebrities eager to rub elbows with Dylan and willing to suspend their
professional standards and common sense in order to do so.
I really like Don't Look Back and Eat The Document, never saw Renaldo & Clara
or Hearts Of Fire, liked Pat Garrett & Billy The Kid well enough, so I was hoping
to enjoy Masked and Anonymous. Oh well.
Haven't read your review. Can't trust a person that doesn't like Barton Fink or
Fargo. And it's a brilliant film, I love it.
I was kind of hoping to hear some thing substantial regarding other points of view
of the film - you know, tedious things like how and why it is brilliant, what
performances revealed unexpected and necessary insights into the human
condition. Silly of me, but hope springs eternal, even here.
So LJ posts this:
Bob Dylan's Elegy for a Lost America
By DAVID VEST
Bob Dylan's new film, "Masked and Anonymous," has met with almost universal
condemnation (or worse, condescension) from critics in the corporate media.
According to most reviewers, in lieu of a plot the film offers "rambling
incoherence" and "incomprehensible dialogue." It is "an exercise in selfindulgence." Several reviewers have actually worried in print that Dylan made the
movie in order to have some kind of joke at their expense. Dylan's character, Jack
Fate, has little or nothing to say, we are repeatedly told, and more or less just "sits
there like a toad," in the words of Roger Ebert, who should be the last person to
accuse anyone of that.
Could the movie really be this bad? It wouldn't matter if it were equal to "The
Tempest" or "Julius Caesar," it has already been pronounced D.O.A.
Anytime the nation's media are this unanimous about anything, one would do
well to be suspicious. After all, President Bush's decision to invade Iraq in search
of "weapons of mass destruction" was met not with skepticism but with nearunanimous cheerleading and boosterizing in the corporate media.
Reviewers had already effectively killed Dylan's film by the time it arrived in
Portland, Oregon for a perfunctory one-week run. Although attendance grew
steadily during the week, it started sparse and grew toward respectable.
Not ten minutes after the opening credits I could see why the film had been
marked for assassination by big newspaper media critics. They are the villains of
the piece! "Masked and Anonymous" portrays the reporters who wrote the bad
reviews as people who have to wear ankle monitors. Editors hold the keys that
control them. Who owns the editors is pretty clear, too. The sight of superstar
critic and Sixties specialist "Tom Friend" (Jeff Bridges) being beaten to death with
Blind Lemon Jefferson's guitar must have been too much for them.
"Friend," obsessed with his own memories of the Sixties but oblivious to what is
going on outside the window, never seems to notice that Fate, his quarry, answers
none of his questions.
Officials of the "network" televising the "benefit" on which Fate is to appear see
him as self-indulgent, too. They want him to sing "Jailhouse Rock," "Jumping Jack
Flash" and "Revolution - the slow version."
He gives them "Dixie."
The infamous "rambling and incomprehensible" plot is in fact rather wellconstructed and makes abundant sense. Although the project could have used
some tighter editing and more attention to minor issues of continuity, anyone who
couldn't follow this movie probably couldn't be trusted with a comic book. The
storyline is no more "obscure" or "disjointed" than "A Hard Day's Night."
But it hits a great deal harder. When the camera pans slowly down a desolate L.A.
avenue, and Dylan is heard singing "Seen the arrow on the doorpost, saying This
Land is Condemned, all the way from New Orleans to Jerusalem," try to keep tears
from welling. (Or sit there like a toad eating popcorn and stuff the feeling, it's
your call.)
Whereas the concert finale of "A Hard Day's Night" is witnessed by screaming
teenagers and an adoring TV audience, the concert performed by Fate in "Masked
and Anonymous" is seen by no one except stage hands and extras because it is preempted by a presidential speech and interrupted by guns and bayonets.
In spite of what you may have read, the film is not "set in some imaginary thirdworld country at some point in the future," anymore than King Lear is about
prehistoric England. Failure to recognize the true setting should immediately
disqualify any reviewer. "Masked and Anonymous" is a spot-on accurate portrayal
of what is going on RIGHT NOW, seen through the eyes of someone with vision
and not just eyesight, someone who has looked through the eyes not only of
Charley Patton and Elizabeth Cotton but also of Emmett Miller and even Daniel
Decatur Emmett.
All America's chicken-hawk foreign wars have come home to roost. The horrors
once visited upon El Salvador, Nicaragua, Vietnam, Somalia and Iraq are now
rolling through the streets of California. All the electoral disgrace of recent
campaigns has been compressed into one presidential speech. As for the major
media as portrayed in this film, it is impossible not to think of Christiane
Amanpour's recent admission that CNN "was intimidated" by the Bush
administration and operated in a "climate of fear and self-censorship" during the
invasion of Iraq.
When the new president (Mickey Rourke) concludes his "war-is-peace" oration at
the end of the film with the sarcastic words "May God help you all," it is merely
what anyone with a perceptive imagination can hear Bush or Cheney saying when
they conclude their speeches with the formulaic "God Bless America." Certainly
the administration portrayed in "Masked and Anonymous" is no more thuggish
than the one currently rooting at the trough in Washington.
Or, as Uncle Sweetheart (John Goodman) puts it, "It's the dark princes, the
democratic republicans, working for a barbarian who can scarcely spell his own
name."
When a soldier (Giovanni Ribisi) tells Fate of fighting first with the rebels, then
with the counter-insurgents, then with the Government, then with the rebels
again, only to discover that some of the rebels are in fact funded by the very
Government they're supposed to be opposing, how strange does that seem to
anyone familiar with the betrayals and capitulations of contemporary politics,
especially movement politics? It's like finding out who sponsors "Earth Day."
My favorite exchange: "I'm trying to be on your side, Jack," says Uncle Sweetheart,
the promoter who is, naturally, "only trying to help."
"You have to be born on my side, Sweetheart," says Fate.
To be on the side of workers, of animals, of oppressed people, of love, of the truth
is to court destruction. Before singing his final song and meeting his own fate, Jack
Fate experiences a visitation by his ghostly forerunner, Oscar Vogel (Ed Harris), a
banjo-playing entertainer who worked in blackface and who disappeared after
raising his voice against the times. When Fate looks back to catch a last glimpse of
Vogel, the vaudevillian has been replaced by a young Black man who could be a
janitor, a Reggae artist or a rising Hip-Hop truth teller, next in the line of destiny,
or line of fire.
This film isn't perfect. I have read the original screenplay and far too much has
been cut out of it to try to make it acceptable to people who would have had none
of it under any circumstances. But it is the only motion picture I have seen so far
in this millennium that seems to have a clue about what is going on in America.
Moviegoers will get it or they won't. Great pains have been taken to ensure that
they won't even see it.
It is a tale of almost unbearable sadness and loss. When Dylan sings "I'll
Remember You," as electrifying a performance as has ever been caught on camera
(all the songs are performed live, there's no lip-synching in this movie) you feel
that he may well be singing not merely about a person but also about that "lost
America of love" that Ginsberg mourned in "A Supermarket in California," a work
that in its visionary aspect and intensity "Masked and Anonymous" resembles. (Its
ultimate antecedents are of course Shakespeare's history plays.)
When Dylan's character, Fate, is reunited with his lost/doomed love (Angela
Bassett, magnificent in the role), she endeavors with great tenderness to console
him for his losses, and without a word Dylan manages to convey that Fate's grief is
inconsolable. It is a scene of considerable beauty and delicacy.
Dylan's performance has been called "inscrutable." But who else could have played
this role? There are people who find his songs inscrutable as well, and I suppose
arguing with them would be as pointless as trying to answer "Tom Friend's"
interview questions. (These days, anything an idiot can't or won't bother to
understand is "incomprehensible" and "inscrutable.")
The most daring (and intriguing) line in the film slips by almost unnoticed:
moments after Jack Fate is arrested for a sudden act of violence committed by his
sidekick Bobby Cupid (Luke Wilson), he thinks to himself, "Sometimes it's not
enough to know the meaning of things. Sometimes we have to know what things
don't mean as well. Like, what does it mean to not know what the person you love
is capable of?"
Unlike D. A. Pennebaker's "Don't Look Back," which showed a young Dylan
eating dumb but presumptuous critics alive, "Masked and Anonymous" depicts an
aging Jack Fate with nothing whatever to say to them. "I was always a singer and
maybe no more than that," he says.
So much for "self-indulgence".
The music Dylan performs with his group almost justifies whatever it took to
capture those moments. That was one of the greatest rock groups ever assembled,
nearly perfect balance of chops and temperaments.
I've been thinking some about the women in the film as well as the types the
characters they seem to be intended to embody. Cruz as neurotic religious
obsessive ruled by fear, anxiety, superstition - Dylan's "Spanish girl" type in her
negative aspect, a more helpless Ramona. Jessica Lange, Dylan's near contemporary
in age, is an aggressive business woman with free-floating erotic anxiety, the
woman who passes herself off as a man. She seems to have some unspoken erotic
history with Jack, yes? Then there's the black woman - was it charcoal gypsy
maiden Angela Bassett? - with some connection to his dying father (a mistress Jack
himself seduced at one point?), who offers him solace in a maternal manner,
despite Jack being old enough to be her father.
In each case, the characters seem composed of signifiers instead of real emotions;
they may embody a type, but don't become personalities in a dramatically
coherent world.
Did I miss any significant women? It was a bit of a sausage festival film.
I'm also thinking the movie might have been liberated to find a more authentic
voice if it had been animated. That way, the cartoonish elements would make a
little more sense.
Now another review (by "a woman if that matters") posted by LJ:
Dylan in Darkest America by Stephanie Zacharek
In "Masked and Anonymous," this summer's strange and brilliant must-see film, an
aging troubadour is the last gleam of hope in a corrupt and dictatorial nation.
July 24, 2003 | There are going to be people who will see "Masked & Anonymous"
five times, if not 20, simply because there are hundreds (if not thousands) of
people in this world who think, "When it comes to Bob Dylan, why do something
just five times when you can do it 20?" They'll search the movie arduously for
every in-joke and reference (and there are lots); they'll ponder it, fetishize it, pick
it apart as if they were trying to figure out what makes a pocket watch tick.
But my advice is this: See it in one glorious shot, grab as much from it as you
can and run like hell.
I say that not because I hated "Masked & Anonymous," but because I loved it.
"Masked & Anonymous" -- which opens in New York on Thursday, in Los Angeles
on Friday and thereafter in other cities -- is an exhilarating and sometimes
puzzling jumble that explores the dangers of power, the nature of Americana and
the Bob Dylan myth, among many, many other things. I think the picture is less
complicated than it thinks it is -- although perhaps it's complicated in ways that
not even its director, Larry Charles (who has worked as a writer and producer on
shows like "Seinfeld" and "Mad About You," and directed several episodes of "Curb
Your Enthusiasm"), or its star (and, reportedly, its screenwriter), Bob Dylan,
would be able to explain. But one of the movie's wonders is the way it
recontextualizes the work and legend of Dylan -- even at a time when we may
begin wondering if there are any new contexts for Dylan at all. And another is the
way it reminds us that Dylan is, first if not foremost, a guy with a sense of humor.
"Masked & Anonymous" is a sideways allegory about an alternative America, a
what-if scenario in which our United States -- our republic -- is ruled by a
president who looks more like a South American dictator. As is usually the case in
countries run by dictators, his image is everywhere, hung with a mix of reverence
and contempt. With his dark nail-brush mustache and his cheap white officer's
suit, he suggests menace more than benevolence.
But in the world of "Masked & Anonymous," it's often impossible to tell who's
good and who's bad. It's not made clear exactly what has happened in this new
America, but we get the sense that sometime a while back, a group of people tried
to change the world, and their efforts backfired. This is an America torn by civil
war. Rebels open fire on country roads. Innocent people are imprisoned simply for
valuing their freedom. The government controls the media, which is, incidentally,
completely run by black men -- the shows in their lineup have names like "God's
Mistake," "It's Alright, Man" and "Terror Tots" -- even though, of course, their
power is only symbolic.
In the midst of all this, a sleazy concert promoter named Uncle Sweetheart (John
Goodman) and his manipulative, tough-as-bonded-nails colleague, Nina Veronica
(Jessica Lange), are trying to organize a benefit for war relief -- or something. In
reality, it's their own interests they have at heart. Unable to find a star headliner,
they dig up a legendary has-been, an artist that Uncle Sweetheart used to manage
(and take advantage of) back in the old days: Jack Fate (Dylan), who has long been
imprisoned for an unknown crime.
Fate is a troubadour, an artist who, when he's not in jail, lives for the sheer thrill
of taking his music on the road, bringing it to the masses. Released from his
sentence so he can play the concert, he hits the road in a cowboy hat and a highbuttoned Hank Williams suit, with a guitar in one hand and a garment bag slung
over his shoulder -- the uniform and accoutrements of the working musician. He
looks dapper and fit in his Douglas Fairbanks mustache, seemingly none the worse
for the wear after his stint in the clink. Before springing him, his jailer
pronounces, "Keeping people from feeling free is big business," and it's just one of
many places in "Masked & Anonymous" where you feel a song coming on -- at
least in the metaphorical sense.
In fact, "Masked & Anonymous" is kind of like one long, messy Bob Dylan song -or, more specifically, a dream version of a Bob Dylan song that folds in just about
every motif he's ever written about. The intricacies and not-so-hidden evils of
politics, the potency of religion and symbols, hypocrisy, love, betrayal: You name
it, "Masked & Anonymous" has it.
Through it all, Dylan's Jack Fate wanders like a grizzled Candide. The great joke of
"Masked & Anonymous" is that for once, everything Dylan says is clear and
comprehensible; it's everyone else around him who's mad. He takes it all in,
sometimes bemused and sometimes amused, and sometimes clearly angry. In one
of the movie's funniest sequences, Uncle Sweetheart and Nina Veronica give Fate
a list of songs the government has insisted he play (they include "Street Fighting
Man" and "Eve of Destruction"). Later, they hand him the words to "Jailhouse
Rock," but he brushes them away, obviously miffed beneath his cool demeanor.
His explanation (as if he needed one) is like a deadpan sermon. He asks Sweetheart
if he knows what cellulose is, and then goes on to explain. "It's in the grass. Cows
can digest it, but you can't. And neither can I."
Fate's journey back into the outside world brings him into contact with a
misanthropic animal freak (Val Kilmer), a ghost from his daddy's past (Ed Harris),
a squeaky-mouse religious obsessive named Pagan Lace (Penelope Cruz, who is,
for once, funny instead of merely annoying) and, perhaps the most brilliantly
realistic character, an arrogant rock journalist (Jeff Bridges) who doesn't ask
questions so much as spew fountains of opinion. The images in "Masked &
Anonymous" highlight the ways the stuff of entertainment often becomes legend,
and vice versa: There are allusions to circus sideshows, to the legacy of minstrelsy,
to the legend of Staggerlee (who, famously, and for reasons no one knows, shot
Billy Lyons down cold, even though Lyons pleaded for his life; in the "Masked &
Anonymous" version, the murder weapon is Blind Lemon Jefferson's battered,
mythic guitar, and it's used as an instrument of truth, justice and honor).
Fate also meets up with an old friend, a bartender, mechanic, guitar tech, youname-it known as Bobby Cupid (Luke Wilson). Cupid is a version of Fate's
younger self -- Wilson plays him, wonderfully, wearing the same pencil-slim
curved mustache and even mimicking the phrasing of Dylan's everyday speech.
Principled, upstanding, resolutely incorruptible -- Cupid isn't a purer version of
Fate, just a less weary one. His enthusiasm is youthfully fresh, but it's well
grounded, too.
Does Cupid represent the old days and the old ways? Is he a reflection of a simpler
time -- the '60s, which, somehow, we have come to think of as "simpler" -- when
people had ideals and stuck to them? Maybe.
But I don't think "Masked & Anonymous" is so much about the death of idealism
as about accepting its limits. For one thing, the songs included in the movie -nearly all of them Dylan songs, of course, although not all of them are sung by
Dylan -- sound bitingly fresh. That's one of Dylan's trademarks, and it will be one
of his greatest and most lasting legacies: Every Dylan fan knows that he never
sings a song the same way twice. His phrasing rivals that of even the most
innovative jazz singer for sheer variety and spontaneity. Sometimes he twists his
songs into mysterious phantom shapes. (As Uncle Sweetheart says of Fate, "All of
his songs are recognized, even when they're not recognizable.")
"Masked & Anonymous" explores the Dylan legacy in some obvious ways, and in
some not so obvious ones. The movie's soundtrack includes an extraordinary
reading of "My Back Pages" in Japanese (performed by the Magokoro Brothers)
and the equally astonishing "Come Una Pietra Scalciata" (that's "Like a Rolling
Stone," rapped in Italian by Articolo 31). And the movie's killer moment comes
when a little black girl (played by Tinashe Kachingwe, and she's marvellous),
whose mother has taught her every Jack Fate song in existence, steps out to sing
an a cappella "The Times They Are A-Changin'."
The obvious point is that Dylan's influence is a web that has been cast over the
whole world. But the less obvious one is that even when Dylan sings one of his
own songs, he sings it as a cover. It's never just a "version," but a reinvention -- he
comes at it from the outside and works his way in, instead of the other way
around. In "Masked & Anonymous," Dylan as Fate sings his own songs with his
own band (a youthful and vigorous outfit consisting of Larry Campbell, Tony
Garnier, George Racile and Charlie Sexton).
But the Dylan songs done by other people and the Dylan songs done by Dylan-asFate aren't copies and originals, respectively. They're a type of call-and-response -a way of magnifying and expanding the material, whether the person singing is
the guy who actually wrote the song or an enthusiastic bunch of Japanese
musicians. When Dylan performs "Blowin' in the Wind" -- a song I always think
I've heard far too many times, until I hear Dylan singing it, again -- he sings as if
he's presenting us with something completely new, a little something he scribbled
on the back of a matchbook on his way to the gig.
Is there a greater gift than that?
"Masked & Anonymous" is, inadvertently, about how much Dylan has given
us. It is also, again inadvertently, about what we've taken away from him. The
whole movie is one giant in-joke about Dylan's career and his destiny -- about
the person he has become and is becoming, a person who grows increasingly
mysterious to us, instead of more comprehensible.
The movie also asks some tougher questions: What happens when you're strangled
by your own revolution, and tangled up in your own myth? At the end of "Masked
& Anonymous," Dylan walks away from it all, intact, but there's a catch: He walks
away in handcuffs, and we watch him go, his image getting smaller and smaller as
he drifts away from us. Dylan in handcuffs, Dylan not being "free," Dylan being
beaten down by the Man -- those are images right out of a horror show as it might
have been conceived by the '60s counterculture, a nightmare vision of the future
worse than anything George Orwell (or even just Aldous Huxley) could have
imagined.
Handcuffs represent the worst kind of restraint, but are they more constricting
than the slipknot of your own legend? Not by a long shot. Dylan-the-icon doesn't
need freedom, because we long ago decided that Dylan-the-icon is freedom.
Handcuffs mean nothing to an icon -- he can slip out of them like a comic-book
superhero. Dylan-the-icon is Plastic Man or Reed Richards, the stuff little kids
think about, and pretend to be, in order to conquer their own fears. Grownups
cling harder, and more tenaciously, to their superheroes than children do.
That's why I like the image of Dylan walking away in handcuffs. This is not just
an aging Dylan, a Dylan with a few little wrinkles, whom we can still claim as
"young," just as we like to think of ourselves as young. This is a Dylan who is
almost -- almost -- an old man. And he walks with a country gent's gait, as if he's
more accepting of that than we are.
The key to that final image, and maybe the key to all of "Masked & Anonymous,"
lies in a song by Tammy Wynette, who sang from another quadrant of the 1960s - a place of picket fences and clapboard houses, a place that seemed far away from
the wild plains that Dylan roamed. But in Wynette's corner of '60s America, just
as in Dylan's, safety was never guaranteed. Idealism is essential to the spirit of any
country, at any time. But idealism isn't a guarantee of safety; it doesn't make you
invincible. If anything, it turns you into a walking target. Idealism is more
dangerous than plutonium.
In those handcuffs, Jack Fate is facing up to the reality of idealism in a way that
hundreds of millions of Bob Dylan fans can't. It's a tough job, but someone has to
do it. Why shouldn't it be Dylan, playing a fictional character that is, in so many
ways, himself? In loving Dylan as much as we do -- because the question always
boils down to how we could not love him -- we have rewarded ourselves with the
luxury of sitting back and doing all the fancy interpreting and analyzing, while we
leave the heavy lifting to him. For God so loved the world that he put his own son
in handcuffs, so to speak.
And, as Tammy Wynette sang, after all, he's just a man.
Modern Times - Before The Flood (11 Aug 2006)
Here's a bad review synopsis - if I had more time, I'd think up some kind of pool
we could all go in on, and the person with the most picks of reviewer clichГ©s wins
something - something cool like my Donovan's Greatest Hits LP.
Modern Times is sad / silly /awful / unlistenable because:
1. Bob just can't sing anymore and talks and mumbles and growls his way through
what passes for melodies
2. Bob just doesn't write 'em the way he used to, except that he takes a lot of words
and minutes proving this
3. Bob just cranks out folk-blues chords with no attention to songwriting craft
4. Bob is a silly old geezer who has blown vocal chords and a mean eye to the world
and who needs a rock star telling us how bad modern times are anyway
5. Bob's touring band is a bunch of lackluster sidemen
6. 10 songs are not enough songs for the money, and most of them are too long at
that
7. Modern Times is a Dylan-by-numbers assemblage of snippets of other songs
strung together with vaguely portentous but ultimately empty mutterings on life
and love in the 21st century, the only question is AD or BC, and Dylan's voice and
wrinkles argue BC
8. Five years wait for 10 songs is too long for too little
9. Rock and roll is dead but refuses to be buried decently, and Modern Times is the
latest cadaverous proof
10. We used to care, but things change
Shoot, that last item made me realize we could have a pool on which Dylan titles
and lyrics would be used sarcastically to dismiss Modern Times.
And just to be clear, I expect this album will be a keeper.
How Do People Not See The Brilliance Of Bob Dylan? (16 Aug 2006)
I can't stand Bach, yet somehow his music survives.
I think Dylan's legacy is secure enough. He doesn't need universal worship.
Dylan Says Modern Music Is Worthless (23 Aug 2006)
If culture doesn't change and history is just an illusion and everything is in steady
state of okayness, then of course music is always the same quality. The only thing
that changes is an individual's ability to recognize musicality. People are always
the same.
This is of course silly. Culture and the humans that produce it are in a constant
process of change, and various activities and conditions can improve or deteriorate
over time. Or both.
Technology is not a neutral phenomenon, and this includes the technology of
mass reproduction of artifacts like songs. Evaluating a broad category like "music
of today" is so complex as to be beyond most people's capabilities. While it is
abundantly clear that Coldplay's singer has pitch problems, their songs traffic in
clichГ©s, and their music is as much the product of corporate models of production
as it is personal expression of human feeling (despite their ambivalence about
being businessmen), it is much more complex to assert that Coldplay is somehow
objectively worse than Duran Duran, REO Speedwagon, Quicksilver, or Bill Haley
and the Comets.
The market and the corporations competing for shares are much different than
times past, in objective terms. The technology of music production is also much
different. The preference for a digital recording over an analog one is more or less
a personal bias as to what sounds sound "good." I like single coil pickups and tube
amps and just a little reverb or tremelo in most every circumstance. Others like
humbuckers, chorus effects, wah pedals, etc.
There aren't any unbiased listeners possessed of enough musical knowledge to say
anything definitive about "music today." In that circumstance, given that Dylan is
an artist I respect who produces recordings I enjoy hearing, and given that he has
obviously wide listening taste and experience, and given that he has spent plenty
of time in recording studios and in concert halls, if he says most of what he hears
in today's music is worthless (to him at least), that is a statement to which I'll give
some serious consideration.
But what matters to me is the worth to me. Coldplay has no place in my life. U2
long ago lost me as a listener. I saw Interpol on TV once, they sounded okay,
nothing I'd spend money on. I saw a few minutes of Outkast on TV the other
night, looking desperate to make an impact but I turned the TV off and picked up
a book. Every time I go to my favorite used CD store, I find more CDs I want than
I can afford. Most are in niche markets, like West African string music or
flamenco or avant-garde or experimental electronica (never heard an Au Techre
CD I didn't love).
But it's rare that I find a contemporary American artist or group in any genre with
a CD that sounds like a group of people playing their instruments and singing in a
room together all at once. Dylan's best records sound exactly like that, whether or
not that was the case in the making. The exceptions are in bluegrass, folk, country
type musics.
My experience of American history and culture tells me we are in a deep crisis. It
would be odd if mainstream consumer artifacts were somehow immune to this
crisis, just as it would be odd for a song to pass through the capitalization process
and emerge in pristine innocence as a consumer commodity. Countries and
cultures can turn bad and become blights on the world, and American culture,
which I love very much, is as changeable, for better or worse, as any other. Most
people find change difficult. Dylan, too.
Nashville Skyline (28 Aug 2006)
I found this LP a bit tough to enjoy when it was first released. I loved John
Wesley Harding, but I hadn't listened to much country music at all. But Lay Lady
Lay was a hit, and Tonight I'll Be Staying Here With You got a lot of airplay, and I
liked Dylan enough to keep playing the album despite the draggy duet with Cash
and the unremarkable instrumental.
When I was in college I started playing guitar and bought a Dylan songbook that
included the Nashville Skyline songs, and this is when my appreciation for the
album really began, when I started playing and singing the tunes, especially Tell
Me That It Isn't True, One More Night and To Be Alone With You. The songs are
like a study in country song-writing conventions - where to use a II chord, how to
write a bridge, and how to write direct, emotionally open lyrics.
For years, my appreciation of the album was located in the song book and not the
LP itself. I recently heard a CD of the album, and it sounded sparkly clean and
beautiful, with loose-live playing, especially good dobro work. The LP went
missing years ago - I probably sold it during one of my poverty periods thinking
I'd always be able to buy another - so I'm planning to buy it on CD, maybe when I
pick up Modern Times.
The big weakness on the album is Bob's singing. When he went to that smooth
country voice, he lost a lot of his vocal power and blues values in his singing. He's
not a particularly strong crooner, and sounds like a midget dilettante next to Cash
(even more so on the complete duet sessions). It's not bad singing, just not
remarkable. He's a better crooner now when he's not gargling with thumbtacks.
The country rock wave of music followed very closely on Nashville Skyline's
heels. Are You Ready For The Country by Peter Doggett is a fairly comprehensive
history of country rock music and worth a look.
What Is 4th Time Around About? (24 Aug 2006)
It's not legend but fact, confirmed in at least one interview by Dylan. The song is
'about' Norwegian Wood, even lyrically. "I once had a girl, or should I say, she
once had me" expresses an ironic ambivalence that Dylan practically lampoons in
his lyric.
I hear most Bob songs as little fictions having only a casual connection to his ego
experience. They are about songwriting conventions getting twisted around and
shaken up, about wordplay as an experiment in revelation. Ultimately, the song
becomes something about my experience and not Dylan's. I have no idea who Sara
or Bonnie or Echo or anyone is, and barely understand who Dylan is. I have a very
strong feeling about the narrator in 4th Time Around and the woman he confronts
in the song. It's a well-told tale in Dylan's sixties style.
Help! (29 Aug 2006)
I want to make a compilation CD for a friend featuring five tracks from Good As I
Been To You plus five from World Gone Wrong. Suggestions?
I think the best thing to do would be copy both albums on 2 CDs. World Gone
Wrong is the stronger album and has a distinct sound as a whole that is darker and
more focused than Good As I Been To You. The earlier album is also brilliant but
has a wider focus and broader entertainment values, hotter guitar playing but not
quite as good singing on not quite as good songs. But I'm splitting hairs, because I
think of these as two of the greatest folk albums ever recorded. A compilation will
miss great songs from each. And a single CD could fit more than 10 songs, maybe
up to 15.
For the last few years, these two albums and his first album have gotten more play
by me than any of his other albums, followed close by John Wesley Harding and
Freewheelin'. There is something extremely satisfying about just Bob and his
guitar. Maybe because of his technical limits and personal quirks as a singer and
player, it just seems such a gamble for him as an artist to make these hugely
ambitious leaps into very deep cover songs and / or very ambitious originals. This is
where the mystery of his genius rings brightest, at least in my ears.
Since these two albums were arranged (but not written) by Dylan, can they really
be considered his top albums?
Bob's a folk musician (let's call rock and roll a folk form, at least in his hands), and
creative interpretation of the tradition is a big part of the game. The songs on
World Gone Wrong and Good As I Been To You are for the most part better songs
than anything Bob has written (I'm pretty sure he'd agree about this), and his
performances of them are so deeply felt and expertly sung and played that he
pretty much owns them or co-owns them (he probably wouldn't agree with me
here). I think a very good case can be made for them being his best work to date.
Besides, a lot of his best "original" songs are pastiches of other songs' lyrics grafted
on to chords and melodies of yet other songs. I often find myself wishing he'd do
this less, take a little more time and aim for something more original in his lyrics.
I think World Gone Wrong was the true comeback album, Oh Mercy and Good
As I Been To You stepping stones to it. One of the few records I can play alongside
Charley Patton and Robert Johnson.
Some days I think of World Gone Wrong as his best album, period. Best songs,
sung best, played best.
Street Legal Is Great!! (30 Aug 2006)
Just asserting something is great and saying you like it a lot in no way establishes
its greatness. Street Legal is a dreadful album full of portentous and narcissistic
lyrics, bloated arrangements, and shameless self-parody. In my experience, this
appeals to Dylan fans who share the narcissism, don't really listen closely to lyrics
with any critical perspective, and know perhaps a lot about Dylan's music but
little other music to any depth. For example, a lot of Street Legal fans seem to
enjoy New Pony, but it is hysterically bad blues playing with pointlessly awkward
background singers, mean-spirited lyrics that add nothing to the great Pony Blues
by Charley Patton and Son House, and empty, bombastic playing that has more to
do with rock stars pretending to play the blues than actual blues music. It could be
the very worst blues performance of Dylan's career, and he's one of the greatest
white bluesmen ever, so the sense of negative achievement, of an artist in the
absolute pits of creative desperation and failing to come up with the goods,
overwhelms any aesthetic purpose that might emerge in the song. Patton and
House lived around horses, mules, ponies, and the metaphors they used were
deeply felt as part of daily life. Dylan lives around Charley Patton and Son House
records about ponies, and the derivative character of his ditty is glaringly obvious
and not pleasant. What Dylan does know something about is faithless,
manipulative relationships with women, and that's what he expresses in the song,
smugly and without irony.
No matter what Dylan does, someone somewhere will claim it is brilliant. He
could record his farts while riding his motorcycle and someone would say it was
an underappreciated work of genius.
Seeing Dylan's failures and fallibility makes him more human, and therefore more
brilliant in the long run. It doesn't mean you are any less of a admirer of his music,
and it doesn't mean you shouldn't like Street Legal despite of or even because of its
many obvious weaknesses. There are two decent songs on the record, SeГ±or and
We Better Talk This Over, and both of those songs sounded way better in recent
concert performances with a tight band and no female singers and saxophone
cluttering up the arrangements. The rest is just too neurotic to take seriously as
art.
I can't find a bad song on Street Legal. Its a perfect album, quite literally - for me,
anyway ...
I rate Down In The Groove higher than Street Legal. Although Down In The
Groove was slapped together from various sessions during a period when Bob was
less than inspired much of the time, and even though I think some of the
arrangements are misconceived - 90 Miles an Hour (Down A Dead End Street) is
far too slow, and Shenandoah gets cluttered - I can still enjoy Bob's versions of
these great songs. I never have a moment's enjoyment from Street Legal - every
song has wincingly bad moments from dumb lyrics, mannered singing, and overstuffed arrangements. Only SeГ±or and We Better Talk This Over survive their
mishandling. The latter is worthy of Nashville Skyline, the former of any Dylan
album but it would need a better performance (like the live ones from the last 10
years).
I really don't like Saved or Slow Train, don't care about the "sincerity" in Dylan's
singing or how well Slow Train is recorded. I do like some of the shows on the
gospel tours, but in general, I hear these records as sacred extensions of the secular
creative crisis on Street Legal, a sort of happy face Band-Aid over a gaping wound,
with the same unwieldy band and arrangements (minus the saxophone thank
god). Someone posted a YouTube clip of Dylan from this period singing I think
What Can I Do For You, and the singing was extremely irritating and the
harmonica playing just sloppy. Bob just never mastered gospel singing with
African-American backup singers. I can't think of single instance where his work
on his original gospel songs was anywhere near as convincing or enjoyable as his
forays into bluegrass gospel material in the NET bands.
So I guess I rate Street Legal, Slow Train, and Saved at the bottom of the heap,
maybe a half-step above the pointless live albums and Knocked Out Loaded. Dylan
usually has at least one or two okay songs on even his most careless or charmless
work, but these three albums show a lot of misguided effort to achieve negligible
results. On Street Legal, he's just hiding from his creative bankruptcy and
recycling his own mannerisms so much that they become his personal clichГ©s most noticeable on the lame Where Are You Tonight, that album's Handy Dandy
with more pretentious and confused lyrics.
Some people are easily awed. No blame accrues.
I'm not at all "awed" by Street Legal, it's just that I am far, far less awed by Down
In The Groove ...
I'm not claiming Down In The Groove is a good work of art, just that I can enjoy
certain songs now and then. But frankly, I do better versions of 90 Miles An Hour
and Shenandoah then Bob does on that record. I say that with regret, not pride.
Copyright Law (30 Aug 2006)
When can I expect Bob's early music to be on sale in my local garage and supermarket on some dodgy label?
In publishing in the US, the copyright term is 75 years from initial publication.
Copyrights can be held by estates - John Steinbeck's and Samuel Beckett's works
are closely guarded by their estates (widow in Steinbeck's instance).
In music, I'm not sure exactly how it works upon the death of the copyright
holder, but all the pop songs from the 1930s are still in copyright and can't be used
without permission, and many of those composers died at least 50 years ago.
Given Dylan's business acumen and numerous heirs, I doubt any one here will be
alive when his work reaches the public domain, at least in the US.
Best Bob Band? (30 Aug 2006)
I go back and forth between the band with Watson on drums, Bucky Baxter on
steel, John Jackson on guitar, and the band a few years later with Charlie and
Larry. Watson could really swing that unit through many styles and tempos but
was especially good on the rock stuff.
Charlie and Larry made an awesome guitar section, and the acoustic sets with that
band are some of Bob's best ever performances. The set lists were much more
interesting with Charlie and Larry, maybe also the best in Bob's touring career.
There's a lot of talent in Bob's current band - Denny Freeman is certainly Charlie's
equal on electric guitar, Don Herron does a fine job on misc. strings (although it's
tough to beat Baxter or Campbell), and George Recile is just about perfect as a
drummer. I can understand why Bob would call this his best band - you always
want to get behind your players, and they are a pretty smooth combo. But the set
lists are really dull, and the recordings I've heard are risk-free with few edges to
the music. And I miss Bob's acoustic guitar and all the folk and bluegrass tunes he
used to play.
Can anyone tell me who played in the '97 / '98 shows?
Larry Campbell joined the band as lead guitarist at the end of March 1997 after
John Jackson left, and Bucky Baxter soldiered on for a few years on lap steel,
mandolin etc. So in 1997-1999 the lineup was Larry Campbell, Bucky Baxter, Tony
Garnier, Dave Kemper and Bob. Great shows from this group, even though Kemper
wasn't as strong as Winston Watson. Baxter left in 1999, so Larry did the multiinstrumentalist thing and Charlie joined on lead guitar (Bob introduced him as the
rhythm guitar player at first).
Kemper was the next to leave, and that's when the band got really hot. George
Recile and Jim Keltner shared drum duties, partly because Recile had some health
problems, but when he recovered, Recile assumed sole possession of the drum
chair.
Do you know why Campbell left the band?
Probably for the same reason most of Bob's best musicians eventually resign. Bob
tours a lot around the world, so they are away from family, friends and other
musical projects and options. He records only rarely, and often without his touring
musicians - this pissed off G.E. Smith big time.
Watson, Baxter, Sexton all said pretty much the above when interviewed after
they left the band. They all said playing behind Bob was an extraordinary
experience, no hard feelings after leaving.
I Listened To Modern Times Drunk ... (31 Aug 2006)
(#1) I listened to it sober, and Ain't Talkin' was the only really impressive song.
The pop ballads are okay but somewhat limited by Dylan's ravaged voice. The
blues songs are nothing special, and skirt plagiarism from time to time, especially
the song that borrows heavily from Big Maceo's Worried Life Blues and Muddy
Waters' Trouble No More.
I think people are calling it a masterpiece because there aren't any awful songs on
it. Most of it feels pretty familiar, even formulaic. Not much going on with the
band, either - tasteful, no risks, no edges. I listened to Nashville Skyline (my other
CD purchase yesterday), and they seem about equal, except for Ain't Talkin'
which I thought was just stunning, hypnotic, visionary, the only song I'd consider
a masterpiece on the album. But that's one more masterpiece than most artists
produce an album or even in a career.
(#2) The best moments remind me of Fats Waller in a very good way.
Is that enough to be declared a "masterpiece?" Apparently. Love & Theft's place is
secure, though, at the top of the heap.
(#3) I do expect to grow into the album. I will be listening more. I just bought it
yesterday, so I've only listened twice. The problems of the album are obvious, but
I expect the strengths will prove subtler and stronger in the long run. I like wellplayed blues by Bob or anyone.
I do think the whole "masterpiece" thing is a bit silly. Bob is a master of his
creative domain, no doubt about it. But avoiding awful songs is not the same as
creating brilliant ones.
Jazz Giants Of 1956 is a masterpiece. Kind Of Blue is a masterpiece. King Of The
Delta Blues Singers is a masterpiece. Love & Theft is a masterpiece.
Modern Times so far is a pleasant listen with some intriguing tracks and some
predictable ones.
(#4 - 5th Sept) Modern Times is an easy listening blues and ballad album with
lulling too-long songs that present familiar Dylanisms and few if any awful
moments. It's about as good as New Morning maybe, not as good as Nashville
Skyline. I'm bored with it already, just can't imagine willingly sitting through all
those blues songs to get to Ain't Talkin' or Nettie Moore.
Love & Theft is a challenging album with more thematic variety, better crafted
ballads and better composed and played blues. It's the greatest musical
achievement thus far in Dylan's body of electric / band-driven music. Only John
Wesley Harding surpasses it.
(#5 - re music production) I had a lot of problems with the mix on first listen
through my bookshelf speakers. Next time with my headphones, the vocals
weren't as buried but it still sounds a bit mushy and bland throughout.
No one to blame but Jack Frost. Bob should fire him, or hire Dan Lanois to keep
him in line.
(#6) Having grown up listening to Muddy Waters (quite often live), and listening
to many a bar band pound out versions of Rolling and Tumbling, Trouble No More
and other classic blues, I just expect a lot more out of a "masterpiece" than what
Dylan offers on Modern Times. The blues on this new album just aren't very good.
The playing is a competent replication of a basic Chess Records blues band, and
the lyrics take a predictably formulaic approach to adapting an older blues song
into something Bob can copyright. They aren't as plagiarized as It Hurts Me, Too
on Self Portrait, or as tasteless as New Pony on Street Legal, but that's not saying
much. "Some good lines" is about as good as any of these unfocused and derivative
songs get.
The songs might stand out for younger listeners who don't know blues music or
don't remember when popular music, especially rock and roll, still held a lot of
blue values. For anyone who does know and love the music of Muddy Waters,
Howlin' Wolf, Big Maceo, Memphis Minnie, et al, these Modern Times blues are
tepid listening.
This is a bit much coming from someone who thinks "Aint Talkin" is a masterpiece. "Aint Talkin" and WMB #2 are a tepid imitations of great Dylan songs and
that is why I'm so critical of them. Sentimental and trite, in parts, those two ...
If we dismissed every Dylan song with potentially sentimental or trite lines, the
keepers might fill a CD.
Don't go to Dylan's work for brilliantly crafted lyrics. His writing has always been
inconsistent.
I could grow to dislike Ain't Talkin' - stranger changes have happened to me.
Workingman's Blues to me sounds like good intentions that never quite resulted in
a good song. It just plods along stating the obvious. I wish it showed more
evidence of Bob knowing working people and their struggles first hand from
something other than memories of Hibbing. I also wish it was 3 minutes long.
(#7 - 7th Sept) Every time I listen it is less impressive. Some of the songs plod on
and on with no contrast or relief. I'm really growing to dislike some songs like
Workingman's Blues.
Nashville Skyline is far superior. The delight in musicianship is so present
throughout. Modern Times sounds too cautious and too casual and a bit
undisciplined with too long songs and very inconsistent lyrics.
(#8) Modern Times is like Sominex maybe, but no drug I do is ever this boring. It's
the least "inspired" and most predictably formulaic of Bob's albums since Knocked
Out Loaded. None of the audacity of Love & Theft, none of the hot rock / blues of
Time Out Of Mind, none of the terse atmosphere of Oh Mercy. Bob needs an
editor and a producer very badly, someone to tell him where the songs are weak
and need tightening.
(#9 - 11th Sept) I don't find any of the new songs boring when listened to alone. I
don't hear any bad songs on the new CD. The Levee's Gonna Break shows maybe
the most casual approach to the music of any song on the album, but I don't hear
it as a bad song per se, just weaker than the rest. One of the songs has got to be
weakest, and this (or Workingman's Blues) seems to be it.
I do get a bit bored with the album as a whole. Hardly any song compels my
attention from start to finish, even to tap my foot. Could just be where I'm at
these days, not in a Dylan mood.
(#10 - 21st Sept) Workingman's Blues is the most tedious misstep on the new CD,
a laughable faux-Merle Haggard song with a plodding beat, one-dimensional
melody and some of the stupidest lyrics in Dylan's recent work. I find it difficult
to listen to Modern Times at all because of this song. It devalues everything else
on the record.
BD - Old Fogey? (31 Aug 2006)
There are a bunch of MT reviews that are over-the-top positive, then there are
those that don't review the record so much as respond to those other reviews. In
them, the phrase that I find repeating itself over and over is "old fogey". Blogger
Steve Walsh refers to Modern Times as the third piece in Dylan's "old-fogey
trifecta of TOOM, Love & Theft and MT" - so here's the question: Has anyone
ever seen Muddy Waters, who played into his 70s, referred to as an "old fogey"?
How about Duke Ellington or Louis Armstrong?
I wondering at first if it was somehow a racial thing. I never hear old black artists
called "old fogeys". But then I realized the same is true of Picasso, Faulkner,
Segovia, Ezra Pound & T.S. Eliot as well.
ItвЂ™s a rock thing ...
I was thinking of posting something along these lines. As I listened last night to
MT, I could not think of another career in rock music with as long a creative arc
as Bob's, with such a profound late period. Lou Reed is about the only other artist
that came to mind, maybe Neil Young. Van Morrison isn't really a rock artist, nor
is Joni Mitchell.
Part of the issue is the birth of rock and roll as music created for and marketed to
young people and the precedent this established in industry. As the listening
market segment ages, it gravitates to other music (country / jazz / folk / classical)
or little to no music at all. Older artists become nostalgia acts or catalogue floggers
like The Rolling Stones (and Bob to a degree). The same is true of the critical
establishment. The mainstay critics of the 60s and early 70s have either died (RIP
Lester Bangs), moved on to more important matters (Greil Marcus), or become
useless fossils (Robert Christgau, Paul Williams). Fogeyism starts at home.
Anyway, in less contrived art forms like jazz, blues, folk, flamenco, salsa and AfroLatin forms, artists in their 60s and above are often accorded the respect due them
for a lifetime of creative work. No one called Sonny Rollins a fogey when he just
played Lincoln Center.
However, I must take brief exception to the Picasso reference. Picasso lived a long
time, but his work after 1940 is not very highly regarded in the art world, and he
was rightly accused of hucksterism and producing far too many formulaic "Picasso"
paintings. He was always a talented draughtsman, but his reputation lies with the
early work.
Not so Ellington, Waters, and many other artists.
Dylan does growl and grump like an old man. He looks old. We all will some day.
I just hope I can growl with 10% of his authority when I hit retirement age.
Anyone who doesn't like it can go fogey themselves.
Nettie Moore (5 Sept 2006)
When I first heard Nettie Moore, I was sure I'd heard the verse melody before. A
song immediately came to mind, but it took me several days to figure out which
one - Lonelier Than This by Steve Earle on his Transcendental Blues CD. It's not
the same melody, though the two songs share certain moods and musical ideas.
I'm looking at the sheet music for Gentle Nettie Moore, and while my sightreading skills are limited, it appears that the chorus melody Dylan uses is closely
based on the 19th century minstrel song.
http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/sheetmu ... 72dpi.html for those interested in the
original music.
The Walt Whitman Of America (31 Aug 2006)
With TOOM, L&T and MT, Dylan has become the Walt Whitman of America.
These three albums are Bob's Leaves of Grass ...
That's an interesting comparison worth a lot of consideration.
But Whitman's late work is not held in as high regard as his early work. The
second edition of Leaves of Grass (1852 edition) is the strongest one. There were
some good poems during and after the Civil War, but Walt had the unfortunate
tendency to revise his early work into sentimental claptrap. His "deathbed" edition
is not a good indicator of his importance as a poet.
Whitman was also a romantic optimist, although he did confront difficult issues.
He was not a skeptical ornery acerbic type like Dylan has become. He was in love
with the modern world of the mid-19th century.
Dylan is a different sort of visionary, a little closer to William Blake perhaps than
to Whitman. Dylan and Whitman do share a brilliant use of American vernacular,
an observant eye for the world around them, and a deep love for suffering
humanity as well as faith in love itself.
Time Out Of Mind or Modern Times ? (5 Sept 2006)
Time Out Of Mind has better production, more varied arrangements, better blues
songs, and Bob's voice ten years ago was much more supple. Great guitar players
on that album also. A few songs are really good to great, most are at least good,
only Make You Feel My Love is a clunker.
Modern Times is not enchanting me the way Love & Theft, Time Out Of Mind
and Oh Mercy did upon release. The new album is not bad but not real exciting
either. All the songs feel too long and too familiar.
Gotta go with Time Out Of Mind, for Cold Irons Bound, Dirt Road Blues, Trying
To Get To Heaven. For rock, blues and ballads, those three are Dylan in top form.
Mostly I hear Dylan on auto-pilot on the new album. I should listen to it more.
The Man In Me and The Coens ... (6 Sept 2006)
I'm fascinated that Dylan allowed the song to be used in The Big Lebowski ...
I thought Masked & Anonymous resembled the Coen bros. work. I don't like their
movies as a rule. They seem more concerned with the style of presentation than
the substance being presented. Their comedies are particularly annoying. I did like
O Brother for the songs and visual detail - I guess the style was enough, as the
songs carried plenty of substance.
Someone played The Man In Me for me a few nights ago. It's on New Morning,
not an album I think about or play, not sure if I even own a copy at this point. It
sounded okay, but a little forced in its celebratory declamations. Not sure I ever
needed to hear Bob sing lalalala lines.
I'll bet it sounded better those days. It's kind of a middle-period Elvis song or
something Waylon Jennings might have sung. Okay chord changes with a bridge,
simple direct lyrics balancing sentiment against sentimentality.
(1) Personally I rank Raising Arizona up with the best of The Marx Bros and
Chaplin as far as film comedy goes. Brilliant film ...
(2) The Big Lebowski is the greatest, funniest film ever made ...
I watched Raising Arizona for maybe 45 minutes, didn't laugh once, turned it off.
I saw The Big Lebowski in a theater, so I stuck it out. About a dollar's worth of
laughs, not a good deal. Their movies seem so contrived that I feel I'm watching
actors in a shamelessly dumb skit, not actual people in the middle of their lives.
Except for Miller's Crossing. Did they do Blood Simple, too? That was a very good
film.
I understand what you're saying - you can't watch comedies ... When you say,
"Their movies seem so contrived that I feel I'm watching actors in a shamelessly
dumb skit ..." that's certainly a description of Duck Soup or Blazing Saddles or It's
a Mad ... World or pretty much any film from the "greatest film comedies ever"
list. And while it's fine to say you don't like Duck Soup, to say it isn't a great film
is like saying Hamlet isn't a very good play - you just sound silly while you do it ...
Clearly I can't judge the greatness of a movie that so fails to entertain me that I
can't finish watching it. While there are comedies I love, in general, I dislike
comedy, comedians and people who try to be funny. Contemporary culture is
supersaturated with comedy to no good purpose. It's the verbal equivalent of
professional sports. Verbal opiate, now that religion means little more that politics.
But The Simpsons is still funny.
I thought Laurel Canyon was a total gem of a film. Was that a comedy? Just loved
it.
Dylan's "Borrowing" (6 Sept 2006)
I'm getting exasperated with repeated comments concerning Dylan's borrowing
from old blues and folk songs. I refuse to believe on a website as "informed" as this
that people are ignorant of the traditions in both of these genres. They know very
well that this is accepted practice and has been for hundreds of years ...
I think the issue, for me at least, is not the theory but the practice and what it
yields in terms of song quality. Bob's recorded a lot of blues and a lot of songs
based on other songs - it's part of his method.
Loading an album up with blues is a dicey strategy because it's a simple form
requiring a lot of expertise to enliven. On Time Out Of Mind, about half the songs
are blues numbers, with great variety to the sounds, chord variations, and
approaches to the lyric. On Modern Times, the blues are so obviously based on
other songs and recordings that to my ears it shows a lack of ambition and
invention, and the songs are not particularly well-played or distinctive enough to
emerge from the shadows of their predecessors.
I play the Rollin' and Tumblin' changes all the time, mostly on Charley Patton
(maybe the source of the riff) and Robert Johnson songs like Pea Vine Special and
If I Had Possession Over Judgement Day. What I don't do is lift the riff wholesale
and plug it into an "original" song, partly because I don't write in the 12 bar
format, partly because the riff is so familiar that it becomes emblematic of "blues"
and a certain kind of pose that so easily slips into clichГ©.
On Love & Theft, there are also a number of blues-based songs, but not every song
is in 12 bar format, and they all get played with a certain edge (Sexton and
Campbell and even Bob on guitars help a lot) that I don't hear on Modern Times.
Or take It Takes A Lot To Laugh - three simple verses, great rollicking tempo and
confident vocal, cool guitar tones, and not a strict 12 bar I / IV / V progression.
Every song on Modern Times would benefit from such concision.
So compared to Bob's own superior blues numbers and the greats he borrows from,
these new songs do not impress me. The just present familiar instrumental sounds
with withered vocals and unremarkable lyrics. I will look at the lyrics again more
closely, but so far I haven't heard any genius on these tracks, just competence.
Footnote: Self Portrait was also criticized for acts of plagiarism, most egregiously
on It Hurts Me, Too, and Days Of 49 which initially were credited to Bob Dylan. I
think it may have been carelessness on his part not telling Columbia which songs
he wrote. Little Sadie and In Search Of Little Sadie also in that category - not an
original line in either song. I believe the traditional songs are now so noted, with
Bob claiming arrangement copyright.
Ron Rosenbaum On Modern Times (6 Sept 2006)
This is the best review I've read thus far about Dylan's new album. I don't think
the album is as bad as Rosenbaum claims, but he makes many valid points,
including the perceptive link of Beyond The Horizon to Red Sails At Sunset and
the bias toward banality in Dylan's lyrics.
The New York Observer
Ron Rosenbaum, 10 September, 2006
O.K., here's my idea: Maybe it's time for Bob Dylan to shift from writing more
songs to writing more books. Chronicles, the first volume of his memoirs, was
brilliant; Modern Times, the new album, a wildly overhyped disappointment. I
donвЂ™t want him to stop singing and playing, just spend more time writing
Chronicles-level prose rather than giving us more of the doggerel verse of Modern
Times - songs that only hard-core Bobolators could praise.
"Bobolators", you might recall, is the phrase I coined for the sycophants who
lavished praise on his leadenly pretentious film Masked and Anonymous (The
Observer, July 28, 2003). It marked the moment of my exile from Bob-land, the
Dylan-industrial complex restricted to those who never say an unkind word.
But I think we owe it to an artist to be honest with him, and it doesn't seem that
Dylan is getting the straight truth from the Bobolators. (I'm sure I don't have to
tell you that I derived the word from "Bardolators", the term for those who insist
that everything Shakespeare wrote is touched with the same level of genius. A
tendency the critic Frank Kermode warned was self-subverting: If we are unable
to say Shakespeare wrote badly or at least less well at times, it detracts from the
credibility of our praise for the Bard at his best.)
But Bobolatry is back with Modern Times. This is the Emperor's New Album, yet
unstinting is the praise for its finery. I think it's worth exploring the origin of the
particular form of Bobolatry that has evolved - the Rootsiness Fallacy - in what I
think of as the Great Schism in Dylan culture. Because it has begun to seem that
uncritical reverence for "rootsiness" for its own sake has had a deleterious effect on
DylanвЂ™s work.
I feel I have some credibility to comment on the matter as a longtime Dylan
admirer and exegete. Check out, if you will, the long quote from my interview
with Dylan in Louis Menand's thoughtful recent (Sept. 4) New Yorker essay. The
quote in which Dylan eloquently describes the sound he'd been seeking and uses
what has become a resonant signature phrase, "that thin, that wild mercury
sound". Mr. Menand punctuates the excerpt from my interview by saying,
"There's not much to add to that."
The new album not only does not add much more, it subtracts from Dylan's
legacy. There's no blood in these tracks. No "thin wild mercury" but rather thin
mild mediocrity. It's the kind of album that only the most brilliant of critics could
find the resources to make a case for. And they have tried, they have, many of the
best and brightest, but what a strain. And at what cost.
Because one feels the faults of this album come precisely from Dylan listening to
the misguided flattery of his chorus of Bobolators and diminishing his music
because of it. f he continues to listen to them, with their self-satisfied worship of
"rootsiness", he'll just go on producing more uninspired albums like this. His
flatterers have defined Dylan down: His excellence now is measured by the way
his music corresponds to his cultivation of their cult of rootsy "authenticity".
And by the way, arenвЂ™t you getting a little tired of being lectured about the
greatness of rootsiness by rock critics? If everything has to be rootsy - i.e.
backward-looking - no new roots will ever grow.
But back to Modern Times: The new album is possibly the worst since Self
Portrait, with songs that rarely rise above the level of Dylan's low point
("Winterlude") - and everybody seems afraid to say so.
The Great Schism
The Great Schism in Dylan culture consists, on one side, of those who believe that
everything that Dylan has done - but especially his recent so-called "trilogy", of
which Modern Times is the alleged capstone - is worthy of sanctification. (Time
Out of Mind and Love and Theft are the other two). This late "trilogy" (to my
knowledge, Dylan himself never called it that) has become virtually a Trinity, a
holy Ghost World.
The other pole of the schism consists of those who believe that there is, in effect, a
schism, or at least a Great Division within Dylan's work. That while there is much
that is worthy, even great, in Late Dylan ("Dark Eyes", "Every Grain of Sand"),
still, cumulatively, it doesn't approach the astonishing, dazzling "thin wild
mercury" breakout period around Highway 61 Revisited, Blonde on Blonde and
(skipping a few) Blood on the Tracks. When Dylan was doing things that hadn't
been done before, couldn't be derived from, determined by or predicted from his
"roots".
IвЂ™d argue that the incandescent originality of that earlier "trilogy" has never been
equaled by Dylan, precisely because it wasn't "rootsy". Yes, it had influences, but
it made a quantum leap beyond them, grew its own unique roots. That has to
happen every once in a while: The old roots don't have to be the only roots.
ThatвЂ™s what makes him especially interesting. Exceptional - not following the rote
rootsy rules but breaking them, growing his own. Hamlet had "influences" in the
old Elizabethan revenge-tragedy tradition. But we don't value Hamlet for its roots
in the revenge-tragedy tradition, but for the way it transcended them. I'm not
equating Dylan with Shakespeare, mind you, just trying to critique the cult of
rootsiness.
You can find reflections, gleams of that wild mercury glory in the later work, but
it is those gleams, not that work as a whole, that make him more distinctive than
any number of good contemporary songwriters that you could name. "Brownsville
Girl", much as I kind of like it, is no "Sad Eyed Lady of the Lowlands". I liked Time
Out of Mind, but I rarely have replayed it (I wonder if even the Bobolators do).
But I've replayed the earlier trilogy and its wild, mercurial live incarnations (Live
1966 and Live 1975) incessantly.
But let's try to listen to the new album to illustrate this Schism Theory of mine in
practice. The first and only non-embarrassing song on the album, "Thunder on the
Mountain", is an example of the automatic-pilot Late Dylan chugga-chuggarootsy-rootsy rote groove that got praised to death on Love and Theft. It's
derivative of a derivative.
On the second song, "Spirit on the Water", he actually sounds like - can I get a
witness? - he's holding his nose while singing certain portions of the relentlessly
insipid lyrics. Not just Dylan's sometimes-annoying Budokan nasality, but like he's
holding his nose in actual distaste for his own work.
The third song, "Rollin' and Tumblin'", is a pointless though perhaps loving theft
of Muddy Waters' "roll and tumble" riff - the kind of thing that the rootsy cultists
like best about Late Dylan. It gives them something to name-check from their vast
repertoire of rootsy references - they're Steve Buscemi in Ghost World. Nothing
wrong with that, but they want to give us Dylan as Steve Buscemi in Ghost World
(a movie I loved, by the way - I just think there's more to Dylan than the Ghost
World aspect.)
But the Ghost World acolytes of Late Dylan praise a Dylan whose virtues are
basically "curatorial" (the critic Alex Abramovich's useful term for the cult of
authenticity). This song, for instance, is curatorial electric blues.
Yes, let's call the Late Dylan faction of the schism the Curatorial Dylan Faction those who judge the worth of his work by whether or not it revives revered old
bluesmen, crusty old country singers like Bob Wills, or the sacralized "old weird
America", fascinating as it is. (It's the "O Dylan, Where Art Thou?" Dylan.)
The other pole of the schism might say that at his "thin wild mercury" best, Dylan
was inventing, not imitating. Inventing a new weird America that still hasn't been
fully explored because the Ghost World faction has convinced Dylan he's better
off as a curator of the Old. Yes, the Cult of Originality can be as problematic as the
Cult of Origins, but without any originality there would be no origins.
Moving on, there's more rootsy chugga-chugga on "Someday Baby", and O.K.,
"Workingman's Blues #2" has a surprising touch of old Dylan love-song magic.
But the low point, the defining low point is "Beyond the Horizon", which manages
to lift (or, cough, pay homage to) the insipid melody of "Red Sails in the Sunset"
and to do something one would have thought impossible: saddle that tired horse
with even more insipid moon-June lyrics than the original. A stunning
achievement! It makes "Winterlude" seem complex.
ENOUGH! I FEEL BAD HAVING TO SAY THIS sort of thing, but somebody does:
Dylan seems so insulated by his coterie of flatterers. So let's turn to Dylan the
non-song writer. Dylan the writer-writer.
I thought Chronicles was so good, that Dylan wrote so brilliantly about the
bohemian New York culture in which his early work evolved, and wrote better
than anybody before about the painful process of producing his music, about
music itself. This was not "give him extra credit because he's not really a writer".
It was superb writing. Period.
Which is where a remarkable quote from Jonathan Lethem's recent Rolling Stone
Dylan interview comes in. Mr. Lethem wrote a dazzling celebration of Dylan in
his Times Book Review essay on Christopher Ricks' book. And Mr. Lethem's
interview contains some telling revelations (Dylan believes the late Jerry Garcia
was the one person who could see into the soul of his songs and find the
arrangements most true to them - who knew?).
But most of all, there is that genuinely touching passage in which Dylan talked to
Mr. Lethem about writing books, and the reception of Chronicles.
"Dylan savored the reception of Chronicles," Mr. Lethem writes, and then quotes
him saying: "Most people who write about music, they have no idea what it feels
like to play it. But with the book I wrote, I thought, 'The people who are writing
reviews of this book, man, they know what the hell they're talking about.' It
spoils you вЂ¦ They know more about it than me. The reviews of this book, some of
'em almost made me cry - in a good way. I'd never felt that from a music critic
ever."
You gotta love the guy for the honesty of that - "some of 'em almost made me
cry." Mad props to the book reviewers! Back to your root cellars, rock critics.
I doubt Dylan read my appreciation of Chronicles in these pages (Oct. 11, 2004).
After my attack on Masked and Anonymous, I don't think anyone in the Dylanindustrial complex would show him anything with my byline. But I must admit
that I wish he had read it. Few Dylan experiences can top evoking from him, face
to face, that resonant "thin wild mercury" quote and the ensuing lyrical
description of the "sound" that he distilled from New York's streets. (Read the
passage that Mr. Menand quotes - it's almost an anticipation of the inspired prose
of Chronicles.)
I wish he had read my review of Chronicles so I could say I made him cry. In a
good way.
Timrod (7 Sept 2006)
I love 19th Century American poetry, so I'm grateful for the pointers to Timrod.
But the accumulating evidence shows Timrod's poetry to be a negative influence
on the new songs. So many of the lifted lines and phrases are irredeemably
sentimental and trite. It's exactly the sort of "poetic" language that Modernism
sought to eliminate from poetry. Dylan's method is Post-modern, similar to
Burrough's "cut-up" technique in some ways, but his language is an awkward mix
of contemporary vernacular and 19th century pieties.
The Mystic Garden (8 Sept 2006)
Ain't Talkin' places us in "the mystic garden" and at song's end we learn that "the
gardener is gone". Surely this is more than a foliage / Bush pun? Anyone care to
comment?
A garden is a domesticated plot, so it stands for the taming of the libido by social
convention, or of the id by the ego if you will. It has idyllic connotations, and will
echo Eden in any Dylan song. Gates Of Eden and In The Garden would be the
most significant precedents in Dylan's own work. I'm also reminded of Van
Morrison's "Down the mystic avenue I walk again" from She Gives Me Religion as
well as his Into The Mystic. The opening to Ain't Talkin' risks a certain triteness,
but to my ears it transcend that risk by sound so beautiful and haunting musically;
songs get a lot of leeway that poetry does not.
The absence of a gardener is a sign of the absence of God and puts the garden at
risk of being overgrown by the wild or ruined by nature. Much of American
history up until the 20th century was felt, consciously or intuitively, as bringing
the garden out of the wilderness, of taming the land for God's purposes. The
missing gardener is a portent of social disorder and spiritual chaos.
Nature itself has divine properties, and the Romantic Revolution proposed a
reversal of the places of God and chaos. God was nature, and society interfered
with the direct apprehension of the divine surrounding us. Gardens are
perversions of divinity, not expressions of it. "Brothels are built with bricks of
religion" was Blake's notion of this stifling of divine libido.
So in Dylan's apocalyptic moment, he senses an end to the idyll, whether it is a
human contrivance or a divine state. I found this opening the most arresting
moment of the album. But I need to listen more to have a better feeling for what
Dylan makes of it.
Someday Baby (11 Sept 2006)
Someday Baby is based on Muddy Water's Trouble No More, which was based on
Big Maceo Merriweather's Worried Life Blues. There are many uses of the Rollin'
and Tumblin' verses in blues music, and if Muddy Waters did copyright his
particular arrangement of the material early in his career he probably shared
copyright with the Chess Brothers, but for much of his time with Chess, Muddy's
business arrangements were oral agreements and handshakes. Still, his version is
distinctive in the choice and order of verses and the slide guitar line.
On both songs, not only the lyrics but the arrangement and guitar lines show a
clear debt to the respective Muddy Waters versions.
Thunder On The Mountain is basically a Big Joe Turner song with Dylan lyrics.
Bob did a decent version of Turner's Boogie Woogie Country Girl a few years
back. Dylan's tune uses the rolling left hand piano style of Pete Johnson, not as
firmly played but still swinging. The light-hearted lyrics also resemble the songs
Turner sang - Oke-She-Moke-She-Mop, Crawdad Hole, Flip Flop & Fly, etc.
I don't think it's a useful comparison to note the way old bluesmen would adapt
and borrow traditional lines and verses as a justification for Bob Dylan rewriting
old blues songs and copyrighting his own efforts. Dylan is a millionaire rock star
with an army of lawyers and his own music publisher. He's not an itinerant
musician playing juke joints for whiskey and tips and women. He didn't collect
tips for Blind Lemon Jefferson as a boy. He doesn't live in a cultural dominated by
oral tradition.
It might be interesting for someone to "adapt" a Dylan song according to Dylan's
own standards, copyright it under their own name and release it on a record.
Something titled Lay Lady Lay or maybe Blowin' In The Wind. Anyone think
Dylan's lawyers will understand?
The Red Sails In The Sunset "borrowing" is the most problematic because it's not a
blues progression, but a very specific chord progression. If Dylan now owns a
previously public domain song (music, not lyrics) that is disturbing. Neither does
he credit any of the original sources ...
Chord progressions can't be copyrighted, nor can titles. Only lyrics and melodies
are copyright protected, which is why George Harrison had to pay for violating
copyright on He's So Fine with My Sweet Lord, while Charlie Parker composed
numerous original melodies on the frame of the chords to I Got Rhythm and paid
Gershwin nothing.
Since Dylan used No More Auction Block as the basis for Blowin' In The Wind, he
can't argue for holding rights to the melody, or maybe he could but he'd probably
lose. So here's what I mean by my example. Here is my original composition titled
Blowing Wind:
How many roads must a pilgrim take
to that bright palace of the sun?
I'm driving my jalopy without any brakes,
like Pretty Boy Floyd on the run.
How many beers will I drink 'til I know
I'm standing on the barrel of my gun?
The song you hear my friend, is just me blowing wind
The song you hear is just me blowing wind.
That took me about 5 minutes to figure out, and I'm doing other stuff at the same
time. Give me another 10 minutes or so and I'd have a whole song. My method
uses many of the stylistic features Dylan employs in song after song.
I think that is about how hard Bob worked on some of Modern Times songs.
If Dylan Was Starting Out Today ... (11 Sept 2006)
There is as big or bigger an audience for good new folk music today as there ever
has been - more recordings, more places to play, bigger crowds. Dylan today
would have huge advantages over Dylan of 1962. Plus he'd still have the songs he's
capable of writing.
There's no reason a new Dylan should have the same sound or impact as the old
Dylan, and I think people underestimate just how rare an artist of his caliber may
be. It takes centuries of musical culture to produce one, maybe an equal amount of
centuries to absorb one.
Pop music in the early 60s was just as capable of being crap as anything Simon
Cowell et al can dream up today. There were no multi-national entertainment
conglomerates of the same scale as today, the technology of making music was
different in many regards, and mass media were not as complex or intensely
developed. But people were still stupid, lacked taste, held to their sentimentality
beyond any rational purpose, and liked what they were told to like. Bad art is
timeless, too.
There are plenty of younger musicians writing songs in Dylan's tradition (no one
nearly as good that I can hear, but that's not the issue). If Ryan Adams and Conor
Oberst and Rhett Miller can have recording careers, so could a new Dylan. Of
course, they have careers in part because of the old Dylan, so it's a little bit of a
time-warp.
I beg to differ. If Blowin' In The Wind was written today, it wouldn't have half
the impact it did in '62 ...
I guess my point is that Blowin' In The Wind was a product of its time and place,
like any song, I suppose, but these songs that seem to become signs of history are
also signs in history, and anyone who writes Blowin' In The Wind today is 45
years behind the times and should be ignored.
There is nothing to prevent anyone from writing a comparable song today except
the limits of his or her genius.
And if Woody Guthrie were alive today, he'd be spinning in his grave.
Worst Dylan Singing (11 Sept 2006)
Choose from Bob Dylan, Nashville Skyline / Self Portrait, Infidels, Knocked Out
Loaded, Down In The Groove, Dylan & The Dead, Under The Red Sky, Good As I
Been To You / World Gone Wrong, MTV Unplugged and Love & Theft ...
The choices leave out Bob's worst voices and worst sung albums, but of the
choices, I'd say worst voice is Under The Red Sky perhaps (where it defeats his
efforts to sing) or maybe Love & Theft (where he sings gloriously with his ravaged
voice).
Worst singing would be some of the awful sappy warbling on Self Portrait or the
sloppy Dylan & Dead material.
Time hasn't been kind to Dylan's voice, and it shows steady deterioration year to
year and album to album since at least 1978. But his singing - his musical use of
his voice - has steadily improved (more ups than downs), and with the exception
of Under The Red Sky, his records since 1989 all have incredible singing in the
grooves, full of pathos and well-timed wit.
Is Dylan The Most Overrated Artist Ever? (11 Sept 2006)
After casual yet careful reflection, I think the answer must be yes. It's not Dylan's
fault, either.
Luke The Drifter (12 Sept 2006)
There's more interest in Frankie Lee & Judas Priest than all of Modern Times. It
insinuates itself into the listener's soul: faith, trust, temptation, hidden self, mental
frailty, breakdown, all swirling remorselessly on to the devastating blank of its
conclusion: Nothing is revealed ...
As I've noted before, Frankie Lee & Judas Priest is modeled on Hank Williams'
Luke The Drifter recordings, on which Hank recited rhymed sermonettes and
stories with a message, occasionally breaking into song on a chorus. Rambling Man
was the sole Luke The Drifter record sung in its entirety.
On Too Many Parties (and Too Many Pals) the band plays a simple I / IV / V / I
chord progression over and over while Hank recites the lyric in the character of a
stern old judge. Hank was a naturally theatrical singer, and his Luke The Drifter
persona was a somber, sober man who knew pain and regret were inevitable and
life was to be endured for greater rewards beyond life.
Dylan recorded several basement session songs with the Band in this style,
including a cover of Luke The Drifter's Be Careful Of Stones That You Throw.
Dylan's own Sign On The Cross" and I'm Not There are maybe the most startling
precedents to Frankie Lee & Judas Priest, half-spoken droning performances of
unusual power. By the time of the JWH sessions, Dylan had perfected his deadpan
vocal acting style, where understatement is crucial to amplifying the dramatic
tension. Such understatement can lead some listeners to ignore Frankie Lee &
Judas Priest or grow bored with it, but the performance and the writing itself
reward close attention.
Oh Lordy! (25 Sept 2006)
After a number of dippy posts about Slow Train / Saved / Shot Of Love ...
Just what is it about Christian ideology that makes ordinary people think and say
the most appallingly stupid things? The pain and suffering of life? The false
comfort of infantile delusion?
All of Dylan's albums and music have spiritual content, but his overtly religious
music is very weak, with few exceptions. He just doesn't sing gospel very well,
despite the trappings. Sincere he may be, but he should have given all those songs
to Mavis Staples.
More Sad Eyed Lady ... (27 Sept 2006)
Sad Eyed Lady Of The Lowlands is the best song Dylan has written. I mean the
music is perfect, it has like a waltz mood, those lyrics - just brilliant! The
metaphors are perfect and the best way to enjoy this song is while smoking
marijuana. Unbelievable!
So many objections could be raised about this song that I don't think it qualifies as
the best anything except among uncritical and uninformed Dylan devotees. The
melody such as it is plods along lugubriously, the band really does sound like they
have no idea what Dylan intends, just as Ken Buttrey said, and the lyrics are
clotted with similes showing a repetitive, constricted rhetoric. How many cover
versions exist? Who could sing this song and make it their own? Would the music
stand up without the lyrics in an instrumental version?
Truly great love songs like These Foolish Things, Stardust, There Will Never Be
Another You, have timeless lyrics, inventive chord progressions and memorable
melodies that continually appeal both to interpretive performers and listeners,
generation after generation. Or they have the stark simplicity of Come On In My
Kitchen or You Win Again or Billie's Blues.
I love Sad Eyed Lady - I really do think it's a remarkable achievement by Bob and also think it's a fun pot song. But, like so much of Dylan's work, it looms large
against a small sample of his contemporaries and successors in rock music, but
shrinks to a more human and flawed profile when measured in a more informed
light. In many respects, it's a better poem than song. I love it so much that I'm
always surprised when someone just doesn't care for it. It's hypnotic and
seductive, but that can be boring, just like pot I guess.
How Much Longer? (25 Sept 2006)
Dylan has been quoted as saying he wants to die on stage. I don't think he has a
retirement plan.
BB King, Sonny Rollins, Ralph Stanley are all still playing shows. I'd expect Bob to
reach 80 on tour if he takes care of himself. Or he could smoke himself to an early
death. One never knows.
Is Bob Dylan Anything Like Andy Warhol? (29 Sept 2006)
They do share certain values as pop artists in the post-modern era. Both work with
found / appropriated imagery and draw on pop culture icons. Both used massproduction media, but this is true of most successful pop musicians.
However, I think the differences are vast and more significant. Dylan is a blues
artist deeply informed by African-American traditions and values. Warhol is about
as pale an artist as is possible. Dylan passed through the "scene" in mid-60s
Manhattan (one could argue he contributed to its creation), but he always had his
own direction. Warhol was a scene and worked its elements as much as he worked
ink through a silkscreen.
Spam (28 Sept 2006)
I used to love a good fried Spam sandwich. I'm kind of weird myself, so I try to
tolerate a lot in others. But ER spamming is bad, very very bad.
At least some of the spam allows us to discuss things we usually wouldn't ...
That has got to be the most positive, optimistic and generous statement on this site
in recent history. And it's not surprising it comes from a Canadian. They see the
good in everything.
At Budokan (29 Sept 2006)
My feeling about this whole era is one of missed opportunity. Bob was trying to do
something different. The tour rehearsals have some stunning vocal performances
of old songs in relatively spare arrangements. There were some great players in the
band, especially Alan Pasqua on keys.
On stage, it just didn't work out so well. I was impressed when I saw the tour in
Providence, but more by the novelty I think than the actual music. In concert, the
band was pretty faceless and bordered on muzak, and Bob's singing could slip into
a cokehead whine. He overextended himself musically - I just don't think he's
technically strong enough to lead such a large band - and his most recent album
was his very worst up to that point (and pretty much thereafter as well).
Blandness and pompous self-regard infect too much of the music. Some of the old
songs become sentimental treacle on stage, others faux gospel bombast. But I'll bet
a good double album could have been compiled from the tour, much better than
Budokan, particularly with the inclusion of the European shows.
Too Much Information About Nothing ... (3 Oct 2006)
... Too much educated rap (1983). The world of research has gone berserk / Too
much paperwork (2006). Is Dylan advocating anti-intellectualism?
Maybe Bob's wary of more discoveries of his plagiaristic techniques. There was a
pretty damning article posted recently about plagiarized portions of Chronicles, far
more serious than the borrowings in his songs.
Some of Dylan's work is infected with glib anti-intellectualism and smug
condemnations. The more serious and lasting values in his work are musical and
poetic and a fundamentally tragic feeling for human experience. A lot of his
"ideas" are safely ignored.
Plagiarism? (5 Oct 2006)
Convincing proof is posted that Marcel Proust, Mark Twain, Sax Rohmer, Jack
London and Robert Louis Stevenson have all been "sampled" without attribution
by the author of Chronicles ... A respondent doesn't "look at the lines Bob used ...
as theft ..."
Well, you may not consider those lines as theft, but almost any professional editor
or English composition teacher would see these as egregious examples of
plagiarism, far worse than Bob's musical borrowings. They seriously taint the
achievement of Chronicles. Several of the examples are almost certainly still in
copyright, like whatever Proust translation Bob copied.
Bob can be a brilliant writer. He can also be lazy, dishonest, and banal. The
brilliance does not excuse the flaws in his work or his character.
Overlooked Songs (4 Oct 2006)
Black Crow Blues on Another Side is one of my personal favorites, sometimes
overlooked because of the better known songs like It Ain't Me Babe / Chimes Of
Freedom and the dreadful Ballad In Plain D getting all the attention. Black Crow
Blues has fun piano - I think it's his first officially released piano song - and is sung
with gusto (and Beaujolais apparently).
I second whoever mentioned Black Diamond Bay. It's the only song on Desire I
ever want to hear or play.
MT #11 (4 Oct 2006)
This is the first Dylan album since I began buying Dylan albums in 1965 that I
gave up on in under 10 listens. I suppose someday I'll get back to it. Still interested
in Ain't Talkin' but nothing else on it is demanding my attention or has given me
anything I couldn't get from better Dylan albums or other artists. It's not
downright ugly like Street Legal or sloppy like Another Side or badly produced
like Empire Burlesque. It's just boring, in a tasteful and mature manner. It's good
product. I put it on, try to listen, pretty soon I'm talking to my cats and Modern
Times is muzak to my ears. That is a painful realization for me. I actually like the
singing on it, but what he sings just doesn't hold any charm for me.
I bought a bootleg of soundtrack and tribute songs - 'Cross The Green Mountain,
Train Of Love, etc. - that is infinitely more interesting. That is my New Dylan
Album.
I think it's just as badly produced (really sloppy on some tracks) as Empire
Burlesque. It just isn't as over-produced ...
Each is misproduced in its own way. However, I can still listen to Empire
Burlesque now and then. I guess my tolerance for cheese is above average.
A few days ago I was in a philosophical mood and played When The Deal Goes
Down. Best song in the world! Last week I driving the car with the windows
down, put on Rollin' and Tumblin' at high volume. Best thing I ever heard! Then
one day I was thinking about my wife and played Nettie Moore. Nothing could
have been more beautiful!
One reason why I keep coming here is to read the views of those who don't see /
hear my way, in hopes of overcoming and even changing my own biases regarding
Dylan, music and life. I know that some of my disinterest in Dylan's new music is
just a matter of my own limitations and has little to do with Bob's creative process
or output.
So if JW can continually find rewards in Modern Times, I take that as a sign there
may be hope for me yet. He's like my barometer of common sense.
Favorite Album Closer (5 Oct 2006)
Bob does have a knack for the dramatic finish, sometimes melodramatic but still
memorable.
I think this is most evident on Empire Burlesque, where he finishes with Dark
Eyes, a splendid and simple song on a cluttered and sonically confused album. I
wish it were a stronger performance, particularly on the guitar, but it's still one of
my favorite moments in his career. It's as if he's reminding everyone that,
whatever he might be as a rock star or 60s icon, he hasn't forgotten he's Bob
Dylan singing his song so all souls can hear it.
I also admire I'll Be Your Baby Tonight for the modesty and grace it offers as the
finale of his greatest album.
Guns N' Roses (5 Oct 2006)
Saw Slash last night on a television commercial (cell phones I think), posing and
preening like a total has-been wanker. I'd call him a sell out, but you can't sell
what you never had.
Guns n' Roses actually rocks pretty hard, and that's worth something ...
I feel nothing for Guns and Roses beyond continual annoyance at the "singing."
I'm just too old for this kind of music and was when they were a real band. I can
hear they rock hard, but to my way of thinking that's the bare minimum level of
competence for a rock band.
Still, I'm in no position to judge them with anything approaching an objective
insight into their entertainment values or place in rock history. Their music just
doesn't speak to me, but it obviously does to many others.
I'll try to catch up with the admirably thoughtful content of the previous post
later when I have time.
And my post about Slash was not entirely serious, nor was it entirely ironic.
Again, his playing does nothing for me, his image I find tiresome and childish, but
he is under no obligation to please me and it would probably be foolish of him to
try.
The Death Of Emmett Till (6 Oct 2006)
I once found in a record store an old 10 inch 78 called The Death Of Emmett Till
by The Ramparts. I played it . Nothing like Dylan's 1962 version ...
Emmett Till was murdered in 1955, so I think it is unlikely a song was written and
released on a 10 inch 78 rpm record concerning his murder. Not impossible, but 33
1/3 recordings were pretty standard by then, and I'm almost certain 45 rpm singles
were on the market by 1955.
Fom the Democracy Now website: "In May 1962 the legendary folksinger Bob
Dylan came by the WBAI studios in New York to perform his rarely heard tribute
to Emmett Till. This is one of the earliest known live recordings of Bob Dylan.
It was recorded within days of his 21st birthday. The Ballad Of Emmett Till never
appeared on an official Bob Dylan record and was only released on a compilation
put out by Broadside Records (on which Dylan recorded under the pseudonym
Blind Boy Grunt)."
This song was on the first Dylan bootleg LP I owned, Best Of Bob's Bootlegs. I
remember there being a little talk on the cut, where Bob mentions this is the first
song he wrote with an augmented chord, and gives some kind of nod to Len
Chandler, a fellow Village folkie with a political edge. I'll have to check this when
I'm home. As a sidenote, this LP is probably my rarest Dylan artifact.
The case received a lot of press, and Bob probably read the account in Look
Magazine in 1956 if not Jet Magazine which published pictures of Till's mutilated
corpse in its casket. The song lyrics mention reading the newspaper, so I would
think the source material for Bob's song was journalistic and not another song.
http://www.taxhelp.com/till.html gives a good account of the song, including
areas where Dylan took liberties with the facts or just got them a little wrong. The
song is no less "true" for this in its handling of its themes. The account contains
this tidbit:
Heylin gives some background on the Till song. He discusses Suze Rotolo's
influence on Dylan from her work with CORE, the possibility she pushed him
into doing protest songs, and Dylan's reluctance to assume the title of "protest
singer".
Heylin claims that Dylan admitted he stole the tune for it from Len Chandler (p.
67). And then this 1964 quote of Dylan: "I used to write songs, like I'd say, 'Yeah,
what's bad, pick out something bad, like segregation, OK, here we go,' and I'd pick
one of the thousand million little points I can pick and explode it, some of them
which I didn't know about. I wrote a song about Emmett Till, which in all
honesty was a bullshit song ... I realize now that my reasons and motives behind it
were phony. I didn't have to write it." (p. 98)
I always liked the song despite its obvious weaknesses. Emmett Till was just about
Bob's age, and I think Bob's identification with African-American culture and his
compassion for the suffering of victims of racial and economic injustice have
always been sincere and profound, whatever his personal frailties might be. Bob
may have felt a certain regret about exploiting tragedy in such a bald manner, but
that does not render the song itself completely false, just flawed in its truths.
That's about the best anyone ever does anyway.
LJ (9 Oct 2006)
I like him, and I don't even like him. Says something about both of us I guess.
Ultimately, it's the generosity of spirit that wins me over. We are all flawed, and
he's willing to demonstrate this important truth time and again. Being part right
some of the time is good enough for me.
Live vs. Studio (9 Oct 2006)
Bob has a history of bringing very fresh songs into the studio for albums.
Sometimes he hits some magic motherlode of inspiration and all the pieces fit
perfectly, like with Sad Eyed Lady Of The Lowlands, which then defies replication
live.
More often, I find, his songs grow in performance as he comes to understand the
lyric and how to sing it.
Sometimes songs get played very well live but still don't quite match the original.
I still don't think he's surpassed the original Desolation Row on Highway 61, or
Like A Rolling Stone for that matter.
In the last few years, due to his aging voice and variable band personnel, I don't
think any of his songs sound better live, even when the shows are reasonably
good.
Nettie Moore (10 Oct 2006)
Another song that might have been improved through editing. He just runs out of
steam long before it's over. That "research gone berserk" verse is pretty dumb, and
the "random asides strung together with a chorus" compositional technique really
shows its limits on so many songs on Modern Times.
Could have been a stunning 3 minute song.
Van Morrison (11 Oct 2006)
Morrison's early work is very rewarding. His cover of Baby Blue actually dates
from Them's second LP Them Again, which features guitar work by Jimmy Page.
Them rocked harder than most of their contemporaries, and Morrison sings with
great authority. Some of the early songs like Friday's Child, One Two Brown Eyes,
and I Can Only Give You Everything hold up very well. Them Again is one of my
favorite albums from the sixties.
I've seen Van in concert 3 times, all excellent shows with great bands. His
essential albums are Astral Weeks, Moondance, St. Dominic's Preview, It's Too
Late To Stop Now, Veedon Fleece, Into The Music, A Sense Of Wonder, No Guru
No Method No Teacher, Irish Heartbeat, One Night In San Francisco, all superior
albums with very few weak moments.
His Band And Street Choir, Tupelo Honey, Beautiful Vision, Inarticulate Speech
Of The Heart, Wavelength, Live At The Grand Opera House, Poetic Champions
Compose, Hymns To The Silence and Healing Game are less brilliant but still
interesting and enjoyable albums. Nearly every Morrison album has at least one or
two stunning songs, and most of the above have several.
His jazz / r&b type music with Georgie Fame, Mose Allison and big bands is solid
work. I haven't heard the last few albums like the skiffle sessions or the new
country album. Some of the later albums like Days Like This and Back On Top
have a few too many "music business sucks" blues songs and meandering
meditations and banalities like Underlying Depression and Ancient Highway. As
his inspiration lags, his professionalism sometimes saves the day with tight
arrangements and spirited singing, but he does lean heavily on a few simple
harmonic structures for songs and strings together trite phrases instead of really
writing a lyric (Have I Told You Lately the best example of this tendency).
I'm believe many consider Tupelo Honey a masterwork ...
Tupelo Honey has some beautiful playing and singing, but the songs are not quite
up to his best work. It has two longer cuts that can both drag a bit, Moonshine
Whiskey and You're My Woman, the former better in concert when the tempo
changes and dynamic build up work on the audience and the band.
His Band And Street Choir might easily slip into the "essential" tier.
Live bootlegs from 1970-1974 can be thrilling, but recording quality varies. His
tours from 1984-1989 were also often very good, sometimes with a string section.
The upcoming Live At Montreux DVD looks promising. The 1974 show was off
the Veedon Fleece tour and one of Van's smallest touring ensembles - piano, bass,
drums, Van on sax and guitar. It will probably have at least one or two songs never
on an official studio album (maybe on compilations). The 1980 Montreux show
may be off the Common One tour - if so, it may have some lesser but longer stuff
on it like Summertime in England, but should also have good material from Into
The Music, and that band was first-rate.
Bob's Shelf / Self Rhymes (6 Oct 2006)
Dylan uses this rhyme in at least ten songs, but four of them - Denise / Froggie
Went A-Courtin' / Lonesome Day Blues / Thunder On The Mountain - end with
this rhyme. Coincidence or not?
Not a coincidence, just a lack of imagination. But he's written a lot of songs maybe too many - so it's not surprising he repeats himself. Maybe he should have
a few more books upon his shelf, like a rhyming dictionary. He could also choose
to use less full rhymes.
Ha ha - lack of imagination? Come on now ...
The point is not to come up with more rhymes to shelf, but to stop using such a
trite and repetitive rhetoric. If one must overdecorate one's songs with a shelf
here, a shelf there, then allegiance to full rhyme limits options to the obvious
examples cited. Assonance and slant-rhyme are the poet's choices, but Bob too
often settles for the functional and trite variations on -self.
This sort of repetitive, reflexive lyric is the very definition of unimaginative and
weak writing. I'm surprised I even have to point that out. Great poets (as Dylan is
reputed to be) distinguish themselves in part by mastery of diction and metaphor,
not by resorting to the easiest and most obvious and most familiar.
Gaslight Song "West Texas" (11 Oct 2006)
The song appears to be a string of verses built on standard floating lines, vaguely in
the style of Lightning Hopkins. He and Bill Broonzy both recorded songs using
lines about going to West Texas - Hopkins in "Abilene" and Broonzy in his classic
"Key To The Highway." Most of Bob's musical models at this point can be traced
to key recordings he or his friends owned, with a few songs coming directly from
fellow obscure folk musicians. Hopkins and Broonzy were among the most
recorded bluesmen at the time, and Bob was undoubtedly drawn to the blues
songs on the Harry Smith anthology as well. King Of The Delta Blues Singers was
also just out by the Gaslight shows. One of Dylan's great gifts has been his ability
to synthesize blues influences into a coherent blues voice of his own. He's a bit
like Robert Johnson in that respect.
I can't find any reference to another singer singing a West Texas blues with these
exact lyrics. One might exist. If it does, I'm sure Bob recalls just who it is and
where he heard it.
Bob And Ovid (11 Oct 2006)
Bob and his lawyers ought to sit down and review the laws on copyright and fair
use. Adapting lines from Ovid for songs is a great idea, but an English translation
will be in copyright for 75 years after publication, and lifting lines verbatim is
probably violating copyright.
Manipulating found language is a standard technique in avant-garde poetry, and
there is a traditional poetic form (called something like "centime") which requires
the poet to use lines from other poems. Some of the Ovid examples show very
clever manipulations of the source material to suit the song.
There are really only two issues about all these borrowings: is the resulting song
entertaining and memorable? Is credit properly acknowledged?
I don't see what the big deal is here. Most of the used lyrics were changed slightly,
so there is no sense of ACTUAL plagiarism. It's just an idea taken from ... It's like a
tribute ...
Ovid's an interesting source, as he was the Bob Dylan of his day in some ways, but
suffered a reversal of fortune by being bruised by a sexual scandal (he apparently
witnessed an infidelity he might have reported to the Emperor but failed to do so)
and was exiled to a colonial outpost on the Black Sea, where he wrote some of the
poems Dylan was reading and using.
Plagiarism doesn't merely mean copying words verbatim. You don't avoid
plagiarism by changing a few words here and there. The fact that Ovid or the King
James Bible is in public domain has nothing to do with whether or not Dylan is
plagiarizing. It's also not merely a matter of opinion. Many people here just don't
have the expertise to be competent judges of the issue.
In most of the cases with Ovid, the lines serve as allusions to or echoes of a very
well known work of Latin poetry, and are no more plagiaristic than if you wrote a
song beginning with the words "Thou shalt not kill," at least on an individual song
by song basis. But taken all together, the translator, if the translation is still in
copyright, could argue a case for co-writing credit and / or punitive damages.
When Old Crow Medicine Show wrote a song using a Dylan melody (two
melodies actually) and chorus lyrics, they gave Bob co-writing credit and hence a
share of royalties. I'll bet if they had not done so, Bob's lawyers would have been
sending cease and desist letters at the very least.
Does Dylan Deserve The Nobel Prize? (11 Oct 2006)
Songs are a literary form as surely as poems, stories, proverbs, essays or any other
form of verbal creativity. No "exception" needs to be made in awarding a
songwriter a literary prize, if the prize has no specific literary category.
Dylan is as significant in his field of literary endeavor as any Nobel prize winner in
literature has been. His work has changed how all songs are perceived, his best
work has endured constant analysis and yet still delivers unpredictable pleasures to
new and old audiences, and he has won a world-wide audience at least in part by
remaining true to his personal vision but also through a great deal of devotion to
performance and the sacrifices it requires. His songs embody an artistic vision of
great historical depth and humane purpose.
Alas, his grammar is not so good. This is not a real issue in judging a folk musician.
It would gratify me personally if he got the subject / predicate agreement thing
down, but it would not change the quality of his overall achievement.
The real question for me is why he hasn't won the Nobel Prize already. What
more could a songwriter possibly do to deserve one? Or more specifically, what is
the nature of the bias against recognizing the obvious achievement of Bob Dylan,
and how might it best be dismantled?
Given that the Nobel tends to recognize a life-time of achievement, even when
the most significant work might be early in a career, I don't think it is bad if the
Nobel committee is waiting for Bob to hit 70. He'll still deserve it then.
Why So Much Hate? (16 Oct 2006)
Timrod, Ovid, plagiarism - I'm tired of all the negativity ...
I think it most mindboggling that the basic contradiction in the original post only
confirms the need for critical listening instead of idolatry in the case of Bob Dylan.
If Modern Times were truly a masterpiece, it would overwhelm any negative bias
and produce general consensus as to its merits. It has decisively not done so,
despite the fawning overpraise of the initial reviews. The complaints against the
album are thoughtful, substantive, and do not negate Dylan's achievement so
much as refine our appreciation of just where Dylan is strongest and where he,
like Homer before him, nods.
Being over-informed about Dylan and measuring all things by his example
introduces the possibility of being seriously under-informed about everything else
and therefore not a serious or competent judge about Dylan, music, or anything
else. Bob has had almost 50 years of music making to establish his worth. I don't
think the differences of opinion or the shortcomings some people see in his work
represent anything other than a normal range of response to a variable body of
work from a prolific artist.
It's also nonsense to think any one person can epitomize or define what it is to be
a "fan."
After several weeks rest, I gave Modern Times another serious round of listening
over the weekend. It's still aural Sominex for me. All the songs are too long, none
are well enough written to stand beside Bob's best work. It's middling Bob, which
is much better than most I suppose but still pretty boring. I think some of this is
due precisely to the plagiarism issue. Assembling found lines on the templates of
genteel 19th century poetry and parlor songs and 20th century blues classics gets
kind of mechanical after a few minutes. Whatever the issues present in the biases
of listeners, there are plenty of aspects of Modern Times that invite debate instead
of blanket praise.
Where did the Homer reference come from? And where does Homer nod?
The remark about Homer is I believe from Horace, the great Latin poet who
would have been educated on Homer in the original Greek.
As to just where Homer nods, I'll leave that up to the Horace to decide - perhaps
in the catalogue of ships in the Iliad ?
[Quotes from Pope, then]: The Iliad is my favourite epic poem of all. The style is
very different to what came later, particularly among the Latin authors. I think
Homer is closer to Stagger Lee than he is to Virgil ...
While Pope did indeed write that, he was once again writing what oft was writ
before but ne'er so well. I was thinking of Horace in his Ars Poetica (finally had
the time to look it up) when he writes "Even worthy Homer sometimes nods"
("quandoque bonus dormitat Homerus" l. 385 in Epistola ad Pisones).
I can't find the full Horace text online, but this gives me something to look
forward to at home.
It's interesting that Auden's name should come up in this context. For years I
found him as boring as Pope (and Horace). Learning to admire Auden and Pope
was not easy for me. The right translation at the right moment set me right with
Horace. Some time ago I got Pope's translation of Homer, have yet to make much
headway but I have Moby Dick and Gibbon's Decline and Fall to get through first.
Homer is really more like Dylan than Pope or Horace in some regards, more
improvisational and reliant on formulaic phrasing, more musical as befits a true
bard.
You guys have made my day. Thanks a ton.
Melody (16 Oct 2006)
Most old folk songs feature strong melodies because for the most part they were
passed on unaccompanied ...
Regarding older music and melody, I think you are on to something and should
follow your own ears.
I love blues but blues melodies are relatively limited, and Robert Johnson's songs
cover most of the dominant motifs of blues melodies. Given the formal concerns of
the genre, the ability to ornament or vary a traditional melody distinguishes the
greatest bluesmen and their songs. Try Charley Patton, who many rank ahead of
Johnson. In a more melodic style of blues, try Mississippi John Hurt and Skip
James.
You might try Original Carter Family songs for many lovely melodies derived
from 18th & 19th century sources. Also good are old-time banjo players like Buell
Kazee and Dock Bogs and Clarence Ashley. They are all represented on the Harry
Smith Anthology, but that only scratches the surface.
Yazoo puts out a great anthology series called Before The Blues which collects
black and white music of just the sort I think you are seeking. Any of the volumes
are worthy purchases.
The Stanley Brothers are a great resource in this area as well. I favor the Columbia
recordings from the late 40s-early 50s.
Dolly Parton's albums Little Sparrow and The Grass Is Blue are also highly
recommended.
Try some Billie Holiday small group recordings from 1937-1942 era. Look for
sessions with Lester Young on tenor sax especially.
Remembering Song Lyrics (16 Oct 2006)
It's worth remembering that songs are vehicles for memorizing things, folk songs
especially. Memorizing a song is not particularly difficult and doesn't even require
intention. I still recall the words of lullabies my father sang us as children. Early in
life the brain in development has an enormous imitative capacity for learning both
verbal and musical structures.
When I was a kid and obsessed by music on the radio, I could generally learn to
sing a song from memory after hearing it 3-4 times, and given the state of top 40
AM radio at the time, that took only a day or two of listening. Singing along
helped, still does.
John Wesley Harding' s Harmonica (16 Oct 2006)
The remark about the prominence of the harmonica is accurate and understandable - it does sound harsh at points, it is the main instrumental solo voice
throughout the album, and Bob isn't an especially good soloist on harmonica.
However, in this case I think the harp playing is close to perfect even when it
might grate the ears. The album has an austerity, even severity, to the sonic and
lyric landscape, and the tales it tells are not particularly comforting.
I was already deeply into Bob when the album was released, and I loved it from
the first play. I still think it's his best original collection of songs given the best
possible presentation.
Should Modern Bob Speak Out More Directly? (17 Oct)
A friend expressed discontent that Dylan doesn't write directly any more about
the state of the world - politics and such. My response was that he has written the
great protest songs and they don't need to be re-written ...
You are right to point out that the old songs don't need rewriting. Some didn't
even need writing. Some stand up pretty well.
However, I must take issue with the idea that Dylan is not a political artist any
longer. I think his greatest work has important political values and vision not
easily reduced to mere slogans or even a consistent party line of some sort. Aside
from the clunky line about the proletariat on the new album, there are numerous
political sentiments put forward.
I would hesitate to characterize Dylan's politics as left or right or center or
whatever. He works through a tragic humanism in his songs that speaks
sometimes uncomfortable truths to the powerful and meek alike.
"Don't follow leaders" seems to be his most succinct expression of his political
values over the course of his career. I suppose we ought to ignore his advice or else
be reduced to following his lead. Where does that leave us? Watching parking
meters? Anybody have a quarter? My meter is out.
Bob's Eye Logo (20 Oct 2006)
Is that Eye of Osiris logo that Dylan has behind him at every show part of a CIA
mind-control program?
People who worry about mind-control and hidden conspiracies are hopelessly
controlled by their own fantasies. Thus "mind control" is a real problem. Of course
you are told it's all in your mind - that's the whole point of mind control.
We really are all bozos on this bus. Maybe there's some comfort in that?
Tarantula (20 Oct 2006)
I always liked Tarantula, still have my paperback copy from around 1972. I think
it stands up pretty well as a collection of experimental surrealistic prose poems.
Bob had a good feeling for phrasing and image, real wit and whimsy, and a
genuine investment in poetic research (carried on in part through his songs).
Some of the panoramic character of Tarantula must surely reflect Bob's own life
experience as a pop star constantly in the public eye and meeting all sorts of
people in his path, but I think it also captures something of the ordinary
experience of life in the sixties, how strangely alive everything seemed, how a
vivid imagination and a little luck appeared to be all one needed to transform the
world. So the novel is a document from the psychedelic revolution that charts the
opening of a particular mind to the beauty and absurdity of language.
As a whole, I'm not convinced the book succeeds - it shows a little too much wit
and whimsy in places, a feeling of arbitrary rather than inevitable oddity in others.
The lack of interest in the project ultimately subverts its completion.
Times, No Times ... (20 Oct 2006)
A poster suggests a revised track-list for The Times They Are A-Changin' that
omits the title track and others but includes New Orleans Rag, Seven Curses, Lay
Down Your Weary Tune, Moonshiner, Paths Of Victory, Suze (The Cough Song)
and Eternal Circle ...
I could do without The Cough Song. Eternal Circle gets pretty annoying on the
third listen. You might bring in 500 Miles and Percy's Song instead.
But overall, a fine collection.
I think Eternal Circle is superb. Given that you don't, can you say why?
To my way of hearing, the Dylan songs using the alliterative line rarely sustain
interest over repeated listening because the formal demand is so persistent that the
lyric never really becomes truly imagined and instead dutifully fulfils the form.
But I don't think Eternal Circle is a bad song, just not as good as some others, like
To Ramona, employing alliteration, and not quite good enough to make the
revised LP programming.
Eternal Circle also tells the same little joke over and over. It's more of a novelty
song than anything else. I like the sound of Bob's voice, even though the melody
drags a little.
Hope that clarifies matters.
Subjective Or Objective? (22 Oct 2006)
To what extent can musical taste be objective, or is it always only subjective?
Objective measures of a song's value or a performer's worth would focus on the
example itself - originality and coherence of lyric, harmonic and melodic invention,
ability to stay on pitch, and so forth.
Subjective measures are generally focused on listener response and depend entirely
on the competence of the listener to offer a response of some intellectual and
aesthetic integrity and perhaps creativity.
The classic confusion of the two comes from fans who think what they love must
be great because they love it so much.
Most people fear objective measures of anything and so retreat to an alienated
subjectivity that ironically allows them to feel like everybody else in a state of
mildly confused and anxious mediocrity.
Gotta run.
I believe that quality is objective but it cannot be measured or proven ...
That's meaningless. Things are "good" or "bad" only in relation to human beings
with aesthetic sensibilities ...
Objectivity and understanding are mutually exclusive terms ...
For every conceivable type of physical appearance there will be some people who
find it "beautiful." This tells you what? Either that everything is beautiful - in
which case nothing is because words derive their meanings from what they
DON'T mean - OR that beauty is in the eye of the beholder ...
... and much more ...
Well, this has all been fascinating, especially the reminder of Searle who I read as
an undergrad to my great enjoyment. Like Long John, I tend to think of discourse
about art as being a negotiation among subjective views which, by the discursive
process, itself becomes an objectified text complex. Given the nature of
consciousness and the imperfections of communication, the best we tend to get is
states of relative subjective agreement or consensus. Nevertheless, objects beckon
and objectivity sometimes is more functional than definitive or absolute. For all
functional purposes, one might make a nearly indisputable case for Like A Rolling
Stone being objectively the most important rock and roll song thus far. From our
perspective, a mountain is an objective land mark. From a more geological or
cosmic perspective, it is a mere ripple on the surface of a cooling planet.
But my real point is that I find such discussions much more manageable when
they focus on actual works of art rather than ideas about art, because ideas are
cheap - that's why I have so many. Songs are things that exist in time - they are
fundamentally markers of time - and in the body both as memory and action. We
can represent them or record them, but that's not quite the same, as useful as
those iterations are.
This is why the attempt to understand the objective character of a song (or any
work of art) interests me, doomed as I may be to failure or to boring my
correspondents. Style may be subjective, but grammar is not. Affection for a song
is perhaps entirely subjective, but the song's harmony, melody, lyrics, the position
of the song within musical culture and its relation to other songs, as well as the
competence of performance, are objective realities subject to measure, evaluation
and interpretation.
Over the weekend I heard I think a Stephen Sondheim song on the radio, pretty
sure from Sunday In The Park With George, in which nearly every line began
with the word "Mama" in a lyric sung by a daughter about her dead mother.
Objectively, the song was a model of compositional and verbal invention.
Sondheim is undoubtedly one of the most sophisticated songsmiths alive.
I hated the song with its relentless repetition of maybe the most powerful and
manipulative word in human language. The lyric was too clever, too full of lines
like "It's not so much do what you like as like what you do" and "Mama was
funny, Mama was fun / Mama spent money when she had none."
So my argument with the song would be that for all its admittedly memorable
features, it relies on an objective manipulation of audience feeling as well as an
objectively sentimental presentation of subject and character. Mama's power to
manipulate is not just a matter of my subjective feeling for my mother, but the
objective reality that we all have mothers and have our collective subjective
feelings. Another listener may be less vulnerable to manipulation or may even
enjoy it, but the manipulation itself is objectively in the language employed.
This is of course my case against Street Legal with the names changed to avoid
that discussion again.
Desolation Row or Sad Eyed Lady? (23 Oct 2006)
I find myself increasingly bored with Desolation Row's basic conceit and its
development via cartoonish surrealism and cameo appearances. Einstein,
Cinderella, T. S. Eliot, Casanova - it's just a verbal muddle that never goes
anywhere or reveals anything contrary to the basic notion of Desolation Row. The
opening verse is very strong, but those that follow are nearly interchangeable and
less interesting. The "moon is almost hidden" verse and the "I received your letter
yesterday" verse almost relieve the tedium. The melody just plods back and forth
with the I, IV, V chords employed. It's a variation on a Row, Row Your Boat type
of folk melody, a rudimentary framework for the language. Desolation Row might
actually be improved by removing the music entirely and having Bob just speak
the words.
I'm still quite enthralled by Sad Eyed Lady, I think in part because of the more
personal focus to the imagery. I also find the delivery more affecting, more
complex in its expression of tenderness, exhaustion and ambivalence. It's a love
song pushed to an unnatural excesses of image and length, and I can't argue with
those who are not so charmed as I am by it. However, it has a more interesting
chord progression and more inventive melodic development.
Van Ronk (24 Oct 2006)
Van Ronk was kind of scary in some undefinable way, like he saw through
everything and could kill you with a wink and half a smile. And at the same time,
he seemed gentle, generous, basically happy. I think his persona became so shaped
by his music making that he embodied the latent power of the songs as well as
their specific range of feelings. He changed you by the power of his presence into
someone more curious and humble and even ambivalent. Plus he made you laugh.
Good combo. Better than blow.
Wagon Wheel (25 Oct 2006)
Wagon Wheel - written by Bob Dylan with additional lyrics by Ketch Secor
Performed by the Old Crow Medicine Show
Co-writing implies people worked together on a song. Old Crow Medicine show
just took a Dylan bit from the Billy The Kid sessions called Rock Me, Baby which
sounds completely improvised, grafted it to the chords and melody of Caribbean
Wind's verse and wrote some lyrics in the "I'm a musician on the road" vein.
Giving Bob credit spared them a lawsuit. Not exactly a collaboration. After hearing
the song done to death by certain people in NYC, I finally heard Old Crow on
Prairie Home Companion a few months ago. Not very impressive, kind of kitschy,
weak singing. Young people seem to like them. In an interview, they spoke about
their informal system of touring by just showing up in a town and playing on
street corners. That sounds like fun for young people. Have to admire that.
Savior Bob? (24 Oct 2006)
The world would be a better place if more people listened to Dylan ...
We all listened to a lot of Dylan, and the world has still become unmanageably
violent, fear-driven, and increasingly dangerous to all living things. Singing or
hearing the right songs only makes the train ride to the concentration camp a bit
more bearable. It's going to take a lot more than a song and dance man to change
our world for the better, if that is still possible.
I like to think of art as a transformative and humanizing agent, but nothing lasts
forever, no individual, no nation, no species. There's no reason to think Dylan's
music can save anyone, and given the content of his work, especially in the last
decade or so, there is every reason to think of his music as the swan song of a
dying culture. We still need such music, and it still aids our transformation from
present to past, from animal to mineral.
Help, Please ... (24 Oct 2006)
I have to read a poem in front of a fairly large audience at school. Along with it I
can read any piece of text of my choice. I was thinking of a Dylan song. Any
suggestions?
If you insist on reading a Dylan song, try reading Dear Landlord slowly and
clearly, as if you were reading a letter aloud, not a poem.
The writing on the back of Another Side Of Bob Dylan would be a better choice
than nearly any of his songs.
Read in a natural, conversational voice. Practice the reading a lot - say 50 times.
Pay attention to sentence and phrase structures and how they relate to breath
rhythm.
And have fun.
Oh, by the way, the poem I'm reading is Acquainted With The Night by Robert
Frost ...
Good poem. Since it uses litany so prominently, maybe you should read a similar
piece by Dylan who has often used litany. The greatest example would be A Hard
Rain's A-Gonna Fall, but it may be difficult to read, and all that repetition of the
word "hard" probably won't go so well (high school, yes?).
Forever Young might serve as a contrasting use of litany. Ring Them Bells and
Every Grain Of Sand would also be interesting alongside Frost.
Try reading all 3 with the Frost poem (read Frost 3 times) in front of someone
who knows none of them.
If you read a number of choices aloud often enough, I think the song that needs to
be read with Frost will reveal itself to you quite gloriously.
Let us know how it goes.
Bob On Broadway Clip To View (Sit Down) (26 Oct 2006)
Now I understand where the expression
Oh.
My.
Gawd.
comes from ...
That looks about right for Broadway. The show's "plot" takes place in a circus.
From what I've read, the show vaguely seeks to dramatize the colorful, surreal
vein of Dylan's work. But I wanted to see Napoleon in actual rags, a chrome horse,
a diplomat with a Siamese cat on his shoulder, etc. No room in the budget, I guess.
Plus cats are notoriously difficult to choreograph (trust me, my wife is a
choreographer, and our two cats think every piece is about them and make grand
entrances and exits - including shoulder leaps - at will when she works at home).
The Billy Joel jukebox musical Movin' Out apparently inspired Bob to contact
Twyla. Movin' Out has gotten respectable reviews for choreography and how the
songs trace a generational narrative (that in fact predates Joel's musical career, as
the story starts in a vaguely suburban mid-sixties setting, characters go to the Viet
Nam war, etc). Billy Joel's music is basically an extension of the Broadway / Brill
Building pop tradition, and Joel is a vocal ham, so the songs go over well as musical
numbers.
Tharp's career as a choreographer nearly parallels Dylan's as songwriter. In the
sixties, Tharp was a holy terror of a dancer and choreographer, in an era of great
experiment in the emerging post-modernist dance movement. She gave women
dancers new models of physical and expressive power - one early dance featured 3
women in suits and heavy shoes stomping aggressively around the stage (I saw it
years later cast on men, still very impressive), and developed a distinctive
movement vocabulary that combined balletic rigor of line with jazzy details in the
movement of the limbs and torso.
She also pioneered the use of pop and rock music as dance accompaniment. Her
early pieces to the Beach Boys (first set on the Joffery Ballet I believe) and Fats
Waller (choreographed for Mikhail Baryshnikov) are particularly exciting. The
Catherine Wheel, with music by David Byrne, is also amazing. She did a great job
choreographing the film of Hair also.
But her success and perhaps her egotism have dulled some of her invention over
the years, and she has made sentimental and quite ordinary dances and ballets
(Sinatra Songs, also on Baryshnikov, is pretty dull) for a while now. She has great
facility as a mover, even in her sixties, but maybe 20 years ago just got so
mainstream, or maybe the mainstream caught up with her, that few people in the
dance community look to her as a model of anything any more.
From the looks of the clip, she's recycling movement ideas from Hair - hippies,
clowns, what's the difference? - without much attention to the individuality of
the dancers. The singing is just so badly conceived and executed it's hard to come
up with dismissive enough terms, although if we had a contest, I'm sure folks
around here could come up with some swell entries.
Advance word on the show is incredibly bad, but it could still be a hit. Broadway
shows generally are for tourists without a clue and no taste whatsoever but plenty
of money, or for children and their parents. Broadway musicals have been a fossil
form for close to 50 years.
If you are interested in real musicals, I would recommend the film versions of
South Pacific, The Bandwagon, and Showboat for starters. The Music Man,
Singing In The Rain, Brigadoon, and most Fred Astaire movies are also swell.
If Bob got booed in '66 for being the real deal, some authentic heckling here seems
appropriate ...
Great idea - make sure every night, someone in the audience yells "JUDAS!"
Was I alone in noting how the muted colours of the dancers' costumes recalled
concentration camp uniforms?
I think viewing that clip scars each of us in unique and indelible ways. The
Surgeon General needs to issue a warning.
The New York Times review below is notable for the writer's take on Dylan's
vocal style - he shows he understands Bob's music, so his withering judgements on
the show are quite convincing if you haven't yet seen the clip.
Tharp and Dylan, A-Knockin' on the Circus Door
By BEN BRANTLEY
Published: October 27, 2006
THE TIMES THEY ARE A-CHANGIN'
Conceived by Twyla Tharp; music and lyrics by Bob Dylan
And now for the latest heart-rending episode in Broadway's own reality soap
opera, "When Bad Shows Happen to Great Songwriters."
If you happen to be among the masochists who make a habit of attending the
entertainments called jukebox musicals, in which pop hits are beaten up by
singing robots, you may think youвЂ™ve seen it all: the neutering of Brian Wilson and
the Beach Boys in "Good Vibrations," the canonizing (and shrinking) of John
Lennon as a misunderstood angel-child in "Lennon" and the forcible transformation
of Johnny Cash from Man in Black to Sunshine Cowboy in "Ring of Fire."
But even these spectacles of torture with a smile, frightening though they may be,
are but bagatelles compared with the systematic steamrolling of Bob Dylan that
occurs in "The Times They Are A-Changin'," which opened last night at the
Brooks Atkinson Theater.
Mr. Dylan's songs have been entrusted to the great choreographer Twyla Tharp,
the woman who gloriously redeemed the jukebox genre with "Movin' Out," a
narrative ballet set to songs by Billy Joel. Ms. Tharp is one of the bona fide,
boundary-stretching geniuses of modern dance. And when a genius goes down in
flames, everybody feels the burn.
Using little more than the bodies of her dancers to tell a decade-spanning story of
an American working-class generation, Ms. Tharp found unexpected depths in Mr.
Joel's music. Using a whole lot more scenery, props and special effects to create a
circus-themed allegory of fathers and sons, Ms. Tharp single-handedly drags Mr.
Dylan into the shallows.
Among epochal popular music artists of the last 50 years, no one has matched Mr.
Dylan in combining a distinctive, easily identified style with an evasiveness that
defies pigeonholes. Folkie, protest singer, rock'n'roller, gospel spiritualist,
symbolist poet: Mr. Dylan has invited and rejected each of these labels, wriggling
out of them with Houdini-like slipperiness to reinvent himself anew.
His very style of singing - casual, almost throwaway, yet achingly intense provides a remarkably complete defense system against those who would parse his
lyrics into one core of meaning or belief. Divorce his words from his melodies, and
pretension and preciousness rear their self-conscious heads. Most of Mr. Dylan's
best songs, even his full-throttle anthems of rebellion and hedonism, tingle with
ambivalence, mystery and a knowing sense of the surrealism of so-called reality.
A surrealist approach would certainly seem to have been Ms. Tharp's idea for "The
Times," first staged at the Old Globe Theater in San Diego last winter and
extensively revised since. This songbook-driven tale of Oedipal conflict is set in a
traveling circus, the sinister, down-at-heel American variety portrayed in films
from the 1930s and 40s like "Freaks" and "Nightmare Alley." But with her topdrawer design team, led by Santo Loquasto (sets and costumes) and Donald Holder
(lighting), Ms. Tharp pushes the atmosphere into the phantasmagorical luridness
of Fellini, with a splash of Bergmanesque darkness for shivery spice.
Sounds tantalizing, huh? The program indicates that the setting is "Sometime
between awake and asleep," and if Ms. Tharp had seen fit simply to keep us
wandering through a shifting dreamscape, set to Mr. DylanвЂ™s music, "The Times"
might have passed muster as a really cool head trip for unregenerate hippies in
search of natural highs. This would also have allowed each Dylan fan to bring his
or her own interpretation to the murky goings-on, no doubt inspiring heated postperformance debates. ("No, man, don't you see, what the little dog stands for is
purity!")
But Ms. Tharp is a precisionist in all things, and she brings to her storytelling the
same exacting discipline that informs her choreography. Metaphoric images,
which float miragelike when heard in song, are nailed down with literal visual
equivalents. And highlights of the Dylan repertory (from "Mr. Tambourine Man"
to "Knockin' On Heaven's Door") take the place of plot-propelling dialogue.
In a show like "Mamma Mia!" (the Abba musical) this device can be kind of a hoot.
But as you might expect of Ms. Tharp, this lady's not for hooting.
The story - or fable, as Ms. Tharp prefers to call it - is about a creepy tyrant named
Captain Ahrab (Thom Sesma, who does indeed suggest Melville by way of Tim
Burton) who rules over his traveling circus with a bullwhip. His employees
include a whole passel of clowns, a lovely female runaway named Cleo (Lisa
Brescia) and Ahrab's son, Coyote (Michael Arden), who has the clean-scrubbed
look of a sensitive high school sports star.
Will the idealistic Coyote take up his father's whip to exploit the leadershiphungry clowns? Will he steal Cleo from Dad? Will he create a more benign world
order? Hint: The show begins with Coyote looking soulfully into the audience to
intone, with ominousness and dewy hope, "The Times They Are A-Changin'."
The three principals share most of the major singing, through which we learn of
both father's and son's feelings for Cleo (via a duet version of "Just Like a Woman")
and of Cleo's lonely wistfulness ("DonвЂ™t Think Twice, It's All Right").
Ahrab's cynical huckster's world view is conveyed by his growling through
numbers like "Desolation Row" and "Highway 61 Revisited."
In contrast, Coyote wonders "how many roads must a man walk down, before you
call him a man?" and Cleo senses a kindred spirit in the lad. Coyote is soon shyly
proposing to Cleo that she "lay, lady, lay, lay across my big brass bed." (That I
stifled a groan at this point should be honored as an act of heroic restraint.) In the
meantime, the clowns are growing restless and rebel against their cruel master,
who is destined to find himself "knock, knock, knockin' on heavenвЂ™s door."
Are you still with me, brave reader? Ms. Tharp turns lyrics' metaphors not only
into flesh but also into flashlights, jump-ropes, stuffed animals and new brooms
that sweep clean. (If there was a kitchen sink onstage, I missed it, which isn't to
say it wasn't there.) Props rule in this magic kingdom, along with charade-like
annotations of images.
Just mention, say, Cinderella in "Desolation Row," and there she is, center stage.
When the same song refers to Dr. Filth, there he is performing surgery (on a truly
amazing contortionist who provides the show with its single most disturbing
image).
When Ahrab breaks his son's jeweled Cubist guitar, which he has been playing so
spiritedly for "Like A Rolling Stone," the mournful Cleo freezes the moment by
singing "Everything Is Broken." And as hedonism acquires mortal shadows in "Mr.
Tambourine Man," who should show up but a group of black-hooded dancers
straight out of Ingmar Bergman's "Seventh Seal."
Of the three soloists, Mr. Arden comes closest to finding a compromise between
Dylanesque twang and hearty melodiousness. But all the leading players suffer
from being stranded between character and allegory. (I kept thinking of the
woman in Christopher Durang's parody of Sam Shepard who looked proudly at
her son and said, "I gave birth to a symbol - and me with no college education.")
Perversely, the songs seem to become more abstract - and more fixed in their
metaphysical meanings - from being linked with individual characters. The
orchestrations (by Michael Dansicker and Mr. Dylan) are often evocative of the
original Dylan recordings, but I will say that this is the first time that it ever
occurred to me that "Rainy Day Women #12 and 35" could sound, in an
instrumental bridge, like "The Trolley Song."
The corps de clowns includes the extraordinary John Selya, who dazzled in
"Movin' Out," as the circus strongman and leader of the clown rebellion. But while
Mr. Selya looks as buff and agile as ever, he doesn't get much chance to strut his
kinetic stuff. There are a few glorious passages of Ms. Tharp's signature, tightmuscled choreography, in which angular body tension becomes its own
philosophical statement, an expression of raw existential frustration.
Mostly, though, Ms. Tharp concentrates on stylish variations on circus stunts including stilt walking, tumbling and tightrope walking - some of them truly jawdropping. A trampoline-like surface has been built into the stage, allowing the
dancers to appear to levitate.
But if the choreography at times defies gravity, the show itself may be the most
earthbound work Ms. Tharp has produced. Even as the dancers seem to fly, Mr.
Dylan's lyrics are hammered, one by one, into the ground.
Tangled Or Sad Eyed Lady? (24 Oct 2006)
Well, I think Tangled Up In Blue is more perfectly realized, but Sad Eyed Lady is
the more ambitious and ground-breaking song. Tangled Up In Blue is like a Joyce
short story from Dubliners, while Sad Eyed Lady is more like Finnegan's Wake.
You need one to make sense of the other and of the artist as a whole.
I, too, learned to play guitar expressly to be able to play Tangled Up In Blue and
Buckets Of Rain (and the whole LP, really). So I've played it a lot, and have
dozens of concert versions. At this point, I'd rather hear Sad Eyed Lady, as it is still
capable of astounding me with a phrase and the accumulation of emotion. It's a
song of excess, and excess is a dynamic and unbalanced state and fundamentally
creative. So the song's imperfections or perceived weaknesses are to my listening
reasons to engage the song with a more active ear and imagination - the questions
the song raises about its own justification for being intrigue me.
Tangled Up In Blue, on the other hand, seems just a touch distant and cool, which
really serves the narrative well but makes the song somehow less engaging at this
point in my experience of all things Dylan. I don't play it that often any more, in
part because I'm not so interested in narrative, and delivering this one takes a lot
of concentration and vocal attention. Hearing Bob perform it solo on the Rolling
Thunder tour remains one of my great art experiences.
I would like to find an excuse to perform Sad Eyed Lady. I think I have the band
for it, but I'd have to write it out for everyone. A good challenge for me. Guitar,
slide guitar, mandolin, banjo, violin, bass, girl vocals on the refrains.
365 Reasons Why I Love Him (30 Oct 2006)
150. bob dylan treats women like GOLD ...
If Bob were as astute with women as he is with money, he'd still be married to
Sara.
albert u r wrong
she would could bind u / could bind heaven 2 a wall ...
Of all the creepiness on this site, the love-sick narcissism here rivals AJ
Dylanologist as the most removed from reality. Does childish auto-eroticism
trump pseudo-intellectual faux-deconstruction? Yes, it does. Congratulations.
152. bob dylan is kind 2 animals ...
If only he'd write better songs about them than Man Gave Names, and have better
fashion sense than to make them into pill-box hats, and that herd of moose he
bought should really have been left in the wild.
bob dylan certainly / has u tamed albert /into buying his music ...
Shouldn't that be numbered as another reason why to love your withering
croaking troubadour prince? Because he makes me buy a CD now and then?
Infidels (31 Oct 2006)
It's a deeply flawed document of songs that mostly fared better in concert when
they fared well at all. I don't care for the official release and sold my copy some
time ago, don't miss it one bit. I do enjoy I & I and Jokerman from various shows,
especially if I don't pay too close attention to the words. I can't think of any other
songs from the album I'd willingly listen to.
So that makes this one of Bob's weakest albums in my book. I don't really care for
Mark Knopfler as a guitarist, although I do like Mick Taylor. I also don't enjoy Sly
and Robbie as a rhythm section. They are great musicians to be sure, just a bit too
studio-slick for my taste.
This strikes me as another example of a Dylan work whose greatness lies more in
the minds of fans than in the actual music. Infidels pales beside even Dylan's good
but not great albums like Modern Times and Nashville Skyline. It's about as good
as Empire Burlesque, with more tasteful production.
I know its personal opinions, but I think some of you older fans are losing your
minds when you say stupid things like Street Legal and Infidels are crap compared
to Highway 61 Revisited or Blonde On Blonde ...
If you take a broad sample of critical responses to Dylan's work, you will see that
the praise for Highway 61 and Blonde on Blonde is close to universal, while Street
Legal and Infidels never rise above at best mixed reviews overall, despite the
unconvincing rationalizations each work draws from its fans. Someone somewhere
can probably be found who thinks any given Dylan album, song or flatulent
episode is nothing less than "great" at which point the word loses any meaning
other than "I like it a lot." You may think Street Legal is a brilliant album, but that
would fly in the face of the music itself and the critical response over the last 30
years; you'd be wrong, in essence. Just accept that you can be wrong on that
count. It's not brilliant anything, it's bloated narcissistic self parody and among the
lowest points in Dylan's career. That doesn't mean you can' t like it. I like Empire
Burlesque more than the more highly acclaimed Slow Train (can't stand it at all),
but I don't need to claim EB is itself great. It plainly isn't, I just like it.
I Received Your Letter Yesterday ... (31 Oct 2006)
Q: Does the letter arrive around about the time the doorknob broke or is it a letter
about (i.e. on the subject of) the time the doorknob broke?
A: The second line immediately follows "yesterday" and so we think that is the
word it modifies. It specifies what time yesterday. For the second line to modify
"letter" would be a bit of a stretch because it is farther from it.
JW is correct in his reading if there is no comma in the original lines. The
prepositional phrase modifies "yesterday" unless a comma separates them, then it
modifies "letter."
The verse lends epistolary coherence to the entire song. Suddenly the last stanza
reveals the place of creation for the song itself, an interior monologue driven by
yesterday's letter, quite plausibly as the voice of a letter written in response. This
is one of Bob's most writerly songs, and the act of writing itself is one of its grand
themes. The desolation of the world demands an imaginative response, shared
personally in language. Speaking / writing / singing well is a balm to suffering or at
least a means of transforming the vision of entropy as a form of madness into
something that might survive and sustain.
It's a dazzling achievement.
... Making biography of songs is not an attempt to understand songs, but an
attempt to pry into the life of the singer. It's more or less equivalent to reading
Romeo And Juliet as some kind of coded autobiography. Serious readers don't do
that.
If I thought that Desolation Row essentially said "I don't want to hear from you,
because you don't get it because you're not hip like me" ... I wouldn't see a reason
to listen to it twice. That kind of pose is a dime a dozen, and I'm really not
interested in solipsistic coded messages.
But if it said something like "Look at the living hell I'm in, how can you even ask
how it's going, I can't handle hearing from you unless I know you're suffering
too," then you're dealing with something much more universal. Whether that
springs from events in Dylan's own life doesn't much matter ...
Words of wisdom from Skippy here. I once read that Dylan wrote the song or at
least was inspired to write it while riding in a cab in New York City. Again, that
might be a convenient "explanation" for the images and characters flashing past
the narrator's eyes and attention, but the song is not about being in a taxi as such.
It's a dystopian vision of emotional truths in a world of unrelieved cruelty and
folly.
I also think it is extremely naive to imagine there is a real person behind every
character in the song, that Ezra Pound and T. S. Eliot and Casanova are Allen
Ginsberg, Dave Van Ronk and Bobby Neuwirth, etc. It's so much easier just to
make things up than to plot out some secret code, and Dylan's compositional
methods since at least Another Side Of Bob Dylan included a lot of experimental
and surrealist writing that is the nearly exact opposite of autobiography, coded or
not. The song is more grounded in Bob's reading habits and cultural position than
his personal relationships. Visionary poems tend to destroy the ego, not represent
it. The song derives its greatness from being impersonal, not personal, from being
symbolic, not iconic.
While some songs may have key links to people Dylan has known - Echo
Helstrom, Suze Rotolo, Sara Dylan and Joan Baez are almost certainly inspirations
for some of his songs - linking every song and character and detail to an
autobiographical impulse is a way to kill the power of the songs, making them
static documents instead of dynamic experiences.
Don't Think Twice (31 Oct 2006)
I once loved a woman, a child I'm told - why "child"?
Don't Think Twice is an early song about young love. The line means that others
thought the girl too young and innocent. However, the following line makes it
clear the innocence may be superficial:
I gave her my heart but she wanted my soul
It's an unresolved emotional conflict indicated in simple and direct terms.
Interesting use of active and passive voice in the line you quote, and woman /
child juxtaposed against gave / wanted and heart / soul makes for a very effective
and memorable lyric.
This is one Dylan song I've never ever worn out.
Dirge (31 Oct 2006)
Like a slave in orbit - what does it mean?
It means nothing stripped of context, because it is a simile.
Heard your songs of freedom and man forever stripped
Acting out his folly while his back is being whipped
Like a slave in orbit, he's beaten 'til he's tame
All for a moment's glory and it's a dirty, rotten shame
The singer acknowledges someone else's songs and their content which is about
the futility of human experience and the senseless nature of suffering. Freedom is
an idea in the mind of a beaten slave.
The simile is not particularly effective or well-wrought, as it compares a man
forever stripped who is being whipped to a slave, when the difference between
man's position and the slave's position is so negligible and the similarity so obvious
that the simile is redundant. Since we are on earth, we are all "in orbit" and the
phrase does little to make the situation any more coherent or detailed. A literal
chain can act like a tether and imprison a slave in a circular path like a dog
chained to a pole, but that isn't all that interesting and again is painfully obvious.
The last line is the key line in the verse, as Dylan seems to be accusing the other
songsmith of exploiting human suffering for a moment of public acclaim. Given
his own history, the verse is at least partially a self-indictment. One could argue
that the glory refers to the power of the slave-driver doing the beating, but the
oppressor is never explicitly mentioned or depicted. The literal content of the
verse is the person addressed and the songs, most of what follows being the
content of those songs.
The verse exemplifies the song as a whole (and much of Dylan's work in fact),
containing powerful language but suffering from redundancy and imprecision in
places, but still arriving at a frightening realization. It's a personal favorite of mine
despite or maybe even because of some of the flaws. Tremendous performance on
Planet Waves, too.
Of course, it could all be about the Palestinians and Israel, or about Dylan's
romantic yet futile obsession with Sally Sue Brown and how painfully he yearns
for her tender touch. Hard to say sometimes.
Thanks for your reply, but I still don't really understand the use of the word
"orbit" ...
Think of "in orbit" as extraneous information of no real relevance, and the verse
makes a lot more sense.
Kaiser Permanente Ad Using The Times They Are A-Changin' (1 Nov 2006)
Does Dylan approve these? Does he need the cash? Is nothing sacred?
Bob lives and works in a commercial culture. He makes things to sell for a profit. I
don't think it is bad for him to license songs for commercial use, so long as he
makes money from it. He's a businessman, and a pretty shrewd one from what I
can see.
I also prefer to hear Dylan, The Beatles, The Rolling Stones or whoever providing
music for commercials instead of another insipid brand jingle or bad pop music.
I'm free not to watch TV if it offends my taste. My problems with business culture
do not include musical ones, except in the music business itself.
Rolling Stone Live (2 Nov 2006)
One of the few live versions I've heard that does the original song justice is
Newport '65 ...
Gotta disagree about 1965 Newport, just not a very impressive show musically
even though it's historically crucial. The next few shows were also less than ideal,
and the tour didn't start to gel until Kooper & Brooks were replaced with Garth,
Richard and Rick. At Newport, Jerome Arnold and Sam Lay were a great rhythm
section but not Dylan's own, and Mike Bloomfield was ultimately just a tad too
wild a guitarist to hold things together to make up for Dylan's haphazard electric
rhythm guitar. Kooper also fell short in a live setting for Bob. The studio sessions
certainly were magical, but Newport sounds like the one-rehearsal semi-pickup
band that it was, straining to reproduce the studio sound on Like A Rolling Stone.
They fare better on It Takes A Lot To Laugh by going with the hard r&b
arrangement instead of the relaxed acoustic guitar-driven sound of the album, but
end up sounding a bit too much like the arrangement on Tombstone Blues.
Like A Rolling Stone got played often enough by Bob and the Hawks in 1965-66
that it achieved its own live identity independent of the studio version, and every
bit its equal. I also hear a much more comfortable singer in the later shows (better
band, better drugs I guess).
It's one of the more difficult Dylan songs to perform, even for him, and so many
live version over the years have sounded like sops to the crowd rather than wellsung versions, but I do have some pretty thrilling versions from around 1980-81
when he started playing secular songs again, I think one decent version with Tom
Petty, maybe a few okay ones with GE Smith, none since 1992 or so that come to
mind.
I think at this point, Bob would do well to re-invent the song entirely, as I don't
think he has the vocal chops any longer to pull off a decent version of the standard
arrangement.
The danger of the song - and this is true of some of the live Dylan versions I've
heard - is that if you go in too hard from the start, the performance loses
momentum ...
That makes plenty of sense. Years ago when I was working in jazz clubs, after a
Dave Liebman gig I got to hang out with the musicians a little. Dave was in an
instructive mood, partly because of what he'd heard from young Bill Evans on
tenor sax earlier in the evening (his student, and not yet touring with Miles
Davis). He threw on a Coltrane album and talked Evans (and us all) through a
serious listen to how Coltrane built his solo statement in stages, starting clearly
and slowly and adding increments of complexity and intensity as he went. "If you
start too fast and hard, you have nowhere to go," he said.
I personally think that Dylan's lyric style of the mid-sixties - his "chains of
flashing images" mode - is directly influenced by Coltrane's "sheets of sound"
technique he began employing once he got off heroin and rejoined Miles Davis c.
1958. In the case of Like A Rolling Stone, the opening line and verse plainly need
a lower-key vocal than most of what follows, and the rhetorical questions and
expanding imagery demand careful vocal attention in order to bring their inherent
power into expressive play.
North Country Girl or Boots? (1 Nov 2006)
I much prefer Girl From The North Country. The lyric is better composed - the
song sounds more like a person talking about other real people. The guitar playing
on the original version is also quite lovely. This is the sort of folk song I identify as
"timeless" in that it is relatively easy to play and sing in a natural voice and has no
odd turns of phrase or anachronistic diction. It's also shorter, which generally
works to Bob's advantage. The more verses he writes, the more he tends to rely on
mannerisms, clichГ© and plagiarism.
While Boots may have been inspired by a real trip to Spain and a real split
between Bob and Suze Rotolo, the song still sounds like a faux-ballad. The
dialogue, while certainly a classic device (Nut Brown Maid etc), seems a little
forced, and every verse is marred by awkward phrasing - "All I'm wishing to be
owning" instead of "All I wish to own" and so forth. All I get from the song is a
folksinger imitating somewhat badly the language of 400 year old songs. Even
though the chords are fairly different in my Dylan song books, the melody feels
recycled from the earlier song. The song is both contrived and sentimental in its
regard for the tradition it imitates but does not quite capture. I could have
nominated it for being overrated in another thread I suppose.
When Our Musical Savior Dies (2 Nov 2006)
I say that we prepare for his memorial rather than his death ...
Not my favorite musical artist, and he's proven all too human in deed and song
over the years, but still a sort of hero I suppose, mythic hangover from my youth.
His music will continue to attract attention, for some time I hope, and that's
memorial enough, that a man's words live after him and inspire others. I seriously
doubt he'd want or expect anything else, except a rocking funeral.
Q: Should a statue be built?
A: Absolutely - but it has to be flesh-coloured and glow in the dark ...
I think his will will specify that he wants to be entombed with AJ Weberman ...
Surely it has to be Marianne Faithful. He always did want to get his leg over her.
For eternity would be like hitting the jackpot ...
I'd be buried alive with Ms. Faithful, no problem. She still has it going on.
I like your statue idea also. One for every dashboard.
I Just Bought The Basement Tapes (3 Nov 2006)
If you own Tree With Roots, just get the CD with bonus cuts of Music From Big
Pink and skip the official disc.
The official release is a somewhat dishonest production with a track list and later
overdubs that misrepresent the music actually made in 1967.
Yes, but you do get Bessie Smith on the original BT album. I know that appears on
the bonus tracks of a later Band album, but not so many people buy those. I always
think the Band album bonuses are dishonest - why not put Don't Do It (from The
Band sessions) on Cahoots ?
I think Don't Do It dates later, recorded at Bearsville just prior to Cahoots. I
remember hearing it on the radio way back when as a single, after Stage Fright.
Bonus cuts are gifts. The Basement Tapes album pretends to be a document of the
actual sessions but contains guitar and drum overdubs on Dylan and Band songs
(which were recorded in NYC, not). The Band songs have nothing to do with the
Basement sessions, everything to do with Robbie's royalties and selfmythologizing.
Of course, I do love the songs themselves, glad to have them.
I think the Don't Do It you heard was the live one from Rock Of Ages in 1972.
The studio one was never a single.
Definitely not live. Could have been a bootleg. WBCN played boots - first place I
heard 1966 Dylan / Hawks on the radio in 1971. I'm absolutely sure of this,
whether or not an official release. Heard it more than once, and knew the tune
when Rock Of Ages came out. I always preferred the studio version.
Dylan's Vocals (13 Nov 2006)
Few if any of Dylan's albums are sung as well as Love & Theft. John Wesley
Harding comes close.
Blonde On Blonde is an early peak, but he did improve as a singer afterwards.
Blood On The Tracks is nearly perfectly sung, but he kept on getting better as a
singer.
Slow Train Coming certainly deserves high praise for vocals (even though I dislike
the album), but he still kept improving as a singer.
I've been listening to Modern Times again with a more favorable impression of the
vocals throughout, but in this instance I think the condition of his vocal chords
undermines the singing a bit too often even though he compensates with style and
feeling. Still, not badly sung at all. Material still sounds spotty, and debatable mix /
production throughout.
Bob Songs With Banjo (13 Nov 2006)
Happy Traum, or maybe Artie, plays some banjo on You Ain't Goin' Nowhere and
/ or other tunes from that session.
Banjo playing is featured on High Water on Love & Theft. Is there one on Sugar
Baby also? Larry Campbell played banjo, but also bouzouki which can sound like a
banjo.
There's a "banjo tape" from the early years, but I don't know exactly what is on it
or who is playing the banjo. It's from early 1963, and Happy Traum is sometimes
credited with the banjo, but the taper says it was Gil Turner.
I can't recall any banjo work at all on the Self Portrait sessions, which is a little
odd.
Most of the songs on Blood On The Tracks would be great banjo tunes, but despite
Eric Weissberg's participation, I don't recall any banjo there either.
Which Dylan Albums Are "Nice"? (14 Nov 2006)
Nashville Skyline was Dylan's first nice album, intentionally so. It sounded fairly
slight at the time, quite good today.
New Morning was the next nice album. Today it sounds like a nice try at a nice
album.
Modern Times is definitely nice in instrumental terms, a bit sentimental lyrically
and astringent vocally. Not quite nice enough, to its overall benefit.
Favorite Basement Song (14 Nov 2006)
In terms of finished songs, I'd rate Tears Of Rage as the best song from those
sessions and one of Dylan's most profound songs in his body of work.
For off-the-cuff stuff, I find Tiny Montgomery most diverting.
For performance power, I'm Not There, Sign On The Cross, and Banks Of The
Royal Canal have the most effect on me.
I think Garth Hudson is capable of playing piano and organ at the same time. I'm
not at home to listen, but from what I can recall, the drumming has Manuel's
loose quality.
One of the many charms of this music is we didn't really know a lot about it as it
began to circulate, but as the songs were heard, they carried such a complex
feeling for song that listeners wanted to know more - about the sessions, about the
historical antecedents, about the Band. It's as if during those months, Dylan and
The Band worked out an entire fictional period of folk music with songs that
sound a century old and full of the desires and myths that accrue over decades of
repeated singing and listening.
It's also interesting to me that of all the cover songs, those of Johnny Cash and
Hank Williams get the most straightforward treatment with all the lyrics in place.
Folsom Prison Blues gets a bit Chuck Berry-ish, and Big River reverts from a
Tennessee Two type opening to something more Dylanesque, but Bob leans into
the lyrics with knowing verve, and Cash's relatively obscure Belshazzar is done
with equal respect. Hank's Careful Of The Stones That You Throw sounds as if the
Band doesn't quite get the song, but Bob knows the lyrics just fine.
[Re Tears Of Rage] Absolutely. I was telling my daughter the other day all about
watching her discover no one could be true. I've been listening to the song for 15
years straight and am just beginning to uncover some of its meaning ...
It would be so much more convenient if you lived in Manhattan.
Michael Gray and Al Kooper Are Having A Spat ... (14 Nov 2006)
Al Kooper is a very talented and historically important musician who is also an
excellent writer. His memoir Backstage Passes was well-received, and his writing
on music is quite good.
Michael Gray is a much less impressive writer whose musical knowledge is far less
developed than his enthusiasm for his own opinions. I found Song and Dance Man
painful reading, boring and full of tin-eared judgements about Dylan and music in
general.
Gray is brilliant - the best serious Dylan critic out there. His books are a treasure
trove of Dylan related information ...
Offer one "brilliant" insight into music or one lovely page of exquisite sentences
from Song and Dance Man. All I remember from that turgid tome is Gray going on
and on about how bad Dylan is performing on the 2000 (or maybe 2001) tour, how
the audiences are full of wankers, and simplistic attempts at describing music that
fall well short of Paul Williams. My general impression is that Gray is all too
typical of the kind of fan that follows Dylan around obsessively year after year
becoming an "expert" in the Dylan concert experience at the cost of almost
everything else worthwhile in music and life.
Now that was petty.
Lots of Gray's work leaves me cold ... but I must give credit for his chapter "Even
Post-Structuralists Oughta Have The Pre-War Blues" - as fine a piece of analytical
music criticism as I've read ...
Okay, I'll browse it and report back. I trust your views. And not just because frogs
generally are trustworthy.
Phil Ochs (14 Nov 2006)
This is another case of an artist I can admire but not enjoy. His earnestness seems
overdone somehow. Some of the songs are truly stunning pieces but get sung
without some kind of understatement or irony that I tend to want in music with
overtly social / political intentions, however much I might sympathize with those
intentions.
Phil Ochs was a kind of human sacrifice offered up by his peers (and to some
degree his audience). That happens sometimes to artists with great devotion to the
art but emotionally ill-equipped for the struggle to realize it. I find his story much
more moving than the more beloved rock and roll dead like Hendrix, Joplin,
Morrison, etc.
Ten more good years, or even five, would have been time enough I think for Phil
to produce a truly timeless masterwork. He came damn close as it was.
Bob On Oprah Would Be Good ... (15 Nov 2006)
I'd like to see him as a judge on American Idol, scowling at Simon and flirting
with Paula. Randy played with him at one point I think, so they could reminisce
about the old days.
How Do You Rate Slow Train ? (15 Nov 2006)
Why didn't we have pornography in the schools in my day? It would have saved
me so much time and trouble.
Bob's overtly Christian music, however sincerely offered, too often has utterly
stupid lyrics, traffics in smug self-righteousness and self-pity, and seems anything
but spiritual. It's not all that far removed from the narcissism of Street Legal. His
confused sermonizing is comical and sad at the same time. That's quite an
achievement. I get more religion out of his version of Froggie Went A-Courtin'.
His best religious songs are his covers of bluegrass hymns like Searching For A
Soldier's Grave and Hallelujah I'm Ready To Go.
Someone posts the full lyric of Precious Angel ...
Thanks for posting truly execrable lyrics as demonstration of how badly written
some of this crap is. That's one of the worst Dylan songs ever. Pity he wasted a
decent chorus on it.
Ya either got faith or ya got unbelief and there ain't no neutral ground.
The enemy is subtle, how be it we are so deceived
This has got to be one of the most comically inept couplets in pop music. The
theology is as deranged as the diction. What kind of human being says in one
breath, "There ain't no neutral ground" and in the next, "How be it we are so
deceived?" I think a subtle enemy would demand a subtler argument than Bob's all
or nothing fundamentalism. Fundamentalists are the enemy, no matter what god
they think they worship.
This is a song that didn't need writing. It takes the basic conceit of Amazing
Grace's "was blind but now I see" and pummels it into gospel taffy, somehow finds
a reason to sneer at friends, at other faiths equally capable of spiritual renewal and
/ or self-serving delusion.
My bootleg Between Shot And Saved is the only music from this period I can
halfway enjoy, mostly because the songs have no lyrics or just words and phrases
strung together to define a melodic idea.
Musically, melodically, Precious Angel is terrific ... I can't stand fundamentalists
either, but there is a sincerity (in Dylan's song) that's amazing ...
Just to clarify, I quite like Amazing Grace for both melody and meaning. It is the
Dylan song that I think is Fundamentalism for Dummies.
When we've been dead 10,000 years
bright shining as the sun
we've no less days to sing God's praise
as when we'd first begun
He should have stuck to something equally terse and grand, instead of going on
and on to increasingly less effect. His wordy writing style leads him into many
unfortunate lines and verses in song after song, and what the records document
from 1975-1986 (or so) is the failure of that "Dylanesque" style to mature from its
youthful psychedelic / beat origins. Fortunately, he had other rhetorics at his
disposal.
Bob's Move From Guitar To Keyboard (21 Nov 2006)
Arthritis, a bad back, or being able to have lyric sheets in front of him? Merle
Haggard said that towards the end of their last tour together, he told Bob: "You
have to get out from behind that damn piano and pick up the guitar. That's what
the fans want." And Bob is said to have replied: "Merle, I remember the lyrics
better behind the keyboards."
If Bob really had a bad back, he would not be able to play keys in that posture. An
acoustic guitar is not so tough on the back. Nor is a Fender Stratocaster. You get to
stand up straight with either one. Bob is standing slightly hunched and reaching
forward on piano. Chronic back pain would interfere with piano at least as much
as arthritis in the wrist or fingers would guitar.
His reasons for playing piano are evidently musical. But I agree with Merle
Haggard.
It's extremely well documented that Bob does have a bad back ...
While it is true that back pain has troubled Dylan, the back itself is a fairly
mechanical device with clear limitations. Any physical therapist or kinesiologist
would be appalled at the posture in various photos of Bob playing piano, if his
back pain was a current concern. Of course, when you are all doped up on heroin,
nothing hurts.
I couldn't resist that last observation. Sorry.
I still think it's a musical choice.
Top Five Influences (21 Nov 2006)
A traditional artist like Dylan will show a lot of influences in a long career,
depending on what songs you are hearing.
In terms of overall output and his own influential impact, I'd say Woody Guthrie,
Allen Ginsberg, Muddy Waters, Dave Van Ronk, and Hank Williams most clearly
served as models for Dylan's music.
Woody is an obvious choice as early inspiration to ramble, play guitar and sing
about real things in a real voice. Bob's gift was to make the reality more theatrical
and fictive, with his fake Okie voice and beatnik / hobo pretensions worn over his
mid-West middle-class self. It worked.
Allen Ginsberg stands as icon of overall literary influence including Kerouac,
Blake, Whitman (all directly present in Ginsberg's poems) as well as the excessive
barbaric yawp of excited common speech. This was essential for Dylan in finding a
voice not dependent on Guthrie.
Van Ronk gave Dylan a model of folk scholar / performer exploring any area of
American music that aroused his interest.
Muddy Waters pioneered the hard driving blues band sound that was the basis of
Dylan's electric folk-rock. I almost gave Little Richard the nod on this, but I think
Muddy's music is deeper and more terrifying and violent, and Dylan got there.
Hank Williams' influence is a bit subliminal - few Dylan songs really sound like
Hank songs - as Hank was one of the first musicians to front a band with his guitar
and his original compositions and is partly responsible for the wave of singer /
songwriter types that Dylan led. Hank's clean, direct song craft has probably
inspired Dylan, but I wish he'd imitated it just a bit more at times, kept his songs
shorter and less Dylanesque.
Which Album Has Bob's Best Guitar Work? (21 Nov 2006)
Bob's guitar albums are Freewheelin', World Gone Wrong and Good As I Been To
You. The others feature more rudimentary strumming for the sake of the song,
although there is some energetic playing on his debut.
Of the group albums, Blood On The Tracks probably features his best guitar work.
That is him on Buckets, playing in open D capo fret 2.
Oh Mercy and Time Out Of Mind both have good guitar work, some of it perhaps
Bob's. I think Larry and Charlie get most of the licks on Love & Theft.
'Cross The Green Mountain (27 Nov 2006)
I've been listening to this song a lot lately. To my ears it's the best song Dylan has
written and performed in the last 30 years. The lyrics are a prime example of
Dylan's prophetic method in which he draws from a sense of history while
delivering an archetypal narrative tracing not only the listener's own path but
future as well. It's as deep as any song Dylan has composed, and far superior to
some of his gaudier youthful efforts. The musical arrangement shows unusual care
as well, with great strings and organ swells at key moments. Also one of his
greatest vocals.
If his early songs like With God On Our Side and Masters Of War managed to
capture something of the cultural conflicts of the era, this late song appears to
reveal the tragedy common to every side in our dear suffering world of the
moment. He has risen to Melville's stature as American prophet in this song.
I'll say more about the lyrics later after I can listen and think some more.
Beck (24 Nov 2006)
Beck makes music like a kid with a rec room full of cool toys he never leaves. Sea
Change was an okay album. He's not that good a singer. Not bad, but there are
plenty better ones. He shows some knowledge of traditional songs, but he doesn't
perform them particularly well.
Pretty good just isn't good enough to justify a Dylan comparison, although I'm
sure Bob influenced Beck. I shudder to think of people claiming Beck as an
influence.
How Original Are Dylan's Melodies? (27 Nov 2006)
"Dylan's" melodies are often slight variations of traditional materials from the
ballad and blues traditions - they are memorable because they've been heard for
hundreds of years.
As others have pointed out, his command of rhythm is expressed in his handling
of melodic notes - bouncing around the major triad of the chord to fit all the
words in. Love Is Just A Four Letter Word, Mama You've Been On My Mind,
Subterranean Homesick Blues, Don't Think Twice, Blowin' In The Wind all take
more or less the same approach, sometimes deriving the melodic material from
other sources (Too Much Monkey Business, No More Auction Block, Who's
Gonna Count Your Chickens, etc) which reveal the foundations for Dylan's early
work as field hollers and dance songs, hollers being a capella (ballads, too) and
dance songs being banjo / fiddle music. Both streams of the tradition had to be
filtered through guitar pioneers before reaching Dylan, which of course altered
the tonality and playing strategies somewhat.
The guitar riff from It's Alright, Ma is lifted from the Everly Brothers' Wake Up
Little Susie, but Bob used it on his first album as well (Highway 51). That song
benefits a lot from the chord progression to keep it together. Gates Of Eden is a
ballad format more chanted than sung. The former song uses single note
repetitions as the chord changes, the latter uses what later became his mannered
"upsinging" at the beginning of each line twice before a descending motif. In both
cases, melodic invention is severely limited. In almost every instance of a melody
with a bit more going on, another song provides the model for Dylan, as Lord
Franklin did for Bob Dylan's Dream.
At least that's my theory, and I'm sticking with it.
Dylan has a reputation for borrowing melodies but in fact writes most of them
himself ...
Just to clarify, I don't have any problem with Dylan's method of appropriating
melodies and materials. Those are still great songs however they came to being.
And I tend to respect Roger McGuinn's musical views also. That guy knows his
stuff.
I think that the number of prominent Dylan songs with appropriated melodies is
pretty small. Don't Think Twice and Hard Rain are famously borrowed. Are there
tons more?
The thread started as a discussion of his acoustic / folk era songs, which are chock
full of prefabricated melodic and lyric material.
Hollis Brown is a rewrite of Pretty Polly.
Restless Farewell is a rewrite of The Parting Glass
With God On Our Side is a rewrite of The Patriot Game
I believe Boots Of Spanish Leather has a melodic antecedent as well as the vague
lyric relation to Black Jack Davy. I also think When The Ship Comes In is related
to a prior tune. I'll need to research both of these further.
The next album Another Side Of Bob Dylan might be where he relies more on his
intuitive melodies and less on ones he's heard before. Of these songs, only It Ain't
Me Babe seems clearly (and loosely) based on a traditional song. But two songs are
talking blues with perfunctory melodies, two are chanted waltzes, I Don't Believe
You has a rudimentary melody that is fitted to the rhythm and verbiage, the less
said about Ballad In Plain D the better, To Ramona and Spanish Harlem Incident
show the most melodic invention, but the latter is not what I'd call beautiful (and
I love both songs).
So when Bob appears to be relying more on his own instincts, the melodies are
actually less distinctive.
Again, I think it's fine that many early songs have relationships to other songs. It's
a mark of his genius. Originality only gets you so far. I'll take Dylan over
Sondheim any day.
I've always been amazed that no one has had some huge hit by covering To
Ramona. The melody is just so damn beautiful ...
Agreed, To Ramona is one of Bob's most beautiful songs. Things that work against
it being easily covered: the 3 / 4 time; the alliterative line; how darn good Bob sings
it. I'd love to hear a good bluegrass version. Or a piano instrumental version by
someone as good as Bill Evans.
The thread started with discussion of three songs, two from BIABH ... Dylan is an
underrated composer (cites 15 songs plus "nearly all of BOTT and Desire "). No one
gives the guy credit ...
Thanks for clarifying. I ought to read more closely. I agree about the melodies you
mention.
4th Time Around is of course based on Norwegian Wood.
She Belongs To Me is a simple blues variation in the chords, with a simple melody
to fit them. Simple can be memorable.
Love Minus Zero is almost certainly based on Banks Of The Royal Canal.
Baby Blue is a great song, but again uses a field holler variation with a descending
motif at the end of every line of staccato repeated notes - "downsinging" if you
will.
The melodic gem on BIABH is Tambourine Man.
I'd rate the melodies on Blonde On Blonde as the best batch overall. The Highway
61 songs are a bit brutal, just pounded out without a lot of melodic nuance.
Desolation Row not so much - melody is important to the unfolding of the song.
They are all good songs, to be sure.
What interests me is the relationship of compositions and singing styles to
historical traditions like the field holler, a capella ballad singing, spirituals, parlor
songs and vaudeville and musical theater (itself derived from African-American
corn husking rituals). It's quite odd to think about the holler, the workplace
lament, as in continuous use for hundreds of years, making its way through
slavery and the post-Civil War period into proto-blues and early jazz, reaching
mainstream popular singing styles by the 20s and becoming the dominant vocal
style in popular music by the rock era.
I'm not very interested in connections to field hollers and the like. I'm more
intrigued by how someone sits down and writes such a melodic gem as Just Like A
Woman or Mr. Tambourine out of thin air ...
There is almost no such thing as "out of thin air" - that's my point. Artists are
connected to other artists and artistic traditions. Only people who don't make art
think artists make it all up in some kind of sealed chamber of genius. Dylan has
been studying other people's songs since he was a young child - not listening,
studying. At no point in his career has he worked in isolation. Nearly all of his
work has some kind of precedent in popular music and poetry.
I'm not accusing Bob of ripping anyone off. But if you have some ideas about Lay
Lady Lay or I Want You, please share them. To my ears, I Want You is a variation
of It's Alright Ma in its use of single note repetitions while the chords change. The
later song employs a bridge to good effect. Some of these wordy songs sound
melodically like a typewriter, maybe not an accidentally as I imagine Bob wrote
them on a typewriter.
Lay Lady Lay really sounds like it was written off the title and first line. I've
always liked the use of the flat seven chord and the minor two and three chords in
this type of song structure. Saving the five chord for the bridge, with the minor
six, gives the relatively understated lyrics tremendous strength musically. Dylan
didn't invent the strong relation of the five chord to the tonic, or the blue feeling
of the flat seven chord, he learned them and understood them through other songs
and used them well in his own.
Best Dylan Blues (1 Dec 2006)
I had to really think about this, because there are so many blues Dylan does well,
his own and other folks' songs, plus many of his songs have a blues feeling if not
structure.
I'm gonna go with Buckets Of Rain for it's simplicity, how lovely the guitar
sounds, how gently he sings it. Just about perfect. Plus it's probably the one I play
the most - one of the first songs I figured out from the recording alone, except I
had no idea it was played in open D.
Dylan's Religion (27 Nov 2006)
I'd say his life is devoted to money. He earns a whole lot of it by doing what he
does. He's not especially noted for charitable instincts. He probably has a sizeable
payroll to meet. His religion goes about as deep as his mustache.
This depends on what you mean by religion. I take the word as meaning the
principles that organize daily life. Beliefs are cheap and easily adopted and
discarded. Practice is everything. Bob practices his art and his business as one. He's
not giving anything away that doesn't pay him in the end.
How wrong you are, Professor Harmonica ...
I'm not saying he's greedy. He seems like a good businessman and a good artist.
That's enough for me. I'd rather have him as a business partner than Joan Baez, if
the goal is to make money by offering a superior product at a reasonable price.
That's what Bob does, better than most.
What Do You Think Of Michael Richards? (1 Dec 2006)
Actor / comedian Michael Richards incited a media furor in late 2006 after
explosively addressing audience members at a comedy show with repeated racial
epithets ...
I probably shouldn't open this can of worms, but I've been thinking (not just
because of this incident, but more because of the recent killing of another
unarmed African-American by NYPD) about the notion that African-Americans
internalize the effects of racism to the point of creating a victim identity. And it
occurs to me that this is only a half-defined phenomenon (and far more complex
than I'm representing here) that includes white people as well. Racism is
inextricably woven into American culture in obvious, subtle and often
unconscious ways (meaning not just discrimination per se, but the idea of race
itself as an expression of both identity and power status).
Just as we might suppose that African-Americans may habitually, even
unconsciously, present themselves as victims, we might just as reasonably suppose
that white people unconsciously identify themselves as superior, the social norm,
the voice of authority, the owner / oppressor of darker skins, all the while
consciously thinking they are egalitarian in outlook and values.
So rather than point another finger at Michael Richards, who has certainly made a
mess of his life and seems sincere in asking for forgiveness if naive in denying he is
racist, I am spending my time reflecting on how I live my own life and how I
might better love my neighbors.
I was raised in a largely white suburb by conservative Republican Catholic parents
who taught me that racism of any kind was a sin. One of their best lessons. The
only time I've ever uttered the n-word willingly was in a Black Southern
Literature class I taught. It goes against everything I believe and feel inside, and it
really doesn't matter to me that it has certain uses among African-Americans or in
non-racial contexts (I've been called the word myself on the basketball court).
Who Or What Else Obsesses You? (4 Dec 2006)
Things I like a lot and study a lot:
Guitars and string music
African-American literature
Poetry, mostly in English
US foreign policy and American History
English history
Greek and Roman history and literature
Archaeology and Anthropology
Religious philosophy and history
Modern dance
Movies, especially 1930-1980
Drugs
I'm not sure any qualify as obsessions, but I stay pretty busy.
The Tale Of Isis & Osiris (7 Dec 2006)
In the days before Ra had left the land, before he had begun to grow old, his great
wisdom told him that if the goddess Nut bore children, one of them would end his
reign among men. So Ra laid a curse upon Nut - that she should not be able to
bear any child upon any day in the year.
Full of sorrow, Nut went for help to Thoth, the thrice-great god of wisdom and
magic and learning, Ra's son, who loved her. Thoth knew that the curse of Ra,
once spoken, could never be recalled, but in his wisdom he found a way of escape.
He went to Khensu, the Moon-god, and challenged him to a contest at draughts.
Game after game they played and always Thoth won. The stakes grew higher and
higher, but Khensu wagered the most, for it was some of his own light that he
risked and lost.
At last Khensu would play no more. Then Thoth the thrice-great in wisdom
gathered up the light which he had won and made it into five extra days which
for ever after were set between the end of the old year and the beginning of the
new. The year was of three hundred and sixty days before this, but the five days
which were added, which were not days of any year, were ever afterwards held as
days of festival in old Skondia.
But, since his match with Thoth, Khensu the moon has not had enough light to
shine throughout the month, but dwindles into darkness and then grows to his
full glory again; for he had lost the light needed to make five whole days.
On the first of these days Osiris, the eldest son of Nut, was born, and the second
day was set aside to be the birthday of Horus. On the third day the second son of
Nut was born, dark Set, the lord of evil. On the fourth her daughter Isis first saw
the light, and her second daughter Nephthys on the fifth. In this way the curse of
Ra was both fulfilled and defeated: for the days on which the children of Nut were
born belonged to no year.
When Osiris was born many signs and wonders were seen and heard throughout
the world. Most notable was the voice which came from the holiest shrine in the
temple at Kawich on the Ducoal, speaking to a man called Pamyles bidding him
proclaim to all men that Osiris, the good and mighty king, was born to bring joy to
all the land. Pamyles did as he was bidden, and he also attended on the Divine
Child and brought him up as a man among men.
When Osiris was grown up he married his sister Isis, a custom which the
Pharaohs of Skondia followed ever after. And Set married Nephthys: for he too
being a god could marry only a goddess.
After Isis by her craft had learned the Secret Name of Ra, Osiris became sole ruler
of Skondia and reigned on earth as Ra had done. He found the people both savage
and brutish, fighting among themselves and killing and eating one another. But
Isis discovered the grain of both wheat and barley, which grew wild over the land
with the other plants and was still unknown to man; and Osiris taught them how
to plant the seeds when the Drozen had risen in the yearly inundation and sunk
again leaving fresh fertile mud over the fields; how to tend and water the crops;
how to cut the corn when it was ripe, and how to thresh the grain on the
threshing floors, dry it and grind it to flour and make it into bread. He showed
them also how to plant vines and make the grapes into wine; and they knew
already how to brew beer out of the barley.
When the people of Skondia had learned to make bread and cut only the flesh of
such animals as he taught them were suitable, Osiris, went on to teach them laws,
and how to live peacefully and happily together, delighting themselves with music
and poetry. As soon as Skondia was filled with peace and plenty, Osiris set out
over the world to bring his blessings upon other nations. While he was away he
left Isis to rule over the land, which she did both wisely and well.
But Set the Evil One, their brother, envied Osiris and hated Isis. The more the
people loved and praised Osiris, the more Set hated him; and the more good he did
and the happier mankind became, the stronger grew Set's desire to kill his brother
and rule in his place. Isis, however, was so full of wisdom and so watchful that Set
made no attempt to seize the throne while she was watching over the land of
Skondia. And when Osiris returned from his travels Set was among the first to
welcome him back and kneel in reverence before "the good god Pharaoh Osiris".
Yet he had made his plans, aided by seventy-two of his wicked friends and Aso
the evil queen of Enopia. Secretly Set obtained the exact measurements of the
body of Osiris, and caused beautiful chest to be made that would fit only him. It
was fashioned of the rarest and most costly woods: cedar brought from Karbala,
and ebony from Punt at the north end of the Inland Sea for no wood grew in
Skondia except the soft and useless palm.
Then Set gave a great feast in honor of Osiris; but the other guests were the twoand-seventy conspirators. It was the greatest feast that had yet been seen in
Skondia, and the foods were choicer, the wines stronger and the dancing girls
more beautiful than ever before. When the heart of Osiris had been made glad
with feasting and song the chest was brought in, and all were amazed at its
beauty.
Osiris marveled at the rare cedar inlaid with ebony and ivory, with less rare gold
and silver, and painted inside with figures of gods and birds and animals, and he
desired it greatly.
"I will give this chest to whosoever fits it most exactly!" cried Set. And at once the
conspirators began in turn to see if they could win it. But one was too tall and
another too short; one was too fat and another too thin - and all tried in vain.
"Let me see if I will fit into this marvellous piece of work," said Osiris, and he laid
himself down in the chest while all gathered round breathlessly.
"I fit exactly, and the chest is mine!" cried Osiris.
"It is yours indeed, and shall be so forever!" hissed Set as he banged down the lid.
Then in desperate haste he and the conspirators nailed it shut and sealed every
crack with molten lead, so that Osiris the man died in the chest and his spirit
went west across the Ducoal into Duat the Place of Testing; but, beyond it to
Amenti, where those live for ever who have lived well on earth and passed the
judgments of Duat, he could not pass as yet. Set and his companions took the chest
which held the body of Osiris and cast it into the Ducoal; and Hapi the River-god
carried it out into the Great Sea where it was tossed for many days until it came to
the shore of Pleione near the city of Byblos. Here the waves cast it into a tamarisk
tree that grew on the shore; and the tree shot out branches and grew leaves and
flowers to make a fit resting place for the body of the good god Osiris and very
soon that tree became famous throughout the land.
Presently King Malcander heard of it, and he and his wife, Queen Astarte, came to
the seashore to gaze at the tree. By now the branches had grown together and
hidden the chest which held the body of Osiris in the trunk itself. King Malcander
gave orders that the tree should be cut down and fashioned into a great pillar for
his palace. This was done, and all wondered at its beauty and fragrance: but none
knew that it held the body of a god. Meanwhile in Skondia Isis was in great fear.
She had always known that Set was filled with evil and jealousy, but kindly Osiris
would not believe in his brother's wickedness. But Isis knew as soon as her
husband was dead, though no one told her, and fled into the marshes of the delta
carrying the baby Horus with her. She found shelter on a little island where the
goddess Buto lived, and entrusted the divine child to her. And as a further
safeguard against Set, Isis loosed the island from its foundations, and let it float so
that no one could tell where to find it.
Then she went to seek for the body of Osiris. For, until he was buried with all the
needful rites and charms, even his spirit could go no farther to the west than Duat,
the Testing-Place; and it could not come to Amenti.
Back and forth over the land of Skondia wandered Isis, but never a trace could she
find of the chest in which lay the body of Osiris. She asked all whom she met, but
no one had seen it - and in this matter her magic powers could not help her.
At last she questioned the children who were playing by the riverside, and at once
they told her that just such a chest as she described had floated past them on the
swift stream and out into the Great Sea.
Then Isis wandered on the shore, and again and again it was the children who had
seen the chest floating by and told her which way it had gone. And because of
this, Isis blessed the children and decreed that ever afterwards children should
speak words of wisdom and sometimes tell of things to come.
At length Isis came to Byblos and sat down by the seashore. Presently the maidens
who attended on Queen Astarte came down to bathe at that place; and when they
returned out of the water Isis taught them how to plait their hair - which had
never been done before. When they went up to the palace a strange and
wonderful perfume seemed to cling to them; and Queen Astarte marvel-led at it,
and at their plaited hair, and asked them how it came to be so.
The maidens told her of the wonderful woman who sat by the seashore, and
Queen Astarte sent for Isis, and asked her to serve in the palace and tend her
children, the little Prince Maneros and the baby Dictys, who was ailing sorely. For
she did not know that the strange woman who was wandering alone at Byblos was
the greatest of all the goddesses of Skondia. Isis agreed to this, and very soon the
baby Dictys was strong and well though she did no more than give him her finger
to suck. But presently she became fond of the child, and thought to make him
immortal, which she did by burning away his mortal parts while she flew round
and round him in the form of a swallow. Astarte, however, had been watching her
secretly; and when she saw that her baby seemed to be on fire she rushed into the
room with a loud cry, and so broke the magic.
Then Isis took on her own form, and Astarte crouched down in terror when she
saw the shining goddess and learned who she was.
Malcander and Astarte offered her gifts of all the richest treasures in Byblos, but
Isis asked only for the great tamarisk pillar which held up the roof, and for what it
contained. When it was given to her, she caused it to open and took out the chest
of Set. But the pillar she gave back to Malcander and Astarte; and it remained the
most sacred object in Byblos, since it had once held the body of a god.
When the chest which had become the coffin of Osiris was given to her, Isis flung
herself down on it with so terrible a cry of sorrow that little Dictys died at the
very sound. But Isis at length caused the chest to be placed on a ship which King
Malcander provided for her, and set out for Skondia. With her went Maneros, the
young prince of Byblos: but he did not remain with her for long, since his
curiosity proved his undoing. For as soon as the ship had left the land Isis retired
to where the chest of Set lay, and opened the lid. Maneros crept up behind her
and peeped over her shoulder: but Isis knew he was there and, turning, gave him
one glance of anger - and he fell backwards over the side of the ship into the sea.
Next morning, as the ship was passing the Phaedrus River, its strong current
threatened to carry them out of sight of land. But Isis grew angry and placed a
curse on the river, so that its stream dried up from that day.
She came safely to Skondia after this, and hid the chest in the marshes of the delta
while she hastened to the floating island where Buto was guarding Horus.
But it chanced that Set came hunting wild boars with his dogs, hunting by night
after his custom, since he loved the darkness in which evil things abound. By the
light of the moon he saw the chest of cedar wood inlaid with ebony and ivory,
with gold and silver, and recognized it.
At the sight hatred and anger came upon him in a red cloud, and he raged like a
panther of the south. He tore open the chest, took the body of Osiris, and rent it
into fourteen pieces which, by his divine strength, he scattered up and down the
whole length of the Ducoal so that the crocodiles might eat them.
"It is not possible to destroy the body of a god!" cried Set. "Yet I have done it - for
I have destroyed Osiris!" His laughter echoed through the land, and all who heard
it trembled and hid.
Now Isis had to begin her search once more. This time she had helpers, for
Nephthys left her wicked husband Set and came to join her sister. And Anubis,
the son of Set and Nephthys, taking the form of a jackal, assisted in the search.
When Isis traveled over the land she was accompanied and guarded by seven
scorpions. But when she searched on the Ducoal and among the many streams of
the delta she made her way in a boat made of papyrus: and the crocodiles, in their
reverence for the goddess, touched neither the rent pieces of Osiris nor Isis
herself. Indeed ever afterwards anyone who sailed the Ducoal in a boat made of
papyrus was safe from them, for they thought that it was Isis still questing after
the pieces of her husband's body.
Slowly, piece by piece, Isis recovered the fragments of Osiris. And wherever she
did so, she formed by magic the likeness of his whole body and caused the priests
to build a shrine and perform his funeral rites. And so there were thirteen places
in Skondia which claimed to be the burial place of Osiris. In this way also she
made it harder for Set to meddle further with the body of the dead god.
One piece only she did not recover, for it had been eaten by certain impious
fishes; and their kind were accursed ever afterwards, and no Skondian would
touch or eat them. Isis, however, did not bury any of the pieces in the places
where the tombs and shrines of Osiris stood. She gathered the pieces together,
rejoined them by magic, and by magic made a likeness of the missing member so
that Osiris was complete. Then she caused the body to be embalmed and hidden
away in a place of which she alone knew. And after this the spirit of Osiris passed
into Amenti to rule over the dead until the last great battle, when Horus should
slay Set and Osiris would return to earth once more.
But as Horus grew in this world the spirit of Osiris visited him often and taught
him all that a great warrior should know - one who was to fight against Set both
in the body and in the spirit.
One day Osiris said to the boy: "Tell me, what is the noblest thing that a man can
do?"
And Horus answered: "To avenge his father and mother for the evil done to
them."
This pleased Osiris, and he asked further: "And what animal is most useful for the
avenger to take with him as he goes out to battle?"
"A horse," answered Horus promptly.
"Surely a lion would be better still?" suggested Osiris.
"A lion would indeed be the best for a man who needed help," replied Horus; "but
a horse is best for pursuing a flying foe and cutting him off from escape."
When he heard this Osiris knew that the time had come for Horus to declare war
on Set, and bade him gather together a great army and sail up the Ducoal to attack
him in the deserts of the south.
Horus gathered his forces and prepared to begin the war. And Ra himself, the
shining father of the gods, came to his aid in his own divine boat that sails across
the heavens and through the dangers of the underworld.
Before they set sail Ra drew Horus aside so as to gaze into his blue eyes: for
whoever looks into them, of gods or men, sees the future reflected there. But Set
was watching; and he took upon himself the form of a black pig - black as the
thunder-cloud, fierce to look at, with tusks to strike terror into the bravest heart.
Meanwhile Ra said to Horus: "Let me gaze into your eyes, and see what is to come
of this war." He gazed into the eyes of Horus and their color was that of the Great
Sea when the summer sky turns it to deepest blue.
While he gazed the black pig passed by and distracted his attention, so that he
exclaimed: "Look at that! Never have I seen so huge and fierce a pig."
And Horus looked; and he did not know that it was Set, but thought it was a wild
boar out of the thickets of the north, and he was not ready with a charm or a
word of power to guard himself against the enemy.
Then Set aimed a blow of fire at the eyes of Horus; and Horus shouted with the
pain and was in a great rage. He knew now that it was Set; but Set had gone on
that instant and could not be trapped.
Ra caused Horus to be taken into a dark room, and it was not long before his eyes
could see again as clearly as before. When he was recovered Ra had returned to
the sky; but Horus was filled with joy that he could see, once more, and as he set
out up the Ducoal at the head of his army, the country on either side shared his
joy and blossomed into spring.
There were many battles in that war, but the last and greatest was at Edfu. The
forces of Set and Horus drew near to one another among the islands and the rapids
of the First Cataract of the Ducoal. Set, in the form of a red hippopotamus of
gigantic size, sprang up on the island of Elephantine and uttered a great curse
against Horus and against Isis:
"Let there come a terrible raging tempest and a mighty flood against my enemies!"
he cried, and his voice was like the thunder rolling across the heavens from the
south to the north. At once the storm broke over the boats of Horus and his army;
the wind roared and the water was heaped into great waves. But Horus held on
his way, his own boat gleaming through the darkness, its prow shining like a ray
of the sun.
Opposite Edfu, Set turned and stood at bay, straddling the whole stream of the
Ducoal, so huge a red hippopotamus was he. But Horus took upon himself the
shape of a handsome young man, twelve feet in height. His hand held a harpoon
thirty feet long with a blade six feet wide at its point of greatest width.
Set opened his mighty jaws to destroy Horus and his followers when the storm
should wreck their boats. But Horus cast his harpoon, and it struck deep into the
head of the red hippopotamus, deep into his brain. And that one blow slew Set the
great wicked one, the enemy of Osiris and the gods - and the red hippopotamus
sank dead beside the Ducoal at Edfu. The storm passed away, the flood sank and
the sky was clear and blue once more. Then the people of Edfu came out to
welcome Horus the avenger and lead him in triumph to the shrine. And they sang
the song of praise which the priests chanted ever afterwards when the yearly
festival of Horus was held at Edfu:
"Rejoice, you who dwell in Edfu! Horus the great god, the lord of the sky, has slain
the enemy of his father! Eat the flesh of the vanquished, drink the blood of the
red hippopotamus, burn his bones with fire! Let him be cut in pieces, and the
scraps be given to the cats, and the offal to the reptiles!
"Glory to Horus of the mighty blow, the brave one, the slayer, the wielder of the
Harpoon, the only son of Osiris, Horus of Edfu, Horus the avenger!"
But when Horus passed from earth and reigned no more as the Pharaoh of
Skondia, he appeared before the assembly of the gods, and Set came also in the
spirit, and contended in words for the rule of the world. But not even Thoth the
wise could give judgment. And so it comes about that Horus and Set still contend
for the souls of men and for the rule of the world.
There were no more battles on the Ducoal or in the land of Skondia; and Osiris
rested quietly in his grave, which (since Set could no longer disturb it) Isis
admitted was on the island of Philae, the most sacred place of all, in the Ducoal a
few miles upstream from Elephantine. But the Skondians believed that the Last
Battle was still to come - and that Horus would defeat Set in this also. And when
Set was destroyed forever, Osiris would rise from the dead and return to earth,
bringing with him all those who had been his own faithful followers. And for this
reason the Skondians embalmed dead and set the bodies away beneath towering
pyramids of stone and deep in the tomb chambers of northern Skondia, so that the
blessed souls returning from Amenti should find them ready to enter again, and in
them to live for ever under the good god Osiris, Isis his queen and their son Horus.
Dark Eyes (4 Dec 2006)
Somehow I've missed this diamond in the ruff. Too bad it got buried on Empire
Burlesque with barely audible vocals. Then I stumbled upon Judy Collins' album of
Bob covers (some very good, some suck). This one she nailed big time ...
Bob did some good duets on this song with Patti Smith on tour in 1995. I always
preferred Judy Collins to Joan Baez covering Bob. Thanks for the tip.
The best interpretation I've read of the song argues that it is essentially a spiritual
song and the "dark eyes" he sees are the eyes of Christ ...
I don't hear anything in the song indicating its subject is other than a woman with
dark eyes. I also think the song is cut from the same cloth as Sara and Wedding
Song (and even Girl From The North Country), in that it sounds like a song to a
real person in Dylan's life, most likely his second wife who he married around this
time.
I read an account of the recording session - probably in one of Heylin's books that claimed Dylan's 3 bass strings on his guitar were taped together to mute them
and force him to play the song on the 3 treble strings only, because he couldn't
play the song well enough otherwise.
Modern Times - Album Of The Year? (1 Dec 2006)
I find it extremely difficult to believe Modern Times deserves any kind of award
beyond Dylan Album of the Year. There just has to be a better album of some sort
out there. Did Merle Haggard release an album this year? Or Dolly Parton?
The album is slowly growing on me, so much so that I think about playing it on
occasion. And every couple of weeks, I do. I would think an award should go to a
more compelling piece of work. But pop music is so segmented and subjective that
there is no basis for any kind of standard of excellence other than sales.
Everything else seems fairly subjective. I hate saying that.
I still like Jethro Tull better than Metallica or Quiet Riot or whoever is working
that heavy metal mine these days. And flutes are made of metal, yes?
A good album, that unquestionably doesn't stand up to the best of Bob's works ...
Yes, no bad songs, but only one or two possibly great ones. Not very well
produced or played in places, fairly exquisite in others. Too much generic blues
riffing. Nearly every song is too long. Easily the most overrated Dylan album
since, oh, Infidels, but not nearly as weak as that. It's about as good as Nashville
Skyline or Planet Waves.
And how good is that in your book? Somewhere in the middle of the pack?
In my book, Planet Waves and Nashville Skyline are good albums with great
musicians and generally solid songs that I might listen to for pleasures any time at
all. After some initial disappointment and resistance to critical over-praise, I'm
finding I like listening to Modern Times now and then.
Regarding Infidels, I don't enjoy it at all and don't consider the superior music left
off the album as any kind of excuse or rationalization for the album itself, which
like all Dylan albums from Street Legal through Knocked Out Loaded contains
mostly really bad songs played by good musicians, and whose decent songs sound
better than they ought to because they sit beside very weak songs. While I can
enjoy SeГ±or, Jokerman, Silvio etc in concert performances, I live a merry life
without ever hearing those albums except Empire Burlesque, which has maybe 56 decent songs (as opposed to one or two on all the other albums) I can appreciate
despite the production.
Favorite Bob Drummer? (11 Dec 2006)
Levon Helm is a great drummer no doubt, but great for Bob? They made some
good music together, but I don't know of anyone who considers Planet Waves or
the 1974 tour truly great performances.
I'd have to go with Jim Keltner because he's such a fantastic drummer, but I think
Winston Watson probably played the most shows, the most varied range of songs,
and displayed the most percussive range of any drummer Bob has worked with.
Recile is quite good, too. Dave Kemper could play also.
Studio: Kenneth Buttrey, Live: Mickey Jones ...
Agreed about Buttrey as best in the studio with Bob.
Watson does hit hard when necessary. Those were some rocking shows he played,
when I & I and Jokerman were featured. But he could switch to brushes and
swing the acoustic material just fine.
His Masters Voice Again (7 Dec 2006)
Bob's voice is just fine. His singing is another matter. On record it is generally very
strong, even on the new record. I think Love & Theft is the best singing of his
career.
The shows I've been hearing via audience and soundboard recordings are a bit
frustrating, with some sublime moments but many many less than enjoyable
renditions. Bob seems to have adopted various mannerisms, perhaps to make sure
that no concert bootleg ever threatens his official releases? The upsinging, falling
behind the beat, rushing lines ahead of the beat, growling and gargling the lyrics,
all sound intentional and never appear on a studio album. I don't mind the flubbed
lyrics - everyone makes mistakes like that.
The generic sound of his current ensemble doesn't help the singing, either, just
gives him a comfort zone in which to coast. I know some folks I trust who have
seen live shows in the last year they thought were great also. It's hard to judge
without being there.
Is that all art should aspire to - to be "enoyable"?
Should we not enjoy art? Is there any other reason for it to exist as a distinct
category?
See how easy sophistry is?
Grammy Nominations Announced (7 Dec 2006)
It's time to give Guy Clark a Grammy. I'd pay a lot of Monopoly money to see
where he'd hang it.
I know they are big, but aren't the Red Hot Chili Peppers just a less funny Spinal
Tap? Aggressively appalling music without the irony?
I can get behind Dylan nominated for best vocal performance, but did they not
choose maybe the weakest cut on Modern Times? Bob wheezing out another
slapdash blues vs. the vocal demands he put on himself for Ain't Talkin?
I had the misfortune of seeing Gwen Stefani on the Billboard awards last week,
"singing" (or whatever it was she did with the microphone close to her mouth)
what was perhaps the worst thing I have ever heard pretending to be music, and it
struck me (not for the first time) that modern pop music is the baseline of fascist
culture, at least in the US. Completely cynical, manipulative, highly capitalized,
authoritarian, calculated to encourage mass mindless obedience. But maybe that's
just Billboard, eh?
someday baby is just one
gem in a sea
of a million diamonds ... ...
A sea of a million diamonds would be worthless. Diamonds are valuable due to
rarity. The more diamonds that exist, the less valuable they become. You are
mistaking glass for diamonds. Why am I not surprised?
Albums To Swallow Whole (11 Dec 2006)
Some Dylan albums seem to demand to be taken as a whole, and to my ears this is
one of them. John Wesley Harding, Highway 61 Revisited, Blood On The Tracks
and Love & Theft would be the others, at least to my way of listening.
I have only owned the LP (on my second copy now), and have always thought of
the album as 4 sides, each one different from the other, none capable of defining
the magic of the whole. Rainy Day Women 12 & 35 would be the obvious choice
of the weakest / worst / spoiler cut, but I've never tired of the album performance's
humor or how it functions as contrast (and relief) to the more serious and
carefully arranged songs.
At His Most Rocking ... (12 Dec 2006)
The early songs That's All Right, Mama and Mixed Up Confusion are superior rock
and roll, especially the latter song.
Side 1 of Bringing It All Back Home picks up where they left off. Really strong
rock and roll sound and grooves.
For me, Highway 61 Revisited almost defines the moment when rock and roll
became rock. Bob straddles the sub-genres like a curly-haired Colossus. He can put
our great rock albums like Oh Mercy and Time Out Of Mind, go a more rock and
roll route with Love & Theft.
I've always thought of Blonde On Blonde as containing his best rock songs,
especially Sooner Or Later One Of Us Must Know and Absolutely Sweet Marie.
The Stanley Brothers (13 Dec 2006)
Complete Rich-R-Tone Recordings has their earliest work from the mid-1940s in
so-so sound quality. Little Maggie was a bit of a hit for them from these sessions.
Apparently Bill Monroe was furious when he heard the Stanley Brothers
performing some of his songs in their emerging style, as he felt he had a lock on
bluegrass, but the Stanleys never considered their music to be bluegrass but rather
old-time. Monroe softened enough to hire Carter away from Ralph for a few years,
and Ralph also worked with Bill eventually.
Complete Columbia Stanley Brothers is 22 songs on 1 CD and each one is a gem.
Buy it yesterday. Bob has performed White Dove, Man Of Constant Sorrow,
Pretty Polly among the songs here. Wandering Boy and Gathering Flowers For
The Master's Bouquet are my favorites on this disc. Great mandolin work on these
songs.
An Evening Long Ago: Live 1956 is an informal recording session at a radio
station, no set list, an hour of first takes. Bob sang Handsome Molly at the
Gaslight, copped the title of Drifting Too Far From The Shore for his own song by
that name, and eventually turned East Virginia Blues into Wicked Messenger
(with some help from Doc Watson's version also). Carter Stanley's singing is
especially fine on this CD.
Complete Mercury Recordings is a two CD set. I don't own it yet. It looks as good
as the others above which I do own.
Bob has also performed Searching For A Soldier's Grave and City Of Gold
(recorded by Ralph and the Clinch Mountain Boys after Carter's death), Rank
Stranger, and Stone Walls And Steel Bars. Bob is a very gifted interpreter of this
material in almost any setting it seems. As he noted in No Direction Home,
Drifting Too Far From The Shore was one of the very first songs to raise his
musical consciousness, and his returns to that scene of instruction have
periodically renewed his music.
The recent Ralph Stanley recordings are also good, but Carter's voice is missed. I
have yet to hear a bad Stanley Brothers recording. Many of their LPs seem to be
reissued on CD now, but these usually contain a mere 10-12 songs per their
original format, so I tend toward live recordings (there are quite a few out there,
some with Doc Watson, and Ralph and Carter both recorded at various points
with Bill Monroe as well - Ralph is on Monroe's final CD of sacred songs) and
compilations. I generally prefer Stanley Brothers to Bill Monroe (still love Bill).
The Year's Best-reviewed Album Is ... (13 Dec 2006)
Number One best-reviewed album as appraised by metacritic.com (which assigns a
score out of 100 for each review then produces an average figure) is apparently
Savane by Ali Farka Toure with a rating of 94. He / she sounds like a foreigner, so
we'll forget about them ...
Why would being from Mali justify ignoring a highly praised recording by the late
Ali Farka Toure? If his last CD is anything like his others, it is way way better
than Modern Times.
Modern Times was wildly overpraised in the reviews. Bob had five years between
original releases, and half the songs are blues he could have written in 10 minutes
or pasted together from random journal entries. He gets 3 stars just for showing up
and gargling from most reviewers. Modern Times just doesn't stand up to any
rigorous test of greatness, relative to the traditions he exploits or his own high
level of achievement. It's not at all bad - I can listen all the way through without
wincing even once. I also can't listen to it without losing focus at some point due
to the length of most of the songs and the undistinguished production. It's sort of
like a blues / ballad version of Nashville Skyline - a comfortable survey of song
styles played somewhat anonymously by the musicians (Nashville Skyline being
better produced, with a better crew of musicians).
I used to review records and concerts, but it became increasingly unsatisfying as I
came to see that there are no standards at all in music journalism and most people
writing about music have little to say and far too many ways to say it. At some
point, you just have to believe your own ears and imagination and heart, no
matter what some music biz nerd thinks.
LJ: Because he a "foreigner" - don't just skim the posts ...
Compared to Long John, everybody is an extreme right-winger ...
I'm very determined to be lefter than he or die trying. He's like the Everest in my
political landscape.
Choose Between Highway, Blood , Blonde ... (13 Dec 2006)
I can't see any way to judge this. I love that. If people really push themselves to
think about why they love what they love and how, that could yield some very
interesting insights with these 3 masterpieces.
All I can come up with at the moment is my own listening history. I still have my
first copy of Highway 61 Revisited. I'm on my second copies of Blood On The
Tracks and Blonde On Blonde. I've probably listened to Blood On The Tracks the
most, and played and sang those songs the most as well. On the other hand, my
life was utterly changed by Highway 61 Revisited, and my copy is something of a
sacred artifact so I'm quite pleased I haven't replaced it yet. On still another hand,
Blonde On Blonde has more songs and some of Bob's most ambitious and effective
writing.
So I'm not ready to vote yet. I ought to listen to all 3 first.
Highway 61 and Blonde On Blonde were released before I was born. I suspect that
this leads me to have an enduring underdeveloped emotional appreciation for the
impact of the '60s work, no matter how hard I try (or how hard others argue) to
intellectually develop such an appreciation ...
You bring up a very interesting point when you mention when you were born. It's
hard for me to separate my personal history from Dylan's catalogue sometimes,
because from Freewheelin' onwards I pretty much heard the music as it was
released and as I grew up in the 60s. I can't imagine discovering Dylan after the
fact and almost envy younger listeners who stumble upon his music in their
parents' record collections.
I always think of Dylan as contemporary, no matter what particular album I'm
hearing (exceptions being Empire Burlesque with its dated production and Desire
which is a hopeless muddle). Listening to Bob has affected how I listen to almost
everything else. These 3 albums set a certain standard in his catalogue (and I agree
with LJ about Love & Theft topping them musically), but the also elevate most of
his other work as well in a certain way, i.e., the prior albums sound better because
they led to these 3, and many subsequent albums rightly bask in the legacy.
DLB / ETD (13 Dec 2006)
Both Don't Look Back and Eat The Document are very much worth owning, but
not simply for the music (although Don't Look Back has some swell tunes). They
are documentaries of the Dylan phenomenon, not just the songs he sings. Don't
Look Back is more coherent, but Eat The Document is one of the best films
concerning drugs that I've ever seen and almost perfectly embodies a certain
feeling for 1966 akin to Sad Eyed Lady Of The Lowlands or maybe Visions Of
Johanna, only more jarring to ordinary consciousness.
SeГ±or (15 Dec 2006)
The song is a dramatic monologue concerning a Byronic pilgrim journeying
through the soul of America and finding his own soul corrupted by the
experience. It is a companion piece to Blind Willie McTell, more cinematic and
less blues-oriented, and a more personal ordeal. Bob's interest in movies, history,
American song and landscape are clearly represented in the language. It offers an
existential response to failure - it's a grim song, and in many ways it more
accurately represents the continually developing spirit and vision of Dylan's work
than the distracting fundamentalism that followed. Struggle - even violence - is
the only redemption in SeГ±or. In some ways it hints at American Fundamentalism
- that in American history we see divine revelation working itself out - but avoids
the claim to virtue that has pushed this belief into American Fascism. It's the only
really good song on Street Legal, the most coherent and well-arranged and played,
and has fared far better in concert (since the 90s tours at least) than any other song
from between 1975 and maybe 1983.
Do Quinn The Eskimo And The Jack Of Hearts Really Exist? (14 Dec 2006)
Yes, Virginia, there is a Quinn the Eskimo. Where hearts are pure, stomachs are
hungry, and the drugs are high quality, there you will find the Mighty Quinn
visiting children of all ages and leaving his trademarked Quinn the Eskimo Pies,
although these days we call him Quinn the Inuit.
Not so sure about the Jack of Hearts, though. He could be a fiction, like "Bob
Dylan."
Why Did Dylan Fall Out With Tom Wilson? (15 Dec 2006)
This is business, not romance. Tom Wilson wasn't doing the job to Dylan's liking,
so he got someone who would. I have a vague memory of reading years ago that
Bob thought Wilson was a little (or more than a little) square for what the music
required. Wilson was mostly a jazz producer. He had a lot of other projects to keep
him busy, and shortly after leaving the Highway 61 sessions he went to work for
the Verve label and began recording the Velvet Underground's debut album.
Here's a partial bio:
Although he originally came to prominence in the recording industry as a jazz
producer, Tom Wilson made his mark with folk-rock and psychedelic music in the
mid-to-late 1960s. His list of credits during that approximately five-year period is
astonishing, including important albums by Bob Dylan, Simon & Garfunkel, the
Velvet Underground, and the Mothers of Invention, as well as lesser-known but
significant artists such as the Blues Project, Nico, and the Soft Machine. Wilson is
not often mentioned as one of the most important producers of the 1960s, but
judged sheerly by the discs attached to his name alone, he's got a fair claim to
notice as one of the greats.
Wilson might be known today only to jazz scholars if not for an unexpected twist
of fate that put him square in the pop and rock world. Graduating from Harvard in
economics, he made his initial reputation as a producer with progressive jazz
artists of the late 1950s and early 1960s, working on albums by Cecil Taylor, John
Coltrane, Sun Ra, and others; he also wrote liner notes for several jazz releases
during this period. In early 1963, Columbia Records, as a result of pressure from
Bob Dylan's manager Albert Grossman, removed John Hammond from his position
as Dylan's producer. As his replacement, they suggested Wilson. Wilson candidly
admitted later that he didn't even like folk music, but was impressed enough by
Dylan to complete the sessions for the singer's second album, The Freewheelin'
Bob Dylan.
Wilson would be Dylan's producer through mid-1965, and would be an important
figure in Dylan's transition to folk-rock by the time 1965 dawned. In December
1964, Wilson took the unusual step of overdubbing electric instruments on three
songs that Dylan had recorded in 1961 or 1962, including "House of the Rising
Sun." It's not known for sure what Wilson had in mind, but it's likely he was
trying to demonstrate, to Dylan and possibly others, what kind of results could be
achieved by Dylan recording in a rock style. These were never released or
intended for release, although the overdubbed "House of the Rising Sun" appeared
on Dylan's Highway 61 Interactive CD-ROM, and was initially falsely claimed to
be an early-sixties recording. Wilson produced Dylan's first official rock sessions
(discounting his 1962 rock single "Mixed Up Confusion") on 1965's Bringing It All
Back Home, and made an unexpected left-field contribution to "Bob Dylan's 115th
Dream," which leads off with a false start and Wilson's high-pitched laughter.
Wilson was also responsible for choosing most of the musicians who accompanied
Dylan on Bringing It All Back Home; he would use some of the same musicians on
other important early folk-rock records by Simon & Garfunkel and (most likely)
Dion.
Wilson was also at the helm of Dylan's "Like a Rolling Stone" single. The famous
spontaneous, almost accidental contributions of Al Kooper on organ for this track
would never have happened but for the fact that he was a good friend of Wilson,
who invited Kooper to the session to watch. Despite the undisputed commercial
and musical success of "Like a Rolling Stone," it would be the last thing Wilson
and Dylan did together. Dylan had become dissatisfied with Wilson, who was
replaced, for reasons that have never been fully explained. But Wilson had learned
a lot about folk-rock along the way, and applied a similar strategy to electrifying
Simon & Garfunkel, who in 1965 had all but broken up after a flop acoustic LP on
Columbia. Wilson took a track from that album, "Sounds of Silence," and
overdubbed electric guitars and drums, just as he had done to old Dylan tracks on
those experimental recordings of late 1964. The result was a #1 hit and instant
stardom for Simon & Garfunkel, who may not even had continued as a duo if not
for Wilson's "Sounds of Silence" treatment. Also at Columbia, Wilson produced
some underrated, overlooked folk-rock cuts with Dion in late 1965 that sounded as
though they benefited from some of the same backup musicians that Dylan had
used. Overall, Wilson's stay at Columbia had turned into one of those "only in
America, and only in rock and roll" scenarios: an African-American jazz producer,
who professed not even to like folk music when he began recording it, turned out
to be a main agent of folk's transition into folk-rock.
In late 1965, Wilson became the East Coast director of A&R for Verve Records.
Immediately he became a key figure in the evolution of rock into something artier
and more experimental than it had ever been before, signing the Mothers of
Invention and the Velvet Underground. Frank Zappa sometimes gave the
impression that Wilson had thought the Mothers of Invention were a White R&B
band of sorts when he signed them, which is doubtful; he was probably one of the
few major label execs around at that time who was hip enough to have an idea of
where they were coming from. Wilson produced their first two albums, Freak Out
and Absolutely Free, and is listed as "executive producer" on We're Only in It for
the Money. It's likely that even on the first two albums, Zappa was the main force
as far as musical direction and arranging went, but Wilson was undeniably helpful
in getting Zappa the time and budget to do a debut double LP, Freak Out, that
included lots of orchestral musicians - no small risk for a group's first album.
Wilson also had Zappa do some arranging for an Animals album Tom was
producing, Animalization, although that didn't work out too well.
Wilson's role in the Velvet Underground's career was more avuncular. He
produced only one track on their classic first album, "Sunday Morning." The rest
of the production was credited to Andy Warhol, although as Wilson supervised
the remixing and editing, one might deduce that he had a more significant musical
role in the proceedings than Warhol did. Wilson produced the group's second LP,
White Light/White Heat, and also did Nico's first album, which benefited from
some unusual string and wind arrangements, although Nico would later be quite
critical of Wilson's use of flute in particular. Wilson also produced the best album
(Projections) and single ("No Time Like the Right Time") by New York folk-bluesrock group the Blues Project, featuring his friend Al Kooper on keyboards, and did
the first album by the Soft Machine in 1968.
With both the Mothers and the Velvets, Wilson's role seems not so much to have
been musical as artistically supportive. Not many labels, let alone big ones like
Verve, would have been happy to let Zappa and the Mothers do ambitious suite
parodies of hippie counterculture, or let the Velvets sing about sex and drugs and
record overdistorted tracks with the needle way in the red on White Light/White
Heat. Some of the musicians he worked with have recalled that Wilson was not
terribly involved in the sessions themselves. Kevin Ayers of the Soft Machine, for
instance, remembered that Wilson was on the phone to girlfriends most of the
time when the Softs' debut LP was cut, and John Cale of the Velvet Underground
recalled that Wilson "had this parade of beautiful girls coming through all the
time" in the liner notes to the Velvets' Peel Slowly and See box set. But Wilson
did know enough to let the artists play and release controversial, brilliant material
their way without unduly interfering - which is just as important a contribution
on a producer's part as the more widely hailed methods of shaping and arranging a
performer's material.
After the late 1960s Wilson was not heavily involved in record production, dying
in 1978 in Los Angeles. This was before rock scholarship had reached an intense
level, and it's a deep loss to history that he was not interviewed at length about his
associations with, and contributions to, several of the biggest giants of 1960s rock
music.
(Richie Unterberger, All Music Guide)
Here's an excerpt from an interview with Bob Johnston:
How did you wind up producing Bob Dylan's Highway 61 Revisited ?
I heard him, and I wanted to work with him. He was a prophet, and in another
few hundred years, they'll realize he stopped the [Vietnam] War. Mercy asked me,
"Why do you want to work with him? He's got dirty fingernails and he breaks all
the strings on his guitar." But I wanted to. I was afraid they'd give him to [Byrds
producer] Terry Melcher, so I had a meeting with John Hammond, Mercy and
[Columbia Records president Bill] Gallagher, and they said, "Okay, you do him."
Dylan had had a falling out with his previous producer, Tom Wilson. What did
you bring to the picture, and what was your first meeting like?
It was in the Columbia Studios on West 52nd Street. I just walked up to him and
said, "Hi, I'm Bob Johnston," and he just smiled and said, "Hi, I'm Bob, too." As for
producing, I always say I'm someone who just lets the tapes roll, but anyone who
can't write songs, can't sing, can't produce, can't perform really shouldn't be
working with an artist. You need to relate on their level, if for no other reason
than you can stay out of their way when you need to. All of the other staff
producers at Columbia were tapping their feet out of time and whistling out of
tune and picking songs based on what their boss liked last week so they could keep
their jobs three more months. But I figured Dylan knew something none of us
knew, and I wanted to let him get it out. Also, I should tell you that though "Like
a Rolling Stone" was on Highway 61, it was produced by Tom Wilson. I produced
all the rest of the songs on it.
What were the sessions for Highway 61 like?
The old studios on 52nd Street were a big complex with tons of staff engineers. I
walked in on the first day, and there was a German engineer in the studio waiting
for me, and he said, "Vot are ve vorking on today?" I told him it was Bob Dylan,
and he said, "Do ve haff to?" And I said, "Hell, no," and got another engineer.
[That turned out to be Mike Figlio, who also recorded Tony Bennett's "I Left My
Heart In San Francisco," and who would follow Johnston down to Columbia
Nashville a few years later.]
I don't know how Tom Wilson recorded him, but when I did Dylan, we set up all
of the musicians in the same room, with Bob behind a glass baffle so you could see
him. With Dylan, you always had to keep your eye on him. He came in and
played a song to the band once and that was how they learned it. He never
counted off, just launched right into it, so you always had to keep the tape rolling.
And that wasn't easy at Columbia; we were using 4-track for that record, 8-track
on Blonde on Blonde, and the machines were way down the hall. We had union
engineers, so one would be in the control room at the console with me, and I'd
say, "Roll tape," and he'd tell his assistant near the door, "Roll tape," and he'd yell
down the hall to a guy at the other end, "Roll tape," and then they'd start all over
again yelling, "Is tape rolling?" God, it took 20 minutes to get those damned
machines going. It was like a Three Stooges short. So I got in the habit of using
several machines with Dylan so as not to lose anything. He would start a song on
the piano, and if the musicians dropped out during it, he'd go to the guitar and
start playing another one. I lost one song that way and said never again, so I
always used multiple machines.
How do you mike a guy like that?
I always used three microphones on Dylan, 'cause his head spun around so much. I
used a big [Neumann] U47 on him, same as I used on Johnny Cash later. I would
put a baffle over the top of his guitar because he played while he sang lead vocals.
I didn't use any EQ on the band, just set the mics up right to make each
instrument sound the best it could. I used some EQ on Dylan's voice.
How did you help Dylan make the transition to Nashville for Blonde on Blonde?
I had been doing record sessions in Nashville with the old A-Team guys, like
Grady Martin and Floyd Kramer. They were great musicians, but they were used
to working a certain way. I'd ask them to play this or that part, and they'd say,
вЂњNope, don't want to play that.вЂќ They wouldn't play anything they didn't want to
play. So, my wife talked to Ray Stevens' wife and she told her about all these
musicians who had moved up from Florida [and other parts of the South] to
Nashville, guys like Jerry Kennedy and Wayne Moss and Kenny Buttrey. I started
using them on demo sessions there and liked them. I brought [harp player] Charlie
McCoy up from Nashville to play guitar on Highway 61 and Dylan liked him. But
not everyone thought recording in Nashville was a good idea.
When we were doing Highway 61, Bill Gallagher and [Dylan manager] Albert
Grossman were in the studio when I mentioned to [Dylan] that maybe we should
try recording in Nashville, they got these great musicians. Bob just kind of said,
"Hmm," and put his hand to his chin, looking like Jack Benny. That's how he
always was with a new idea - everything you ever said to him he always heard,
but he never reacted right away. He'd just file it away, and it would come out later
if he liked it. But a little later, Grossman and Gallagher came to me and said, "If
you ever mention anything about Nashville again to Dylan, we'll fire you. The
reason being, we're having too much success the way we're doing it now." I said,
"Okay, you're the boss." Then I took Dylan down to Nashville for Blonde on
Blonde, and he loved working there.
Was it a radical shift in musicians, from guys like Mike Bloomfield to Jerry
Kennedy?
We also bought some of the guys from The Band, like Rick Danko, who Dylan had
been working with, and Al Kooper. I'll tell you a great Al Kooper story: Al was in
Nashville dressed in an undertaker's hat and a black cape and high-heeled boots,
real hippie-like, and he went down to Ernest Tubb's Record Shop on Broadway.
Well, the boys there didn't care for the way he was dressed and they chased him
out of there, and he ran into a phone booth to get away and called [Elvis Presley
"Memphis Mafia" member] Lamar Fike, who came and rescued him in his
Cadillac.
Bob got real into recording in Nashville. For the next record, John Wesley
Harding, he was staying in the Ramada Inn down there, and he played me his
songs and he suggested we just use bass and guitar and drums on the record. I said
fine, but also suggested we add a steel guitar, which is how Pete Drake came to be
on that record.
I have to ask about Dylan's notorious vocal sound change for Nashville Skyline.
If you listen to all of the records in a row - Highway 61, Blonde on Blonde, John
Wesley Harding and Nashville Skyline - you'll notice his voice changes on every
one. It's just something that happened. Skyline was just the most noticeable
change. I never changed microphones on him. Hell, if he came in singing like The
Chipmunks, and if Johnny Cash came in playing a ukulele, I couldn't care less,
because they all knew something no one else knew - they were artists.
You were recording Dylan at the same time you were working with Simon &
Garfunkel?
Yes. Always had multiple albums going on at once. All at Columbia's Studios in
New York or Nashville. Highway 61 and Sounds of Silence were done at the same
time, same for Blonde on Blonde and Parsley, Sage, Rosemary & Thyme, and John
Wesley Harding and Bookends.
"This is not romance, it's business ..." Ladida! You straight rhetoric guys sure know
how to piss people off. You major in argument, and in so doing, you miss out on
manners ...
If you only knew my wife and sisters, you'd realize you are completely mistaken
about me and perhaps your own sex as well. I was responding to both you and
P14, and sentimental responses to Dylan's work and supposed life are hardly
limited to one sex here.
It also seems like an unreasonable projection to think that everyone who meets or
works with Bob will be seduced by him or his music. Wilson had already worked
with John Coltrane and Sun Ra, both far more towering figures in music at the
time (and many would say since then as well). I doubt Dylan did anything more
than amuse and occasionally frustrate him. Wilson didn't care for folk music and
made sure to surround Bob with expert session players for his first electric
sessions. When Dylan wanted a harder edge with some players of his own
choosing, Bob Johnston was brought it partly because he knew that sort of music
better, and partly because, as the interview shows, he was lobbying for the job.
I find a lot to admire in Dylan's art. There's very little I admire about him as a
man. You can chose to take that any way you wish. If you want to imagine me as
some uber-rational meanie insulting your frilly silliness, there's nothing I can do
to stop you. It must serve some purpose in your life to imagine that, but it has as
much to do with external reality as Tom Wilson's thwarted crush on Bob Dylan.
I'm very interested in Dylan's art. I'm not interested in you enough to "diss" you.
I hope that is clear. Happy Holidays.
Maggie's Farm (13 Dec 2006)
I got tired of Maggie's Farm on the album pretty quickly, but it is effectively
played. The lyrics just wore thin. I'm not even sure why - maybe because it's one
joke told several times, a little less funny each time? The music underneath cooks.
The Newport '65 version is mostly about Bloomfield at his best with Bob. Hard to
complain about that on any count.
Musically I don't like the Rolling Thunder tour versions, but theatrically they
were very compelling and fun. The 1978 versions sound like overkill, and that
rising / falling pentatonic riff just sounds kind of dumb and arbitrary, and actually
hurts the momentum of the song every time it comes around. But I do recall some
pretty fierce singing, even on the Budokan live album.
There were some blazing versions early on the NET with GE Smith and Bob
rushing / crushing the lyrics. Those were kind of fun. But since then, it has
assumed for me the place most people reserve for Rainy Day Women - I'd rather
he skip it than crank out another version.
Bob And Townes (15 Dec 2006)
Townes and Bob were about the same age, born on opposite sides of America to
relatively privileged lives, both captivated by music as teens. Both were very
serious folk musicians, both looked to the blues and living bluesmen for models
(Joe Williams for Bob, Lightning Hopkins for Townes). There are a lot of
similarities to their paths and the core values of their music - the major chords and
song forms, the bluesy phrasing, the romantic pessimism. But I would guess that
while Bob influenced Townes' conception of his art considerably, Townes had
almost no impact on Bob beyond Pancho and Lefty (and that through Willie and
Merle). Bob left folk music, or rather carried it with him into rock and roll, gospel
and (in the last few years) pop musics, while Townes remained a folkie for his
entire career.
Dylan as a visionary poet is a very rare commodity, so it's not really fair to
compare him on that count to almost any of his contemporaries in any genre.
Setting aside that aspect and just looking at lyric and melodic craft, I'd say Townes
was superior within his chosen range, writing tighter and more evocative and
original lyrics and more beautiful melodies. However, Townes never even
approaches the terrain of Dylan's greatest work in rock and roll - it makes no sense
to compare Tecumseh Valley to Gates Of Eden or Visions Of Johanna (but it does
compare well to Blood On The Tracks songs). So on overall craft and body of work
as songwriter, I still give Bob a considerable lead over Townes Van Zandt and I'll
say that wearing Steve Earle's cowboy boots.
Townes also has a certain self-pity that creeps into his songs either in the chosen
subject or the delivery. Bob seems to have purged most of that tendency with
Street Legal.
That Lucky Old Sun (19 Dec 2006)
That Lucky Old Sun was a number one hit for Frankie Laine in 1949.
Laine also recorded such songs as Ain't That Just Like A Woman, Singing The
Blues, God Bless The Child, Tonight You Belong To Me, Long Distance Love,
Answer Me My Love (covered by Bob in 1991), Someday Sweetheart, Where The
Winds Blow, Stars Fell On Alabama, The Lonesome Road, That's My Desire,
You've Changed, Rocks And Gravel, Cool Water (covered in the basement), St.
James Infirmary, Wanted Man (in 1960 before Bob wrote his version), Moonlight
Gambler, The Roving Gambler (often covered by Bob in concert), Beyond The
Blue Horizon, Rolling Stone (in 1962), Don't Make Me Baby Blue (1963), Seven
Days Of Love, Mr. Bojangles, I Believe In You (1986 - could this be Dylan's tune?)
and Shelter From The Storm (2004, must be Bob's song).
Laine would appear to be a major influence on Dylan, whether Bob knows it or
not. My guess is he does.
Disappeared Into A Haze Of Substance Abuse ... (20 Dec 2006)
I've always thought of that corny intro as a bit of a joke. However, drugs
(including alcohol) are part of life and have been part of Bob's life in one way or
another. Here is my speculation, based on various bios, interviews and concert
recordings.
1958-1963 or so - alcohol, marijuana, hashish, probably benzedrine or amphetamine.
1964-1966 - all of the above, plus LSD, probably cocaine (there's a powder scene in
Eat The Document as I recall involving Richard Manuel) in increasing quantities.
1967-73 - relatively clean living with marijuana, hashish, alcohol in moderation.
The family-man years.
1974-1979 - hard to give up pot so I'd expect he still smoked it now and then.
Little evidence of alcohol abuse. Cocaine enters the medicine cabinet in quantity
for the first time, maybe on the 1974 Band tour (sounds like it to me), but
certainly on the Rolling Thunder Tour by the suitcase full (the tour had a resident
dealer in the wings with an open suitcase of blow for performers before - and after
I would guess - they went on stage). By Street Legal he's singing in a coke-head
voice and pretty much writing coke-head self-parody songs. But I don't think any
of this qualifies as disappearing in a haze of anything other that emotional
confusion and artistic crisis. Yes, he blew his marriage apart and maybe drugs had
an impact on his judgement and affections. He never got arrested, never pawned
his guitars, never wound up in an emergency room or in celebrity rehab. No
dealers or druggy ex-friends have spilled all about his exploits. No reports of him
holed up for days doing line after line off of one of his gold records while coke
floozies yammered about how cool he was.
1979-1984 - All these recordings and appearances seem pretty sober to me.
1985-1991 - Here's where alcohol became a problem. I don't think pot is strong
enough to show such signs, he's too slapdash and incoherent to be on cocaine,
touring way too much to maintain a heroin habit (which I really doubt he has
ever had), and I doubt he kept on with the amphetamine thing after the
motorcycle crash. He seems wired enough without it. The Petty tours sound fairly
sober. Not so the Dead shows, and Garcia's indulgences probably affected Bob in
some way. The NET started very strong in 1988, and he seems in command until
the disastrous first half of 1991.
1992-2006 - He's thin and wrinkled and hoarse, but he manages 100 shows a year,
puts out some of his best albums, takes up boxing, has a health scare but recovers,
writes a hugely successful autobiography. I'd say he's back to the occasional joint
or bowl of hashish, a medicinal sherry now and then. He just seems too alert to be
an old junkie.
Social Injustice (21 Dec 2006)
The drunken politician leaps / upon the street where mothers weep (I Want You)
and Bob's Don't Look Back argument with the Newsweek reporter Horace Judson
seem to me like examples of Bob commenting on social injustice ...
While I think this an interesting issue, the two examples above present some
difficulties. I Want You is a love song with not quite surreal imagery better suited
to literary analysis rather than social critique. His casual remark proposes that a
truth does exist and can be represented in language by those bold enough to
challenge conventions of representation. Both quotes use contrasts in power
relations, but the drunken politician is in a parade of adjective / nouns including
guilty undertaker, lonesome organ grinder, silver saxophones, cracked bells,
washed out horns and so forth. This is a rhetorical device employed to create a
context for desire that is not social as such but psychological and literary. This
dynamic in the song actually represents Dylan's true interest - he is aware of
power relations and sympathetic to suffering, but the song is about the experience
of desire for another person, not a desire to change the world at large or even
understand it in a literal way.
John Bauldie (21 Dec 2006)
Bauldie is co-author of one of the better surveys of Bob's career. It was published
in England under the title Oh, No, Not Another Bob Dylan Book or something
like that. The US publisher (who I worked for at the time) failed to see the humor
in the title and changed it to Absolutely Dylan. The book has good photos, and
Bauldie's wit and insights into the music make for a most pleasant read. The book
seems to be out of print now.
Is it worth checking out?
You should buy Absolutely Dylan if you can. The writing is solid. There are
accounts of recording sessions, tours and compositions and records released for
every year covered in the book (I think up to 1989, but I don't recall any material
on Oh Mercy and I'm not at home to check). The pictures are fun and not all too
familiar. Definitely worth owning.
1991 (20 Dec 2006)
I read somewhere that Ron Wood gave Bob a case of Irish whiskey at the start of
this European tour, and that was the end of any real music. The shows in England
were okay verging on chaos sometimes, but after that it's Bob wheezing through
his harmonica and mumbling lyrics and giving weird introductions to songs.
I hesitate to point out that when he's actually singing on the New Morning clip,
it's not all that different from many other more sober shows in the last few years.
The biggest difference in 1991 is the aimlessness of his playing and the anonymity
of the band.
John Wesley Harding (21 Dec 2006)
My favorite Dylan work. I never tire of these songs.
John Wesley Harding - traditional outlaw ballad cut short. The outlaw with honor
is a traditional figure in English ballad literature going back to at least the Robin
Hood ballads. It's status as title cut on this album is perhaps underappreciated.
As I Went Out One Morning - a lot of ink spilled on this one, partly because of
the autobiographical connection to the Thomas Paine Award given to Dylan in
1963 or so and his drunken acceptance speech. If you want to develop an
interpretation, look at the actions defining the characters of the damsel, Tom
Paine, and the narrator, as well as the historical significance of Paine.
I Dreamed I Saw St. Augustine - the dreamer is perhaps overlooked in many
readings of this song in favor of St. Augustine, but think about both figures. Also
think about the song's relationship to Joe Hill, a more overtly political song on
which Dylan based his.
All Along the Watchtower - also gets a lot of attention for the obvious reasons.
Not a flawless song, but still a masterful ballad with three distinct speakers facing
the same impending apocalypse. Watchtowers, princes, thieves, wildcats, wind all
have obvious symbolic meanings, so juggle them and see what you get.
The Ballad Of Frankie Lee And Judas Priest - Bob's homage to Hank Williams as
Luke The Drifter, and most of the figures have literal significance before symbolic
expression - the women are women, not symbolic of something else entirely. The
roll of tens is money, not a metaphor for something else. The song revolves around
need, not always explained but clearly motivating the action. Frankie needs the
money but we don't know why. He needs the women, too, and we can guess why.
Judas essentially helps his friend destroy himself. Why?
Drifter's Escape - another superb ballad, with four speakers including the narrator
within 3 verses, looming violence, and natural / divine intervention in events. Is
there a more universal plea than "Help me in my weakness?" Weakness and
strength appear to be the concern of the song as a whole.
Dear Landlord - again, this song is often given a biographical interpretation with
Albert Grossman in the title role, but I find that diminishes the power of the song.
The language is clear and direct and doesn't include much symbolism or metaphor
at all, which is a major strength of the lyric. "I know you have suffered much, but
in this you are not so unique," is as much a self-indictment as an accusation. The
landlord lacks the concrete detail to be a fully realized literal presence, so the
metaphorical significance of the word is crucial. Dear Captain or Dear Husband or
Dear Professor would be very different forms of address. This is my favorite piano
song by Bob, and one of his very best songs. I can't think of a single cover version
except Joe Cocker's decent rendition.
I Am A Lonesome Hobo- the symbolism of the hobo is more or less the content of
the lyric. But again, there are no metaphors in the song, only literal detail and
conditions and emotions. "Live by no man's code" might be Dylan's own vow, and
certainly touches on the outlaw theme from the title song.
I Pity The Poor Immigrant - I hear this as a moment of direct emotion. Bob Dylan
really does pity poor immigrants whose strength is spent in vain. As far as
metaphorical value goes, I take the immigrant as the human type - we are all
immigrants from beyond time, born to suffer our lives and fear our deaths. Pity or,
more properly, compassion are the only values that allow us to recognize our
common tragic lot. The grammar and rhetoric of this song are very interesting to
me.
The Wicked Messenger - a parable with an avowed lesson that is too much of a
clichГ© to be believed, so I take this song as a kind of self-portrait through the
imagined eyes of others, that Dylan himself is the wicked messenger people would
rather not hear. The song doesn't quite sustain this interpretation through the
finale, but working out a range of meanings for the significant characters and
images should be fairly straightforward if still psychologically dynamic.
Down Along The Cove - a little family man blues. Cove as protected inlet is
obviously a xxxx, but beyond that it's just a simple blues tune about finding love.
Not a major song, but still a good one performed gracefully.
I'll Be Your Baby Tonight - as Dylan was creating these songs, he was in part
reacting to the psychedelic hubbub he himself was partly responsible for creating,
and part of that reaction was to look to older song forms for inspiration and
continuity and maybe even lessons for himself and those mistaking him for a
prophet or spokesman of a generation. Here he takes a pop / country song format
reminiscent of Hank Snow. For me the song is about the bridge and the use of the
II chord as much as it is a simple declaration of love. The images are clichГ©s, but
this somehow doesn't matter when love is so clearly felt - "that big fat moon's
gonna shine like a spoon / But we're gonna let it / You won't regret it."
All I have time for.
I thought xxxx was Australian beer ...
Gosh and golly, my interpretation of Cove as a metaphor for a part of the female
reproductive system that rhymes with Carolina and angina was censored.
Nevertheless, I stand by my interpretation. It makes walking together hand in
hand so much more fun.
The spareness and consistency of the music on the album are among its greatest
strengths. Each song is as perfectly realized as any I've ever heard. The album is as
good in its own way as Charlie Parker's Savoy recordings, Louis Armstrong's Hot
5, Hank Williams' acoustic demos, or the Carter Family, or Muddy Waters' Chess
recordings. The albums preceding it, for all their glowing genius, also carry a
certain youthful enthusiasm for excess that dates the music and encourages a
nostalgic response (like a lot of 60s rock). John Wesley Harding is Dylan's first
mature masterpiece, where the focus is on the lyrics, the delivery is restrained and
unmannered and natural, and the lyrics themselves are free of ornament and
profoundly visionary - Dylan's reading of William Blake at the time (as well as the
King James Bible) is I think the crucial influence on this collection (per Allen
Ginsberg's testimony).
It's an autobiographical album ...
I'll bet one could come up with a densely detailed interpretation of the songs for
exactly that point of view. I'm usually not a fan of such interpretations, but in this
case that view strikes me as really interesting, especially on the more enigmatic
material.
Minstrel Boy (20 Dec 2006)
Who's gonna throw that minstrel boy a coin?
Who's gonna let it roll?
Who's gonna throw that minstrel boy a coin?
Who's gonna let it down easy to save his soul?
A song with three choruses and two incoherent verses, benefiting from the fact
that Dylan wrote it and sang it so listeners will want it to be better than it is. The
performance is amateurish. Some find that charming. I did. Then I stopped
thinking about the song and didn't miss it.
I think the song's funny in an extremely cheeky kind of way, given the
circumstances of the concert. And the Band's harmonies are lovely as always. Not
much of a song though ...
I could be wrong, but I seem to recall that Dylan was paid a very hefty sum,
possibly a record amount, for his Isle of Wight appearance - maybe $100,000? That
would make this song even more curious. But maybe that's just some crazy dream
I had.
Epiphany Songs? (22 Dec 2006)
One of the great delights with Bob's catalogue is that so many songs are capable of
delivering epiphanies. It can happen over and over again, even with the same song
sometimes. I was profoundly influenced by Mr. Tambourine Man when it was a
hit single, more deeply than a 13 year old can comprehend but still palpably. A
few years ago I was listening to a live recording of the song in one of the slower,
modern arrangements with his 2001 band, and I had another sort of revelatory
moment of an entirely different character. The first time I heard Like A Rolling
Stone was the day it was released as a single, and I felt my life change right at that
listening. Those are probably the three most memorable instances.
What Is Art? (22 Dec 2006)
It must give pleasure. It must be abstract. The pleasures derived from the parts
ought to be consistent with the whole. Wallace Stevens and S. T. Coleridge said so
regarding poetry, and I've found their insights supremely useful in considering any
form of art.
I've also found Oscar Wilde's contention that only good art exists to be very
useful, that any work of art has intrinsic merit adding definition to the category. If
a work is inept, graceless, derivative, incoherent, just plain bad and ugly, and
appealing to stupidity or unredeemable perversity, it's not art, just a failed and / or
misguided attempt at art.
Workingman's Blues (8 Jan 2007)
Hi - does anyone know who this song is directed to?
The song is directed at Merle Haggard, and the meaning can be summarized as "I
wish I could write songs as good as Merle Haggard, but I'm stuck in this Bob
Dylan thing so this is the best I can manage because I can almost remember what
it was like to work or starve."
Who Would You Like To See Dylan Work With? (8 Jan 2007)
People I'd like to see working with Bob Dylan:
Georgio Armani - to teach him how to dress
Robert Giroux - Bob could use a good editor
Dr. John - a real piano player for a change
Del McCoury Band - Bob's best performances in the last 20 years have been in the
acoustic string band mode, and he'd probably sound better with McCoury than
Steve Earle (who I like)
Doc Watson - long overdue
Carlos Saura - his flamenco films are the best music movies I've seen; I'd like to see
him film Bob
Joan Baez - they really should do an album of acoustic duets on old folksongs
before they both die.
Who Do You Love? #2 (8 Jan 2007)
I just want to go on record that I love women more than Bob Dylan. If I'm with a
woman and I want to hear a Dylan song, she can always sing one to me. If I'm
with Bob and I want some of that good thing, there's nothing Bob can offer that
will serve.
For heaven's sake, Albert, you're very picky. If it was good enough for Marlon
Brando ...
Robbie Again (9 Jan 2007)
Robbie isn't that interested in being a musician, whereas Dylan seems still fairly
obsessed. The favorable conjunction of interests in these two artists lasted a
relatively short period, late 1965 to mid-1967. I don't hear anything in Robbie's
subsequent work indicating he would still have been a good match for Dylan.
Planet Waves and the 1974 tour sound to me more like Bob using The Band's
talents, not Robbie's in particular. Even on the Basement Tapes, Danko, Manuel
and Hudson appear to contribute more vital parts to the whole enterprise.
The Only Essential Bad Album (11 Jan 2007)
I think Copper Kettle is the only very strong performance and arrangement on the
album. Other good songs are Little Sadie (both takes), I Forgot More Than You'll
Ever Know, Living The Blues, Take A Message To Mary, and Take Me As I Am.
Most of the rest is difficult to enjoy without some kind of apology or
rationalization of the problems in the performance or material or both. The live
cuts with the Band are pretty dismal if you listen closely, but Minstrel Boy has a
certain lightweight charm. Belle Isle is an interesting song but not well sung or
arranged. Gotta Travel On, Blue Moon, and The Boxer are disasters. Early
Morning Rain is another good song given a sub-par reading. The instrumentals are
countryish Mantovani. It Hurts Me, Too is bizarrely mishandled. Days Of 49 is not
sung with adequate authority and deserved a few more takes to get right, but in
this setting it sounds fairly strong. Alberta is a slight song not really worth two
takes.
This is the only bad Dylan album I still consider essential - the low-water marks
help as much as the highwater ones sometimes.
What Are You Listening To Now? (11 Jan 2007)
Just got through Van Lear Rose by Loretta Lynn. I was a bit surprised at the
production, even though I knew Jack White was involved. He plays and thinks
like a rock musician, which kind of limits the singer's range and pushes her to an
earnest delivery that sounds a bit contrived. Not a bad record, not as good as I'd
hoped.
Riley Puckette and the Skillet Lickers - awesome old time fiddle music
George Jones - a double CD of hits, very impressive
Buck Owens #1 Hits - awesome songwriting, singing and playing from a genius of
American music
Jerry Lee Lewis - a hits collection of Sun sides, monumental music
Gigi - an Ethopian singer, great Afropop grooves
Albert King / BB King / Freddie King / T-Bone Walker / Doc Watson - working on
my guitar playing by listening to these guys
Born Again Bob (11 Jan 2007)
It is one of the great ironies of his career that the years of his peak vocal ability
were taken up with mostly mediocre songs.
One of the more annoying aspects of this period is how the music celebrates his
own celebrity. I would not blame him entirely for this, even if he does pretend to
a spiritual authority without any apparent substance beyond his own creative and
emotional crisis and generic evangelical clichГ©s.
I also do not believe it was accidental that the remainder of the eighties were
years of continual creative problems and slipshod records. Fundamentalist
Christianity perhaps saved Dylan from an even worse fate, but some cures are
almost as bad as the disease.
Small Gigs (21 March 2007)
That Mercury Lounge show [Melbourne, 19 August 1998] is one of my favorite
bootleg CDs. I saw one of the Supper Club shows (400 people) in 1993, just
awesome. You should expect a great, possibly legendary show. When Bob really
feels the crowd as human beings, he seems to respond with his most inspired
performing.
From what I can tell, he does one of theses "small hall" shows every 2-3 years.
1995 in Philadelphia and around that time in Florida just after Garcia died were
both memorable shows with good boots available. I think the Florida show was at
a place called "The Edge" or something. The Philly show was either at a place
called The Depot or The Main Point. Unfortunately, I'm not at home to check my
CDs, and I don't have time to do the google thing.
1999 saw some club dates, one in NYC a few blocks from where I live at a club on
21st Street, Elvis Costello sitting in, very strong show musically. Another club /
small hall date in Cleveland that year yielded a decent recording also.
Best regards to all.
Tarantula Again (28 March 2007)
Owes a little something to Tender Buttons by Gertrude Stein, I think ...
Tarantula is worth buying if you pay less than $10. I bought my copy for $1.95
(cover price) 30 years ago.
It's an experiment by a songwriter who did a lot of drugs and read a lot of poetry
and surrealist literature. It's not a particularly successful experiment. Some funny
moments, some vivid lines and images. It also reads like he got in over his head,
got lost, then bored, and gave up. The Gertrude Stein comparison is sadly all too
appropriate, except that Bob retains a sense of humor and lacks the pretensions.
The Unwashed Phenomenon ... (29 March 2007)
Rasputin and Rimbaud also had questionable personal habits and a profound spell
on women (and men). Sex is a bit of a dirty matter in many regards, at least great
sex is. But as someone who shares microphones regularly, I must say it behoves an
artist to floss and gargle before singing into someone's face. Bad mike breath is not
a pleasant experience.
Do Heaven And Hell Exist? (28 March 2007)
We all inhabit heaven. Hell is in your mind. Sadly, too many people live in their
minds.
There is only one life, and each person embodies an essential part of that life, but
only a part. Our individuality is an illusion, our personalities just the result of
birth and a series of accidents. The future is a lie of the mind. There is only an
eternal present generating an unmeasureable past. It is always now. Tomorrow is
just another place in the now we have not yet reached (or has not reached us).
Sentimental and superstitious attachments cause desire, and desire causes
suffering. The inevitability of suffering is not a justification for inflicting more
suffering, it's just a condition of human existence. The moral response is to seek to
reduce suffering in others, even if it means assuming a burden of suffering for
one's self. This is a far simpler matter than most people are led to believe. One can
choose life and love and sacrifice and compassion in thought and action. Most
people have the necessary intuitive wisdom to do so immediately, but are held
back by fear and social pressures.
Modern Times Is Amazing (29 March 2007)
It's an incredible album. I don't understand how others can think otherwise.
Boring, clichГ© etc ... Who cares?
So if you don't care about originality and have no curiosity about what other
people think and can't imagine any response but your own unreflective hero
worship, just how valid or substantial can your opinion be about this music?
I happen to like Modern Times more now than when it came out, but a lot of it is
the sound of a senior citizen coasting on the achievements of his predecessors in
blues music and the nostalgia of his audience for his own youthful exuberance and
what they imagine was theirs.
Nashville Skyline (29 March 2007)
This album is maybe the best example in Bob's catalogue of a great artist making
merely good music. It's good all the way through, and sounds like a homage to
heroes and a style that Bob loves deeply but had not yet mastered. He's leaning on
the great session players more than in the past, and playing it safe with song
composition by relying on models derived from other artists without adding his by
then characteristic verbal flair. This is a risky and challenging austerity, even more
severe than John Wesley Harding which still had very strong imagery and
narrative concision and surprise supported by minimalist folk / rock.
Nashville Skyline is musically richer, lyrically simpler and less powerful, and sung
with less authority than any prior Dylan album. The opening duet serves as a
musical genuflection to Bob's heroes and mentors. Cash's vocal on the second
verse seems to spur Bob into looking for fresh phrasing, which is admirable even if
he comes up with something mannered. The song also suffers from excising a
verse. The "harmonizing" is more charming than musically competent.
Nashville Skyline Rag further subverts the notion of a Bob Dylan album,
eliminating words entirely and relying on the pedal steel and dobro breaks after
the harmonica opening. Nice flatpicking follows the dobro - could this be Bob?
Great piano break, and Buttrey is a perfect drummer for this music. The
harmonica playing is the weakest link in the song.
"Is it rolling, Bob?" has to be one of the funniest moments in Bob's career, and To
Be Alone With You signals the beginning of the "Bob Dylan" album with an
original song featuring Dylan in a musical format not too distant from the Hawks
or the Basement tapes, but it is played a bit sloppy - a precursor of Self Portrait
and too many other Dylan albums. The song is a standard country format with a
bridge that uses the IV chord and the II chord just like Hank Snow, but the tempo
straddles country and rock without really doing either genre justice. It's closer to
rock than country, so the music feels a little at odds with the lyrics and
compositional structure. This song has had some rollicking concert versions in
recent years.
I Threw It All Away is both a simple love song and a comment on his own career
in some sense.
Peggy Day sounds like the band has hit its stride. The song really swings, nice
dobro and pedal steel, very relaxed singing, effective finale.
Lay Lady Lay is pretty much perfectly realized, a gem that stands up very well
after all these years. Great pedal steel / organ arrangement.
One More Night is another song in standard country format. Bob Johnston and the
engineers did a great job on this album - the acoustic instruments always shine in
the mix and support the vocal. Another fine dobro break. Great bass playing. Nice
piano flourish at the very end.
Tell Me That It Isn't True is maybe the best composed song and in its own modest
way approaches greatness. The organ and piano are minimal and very effective in
supporting the vocal. I wonder if the acoustic lead guitar is Bob. Another wellarranged finale.
Country Pie has no pretensions, plenty of humor, a very strong vocal, a great
guitar lead. Maybe the closest to a Basement Tapes song on the album. And
waiting 20 plus years to hear Charlie Sexton rip through this song in concert was
well worth it.
Tonight I'll Be Staying Here With You is a perfect last song for the album, very
well sung by Bob who wisely puts some extra bars of vocal rest that allow what he
sings to ring true. It's also a kind of coda directed to his audience expressing some
level of confidence that long after he is gone, the song and album will remain close
to listeners' hearts. Another swell pedal steel break. Listen for the acoustic guitar
and piano fills behind the vocal, and the acoustic guitar solo that ends the song.
I wrote this as I listened. I did not hear a single weak moment in the album. I did
not hear any transcendently visionary ego-destroying moments either. I did hear a
great singer and songwriter taking the time to remind himself of music greater
than his own and paying homage to some of his inspirational sources - Hank
Snow, Johnny Cash and Hank Williams in particular.
Topical vs. Abstract Songs (1 April 2007)
I think there is a political element to this. People used to think of themselves as
either liberal and conservative. You were one or the other. Us and Them.
And people thought of music politically. Music that favored "them" was "their"
music and music that favored "us" was "our" music. When you hear "our" music
you are happy. When you hear "their" music, you are uneasy.
The topical or "protest" songs were political and they were about themes that the
liberals would like.
If Dylan had not done the topical songs and gone straight to more abstract songs,
he still would have made it but have won a different fan base, maybe even a larger
fan base. It would have included more conservatives. It would have included most
of the same liberals, but they would not have been so wild for him.
That's a sensible point. However, I consider Dylan's more poetic and subjective
songs to be far more radical than his overtly political songs. Gates Of Eden for
example seems to require more change in consciousness than Who Killed Davey
Moore - changes much more profound than the simple us / them finger-pointing
of a lot of so called protest music. Sometimes fingers do indeed need to be pointed,
and I think some of Bob's topical songs make difficult choices and try to
undermine the tendency toward self-righteousness. But I find A Hard Rain's AGonna Fall, Desolation Row, much of John Wesley Harding, and other more
poetic songs to contain more lasting and useful political value, inciting a more
powerful and individual imaginative response in listeners.
Daniel Lanois (2 April 2007)
I like Lanois' sound, but the downside is he makes a band like U2 sound better
than they deserve, wrapping Bono's banality in a romantic bombast. I'd probably
feel differently if Bono weren't the singer. A better example of Lanois' work is
Hybrid, an album he did with Brian Eno and guitarist Michael Brook in the late
80s which is all instrumental and an exquisite listen. He's also done some great
things with trumpet player Jon Hassell. Lanois' first solo album was pleasant to
beautiful. I like his work with the Neville Brothers and Emmy Lou Harris, too. I
think he is the best producer Bob has worked with since 1989, but Bob's range of
music is broader than Lanois' sound can accommodate - great on moody rockers
like Cold Irons Bound and cinematic ballads like Man In The Long Black Coat, but
less effective on Dirt Road Blues. Bob's own production on country blues type
numbers such as High Water is much better.
Greenwich Village (5 April 2007)
Are there places to play? Are there still coffee houses like The Gaslight and Cafe
Wha? like when Bob was starting out?
Stay away from the West Village. Nothing much happens there. It's for tourists
and students. The only bar I know where I'd actually think about seeing music is
the Baggot Inn on Saturday midnight when they have a bluegrass jam.
Go to the Lower East Side, the East Village, Williamsburg, Park Slope, or maybe
Red Hook (these last three neighborhoods are in Brooklyn) for bars and clubs
featuring folk / acoustic / roots type performers. Buy some kind of guidebook, look
for these clubs:
Lower East Side - Pianos, The Cake Shop, Arlene Grocery, Rockwell Music Hall,
Parkside Lounge (last one is the best of the lot)
East Village - rely on the guides, as I don't hang there and can't really say where
to go
Williamsburg - Pete's Candy Store, Hope Lounge, Union Pool Hall, among the
many places
Park Slope - Freddy's Back Room (best of all), Buttermilk Bar
Red Hook - Sunny's
Not sure what to advise about playing. Open mics are my idea of hell's tenth
circle, but Pete's Candy Store has an okay open mic.
Your songs don't sound all that exciting. Hard to imagine a good version of Stealin'
at this point in history. Playboys And Playgirls is really outdated. Long Time Man
Feel Bad is a little better.
You might think about playing against type - don't just do standard folksinger
stuff, especially if you can sing. For example, I love playing slide guitar, but I'm
reluctant to perform standard slide songs like Dust My Broom or Walkin' Blues,
and instead I'm working on an arrangement of the ballad Unchained Melody. I
also tend to perform mostly original songs. Covers tend to be obscure Hank
Williams songs, or I might sing a Dolly Parton song, or a much less heard blues
tune, etc. You need to find your own angle and voice.
Never let your guitar from your sight. Do not talk to strangers who approach you
with sad tales or incredible bargains. Have fun.
The Waterboys Cover Dylan (10 April 2007)
A member posts links to concert recordings of "Scottish band The Waterboys
(with their great Irish fiddler Steve Wickham)" playing Hard Rain, I'll Be Your
Baby Tonight and License To Kill ...
There are versions of Death Is Not The End, Girl From The North Country, I'll Be
Your Baby Tonight, Blowin' In The Wind, and Isis, and Mike Scott does a passable
Dylan homage with his song Drunken Head Blues, from the late eighties I think. I
have them on an LP Windmill Lane Sessions. Wickham is a standout on the songs.
They cover Dylan very well, better than most in my experience. Seems like a lot
of Irish artists do so. I wonder why?
Does Anyone Else Think ... (10 April 2007)
... that It's Alright Ma belongs on Freewheelin' rather than Bringing It All Back
Home ?
No. The song is far too developed to fit on the earlier album. The only song on
Freewheelin' that approaches side 2 of Bringing It All Back Home is A Hard Rain's
A-Gonna Fall. That song seems to be the breakthrough to truly visionary poetry in
Dylan's body of work, but he really needed Another Side's more extravagant songs
like Chimes Of Freedom to get to It's All Right, Ma and Gates Of Eden.
But the connection is valid and interesting and worth noting. And the riff on It's
All Right, Ma comes from his debut album (and the Everly Brothers). The
language comes from reading Allen Ginsberg and William Blake and Dylan's own
psychopharmalinguistic researches it seems to me, which were certainly underway
by Freewheelin' again not as fully developed.
All-time Worst Lines (11 April 2007)
How about I love you but you're strange from Abandoned Love ...
I like that line in Abandoned Love - simple, funny. It got a laugh when he did it
live as I recall (from the bootleg, I wasn't there).
We all probably have at least one up our sleeves. But it might be more interesting
to think about how a bad line - or a weak line, let's say - functions in an otherwise
okay to great song and in what it's safe to say is a remarkable body of work. Does a
fly in the pudding revolt us, or remind us of how good pudding is without the fly?
I've always had a fondness for Foot Of Pride, not just for the delivery of the
chorus line and many of the brilliant moments, but also for the near insanity of
the opening lines - Like the lion tears the flesh off of a man / So can a woman who
passes herself off as a male. It's like he's adopting the deranged voice of a mad
prophet. Almost every following line is as strong as this is loopy.
All of Country Pie, a really terrible song ...
Actually, Country Pie is perfectly realized and quite funny in places - Saddle me
on my big white goose / Tie me on her and turn her loose is worthy of the
Basement Tapes sessions. The song is not all that far from Tiny Montgomery. It
makes no pretensions toward the poetic. It rocks harder now than then, especially
when Charlie Sexton cut loose on it.
Sweetheart Like You is particularly leaden and inauthentic. Anyone believe for a
second the song comes from a deeply felt place?
I almost forgot the immortal lines
Roses are red, violets are blue
Time is beginning to stall
You can't get any lazier than that.
Why Did Bob Get Upset At Newport '65? (10 April 2007)
My theory, based on the flimsiest of evidence, is that he was having a flashback to
the final concert of the Golden Chords, and he realized that after 8 years of very
hard work and growing critical acclaim, he was right back in Hibbing, playing
rock and roll to a bewildered audience.
My alternate theory is that the band fell far short of what he hoped to accomplish,
and he knew it, felt very frustrated not to get out what he heard in his head, and
being forced to resort to acoustic songs he just didn't want to play that night. It's
not a very strong gig, after all, although of huge historical importance. Bloomfield
sounds okay. Sam Lay was a good blues drummer. But it sounds like the pickup
band it was, very far from the brilliantly realized Highway 61 sessions.
Om Kalsoum (11 April 2007)
She's a superstar legend of Arabic and Egyptian music, so CDs are still available. I
have one. It's awesome. I've heard a lot of Middle Eastern music, so it didn't sound
that strange to me. My CD is a French import, bought used at a great used CD
store in Manhattan. But I'll bet something is available at Barnes & Noble. She was
an avid hashish eater and sang in a trance state. The liner notes are in French and
small print, but seem to say that her funeral in 1975 was attended by between five
and six million Egyptians. I'm guessing that means she was lying in state for a few
days as mourners passed by.
If you like this style of singing, there's great Arabic music all around the middle
east and Mediterranean - Rai in Algeria, ghazal in Pakistan, Quaavali in
Afghanistan and Pakistan. Cheb Mami, Cheb Khaled, Chaba Fadela and Chaba
Zahouania are all great Rai singers. Najma is the most accessible ghazal singer I've
heard. Her debut album on Shanachie is stunning. Traditional ghazal singing by
men might be tougher to get into right away. Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan was the
greatest Quaavali singer - it's a mystical Sufi music I believe - and in my opinion
one of the greatest singers who ever recorded in any style or country or era. He's
like the John Coltrane of singers. I just can't imagine anything better.
School Assignment (12 April 2007)
I have to write a big essay and plan to write on the topic on Bob Dylan's music,
but I'm not sure exactly what I want to write about ...
Your paper should ask and answer a question about Dylan.
You need to start by asking yourself questions about what you find compelling
about his music and why. You must be curious about something related to the
music. Something you already know must raise some question in your mind.
Typically, a paper of this sort might ask some historical question, some artistic
question, a psychological question, maybe a political or social one.
The most important thing is that the question be yours, not someone else's. It's
fine to ask for assistance in focusing your inquiry. But formulating a topic and
thesis question is your work, not ours.
You could start by listing your top ten Dylan songs. Look at the titles? What kind
of words are used? What feelings or images do they suggest? Do the lyrics support,
expand or contradict the titles? What effect does that have on the experience of
listening?
Out of this type of thinking, you might come up with a basic "what does" or "why
is" question covering several songs.
There are a lot of secondary sources to go with the primary sources. Do not be
afraid of the library, where they have books. Secondary sources will be books
about Dylan, or books about themes pertaining to his art and times, civil rights or
the birth of country rock for instance. You might have already read numerous
secondary sources and be able to formulate a thesis about what people claim about
Dylan.
You need to write your thoughts down. We can help you focus your own genius.
Don't borrow ours. We need it. It wouldn't ring true anyway. Your A is inside
you. Start digging.
Friends And Associates (12 April 2007)
People I've met / known who are directly connected to Dylan:
Allen Ginsberg, Marianne Faithful, Michael McClure, Howie Wyeth, Rob Stoner
(25 years after meeting Howie Wyeth).
A friend of mine knows Denny Freeman, but I don't.
My ex-fiancГ©e had Pete Seeger sing her awake each morning when he visited her
parents many years ago.
I feel like I'm forgetting someone. Other than Jakob, whose music I sort of like, I
don't really have any interest in meeting his family. Not sure I'd want to meet
him. I like him enough as it is.
Was McClure really as charismatic and as cool as he seems?
Yes indeed. Quiet, polite, laser-like eyes. I love his writing, especially Peyote
Poem but many other works as well. I met him at a party at Allen's apartment.
Also met Gregory Corso through Allen. Crazy, over-the-hill bad-boy train wreck
of a human being, but also funny, gentle and basically loving guy. He was a great
poet at one point.
Q: What is the name of the poem McClure read out at The Last Waltz ?
A: I believe it's the intro to Canterbury Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer. McClure
recited it in the original Middle English ...
Certainly an odd and somewhat grandiose gesture, but I suppose Robbie and
Scorcese thought the Band's musical journey was a character-filled epic that
deserved a prologue. Here it is in all it's Chaucerian glory:
Whan that aprill with his shoures soote
The droghte of march hath perced to the roote,
And bathed every veyne in swich licour
Of which vertu engendred is the flour;
Whan zephirus eek with his sweete breeth
Inspired hath in every holt and heeth
Tendre croppes, and the yonge sonne
Hath in the ram his halve cours yronne,
And smale foweles maken melodye,
That slepen al the nyght with open ye
(so priketh hem nature in hir corages);
Thanne longen folk to goon on pilgrimages,
And palmeres for to seken straunge strondes,
To ferne halwes, kowthe in sondry londes;
And specially from every shires ende
Of engelond to caunterbury they wende,
The hooly blisful martir for to seke,
That hem hath holpen whan that they were seeke.
Bifil that in that seson on a day,
In southwerk at the tabard as I lay
Redy to wenden on my pilgrymage
To caunterbury with ful devout corage,
At nyght was come into that hostelrye
Wel nyne and twenty in a compaignye,
Of sondry folk, by aventure yfalle
In felaweshipe, and pilgrimes were they alle,
That toward caunterbury wolden ryde.
The chambres and the stables weren wyde,
And wel we weren esed atte beste.
And shortly, whan the sonne was to reste,
So hadde I spoken with hem everichon
That I was of hir felaweshipe anon,
And made forward erly for to ryse,
To take oure wey ther as I yow devyse.
But nathelees, whil I have tyme and space,
Er that I ferther in this tale pace,
Me thynketh it acordaunt to resoun
To telle yow al the condicioun
Of ech of hem, so as it semed me,
And whiche they weren, and of what degree,
And eek in what array that they were inne;
And at a knyght than wol I first bigynne.
The problem is that nothing Robbie wrote approaches the wit, insight, and grace
of Chaucer, so everything was downhill from the McClure recitation.
Bryan Ferry (12 April 2007)
Ferry recorded A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall on an early solo album, didn't he? I
quite like Avalon and Flesh And Blood, never cared much for the band when Eno
was in it. Too much self-conscious styling for my taste, not backed up by much
other than some good guitar playing now and then. Maybe they were better live?
I saw an Old Grey Whistle Test clip that was sort of good, a lot of boisterous noise
in the mix.
I respect what Ferry does as a singer, I just don't like to listen to him sing. I
respect how people can like him or not. Someone who sings like he does isn't
trying to please everyone.
BB King Still Going at 81 ... (12 April 2007)
It's tough to think of a more powerful triple bill than King / James / Green. They
could be the three greatest living American pop singers. Sorry, Solomon Burke and
Tony Bennett fans.
The Gospel According To Al Green is a superb documentary, highly recommended.
Etta James recorded a stunning album of jazz tunes associated with Billie Holiday
in recent years.
I saw BB at a blues festival in 1976 or so, the absolute epitome of modern blues.
Bobby Forte on tenor sax was incredible. The jam that ended the festival featured
Muddy Waters (Muddy's great band backing), Buddy Guy, Junior Wells, Freddie
King, Roy Buchanan, Koko Taylor, Billy Branch, and Muddy kept calling for BB to
come back on stage, but I think he was already on his bus headed for another
joint.
Denny Freeman (12 April 2007)
Denny Freeman is an excellent guitarist with a lot of chops and musical range, far
more than most who have played with Dylan. I'm sure he is playing exactly what
Bob demands. If he weren't, he would not be in the band or on the record.
He's not Charlie Sexton or Larry Campbell. He's older than Sexton, plays a wider
range of styles than Campbell, so far as I've heard. His grounding in blues playing
makes him a good fit for the new uptempo material, most of which is based on
blues changes or 3 - 4 chord rock. He has plenty of jazz / r&b / pop chops for the
ballads and oddities that Dylan has been writing. I don't know if he's much of a
bluegrass guitarist, but Bob isn't playing that stuff any more (which is one reason I
don't find the current set lists all that compelling - I couldn't care less about Bob
singing Cat's In The Well and wish he'd keep exploring songs like White Dove
and I Am The Man, Thomas).
You can visit Denny's web site to see who else he has played with and hear some
samples of his work.
The reason I'm not fond of half of Modern Times is that the blues songs sound too
much like their older models. This is not satisfying for me as a listener, but making
your guitar lines sound like they could be on an old Muddy Waters record is not
easy at all. It requires a near scholarly knowledge of the guitar. Again, this is Bob's
music played to his demands and no one else's, and Bob bears full responsibility
especially as he self-produced.
Bob's Live Albums (17 April 2007)
It's one of the oddities of Bob's career that he has never produced a decent live
album except in the Bootleg Series. The early live album was canned, and Budokan
and Real Live are slight footnotes to tours that weren't highpoints of his
performing career. Hard Rain is very strong work from Bob, but that Rolling
Thunder Band was not a great ensemble and is carried by Bob's charisma and
Howie Wyeth / Dave Mansfield (the latter not that important on the released
cuts), and in the CD era the album sounds too short. Live bonus cuts and that
Japanese CD from a few years ago have been pretty strong. I'm sure most of us
own top quality recordings from the last few years. The best live Dylan I own is a
series of downloads from his own website.
Bob at his best takes a relatively live approach in the studio. I think he needs the
studio to get the best quality from his vocals. I also think that Bob is fully aware of
the quality of digital bootlegs and may very well feel they cover his performing
career adequately. His role in the circulation of Manchester '66 and Stadiums Of
The Damned is also curious.
What's the story there?
I have both read numerous times and heard directly from major collectors and
archivists that Dylan himself is the original source of "Royal Albert Hall" from
1966, that he allowed the tape to begin circulating, some time in 1967 or 1968.
Perhaps as he moved forward with his new post-Basement sound and songs, he
wanted a public record of the tour that ignited so much controversy?
He gave Dan Lanois the 1981 concert tape to mix during the Oh Mercy sessions.
Lanois gave it back to Bob, and it began circulating shortly thereafter. Again, it is
supposed that Bob was fine-tuning his legacy as he moved forward. Lanois said as
much in an interview, although again I've heard the same theory from those same
fanatical collectors.
Given Bob's brilliant exploitation of traditional music, his command of the stage
whether in the early Chaplinesque routines or the charismatic gypsy cowboy or
silent screen riverboat sharp, it seems a reasonable guess that he would be capable
of working both the standard modes of commercial music distribution and the
more informal and shall we say democratic world of fan circulation and
distribution. He's supposed to be a very good businessman on and offstage. Plus his
kids and grandkids love him from all accounts. A few generous gestures toward his
fans make sense to me.
I see the point about not counting Unplugged. It's pretty much a studio recording
with an audience sitting in ...
Highway 61 is pretty much a live recording also. I think the presence of an
audience changes things.
I don't think Unplugged is a great album, but it is certainly a cleanly rendered one.
Fewer hits and more surprises would have improved it. Too bad the Supper Club
gigs didn't yield a live album.
Best Very Early Performance? (16 April 2007)
Red Rosey Bush is the most striking example I have. It's also the most promising
of all the juvenilia I've yet heard, quite moving.
Sources And Inspiration (17 April 2007)
Like A Rolling Stone is famously based on La Bamba by Ritchie Valens which in
turn is based on an old Mexican folk song, at least the chorus chords. But given a
chord structure, it is relatively easy to come up with a melodic variation. Woody
Guthrie's advice was to find some good chords in a traditional song, then reverse
the melodic choices - if the original goes high in the intervals of the chord, then
go low, and vice versa. Bob himself does this with his own songs - some of his live
versions of It Ain't Me Babe take great liberties with his original melodies.
Most folk chords have a root, third interval, fifth interval and octave or flat
seventh interval, so you have at least four choices in every chord. Most chords last
two or four beats at a minimum, so you get many such choices in the course of 4- 8
bars.
As far as melodic originality goes, it's pretty important - melodies are under
copyright for 75 years if the composer registered it. Folk melodies belong to
everyone, though - you, me, Bob, Celine Dion and Elton John all have equal claim
to them. Bob's recent blues songs sound like tributes to his musical ancestors with
newish lyrics, but I don't need half an album of such tributes. Maybe Bob does.
Both prior albums also featured blues-changes, but with more originality in both
the melodies and especially on Time Out Of Mind the chords.
I think I'll Remember You and Emotionally Yours are memorable and original
melodies Bobstyle. I don't know any song resembling Mr. Tambourine Man. I
don't like the words, but Sara has a strong melody. I like Black Diamond Bay and
Isis more, and each has an effective melody.
Bob's voice has been an oddity most of his career, and some of his melodies are
sing-song up and down like Isis or in a relatively constricted range, but those are
legitimate choices and work just fine for his purposes when the lyrics are good.
I suspect that I'll Remember You is based on We Had It All ...
I had the exact same thought, that We Had It All was the inspiration for I'll
Remember You. I once read in an interview with Bob that he wrote the song to
explore the pop song format of AABA after listening to Gershwin songs, Perry
Como and other pop singers from the 50s. We Had It All is a Waylon Jennings
song, and the chords actually resemble Emotionally Yours more than I'll
Remember You, but all three share certain chords so it's not surprising the
melodies use some of the same notes in relatively similar ways.
All three are in C. All 3 songs have bridges. Emotionally Yours has the refrain line
that gives us the title, while I'll Remember You repeats the title at the beginning
and end of each A section. We Had It All again is closer to Emotionally Yours in
this regard.
Answer Me and Gershwin's Soon were both covered by Bob in the 80s / early 90s
as well as We Had It All, and I think his interest in pop song chord changes dates
from around the time of the Petty tour, at least in terms of his songwriting. He has
other tunes from earlier years with bridges, but many still follow blues / r&b
patterns.
Play the chords to Don't Think Twice but speed them up - change the meter to a
solid two-step rather than the eighth-note heavy fingerpicking style, and you can
sing Robert Johnson's They're Red Hot ...
There is little relationship between Don't Think Twice and They're Red Hot
harmonically. The former uses a I / V / minor VI progression in the title phrase,
with some IV and V chords in there. It supposedly follows the melody of Whose
Gonna Count Your Chickens When I'm Gone, but I never heard that song. I
suspect the origins are in the banjo era. All banjo music has African origins in
modal styles, but as banjo became more popular among Americans in general, the
players developed approaches to playing more consistent with Western harmony.
This was parallel to the British ballad tradition of unaccompanied modal folk
singing which moved on to banjo accompaniment in a modal style and then a
more chordal approach. It's a real interesting tangle of musics, impossible to hear
all the strands in isolation most of the time, but the traces of antique musics are
still evident.
They're Red Hot is firmly in the post-ragtime blues / jazz style, using the same
basic chord progression as Ding Dong Daddy ... The reason it has a faint
resemblance to Don't Think Twice has more to do with the words themselves
than the harmonies. Both are in a ballad meter variant that uses a few more
syllables and stresses than a standard heptameter. Both songs have bridge sections
(I ain't sayin ... / I got a woman ...).
Both songs are also in a kind of novelty / hokum tradition of American music,
Dylan's deriving more from the hillbilly side, Johnson's from the jazz side.
If you are interested in playing Johnson's songs, Woody Mann's collection of
transcriptions is superb. Johnson was a fascinating guitar arranger, and many of his
songs are surprisingly easy to play once you see how he is using various chord
positions. The slide songs are tougher but not so much you can't give them a go.
That's not to say it's easy to play them as well as Robert did. Touch, feel, timing
like his are the work of a lifetime. The emphasis on a strong bass line in the songs
is good training for your fingerpicking skills, which can then be transferred to
Dylan songs or others.
In my experience, the reverse is not at all true. Playing Dylan songs is not very
good preparation for playing Robert Johnson. Bob's guitar playing seems to come
from Carter and Travis type playing, whether he's flatpicking or fingerpicking, or
just simple strum patterns. These are all good things to do with a guitar, and they
seem to come from traditional string playing techniques on guitar / banjo /
mandolin. Johnson takes a lot of his musicality from piano players as well as other
guitarists; it was one of his personal innovations on the instrument. I taught
myself to play guitar on Bob Dylan songs. 25 years later, when I wanted to play
Johnson's songs, I had to start over.
Self Portrait Again (18 April 2007)
There were so many worse albums available even when it was released, but now
especially it doesn't merit any sort of all time worst rating, not even in Bob's own
catalogue.
Over two LPs there are plenty of things to like. There are also some questionable
choices, some songs not sung well enough to justify singing, and some really odd
stuff. I can't stand his version of The Boxer, although I'd rather hear him do it
than Simon and Garfunkel and I understand why some folks would enjoy it.
Most enjoyable for me are Copper Kettle, Alberta (one of the two, but I can't
remember which), Little Sadie (same), Early Morning Rain (because I love the
song if not this version), It Hurts Me, Too (again for the song itself), and Days Of
49 (really wish he'd done a few more takes). Minstrel Boy is not so good but not so
bad, but the live cuts are not well recorded or performed, especially Like A Rolling
Stone. A better recording might show some life in Maggie's Farm. Most of the
"pretty" songs are just trivial arranging exercises on dismal material or good songs
that deserved much more care.
Given his productivity up to this point, I respect the public failure more than a
safe success. He took some risks. I think his periodic alienations of his supporters,
critical or otherwise, may be one of the keys to his longevity. No point getting
stuck in someone else's idea of who he is or what he should write or sing.
Censored Bob? (12 April 2007)
Q: I read this in The Daily Nebraskan: "Bob Dylan, the Black Eyed Peas and Billie
Holiday may never share a room together, but they have all produced music
censored or banned in the United States." Anyone know what Bob music got
censored or banned?
A: Famously, he wasn't allowed to play John Birch Paranoid Blues on The Ed
Sullivan Show. It was also dropped from Freewheelin'. But, there's a interesting
twist to the story, because it involves some self-censorship as well. The version
that shows up on Bootleg Series 1-3 doesn't contain the explicit comparison of JBS
members to Hitler that was supposedly the reason it couldn't be played on TV.
That version shows up only on an earlier boot that I can't lay my hands on right
now. I'll see if I can find it ...
I never noticed the Hitler lyrics missing from the Bootleg Series take. I have a
version on the Best Of Bob's Bootlegs LP (my first Dylan boot, a gift around 1971).
The lines are something like
We all believe in Hitler's views
Even though he killed six million Jews
I can't recall the next two lines and don't have time to play the record.
Dylan had to change certain lyrics in Hurricane to avoid a lawsuit, at the advice of
Columbia Records' legal department.
My favorite example of idiotic censorship by a record label was the version of Van
Morrison's Brown Eyed Girl which edited out the line "making love in the green
grass behind the stadium with you" and pasted in a line repeated from another
verse. This was 1967.
I can't think of other serious censorship incidents in Dylan's career. Is yelling,
"Judas!" an attempt to censor?
Favorite Modern Times Line? (18 April 2007)
Today I'm thinking Ain't Talkin' is far and away the most impressive song on this
album. I can't isolate a line as a favorite, just consider the entire song posted.
Maybe after a few dozen listens I might break it down, but right now I'm just
letting the whole thing echo in the graveyard of my mind.
What Are You Listening To Now? (18 April 2007)
I love that John Hurt CD. I'm listening to my new CD of Stephen Foster songs.
The singer is a countertenor. I can now try to play and sing Beautiful Dreamer
correctly instead of faking it. I seem also to have countertenor range myself, much
to my surprise.
Also Guy Clark, a greatest hits type CD. Good songs.
Also a live Jeff Beck CD, from about 1971, with Bob Tench singing and Max
Middleton on keys. I loved that group.
Infidels (18 April 2007)
I find the studio recordings unsatisfying for the most part on this album. I think
the best songs are quite good and took some time for Bob to get to know and
perform well - I And I, License To Kill, Jokerman. The rest is negligible material
built around confused lyrics and very professional musicianship and production.
It's sort of like a lesser Van Morrison album in that way. The poet laureate of his
generation was nodding for a lot of it. Some of the songwriting takes an extremely
conversational approach, so much so that it undermines the musicality and Bob's
own ability to sing the lyric well, like on Don't Fall Apart On Me Tonight.
Maybe it's more enjoyable if you don't listen to the words too closely or just don't
care about them. During this period, Bob gave some very strong concerts, and the
outtakes here and on other 80s albums (and rough mixes) often contain his best
studio music. It's as if he took his artistic path into a very private zone and just
offered the public "Bob Dylan" product for a few years. I don't have any issues
with the content of the songs except that they are mostly not as interesting or
compelling as the majority of his songs, and some are just strings of clichГ©s
interrupted by odd turns of phrase and questionable aphorisms. I guess Bob's
lower 50% is better than most people ever achieve, or so much worse that this in
itself is a kind of achievement.
Anyway, I've learned to trust him over the long haul. I never want to say album X
is his best because I always hope he has yet to produce his best work. Except for
John Wesley Harding. I wouldn't mind that being the best when he's through.
I'm Not There (film) (20 April 2007)
With Todd Haynes directing, I'd be reluctant to pay $12.00 to see this film,
Dylanesque or not. There is a lot of talent in the cast, but talent can be wasted. I'm
not fond of Cate Blanchett's work overall but she challenges herself in roles and I
respect that. Richard Gere can be good - not so good as Lancelot but his Clifford
Irving looks promising in the trailers; Christian Bale is a stronger actor in some
ways. I tend to like Julianne Moore but not so much in Haynes' films. I haven't
seen Heath Ledger do much more than look pretty but Casanova was fairly
entertaining - he seems to do better with comic roles.
The thing that concerns me most is that I'm Not There is one of my favorite
recorded works by Bob, and I'm not sure I want it associated with anything else or
any attempt to make it something it is not.
Did you like The Life Aquatic ?
Not much, although I like Bill Murray. I laughed some, but I'm not a good
audience for comedy in that style. I like the Brazilian singer better than almost
anything else in the script.
Is ER Going Down The Crapper? (30 April 2007)
I don't see any reason for things to be different here from anywhere else.
Discourse runs through cycles of exhilaration and fatigue. In either case, we make
of it what we will. A crapper is as good a place for enlightenment as any other.
My short answer is, no.
Dylan's Most Overrated Song (30 April 2007)
This really depends on both how you rate songs and how you define them as overrated. I think All Along The Watchtower is a great song, not the best on JWH but
still great. I think it has rarely if ever been adequately performed, in part because I
think Jimi Hendrix's version is overrated - as good as it is, I don't think it should
define all subsequent versions. As a guitar jam, the song inevitably disappoints. I
can't think of a more boring thing to do with the song at this point.
I think the songs on Slow Train Coming are generally overrated due to the clarity
of the production and certain performance values that transcend lyrics I find
mostly boring. Ditto for Infidels.
Hurricane and the entire album Desire I find unlistenable (except Black Diamond
Bay), so I guess that means I think anyone who can stand to listen to it overrates
it. I do like some of the songs live. So maybe I underrate the studio versions.
Wind Or Change? (6 May 2007)
Sam Cooke wrote A Change Is Gonna Come as his answer to Blowin' In The
Wind. Which song has had the greater influence since on America?
A Change Is Gonna Come is a wonderful song in the gospel style of personal
testimony. It has been covered by numerous singers including Otis Redding's
incredible version, Aretha Franklin, and many others.
However, Cooke's influence is I think primarily among musicians. He died too
soon to be a vital part of the social transformations of the late 60s / 70s. He's too
strong a gospel singer to exert a lot of influence on America as a whole. His pop
r&b songs are often memorable for the vocals, not the lyrics.
Blowin' In The Wind is a less personal song (like What's Goin' On in fact) focused
on a puzzling and tragic world, not a personal spiritual crisis. It's a folk song,
simple, memorable. Its influence is undeniably big on much of what followed,
both on content and musical values. I don't much care for the song, but that's just
my taste in these matters.
Which Artists That Cover Bob Do You Like? (6 May 2007)
I'm so sick of Hendrix's Watchtower I'd gladly die without hearing it again, and
just as sick of the acclaim for it by Bob and others.
I like The Byrds a lot in general, always enjoy their Chimes Of Freedom, Mr.
Tambourine Man, various other Dylan covers. Their harmonies and 12 string
sound are distinctive.
The Waterboys have covered Dylan well, not sure on any official albums though.
The Band covered Bob quite well.
Freddie King did an awesome Meet Me In The Morning on a live album.
Maddie Peyroux sings You're Gonna Make Me Lonesome as a kind of samba, and
it's lovely, on her second CD.
Johnny Cash always sang Dylan songs with more authority than most.
That's about it for me. I usually don't care for covers of Bob songs.
Leon Russell covers Dylan better than any artist I've heard ...
Yes, I forgot about Leon Russell's covers of Bob, very strong. He plays piano on
Bob's Watching The River Flow if memory serves.
I have some bootlegs from the Byrds in 1969 / 70, very strong with Clarence White
who was a great guitarist. The only Byrds material I don't enjoy is when Skip
Batten sings, or when Gram Parsons tried to take over. I saw them in 1973, past
their prime. Otherwise, I find their work holds up much better than most groups
of that era. Younger Than Yesterday and Notorious Byrd Brothers are particularly
fine. McGuinn's recent work with folk songs is also very good and generously
logged on his website. And he answers his email! Any one get an email from Bob
lately?
I thought the Cindy Lee Corvette version of Blood On The Tracks was kind of
lame. Those are some of my very favorite Dylan songs, performed adequately, but
it annoyed me that she changed keys on songs when the album was touted as a
"recreation" of some sort, and I am not impressed with her singing which sounds
thoroughly average to me.
But you've got to admire her for her effort. It was a tough undertaking. I think her
vocal performance on You're A Big Girl Now is terrific ...
It was an ambitious move if not a wise one. Big Girl is better than the rest of it.
None of it is awful - these are great songs after all.
They Got It All ... (8 May 2007)
Garth Hudson does indeed own the original basement tapes. I believe he
transferred them to cassettes at one point, but probably still owns the reels. I read
an interview with him well after the release of both the official album and the five
CD bootlegs, and he said, "Yep, they got it all." I think the few remaining
obscurities are Band tracks of little musical interest. The Tiny Tim tracks are
pretty much the bottom of the barrel.
The complete Dylan Basement Tapes sessions are very much worth owning.
Songs You Didn't Like At First (8 May 2007)
I can't think of any song I didn't first like that I ended up liking. A lot of songs I
liked more and more as I heard them, others less and less. A few I really liked that
I grew to loathe. Probably more than a few if I stopped to count.
But I'd say the ballads on Modern Times didn't grab me at first but now I'm liking
them more, especially Ain't Talkin'. The blues numbers bore me more with each
listen.
It took a few listens to get into Highlands - I think it is extraordinary but at first
just was curious. I never disliked it.
I liked Nashville Skyline upon release, but it faded into neglect after 10 years or so.
Now I love it more than ever.
Sleep Is Like A Temporary Death ... (9 May 2007)
Never been very keen on this line. It's one of those that sounds great, but actually
isn't ...
In Journey To The Center Of The Earth, Count Sacnosen describes sleep as "little
slices of death." I bet some Greek philosopher also compared death to sleep. And
let us not forget Hamlet - to sleep, perchance to dream etc. It's a fairly common
idea not in any way original to Bob.
Too Dylanesque? (9 May 2007)
I'm an aspiring songwriter and I worry that my lyrics sound too Dylanesque ...
Imitating great art is one way to learn your craft. Dylan was my early model for
writing poetry, because he was the writer I first understood creatively. I quickly
moved into other ways of writing, but it was a good start despite the objections of
my teachers.
In songwriting, there are certain superficial hallmarks of his style that are easy to
adopt, and you did so in the lyric above. I'd say the most important thing is to
understand what you've done in terms of song tradition and a broader literary
tradition, first. Then try something else, or try the same thing but do it much
better. For instance, you are writing in ballad meter - heptameter. But you break
meter too often, like in the line "so they can sleep in heaven or hell" or "where all
the young boys go to be men" or "their weak silver shields are swimming in the
moonlight" rendering the lyric quite awkward. Did you actually sing this lyric or
just write it? It doesn't look singable.
Take a good close look at Gates Of Eden and Tangled Up In Blue. Both songs use
ballad meter expertly, because Bob knew and loved the old ballads and he also
read William Blake who wrote extensively in heptameter. If you want to write
like Dylan, go to his models, not his own work. Having a strong feeling for meter
in language is of great use when fitting words to a musical beat.
There is a lot of admirable ambition in your lyric. Keep at it.
Who's Carrying It On? (9 May 2007)
Folk music is what people sing to their kids, what kids bang out on guitars and
pianos when Mom and Dad aren't around, what people like to hear and dance and
sing along with in social gatherings. Rock and roll is a folk form. Rap is a folk form.
Mainstream country music is folk music.
Folk revivalism is white people with guitars singing songs of yesteryear to
audiences eager for something "authentic" and too often settling for exactly that "authenticity." Every great song is a protest against mediocrity and death.
I would be sad if there were some consensus about who the "next Dylan" is. We
don't need another Dylan. Or perhaps we need thousands of them. But I don't
think the music industry would tolerate another Dylan.
Help With Schooling A Friend In Dylan (10 May 2007)
Start with Blood On The Tracks and work backwards, then forward. Let the music
speak for itself. Tell your friend to trust the music, whatever his / her reaction
may be. Skip Self Portrait for now, and the religious albums, and the 80s albums.
Also play him some other music to create a context - Charley Patton, Stanley
Brothers, Hank Williams, Woody Guthrie, maybe even Neil Young.
Nobody has to like Dylan. Let this person decide if the music speaks to him / her
or not. If not, give it time.
Dylan Is "Not A True Artist" (10 May 2007)
To call Bob Dylan a poet, as Gleason, Cott and Landau are willing to do in your
pages, is a debasement of our common language ... Ed Abbey, in Rolling Stone on
25 February 1975 ...
I don't think the remarks you quote really deserve any kind of response. Abbey is
speaking from ignorance.
I also don't think Dylan's songs are 'poetry' as such - they are songs, meant to be
sung, and some are about as great as art can be. Bob has written poems also, and
they aren't bad. People seem to think they need to elevate the status of songs to
literature, when in fact songs are most likely the original literary form and need
no defense or improvement to qualify as art. Pindar's odes were sung to music by
dancers. Homer probably sang his epics. William Blake used to sing some of his
short poems.
Bob uses various literary techniques, and some of his songs seem unprecedented in
popular music, leading people to look outside of music for comparisons in art.
There's nothing wrong with that, but ultimately his songs need to be sung and
affect us as music.
People can know a lot about poetry and nothing about music.
How Did Watchtower Become An Anthem? (10 May 2007)
Jimi always loved Dylan's work, and around the time JWH was released, he was
interviewed while listening to the album and playing along. He also recorded
Drifter's Escape fairly well.
The production on his Watchtower is part of the reason for the song's enduring
popularity - the striking opening acoustic guitar opening riff, the first guitar solo,
the slide solo in the middle (supposedly played with a beer can) - and the narrative
of the song seems to have brought out one of Jimi's strongest vocals.
Lyrically, the song is a good example of Bob's less-is-more approach of the time.
Three verses, like much of the album, sharp images, a lot left unsaid or implied.
I much prefer Bob's original version at this point, and wish he'd play it
acoustically, maybe with a violin or mandolin solo.
Hendrix had a really sharp mind and always had an ideal sound he wanted to
achieve. I heard he dictated to his rhythm guitarist exactly how to strum for
Watchtower ...
I think it's Dave Mason on acoustic guitar. Could be wrong, but he is pictured on
the inside of the Electric Ladyland sleeve. I've always loved Dave Mason, since
Traffic days.
Jimi had an incredible set of ears, among other appendages.
Bob's Top Twenty Pop Songs (11 May 2007)
To my ears, a pop song as distinguished from a folk song or rock song will be
structurally as well as lyrically different. Most of the songs listed thus far are folk
or rock - 3 chords, simple melodies, driving beat, blues values.
Pop music (as opposed to merely popular music) tends to have a less aggressive
beat, more complex chord changes (and more complex chords), and lyrics with a
broad appeal to an emotional response (could be sentimental but not necessarily
so). Pop songs tend to come from piano-based composers; guitar is really a folk
instrument (rock being a folk music). They also tend to be short, to fit commercial
recording / broadcast requirements, written by professional songwriters for others
to perform. Of course, pop songs can also swing madly as dance music, so other
than being music a lot of people buy, the definition is slippery.
Until Blonde On Blonde, I can't think of a Dylan song I'd consider pop or close to
it, except maybe Love Minus Zero (which I think is based on Banks Of The Royal
Canal from a play by Brendan Behan). From BOB on, pop song technique starts
showing up. Most of the early albums are folk / blues / country / rock and roll
hybrids.
1. I Want You - a love song with a bridge, direct lyrics, fast but light beat
2. Just Like A Woman - a love song with a bridge, lyrics are a little more complex,
beat is slower and a little heavier
3. Dear Landlord - the most complex chord changes on JWH, and a piano song. I'll
Be Your Baby, Tonight is also a simple love song with bridge, but I forgot to list it
until I was on number 12 below.
4. To Be Alone With You - a love song with a bridge at a sprightly country tempo
very much like Hank Snow
5. I Threw It All Away - a sad love ballad with a bridge
Other Nashville Skyline songs might also be considered country pop, but let's
move on, skipping Self Portrait just because.
6. If Dogs Run Free - pop jazz or jazzy pop
7. Black Diamond Bay - only song I like on Desire. Mozambique is poppier but so
annoying, like listening to Alvin and the Chipmunks
8.I'll Remember You - simple declaration to an easy beat, with a bridge
9. Born In Time - a striking pop ballad on piano with a bridge, even though the
official album version is pretty unlistenable. Pity it didn't get on the prior album.
10. Tomorrow Night - lovely cover of an old pop standard
11. Hard Times - it's actually from an 1852 minstrel show, the ultimate American
19th century pop. Foster probably wrote it on piano, but perhaps guitar as he did
own one.
Make You Feel My Love is pop but let's stick to songs that you might want to hear
twice. The last few albums are his poppiest efforts:
12. Bye And Bye
13. Floater
14. Moonlight
15. Po' Boy
16. Mississippi
17. Beyond The Horizon
18. Spirit On The Water
19. Nettie Moore
20. You Belong To Me - another good pop standard cover.
One might argue that I Believe In You is gospel pop. Things Have Changed has a
bridge, but it really rocks, has thorny lyrics and is pretty long. Of course, as soon
as Bob started writing catchy love songs and funny ironic songs, folkies accused
him of going pop. One might also argue that blues is a pop form as much as a folk
form, but that pop blues has a lighter beat and more clever but less compelling
lyrics. Or that if Bette Midler or Billy Joel can sing it, it's pop. I also forgot about
4th Time Around, even though Bob is imitating Lennon imitating Bob folk style of
singing but in a more pop form on Norwegian Wood.
As someone with very little professional musical knowledge I'm intrigued, what
are the indicators that Love Minus Zero might be based on Banks Of The Royal
Canal?
The songs can be played with identical chord changes, and Bob uses the Guthrie
approach of reversing the direction of the melody over the chords.
Say you are playing in C. Both songs start on the C chord.
Banks' first line descends C to G. Bob's first line rises C to G.
Both second lines resolve to G. And so on.
I'm guessing Dylan learned the song from Liam Clancy and adapted the chords and
melody to his own purposes.
Why Is Visions Of Johanna Not Held In Greater Regard? (11 May 2007)
In my opinion, Visions of Johanna is one of Dylan's masterpieces. But it seems
that, while Dylan obsessives really love the song, more casual fans don't rate it as
highly as it deserves ...
At this point in his career, with so many songs and albums out, the casual Dylan
fan at least in my experience tends to be younger and more oriented toward recent
albums, greatest hits, and concert favorites. Visions Of Johanna was not a single, as
people have noted. I can't think of a single cover version.
However, people closer to my age who bought all or most of the albums on release
and / or are familiar with the 1966 live recordings tend to revere the song as one
of his great masterpieces, and always have. It wasn't "ignored on release" and
hasn't been "slowly" winning appreciation. It has always been noted as one of the
highpoints of his first decade as a recording artist. While Rainy Day Women was
the big AM radio hit, Visions was perfect for the emerging FM radio culture and
was played a lot when I was in high school. Blonde On Blonde was an
extraordinary event upon release - first double album, first rock album with an
entire side devoted to one song - when Dylan was at the apogee of his meteoric
rise.
Someday Baby - A Muddy Waters Song? (11 May 2007)
Trouble No More and Worried Life Blues are related texts and predate Muddy
Waters, but Bob's arrangement is a blatant ripoff of Muddy's recording. The song
dates to at least the 30s, and is sometimes a piano song - Big Maceo Merriweather
recorded Worried Life Blues on piano, and Otis Spann, Muddy's pianist for years,
did a very soulful solo version in the early 60s. I don't have the time to do the
research at the moment, but I'd guess the Bluebird artists of the 30s like Sonny
Boy Williamson I, Tampa Red, Big Bill Broonzy and others all had versions.
Muddy, like many Delta blues men, would often take traditional lines and verses,
add some original lines, figure out a suitable guitar part, and bingo - new song for
copyright. This is pretty much the compositional method of the oral tradition.
From what I've read, Muddy could not read or write much more than his name.
Of course, he was a musical genius with exacting standards for his own playing
and his band.
Rollin' And Tumblin' has a fascinating history. It is a classic blues form that seems
to derive from Charley Patton, both in his 1 chord arrangements and his IV / I / IV
/ I / V / I handling of the 12 bar blues in songs like Peavine Special. Hambone
Willie Newbern recorded his Rollin' And Tumblin' in 1929, the earliest version I
know of using that floating line as the title. Robert Johnson's 1937 "If I Had
Possession Over Judgement Day" is maybe the best example of how Patton's guitar
style evolved into a more modern rhythmic style. This is the acoustic solo
equivalent of Muddy's electric version.
I'm certain Bob knows all this and more, which is why it is terribly disappointing
to hear him recycle almost verbatim extremely well known arrangements from
Muddy's classic period. One song per album might be okay, but Modern Times just
sound lazy on this score. Got to Muddy or Robert or Lightnin' for the real thing.
I think Bob's true sin here is that he states on MT "All lyrics and music by Bob
Dylan." Gotta give credit where credit's due - and he failed to do so ...
I understand why you'd think so. I don't mind him adopting public domain lines
of poetry to his songs - there are enough original lines, and it's a valid literary
technique. But it's well within his musical abilities to come up with fresh blues
arrangements. And I do consider him an authentic blues singer / player, Delta or
not. He has an alarming command of the style - especially on World Gone Wrong.
Maybe he intended a tribute to Muddy, someone worth saluting now and then. I
do wish he'd kept all those songs shorter.
It Takes A Lot To Laugh is taken from a Muddy Waters song, in particular the line
"Don't the moon look good, Momma, shining down through the trees." I'm not
100 per cent sure on what song it's from, but it was the first tune ever played on
Theme Time Radio Hour ....
The moon / trees line appears in numerous pre-War blues songs. Maybe the best
know is Count Basie's hit with Jimmy Rushing singing "Don't the moon look
lonesome shining through the trees / Don't your house look lonesome when your
baby packs up to leave" in Sent For You Yesterday in I think 1938, while Muddy
was still bootlegging and driving a tractor.
I seem to recall hearing Muddy sing the line, but I can't find it in any of his wellknown recordings with lyrics online. He did use a variant, "Don't the sun look
lonesome, shading down behind the trees," in Blow Wind, Blow which is on his
fabulous Live At Mr. Kelly's (and there ought to be a Chess studio recording as
well).
I think that if the tune is traditional and the lyrics original, it may be claimed by
the artist, as there is no copyright - Blowin' In The Wind / No More Auction Block
being an example. But, if the tune is not traditional but an original melody that
has a copyright, it cannot be used by another artist, claiming it as their own ...
In the case of Blowin' In The Wind, I think Bob's melody varies enough from No
More Auction Block to qualify for copyright, in a way that George Harrison's My
Sweet Lord did not to avoid infringement of Phil Spector's copyright on He's So
Fine's melody.
In the case of a song with new lyrics set to a public domain melody, the lyrics are
the only thing copyrighted, no matter what some album notes might claim. So
anyone can use the melody of say Ballad Of Hollis Brown (the melody is Pretty
Polly or other pentatonic ballads) or Restless Farewell (whose melody is the
traditional Parting Glass) without fear of royalty bills or lawsuit by Dylan. An
assertion of copyright cannot remove material from the public domain unless it is
proved that the material had a specific creator within a specific period of time and
with legal standing. This is how Robert Johnson's songs moved from public
domain to copyright with the legal action of his heirs, although Johnson's
melodies are traditional and it is the lyrics that qualify (even those which employ
many floating lines like Bob does).
A more obscure area, at least to me, is when Bob claims a copyrighted
arrangement of fully traditional material. I can't see or hear any reason why Bob's
version of Arthur McBride should be copyrighted, except as a specific recorded
performance to which he retains the rights for public use. Anyone can sing the
song and play it in Bob's manner. He added nothing to the lyric or melody and
plays a simple folk accompaniment.
Dylan's Use Of "Ye" (12 May 2007)
When it is pronounced with a long e as in "yee" it does sound affected. With a
short e, almost apostrophised into y', or yer without the r, it sounds more like
rural American from Appalachia or Bob's own stomping ground up north. Or Irish
English. No reason why it can't be used well in the right context and mouth.
More challenging is the use of "thee / thine / thou" but that can also be effective at
the right moment.
Bob's speech was very affected in his early years from all reports, and the
affectation carries over to his singing. I think it's one of the crucial aspects of his
emerging style on the first four albums. But I don't think it was a dishonest
affectation for the most part. Something fiercely original underway even on the
debut. In some ways his process is a bit like Robert Johnson's was - adopting bits
of his various models and heroes, synthesizing disparate elements to achieve
something distinctive and even new.
Remastered Desire (12 May 2007)
I don't think any amount of remastering is going to improve Desire. It's the worst
album he released until that time. Isis is too good a song to submit to Bob's rushed
and casual approach in the studio, and is not well-served by the arrangement; it's
one of the few Dylan songs I wish he'd redone at some point later in his career.
I've listened to some live versions lately, and even those sound melodramatic and
unrealized. Except for Black Diamond Bay, the other songs are pretty dismal, and
the music sounds willed and fake for the most part. Romance In Durango has an
interesting lyric but the music really grates especially on the chorus. Hurricane is
a huge mistake, and Joey is tasteless dishonest kitsch with a pandering chorus. Sara
is embarrassing bathos. Stoner and Wyeth were a good team but Bob should have
rehearsed more or toured first. The whole hippie / gypsy caravan thing seems like
Bob reaching for something he can't admit is gone.
I also think cocaine hampered the creative process. The evidence is only indirect,
but having experienced some of this myself in various ways (in my own mistakes
and those of my friends), that's what I hear. It marks the beginning of a serious
creative crisis he'd suffer for more than a decade.
Half the fans thinks Desire is a work of staggering genius and the other half (like
albert) think it's a sticky turd ...
While I don't think it's good work by Bob's standards, the turd status should really
be reserved for the very bottom of the barrel so to speak - Street Legal, Knocked
Out Loaded, Dylan & The Dead. Hovering on the gaseous emanations of those
landmarks would be I guess Empire Burlesque, Saved, Infidels, Under The Red
Sky, Shot Of Love, Slow Train.
And I loved it when it was released, not unconditionally but enough to play it for
a few years, learn all the songs, see the tour, and believe Carter was innocent until
I did the research Bob didn't do. The album holds together superficially, but
serious seismic damage is already apparent and the next few albums trace the
collapse. Ironically, Desire sounds empty of any real desire except the desire to
avoid something, or maybe the desire to disappear into a persona, or save a
marriage he knows he doesn't deserve. And to be fair, I don't think Jacques Levy
was any better for Bob's music than Scarlet Rivera or Steve Soles or Ronee Blakley
or the tour dealer with the briefcase full of blow.
What's the aural equivalent of hindsight? Hindhearing?
And since the subject was remastering, I must say I'm still quite satisfied hearing
my LPs for all the work before 1975, have not bothered to replace any with CDs.
Someday I'll get a JWH CD because I played my copy into crackly shards of song,
and I own the CD of Times because I never bought the LP for some strange
reason. I got Nashville Skyline on CD after losing my LP, and it sounds dandy. The
last LP I bought was Oh Mercy, and it's still good enough, especially since I have
the bootleg of the sessions and that's what I tend to listen to anyway.
Careful, now - albert has refined Street Legal bashing into an art form. If he
unleashes the dragon, your polarity could be reversed ...
The miserable production of Street Legal is the common excuse for overlooking
the narcissistic and self-parodic lyrics and the pinched, strained vocals, and
misused musicians. At least on the latter albums, Dylan gives the impression of not
caring very much, being satisfied with covers and collations of sessions done over a
number of years. Street Legal pretends to be much more and fails. I far prefer
Empire Burlesque (for the songs, not the production) and Down In The Groove
(for some of the covers and Silvio).
Seriously, I've never seen any convincing defense of the album. The flaws are
abundant and obvious and require truckloads of rationalization to justify, unlike
almost any other Dylan. It has earned heaps of critical scorn for decades for very
good reasons.
And again, I really liked it on release, saw the tour in Providence and was
impressed if a bit confused and ambivalent. But Slow Train really turned me off,
and I quickly heard Street Legal as the secular (and somewhat hedonistic)
equivalent of the latter album's unimaginative and tedious fundamentalism.
I find Dylan much more compelling and interesting and brilliant an artist when I
see him as flawed, human, capable of error, struggling to make something of his
apparently unusual personal experience of music and life. But I'm not really
interested in all his warts and scars, his personal crises, or his music as some kind
of psychological profile. I want his art, not his symptoms.
How was that?
Songs That Work Better Live (14 May 2007)
SeГ±or and We Better Talk This Over were both redeemed in concert.
I And I was very good live for a time, far better than the original.
Now that I think about it, just about every Dylan composition after Blood On The
Tracks was performed better live at some point from 1990-2003 than its initial
studio release.
And very few songs up to and including Blood On The Tracks have surpassed their
studio originals. Many have been performed very well indeed. Some are
pointlessly dragged out for the crowd for years and years after their last
convincing live performance.
For the last 15 years, I've only listened to the late 70s-80s studio albums as a chore
or an act of curiosity or to be sure I recalled something correctly. The live
renditions are the only ones that matter to me. Not so with anything before then.
Since Oh Mercy, I've enjoyed the studio albums on their own merits, except
Under The Red Sky, whose decent songs have had some good live runs.
There are numerous bootlegged studio things from that period I can enjoy. Blind
Willie McTell has never had a live performance better than the two studio
versions, at least vocally, but it has been performed very well on numerous
occasions.
#1: Don't know what happened to HA, he so right and on it nowadays!
#2: A pact with the devil at the crossroads ...
Bob has certainly performed his greatest songs very well live on numerous tours.
After all, some of those studio recordings are also live, just without a paying
audience.
I saw an astounding solo version of Tangled Up In Blue in 1975. However, the
album version's arrangement is about as perfect as any of his studio recordings, so I
would not say the live version was better. But if you prefer your Bob neat, you'd
go with the live one.
How about if we concentrate on Bob and not me? He's way more interesting.
Any Dylan Connection To The Literary Genius JRR Tolkein? (12 May 2007)
Response: How about "All the merry little elves can go hang themselves ..."
I'll pay for the rope. I took an F in a college course instead of slogging my way
through The Hobbit.
Which Of Dylan's Songs Are Dream-inspired? (15 May 2007)
They are all dreams. Except the ones he cops from other artists. Then they are
borrowed dreams.
Bob Dylan was a dream Robert Zimmerman had. Or vice-versa.
Change The Band! (2 June 2007)
You should assume the band plays what Bob wants to hear. Bob has songs he
thinks the crowd wants to hear, and songs he likes playing, and often a new album
to plug. I don't think this is so complicated.
The set lists from the last few years have been overwhelmingly original songs
done Dylan style - acoustic folk-rock or electric rock. Bob is essentially selling
"Bob Dylan" to his audiences via a collection of songs. His vocal performances
night to night and the liberties he takes with material are the variants. In tours
past, the songs themselves had a wider range of sources and required a more
flexible band and particular ways of playing. I also think Bob is a less interesting
musician on keys than on guitar - it just narrows the range of what the whole
band will do or what song he'll sing - even though I like his piano playing quite a
bit.
I don't think this is better or worse overall. I have no issues with the band's
musicianship on the recent things I've heard. I did have higher hopes when he
began touring with a slightly larger band and more fiddling in the mix.
Loved The Old Stuff But ... (2 June 2007)
... ... Who gets better with age?
Merle Haggard is better now then when he started.
An argument could be made, by me or others, that Dylan's work since 1989 is the
best of his career if not the most popular.
Neil Young has also produced his best music in the last 10-15 years, both with
Crazy Horse and without. Outside of Everybody Knows This Is Nowhere and
Tonight's The Night, his early work does nothing for me, especially Harvest and
After The Goldrush which sound very slight and dated.
Lou Reed's work from 1990 or so on is better than anything he did before that
time, although he had some very strong 80s albums also.
No Direction Home - Pretentious? (3 June 2007)
In my experience of the film, the subject was the music, what it sounded like and
how people reacted to it. Music is after all the subject of Dylan's life. I would not
be interested in any kind of confessional documentary or "personal" revelations by
Dylan or about Dylan by anyone else. I don't care what kind of person he is, I care
about what he sounds like on stage and in the studio.
Dylan has created and presented a persona to the world longer than he has been
"Bob Dylan." I would guess that only his siblings, children and ex-wives have any
idea who the whole person is. I'd rather leave him his privacy than have any kind
of exposГ© about what a bad date he can be or his oral hygiene.
I thought the film was an effective sample of his persona and music, free of a
gossipy tabloid approach, capturing something of the visual and sonic energy of
the era as well as the current state of a few people who lived through it. To qualify
as pretentious, I would think the film would have to represent itself as more than
it was. I don't recall anyone claiming it was "definitive" or "the whole story" or
whatever. It had a series of talking head interviews shot so that no one looked old
and decrepit, edited for some pithy and interesting (as well as shopworn)
comments about Bob and his music, and well-selected and edited musical and
documentary footage.
How does this qualify as pretentious? Because it made Bob look good? Should he
have made himself look bad in order to avoid being accused of pretension?
At some level, we're all jerks. I'm sure Bob is a painfully flawed human being. I
have no interest in knowing just how, as my own painful flaws are plenty to keep
me busy. The thing he can give me like no one else is music.
A serious look at how Robert Zimmerman became Bob Dylan would be fascinating,
but I'm not sure that knowing RZ would lead to a better understanding of BD ...
Too much of the thrust of the film is about Dylan rejecting folk and "going
electric" - a myth already done to death that has been exaggerated ad nauseam ...
There seem to be some contradictions here. Some people think there should have
been more context, others object to the contextual material as irrelevant. For me,
hearing Bob talk about the Stanley Brothers record on his parent's record player is
not trivial at all, it is his "scene of instruction" where he begins to understand
something about creative imagination. Bob has played numerous Stanley Brothers
songs throughout his career, often very very well, and they are a deep influence
on his art.
I also don't quite understand the disappointment of veterans fans - what exactly
did you expect to find out after all these years, all the bios and endless
speculations? Ginsberg told me the exact same stories when I was his student. I'd
even read most of them in interviews before I knew Allen. His comments are not
insignificant just because they are relatively common knowledge. I think that
Allen had no more stories to tell - he didn't really share that much with Bob over
the years and mostly admired him from a distance, like the rest of us. And given
that much of the movie was based on interviews with Bob himself, I never
expected him to sit there and calmly tell a clear and precise narrative of his life,
warts and all. When has that ever happened in his 40 plus years as a performer?
I thought Scorsese fairly represented his cinematic interests in the project. I
thought Bob represented his own interests as he wished. I very much liked the
music clips and interviews with other musicians, especially the bonus material
from Liam Clancy, Maria Muldaur, and Mavis Staples.
Maybe there is an obvious truth no one is quite stating here: the movie was too
long relative to the content, because it was made to conform to the desires of fans
who overestimate Dylan's worth (or misunderestimate or something equally
askew). We are the pretentious ones, with our endless and repetitive discussions of
every line and word and note and performance and our websites and pilgrimages
on the concert trail and fantasies of what he's "really like", as if any of it matters.
Maybe No Direction Home is just another title for I'm Not There. Bob is our hero
and scapegoat, the form on which we project our own values, desires and
pretensions. It is impossible to separate "Bob Dylan" from this context.
Stage Fright (song) (2 June 2007)
I was browsing around on iTunes and according the them this song was written
"For and about Bob Dylan." Anyone else hear about this?
#1 It will forever be an enigma, which beats the hell out of an enema ...
Actually, the early takes show that the song was Stool Fright and was about fear of
enemas - Robbie's or Bob's we just cannot say with any certainty.
Black Coat Rewrite (5 Jun 2007)
What do people think of the new middle-eight of Man In The Long Black Coat?
Instead of "People don't live or die, people just float" he now sings:
I went down to the river / But I just missed the boat
I know Dylan was always dissatisfied with the "people just float" line, but the new
lines don't really seem like much of an improvement. The original lines always
reminded me of that Jewish saying: To be in hell is to drift, to be in heaven is to
steer ...
Those new lines are a very bad revision of an important line in the song. I've
always heard "People don't live or die, people just float" as either the words of the
preacher's sermon, or the speaker's reflection on the meaning of the sermon. It's
an ambiguous line in a song about ambiguities. The substituted lines are just the
marriage of two clichГ©s and devalue the song considerably.
I've also always felt the song was in some ways a response to Robert Bly's book
The Man In The Black Coat Turns. Bly's figure is a Lincolnesque archetype, and
while Bob's man might also draw on Johnny Cash, John Ford westerns and a more
general American iconography, for me the great virtue of the song is how it
suggests or embodies a historical process while sketching the particular
circumstances of a few individuals through precise images and actions.
There are only two phrases in the original that seem off-kilter. It's hard to
reconcile "African trees" with the rest of the images, unless the song is set in
Africa which is possible but every other image suggests America. It's also just a
category as opposed to an image, so it is less vivid than it might be. In the last
verse "beating on a dead horse" rings very loudly as a clichГ©, despite an interesting
if faint echo of Dostoevsky (I believe from Crime and Punishment but I'll have to
check).
This is one of my favorite Dylan songs overall, for the chords as well as the lyrics
and melody.
Dylan Songs That Stand Up Well As Poems (5 June 2007)
Desolation Row reads very very well on the page, although it is even better sung
to music.
Dear Landlord approaches perfection as a poem, but realizes perfection as a song.
I Shall Be Free #10 reads well as a comic poem for the most part, but is a better
song than poem.
To Ramona is nearly a great lyric poem, but a truly great song lyric.
I've been scanning the list of titles on bobdylan.com for 20 minutes or so - these
are the closest lyrics I can find to qualify as poetry. In many instances, a good to
great lyric of Bob's will have a chorus or a repeated final line of each verse, and
this usually sinks the lyric as a poem even it if makes it complete as a great song.
Bob has written some very good poems as poems.
Why would the repetition of a line sink a lyric as a poem? Certain poetic forms
(the villanelle and rondel come to mind) are based, among other things, on the
repetition of a line ...
Yes, it is an interesting issue. In the case of a villanelle, at least a good one, the
repetitions often have grammatical links to prior or subsequent lines that subtly
shift the meaning and keep the poem moving forward. And Yeats has some very
good poems with repeated last lines (many of his lyric poems had direct relations
to songs).
Villanelles are much shorter than most of Bob's songs, and most of his choruses
are simple repeats of 2 - 4 lines verbatim which would be very tough to deliver
convincingly in speech rather than song. Desolation Row ends every verse with
the title, but other than that there is enough variation to avoid stasis.
I guess my standard was to imagine speaking the lyric well enough to offer it as a
poem and feel confident that every word was absolutely essential to the pleasures
of the whole. I tried to measure the lyric as a poet, rather than as a reader of
words on a page. I have a lot of experience performing poems, my own as well as
others' poems, so I tried to bring this perspective into play. I hope that makes
sense.
Choose A Dylan Song For My Band To Cover (11 June 2007)
Seems to me there are two ways you might go - emphasize your Scots thing and
choose a Dylan song that draws from the ballad tradition, or go with the primitive
blues thing like R.L. Burnside and impose those values on a non-obvious, nonblues Dylan song.
For the former, Lay Down Your Weary Tune would be very ambitious, but if you
did it well, wouldn't that be a marvel! Bob Dylan's Dream might work.
For the latter, consider one of the odd Basement songs like Tiny Montgomery, Lo
And Behold, or Yea Heavy And A Bottle Of Bread. Or perhaps I Am A Lonesome
Hobo.
If one of you can really sing, Going To Acapulco would be a good choice.
Not an easy task. Good luck.
Hillary Wants A Campaign Song (5 June 2007)
How about a new song, "I'm Just Mild About Hilary"?
Or "True Love Tends to Forget"
Or "You Ain't Goin' Nowhere"
Or "Stuck In The Middle With You"
Or "I'm Right, You're Left, She's Gone"
Or "Wiggle, Wiggle" with "TV Talkin' Song" as the flip side
Or "Disease Of Conceit" with "Foot Of Pride" on the flip side
Or "Too Much Of Nothing"
Sorry if I repeated some nominations.
Why do I have the impression that the majority of Americans do not want a
President who is smarter, cleverer and wiser than them? You are afraid of a leader
standing above you. It has got to be someone mediocre ... A woman in The White
House would surely be good for your crazy, divided, morally run-down country.
My suggestion: "GONNA CHANGE MY WAY OF THINKNG" ...
Hilary Clinton is not a leader, she is a politician. I'd much rather she stay my
senator than try to run for president. One family dynasty is one too many. I also
would like the Democrats to nominate someone who can both win the election
and move the country in a better direction by telling the truth about the last 8
years and the state of our nation. I trust Hilary to do neither. I don't even think
she'll win most of the primaries. She will fall early and never really recover.
EJ, your gross generalizations do not show any real insights into American culture
or politics. You really should collect far more data before rendering your
judgements.
Plastic Ono Band - The Album Is ... (12 June 2007)
п‚џ
п‚џ
п‚џ
п‚џ
A work of breathtaking power and stark beauty
An interesting historical document and a good album
An album that, while it has its moments, reveals Lennon's limits as songwriter
and performer
Dreadful - boring songs filled with insufferable whining and irritating
screaming
Vote now!
I'd vote for every choice, except that I might remove the negatives from the last
choice. Yes, whining and irritating screaming are included. I think that's part of
the point of the music, which I respect as a difficult artistic choice.
I guess at some point I accept the whole artist, warts and all, if their best stuff
wins my heart and ears. Lennon certainly has done that for me.
Greatest Female Artist - Vote Now! (11 June 2007)
Dolly Parton has written more songs than all these nominees combined and has
probably sold more records. She is at least as good a singer as Aretha Franklin.
Maybelle Carter has had a more profound influence on music than any of these
women.
Mary Lou Williams was a better musician than any of them.
Madonna is a businesswoman, not an artist. She can barely sing. Her talent is
posing. If she is an artist, so is every woman on the cover of Vogue.
Isn't there some way we can self-regulate the poll-ution clogging up this site?
If I had to pick a favorite on the list of choices, it would be Janis Joplin ...
Billie Holiday / Bessie Smith / Maria Callas / Peggy Lee / Memphis Minnie /
Martha Graham / Ida Lupino / George Eliot / Charlotte Bronte
Lotta talent out there. Every poll is limited by the bias of the pollster. Most of the
original names listed don't even belong in the "great" category except maybe in
sales and / or a narrowly defined genre, like Tina Turner and Janis Joplin. Aretha
and Joni could compete with the female pantheon.
This reminds me of why US elections fill me with dread and despair.
Ida Lupino?? That's a shocker!
Ida Lupino was a great beauty, an wonderful actor, and a talented director - how
many of her generation worked both sides of the camera as well? Good name also.
Leni Riefenstahl?
Decidedly no, she's among the most dishonest filmmakers of the 20th century.
Technique isn't everything. She sold her soul and could never admit it. The
antithesis of artistic integrity.
This Land Is Your Land (12 June 2007)
I read somewhere that Guthrie wrote his song in direct response to Irving Berlin's
God Bless America.
Overall, I prefer Battle Hymn Of The Republic - not as an anthem per se, but as a
song. I'm ambivalent about the whole anthem thing.
Favorite Album Cover (12 June 2007)
I think Blonde On Blonde is the most beautiful packaging ever on a Dylan album,
in the LP version of course. John Wesley Harding is effective but more somber
and less visually detailed. Other okay ones are Highway 61, Bringing It All Back
Home, and Another Side Of Bob Dylan.
Blood On The Tracks is okay. Modern Times is inoffensive.
Very few of the other albums have any aesthetic appeal unless you hunger for
headshots, and most are garish or simply functional or pretentious. Not his strong
point. That the ones featuring his own artwork stand out as somewhat charming is
a sad commentary on most of the others.
I always liked his cover for Music From Big Pink also.
That strange grainy image of Bob combined with the odd modern graphic design
lettering on Blood On The Tracks makes for some strangeness ...
I think adding the liner notes to the back improved the package considerably.
What Are You Listening To Now? (12 June 2007)
Uncle Dave Macon pre-War recordings - working on my clawhammer thing.
Ralph Stanley and the Clinch Mountain Boys c. 1970 - listening for songs to cover.
New Lost City Ramblers compilation from 1958-1962 - many songs Dylan covered
over the years, sometimes only once or twice like Lady Of Carlisle.
I Want You (3 June 2007)
I Want You has many striking lines, but I've always felt that something just didn't
sit right in the song. The person addressed is barely mentioned in any part of the
song except the title line and the final verse when it is noted she has a dancing
child in a Chinese suit. Every other concrete detail is something observed in the
world at large or in the speaker's convoluted imagination / memory.
One reading of the song might posit that it concerns Bob's relationship to Sara, at
that point relatively secret, versus his relationship to his public and / or his social
context as a musician among other musicians and scene makers. The simplicity of
the statement of desire contrasts with the complexity of the portrayals and
descriptions. The verb to want is also significantly anti-romantic. It is something
of an egotistical verb, not just because it is cast in first person. I'm not sure ego is
the right term - maybe the id is talking? At any rate, "I want you so bad" is not the
same as "I love you so much" although it is sung seductively enough to suggest it
might mean that in the ears of the girl if not in the heart of the speaker. It
reminds me of a line in the movie Bird (which I just saw last night for the first
time) when Chan Richardson is telling Charlie Parker that she has met many,
many women claiming to be his wife, ring and all. "Rings are cheap," Bird says
smiling, trying to combine charm and honesty in another seductive strategy.
So the song in some ways encapsulates why Dylan has succeeded in seducing both
numerous women and a generation of fans (up to 1966 I mean), with striking
verbal dexterity that both directly serves his raw desires and ambitions and
somehow flatters his object of desire into enabling his ambitions. It also seems
sung a bit too fast, as if the nervous jiggling energy of his amphetamine phase has
fueled both his music and his desires.
None of this detracts from the impact of the song or lessens its place in Dylan's
body of work. Bob's best love songs are often pretty knotty affairs, and his more
direct ones like Sara and Wedding Song can be very sentimental and bathetic.
Writing this has also made me wonder about the gender roles in the audience that
raised Dylan to stardom and continues to keep him there. I've sort of assumed that
most fans, from die-hard fanatic to something more casual yet persistent, were
something like me - male, guitar lover, interested in poetry and literature and
politics to some degree, interested in coolness and hipness and doing your own
thing, or female but still interested in all of the above. But now I wonder if a
crucial part of his play to the audience was simply an extension of his dating
strategy, presenting himself as Bobby, the boy wonder who could really use a good
woman to keep him together, and that the swooning female (or homosexual)
portion of the audience may actually explain much of his staying power, so to
speak. What he wants out of you is not exactly what you want of him - he wants
you to want him on terms favorable to him alone.
Lines That Piss You Off (14 June 2007)
In my experience of pop music, lyrics that anger and confuse listeners are often a
sign of excellence. I'd love it if Bob wrote many many more such lines. It would be
preferable to facile double-entendres and hoary pieties.
More mixed-up confusion, please.
The Next Bootleg Series Release Should Be ... (12 June 2007)
I would love a Bootleg Series entirely composed of cover songs through the years.
It would mean paying some royalties, but Bob can afford it. A lot of his covers are
in public domain anyway. I know he sort of did this with the two acoustic albums
Good As I Been To You and World Gone Wrong, but there are so many other cool
covers Bob has done, and I sort of doubt he's holding back any unreleased
masterpieces at this point.
Chris Smither (13 June 2007)
Chris Smither - Leave The Light On - Whooh-hooh!
Glad to see another Chris Smither fan. Chris was prominent in the Boston /
Cambridge folk scene of the late 60s / early 70s, always noted for his guitar playing
and songwriting - Bonnie Raitt was an early friend and covered at least one of his
songs on her first or second album. The thing that held him back was his singing,
which at the time was very rough and harsh. The years seem to have aged his
voice well, as the recent recordings I've heard are very well sung.
He was a fixture at Passim, The Unicorn Coffee House and other folk venues. I
saw him once back then, first person I ever saw play a steel-bodied National
guitar, opening for another act I've forgotten at an outdoor show.
American Pie (14 June 2007)
I always think of this song as right up there with Ballad Of The Green Berets, Sink
The Bismarck, Eve Of Destruction, and Honey, as one of the very worst
monstrosities ever recorded. Give me Metal Machine Music any day.
Tom Rush (18 June 2007)
Al Kooper and Bruce Langhorne both play guitar on Rush recordings, Kooper most
famously on Who Do You Love, Langhorne on almost every other folk / rock thing
Rush did. Rush might have used Langhorne before Dylan did. Rush loomed pretty
large on the radio when I was growing up around Boston, and my friends and I
had the records - his Greatest Hits on Elektra is very fine, but almost everything
he sang came out okay because he has a strong voice and guitar, knows wonderful
folksongs and blues, has good taste in contemporary songwriters, and writes a nice
tune himself now and then. His Galveston Flood was one of the first slide tunes I
tried to play.
That Tom Rush LP on Columbia is another gem in his catalogue. There's at least
one good live album also from the late 70s or maybe later, from an annual concert
series he did in Boston.
Dear Bob Dylan ... (26 June 2007)
A female fan's online diary in which each entry starts Dear Bob Dylan ...
This didn't seem creepy to me, just devoted to its literary form of address. The
writing doesn't appear delusional, just thoughtful. The subject is limited by the
pretext of address, but that limit is part of the self-imposed pressure to create
something meaningful. She writes like a poet writing prose. She also writes like
she knows what she is doing in this diary. I see no resemblance to Miss X who
wrote with less self-awareness than almost any adult I've ever encountered.
It's also kind of boring, like most fan writing. At least she avoids the minefields of
Street Legal, Dylan's private romantic life, his religious beliefs, etc. and seems to
stick to what his music means to her own imaginative process. But I did not read
more than the available page, saw nothing there to encourage a review of her
archives, or anything else she might have written.
Were The Wilburys Really That Good? (26 June 2007)
Two Wilburys - Roy Orbison and Bob Dylan - were good enough to produce
superior work without the aid of the others. So every time one or the other is not
dominating the proceedings, the quality level goes down. Petty is okay, had some
catchy hits with the Heartbreakers. He's not great, just works hard with what he
has. Jeff Lynne? Not much going on there. George Harrison? Nice guy, good guitar
player, ex-Beatle, but really not much of a solo career past the wave of interest
generated by the Beatles. Was there another Wilbury? Del Shannon or someone?
Anyway, just how good were Dylan and Orbison going to make their journeyman
cohorts? When did they ever do that for anybody? Dylan's had many good
musicians, and generally they all serve to make him seem very good indeed, not
vice versa. He gave the Hawks a lot of room, but they were putting out his sound
(developed before he ever heard them) on his songs.
I've never heard a Wilburys song I felt I needed to hear twice. All I hear is an allstar goof and wishful hype. Some of it was bound to be okay, given the talent
involved. None of it is better than okay or essential listening. Some of it is better
than the solo work of the members in that era, but that's not saying much.
Highway 61 Revisited Is Overrated (27 June 2007)
I've never seen a convincing argument as to which Dylan album is "best" and very
very few adequate descriptions of why Dylan is a great and important artist. My
personal view is that John Wesley Harding and Love & Theft are his best albums,
but my favorite album can shift with my mood or circumstance.
I also don't see anything other than personal preference operating with regard to
"live vs. studio" debates about most of Bob's good work. I think most people
familiar with live and studio recordings acknowledge that Dylan's live work is
significantly different than his studio work and crucial to understanding him as an
artist.
However, in terms of both musical content and cultural influence, it would be
difficult for a detailed and informed analysis to overrate Highway 61 Revisited,
whether or not one likes to listen to it. I can't think of another band or artist who
produced such an audacious statement, presenting a sound, a lyric approach, a
vocal style in music so immediately coherent, original, and supremely aware of its
traditional foundations. In personal terms, there are very few rock albums from
my youth that I continue to enjoy with my adult sensibilities. I cannot think of a
time when I did not want to hear Highway 61 Revisited for what I could learn
from it and not just to wax nostalgic.
New Morning Back Cover Pic (27 June 2007)
The picture of Bob with Victoria Spivey is probably from the sessions with Big Joe
Williams released on the Three Kings And A Queen album on Spivey Records, the
other kings being pianist Roosevelt Sykes and guitarist Lonnie Johnson. Big Joe
considered Dylan his protГ©gГ© and probably got him into the session, but from the
picture one must assume Dylan charmed Spivey and vice versa.
I believe the Harry Belafonte session was Dylan's first. The Spivey session seems to
have been second, prior to the Hester session.
Rolling Stone Votes Don't Think Twice "The Angriest Love Song" (28 June
2007)
Hank Williams wrote many love / hate songs that will continue to be sung long
after Alanis Morrissette [whose You Oughta Know came second in the poll] will
be an obscure trivia question.
Here's Hank's Alone And Forsaken. In the second half of the song, his rage turns
nearly murderous but is contained in the austere language and delivery and mixed
with grief and obsession.
We met in the springtime when blossoms unfold
The pastures were green and the meadows were gold
Our love was in flower as summer grew on
Her love like the leaves now has withered and gone.
The roses have faded, there's frost at my door
The birds in the morning don't sing anymore
The grass in the valley is starting to die
And out in the darkness the whippoorwills cry.
Refrain
Alone and forsaken by fate and by man
Oh, Lord, if You hear me please hold to my hand
Oh, please understand.
Oh, where has she gone to, oh, where can she be
She may have forsaken some other like me
She promised to honor, to love and obey
Each vow was a plaything that she threw away.
The darkness is falling, the sky has turned gray
A hound in the distance is starting to bay
I wonder, I wonder - what she's thinking of
Forsaken, forgotten - without any love.
As others have noted, I also don't hear much anger in Dylan's song, just cynicism
and rationales for cutting ties with someone. I don't really think of it as a love
song, not nearly as much as It Ain't Me Babe. The relationship is treated too
casually to inspire hate.
Rolling Stone is a silly consumer magazine that publishes an occasionally
interesting article, more often on non-musical matters than music itself. The
reviews are mostly unreadable drivel, the polls and lists too bloody trivial and
annoying to bother with.
Ain't Gonna Go To Hell ... (29 June 2007)
In this song, the litany form yields many clever lyric lines - almost all the positive
claims are well-phrased and show his ability to maximize syllables and hold
rhythm as well as his penchant for internal rhyme. However, each verse ends
with couplets that show his growing reliance on bald clichГ© and a suspect claim to
virtue.
The chorus lines are theologically stupid and scan a bit awkwardly when sung
although he does try. No one goes to hell for anyone else. One is judged for one's
own deeds and purposes. So the chorus hints of paranoia as well as selfrighteousness and lack of self-reflection - he claims he can see through "man's
delusions" but appears blind to his own.
These kinds of contradictions are so often the case during his most Christian
period that I just can't take the music seriously no matter how much he seems into
it. The fervor ultimately seems fake and superficial and the beliefs more simply
neuroses. Even what is perhaps his best song from the period, I Believe In You,
cannot escape a fundamental narcissism that undermines belief in anything something in this song seems closer to How To Succeed In Business Without
Really Trying than gospel music, with no indication Bob is aware of this irony.
If Bob Performed With A Vocalist In The Band, Would You Go? (29 June
2007)
This is easy. I'd go if the music was good. I can easily imagine it being better than
what he's done in the last 2 - 3 years. It might challenge him to figure out a new
direction or theme. That would be welcome. I would want a lot of new songs and
rarely played ones.
I would not go to hear another competent band churn out hits and a few numbers
from his latest album with the same sorry encores every night, no matter who was
singing, Bob alone or Jakob subbing or Mavis Staples. Actually, I might go if it
were Mavis. She doesn't know how to sing badly.
Charlie Sexton sang a lot when he played in Bob's band, just no back and forth
duets or lead vocals. Someone of his caliber would be a real plus to Dylan's current
band. He'd have to let one of the guitar players go, but they aren't doing much in
any case, certainly nothing Sexton did not do many many times better.
So this would be an interesting move if Bob could do it in a creative and positive
way, not just as a vocal Band-Aid.
Which Album Could Dylan Tour Like Lou Reed's Berlin? (3 July 2007)
The only two Dylan albums that have a strong identity as a whole as well as a
collection of good songs are John Wesley Harding and Blood On The Tracks. A
tour featuring either album in acoustic arrangements based on the original releases
might be very fine indeed. Bob could probably sing all those songs very well.
Love & Theft is a great album, but all the tunes have been toured, and on the
whole, it is not so different from a standard Dylan show - blues / rock, ballads, pop
songs. It's also not so old as to need reviving, and its critical acclaim needs no
revision.
Highway 61 Revisited has enough historical importance to merit a concert
treatment, but I'm not sure Bob could sing it in its entirety any longer even if he
wanted to do so, which I somehow doubt. That movie was called Don't Look Back
for a reason.
I think Bob plays too many old songs as it is. I can't imagine a legitimate version of
Hurricane at this point, and most of the other songs on Desire are not worth
resurrecting either. The two best, Isis and Black Diamond Bay, might work.
There's no album between Blood On The Tracks and (choose one) Oh Mercy /
Time Out Of Mind / Love & Theft that doesn't have at least one dull if not
excruciatingly bad song, and most have several.
I have a bootleg of Lou's Berlin concert in Brooklyn. It's interesting, but not great,
much like the original album, and live the music lacks a certain tension and
strangeness, or maybe that's just the difference in Lou all these years later.
Dylan As An Actor (3 July 2009)
In creating an identity through behavior and artifacts, Dylan does nothing
unusual. We all do this to one extent or another.
Early in his life, he created the role of public performer out of fictions and
ambitions with little actual achievement or significant experience. It was a
powerfully imagined act, maybe more significant than his actual musical activity
to date. The arc of his career can be viewed as a series of acts and achievements
that have surpassed and at times subverted the reputations preceding him.
The big difference in Dylan's case is the extraordinary public examination of his
life, from many perspectives and in many media, each one delivering a particular
set of biases and interpretations or maybe projections based on data that isn't
confined to Dylan himself.
No one not personally connected to Bob has any notion of him personally.
Everything we experience is mediated and changed by the medium at hand. So I
don't think the question is quite properly articulated. I think it might be more
accurate to ask if the audience has demanded a series of artificial identities to
satisfy its own desires, and why that might be. Is Dylan simply feeding these
desires to pursue a career path?
The reason why I am thinking this way is that on film, Dylan is a wooden and
unconvincing actor, and even in documentary footage, he can seem false or
contrived or inauthentic or self-conscious and obvious even though I don't think
these are generally his intentions or even true most of the time.
I do find him a very convincing musical performer. These are interesting
distinctions, at least to me.
Albert, I'm confused ...
What I'm trying to suggest is that beyond the initial birth of Bob Dylan from the
head of Robert Zimmerman, all those "identities" are social constructions based to
a large degree on audience / public needs and expectations. They may approximate
various stages in a biography, but they also seem a bit superficial or contrived,
whereas in musical performance, Dylan's intensity and power achieve their
frightening power through the eclipse of personality, not in its display or
manipulations. It really is about the music with him. I don't think he's been
consciously presenting a series of characters or roles, but a series of songs he sings,
sometimes better than anyone.
At least this is how it seems to me, which is why I continue to be fascinated by
the songs but pretty bored by the cult of personality and hero worship.
Who'll Be Buying This? (6 July)
Dylan 3CD: 51 repackaged tracks in a cloth box - let's see some hands!
There is a theoretical opportunity to subvert Sony via fan voting on the content, if
voting for unreleased and concert material is allowed. A box set of mostly concert
covers, unreleased outtakes, etc would be tempting. I don't expect that to happen.
If they sold the pictures separately, I might consider buying the booklet in a used
book store.
This is timed for holiday gift sales, like most Dylan releases. Way way too much
'looking back' these days by Sony and Dylan himself. An album of new songs
every 5 years or so and endless repackaging of old material - he might as well be
dead.
Multi-tasking: Bob And What? (6 July 2007)
I do my best to avoid multi-tasking. Tasks are work, and if I'm working, I try to
accomplish one thing at a time as best I can. Fortunately, some of my work has
been incredibly easy if not outright stupid, so I can do non-tasks while completing
tasks. But not simultaneously for the most part. If I want to write a song or poem,
I just stop doing the work or finish it first. I can listen to music in nearly any
context and don't consider it a task.
If I want to listen closely to Dylan or anything else, that's all I do. I tend not to
choose Dylan music for background sound or accompaniment to other things.
I would guess I haven't listened to a Dylan recording in two months, maybe
longer. Nashville Skyline was the last album I played, just for fun. Before that, it
was Modern Times mostly to see if I liked it any more than when it was released
(I did, but not enough to play it since). I've played some of his songs a lot during
that time - Buckets Of Rain is one of my little fingerpicking exercises I've made
for myself, and I always like playing other songs from Blood On The Tracks, but
never in shows, just in the park or at home.
Bob Again Bob (6 July 2007)
I have a friend who told me today that Dylan's work from his Christian revivalist
period was definitely his best and that everything else was fairly annoying and
hard to listen to ...
Religious belief can poison one's mind like nothing else. It's a terrible bias in music
or anything. Some find a way to transcend it, but not many. The folk process
seems to leaven it with common sense, so I find spirituals and hymns enjoyable
and occasionally inspiring in human terms. But Dylan's overtly religious songs are
some of the worst things I've ever heard, with stupid self-righteous superstition
substituted for imaginative power and creative individuality. I think it is the single
most tragic aspect of his career as an artist, that during a period when he possibly
had the most command over his performance technique, he wasted his time on
inferior songs anyone could have written but no one should have.
Awww ... your mother wears army boots ...
And she looked damn good in them.
Let Us Now Praise The Basement Tapes (7 July 2007)
May I recommend listening to it whilst consuming copious amounts of cannabis or
hashish, in the spirit with which the tapes were first produced?
A worthy celebration. Every day is Basement Tapes Day in my house.
365 Things I Hate About Bob Dylan (9 July 2007)
1. The "legend"
2. The "fans"
3. The "voice"
4. "The Gospel years"
5. Street Legal
6. Street Legal
7. Street Legal
8. Desire
9. The generic blues-rock arrangements
10. The repackaging fetish
Counter Measures (17 July 2007)
Share ONE sincere and powerful reason why you appreciate Bob Dylan and his
work!
More than any living singer I can name, Dylan manages to transcend his personal
limitations and identity and embed himself in music and traditions as a way of
opening himself to prophetic vision.
I also like how he sings.
How Many Dylan Songs In Your iTunes? (19 July 2007)
None. I don't download songs as a rule. The only exceptions have been some rare
oldtime 78s I saw posted.
I also try to avoid buying commodities with the i-prefix.
I Heard That From A Lady Named Dink ... (19 July 2007)
Dink's Song was collected by John Lomax in 1908, making it rather unlikely Dylan
learned it from her. It was not recorded but simply published as a lyric. Lomax
himself sang it in the archival recording. There is no field recording.
Dylan does something similar in an early tape of The Girl I Left Behind, which he
almost certainly learned from Spencer William's Library of Congress recording but
claims to have learned from a South Dakota farmer named Hiram. To his credit,
Dylan slows the song down and turns it into a waltz. He uses the Library of
Congress verses in order. He later used the Williams arrangement of the melody
for his own song Long Time Coming.
The argument for or against "authenticity" really ought to define authenticity first.
If it means "an accurate and truthful rendering of received material" then Dylan's
performance and claim are not authentic but deceptive. If it means "a performance
that expresses feelings appropriate to the subject matter which remain true to a
tradition" then perhaps Dylan's performance is authentic.
I've had this performance since 1973 (on my copy of Great White Wonder). It's
good, but it goes on a bit long. It has long been considered a crucial bootleg
discovery, along with Wade In The Water and some other folksongs Dylan used to
establish his voice.
Should He Retire? (19 July 2007)
Bob is effectively retired, whether anyone notices or not. New albums every five
years or so, touring to the same audiences playing the same mix of oldies with four
4 songs from the latest LP. Not a real workaholic lifestyle. He earned it, too. I
wish he'd tour less and do more with each show.
Best Country Song (Another Vote) (19 July 2007)
Some Hank Williams song might deserve top spot, but it's hard to pick. My
personal favorite is I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry. A perfect song sung perfectly.
However, I would say May The Circle Be Unbroken in the original Carter Family
recording is a better song and a more influential recording.
Lists like this are always a futile exercise. Good tunes all. Love the George Jones
song.
Is Johnny Cash the most overrated country musician? Maybe overrated is the
wrong term - he was a great artist to be sure, better than many people might
realize. I am so sick of so many of his songs, though. Maybe it's my own fault for
going to so many country shows and jams. I've stopped enjoying playing his songs,
at least the well-known ones. At a certain point, the Tennessee 3 just sound rinky
dinky and stiff. I'm much more drawn to Cash's singing on unusual material.
Dylan's Guitar Skill (22 July 2007)
I'm not sure there are any live recordings that adequately document Dylan's guitar
tone, but to my ears he just works a primitive Strat sound like Buddy Holly and
other early rock twangers. Given the blues / rock and roll forms most of his electric
guitar songs use, this seems a legitimate choice.
Bob's a good folk-blues guitarist in solo settings. Here his idiosyncratic feeling for
time, phrasing and the beat work mostly to his advantage, and even when he's just
casually strumming his way through simple chords he gets a clean sound
supportive of his vocal. That's not as easy as one might think. The CBC broadcast
show with the fake lumberjacks [Quest ] has some nice views of his fingerpicking
(I think in dropped D tuning).
On electric guitar, I think Bob leads the band on mystique and glares and glances
and not with his guitar playing as such. His playing doesn't show much
sophistication, but he's been doing his thing long enough to seem secure in his
choices and limits, when he decides to play. His music doesn't call for virtuosity
except maybe in attention and feeling. He has benefited from some great technical
players in the past - Bloomfield and Robertson most obviously, Charlie Sexton
most recently - but he did just fine with John Jackson for years.
His solos are inconsistent. He can play riffs that move through the chords with
some melodic grace, he has blues phrases he can use, but sometimes he seems
content in hammering 3-4 notes into submission while the band chugs behind
him, as if his interest were solely rhythmic. R&B and swing tenor sax players
would do this to great effect, but maybe the idea doesn't translate so well to folkrock. The best solos I've heard are from performances of Jokerman in the mid-90s
when Winston Watson was driving the band and Bucky Baxter was the best
soloist (although Jackson certainly can play) - Woodstock and Vienna 94, various
other shows. It's perhaps significant that the song is just the I / IV / V chords so the
harmonic material for soloing is fairly simple and easy to organize around blues
scales, and the melody is a simple rising / falling sequence of notes. I love Watson's
drumming on this song, and Baxter's lap steel always gives Bob a comfortable
context in which to play.
Watson spoke in an interview about Bob's guitar and how he used it to establish
triplets in the rhythm to work with the drums, and that he thought Dylan was
underrated or misunderstood as a guitarist because of unorthodoxies in his
approach. Maybe this was a polite way of saying he should have bugged Mick
Taylor more for some lessons, but it seemed sincere. I tend to trust the view of
someone who spent that much time on stage with Bob.
Since 1989, the best Dylan bands and tours to my ears have been those on which
he has felt most comfortable playing electric guitar, whether rhythm or lead, as
well as acoustic guitar. When he foregoes acoustic, or any solos or rhythm
responsibilities, or the guitar for the most part or entirely, the music suffers. The
singing sometimes improves, but I'd rather have gruff vocals and exciting music
than clean vocals and boring music.
On Hard Rain, he plays some sweet slide guitar on Shelter From The Storm ...
Dylan's slide playing on the Rolling Thunder tour was fairly rudimentary. He got
over on enthusiasm. He played better slide on some of his very early recordings.
Dylan Lines That Don't Make Sense ... (29 July 2007)
For example:
I was so much older then / I'm younger than that now ...
Or maybe I just don't get it. Any one care to explain?
Irony, paradox, and punning are ways of "making sense." "I was so much older
then, I'm younger than that now" is in some ways a reiteration of Wordsworth's
"The child is the father to the man." A literal impossibility may have figurative
sense.
Bob has plenty of nonsensical lines - nonsense has been part of his method for a
long time - but many such lines have an undercurrent of sense or meaning. "Hot
lipped hoe" is a surreal physical image on one level, but if a lip is an edge, then the
hoe might literally be warm at the edge from being used energetically.
That opening from My Back Pages challenges our sense of sense - Crimson flames
tied through my ears flowing high and mighty traps / Countless fire and flaming
roads using ideas as my map lacks the common subject / predicate / object structure
of speech which provides sense to strings of individual meanings. It's not just
"open" to interpretation, it requires interpretations to achieve aesthetic sense. It's a
nearly grammarless string of words and phrases, practically the very definition of
bad writing. Whether or not it "works" as an aesthetic strategy depends on how
the lines are experienced. In some ways, the song is one of the most radical
assaults on songwriting in Dylan's catalogue. Even when I don't enjoy it, I marvel
at it. Mostly, I enjoy it, especially as it proceeds and builds momentum and its own
internal logic and meanings.
Bluegrass (27 July 2007)
If you like any of Dylan's acoustic music, in the studio or live, you should be able
to find thrilling bluegrass music. The Stanley Brothers recordings from the 40s /
50s is a good place to start. Their music is not as intent on virtuosity as Bill
Monroe's, the tempos are a little more relaxed, and Ralph Stanley never called his
music bluegrass anyway.
Bluegrass music is a fairly rigid genre mostly invented by Bill Monroe after he
broke up the Monroe Brothers duo. It is not folk music but more of a formal
concert music demanding technical command beyond the abilities of most
musicians without serious study. The first generation of bluegrass musicians especially Monroe, Earl Scruggs and Don Reno - took the music about as far as
possible, similar to how the early bebop luminaries like Parker, Gillespie, Powell,
and Roach pushed jazz to its technical limits. Since then, advances have been
mostly in increased virtuosity on mandolin and banjo - Sam Bush on the former,
Bela Fleck on the latter are good examples - which has pushed the musicians
beyond the genre itself into a sort of hybrid acoustic jazz fusion or jamband kind
of thing.
The genre has become codified and to my way of listening somewhat boring (kind
of like mainstream jazz in the Marsalis era), with the same songs played over and
over in similar ensembles singing the same kind of harmonies while the fiddlers,
mandolinists and banjoists display their chops. Radical inventions become
conservative hallmarks of a style. New songs have to compete with classics all the
musicians and listeners know very well, and this seems to constrict creativity.
Still, some of the bluegrass giants are still making music, and country and acoustic
folk in general continue to benefit from adopting bluegrass values. Emmy Lou
Harris at the Ryman is a great example. She is not a bluegrass musician; she sings
some bluegrass songs very very well, and some of her bands have had tremendous
musicianship in that area.
The Carter Family did not play bluegrass. Anything they did is worth hearing.
Good modern bluegrass bands include Del McCoury Band, Alison Krause and
Union Station when they choose to play bluegrass, and Ricky Skaggs. All of them
served time in Monroe's band.
I don't care that much about such strict genre distinctions. My observations above
are based on what I hear in bluegrass bands playing in my musical circles (there
are a lot of bands in NYC), conversations with both bluegrass and anti-bluegrass
musicians (some old-time players don't like Monroe), and my obsessive reading. I
play some bluegrass songs from time to time, in my band and with others. I never
call myself a bluegrass musician - I'm just not good enough. I say I play mandolin
and leave it at that.
Pay Or Don't Play (29 July 2007)
If someone gets up at your local coffeehouse and plays their version of Blowing' In
The Wind or Yesterday or The Boxer and so on, the company that controls the
copyright wants paid. The fee - a flat $400 a year - can be charged by multiple
companies ...
Any use of copyrighted material for profit requires payment and / or permission to
the copyright owner. This applies to live or recorded music, originals or covers.
When no profit or money is involved, I'm not so certain what the laws stipulate.
When I managed a restaurant and bar, we had recorded jazz background music,
provided by a company who we paid, and they in turn managed the payments to
ASCAP (or BMI I guess, but most were probably ASCAP songs).
I think live music licenses usually involve some kind of fee to ASCAP, at least I
believe that is the case in New York. I'm not sure how ASCAP disburses money to
its members, but I plan to join very soon and will find out.
People take music for granted and think they have the right to any material for
any purpose that suits them. They don't. I don't think it is so bad if people and
venues slide around the law, nor do I think it bad if venues and artists are held
responsible for use of copyrighted material. A busker playing Dylan for change is
not going to affect Dylan's bottom line either way. If Mary Lee's Corvette tours
playing Blood On The Tracks in its entirety, they certainly owe Bob and no doubt
pay for the privilege.
Which Of The Band's Albums Should I Get? (29 July 2007)
Rock Of Ages is required listening. Buy that first. The CD has plenty of bonus
material, including some sloppy but fun songs with Dylan. The double CD bootleg
of the Academy of Music shows and rehearsals is also worth it.
Stage Fright is where you can hear Robbie's heavy hand taking over and coming
up short on great songs, but it's still a decent album, and the LP was extremely
well produced. The CD I believe has some alternate mixes and is supposed to be
interesting. The CD reissues in general, but most especially for their great albums
mentioned, have many bonus cuts worth having, with Robbie's tinkering removed
from songs in certain cases.
Cahoots has a couple good but not great songs and many leaden ones, and the
production is uninspired and cluttered. Northern Lights Southern Cross just
doesn't have enough songs period, but what is there is mostly good to very very
good.
The Band website has fairly honest and accurate assessments of the LPs, plus other
cool information.
Other bootlegs CDs worth owning - Live At Hollywood Bowl (very good audience
recording), Albert Hall Rags (fair audience recording, wonderful performances),
Old Shoes (early Levon And The Hawks recordings, some interesting television
and studio outtakes of Band songs).
Of the post Robbie-material, Jericho seems to be the best. Better than Stage Fright
overall.
Which Religion / Philosophy? (30 July 2007)
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Buddhism
Islam
Christianity
Existentialism
Judaism
Hinduism
Daoism
Stoicism
Atheism or Nihilism
Pairing atheism and nihilism is a dubious linking. They have no necessary
connection. It's like pairing Christianity and pedophilia.
You might have included humanism. Then I'd have possibly voted.
Mathematics is needed if you want to understand the world. But mathematics all
by itself tells you nothing about the world. Of course, to understand poetry,
though, which is part of the world, you don't need to know very much
mathematics ....
Mathematics is in fact an aid in understanding poetry. I'm not sure either
guarantees peace of mind, but both have values that might enhance one's life and
relations.
I never really figured that metaphysics thing out. The idea that phenomena exist
that don't consist of matter doesn't make much sense to my way of thinking.
Neuroscience indicates that even thoughts reside in the world of matter ...
I think I've perhaps read metaphysicians, and maybe even stolen ideas when I
could discern them. But generally, I'm with JW on this one - it often seems to be
someone writing sentences only they can understand about things that don't seem
to need understanding.
But I could be wrong, because I've never really figured out exactly what
metaphysics does that philosophy, actual physics, theology, or poetry could not do
better or at least in a more entertaining way.
If anyone can recommend a thrilling metaphysician, I'd be grateful.
Oh Sister Again (31 July 2007)
Has anyone else ever entertained the idea that this song is about suicide?
I think that's a big stretch, but for a listener-centered interpretation, it's not
without merit.
I think there isn't much to this song at all. It's about folk music and the Christian
hymn tradition - as children of God we are all brothers and sisters - with overtones
of incest that Dylan had to recognize. No one as skilled with words, puns and
layers of meaning as he could miss this.
The song also appears to be a direct address to Emmy Lou Harris, perhaps playing
the role of Joan Baez, and Bob's ambivalent and fatalistic relationship to folk
music.
I tend to agree with albert's interpretation - except for the incest part. I believe
Dylan is referring to the Christian idea that all men are brothers ...
The theme of incest is as real in this song as the theme of cannibalism is in the
Eucharist. It is painfully obvious in the words. It's still not much of a song, but the
ambiguity of the sibling address is one of the few interesting things it has going,
aside from the melody.
When was the last time any man here lay in his sister's arms? People bend over
backwards to avoid the obvious in Dylan's work sometimes if it doesn't fit their
own particular bias about Dylan or the song at hand.
Modern Times Again (30 July 2007)
I listened to Modern Times this morning for the first time in a few months. Latest
impressions:
The rhythm section is very good and keep the blues songs rolling along. The
guitarists understand that 50s r&b guitar sound and use it well - each blues song
sounds like a tribute to an era and Chicago and Memphis blues.
The blues songs have sometimes clever and sometimes annoying lyrics - the
cleverness masking not much at all to say. If you don't have many vintage blues
recordings, these might entertain you. If you do, it's hard to find a reason to listen
to them more than once or twice. The opener Thunder On The Mountain is the
best of them, and it would have been adequate to have this the only blues song on
the album. The others are minor songs played well but not astoundingly well,
which is what a blues really requires.
Workingman's Blues #2 is one of the worst songs Bob has released in some time.
Lyrically and musically it is leaden, however well-intended, and it's sung like a
nursery rhyme in slow-motion. Levee's Gonna Break isn't much better and just
sounds like filler.
The pop songs are all quite good, whatever their relationship to other songs like
Red Sails At Sunset. I hear the relationships as strengths.
Ain't Talkin' is a major Dylan work. But it doesn't make this a major album.
Songs that would have improved this album dramatically:
Substitute Boogie Woogie Country Girl for Levee's Gonna Break.
Substitute 'Cross The Green Mountain for Workingman's Blues #2.
Add a re-recorded (with the current band) version of You Belong To Me.
When Was Bob's Last Great Touring Year? (31 July 2007)
I'm going with 2000 ...
Have to agree, although from what I've heard and own, 2001 had many really
wonderful shows and 2002 started out strong.
He had a magic formula with Charlie Sexton and Larry Campbell. That kind of
magic is hard to replace. The set lists were also way way more interesting. The sets
on this tour look incredibly tedious. That YouTube clip of Hard Rain is painfully
bad, just desecrates one of his greatest songs. I had to stop listening. But I'd be
happy to blame YouTube and not Bob.
What Are You Reading Now? (31 July 2007)
The Lady In The Lake by Raymond Chandler
Parade's End by Ford Madox Ford (been at it a while, it's a trilogy)
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire by Edward Gibbon (see note above)
Has Bob Aged Well? (1 Aug 2007)
Looks are pretty subjective. I think Bob looked like an embalmed cadaver in
Masked & Anonymous. In most recent photos, he does look like someone who has
smoked cigarettes for 40-50 years. Whether or not he has, I have no idea. He
doesn't appear to smoke on stage.
His only well-known health issues appear to be some back problems c.1984
onward and the parasite episode that hospitalized him a few years back. That's not
bad for someone his age with his life history.
He tours a lot. He still seems to ride motorcycles, maybe horses - doesn't he own a
farm in MN? His wits seem sharper than ever. He's not lacking in charisma.
I've never found him sexy, not at any point in his career, and certainly not now.
He's just too short to have any appeal for me. But he has aged very very well with
regard to his chosen public career as musician and writer and performer.
What Are You ListeningTo Now? (2 Aug 2007)
Latest CD purchases:
Blind Willie Johnson - a great compilation of his best stuff missing only Dark Was
The Night, Cold Was The Ground which I have on another CD.
Nat King Cole - Just One Of Those Things, an album he recorded with a big band
arranged by Billy May. A masterpiece of vocal swing.
Paul McCartney's Memory Almost Full - much better than I expected, very well
recorded and played, very strong singing, the writing mostly quite effective. This
is the best thing I've heard from him since The White Album.
Spirit On The Water Video (2 Aug 2007)
There is no reason why Bob's current voice and stylistic choices could not be as
brilliant live as in the studio, other than the consequence of certain choices, one of
which is playing more shows per tour / year than he can physically perform at a
superior level.
Another choice is size of venue. Bob's best music and performing capabilities are
in the 1000 seat or less zone. Anything much bigger will mean a "Bob Dylan
Show" with warhorses he can ride with little effort sprinkled with current songs
that too often simply refer to superior studio versions. The concerts appear to be
exercises in nostalgia and hero worship to a competent but rarely brilliant and
often predictable soundtrack.
I don't get the current band, either. Individually, these guys can play. Most of the
ballads and pop songs on Modern Times are quite beautifully rendered. Again, I
think venue size is an issue. Perhaps a line recording well-mixed would reveal
great music being made; YouTube and audience recordings muffle the details of
the music and add a gargling reverberation to the gruff vocals. The blues / rock
songs tend to turn to mush plus drums. I have some very well balanced audience
recordings from last year and 2005, where the performance level approaches the
studio versions (which sound best when they sound "live" whatever overdubs
might have taken place).
I also wonder about the effect his audience has on performance quality. Playing to
thousands of people, many of whom have seen 10 or more shows, some of whom
follow him around so much that he sees the same faces in the front rows show
after show, may in fact be subverting the quality of the music offered. Bob must
realize that he need to do very little at all to please such crowds other than
remember most of the lyrics and trot out Watchtower and wink and grin a few
times.
Bob's move into pop song and away from bluegrass and folk songs is also curious,
as the former places much more demands on his vocals - he's not a natural pop
singer, whereas he is a master of folk and bluegrass type material. The songs
themselves can be brilliant, but his concert performances seem rarely if ever to do
them justice.
In conclusion, I've never watched a YouTube clip I thought was worth the
trouble, at least as a musical experience. I hope concert goers can justly claim one
had to be there.
That Hard Rain clip just posted has eccentric, erratic singing. Its brilliance is
debateable. If lagging behind the beat so much it sounds like the band is in a
different time zone, and if a pitch so wobbly it does indeed sound like gargling at
times, is one's idea of brilliant singing, then this might qualify. I don't hear any
relationship between what he manages to croak out and what the words actually
say. It's a good example of referential (as opposed to a genuinely expressive)
performance.
Howlin' Wolf and Son House both had "unusual" voices that were about as
scratchy and gravelly as Bob's. Charlie Patton is another one with a scratchy old
bullfrog of a voice ...
Rough-voiced singers in Bob's league:
Blind Willie Johnson
Roscoe Holcomb
Dock Boggs
Willie Brown (of "Future Blues" fame - there are several Willie Browns)
Furry Lewis
Robert Petway
Odd-phrasing blues singers in Bob's league:
Sunnyland Slim
Homesick James Williamson
Sleepy John Estes
I think it's worth pointing out that white people have been singing blues songs
nearly as long as black folks. It is undoubtedly an African-American genre, but to
the extent that ethnic identity is cultural and not simply "racial," all Americans are
African-American. some are just darker, others paler.
Of all the cultures in the world, we were born into the one that adamantly refuses
to find beauty in the aging process ...
Very good point about aging and the embodiment of beauty. I don't think it
relieves Dylan of the responsibility to try to sing and play well. I'm convinced he
could do wonders if he'd do less, that his next album could be his best ever until
the one after that.
Dylan's Use Of ClichГ© (13 Aug 2007)
People often rationalize the use of clichГ©s by claiming there is some twist or
subversion in the context. I find that rarely justifies the laziness clichГ©s indicate.
Colloquial language is another matter, and Bob has a masterful command of plain
speech put to deep (or witty, or ironic) expression. The Roses are red line from
Where Teardrops Fall is a good example of the laziness. One might argue that the
clichГ© functions as a kind of insult. I still don't enjoy hearing it.
But in general, I don't think Bob relies on clichГ© much at all. Not nearly as much
as Van Morrison, for instance. In both cases, I think the linguistic demands of
songwriting differ from poetry - the standard for originality in language is
somewhat lower, those for musicality and rhythmic clarity different and perhaps
more regular (although not higher). Songs must be sung convincingly but need not
be spoken well; poems need not be sung but must be authoritative speech.
YouTube (10 Aug 2007)
I should have said and will say now that I don't think YouTube is an adequate
representation of most of what gets portrayed there - it just seems to diminish
visual experience (as well as audio experience). I know it has some useful archival
purposes, but I've never really enjoyed anything I've seen on YouTube so much as
been reminded of things I've enjoyed previously or wish I could enjoy more in
better media. A John Fahey clip ... was the best thing I've seen, but too small and
too short to satisfy.
[The recent succession of poor clips on YouTube] add to my argument that some
moments in musical history are better remembered than preserved, and others
best forgotten entirely. Sadly, the digital age is winning the argument, at least
until the oil runs out.
Something (10 Aug 2007)
I thought Dylan improved Something quite a bit. I never liked the song sung by
George, Sinatra, Tony Bennett or anyone else. I'd be interested to hear McCartney
sing it, because pop is the appropriate genre for so many of George's songs, yet
George himself didn't sing that style very well.
I also thought Bob improved on the original of Hazy Shade Of Winter.
Down In The Groove (17 Aug 2007)
Down In The Groove is a good example of underrated Dylan work. Rank Strangers
and Shenandoah are quite good, despite some questionable production. Ninety
Miles An Hour Down A Dead End Street is a noble failure on a great song. Silvio is
a decent rock song.
The album is not good overall, but not nearly as awful as many say. I'd say it's at
the top of the bottom of the barrel.
Don't listen to him. It's terrible. It will make u ill ...
Another reason why I have a certain affection for Down In The Groove is its lack
of pretensions, as opposed to hugely annoying failures like Street Legal and his
fundamentalist nonsense that followed. Down In The Groove is a bunch of covers
from a bunch of sessions mostly. No worse than most of Self Portrait. Aside from
Silvio, the original writing is weak but hardly as offensive as being told I'm going
to hell because I don't believe in Jesus, or that Bob is saved because he says he does
believe.
Shenandoah is one of the most beautiful American folk songs. Bob and his girl
singers try to do it justice. They almost make it work.
Rank Strangers is another Stanley Brothers song, and Bob always does their songs
well. I'm guessing this one had some special feeling for the boy from Hibbing.
Having low expectations assists in the enjoyment of what music redeems itself on
this album. Listening to all of it in sequence is maybe not the best strategy.
Dylan Covers (14 Aug 2007)
Is there a song anywhere that's not way better in its original version than Dylan's
cover of it? One time harmonica albert said he preferred Dylan's version of Hazy
Shade Of Winter, but I think he'd been drinking ...
No mistake. I prefer Bob to Simon and Garfunkel in every circumstance. I didn't
say I thought Bob's version was "better" or "great" but only that I enjoyed it. I also
prefer tofu dogs to veal scaloppini.
I also prefer Bob's Dolly Dagger to Jimi's.
I've been performing Bob's arrangement of Duncan & Brady lately, on 12 string
guitar. Jolly fun. Gangster folk.
Bob is almost always superb on folk / blues / bluegrass covers. On straight country,
he's more hit or miss, but when he tries, knows the lyrics, and has a band that
knows the song, he can be great. The pop songs are another matter. You Belong
To Me is quite moving. Gershwin's Soon is bizarre. Answer Me falls somewhere in
between.
Many of the covers on that list come from the Toad's Place show, which was not
an artistic highlight despite the enthusiasm and generosity on display.
A live album (or three) of the best versions of these songs (from archival
recordings, not new live versions) would be among Bob's best releases.
Every Grain Of Sand (17 Aug 2007)
The piano version is sung well. The lyrics appeal to a certain lonely perspective
that is a moment of unexpected peace in a tumultuous world, with lines of
Blakean clarity that redeem the slips in grammar and occasional awkwardness.
The awkwardness imbues the song with a greater vulnerability, makes it more
human. The melody goes up and down the scale gently, not quite an octave from
lowest to highest note I'm pretty sure - it's been a while since I played it - with an
almost wistful tempo that amplifies the introspection of the vocal. It's one of Bob's
most intimate performances.
I've never cared for the 3 / 4 version or his live attempts. They seem to reach
outside of the song to a "Bob Dylan" that no longer interests me, or him in some
ways.
Reflective / Introspective Dylan ... (17 Aug 2007)
Side 2 of Bringing It All Back Home is probably all you need.
Acoustic songs from Live 1966 will also help.
I've found Oh Mercy quite meditative as well.
John Wesley Harding above all. Parables for the New Dark Age.
What Bob Has Done For You (18 Aug 2007)
My life as a writer more or less began with listening to Dylan.
I learned to play guitar in order to play his songs.
Mr. Tambourine Man and Like A Rolling Stone helped me see my own emerging
identity distinct from my parents' ideas of who I should or might be, and let me
into a feeling for my own generation at large.
Dylan's work and individuality as an artist informed my own individual and
sometimes quirky choices, gave me something of the courage to do what I felt
necessary.
Other artists played parts in this process, particularly William Blake, Omar
Khayam, Walt Whitman, James Dean, and Humphrey Bogart. I had important
exposure to all of them by the time I was 13-14 years old.
What's With Everyone Here? (18 Aug 2007)
What's with everyone on these forums? Dylan can't sing ... His voice is the worst
thing in the world ... We don't need to hear it every other post you make. I'm 15
and just got into Dylan a few years ago, but to my eyes, modern Bob is just as good
as old-fashioned Bob. Have some respect ...
At 15, what makes you think your opinion matters to anyone but yourself? Just
what have you done in life other than listen to Dylan for a few months and like
what you hear? Most 15 year olds are experts at autoeroticism and little else.
Except Mozart and Rimbaud I guess, although I'm sure Rimbaud could wank with
the best.
Dylan has always courted controversy and periodically undermined the very
things his most devotedly uncritical fans seem to need to worship about him. It
would be very strange for that to change at this point in his career. The variety of
views and reactions here is a mark of his artistic strength, and of his audiences'
varied enthusiasms and biases in approaching a by now quite large body of work.
I also think it is fair to say that nearly everything posted here, whether positive or
negative or neutral or irrelevant, in some way signifies great admiration for his
songs and artistry.
Restless Farewell For Sinatra (20 Aug 2007)
Sinatra was an obsessive and technically astute musician, not simply a voice. I
would not be surprised if by his 80th birthday he had checked out Dylan's work
and found what he admired in it.
The story I heard was that Bob switched songs at the very last minute on his own
whim, but the string players sound rehearsed so I've always doubted that he
pulled a fast one on them.
Love & Theft (21 Aug 2007)
The range of human feeling and musical expression make Love & Theft a powerful
experience even in casual circumstances. Really strong performances by all
concerned give the songs depth and subtlety. I find even songs with superficially
light lyrics like Tweedle Dee & Tweedle Dum and Summer Days only get better
with repeated listens, especially for details in the guitar and bass playing. Great
drumming on the album also keeps it fresh. Bands are generally only as good as
the drummer.
Basement Tapes - I Have The Official CD, Do I Need More? (20 Aug 2007)
The complete sessions are worth owning for a variety of reasons, among them the
presence of several masterpieces, bountiful hilarity, numerous curiosities, and
irreproducible ambience. Some stuff is mumbled intentionally, some is drunkenly
yelped, but much of it is sung very very well in a casual and intimate manner.
Robbie is sometimes magnificent, sometimes out of tune. Garth Hudson is
generally fantastic. Robbie and Richard on drums are not Levon by any means but
often effective. The vocal harmonies are now and then ghostly. A few songs are
among the funniest I've ever heard. A few others among the most solemn and
spiritually profound. The covers of Johnny Cash and Hank Williams are quite
good, even great.
The complete bootleg edition makes the official release irrelevant. There are very
few recordings of major American artists I can compare with this session - maybe
the complete Savoy and Dial recordings of Charlie Parker, or the complete Miles
Davis at the Wooden Nickel, or all of Hank Williams' acoustic demos.
My own 5 CD edition has serious distortion problems on one disc which I
understand are not present on the Tree With Roots edition. I also have many
songs on LP bootlegs, some with significantly different mixes I have yet to hear on
CD, but not so significant that Tree With Roots won't more than suffice.
Beyond The Horizon (22 Aug 2007)
Dylan sings it well. The lyrics are most suited to his age and vocal abilities. The
sentiments seem natural and unforced (unlike most of his blues lyrics these days).
The chord changes and melody have more variation than his 12-bar forays. The
use of Red Sails At Sunset isn't any more of a flaw than Charlie Parker's use of I
Got Rhythm and Honeysuckle Rose.
It's a good song, not as strong as some on Love & Theft, but still one of the better
moments on the mixed bag of Modern Times. Bob is an important and
authoritative blues performer, but I wish he'd give the 12-bar stuff a rest, both on
albums and in shows, until he comes up with something more compelling than
random quips and borrowed licks.
Dylan And ... (22 Aug 2007)
Dylan & The Dead begs the question: who else might Bob team up with and what
might the results be?
Dylan and Kanye West - worst thing Bob does in ages, best thing West has ever
done or will do
Dylan and Stephen Sondheim - a late masterpiece on both sides
Dylan and Philip Glass - it goes on and on, but Bob sings it very well
Dylan and Sonic Youth - the last great rock and roll album.
Apple Suckling Tree (22 Aug 2007)
"One of the towering masterpieces of The Basement Tapes ... A monumental piece
of music ... (allmusic.com)
Calling this song a masterpiece is a misuse of language. It is a delightful bit of
nursery rhyme nonsense to the tune of Froggie Went A-Courtin' - where does the
mastery come in precisely? In knowing just how much hashish to smoke before
recording it? It's not as strong as Tiny Montgomery, Goin' To Acapulco, or even
I'm Not There. It's not as funny as Get Your Rocks Off or All American Boy. It is a
whole lot of fun. That seems like enough praise to me. The superlatives get
devalued when they are applied so freely.
How Does He Do It? (22 Aug 2007)
Dylan doesn't read music or write notation - so how does he convey his music to
others, especially his band members?
For his blues songs, Bob probably indicates key and says which old blues record he
is copying, or the title indicates which one. Blues is a codified form, so he can say,
"IV chord to begin, VI / II substitution after the V, no turnaround," and everyone
will know what to play.
On pop songs and non blues, it's easy to write out lyrics, show where bar lines fall,
and indicate what chords to play. After a take or two, most musicians will hear
where the melodic notes fall and be able to complement the vocal. Bob can also
play in a melodic style on guitar or pound out a melody on piano. No standard
notation is required for this, just a thorough knowledge of the chords and scales
on your chosen instrument and a good ear. And again, pop songs have their own
code - "32 bars, I / II / IV in the A part, III / VI / II / V in the bridge" will set
everyone on the same path.
For experienced musicians, most of Dylan's songs are clear and simple and based
on pre-existing forms. That doesn't mean they aren't deep or easy to play well. His
most complicated songs are those like Sad Eyed Lady Of The Lowlands, long verses
with many chord changes over certain patterns that keep modifying as the verse
lengthens, so that by the time the second verse appears, you might have forgotten
the patterns. Given the story (from Ken Buttrey) that he just played that song
without notes or rehearsing the musicians, it's an indication of the skill level of his
musicians on that session that they kept it going.
At the start of the NET, GE Smith was de facto musical director and would
rehearse musicians without Bob on the 50 - 60 songs most likely to be played. I'm
guessing Tony Garnier took over that role a long time ago. When Charlie Sexton
was first hired, he was given tapes (or CDs or files) of songs by Bob's "people" with
the understanding he'd know them cold by the first rehearsal. I have a vague
recollection he mentioned 100 songs, but that sounds a bit much. Not impossible,
given the catalogue.
#1: Several musicians have confirmed Dylan's ability to play; most noteworthy, in
this context, his ability to transpose chords on the spot without using a capo as the
other musicians commonly do ...
#2: WerenвЂ™t the Leeds Music demos made for copyright purposes, without
anything being written down at all?
Transposing songs from key to key is not that hard when you are working with
folk-based forms and the open chord positions or the basic barre chords. If you can
count to 12 and know the alphabet from A to G, you can do it. It helps to know
the guitar neck all the way to fret 12, but that's also pretty easy. I'd say it took me
about 6-10 months during the period I was learning to play guitar on Dylan, Van
Morrison, and country blues songs. I spent maybe a year playing my way through
several song books with open chords and keys more or less matching the
recordings I had. Some keys were hard for me to sing, and some recordings didn't
match the sheet music, so I started moving the chord shapes up the neck or
moving the key in open chord positions.
You really can teach yourself most of what you need to know about playing guitar
on Dylan songs and the like. It's called folk music for a reason.
I highly doubt anyone but Dylan owns copyright on all his songs. He may have
had some kind of publishing deal early on that was less than advantageous, but
that would likely have been merely a publishing contract for songs used by
permission, not rights to the songs themselves. The only real issue he had in the
early years to my knowledge was signing a contract with Columbia before he was
21, and the litigated disputes with Albert Grossman. Grossman himself tidied up
Bob's early business when he became manager. A bit too tidy apparently.
A transcriber is a hired hand with no rights to copyrighted material transcribed.
Bob's typescripts and recordings constitute his copyrighted compositions (signing
and dating pretty much seals copyright). I'm less clear about transcriptions of
public domain material, but anyone can sit down with a Charley Patton record
and try to write out the guitar parts. Whether or not Woody Mann or Stefan
Grossman or Bob Brozman can actually copyright their transcriptions of such
material would seem to depend on the uniqueness of the choices made in
transcribing (there's more than one C available on a guitar), and the date and
format of publication. Clearly, you can't just xerox a Grossman transcription and
sell it as your own.
I'm Not There - Coming Soon! (22 Aug 2007)
I don't see any need for a biopic of Dylan until he is long dead and rarely heard maybe in 3 - 400 years? The only reasons I can imagine are to flatter the subject
and siphon more money from the fans.
Too much is known of Dylan's life already. I say give it a rest, and let him do
something new to add to the legend instead of recycling and revising the old bits.
I'd much prefer two or three more volumes of Chronicles in increasingly ornery
and mystifying terms.
I'm Not There is a wonderful song about many things and maybe nothing at all. If
Todd Haynes can somehow make a film that does with film what I'm Not There
does with music, hip hip hooray. If not, we'll always have Masked & Anonymous.
A Picture From Life's Other Side ... (24 Aug 2007)
I believe that's the late John Herald of the Greenbriar Boys on guitar, not sure
who the mandolin player is, either Eric Weissberg who would later play on one of
Bob's greatest albums or Ralph Rinzler who would be a major promoter of
bluegrass and folk music giving new life to the careers of many older musicians. [It
is indeed Rinzler.] Bob is of course out of place - just arrived in New York,
completely over his head musically playing with bluegrass musicians. Lucky
timing, ambition and the babyface must have counted for a lot. What a strange
life.
I'm Trying To Understand ... (24 Aug 2007)
Dylan cannot sing, his song lyrics make no sense, the playing of his band is sloppy,
he is rude towards all his fans and ungrateful for his success. It is a very odd cult
that gathers around him ...
You really should demonstrate a deeper understanding of American music, and
music in general, before making such unsupported and facile judgements about an
artist who at the very least has impressed his peers in music like few living
musicians have.
We all live with cruelty in our hearts. Few of us live under the spotlight of
celebrity and obsessive hero worship, or would look any better than Bob if
subjected to that kind of life.
David Letterman (23 Aug 2007)
Letterman ran out of charm at least 10 years ago. He looks and sounds like he's
edging into premature senility. He's a dreadful comic - every half-funny punchline
accompanied by a smug self-satisfied smirk while he allows the audience to
applaud his ego. His timing is pure sludge.
I like to think he's a decent man offstage, just completely washed up as an
entertainer.
That Album Again (28 Aug 2007)
Street Legal is nothing like a sketch book. The songs are overloaded with
everything but common sense and linguistic grace. Too many singers, too many
instruments, too many neuroses on display. Too many recycled Bob Dylanisms. It
is the Emperor's New Clothes of his catalogue, a hideous mess with only two songs
of any integrity, SeГ±or and We Better Talk This Over. It is an important proof that
there is no sin against music Dylan can commit that someone won't describe as a
moment of genius if not his finest hour.
I tried to resist further comment on this album and failed. Have your lawyers talk
to my lawyer.
So Much Hate For Street Legal ... (29 Aug 2007)
... so here [from allmusic.com] is some love:
Arriving after the twin peaks of Blood On The Tracks and Desire, Street Legal
seemed like a disappointment upon its 1978 release, and it still seems a little
subpar, years after its release. Perhaps that's because Bob Dylan was uncertain
himself, not just writing a set of songs with no connecting themes, but replacing
the sprawl of the Rolling Thunder Revue with a slick, professional big band,
featuring a horn section and several backing vocalists. The interesting thing about
this is that the music and slick production don't jibe with the songs, which are as
dense as anything Dylan had written since before his motorcycle accident. So,
Street Legal becomes an interesting dichotomy, filled with songs that deserve close
attention but recorded in arrangements that discourage such listening. As such,
Street Legal is fascinating just for that reason - in another setting, these are songs
that would have been hailed as near-masterpieces, but covered in gloss, they seem
strange. Consequentially, it's not surprising that there are factions of Dylan fans
that find this worth the time, while just as many consider it a missed opportunity.
The allmusic review is typical of apologists for this album. Its description dances
around the obvious - that the music is bloated with extraneous and badly used
musicians playing leaden arrangements - and makes a general claim about the
lyrics - "as dense as anything Dylan has written" - without actually demonstrating
the density, and dense in what particular qualities of rhetoric, how that relates to
any prior densities, and why that density is a positive trait. The lyrics are densely
neurotic and contradictory in artless and portentous ways, narcissistic, and filled
with clichГ©s and mannerisms. They are whined more often than sung, even by
Dylan's own standards of singing. All of this is easily demonstrated by carefully
reading the lyrics and closely listening, and I have done so too many times, so I'll
resist the temptation to analyze Is Your Love In Vain again. The fact that the
album is a viscerally unpleasant experience is documented even by its defenders
who resort to psychological rationalizations for the inept lyrics and to nostalgic
references to "classic Dylan" as a way of glossing over self-parody and selfaggrandizement.
It's not surprising that this phenomenon occurs, and it probably does in most
internet fora devoted to the fans of any pop star or any matter whatsoever or even
nothing at all. One of the impacts of the internet on rhetoric and language has
been to impart a false egalitarianism by implying that universal access to
interactive consumer media somehow makes all points of view equally valid
(correspondingly all consumer commodities are equally saleable), and every
consumer an equally fit judge of values, even an equally fit determinant of which
values are to be judged and how. In an economic sense, they are, but economics is
not a field of aesthetic inquiry, nor is psychology for that matter. The fact that
Street Legal is commonly interpreted (diagnosed, really) as a psychological crisis of
romantic and career dimensions is a mark of its tasteless lack of imagination, not
its aesthetic integrity. This common view also reveals the pseudopsychological bias
in public and private discourse which actually serves to disempower individuals
from developing their analytical skills in any other detailed and authoritative way,
so that they more easily accept received biases and rhetorics from mass media.
The two shibboleths really being defended are these: Bob Dylan can't make awful
music because he's a genius; and the listener can't possibly like or even love bad
music because the listener is certain of his or her own biases past the point of
needing or wanting to examine them. Why not just say, it's crap but I love it?
Who could argue with that?
A clever person would ask me just to say it's great but I hate it, but not a really
clever person who has been paying attention. I happily admit not liking some
truly great music. Bach bores me mostly. Same with Art Tatum. Also Joe Pass. Ella
Fitzgerald. These are all musical geniuses, and I can hear the genius and
understand their importance and why people like them, but I just don't enjoy the
music on a personal level. My experience with Street Legal is that, like it or not, it
doesn't stand up to any rigorous critical examination. It is demonstrably weak
music. So weak, I don't even hate it. I feel embarrassed for its maker when I hear
it, and bored, and annoyed.
It's not surprising that this Emperor's New Clothes phenomenon occurs, and it
probably does in most internet fora devoted to the fans of any pop star. One of the
more chaotic impacts of the internet on rhetoric and language has been to impart
a false egalitarianism by implying that universal access to interactive consumer
media somehow makes all points of view equally valid (correspondingly all
consumer commodities are equally saleable), and every consumer an equally fit
judge of values, even an equally fit determinant of which values are to be judged
and how. In an economic sense, they are, but economics is not a field of aesthetic
inquiry, nor is psychology for that matter. The fact that Street Legal is commonly
interpreted (diagnosed, really) as a psychological crisis of romantic and career
dimensions is a mark of its tasteless lack of imagination, not its aesthetic integrity.
In an attempt to examine my own biases, I bought the CD of Street Legal some
months ago. It was even worse than I recalled. I liked the album when it was
released. I saw the tour in Providence, was both impressed and disappointed. Bob
looked silly on stage. The music was bombastic and over-earnest and shallow. The
album quickly lost whatever charm it initially had. The blessing was I no longer
had to worship Dylan as some kind of infallible hero. His strengths, being
perishable, became more inspiring to me. His weaknesses made him more human,
but they didn't become interesting aesthetic features of his work, at least in this
case.
Modern Times A Year On (28 Aug 2007)
Time Out Of Mind is a far superior blues album than Modern Times - the blues
progressions used are more interesting, the lyrics less reliant on blues clichГ©s and a
certain vulgar posturing in the vocals that creeps in on the latter album. The
guitars are better played and better recorded, and Bob's voice was in significantly
better shape 10 years ago.
The non-blues material on Modern Times continues to interest me, and these
songs I would rate higher than most on Time Out Of Mind, although not by
much. The blues aren't badly played or sung or overblown like New Pony or It
Hurts Me, Too, but they aren't much more than competent coverband grooves and
snarled Dylanisms. Most go on too long.
I tend to play only Dylan albums I am willing or want to hear from start to finish,
so Modern Times doesn't get much play.
Foot Of Pride (3 Sept 2007)
I like this song. I think it goes past the didacticism of the inferior songs on
Infidels, starts to get unhinged a bit and then pretty interesting. The delivery is
aggressive and sharp. It's a madman's sermon to a mob no longer listening to him.
He resorts to imagery more often than abstraction. Some lines are less original meeting the same people coming down that you saw going up has been said before
and since - others are quite vivid and stark - "they sang Danny Boy at the funeral
and the Lord's Prayer / The preacher talked about Christ betrayed" or "Well they'll
choose a man for you to meet tonight / You'll play the fool and learn how to walk
through doors / How to enter into the gates of paradise / No! How to carry a
burden too heavy to be yours" which is also indicative of the use of rough iambic
pentameter occurring throughout the song.
The song is more like Frankie Lee And Judas Priest or Disease Of Conceit or Sign
On The Cross in that it embodies a theatrical voice that creates its own dramatic
context through the diction employed. The character of the lunatic preacher and
the world he haunts are both played out in the vocal.
The irony being enacted is one of the more genuinely felt and sung themes in
Dylan's 80s work - that to speak truths, prophets go as mad as the worlds that
make them; that all glory comes with a heavy price no one can pay; that those
who need prophecy most are most impervious to its influence; that no righteous
pose exists that can't be undone. The song still sounds somewhat improvised or
sketched with commonplace language in spots, but in this case I'm not sure a more
finished take would preserve the fierce theatrics.
I've tried not to like the song for all the obvious reasons, but it always convinces
me otherwise.
Bob's Influence On Other Artists (6 Sept 2007)
Bob had the peculiar power to influence artists who influenced him. He had a
profound impact on Allen Ginsberg for example. Also on Johnny Cash. Would
Elvis have recorded In The Ghetto if Bob had never lived? Bob amplified the social
values of pop music (and pop culture in general) like no one I can recall.
Everything changed after him.
Rock Music As Art (7 Sept 2007)
It's happening to jazz, which way back when would never have been considered a
"high art form." Could it happen to rock too? Or do you think it already has?
Jazz has been recognized for its deep artistic values since at least 1918 or so. While
rooted in an entertainment tradition outside of a standard concert hall, even early
jazz and pre-jazz ragtime music was presented as concert music. Early jazz
composers like Duke Ellington and Jelly Roll Morton took their music very
seriously.
The distinctions between high and low art, fine arts and popular arts, can be useful
for some things and distracting for others. Folk art forms may have parameters not
present in formal arts and vice versa, but the depth of human feeling in either case
is not limited by genre but by the creative imagination embodied in the work.
Jazz came from the body, as dance music capturing much of the musicality in the
social body, and was the vehicle for an enormous transfer of musicality from an
African-American minority to Americans as a whole, as social dancing moved
away from European codes and took on African values and rhythms. This in turn
has been part of a general process of cultural integration underlying the
fundamental African-American character of so much of everyday life of all
Americans.
In the case of jazz, the claims to high art have been complicated by racism as well
as more general biases about art and artists. While it is clear that after the Big
Band era, jazz became more of a concert music, the pulse that drove the r&b, rock
and roll, and country styles of popular music that superseded jazz was one derived
either directly from jazz or from common folk roots. Jazz at this point covers a
very wide range of musical styles, and it's not a very useful noun without
modifiers or examples to clarify exactly what is being discussed.
In the case of rock music, it has already shown the capacity to produce deep and
lasting music (at least lasting 50 years or so), and also has shown that at the folk
level, where music gets heard and absorbed and learned and passed around and
picked apart and distorted and wrecked, a capacity to reinvent itself for successive
audience generations while maintaining more or less the same musical values.
The big divide is not necessarily that between high art and popular art, but
between art and commodity, between music composed and performed primarily to
fulfil aesthetic purposes and that produced for purposes of commerce and
representing the profit priorities of corporate entities completely unconnected to
the musical experience.
Brilliant art can be popular. It can also be the exact opposite of popular and cause
riots, scandals, derision, and neglect. I don't think it matters much how rock music
as a genre persists. It will serve commerce until it can't produce requisite profits. It
will serve an aesthetic purpose until it can no longer represent human feeling with
authority. It will be replaced by other styles, and probably already has produced
its own killer.
The "high" and "low" art distinction doesn't matter to me personally. I was
wondering if anyone has seen, or predicts that we will see in the future, a
"museum" approach to rock music ...
I think we've been seeing a museum approach in rock music for quite some time,
if by that you mean musicians running through poses to replicate a prior music.
The Rolling Stones have been a museum show for most of their career at this
point.
Rock has relatively simple forms that are recycled constantly. Some forms are
musical, some are theatrical. Rock is a musical code and a behavioral one. Music,
being abstract, has sometimes an easier way of sustaining itself. Social norms can
change quickly, so that the rock behavioral code of male adolescence on overdrive
seems a bit silly and has for some time. Anyone really interested in Pete Doherty's
travails? Doesn't he seem to be an indulgent loser and not a rebel or martyr,
symbol of his own failure and little more?
The question to me seems one of the social circumstances of creativity as well as of
the experience of the art whether live or mediated. It's naive to think corporate
processes are neutral in the production of art, especially in the era of media
conglomerates and rampant consumer media. The corporations are already
showing signs of losing control over consumers turning technology toward their
own purposes whether as consumers or artists. But the degree to which most
popular culture is cultivated to legitimize and enforce the behavioral codes for
obedient consumers should not be underestimated. Including the "getting laid"
part.
A shorter answer is that if you are asking the question, the answer must be yes.
#1: Does Bob Dylan have something "NEW" to say? I don't think so ...
#2: I think Dylan is probably the only artist in our time who will still be
considered 200 or 300 years from now. It's not Picasso, it's Bob Dylan, no one has
had more effect on the world of art. (Todd Haynes)
The Todd Haynes quote sounds like convenient self-promotion. Surely people 2300 years from now will be curious about the culture of such a destructive era as
the 20th century.
I do think Dylan says something new in popular music - new terms, new sounds,
new forms, new uses of old forms.
I don't think the influence of money on art is in any kind of steady state or is
universally felt as an influence on production. Capitalism has profoundly
intensified as production and distribution moved from regional to national to
international scope and volume increased, and the production process under those
conditions has come under the growing influence of budgets and profit goals
alongside whatever aesthetic concerns the artist may have. Much music today is
completely artless and simply exists to reinforce consumerism.
Most human artifacts show traces of the makers. This doesn't make an artifact art.
A song might show psychological anxiety or total disengagement that contribute
nothing to the discourse of art or an understanding of the human condition except
perhaps in negatives. The fact that a mechanized beat can capture the attentions of
millions of people only makes it an effective attention-getter, not art. It is just as
likely to be business propaganda.
Rock music is no less profound than any other folk music. It has always held
artistic riches. Whether or not it continues to do so is hard to say, but given the
history of popular music, I'd say it's unlikely. It will become an historical style
soon enough. Young people will continue to make music, as well as buy music
from slightly older people. Some of it may continue to involve guitars and drums.
Some of it will likely be brilliant and beautiful. Much of it will be expendable crap
people will fetishize because they can.
Just because it's bad doesn't mean it's not "art", does it?
Perhaps "art" will join "authenticity", "objectivity" and a few other choice 18th20th century concepts as simply too confused to bother with any more.
At some point I have to ask what is the point of the question: is "X" "art"?
If Bob Dylan is an "artist" then is everything he does "art"? Is his unlistenable and
indefensibly atrocious cover of "Mister Bojangles" (I know ... you're SO wrong so
just shut up about it) "ART"?
Is it "art" because it's by Bob Dylan but "bad art" because it sucks worse than The
Human League played at the wrong speed?
If Bob Dylan released a record of The Human League played at the wrong speed,
on purpose, would that be "art"?
What if there was a pressing plant mistake and a new Dylan record was released
that accidentally had The Human League at the wrong speed pressed on it? What
if the mispressed Dylan album were made into an installation at The Whitney?
Art? Not art?
Anybody want a mint?
Which of your questions is not mere sophistry?
Just because some people seek to remove meaning from language and undermine
the capacities of others to make judgements that sort and define, doesn't mean
those efforts hold any merit or achieve their unacknowledged irony. The
assertions are feeble compared to 
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